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PRFFACF 
Tit* object *»t’ this book in to enable the student or general 
reader to obtain, in the compass of one volume, a picture of 
change and development during the hundred and twenty years 
when things certainly, and probably men and women with 
them, were undergoing a more rapid change of character than 
in any previous epoch of our annals. I have tried to give the 
sense of continuous growth, to show how economic led to social, 
and social to political change, how the political events reacted 
on the economic and social, and how new thoughts and new 
ideals accompanied or directed the whole complicated process. 

For such a purpose, it would be a mistake to confuse the 
narrative with too much detail, but 1 have put into the story 
the main events which directed fhr course of the current, or 
were tegaedrd as specially tsymbolk of each passing age. I 
cannot hold the epicurean do< trine, sometimes (avowed now¬ 
adays, that because htstoiy increasingly deals with generalisa¬ 
tion it is sale tor the student to neglect dates, which arc the 
bones of historic a! anatomy, Still less is it sale, in pursuit of 
generalised truth, to overlook the personality and influence of 
great men, who are often in large nsrasure the cause of some 
• tendency * whit h only they rendered * inevitable.* 

Political writers, social philosophers and (minders of move¬ 
ments must take their place beside warriors and statesmen in 
any account of social and political changes in modern times. 
Hut religion, literature and science are only mentioned here in 
connection with social or political developments ot which they 
were in some drgrrr the cause or the symbol. I have made no 
attempt to appreciate their real significance in a century of 
British history famous for all three of these supreme efforts of 
the human spirit. 

I have .ailed the book * British History,* because, though 
it, annot c Satin to be a History of the Empire, it is more than 
a I fisfory of Britain. It is inured, mainly, a history of Britain, 
but it treats of that id and as the centre of a great association 
of peoples, enormously increasing in extent during the period 
under survey. The course of events in Canada, Australasia, 
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Vlix 

Ireland India and British Africa have been indicated in broken 
outline.’ In particular, I have tried to show the ^ 
various phases of our home affairs to each of those sepautr 
stories of Imperial development, and the dlect of politic* 
and persons at home on otir relations with Europe aful wtt*t 

the Where should a British History of the Nineteenth Century 
begin, and where break off? Clearly it should Stop where the 
nominal century and the reign of Queen Victoria come to an 
end together. The finish of the Boer War leaves us on the 
threshold of our own times, which are still too near us to be seen 

in perspective. , 
Where to begin is perhaps less obvious. It w‘ouk.» I f.unk, 

be absurd to begin exactly with the new century, with Adding- 
ton and the Treaty of Amiens, at a moment’s pause in the 
battle with revolutionary France, and in the ut*<'>t tcntnle 
years of the initial agony of our own Industrial Revolution, 
It is necessary first to describe the starting-point of this yj r,y 
era of change, to give a sketch of the quiet, old England <>! the 
eighteenth century before machines destroyed it, and fhr poll 
deal scene before the French Revolution came to disturb if. 

The fifty years that stretch from the loss of the American 
Colonies and the fall of George Ill's personal government 
down to Lord Grey’s Reform Bill, compose a single rpm h in 
our political history, no true starting-point can br found be 
tween 1782 and 1832. I have chosen the former year, which 
among other advantages permits the inclusion of the wh*4e 
career of the younger Pitt, who was, both in date and in npmt, 
the last great statesman of the eighteenth and the first of the 
nineteenth century. 

The curious may chance to detect a few sentences or para¬ 
graphs that have occurred in a former work of mine. Where it 
happens that the same thing has to be said at the name length, 
it is an affectation to vary the words. But, generally speaking, 
the point of view from which I have here told the hrirory « d a 
nation’s growth differs in some important respects from the 
outlook of the biographer of a statesman who wan but urn* part 
of a gigantic whole. 

Berkhamstbd, Jammy 1922. 
O. M. TREVELYAN. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During the last hundred and fifty years, the rate of progress 
in man’s command over nature has been ten times as fast as in 
the period between Caesar and Napoleon, a hundred times as 
fast as in the slow prehistoric ages. Tens of thousands of years 
divided man’s first use of fire from his first application of it to 
iron. Even in the civilised era, when literature, science and 
philosophy were given us by Greece, the art of writing preceded 
the printing-press by tens of centuries. In those days each 
great invention was granted a lease of many ages in which to 
foster its own characteristic civilisation, before it was sub¬ 
merged by the next. But in our day, inventions, each implying 
a revolution in the habits of man, follow each other thick as the 
falling leaves. Modern history, beginning from the England of 
1780, is a series of dissolving views. In each generation a new 
economic life half obliterates a predecessor little older than 
itself. 

One example will suffice, that of inland transport. In the 
reign of George III the civilisation of the riding-horse and 
the pack-horse gave way to that of the coach, the waggon and 
the barge, because the soft road was at length superseded by 
the hard road, flanked by the canal. But no time was given 
to develop a new civilisation on that basis; Macadam had 
not yet taught Lord Eldon and the Duke of Wellington that 
they were living in a new world, before Stephenson’s locomotive 
in its turn replaced the barge, the waggon and the coach. And 
then, before the society based on steam has worked out its 
peculiar destiny, petrol in our own day gives a new life to the 
old roads, and opens out the pathways of the air. 

The changes going on during the same period in sea-traffic, 
in manufacture, and in the transmission of messages, tell the 
same story of a series of economic civilisations rapidly super¬ 
imposed one on another. 

Under these conditions, new in the history of man, races 
set apart for aeons of time have been suddenly thrust together, 
not always in fraternal embrace. The vast, unvisited interior 
of Africa has been not only explored but overrun by Europe. 

xiii 



INTRODUCTION 

The mysteries of Asia have been opened out. The conquest of 
America has been completed. Offshoots of our island cmlki- 
tion have overspread continents hidden in the bosoui of the 
Southern Seas, and have ploughed up the Canadian wilderness. 
All the while, Europe herself has suffered convulsions at home, 
in the endeavour to adjust her political and social fabric to the 
rapidity of economic change. 

The terrible pace at which the world now jolts and clanks 
along was set in our island, where, first, invention was fur* 
nessed to organised capital. For fifty years that |-reat chant,;r 
was left uncontrolled by the community which it was trans¬ 
forming. So new was the experience, that for a while the wisest 
were as much at fault as the most foolish, Burke for all his 
powers of prophecy, Pitt for all his study of Adam Smith, Fox 
for all his welcome to the new democracy, no more underwood 
the English economic revolution, and no more dreamt «i? »mi- 
trolling it for the common good, than Heorgr III him-ki. 

We are so like our ancestors of that period, and yrt -jo un¬ 
like; so near them in time and in affection, so far remove.! from 
them in habits and in experience. There lie the paradox and 
romance of modern history. Our daily avnratimi'i, our model 
of travel, our ways of life differ from their t a*i mu* h ;h them 
did from the Anglo-Saxon. Yet we should feel at home it we 
found ourselves among them. We speak their language, Irnlr 
changed. We think and feel much as they did, though thr 
things that we have to think and feel about are so different. 

. A British officer m Flanders in transplanted to a 
British messroom in the same country in wmild hr none 
at home than in a foreign messroom of to day. Though he 
would find the drinking too heavy for him. he' w ould hr mr > 
rounded by presumptions indefinably familiar, He would be 
critical of much, but he would understand from in-mfo wh *t he 
was criticising. Most of us would be at home Sakmg ira M 
Dr. Johnson’s, hearing the contact of civilised min with w, ir** 
discussed with British commonsense and goo i tutm>% w;t;t 
British idiosyncrasy and prejudice. Only we should lie aware 
that we had stepped back out of a scientific, romantic and 
mobile w-amtoan era literary, classical and warn , I >» . jk,m: t, 

BmjC ^ nev^ heard of ‘ evolution 1 in our meaning t 

w ^Jh7*?OUfh5 !hat thc wmU »»»*« 
S Lwlttw “thcrf,had k»own it. With them, lime tu-ved 
so slowly that they thought it stayed still withal. A very 
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different experience has taught us to perceive that the forms 
of our dvilisation are transient as the bubbles on a river. 

In politics, a comparison between our age and theirs pre¬ 
sents the same likeness in utter divergence. We are still 
involved in the outcome of what happened to Ireland in the 
days of Grattan and Pitt, to North America in the days of 
George III and Chatham. Our naval policy, and our interest 
in the independence of the Netherlands, were the same in 1914 
as in 1793. In spite of Tom Paine, we still have King, Lords 
and Commons, and an established Church; the very mace still 
lies on the table as when Oliver ordered it away; half the cus¬ 
toms of the House would be familiar to Fox, if he strolled in to 
a debate. But these forms sheltered, for our great-grandfathers, 
an aristocracy based on the tenure of land, with certain political 
rights reserved for the Crown and certain others for some of 
the common people. For us, the same forms enshrine a demo¬ 
cratic system of representative government, extending over 
Imperial, national and local affairs, in town and in country, 
for Motherland and Dominions—a democracy in which the 
women as well as the men of all classes, having in large part 
been educated at the public charge, are invited to take an equal 
part. There has been no solemn revision of the principles of 
our Constitution, only a constant amendment and extension of 
its details, and an entire though gradual change of view. There 
has been no revolution. Yet in 1794, Pitt’s Attorney-General 
claimed that it was High Treason for any man to agitate for 
the establishment of ‘ representative government, the direct 
contrary of the government which is established here.’ 

Between that interpretation of the Constitution and our 
own there lie only 130 years. But into that brief space of time, 
which two human lives would outspan, has been crowded the 
long sequel of the French Revolution, now calculable by his¬ 
tory; the European War and revolution of our own day, not 
yet calculable; and, more important than any series of political 
or military events, the Industrial Revolution, still in progress, 
that has forced and is still forcing politics and society to follow 
the suit of the inventors, the men who destroy and create classes, 
constitutions, countries and modes of life and thought. 

During the first half of the period surveyed in this book, 
these new forces work at their will, with no conscious aim but 
the production of wealth, to the cry of laissez faire; in the 
second half, attempts, increasingly systematic, are made to 
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control them in the interest of the community that they are con¬ 
stantly re-shaping. In the first fifty years, ending with t he (.reat 
Reform Bill of 1832, the Industrial Revolution is, m its socta 
consequences, mainly destructive. It destroys, in town and 
country, the forms and pieties of the old English life, that could 
not be harnessed to the new machinery. The government, 
while it prohibited all legal and political change as ' Jacobin¬ 
ism,’ urged on the economic revolution. The result was that 
by 1832 there was scant provision for the political, municipal, 
educational or sanitary needs of the population, most of whom 
were not even tolerably clothed or fed. I he laws and institu¬ 
tions had been kept back in one place, while the men and 
women had been moved on to another, where they were living 
as it were outside society, under a guard of yeomanry and. 
magistrates. 

The second half of the period is the story of the building 
up of the new world, of a wholly new type of society, infinifrlv 
more complicated and interdependent in its parts, more full of 
potentialities for progress or disaster, than anything the worl 1 
has before seen. It has been the work of all classes and of all 
parties, whether in co-operation or in conflict, over a spa* r , f 
eighty years of gradual but rapid and continuous reform. The 
contemporary experience of foreign lands, involved a littlr l.ttri 
than ourselves in the throes of the same industrial revolution, 
has more and more influenced us by example, as the distair r 
between countries and their mutual ignorance has been reduced, 
But the work of reform has in our island been British, and mo if 
of its ideas and expedients have been of British origin. 

The same fundamentals of British character ami tempera 
ment that we observed in the quiet old eighteenth century 
British, commonsense and good nature, British idiosyncrasy anil 
prejudice, when brought face to face with this prolonged and 
terrible crisis in human affairs, has produced, after labours, 
errors and victories innumerablefihe strange world in which 
we live to-day. 

!i xvi 
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2 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND 

was in process of rapid transformation. The Industrial Revo¬ 
lution had laid rude hands on the social fabric of old England. 

1 At the time of George Ill’s accession there had been no 
canals; few hard roads; practically no cotton industry; no 
factory system; few capitalist manufacturers; little smelting of 
iron by coal; and though there had been much enclosure of 
land, there had not yet been a wholesale sweeping of small 
farms into big. In these and many other respects, changes due 
to inventions and improved methods were in full progress soon 
after 1760. But it was only during the last ten years of the 
century that the pace of the movement became terrible. Then, 
too, it became disastrously involved in ‘ Jacobin ’ and ‘ anti- 
Jacobin politics, and in the economic consequences of the war 
against the French Republic. Then first it began to attract the 
attention of statesmen. In that later period, the most charac¬ 
teristic developments of the Industrial Revolution will com¬ 
mand our attention. But this and the following chapter are 
devoted to a sketch of the old England as it was in the early 
years of George III, already touched by the coming change, 
but not yet transformed.1 

In the life of our day, the characteristic unit is the town, 
the factory or the trade union. Then it was the country village. 
Village life embraced the chief daily concerns of the majority 
of Englishmen. It was the principal nursery of the national 
character. The village was not then a moribund society, as in 
the nineteenth century; nor was it, as in our own day, a society 
hoping to revive by the backwash of life returning to it from 
the town. It contained no inspected school imparting a town- 
made view of life to successive generations of young rustics, 

1 The reader must bear in mind that no single decade can be named 

tion Eveu+hthe pr°ces.ses,that together make up the Industrial Revolu- 
. Even the most cataclysmic of the changes was not an event but a 

aboutSx'77?^rnUrLnmgham S?FTtS that the Industrial Revolution begins 
about 1770 commencing with changes in the hardware trades.’ The date 
will serve^ if we remember that since 1720, if not before, there had been 
signs of the increase of capitalist industry and the decay of the apprentice 

the improvement of roads had beguntobe^apid abo?t 17^ 

St L old v V°r abs°/^ng SmaJ1 fa^s “t0 large farms wasai 
SSSbtfk^Yet ?°ne of,these movements were complete till well 
opened^ “ntA17- .BnndIeT's Manchester-Worsley canal was 
opened in 1761, Brindley died in 1772 ; but only in 1790 were some of his 

kv’stcfnak?aTrmplet?<? and°pened- Which, then, is the decade of Brind- 
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preparing for migration to other scenes, City civilisation, with 
its newspapers and magazines, had not supplanted provincial 
speech am! village tradition. At nur.it a single news-sheet of 
tour pages, with advertisements of the latest hooks, snippets 
of news from all countries, and attacks on the Ministry by 
* Anti-Sejanus ’ and * Patriotieus,’ went up twice a week to the 
Hall or the Rectory. After souse days, a well-thumbed copy 
might find its way into the parlour of the inn. 

t he squire and the parson were usually resident. Even if 
they were absentees, their agents and the shallow of their great¬ 
ness loomed large over everything, A few hardy Dissenters 
enjoyed a legalised exclusion from the religious domain of the 
parson. Hut against the landlord magistrate there was no group 
of men who could stand out, except ids brother squires. 

Among the villagers collectively subjected to this rule, 
there wan a considerable measure nf equality and independence. 
Large tenant farmers, and agricultural labourers entirely de¬ 
pendent • *» their wages, did not then constitute the whole 
village society. It varied from place to place, but everywhere 
there were many dannet, many dm of holding, many forms of 
right-, on land, and many occupations and means of livelihood. 

In the first place, the village was less purely agricultural 
than if brumr m later times. Its craftsmen supplied its re¬ 
quirements b« ally in many articles now fetched from the towns. 
The wives .uni families of the yeomen and agricultural labour¬ 
ers, and the labourers themselves when field labour was slack, 
carried on various branches of manufacture in their own cot¬ 
tages, Spinning was the special task of women and children. 
Hut there were often in the villages professional weavers, men 
who never tilled the soil except of an evening in their own hack 
gardens. This «law was found fhii kly congregated in the stone- 
built village'! around the infant Thames, or on the strep hanks 
of Yorkshire dales, In Yorkshire, indeed, some of these rural 
communities were destined to change by imperceptible stage* 
into urban districts. 

The villages of England fed with the labour of their hands 
the ig.-.tt staple industries, like the woollen trade, by help of 
who h our oversea commerce had already taken the lead of the 
world. Tnmmerve had to centred in the towns, but much 
of the mamba* fure that supplied it was put out to farm among 
the country cottages, and collated by the cloth merchants 
going round with thrir long turns of pack louses the 
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constantly moving shuttles that wove together the threads 
of far-scattered British industry. So long as this system of 
manufacture continued, the rural population was much more 
numerous than the city population. A dozen of the southern 
counties retained more inhabitants to the square mile than any 
shire in the north, until the general adoption of machinery 
brought in the factory system.1 

The work of women and children played as large a part in 
these cottage industries as in the factories that replaced them. 
We shall never know enough about the hours and conditions 
of their home work, for any sure comparison with subsequent 
factory conditions. But it is safe to say that there was a greater 
variety of treatment, when the circumstances of each family, 
or the temperament of its most strong-minded member, dic¬ 
tated the habits of each household. The discipline of the home 
could seldom have been as severe, and never as artificial and 
dehumanised as in the mills of the worst period before the 
Factory Acts. On the other hand, the sanitary conditions in 
most of the cottages, and the long hours of labour in many, 
would not be tolerated by the factory code of the present day. 

But the village was, first and foremost, an agricultural com¬ 
munity, as indeed was England herself. Although our methods 
of tilling the soil were wasteful and antiquated, especially in the 
great corn-growing area of the Midlands, we were still able in 
1765 to export corn abroad, after feeding the small population 
of seven millions in England and Wales. Afterwards, during 
the Napoleonic Wars, when the numbers rose to eleven millions, 
it became necessary to conduct agriculture on the principle of 
extracting from the soil the utmost possible quantity of corn. 
But in the early days of George III there was no such pressure 
of hungry population in the island, and the political economy 
of the village sought only to provide ‘ subsistence ’ for each 
family resident in the parish. 

‘ Subsistence agriculture,’ as modern historians call it, was 
the.theory and practice of our fathers from the earliest times 
until the Industrial Revolution. In the eyes of statesmen and 
economists, alike in the days of Alfred, Elizabeth and George II, 
the duty of the village to the State was to breed and maintain 
not less than its traditional number of stalwart and contented 

1 Viz. Middlesex, Surrey, Wilts, Somerset, Gloucester, Oxford, Bucks, 
Hertford, Suffolk, Northants, Rutland, Warwick, Worcester. Yet by 1801. 
only Middlesex was in the category above Lancashire. 
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rather than to accumulate wealth for taxation or to grow 
c°rn for the consumption of the towns. 

1 Subsistence agriculture ’ was still the rule1 in the first 
>^a.rs of George III, and it must needs have been so when the 
^^cans of transport were so bad. Without canals, and with few 
roads capable of bearing wheeled traffic, the constant distri- 
t>Tation of great quantities of foodstuffs was impossible. The 
ftirst object in cottages on remote heaths and in hamlets at the 

of miry lanes, was that there should be enough food of all 
sorts produced in the immediate neighbourhood for the sub¬ 
sistence of all who dwelt there. 

The object of the village was to supply itself not only with 
Enough corn, but also with dairy produce, meat, pigs and poul- 
try3 all of which a small peasant-holder and his wife could 
attend to better than a large farmer. The village produced 
also a part of its own purchases in cloth, basketwork, farm and 
iioxisehold furniture, according as local conditions allowed. To 
grow corn on a large scale for distant markets was often but a 
secondary consideration. The subdivision of the land among 
so many of the inhabitants tended to the supply of these very 
various wants. The small holding was indeed the true ‘ politi¬ 
cal economy/ provided the population of the island remained 
stationary, and so long as England and the whole world with 
li er desired to be stable and contented rather than progressive 
and rich. 

Our ancestors did not think that the law of the Universe 
was progress, evolution and perpetual change. There had 
indeed been great economic progress in the hundred years fol¬ 
lowing the Restoration, but it had not been sufficiently rapid 
-or symptomatic to colour the prevailing philosophy. Dr. John¬ 
son and his contemporaries would have scouted the modern 
notion that we must be for ever pressing restlessly forward on 
pain of falling back. The world as they found it in England 
w'a.s good enough for them, and their aim was to preserve, not 
to improve or to enlarge. This view of things—the static 
as opposed to the evolutionary—differentiated our ancestors 
from us, in agriculture and industry, as well as in politics and 
religion. . 

The typical village of the great corn-growing area ot the 

1 The hugest of the exceptions to this rule was the feeding of London 
<jsee pp. io-ii below), a task that increased the labour and wealth of many 
country villages. 
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East Midlands was a single long street of cottages, each stand- 
ing in its garden, or a cluster of roofs huddled round the 
church, while the great ‘ open field ’ of the village, perhaps a 
mile long and half a mile broad, surrounded on all sides the 
group of houses where its cultivators lived together; in this 
type of parish scattered farms were few. Once outside the cot- 
tage gardens, there were no more hedges to be seen. Rupert 
and Cromwell used to charge their cavalry across the ‘ open 
Held, as they could not have done over the chess-board land- 
scape of modern English agriculture. This ‘ open field ’ was 
divided up by balks or furrows into several hundred oblong 
patches. The total effect to the eye was not unlike that of an 
a °Ment °f the present day, on a gigantic scale. 

Many of the humbler villagers cultivated, each for 
one, two or three of these oblong strips; the larger farmers 
twenty, forty or more. The plots of a well-to-do yeoman or 
farmer were scattered far and wide over the field, like the estates 
ot a great abbey or feudal lord up and down mediaeval 
England. No one, great or small, could cultivate his strips as 
he thought fit, but only according to village rules of imme¬ 
morial antiquity. The revolving three-year course of wheat, 
spring-corn and fallow was usually enforced. On the ‘ open 
field ’ there was no room for experiment or improvement in 
agricultural methods. If, therefore, the idea of progress once 
got abroad, if ‘ improving landlords ’ came into fashion, if the 
population of the island increased and required more corn to 
feed it, the ‘ open-field ’ system was certain to disappear. The 
only questions would then be, how would it disappear, on what 
terms for the bulk of the smaller cultivators, and what kind of 
social system would take its place ? 

All round the ‘ open field * the waste lands of moor and 
marsh, wood and coppice, stretched away to the confines of the 
parish. There were few of the hedges and plantations which 
are the chief beauty of the same land to-day, but the dingles 
were filled with the irregular beauty of self-sown wood, wreck¬ 
age of the primeval English forest that had not yet been wholly 
swept away even in the most cultivated districts. These un¬ 
reclaimed lands constituted the common, where many of the 
villagers, some by legal right and some by customary use, took 
fuel, and fed cows or sheep, pigs or geese. If ‘ subsistence ’ 
for so many independent families was to continue, the use of 
the common was an integral part of the system. Yet much 
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gnod land wan thus left uncultivated. From the point of view 
of the community at forge, the old ideal of the village life began 
to appear retrograde mid impossible. 

The smaller yeomen had, since the beginning of the cen¬ 
tury, declined in numbers. Manv of them had a hard struggle 
to live, and were glad to sell their land to the squires. There 
was a * land-hunger ’ among the upper class of the day, eager 
to amass large consolidated estates, alike for reasons of protit, 
social prestige and game-preserving. lint in spite of this move¬ 
ment, small farming, labourers’ allotments, pasturage on the 
common, and the independent system of society that these 
things favoured, were still the rule rather than the exception 
ill over England. Rut the 4 open field ’ method of cultivation 
that we have described wan an unnecessarily antiquated part 
of the system. It had already bern abolished, at different epochs 
down the coni'se of ages, in Krnt, Devon, Cornwall, in most 
of Sussrs, Suffolk and Essex, in the greater part of the fruit¬ 
growing muttfirs along the Welsh border, and in some parts 
of the North,1 

it; all tirsr districts-" perhaps in one half of England — 
the as able land, had ultra tv a*. ;umed notch of the appearance 
that it wears to lay. In t 's„* a Prussian pastor, approaching 
our c.land tor the lira time by coa-uing up the Kentish shore 
past < hav.-seud, mat veiled at ‘ those living hedges which in 
England, tm-tr titan in any other umntry, form the boundaries 
iif tne gtrmt t os uhrtts, and. give to the whole distant tnunfry 
the upprutume of a luge and, majestic garden.' When he 
w.c-tethunthe aspnf whnh be describe-, was nottharmf eristic 
t*f tu»>?c thut a moiety ot the English shirrs, though it was 
ah rad:y nm* St m.orr o<m«i«n than twenty years before. _ Kent, 
at whnh he wat looking, trad been famous n*r centuries tor 
it* cm In-wd li rids and its good latmim;. So, too, had Devon. 

These curly etc J.> .uro. of the * open field,* made under t 

fi truer ruiiiostu, do.j ejc.atioji, ha i hern * oust stent with the 
survival in Kent ami tb» Western, :\«vr-i «4 small turner >, veto 
emn at;d labourer; as independent as any in the idund. Rut 
the later movement of e?i.. So mre by *Y*t of Parliament, whnh 
f vt'At and 1 K 4 < ah.dished the trmuinmq ' npru tirlds * 
and, US".? »t dm mam.; ms in England, was part ot a genetal 
refroh',!;o}, m? so, i.-ty, whit h inttodmed latge as the 
ahi'.ov! sal rule. i he rrvniuttonat jr edrtt «t the new 

* Awi iTdit, I o f I ,mi fill, M m-t **$ Ki 4, 
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enclosures was increased by the other industrial changes of the 
age, by roads and canals opening up new markets, by the cry of 
growing towns for more corn, and of landlords for more rent, 
above all bytheremoval of textile industry from the rural cottage 
to the urban factory. The various classes of small, independent 
agriculturists with industrial families, which had composed so 
important a part of the village community when George III 
ascended the throne, had almost completely disappeared when 
he died. In the course of those sixty years their place had been 
taken by the large farmer and by the landless and pauperised 
labourer whom he employed.1 

Yet we must not idealise too much the old village society, 
merely because it has.passed away. No doubt the period of the 
two first Georges, with its good wages and moderate prices, 
compared favourably with the period of rural pauperism in the 
early nineteenth century. But there had been hard times 
before, in days when hard times meant famine. In the ‘ dear 
years ’ of William III, and often before, people had failed to 
‘subsist’ on.their ‘subsistence agriculture.’ The ‘cottars’ 
too, whose disappearance we deplore, had been classed with 
the * paupers ’ by Gregory King, a publicist of William’s reign. 
King’s often quoted analysis of English society at the time of 
the Revolution, points to the existence of a rural proletariat 
more numerous than the yeomen and tenant farmers put 
together. r 

Much is guesswork in history before the age of statistics. 
But it is safe to say that, on the whole, there was more indepen¬ 
dence, variety and joy in life under the old system than under 
the new system at its worst, and the worst of the new economic 
dispensation came when it was first introduced.2 

, The first unconscious step towards great economic and 
social change was taken between 1750 and 1770, when a per¬ 
ceptible improvement was made in the roads, with a resulting 
increase in the amount of wheeled traffic. So long as the pro¬ 
ducts of agriculture and industry had generally to be carried 
along miry paths, slung across horses’ backs, there could have 
been no very great expansion in the volume of external and in- 
ternal trade, and ‘ subsistence agriculture ’ must have continued. 

The old English road was not a metalled surface of definite 
units, hedged off from the rest of the world, and maintained 

1 See pp. 144-152, chapter ix, below * See chapter ix, below. 
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by an army of special functionaries paid from the public purse. 
It was an open track through the fields or over the common; 
its borders were metaphysical, for it was, in law, a right of way 
from one village to another, and if, as usually happened after 
bad weather, the customary track was ‘ foundrous,’ passengers 
had the right to take their beasts over the edge of the neigh¬ 
bouring field, even if it were under corn. Only in lands of en¬ 
closed agriculture like Kent or Devon was the road imprisoned 
by bank and hedge; in that case it was very often a wind¬ 
ing lane, a few feet broad and many feet deep, across which, 
according to tradition, hounds and horsemen had been known 
to leap over the hood of a waggon. The roads had no prepared 
surface, though on some of the larger highways, a narrow 
causeway of stones through the middle of the mud gave footing 
for the saddle- and pack-horses. In nine cases out often where 
we use a bridge, our ancestors splashed through a ford. 

The duty of keeping the road open—that is, of removing 
obstacles and occasionally filling up the worst holes with a 
cartload of faggots or large stones—fell by law on each parish 
through which the highway passed. The unwilling farmers 
usually held in turns the office of Parish Surveyor, whose duty it 
was to direct the unpaid service of six days’ annual work on 
the roads, obligatory on every parishioner, but largely evaded 
and nearly worthless. The villagers resented this corvee, on the 
ground that it was unjust to throw on them the whole upkeep 
of a highway constantly destroyed by the traffic of distant cities 
and shires. The users of the roads ought clearly to pay for 
their maintenance. 

At the close of the Stuart epoch this situation was met in a 
few places by the Turnpike system. Local Trusts were formed 
and were empowered by Parliament to erect toll-bars, and there 
levy tolls from all passengers except pedestrians, in return for 
which the Trust kept up the few miles of road committed to its 
charge. But the Turnpikes only began to be really effective 
between 1748 and 1770, during which years the number of 
Trusts rose from 160 to 530, and the mileage under their con¬ 
trol was quadrupled. An improvement in the roads of Britain 
was then noticed, perhaps for the first time since the Romans. 

But even the Turnpike system had its faults. There was 
no co-ordination or general supervision. Many of the Trusts, 
like everything administrative in that epoch, became incompe¬ 
tent and corrupt. And the best of them had seldom the money 
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or the power for up-to-date undertakings, for examnle to 
“ course of a road so as to avoid a steep bank, up which 

S^ter’ b? Whi? “ sliPP^ 
r g d w^ons and coaches. Northern fellsides even 

to-day show many bad examples of still undiverted * pack-horse 

vS ?°rst of alI> the Turnpike system was fa/from uni- 
. p grcat part of the mileage was still maintained only 

fa7rmersP Sn t and hlS unwilling gangs of conscript 
S -1 happen that a main road would be good 

become ?auleS’ ?nd{.ffereunt for more> and would suddenly become a quagmire for the next ten. 7 

, , ?UCJ} as the? ^ere> thf roads in the early years of George III 
had hard usage, for canals were only beginning. The new era 
was represented on the larger roads by wagons and Tarts 

Se^sfd0^ 71 '7 the ^ b-mberi^ 4-coaches wkh 
seated mndn +?ngmg ?n precariously by handles to the un- 
STiS'k^Vtheflore improved roads, the new post-chaises, 
with their brisk and pert postillions, rattled along at ten miles 
an hour, the wonder of all beholders. But the bulk of the way! 
farers were riders of all classes, on every kind of business and 

rmfUreJ tn!i?S °fJed Pack“h°rses, bearing corn, hardware and 
coal; and endless droves of cattle, sheep and pigs, keeping the 
roads near great markets in a perpetual churn of filth. g 

lhC dr°jers’ formidable in numbers if not in respectability, 
7^e°P?°-e(? t0 tile introduction of hard roads, as bad for the 
feet of their beasts. It was the users of wheeled vehicles who 
clamoured for improvement, and as they were usually the per- 

n2h°L7£ W6alt? 0r/ntfPrIse’ and as the? -c7reasedPTn 
3? !. ? every decade, their complaints received more and 

N^tVS iTCt aS at£ as x788 Gunning records that in 
North Herefordshire such was the state of the roads that ‘ from 

SnS1 1 ?f ^ril a11 intercourse between Z 
i ® of the neighbouring families was suspended, unless they 
would consent to ride on pillions, a mode of travelling at that 
“ “ general use. In the spring they levelled the roads by 

means of ploughs, drawn by eight or ten horses; and in this 
state they remained until the following autumn.’ 

. , ve TOr V conYerging on London were an epitome of the 
Vltl6j ?f the nation. The great city of some seven hundred 

thousand inhabitants, more than a dozen times as large as Bris- 

7 JTu63? aTgeS-mi.the lsIand’ had daiI7 be fed from the 
fat of the land. Night and day hundreds of horses in relays 
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were coming up at trot and gallop, from the South Coast and 
even from the Berwick and Solway salmon fisheries, bringing 
fresh to Billingsgate the best fish of every port. A hundred 
thousand head of cattle and three-quarters of a million sheep 
yearly walked up to Smithfield for the slaughter, many of them 
from Scotland or from the borders of Wales. But strangest of 
all to the modern eye would be the droves of geese and turkeys, 
two or three thousand at a time, waddling slowly and loqua¬ 
ciously along all the roads to London for a hundred miles round, 
between August and October, feeding on the stubble of the 
fields through which they passed. On one road, from Ipswich to 
London, 150,000 turkeys walked over the Stour bridge each year. 

Except Bristol, and possibly Manchester, no provincial 
town of Great Britain in 1760 had over 50,000 inhabitants.1 
Cities were still so small that even the town-dweller lived 
almost in the breath of the country, and could stroll out to 
enjoy it whenever he wished. This fact alone marks a vital 
difference in the mental environment of the leading part of the 
community in those days as compared to our own. 

As in the village, so in the city, there was as yet no sharp 
division between the classes of employer and employed. The 
capitalist employer was still rare, though not nearly so rare as 
a hundred years before. England, indeed, already possessed 
the greatest quantity of easily realisable capital of any country 
in the world, at the disposal of government when it was waging 
a war of which ‘ the City ’ approved. Our great commercial 
companies, backed by the Royal Navy, were the masters of the 
ocean and the greatest traders on the face of the globe. But our 
moneyed men were usually bankers or merchants. The very 
word ‘ manufacturer ’ still signified, in accordance with its 
Latin derivation, a workman who makes goods with his hands. 
It had not acquired the modern sense of a capitalist who 
employs workmen to tend machines. 

The clothier who supplied the cottage industrialists with 
wool, or who went round the villages to collect their finished 
cloth, was acting as a middleman. In the towns the normal 
establishment was either a solitary craftsman, or a master with 
a few hands working with him in the shop. The apprenticeship, 

1 In 1801, the first national census shows that Birmingham, Bristol, 
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool and Manchester all had between fifty and a 
hundred thousand when the nineteenth century opened. 
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through which the master and his journeyman1 alike had had 
to pass in their youth, stamped them of the same class. 

Apprenticeship, which had grown up locally under the 
mediaeval guild system, had been imposed on the whole 
country as the precondition of employment in any given trade 
by the Statute of Artificers of 1562, by which the Elizabethan 
statesmen strove with some success to make seven years’ 
apprenticeship national and uniform. This system, at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century, still supplied a country 
sadly lacking in educational facilities with a vast machinery of 
personal training, discipline and technical instruction, mould¬ 
ing the character of English boys and youths, whom it turned 
out as skilled workmen. Its method being the personal rela¬ 
tion of master and apprentice, it would necessarily perish as 
soon as capitalism demanded a free labour market and the 
right to expand each individual business indefinitely. 

From about 1720 onwards apprenticeship had shown signs 
of decay, and the monopoly of employment for those who had 
been duly apprenticed was a rule ever less enforced by the 
authorities, national or local. But the guilds still struggled to 
maintain it. When George III came to the throne, appren¬ 
ticeship was still the rule, and capitalist employment in an open 
labour market was still the exception. 

The best-known song of apprentice life, Carey’s ‘ Sally in 
our Alley,’ reproduces the real life and feeling of the people. 
Indeed, the popular songs of the eighteenth century, in England 
and in the land of Burns, when contrasted with those of our 
own day, remind us that the common life, though often narrow, 
ignorant and rough, was more near to beauty and to poetry 
than it has since become in a world driven by machines, and 
vulgarised by hustle and advertisement. 

Equally in the towns and among the craftsmen in the 
villages, many old-fashioned crafts, with their call on the 
artistic skill of the individual, gave to daily work a fascination, 
which has disappeared from many of the mechanical processes 
01 modern manufacture with disastrous results to the interest 
and happiness of the working day. 

There *s .indeed a reverse to any pleasant picture of town 
life m the eighteenth century, and Hogarth has painted it: 
behind his jolly ‘ Beer Street ’ ran his foul ‘ Gin Lane.’ In every 

1 Tlle common term of the epoch for a hired workman, whether hired by 
the day or for a longer period. y 
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town, besides the prosperous masters, journeymen and appren¬ 
tices, lived a mass of beings, physically and morally corrupt, for 
whose bodies no one, and for whose souls only the Methodists, 
had a thought to spare. With no police, save watchmen whose 
proceedings were a constant theme of mockery, with criminal 
laws that by their careless ferocity and irregular execution fos¬ 
tered crime, the mob of that period was a fearful thing. In the 
Gordon Riots of 1780 it went near to burning down London. 

The degraded sediment at the bottom of English town life 
was not the result of the old social and economic system, which 
was sound and humane. It was the result, rather, of the 
antiquated and corrupt framework of government. Alike in 
central and local affairs there was no serious attempt made to 
supply education, sanitation, justice, police, prisons, or control 
of drink according to the needs of the community. Institutions 
that had passed muster in Tudor times were allowed to fester 
away without being brought up to date, or were even per¬ 
mitted, as in the case of much educational provision, to be 
alienated from the service of the general public. 

The population had shifted in the course of centuries, but 
municipal areas were as fixed as the hills. The art of legisla¬ 
tion, not unknown to the Tudors, had been lost. 

Already, under the old economic system, these deficiencies 
in government were producing grave social evils. And when, 
after the Industrial Revolution had transformed everything 
else, the old fabric of government was still preserved as sacro¬ 
sanct in its smallest detail, the new populations suffered a 
prolonged moral and physical catastrophe. 

The Parliamentary inertia and the municipal stagnation 
which clogged the otherwise vigorous life of the country 
were closely connected. They both remained untouched till 
1831-5, when they fell together. The chartered oligarchy 
which misgoverned the town, sometimes enjoyed the further 
privilege of returning its two members to Parliament, at the 
dictation of a landed magnate, familiarly known as the 
‘ borough-owner.’ Elsewhere the ‘ borough-owner ’ returned 
the members not through the municipal oligarchy, but through 
a few other privileged individuals, the owners of certain favoured 
fields, houses, or in some cases pigstyes, to which was attached 
the right of voting for Parliament. 

The House of Commons had, in effect, become a co-optive 
body, and was unwilling, by a Reform Bill, to make itself once 
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more elective as it had been in former times. It could not 
therefore afford to reform the co-optive town oligarchies, 
which also sat in the seat once occupied by the democratic 
guilds and municipalities of the mediaeval boroughs. This 
great corruption had been wrought during centuries of time, 
by a thousand obscure exigencies of political and personal 
faction, by the migration of inhabitants, and latterly by the 
interference in the boroughs of the landed aristocracy. 

The system was an abuse, but it had its historical mean¬ 
ing, and its relation to reality. For it must always be remem¬ 
bered that without the acquiescence of the landed aristocracy 
the powers formerly enjoyed by the Crown would not have 
been allowed to remain in the hands of the House of Commons. 
The failure of Cromwell’s Commonwealth had proved that. 
The landlord class, in return for supporting the supremacy of 
the Lower House, obtained the right of nominating most of its 
members. That was an unwritten clause in the Settlement of 
1689. 

Now most of the members of the House of Commons were 
returned, not, as they should then have been, by the counties, 
but by the boroughs. These boroughs were some of them still 
important and populous, like Burke’s Bristol; others were mere 
market-towns like Appleby, or villages like East and West 
Looe; or, like Old Sarum, had shrunk to deserted mounds 
since they were first represented in the Plantagenet Parlia¬ 
ments. In the days of their vigour, in the Middle Ages, these 
.Parliamentary boroughs had not been able by their votes to 
control the King and the Barons, partly because the power of 
the Lower House was then very small, partly because decisions 
in the House did not go strictly by the counting of heads. In 
John of Gaunt’s time, less than a hundred ‘knights of the 
shire had outweighed in influence the more numerous1 
representatives of the towns. But in the eighteenth century 
w en one vote in the House of Commons was as good as 
another and when the majority of the House of Commons 
ruled the State, the borough members made and unmade 
governments. It was therefore in a sense natural that the 
mos powerful social class, the landed aristocracy, should 
corruptly nominate most of the town representatives. The 

Pnii-,r^°re “™ero“s at least as regards members elected. But if Professor 
Wtad- agW; .^ . small minority of the boroughs in the Middle Ages 
troubled to send up the members they had chosen. g 
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proper alternative to this corrupt system would have been a 
redistribution of seats, which would have made the county 
members more numerous than the representatives of the 
boroughs. Unfortunately, the idea of redistributing the Par¬ 
liamentary seats had been buried in the grave of Cromwell. 

The Parliamentary Revolution, in the final form that it 
took in 1689, had effectively checkmated the attempt of the 
Crown to control the local authorities. This saved the political 
liberties of England, and prevented us from following the con¬ 
temporary course of France, Spain, Italy and Germany towards 
monarchical despotism. But it did not make for efficiency or' 
reform in administration, and it was not accompanied by any 
attempt to revive or create a popular element in local govern¬ 
ment. Power was left in the hands of the landed aristocracy, 
with the municipal oligarchies as its congenial instrument. 

So Municipal and Parliamentary corruption flourished 
together. Just so long as the old social and economic system 
survived, this scheme of government was tolerable, though it 
lost us America. Nor need it have lost us America, had not 
George III, taking advantage of the prevailing corruption, 
made a belated attempt to recover the lost powers of the Crown. 

That unexpected assault of the young King on the rotten 
fabric of aristocratic Whiggism (1761-82), provoked a third 
party to join the strife—the democracy, vaguely reminiscent 
of its lost rights. Though at first under no more respectable 
leadership than that of Wilkes, it proved a formidable opponent 
both to Crown and aristocracy, because it found a point d’appui 
in London. 

London was not part of the aristocratic system. Its muni¬ 
cipality was no less independent and democratic than it had 
been in the Middle Ages. It had always been a third power in 
the State, alongside the King and Parliament, and it was so 
still. The fact that the Royal Court was held outside the city 
boundaries, usually in Westminster, had saved the capital of 
England from ever becoming identified with the Government. 
It had always been possible to close the gates of London on the 
King. The Crown had never been able to interfere with its 
municipal administration, save during the few years preceding 
the Revolution of 1688—the exception that proved the rule of 
London’s independence. 

Even in the eighteenth century, the self-government of 



the City had not, like so much ek\ l‘:\<a •:; ; d.'v an l a 
farce. No State official, and no Laded mu m-v, -ml i b.u 4 .g 
exerting influence over London. Its Courtyt Co;'”; m td-mmi:, 
which so often voiced the national ; ><u a:> * 
domestic issues in the absence or any *;*.<*:*' • r; w r';?,ittvr 
institution, was a Parliament o( small 'dmph.v; ;,~4 b», 
their like. Even the more wealthy and dt-'tum' i m-mbr.-. t ; 
the Court of Aldermen, serving u r life. ur;r cd •.,-;j by i,;* 
ratepayers in their Ward elections. 

The democratic municipality of !,»>rs i>*n v 1. m | * 
more efficient as a port and shipping a,it!..,\<i ■ r-;, 
lightened in providing education, p,;b!m iv. '.-.if1. 
tion than the oligarchies in less f eiumir ■ mu;,.. An i: ’. 
the management of prisons, John Wt dry v.; ■ \;p g*. 
4 Of all the seats of woe on tins side 11 <•',!, f, w, \ - i 
or even equal Newgate’; and Unw,.:d . .. ■ «\ 
demnation of the City authorities. On the .e;.- b l, ib- 
streets of the capital were better pavr.!, »!.■„!;* i ,r- [ ! 
was usual in that era. Indeed., a (1 ru.i;, -a A , . - 
there one. night, thought that the ;;:v,tr.-.j ij*v lu v,,. : 
had been illuminated in his honour! 

The few other municipalities win, h v,nr .*dt 
popular election, such as Norwich, wa.fr ! r!;; <:« id 
in Whig and Tory faction light*, vvif'i-at a i\ , - 
public welfare. The very idu of cm. •,*»■ * 4:. ! , ; ,m 
government seemed contrary to the -mint r\ 4 r,.< 
less old England; it was invented by th- JlrntJumtt-. , ,in 
age more serious and more grim. 

But in the arena of national puli th i, thrd- u*;( j, 1.,, 
of Wilkes s day did a very real service to the . v .. 
a corrupted Parliament and a eorruptin * Kin/. |*; - 
accession of George III ami the l*Vc»:ch'Urv-I, ! 1 
and its environs became the scene of v -• ' ' . . . , 
political principles, which had been W kino i„ |4: } Vm 
to days of Queen Anno. At the vm'Mr ,b| 
within its political orbit, by two cVWi- tdd Ab- 

Co f Middlesex that insisted on r\\ :!!,, \> < > - 

Z&S2&E&** v,. 
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of rotten buuuif'bi, partly because of their neighbourhood to 
the Court and I’arliament, and partly because of the tie formed 
between the Westminster electors* and Charles James Fox. 
The son of an old corruptionist who represented to the nation 
all that w.ep most proiiipate in the political uliparehy, Kux 
became tlte first preat democratic leader and orator of modern 
Km.*.land. * 1 lip inmost soul/ wrote (iibbon in horror, ‘is 
deeply tinned with democraty.' Under the spell of thin most 
aristocratic of democrats, whose life dramatized the paradox of 
English politics in that period, Westminster hustings became 
a notable scene. A subject of Kredetick the (beat of Prussia, 
who had >uraved into the middle of a Westminster election in 
Ithus dr icrilu-i what hr saw and felt there; 

' The election was held in Coveut garden. There was a 
MSitlbld nee ted just before tin* door of a vetj* handsome 
ihur*hd It was called /.h* /a.ao.v,;.*, on which those who spoke 
to the people stood. In the area before the im.tiups, immense 
multitude, of people were aentitled; of whom the greatest 
part '-rim’d to be of the lowest order. To tins tumulfuou-i 
usmsl, howevet, the sp.ukr: s often boned vri v low, and always 
a Ut« <p -rd them by the title * i When yon see h<«w 
in this happy country the h»*vr-,t and meatiest member «d 
s-Htefy t.-stUh” 1 ?h«* hit,-if 4 hr tale*; in evr; ythtnp of a public 
nature, v,h«n y.-u see how Uo»h and low, h, U and poor, all 
tom nr in dr. Indus their frelinps amt their mnvi* ti-rnt, how 
a easier, a n«i»ni tar, a ..'avenger, is -.til! a nun, nay, an 
Kiicfh disnam _ take my wmd tor it you will Ire} y.«« .rh’vrry 
d.MiVrentiy a'/Wfrd tomi what y.»u a?r when sUrinp at our 
jiiikhri*. in thur cv-mheu at lb-dsn.* 

If is true bunt the po.t nun had witne-, ,rd an election at 
an avrtapr Em/Eh bo; wash, or had as- rrtainrd that Man* 
Ciesfrr and Ikimimpum im- uwrprv .reted, he wipht have 
trjt I -,. emaptmr i, Nevetfhrir: 1, hr had .'*eu-.omrrhin;,rp»raf, 
vdu h hil then no parallel in loam.r, Spain, Italy or in hit 
rnvts »ountry, somethin;; which, for all its ahnudifie., was of 
the heart %,i K,\ hmd, 

• ■a !u...s.no -lies i-n 'iLi-i acai.ft..*- »}<«i *>n j. 

tc-O'.-i,C > .»! ! > i.! it-.|fsr-)„ts 

*/ * “« oiJ t» li'-.i. f.j t -,u -» t‘. M'-utc Uas*Sate4 f|.,u» ttai (.?>«- 
*/«* 

C 
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CHAPTER If 

England on the eve of tlie Industrial Ki<\ elution |ll« wu J l ■.!(..«•! . 
The gentry, their life and culture -Tlw us%)»!utfs l Ur , 
Universities and education—Justice 

Scotland in the Eighteenth Century. 

Not only London, Westminster ami a few of the ir i rotten 
boroughs, but a fair number of the counties* were thr enrs ,.f 
genuine political contests. Whereas in the bon nigh** the tun- 
chise was as irregular as an extravagant ami comic Use v umld 
have made it, in the counties an uniform fram hi ;c !ud S*rr» 
fixed by an Act of Parliament, passed while tnir r\prditb*naf y 
force was fighting Joan of Arc. Ever since that t dai 
the county vote had been the proud privilege of ,*«; u rrh-ddrs’* 
possessing land to the annual value of forty shnlin,; 

The county voters,_ therefore, tended” t»» hr it:drp.,-»dr:;f 
men. Their ranks contained all the landed gentry, thr %r> 
farming their own land, and many miior,m:i,d titi/rm 
unenfranchised cities and urban districts, who f. >rmr4 a we., 
ally numerous class in counties like Vork-.hirr and I .an, 44m r. 
It is true that Rutland had two members, and thr la* gr-4 »,}bf r 
had no more.1 It is true that the borough tnrmbers ♦.«?> 
numbered the county members by hmr ten me. iSut thr, „univ 
representation of England, unlike that of ScrUmt, at least 
gave some Parliamentary expression to a ie.il •,r,unn of 
popular feeling, even though m most counties it was mainly 
the feeling of the gentry. ‘ The voice of England,' if wai said, 
spdee through her freeholders,* 

g!Cat“t ?nd thc 8rcaJa! triumphs weir 

wuuucs votea - aye," and only eight * nod And w'-m 'inn* 

* <Ufa“4 t ,r> 
families ^ chose W ilberforce, tn spite of ?k- y; P a Win.* 
ramihes, gave assurance that not the bonm *V*,won- 1 ,» 
Engird bntf had «■«, Jgli„lt 

e^ty had more OTteflta&otw until '**’ 1 
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July 1831, the English county members voted by ten to one 
tor the Reform Bill that abolished the rotten boroughs. 

Yet it would be a mistake to suppose that the counties 
were wholly free from electoral dictation. In some shires, 
where two or three great families, together irresistible, had 
agreed to divide the spoils of battle, no contests took place at 
all. In i?<?4 we read of Cumberland: 4 This County is com¬ 
pletely aristocratic. An election contest, which is said to have 
cost /’too.ooo, happened in ryhH, between the interests ot the 
Duke of Portland and those of the Karl ot Lonsdale. I'o pre¬ 
vent expences, these noblemen have agreed to send each one 
member.’ And even in the most independent counties, though 
the contents were fought on political principles, the rival hosts 
were mar- hailed under the banners ot great families who 
fought each other for the lead of the county, ami who rode to 
the poll at the head of cavalcades of gentry and yeomen, their 
hats streaming with ribbons of yellow or blue. 

Thin alliance between the spirit of aristocracy and the 
spirit of popular rights, each taking the other entirety, tor 
granted, wan native of the soil of England, ft wan sanctified 
by custom, sport ami hospitality,.deeply pledged in the punch¬ 
bowl, renewed in the hunting field and at the race-meeting. 
It was the natural offspring .of a healthy society based on 
widely diffused small properties, and on the absence ot very 
obvious economic oppression of dans by dans. The political 
spirit of the eighteenth century wan lusrd nut on the equality 
but on the harmony of classes. It wan tar removed alike from 
the rebellious Radicalism and the reactionary Toryism which 
soon afterwards sprang up from the combined effect of the 
Industrial and the Krcnch Revolutions. Chatham's * loyal 
Britons' had not vet become Burke’s ‘swinish multitude.' 
IW and rich together took a patriotic pride in our * free con¬ 
stitution,' which they continually contrasted with the slavery of 
continental tommies. 

In such a society the members of the upper class were 
singularly fortunate m their lot, A position of mult complete 
social anil political supremacy as theirs, so little challenged, 
and so closely identified in history and in popular opinion 
with the liberties of their country, has never perhaps been seen 
in any other age or land. In the government of the country 
and the Empire there von much to blame as well as to praise, 
but no aristocracy has ever better fulfilled the functions for the 
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performance of which aristocracy specially r v •, ‘ ■ • if ■, n « hiv h 
it too often fails—the intelligent juvv:: t ;• ■, 
and literature, and the living of a r.utn • .id,* 1 4’ i ’• 'V;i, 
Used life by means of wealth and lei-.mv w-1! r ’v-d. nJPv 
look down on us, those fortunate hein ; i, f! t*: *. »•■••• a :.*t <>i 
Gainsborough and Reynolds, with a . to t:, ’ • -m *( -,.u 
phantly justified. 

Unlike the French nobles of that da*., *V 1 ■ 
werenot a caste, refusing to intermarry w.'h rh” '■ ; ■ .», 
to put their younger sons into eo*:i;n.*;v,-, t ’t ! - b * 
nobles, they were so far from brio.' ■ . -ty: *o o»r», 
were overburdened with public .uf.iu;; !? -» 1 “ ■ ' l • ■ * w i * ‘ ^ 
politics and administration, centra! and !.*, d, v/:v b j. ■ 
was left to State officials, Unlike w«*.t b:.'.‘-i, >':r% 
rejoiced to live a country life on thr.r r V<-.: 
like Coke of Norfolk, became ‘ improvin',: Uv lb- v, * 
sheep, sowing turnips, enclosing jidd^ n ■ , r;- 
farmers with patriarchal familiarity: an ! .id - ' ■ , v/ .1/ 
ever else they did or failed to d«, sh’ g ; v-" , • ' 

The smaller country houses CKsf.vn- 1 all 'b - •. • r •. * 
the homelier squires, whose ideas of >a..V. u <• ■ . un¬ 
limited to an occasional visit with fh.-:r «r, •;» - 
capital or the nearest watering■{.Ur. l b- r<v 
houses, which abroad would have br.*:s am’,! - j w; 
for six months out of the twelve, the !■*!..*'! • • > <.' 
and politics. From those centre 1 < <! <: v1 0■ 
Woburn, Holkham or Ahhorp, the Ut-,r y, 
were spread among the more b»^!h ,, |;v 

oLw- ,°f thC Pefd.uI f1nmry thr’t?!. 
Osbaldistones and Squire Western: l:.t i ; , 0 ; : 1 
small provincial gentry of the West, 41 drawn bv \ j. ,. V, ,frfl 

a^Itlnd6 °f thil CMtUry’ tf* ''r”‘ : ' 4' f 
ventiLll^^^^Ikradwa*;.,,.;. 

although due?Im»t0 ^ -m U*lr'!' Jr n a:/ > ' 4*, 
rules Gentlemen^ WM St' • U!i •r;' •*: : .• r : 

r C-!5U‘8 lV.Wir 'a--:-. * -.r ■- beorge III, because iron of itsrif,{: ra , 4 s un .... * 

tion "rr 
the small souiri ’ ^ been h? U-f c a,- - ,.l 

^7$ZIST'ir’*■'*;"?•: •• r.- 
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institution of circulating libraries; by the increased habit of 
travel in search of antiquities and the picturesque abroad, 
and, with the advent of better roads, even in England. In 
September 1785 Gibbon was told that.40,ooo English, count¬ 
ing masters and servants, were touring or resident on the 
Continent. Under Rousseau’s influence, the dislike of moun¬ 
tains had so far diminished that every year more than one book 
on Swiss scenery was published in England, although Alpine 
climbing was still in the future. Already in 1788, according to 
Wiiberforce, ‘ the banks of the Thames are scarcely more 
public than those of Windermere.’ But few people except 
shepherds visited the mountain-tops that looked down upon 
the Lakes, and the day of Highland scenery had to wait for 
Walter Scott. 

The English aristocracy were then the art patrons of the 
world. It was the custom of the great ‘ milords and wealthier 
gentry to spend one or two years between college and the 
beginning of their Parliamentary careers in making the ‘ grand 
tour,’ living, not in English-speaking hotels, but in the polite 
dilettante society of French and Italian Courts. Here they 
formed artistic and antiquarian connections that lasted them a 
lifetime. They bought up the old masters then in fashion, and 
subscribed more heavily than the native princes to French and 
Italian books of engraving and editions de luxe.. A pile of novels 
and magazines was not then held to be sufficient mental pab¬ 
ulum for a party of ladies and gentlemen at an English country- 
house. Noblesse obliged everyone who was proud of his country 
home to have a large library and to fill its shelves with the best 
authors, ancient and modern. Nor did the owner and. his 
guests leave them wholly unread, as is proved by the copious 
fragments of Virgil and Horace, Shakespeare and Milton that 
they deftly threw at one another’s heads in Parliament, in 
conversation and in their private correspondence. They used 
their monopoly of social power to compel the world to regard 
Shakespeare as the greatest of mankind, and to accept Hume, 
Gibbon and Dr. Johnson as among the first citizens of the State. 

Fashion and sport were not then divorced from intellectual 
culture. Fox-hunting, racing and even the heavy gambling of 
the period by no means excused their devotees from a gentle¬ 
man’s duty to the Muses. Society, when Charles Fox was its 
leader, was as literary and as cultivated as it was fashionable, 
athletic, dissipated and political. It made the most both of 
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town and country, body and mind. It had uuit... nt whbh 
drunkenness and gambling were the wowt, but it lard a hie 
more completely and finely human than any prtiu; i th.it h.u 
been lived by a whole class since the day* »t the freeim-u of 

Athens. 

Rural England, which was then three-smu tSi»»-f EtnjUnd, 
was governed by the absolute patriarchal sway *i the Ju^n'r-s 
of the Peace. Of county self-government rim e «a*, mmc, till 
the establishment of County Councils in i#**. tH pari hi wlf. 
government there was little left, except in the of 
the partially communist agriculture of the ‘ ujw-tir Id ' ty'.icm.* 

The Justices of the Peace absorbed mmv and urn-re )«buaj 
and administrative functions, thrust upm thrm by a Pas luutr.nl 
composed of country gentlemen like them <r!ve > jusnci ^Kie 
up to the national Quarter Sessions at \Vr4miiv;frt. 1 mierd, 
the magistrates in the eighteenth century weir buddy tn aoy 
way controlled or inspected by the central auth>\.r;r .. I 
nominees of the Crown, they in tact eu iff,l tx\ H wriv;, fi •,%- 
the Government accepted the recomfwm.Lmm'. ».j thr J.ui.i,. 
Lieutenant, a local magnate primarily .uirimu it# well 
with the squires of the county. 

The office of Justice of the IVacc had brrti c u .»* Trio-d tn 
Plantagenet times as a working cnmprmm-r fs,-i»cru thr 
powers claimed by the Crown and the «* tru. r.r-d by 
local landowners. Later on, the Tudor ami idtu« % c,i -jut;,'4 
had, for a period of two hundred year*, tried tv «udr tl.r-.r tin 
paid local magistrates subserve the uur|*«cs t.f a tnue»uu 4. y 
devoted to the partisan projects of the Umvii. lUu fit;, 
experiment had broken down in the final turii .«» 1 
Thenceforward the Justices of the IVarr nuv bn uvd uritrr i» 
have controlled the Central Government rhum-.t thr I 
Parliament than to have been themselves trndrr any vsj -rs y tv.. 
Nominally State officials, they really rcpnarnicri Jra.ul 
tempered by civilisation and public spirit. 

They were in fact responsible to im one, in* \ »< t r 

suject to the bitter criticism of Melding, MnUb-n and 
writers. And their powers and function, u^rtrd ah vb-t 

1 Thiswas often settled in the Manor tautrt* tUa-i 
the °pen fields.' The turbulent ibm^siVt4 iCtil'n? i'^CT 
which became an organ of early Kadkalttw, w»,» t„ ■ ' T. ! . : 
m towns and urban iitmiwTr ». ’! ’ * *,w( r,i >',».• t 
rather than among the aubtuiwe tuatiu*" *' 4 
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county life. They administered justice in Quarter or Petty Ses¬ 
sions, or in the private house of a single magistrate. They kept 
up the prisons and the bridges. They licensed the public- 
houses. They administered the Poor Law. They levied a 
county rate. These and a hundred other aspects of county 
business lay in their absolute control. But they had not, for the 
multifarious purposes of justice and administration, any proper 
staff in their pay. Prisons and workhouses, like everything 
else, were farmed out to contractors, with results disastrous to 
efficiency and humanity. 

In Westminster and Middlesex—that is to say, in the 
greater London outside the jurisdiction of the City Magis¬ 
trates—-the amateur services of unpaid justices were inadequate 
to cope with so large and turbulent a population. The tradi¬ 
tions of a more professional magistracy were started by the 
Fielding brothers in their office at Bow Street.1 This led to 
the institution of Stipendiary Magistrates for Middlesex, 
at first out of secret service money, and in 1792 by Act of 
Parliament. But everywhere else, in town and country, the 
justices were unpaid. 

At the time George III came to the throne, the justices 
who did most of the work in rural districts were substantial 
squires, too rich to be corrupt or mean, too proud to truckle to 
Government, anxious to stand well with their neighbours, but 
filled with all the prejudices as well as the merits of their class— 
fierce to the point of cruelty against poachers, and armed with 
such a combination of powers that the occasional tyrant among 
them became an irremovable curse to the countryside. On the 
whole, they rendered England great service. Nevertheless, it 
was a misfortune that when the Industrial Revolution began to 
set classes in bitter opposition to one another, justice, adminis¬ 
tration and influence were entirely in the hands of one of the 
interested parties. 

A characteristic feature of the eighteenth century was the 
number and prominence of clergy on the magisterial bench. 
Some of the most active, law-learned and beneficent of the 
justices were clergymen, and it was only after the close of the 
century that the violent partisanship of the Church against the 

1 Henry Fielding, the author of Tom Jones, was equally well known in 
his own day as Justice of the Peace for Westminster. The beginnings of 
an effective public service that he founded in that capacity were carried on, 
after his death in 1754, by his half-brother, the blind Sir John Fielding, who 
died in 1780. 
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new Radicalism brought the ‘ parson magistrate ’ into popular 
odium m the days of Peterloo. 

The clergy were at this time more closely identified with 
the squirearchy than ever before or since. The clerical aspect of 
thetr office was little emphasised by the prevalent philosophy 
of religion. All enthusiasm ’ was condemned by well-bred 
persons and left to the Methodists. The fires of sectarian 
controversy that had blazed throughout the Stuart period and 
had flared up for the last time in Queen Anne’s reign over the 
Sacheverel trial, had died down under the restraining influ¬ 
ence of bishops appointed by Whig Ministers, whose motto in 
rehgious affairs was let sleeping dogs lie.’ For a time the 
English clergy became the least clerical of priesthoods. The 
more public-spirited and ambitious among their number found 
an outlet for their energies on the magisterial bench, while many 
more hunted and shot and joined in the ordinary social life of 
the neighbouring squires. 

In mediaeval and m Stuart times, when the economic posi¬ 
tion of the clergy was bad, their ranks had been recruited 
largely from a lower class. But with the rise of tithe and the 
value of the livings, their social status had gone up. It became 
more and more the custom, as the eighteenth century went on, 
for a rich landowner to add to the value of the family living 
build on a few more rooms to the parsonage, and appoint one of 

ir,S°nS-- ^ ength.the &entr7 and the parsons became 
moid3rr° a sm§ e typ5>.ln reading Miss Austen’s novels, the 
most accurate of all miniatures of social life, it is often difficult 

“qAe ^ °f 'he y0U”g ‘°VerS is 1 derSy™n 

The Nonconformists, numerous only in the towns, even 
there enjoyed toleration but not equality. The sacramental test 

munidcindnedHt0 ke<5p ^ fVe Cilurch communicants out of 
municipal and magisterial office, and although the annual 

evaded61“ Iademnit7 A<* all^d this law frequently to be 

as kwlcbdTeTrS7entir DiLs.senters ia fact is well 
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objected to until the nineteenth century; legal marriages could 
only be celebrated by clergymen of the established Church; no 
service save that of the Prayer Book could be read over the 
dead; charitable and educational endowments were generally 
under the control of the clergy and used for Church people 
only; the Universities were a Church monopoly, from the 
advantages of which Dissenters and Roman Catholics were 
excluded. 

The new fact of religious life in the eighteenth century was 
Methodism. The mission of John Wesley, by its astonishing 
success, goes far to upset all generalisations about the sub¬ 
dued and rational spirit of the eighteenth century, for the very 
essence of Wesley’s movement was * enthusiasm,’ and it swept 
the country. The upper classes, however, remained hostile to 
Methodism, and the established Church thrust it out to join 
its potent young force to that of the old Dissenting bodies. 
The ultimate consequence was that the Nonconformists rose 
from about a twentieth of the church-goers to something near 
a half. Wesley’s Methodism became the religion of the 
neglected poor. 

Eventually, too, Methodism reacted on the gentry in the 
polite and orthodox form of an evangelical movement inside 
the Church of England. But that movement, which under the 
leadership of Wilberforce had great effects both on society and 
on politics, was only beginning when the French Revolution 
broke out. In the earlier years of George Ill’s reign, during 
the height of Wesley’s missionary success, the upper class, and 
particularly the leaders of politics and fashion, were not distin¬ 
guished by religious zeal or by strictness of life. The society of 
Gibbon, of Charles Fox and of the Duchess of Devonshire, had 
the faults and virtues of people who make the most of this 
world, leaving the next one to take care of itself. 

In that age, so vigorous in agriculture and commerce, in 
scientific inventions and geographical discoveries, and adorned 
in art, literature and philosophy by the work of so many indivi¬ 
dual writers of genius, a creeping paralysis infected every estab¬ 
lished and endowed institution. This was mainly because the 
institutions had to fear no organised public opinion and no 
serious threat of change or reform. The resounding triumph of 
corporate rights and vested interests over the ill-advised attack 
of James II, though necessary to preserve our liberties in 1688, 
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had for a long time afterward the b.m crib. 11<; i; r.-ii; ; .rii > >rj vi. 
leged persons from any dread at' impiiiv or iurm.-i rm As in 
the Parliamentary and Municipal sy^rm, -m in rh~ Church, 
sinecurism and absenteeism were rampant, ami thr bm.-s paid 
posts were regarded, not as opportunities to d*« .m vu r to* thr 
community, but as provision nude tor thr ymm,;"; •,>>?,;, thr 
relations and clients of the ruling families, ’ I'a: luamnMi y hi- 
fluence ’ was the centre of a vast rami fu\iti, mot pn-..*tul aft,* 
which decided the bestowal of all kind*; < -f post i, 4 ivd *■•„} n. 41? • 

siastical, naval and military, 
While all old-established institution-; were mo;r Ip,, 

corrupted from their avowed purpose, it is not v.irp:! ,tn,; that 
the University of Oxford should in this -dum! v:, .*4;hav e 
made very little pretence of fulfilling it-; tun* fi-m >. f.nh- in the 
reign of George III a foreign visitor wifnr. ,rd, *a tr h riur.-mmif! 
the Oxford examination as it was then v *ndm *r,j; " \}, - } *; f 
siding Examiner, the Candidate for a ,K;irr ami th« i],-.r,r 

Opponents came into the School*-; and amid pom-iso : *,:!r:t, e 
passed the statutory time in the study ot a »•-v,-|.cuta . 
taining work.’ The election of (ifd harm;; was ;; .r • ;,,-r *..j 
a farce. Oxford’s most famous children h.r,- ...... \ p r 
judgment of strangers. Newman dnLurd, with a dvV r;« • 
geration, that Oxford ‘ gave no cdmatimi ,n ,*» t t:Ur 

committed to its keeping,’prior to t.H-.- *, whrn a .* ,-.d -u-. 
tion for the degree was established. (mb. .... f, 4 j M 
there m the worst period, has left a terriblr m C>.}! i{ 
cribed the failure of the ancient Univrmmc, - , C,.- u t ,v.t» 
their government ‘ still remained in thr h 1*, * *, m fv, j -, 

* a;; ,1 t ‘:d ,\e 
bri an ir, a . l-tr ( , , 
!|a:: ** w, h;% at; I 

he depbred the monopoly enjoyrd by l >*r,«- 
of all the University privileges in England, 
truly remarked, ‘the spirit of monopoimt, 
oppressive.’ 

deenlvadted 9lbhm} ' »{T™ , m j, , 
deeply infected than her sister with the vt,„< ?> *■; ,,.. * 
■but if Cambridge shone at all it wi, ,, * 
Oxford Owin Jll ’ • * 1,1 "’ 
ShemwTf • h permanent »nrtur« - ,.t ,;t?. 

normally to be Jon by emit { Z ZX 'V Z 

on the intellectual life and * /’• ' •' ‘ * 

to wmbndge clever, pour E.y, t: ,u; f;,;r pj 
The Classical inpos, vt «*, iU m,, 
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schools of Northern England. But on the walls of the Cam¬ 
bridge Colleges there is a singular absence of portraits of great 
men of learning between the period of Bentley and the period 
of Porson. 

The number of students at the two English Universities 
was disgracefully low, not much more than half what it had 
been in the time of Laud and Milton, and a bare tithe of what it 
is to-day in spite of the modern competition of numerous other 
Universities. The decay not only of Oxford and Cambridge 
but of the schools that fed them was indicated by this decline in 
numbers, which was most marked at Cambridge. 

Although they were the only Universities in England 
and Wales, Protestant Dissenters and Roman Catholics 
were excluded from them by law.1 Instead of being the 
national centres of learning and instruction, they were little 
more than comfortable monastic establishments for clerical 
sinecurists with a tinge of letters; while young men of family, 
between Eton and the Grand Tour, and a number of more 
ordinary individuals designed for the Church, spent their time 
there very pleasantly, some with a great deal of drinking and 
cheerful noise, and some with a little reading of books. The 
progress of reform in Oxford and Cambridge in the nineteenth 
century has been greater than the progress of reform in any 
other institution that we have inherited from the distant past. 
The history of the two senior Universities of England is the 
strongest case that can be quoted by the conservative re¬ 
former, who thinks that the most corrupt of ancient institutions 
are always capable of adaptation to the needs of a new age, with¬ 
out breaking the vital thread of a great historic tradition. 

A nation that could see with indifference the prostitution of 
its University endowments, was not very likely to set much 
store by primary or secondary education. And indeed the 
schools of England in the eighteenth century were a disgrace, 
whether compared with those of the past or of the future, or of 
contemporary Scotland. ‘ It has been estimated,’ writes an 
eminent educational expert of our day,2 ‘ that the condition of 
our “ public ” or higher schools was worse between 1750 and 
1840 than at any time since King Alfred. The grammar 

1 Cambridge sometimes allowed Dissenters to matriculate and reside as 
undergraduates, but not to take degrees, emoluments or offices. Oxford 
excluded them altogether from the sacred precincts. 

* Marvin, Century of Hope, p. 204. 
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Shi00JSZT largely dereIic> °ften scandalous. Sometimes for 
half a century or more only half a dozen boys might have 
attended the school at some large centre of population.’ The 
endowments of the secondary schools were to a large extent em- 

bvte o^ctrT “aStelS3 imltative °f the exa”Ple set them 
Matthew ArnilT^8 “ 0theij lpheres of CWh and State. 
Matthew ArnoH s exaggerated but useful complaint that ‘ our 
middle classes are the worst educated in the world,’ would have 

hiTdav^T T t^G ^ uttered a hundred years before 
ks day. As to the labourers, in the eighteenth century there 

Schools^fTnT r°r ^6 eduCation of their families, save a few 
S°° S d u7 f°r PauPers> and an occasional Dame’s 

SSo ^s -t00 sma11 to be useful in industry 
Sed that 1 n d i°metimes ?> read- It must be remem- 
b ed that so long as the apprenticeship system was still vital 

to imply. g d 38 he abS6nCe °f SCh°°Is WOuld seem t0 us 

„ hrver’ 0f tbe oId endowed grammar schools were 

SS tZ nwInf denl- for examP'e 'he ^ at 
fm8 SvTir, “ll wor*worth was so happily educated 

oaninlsbil Z br°m °f ”ature> “d amid tie healthy com- 
SS athkriS'“Unt,:7 reo^'s s»ns. The absence of 
organised athleticism/ examination, inspection or comoeti- 
■on though rt may have been bad for the puMc tateeK 

Z 'ISgjAr f°r 8"** whi“i‘sd 

?nI?a Sma11 ProP°rt5on of the people were properlv edu 
ca ed and most were not educated at all. Theresas nohree 

sSdC1of„„raSS’ 7 ,ieref0re MoctutlTnd u, Z 
“own Tbld, CeSt°rS "as “ rop«ts higher tha£ 

SSS w«TZTp¥r&7ord^fmoi of what 
magarines and indifferent novels hl/nottet cornffoSb’ 

BZ„rZ7ofye^ 
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were familiar to almost all who could read and write.1 
Common speech became interlarded with their phrases. 

Dr. Johnson, too, was already a national hero in his life¬ 
time ; Boswell only perpetuated his fame. It had been due in 
the first instance to his countrymen’s reverence for literature, 
and to their interest in the problems of conduct, which he could 
discuss, as no one ever did so well in any other age or country, 
from the point of view of the plain man’s thoughts and instincts. 
The nation, like Dr. Johnson, was serious, ethical and religious, 
without being either priest-led or puritanical. A very indi¬ 
vidualist form of Protestantism, based on Bible-reading, ser¬ 
mon-reading and private prayer, was perfectly compatible with 
the best sort of worldliness. Such was the religion of the 
‘ middle English ’; above floated a sceptical aristocracy; and 
below lay a neglected heathendom, to be redeemed by the 
Methodist mission. 

The Inns of Court, on the road between the City and 
Westminster, were the seat of a learned trade-union that linked 
up the general public with the political and governmental world. 
The lawyers were still, what the clergy had once been, the 
organisation through which a clever son of the people had the 
best chance of rising to worldly greatness in an age of privileged 
aristocracy. The father of the remarkable man who became 
Lord Chancellor Eldon in 1801, had been apprentice to a coal- 
factor. The solicitors were in those days humbler folk than 
now, but their sons had certain obvious advantages over other 
people in starting on the more ambitious career of the Bar; 
several times in the eighteenth century the son of a poor solici¬ 
tor became Lord Chancellor of the realm. 

The much-admired British Constitution was explained to 
the world by the French philosopher Montesquieu, upon a 
theory that had some remarkable consequences on the framing 
of the Constitution of the United States. According to Mon¬ 
tesquieu, British liberty was the result of the separation of the 
executive, legislative and judicial functions of government, 
which could not be exercised by the same persons in any free 
State 1 But according to fact, the chief merit of the House of 

1 1 The English national authors are in all hands/ writes the Prussian 
visitor of 1782. 4 My landlady, who is a taylor's widow, reads her Milton; 
and tells me that her late husband first fell in love with her because she 
read Milton with such proper emphasis/ 
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Commons was due to exactly the opposite c u: ;r, r, inHy, th 
it controlled by its votes and largely contained within itwal 
the Executive and the Legislative together, ho r<- >, in spite t 
Montesquieu, the Judiciary who pror.oumvri mi the law/; wrt 
in many cases the same people who nude and, who r\;vuft 

them. The Justices of the Peace were at o:u r judgr-i, a 'mini: 
trators and local legislators. The Lord Chuti.rllor was hra 
of the Judiciary, a Cabinet Minister ami a leading p. *h;h i u 
Barristers entered the House of Commons to isu tra tp thei 
practice and eventually to become Judges. 

The real protection afforded to the liberty of' the mbim t i 
the law-courts was that, since the Rcvoluti. m, the Judge 4, mi 
only be removed by the Crown with the vom ut mi. r of p.tr 
liament and for definite misbehaviour. Thu ->d law. and, th 
milder spirit of politics since 1689, had tramm-mir i t|. 
better the conduct of English trials. Whenever pubh, .mmbm 
as represented on the juries, was hostile, tmvnaur'it m-uS, 
make nothing of trials for sedition or attacks on thr pje ,s.1 

This new relation of Government to im.ru r w, r V , 
where Government was most interested, had tea.t - i Savour 
ably on criminal trials of all kinds. Trials, whether t-hrs, j l;) 
not, were already conducted in a manner mm h m> se ;.i:r t< 
the accused. In France the Judges still consider it their bum- 
ness to act in some sort as prosecutor on behalf 0} an min m/r.j 
society. In England, since the Revolution of ft,Ms, t hr ImU-n 
had adopted the attitude of impartial umpires m all Jiunul 

development ^ natl0nal love ot * *»»r ’ **JH ou: agr. 1 this 

wasfn ISf Cr,ImInaI kw’ thJ,uh?h *»* unfairly admimmmr.f, 
was in itself a sanguinary chaos.* The idea of reforming the 

on any Consistent aru* omwmm sense, or rvm 
h*hl7JT ■ M principle, was oppo.rd t.» thr mrnul 

of the law as receivS"? an^h f t!anal rcvrrc,!' r t,il‘ ,:'*r }r(frr 
all the contemnnr-»r*d fat lcrs' w,t’* u':nni«m tu ur.ulv 
tutions orXh F 3 ?-f .Biacbton«.’ Partly bn ausr thr in,.i, 

S/f i 6895 the most conservative and legal m 

a law J5BarfMT,mm'hl %hr"‘‘’ v'‘ *1 
the eighteenth century?t!** **"*'*: *** 
to decide not merely whether th« i a > 
was a libel. 7 WaWfter ilm hM ***« .%« wi,rl; 

1 Died 1780. 
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history* But though no change in the Constitution, or in 
chartered rights however obsolete, was likely to be mooted, 
nor any legal change proposed on broad and novel principles, 
yet additions were constantly being made in detail to the 
Draconian severity of our criminal code. During the reign 
of George II and the greater part of the reign of George III, 
capital offences were multiplied at a rate exceeding two a year. 
It was said that if a country gentleman could obtain nothing 
else from Government, he was sure to be accommodated with a 
new capital felony. The fact was that the dangers to property 
resulting from the want of efficient police in that golden age of 
footpads, highwaymen and burglars, had driven a society un¬ 
instructed in the true psychology of crime into the grave error 
of threatening people with the gallows for every offence about 
which there was a temporary panic. And once passed, a new 
law became as sacrosanct as the rotten boroughs. 

The haphazard list of two hundred crimes punishable by 
death, had not even consistent severity to recommend it. It was 
death to steal from a boat on a navigable river, but not on a 
canal. To cut down trees in a garden was a capital offence, and 
also to slit a person’s nose; but not so the most aggravated 
murderous assault which the victim managed^ to survive with 
nose intact. The unjust laws often resulted in a leniency as 
injurious to justice as the severity that had been decreed. Juries 
were unwilling to convict and witnesses to give evidence, in 
cases of theft that were capitally punishable. The burglar on 
his part was strongly tempted to escape the rope by murdering 
the householder who had witnessed his robbery. The chance 
of escaping capture for want of an efficient police, and in case 
of capture the uncertainty of what would happen in court, 
made a life of crime an agreeably exciting gamble. 

Although only a small proportion of the death sentences 
pronounced were carried out, the number of men and women 
hanged in England every year was greater in proportion to 
population than on the Continent, where in the last half of the 
century several of the criminal codes underwent considerable 
revision, in accordance with the humane and scientific prin¬ 
ciples of Beccaria. But the good old English rule, inherited 
from earlier times, against inflicting death or extracting evi¬ 
dence by torture, still gave us an advantage over not a few 
continental countries. 

The state of the English prisons, brought to general notice 
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by tie philanthropist Howard, who died 1790, was far worse 
han the average on the Continent. The terrible ‘ gaol fever,1 

the result of consistently insanitary conditions, was peculiarly 
scandalous England. The prisoners, including forty thou- 

,S,lr„?wbeVer)’-7?,r,f0r deb*’ most °{ "cX more unfortunate than criminal, were put under the absolute autho¬ 
rity of gaolers who had taken the prisons on farm to make what 

hTLTfr °Vf the mmates- In some prisons nothing could 
b had for nothing, as not even a minimum allowance of food 
was supplied out of the public funds. The magistrates ‘ would 
not charge the county with the expense.’ In other prisons the 
free food was filthy and inadequate. The debtor, the most 

tioT.^Otherme0/ least.able to P^hase allevia- 
indictment- W K W^0k^a<^ keen acquitted5 or against whom no 
for Sfrfk h d betn brought’ were frequently kept in prison 
for years because they could not pay the gaoler’s fees. ? 

in th^eLtSntk06 bftWeT En&Iand and Scotland was greater 
SeoS fl I7thLn 1118 t0~da?‘ But both countries, 

oficot'and'a'so11'1 ab°“' England Is ttue> ”th local variations, 

11°2 hadJeft the Scottish law and the Scot- 
EnglS k01JChed} Permanently separate from the 
of North S S? pn-ted tbe ^ade and commercial privileges 
ments into mv> Uf tx/1**111?’ and 14 bad merged the two Parlia- 
htors EkWeStf mStf • EnSIisb and Scottisb iegis- 

to Scotland^ tfEngkndTto botTade ^ *° “PP'y dther 

thanTevenSCtbotlSFn^arliam^ar^ ele<rtions were more farcical 
none of them J* tS^f l Eb? ^c.ottisb burgh members were 
none ot them elected by the inhabitants, but all bv the 

wrporSL^i^Scod011^ tbete WaS scarcel7 a municipal 
The countv fmn v and tbat Was not a co-optive oligarchy. 

£2 ss'psS£ -jrs££ 
up ato« ”e^ Sc^fh S’™ aWe t0 bUy 

he deadness of all political and municipal life, due to the 
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want of representative institutions either central or local, re¬ 
sulted in Scotland’s failure to take part in her own national 
drama of x 745. A few thousand savage and romantic tribes¬ 
men from the Highland mountains were allowed to occupy 
the capital and to march up and down the country at will with 
sword and target, while the civilised portion of Scotland took 
no vigorous steps either to further or to thwart their enterprise. 
It was English troops who suppressed the rebellion and broke 
up the tribal system in the Highlands. Scotland had been ‘ as 
one incapable of her own distress.’ 

It was a remarkable fact that Scotland, the most demo¬ 
cratic and the best educated part of the British islands, had no 
representative institutions, either parliamentary or municipal, 
until 1832-3.1 Scottish democracy had been matured in the 
Kirk and in the Kirk alone. By the end of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury, in a more secular age, that vessel was no longer able by 
itself to contain so strong a spirit. 

The Presbyterian Kirk, at once so popular and so tyranni¬ 
cal, so jealous of free thought yet so eager to give education to 
all, had been reinstated by the Revolution of 1688, after being 
purified and hardened by the persecution of Claverhouse’s 
* killing times.’ It inaugurated a period of severe and bigoted 
social discipline, which, combined with the poverty of the 
country and frequent famines, leaves the veil of gloom over 
the Scottish scene for fifty years after the accession of William. 
But as the eighteenth century goes on, the picture grows ever 
more cheerful. The laity threw off the stricter and more odious 
part of the discipline of the Kirk, and among the clergy them¬ 
selves the moderate and latitudinarian party began to triumph. 
At length the poet Burns came to harass the retreating rear¬ 
guard of old-fashioned bigots with his lively satire. In his day 
young people were able to dance ‘ promisky.’ Witches were fast 
disappearing, with the minds that bred them. David Hume, 
instead of being burnt as an infidel, held a great position in the 
intellectual society of Edinburgh. He and Adam Smith put 
Scotland among the foremost of the philosopher nations in a 
philosophic age. 

The Universities flourished as they did not in England, 
being the real corner-stone of a real edifice of national educa¬ 
tion. Learning was fostered among the people by the Church 

1 It is now regarded as certain that before 1469 the Municipal Councils 
of the Scottish burghs were chosen by popular election. 

D 
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itself, which was in much closer touch with all cLcc m and 
needs than in South Britain of that day, Kvri y pr.; ,»mt w; * h 
clever son aspired, not without reasonable hope, to sec him |\i 
through the village school and the University into the r.-unt 
profession, which thus continued to be recruited iV«n. the pn-p 
and to represent the best side of the national uirvJAm. 

If, in the English midlands before the erndmuiT 
field agriculture was too little productive, the rcMth-i of th 
system on the poorer lands of Scotland were yet uiorr di, 
trous. Only in parts of the Lothians was wheat grown at a! 
when the House of Hanover came to the throne. * (litwmt 
Dr. Johnson in his dictionary, 4 a grain which in England j 
generally given to horses, in Scotland supportthe pr.«pir, 
In housing, in economic conditions and in stthfVi dm t*» pes 'wui'u 
famine, the Scot, when the century opened, resembled list 
Irish rather than the English peasant. Short lea .(*■: ,ii ;ci uu anr< 
agricultural improvement* The country, hmj; a-'-* writ 
ted, had become a treeless waste. The cattle w Mt t ,-hn ■ 
often perishing for want of fodder. 'The mn.dl omistt v oet.o , 
known as pocket lairds,’ partook of the genera! p..veMv so 
the shortage of money they were paid chiefly in !;i o‘ 
. • "rfd“rst steps on the path of progress were talm !-. err. 
tain of the nobJes and richer lairds who introduce! hum lr t ,rg 

fieIds\and encIoscd Und within d-A 
and stone walls. In so doing they prepared the war fur m hr it 

ai^dd?; “4 •** '' r» 
B«s„H,r'd,'ngr >he;p m<i «•*.>v a. ■, 

, d -ag"?ll1tVrc- , „l tir 
ZZTZ'™,™ the bltter wi,ul to “an. lu-.iit n!, „, 
SSS££f ™>!t ha;! •««« t ,1,;; 

-%£■£ ~h r 
before the Industrial RevcLf!^ aourltry *rfW» »!! suin. ev.-n 

had opeoed ^S Cote'Ao thr A“ 

flourish. Between z7oo and 
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countries, put marked sit the door of Scottish agriculturists and 
manufacturing cottagers that enormously stimulated the gen¬ 
eral forward movement of the age. And finally, for evil and fur {food, there came the factories. In ift00 die revenue of Scot- 
arid was fifty times what it had been in 1700, while the popu¬ 
lation had only increased from about i,res vwo> to t,000,000 
souks. 

All this progress wan going forward while Scots were still 
generally despised and abused in England as proud and needy 
adventurers. The affair of 174 f had done little to remove thus 
dislike and contempt, which formed a bond of union between 
Wilkes and Dr. Jo urum. If wan only in the age of Sir Walter 
Scott that England discovered once and for all that she was 
linked with a partner not interior to herself. 

Cl I AFTER III 

llir *A 1 >, ms 'ftf-rodi ».! 4 tA>\ f‘title* ?t!iclldiri$0 

I %H „n |Vfc * Mim>***j turn t, F»| I Witt^fidiir#^ anti Him 
I' % ac c- w , \U' Kudu i a?ja ! i. 

'Flit: machinery of pulitits am! government, the nature of 
which has hern torn hrd upon in the pervious chapters, had 
remained in the hands of the \V he* .uEn» r,uy from the fait 
of the Tories at the death of Anne, until the amrs-.iun of 
George HI. !» the earlier part of their lung supremacy, the 17 
great Whig families who had triumphed at the dynastic crisis, 
were consuons that they bore rub* ai the interpreter* of the 
national sentiment against the hfrmlt and the Pretender, and 
»n the champions of the free elrnu-n's in our Constitution. 
Their politic a! hrmhmro were the I >E .enter**, whom they had 
saved from renewed per in ution by the l (igh Church Tories; 
and the uimmer* ial Gasses, espeCully in t amdon, who feared 
the * little Kngl.tndtsm' and anti Kommercial bias of'the small 
Tory landowners. lint the \\ hip », as tlnir titty fat years rolSr.f 
by, remembered Ess and lev* the to. k whrme they were hewn, 
Thrv erased to look to the people, am! relied, mthrly *4) 
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incompetence, they were compelled, without loosming fh.hr 
grasp on the machine, to come to terms win rise tint 10?, .t 
popular tribune, because he alone was eip.iHr n wu-lTm-, 
might of England in time of war. The vOn l us i on.hu r .<! 
the Seven Years’War seemed to foreshadow a new and u:nr 
vigorous era of national and imperial unify. Hut the r 
ended with the danger that had called it forth. 

1760 The accession of George III closed the Jacobite <|ur 
by affording a new object to the loyalty of believe-*; in diun ■ 
right, like Dr. Johnson. The Tory king era cd to be * t-vrr 
the water’; he appeared as a young Engli-dim-tu, art.! ?'v* 
staunchest of Protestants. There was not hi tig Vrrtu h a’'.".it 
‘ Farmer George.’ But unfortunately, thong!) hh h.t <•» ; oj for 
were of the best and simplest English type, hi t pi •Inn .«,! vs-n » 
were derived, through his mother, from petty < in man t b 
His fine strength of character and great pnlith al .foifoy, m. 
enlightened by large understanding' or by grr.r on n,-* * 
with his people, degenerated into the low truism; ; <>? a v.iu- 
puller and the obstinacy that wrecks empire i, 

George could see no reason why Parliamentary ' nulu-;.. - * 
by which the country was governed, should not Sir ex.-r. ■. ■! ! iv 
himself as King, instead of by certain great noblrdi e: fom. -,r 
the favours of the State in his name but contrary ft t hi i v, 
Why should not the taxpayers’ money, with whfoh fo- p T 
ticians were bought, be given away by the Kin;: him ;rJt in .? ■■ fo 
of by the Duke of Newcastle? He might, indeed. have oS.tvr \ 

the part of Bolingbroke’s ‘ patriot king ’ to taimr j»ur|... ir, it hr 
had been content to give his confidence in the rhi^i ihft, a?M I 
to put himself at the head of some, at least, of >fo i t’puhu 
elements of the Constitution. Against such a combination the 
great Whig families’ would nave struggled in v.un. Hot 

-82 Georgy while he shook off Pitt, who soon tin jinrd foh, ?fo- 
, 1 ot Chatham, sought out quarrels with the onaiar-i fol 

classes and with the mob, with London and. the t‘nfo.\hm., 1 j- 
made corruption worse corrupted by syitnuatfom- the 
chase of members of the House of Common, with sinr’uic 
places and even with hard cash payments tor their (iff 

he7as !.bIe t0 choo8e hi,> <wn Mimstej-i Jhue 

twenty°years™and t0 h® °W" ^ fttr thc l,r’if *'f 

the "a*theCndoft.hos.ctwcntyyears, thcdke.tr. m-t 
e American colonists was drawing m in fh }u | 
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extended itself into a maritime war against France and Spain, 
backed by the fleets of Holland, Russia and the other powers 
of the ‘ armed neutrality of the North.’ From the moment the 
first shot had been fired in America, it had been clear that the 
attempt to revive the personal rule of the King in England 
would fail or succeed with the issue of the rebellion over there. 
The surrender of Yorktown to General Washington was re- Gct. 
garded as decisive, and a few months later Lord North’s 1781 

Ministry of ‘ King’s Friends ’ fell from office. George Ill’s March 
system had at length collapsed, but for two more years of crisis 1782 

and confusion it remained highly uncertain what men and 
methods would replace it. 

The party that had overthrown Lord North and that suc¬ 
ceeded him for three months in power, was the Whig party, 
under Lord Rockingham. The Whigs had been sobered and 
purified by misfortune, and educated by the genius of Edmund 
Burke and Charles Fox. Even the ‘ great families ’ had had 
time to reflect in the cold of opposition that the machinery of 
corruption was not by itself a safe and sufficient instrument 
for the government of an Empire. Under the benevolent and 
high-minded Lord Rockingham, the party came back to office, 
determined to make a drastic reduction in the means by which 
their own party for half a century, and the King for the last 
twenty years, had corrupted the members of the House of 
Commons. 

Burke’s Economic Reform Bill is the one practical achieve- 1782 
ment that stands to the account of the most gorgeously eloquent 
of philosopher statesmen, the greatest publicist, with the pos¬ 
sible exception of Cicero, of all ages and all lands. ^ It remains 
also the one constructive feat for which England is indebted to 
the Rockingham Whigs, over and above the destruction of 
Lord North’s Ministry. The Bill secured that the King’s per¬ 
sonal rule should never be revived; for the number of sinecures, 
and the amount of secret service money by which the House of 
Commons had been bribed, was drastically cut down ; while at 
the same time Government contractors were prohibited from 
sitting in Parliament; and the Revenue Officers, who consti¬ 
tuted more than a tenth of the electorate and were dependent 
on Government for their places, were one and all disfranchised. 

After these reforms, the most degrading period of political 
corruption passed away, never to return. It was the first step 
in a hundred years’ process of purifying English public life. 
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But here the course of legislative reform was stayed, until in 
fhe ye?r ,83a * *** generation of Wh gs I^rni the yjcM 
Reform Bill. The Rockingham Whigs, though willing to 
franchise the revenue service, were divided on the 
of disfranchising the rotten boroughs, many of w mh wrie 
their own property. Burke, too, the conscience ot hr 
was opposed on principle to Reform of 1 arhament. 1*l 
man of humble origin, he none the less believed that the U an,: 
connection' should remain 4 aristocratic. He wndu-d to 
back to 1689, not forward to any new thing. He still xiw 
nothing in the vista of time to come save the members of a vir • 
tuous peerage combining to control the Crown* tmd uuomtly 
to represent a grateful populace. It is strange that so huge 
mind, desirous of honest and liberal-minded government of 
our whole Empire, which he beheld in the eye of his umgm.i ■ 
tion stretching across the oceans and down the age;, *.h. mU 
have thought that the main body of the Anglo-Saxon r,w r\ th" 

outlying portion of which had just, with his full sympathy, 
rebelled against the shadow of control, would con urn,t b>r.dl 
time to come to be ruled by an oligarchy posing as a i q i r 
sentative government. 

Fox, on the other hand, though born an aristocrat, via-, 
already a convinced supporter of Parliamentary Reform, But 
he could only carry with him half the Whigs tm that tpir .tion. 
Meanwhile, the Government broke up on another issue, with h 
caused the utmost confusion of principles and parties, ami 
paved the way for the astonishing career of the younger Pitt. 

As so often happens in the history of mrtici, the r< u k on 
which the Whigs split was not a principle but a pei"i< >». I .urd 
Shelburne was a philosopher-statesman of less genius, inn 
perhaps of greater insight, than Burke. The patron of Urn 
tham, he was an advocate of Parliamentary Reform.1 Bur in 
practice he was the worst of Cabinet colleagues, unive; tally 
distrusted, and nicknamed 4 the Jesuit of Berkeley Stju.irr,' 
Politically, he inherited the traditions of Chatham, diurm-ting 
the aristocratic 4 Whig connection,’ desiring the di\ amnion of 
all party ties and the formation of a patriot ministry on I ibrral 
principles. Like Chatham and his son after him,* Shelbunsr, 
while regarding the King’s personal rule as a dm ,tr< nr; abr; ■ 
ration, was not so jealous of the power of the Crown as wm* 

1 Under his later title of Lord Jainsdowne, hecormminl It. !*• 4 
even m anti-jacobin times, and so became reumulot to Jto j 
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Burke suul Fox, who vainly strove to reduce the Royal j>art in 
politic:! to such limits as were eventually set in the reign of 
Queen Vutoria. , . 
' The King, on the look-out for a chance to intrigue against 
his own Ministers, saw his opportunity to divide the Rocking¬ 
ham Cabinet by ostentatiously granting his favour and confi¬ 
dence to Shelburne alone, to the exclusion ot Fox and the 
nobles of the stricter Whig connection. Shelburne’s peculiari¬ 
ties led him to accept and encourage this dangerous partiality. 
Fox was for too hot to put up with the, revival ot a Royal party 
in the bosom of a Whig Cabinet, or even to consider coolly 
what was the best way ot meeting the situation. ^ hen^Rock" guv 
iutfha-.n died and the King chose Shelburne as Rnme Minister, >»*U 
box, Burke and most of the Whig connection refused to serve 
under him, and left the < Fvernmenf. 

it the seceding \\ hips had been dealing, an they supposed., 
with < Forge and Shelburne alone, they would soon have had 
thiimri their own way. Their lalculationn were defeated by a 
buy nt1 fwrutV’fhfff. lit?* Kin;; illicit in Uu- yuumj 
Put, Chatham’s second son, t*> be Cham ellor ot the Esu luapier 
and Lea ter of the i louse of Commons. Pitt tints stepped -aid- 
deniy to the front rank ot' statesmen in the charm ter of mis. 
t rat or of Fox and the Whigs, and saviour ot (Forge III. let 
ar this time hr agreed with hot ami the morr labrral Whigs 
on Parliamrntaiy Reform am! «u» almost ryctything else, except 
on the exact degree ot nppo itinn to be ..tiered to the intlueiu e 
of the Crown, Phut, however, was the Fair of the moment. 
The dunces and persotulmr: **l’ these M*»fusni years, I ?Hs ;?» 
fur t*vcr prrvrnfr4 flu*1 *u i*w <4 \m% *uui 14ft who* $11 

uWm mid mmm\ wrrr thz* i*m\ykywnl mw uhlw ntlm\ md 
wImi% if fltf? tai wu'kcni in %nsU^11, uujjhf luiw i% nu*4Mtn& 
Ot Parliamentary Rrtorm bn me the norm ot thr lsr«. h Rev... 
lution broke over Eng,land, ami have averted many disaster*, 
that HI on th.'-e Maud,. But P»«t. Emng tabm FFe *n 
athamr with the Lein and thr King, was gradually moulded, 
mtlirir Ukrnr'lit while box grew old am! la* rioussn oppo atom. 

In tin* decisive ••.•niggle between the two ntrn, box made 17? 
one mi'C.d.e alter another, while Pitt displayed skill, patterne, 
<,oh?,u«; .outage ami Patlument.uy ability unh as u*» Inatt-,t 
.uatrsnan n! mature yen's ha* ever shown bet on* or v,m r. 
Pitt, in a min any in the { >anutou’i, was in tmiuineiit 4.anger 
ut^ippmving as fh** and nominee of HI, while 
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Fox’s strength was to stand as the champion of the people 
against the Crown. Fox threw away these advantages by his 
disastrous coalition with North, the genial old man who had 
done the King’s dirty work year after year till America was lost. 

April With the help of North’s votes in the Commons, the Whigs 
1783 forced their way back to office, at the price of losing the people’s 

confidence. They sold their birthright for a hasty spoonful of 
pottage, when the whole mess would have been theirs if they 
had waited. 

George, trusting to the unpopularity of the Coalition, 
strained his prerogative and violated the spirit of the Consti¬ 
tution, to get rid of the men whom he detested. He used his 
personal influence against his own Ministers, to induce the 
Lords to throw out Fox’s India Bill; and on the strength of the 
Lords’ vote, which he himself had engineered, at once dis- 

Dec. missed Fox and North and installed Pitt as Premier, in the face 
1783 of a hostile majority of the Commons. After this outrage, Fox 

might have gained the upper hand once more, if he had, even 
now, thrown himself frankly on the people. But he strove to 
prevent the General Election which, above all things, he should 
have demanded. Pitt’s magnificent courage and ability won 
the popular sympathy, which the Coalition did everything it 
could to alienate. At length, at the decisive General Election 
of April 1784, Pitt had the Liberal as well as the Royalist 
feeling on his side. The Yorkshire Reformers chose his friend 
Wilberforce for their great county, till then a preserve of the 
Whig families; it was to Pitt that they looked for Parliamen¬ 
tary Reform. 

If ever there was a national party it was Pitt’s in 1784. But 
the nation was ill-represented in Parliament. Owing to the 
electoral system, it was the Royalist and Tory borough owners 
on whom he must mainly rely for his support in the House of 
Commons, and since he had quarrelled with Fox, he had every 
year more and more to depend on these retrograde elements. 
In 1785, for the third time, his proposals for a mild Parliamen¬ 
tary Reform were rejected by the House of Commons. After 
that he made no further effort to improve the system by which 
he held power. Considering himself essential to the country 
as a Minister, he would not risk the loss of office for any cause. 
His good angel, Wilberforce, lamented that after 1785 he was 
content to govern by ‘ influence ’ instead of by ‘ principle.’ He 
learnt only too well to maintain himself in power by the distri- 
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bution of peerages and patronage among the owners of rotten 
boroughs. In the Army and Navy, in the Church and m the 
State, to be the relation or client of a borough-owner was the 
path to preferment. This was the system that became known 
to the Radicals of a later day as ‘ Old Corruption.’ But though 
the brightness of Pitt’s sun was gradually overcast, he con¬ 
tinued until the French Revolution to give the country a sound 
and liberal-minded administration such as no one else could 

then have given it. 
The net result of the complicated crisis of 1782-4 was the 

Pittite settlement of the Constitution, which remained as the 
unwritten law of the land for the next fifty years. The basis of 
power was Ministers’ ‘ influence ’ over Parliament, through 
the distribution of patronage, somewhat less corrupt than in the 
heyday of eighteenth-century public spoliation ; but of real 
representation of the people, there was no more than before. 
A new set of ruling Tory families, mostly risen by their wits 
from the professional and mercantile classes and from the 
smaller gentry—Rose, Dundas, Eldon, Liverpool and Castle- 
reagh, the Peels and Canning—took the place of the great 
Whig families, some of whom, however, came over to join the 

new regime. 
As to the power of the Crown, there was a compromise. 

The King could no longer choose puppet Ministers like Bute 
and North; he could no longer force a policy, like the quarrel 
with America, on a recalcitrant country by means of a Parlia¬ 
ment lost to any argument save gold. On the other hand, the 
Crown retained, until after the death of George IV, the power 
of selecting the Prime Minister and thereby influencing the 
combination of the numerous groups into which the House ot 
Commons was divided. Irrespective of party, the Government 
of the day could, as such, obtain the support of over a hundred 
members, so that when the Crown chose a man as Prime 
Minister, it went far to supply him with a working majority. 
Thus all parties were agreed that if George III died, or was 
declared officially mad, the Prince of Wales could at once bring 
Fox and the Whigs into office, instead of Pitt and the Tories. 
The King also retained, as in the famous case of Catholic Eman- 
cipation, the power of forbidding the ministerial introduction 
of measures to which he had a strong objection. But for some 
years after 1784, George was still very much m the hands ot 

Pitt. 
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Installed in power on these conditions, Tilt could not re¬ 
form the internal polity of the British. Islands, hut he anud 
re-establish their financial and diplomatic credit* wane r ranee* 
the apparent victor in the late war, went down thrum;.* bank¬ 

ruptcy to revolution. 

1780-2 Our sea-power, though challenged bv all the navies of the 
world, had not been overthrown. Our Empire had hot httle 
beyond the one terrible mutilation which had divided in two 
the English-speaking race. In the darkest hour of danger and 
disgrace, great men had not been wanting to our need,. Carle- 
ton had saved us Canada. Warren I lasting ! had saved in 1 nd:u. 
Rodney’s sea victory over De Grasse (tyH:) and old Eliott's 
defence of the Gibraltar rock had, in the last years of thr w ar, 
put a check that proved final to the long aspirations of Or 
House of Bourbon after world supremacy, 

The first Pitt had excelled as a War Minister; hi i -.on rv 
celled as a Minister ofpeace and recovery. A self*.u knowledge i 
pupil of Adam Smith, in an age when most Parliament.titans 
thought the art of Latin quotation more important than poli¬ 
tical economy, Pitt re-established our shaken timtm'r-■« and 
encouraged our trade and manufacture by a nj .trm.itit r -du» ’ 
tion of the chaos of indirect taxes. 1 le thereby threw out of 
work many smugglers and excisemen. 

In pursuance of the policy of Free Trade and p<\t. r, Pit! 
consented to treat with the French Ministers when dry poo 

1786-7 posed a Commercial Treaty. He secured from them at: mo¬ 
ments decidedly more advantageous to the maimta. turn . > t 
England than to those of France. Our staple iudm.fi vi mJ*. 
tained easy.access to French markets, while From It ulk■> wrsr 
still prohibited over here. Claret, however, at last shared t'm 

advantages which Whig foreign policy, since Amir's i r:i;u, i 
reserved for the heavy wines of our Portuguese allv, with ut« h 
disastrous results to the gouty legs of our am v.tok 

Pitt’s French treaty, though approved by the .'omm*:. i d 
community, was attacked by the party of Fox and Hurkr. n- 
arguments of the Opposition were directed, nutsonm* h again .{ 
the economic principles involved, on which the Whig i w Hut r 
gathered at Brooks’s Club had the most ha/.y idea”., !i*if again i 
the political issue of improved relations with l-'nnce. In «o t,*» 
as this criticism.was more than factious, it was out of datr, In 
the age of Voltaire, the French monarchy, already staggering to 
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it. doom. war. very different t««.* the 
of autocratic interne ™»w« which \\ ta M Mm 
boroutth had made head m the era uf the l>ui|*«un.ukh. i e 

n Chatham ninwnm4y ikvlmwl th.it to nuppme that any 
{;.m c-m \ic unalterably the enemy of another, is weak ami 

childish,* It ha* its foundation neither in the experience o 

'“"'iiS 'u,mf him( 
i* , ,,t ii-j,t mi very efVectivrtv upaiusf both the hrotuh and 

-I.- »• »«'•'>' >f >«■'. ;■*«*« 1,0 
hehl tint fkitish interests were really eudanpird. 

*“•&.« in .hr .to. :«• «*- 
hrl.l t.u tu vital t-> the u.ttciy «>t Ihatatn that to power Ilk* y .« 
any time to ehukiur our tuval/'.uiiMtwey jhouh. *u »;a " ’ 
*Y, ’ ifS(tu..,lf ,,, ;u,v }U;t .4 the Netherlands, the IHhUi 
t4l4u.m ji.otv, xjJ hv fbe diplomacy aml^old o the 

.!if uv Su hh.,.11; m? r ot tile I louse ol Ounjte. If thu imorn 

1'ill i,v,/a I'.n 4. l» |';rvrl« .1, ,m4 'K ,,'m 'I ™ ir 
fV JfrvwM ■ .on Without l*ratue da tip *' »nU.,vf *> 

ttur! mi*.He defeat «a, thereby in luted m ^ 
i.niurn •< in at .art «4 dm world where we could not afford to kt 

u ’t::f•, v.. *r^zsts!2 
No.aha Souul iu Van,...over Llaml, ’*1 \ *‘ t J [1.' *v«Lev u*» 

V \• 1 .«*4 Loa-if w.n her own by ruth? of dt novel) up t 
*•* ,* , »• »* .. Put ;,v • uitlv tut a stop to these preten- 
the bor.l-t. oi AI1 .u, 1m * - A* ‘ * tLiruon Neither 

.»«. 11 ,4' war with tur House of bout turn, tenner 
!l ’* ,4 . ■ \ t •... .1.1 it.i.4 yet be4ollir tnlrterlted the l ’nste.i Mates not t, ,0.4 u na, > future 

pofH *0 vli.pnte, on the IVtSu < ? *EhL m of 
development wont l have been nupendr.. b> an •‘dmu.uo 

we* a.t-umt f-op. n *">«*■'* ^ ' '.IftV , <m» t-e aHr,r4/ v».* it 
«'t ''L'C! V.'dAI Snu tne U..O at o»t*« 
\:.:Vv^i ’V'V*; ww;w- o.iv^ne.1 r,» mu 

% |$*1 » ffi. 
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1791 Opposition for once had the country on its side, when it pro¬ 
tested against fighting about other people’s boundaries in un¬ 
known and barbarous lands. Pitt had to give way, because 
this feeling was shared by members of his own Cabinet and of 
his own majority in Parliament. 

The Oczakoff episode, the last independent action of the 
old diplomatic world before it was sucked into the maelstrom 
of French Revolution politics, presented the Eastern question 
in the form in which we were to know it throughout the 
nineteenth century, the apparent choice between supporting 
Turkish misrule or acquiescing in the ambitions of the Russian 
autocracy over its neighbours. Burke, in Gladstonian phrase, 
denounced Pitt’s policy as ‘ an anti-Crusade, for favouring 
barbarians and oppressing Christians.’ The Foxite tradition, 
afterwards handed down through Grey and Lord Holland to 
the Whigs of the Byronic era, became definitely anti-Turk over 
the Oczakoff question, not without important consequences for 
Greece forty years later. The subsequent Crimean policy repre¬ 
sented a veering round of the later Whigs to the policy initiated 
by Pitt. 

Pitt’s defence of his abortive proceedings in 1791 is not 
without some power of appeal to posterity. It was his object 
to confirm the alliance of England and Prussia, begun four 
years before over the Dutch affair, so as to use Prussia to pro¬ 
tect Poland and Sweden, which then included Finland, from 
the encroachments of Russia. Only by the help of Prussia as 
well as of Austria could the Poles get enough protection from 
the hostility of Russia to enable them to consolidate their 
hopeful new Constitution, now taking the place of the oligar¬ 
chic anarchy that had led to the First Partition of their country 
in 1772. Pitt’s failure in 1791 to carry England with him in 
his stand against Russia over Oczakoff was good for the 
Christians oppressed by Turkey, but bad for the chances of 
Poland’s survival. Prussia, seeing that she could not depend 
on British support, had the more reason for seeking friendship 

1793, with Russia and taking her share in the Second and Third 
1795 Partitions of Poland. When that policy was at length un¬ 

ashamedly revealed, British opinion was already so much pre¬ 
occupied by the later aspects of the French Revolution, and by 
the Jacobin threat to the Netherlands, that we had no ears for 
the outcries of murdered Poland, which in that last hour 
appealed only to the Foxite Whigs. 
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'Hunks in mt small drpree to the sober penius nt IHtt, the 
Tvadr between the American usuuuuUhe war at the Hvmh 
Krvolmlon saw the British Fmpsrr rue, ui prosperity atu 
msthm, from t!u* dx ;r.nhuion to which (form* i 11 had reduced 
it, 'The Wits of Broolvdn Clul> ier.ted at lhu'« youth, and eeL- 
hr.Urd in th/it .h dUs’ p eupmunU-, ™ 

* A T.’.lif in uuio* au loiuulutp, nations star**, 
A Bum! an un nsl to a schuo!h»y\ 

Ynt in t'.n t, it v/,ts Fo\ who vvas always the jahnnlFoy, and 
IHtf the schoolmaster. Tiff, a*, we all rejoice to know, 'ww w-t 
imanalde «»t piiW disrlaTp a td luvimj liw Ui ,lu* 

Miv.i V of a few umdiai friends; hut in* never ventured, 
.Ui.on' . oiVx m"< ami follower < who, when he first took of!ta\ 
wrri4 ;Ul hv; dT;nr?r^, 1*1 Uv •wu- jui 111^1 *uif the uruu*M ^ 
k. urditv n ,« ve H *?«-: v/h:. h he vouU make the prrate .1 ipud. 
}*v I,o«h i, dm xmoiir lie had adopted as ,y defence to hn. 
vuuh, U-umr i ; ut oi hh; polithal future m mnUile ape. 
'lY.-i i tturrlv >Ti :n sp- it, « autioin, dspmSmd, tmmu.amu, 
run-!! -b, Urn-feus. wi.", But with a miu.t tnat, niter a 
- .den is i >!)*• e, !•>. s««.*:i hr.awr 1 <■>. ,-d to rrurrou-. ru- 
Pm.;,taw and new nF.n, in- ou-ed to uiu.rr.und iumi.in 
.. ,,i:, *, n oni; dsnvii <» a she wd and eytm a! < 
Whip. i S 'ore,' he I- have nnir to . younp to power, 
!,,*• hr srnvsl e.pi ft to if ■ > e, eon <4 hr; tall. * hit if tttr fates 
fa > alio A e -dr.i. h-Aoie it v,.n »• o l.fe, a Sew >**»'•■ »*n ,M 

l. »v .vd.H Hr awful ImM-n «4 ms “mi.U'V • ux, jus mHiVt 

i-r.ohl luvr '.hot iip ole r a .till, a. mat V'riioieiA*. HI »«*- iiri, 

tin,'.!, till it iu 1 s.-aehr ! a .no p-Jn tio», xlapfah r, eotnjno 
ho.ovr and prnuMo, mt tin always prudent mid sllt»t,o 

id;! huorr thr esaot sir UevouitJ. itui y w a"-. 1»!‘ 
tto* S were Oils in the 1m. luout; i, .uni lm. mapnstnrr.l t.drnf s 
and vuji.utm'iiputrw null ,avea t n turn, t ipposit-on. And 
net a w.u < tppo- - })1. :■ t »■ fous than uurtiip Me > 

,1-h.tAM, The ..Sir i<titu iph' that uw»r4 the whole U n.p p.ut>, 
doth fhr V. 1 in t/ojl u v.uhes uu-hr linrke atn, JnrMuol, asni 
thr Who UrtoiHsrt • Hti-ler l'o‘< and. .diettd.au, w,H tlx *;tnt t 
luniradnn. ? the pownsot the frown. ^ -4 when m tor v.iv.u-v 
tt» r.ft, i or 11S *'• perl • in Ut.ultr .. »SS sf he-.H»e mi a« Mras 
to hold, iiHf M thru; the ,ao,pe. f of irturndu; M p* «er l.v s,VJ 

dvr SVime of \Valr» as thprnt, thry ricu fr 
and fell. 1 hu r,»o.laMiwd a thstdnr worthy ot thr Jones at 
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a century before, that the Regency was vested in the IVhuT ut 
Wales as of right, whatever Parliament mignt u». ^ In.,4 mm- 

take enabled Pitt, in his own phrase, to un-\\ hig hm and 
to rally round himself, for the last tune, Reformers inse \\ yvil 
and Cartwright. The Liberal, the Royalist, the Protestant and 
the moral feelings of the nation were enlisted m the same side. 
Pity for the afflicted King and detestation for hw dissolute son, 
were enhanced by renewed rumours that the latter wan srorerS) 
married to a Papist. And in spite of the Whig denials, rtv 
Prince’s marriage with Mrs* ftitzHcrhtft a ^ 

The tone or the Opposition was as bad as its ffttrkiA 
violence on behalf of the Prince was shocking, and already 
both sides of the House men whispered that his noble mm i 
was becoming unhinged. But such was then the practn « of 
the Constitution that no one doubted that the Prim e, if hr 
became Regent, even on the terms of Pitt'-i Bill, could call m 
the Whigs and supply them with Government riupmntn i 
enough to make up a Parliamentary majority against the wd! 
of the nation. Pitt, who had, contrary to all precedent rsi q.; 
his own family traditions, scorned to enrich him .nf not < »f tlr 
public funds, was preparing to resume practice ap the Bar, 
when, by an event resembling an act of retributive ju uUr «<n 
the part of Providence, the King unexpectedly m mvrr.f, and 
the gates of Paradise were dosed in the very faces of the ex¬ 
pectant Whigs. These happenings, on the eve of the I*‘mu h 
Revolution, obliterated the recollection of George U P t twrnf y 
years of misrule, prepared for the ‘ good old King * in hi s bn-*; 
decline a warm place in his people's heart, and renewed the 
popularity of the Tory party under the leader diip of Riff. 

Perhaps the most successful and enduring putt * »f the life'-, 
work of Pitt was his establishment and regulation of the Britt-»h 
power in the East. No other man without leaving Kumpe ever 
had so great and good an influence on the deitinir* ot India. 
At the beginning of his twenty years of power, An ;!>*.Indian 
affairs were in dire scandal and confusion; befurr hr died, th* 
rule of Britain in the East stood essentially where it remained 
until the period of change and crisis in our own day imrii due 
to the very success of what was then begum The relation'! of 
the Anglo-Indian Government to the Indians and to tin* home 
country were then decided. The moral obligations implied by 
our presence in Bengal were recognised both in theory and in 
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practice. And the methyls by which the new system would 
perforce have to he extended over nil India, were so dearly 
marked out by IHtt’s great Cover nor-Cleneral, Wellesley, that 
hb successor,; had only to resume and carry through his politi¬ 

The Empire which had hern founded by the military and 
nohrical genius of Clive had been saved by the scarcely less 
ktraordinarv powers of Warren l ladings. I Hiring the gloomy 
period* when*we were losing an Empire in the \\ ent, when our 
nrctitH* was shaken and our power challenged on the wafers 
of every ocean, and along the shores of every comment, Hf- 
tin-t* saved, British power in the East. Bv hw vigour an a W ar 
MiniHltfi hf tVilnl llir tutfiv* mtd thtf NJaratha hot tits 

with I'-rnwh lu-l|i, tn reverse the g™™ "* 
Plas-iev. At the same time, he developed the submluty 
alliances’ i*f the paramount power with protected native Mates, 
that Clive had begun and that \\ cliedey was destined to erect 
info a .xy.tcm tor the whole pemnnula. 

liv tor* e of his solitary will, Ha .tmps saved India, in the. 
fa* c of hi * own Council Ir.l by his bitter enemy, i him brar.n-,. 
Lord North's Reguimn : Act ot r/Vd ud indeed wt up a 
Cover «mr-Ceneral at Calcutta, with authority over thr U. 
India Company's thier IVc-adeion'. ot Madras, Ihunoac and 
Bengal, but had saddled hm with a Council on the spot, rm* 
powered, if if wished, to thwart his a* turn. 1 erhap1. no otner 
English statesman, except Cromwell, could have worked under 
the conditions over which i lasting triumphed, 1 ladings was 
hampered, not only by the veto ot hi-, own Council m India, 
but by the orders of hr; made;-! at In mu* for 1 hrei tors of he 
Trading Companv. They clamour-,i for dividends and did not 
,t„j* toc, insider that thr establishment and maintenance ot a vast 
empire, so iar from being, a; they thought, a sourer of revenue, 
implied in periods of trim; a net in of heavy war lumpers. It 

partly thr»r rhiitmirn inm thr 1 pirnlatif* whom 
he served'that led 1 U amps into rxuationafc courses at Benares 

*o.l io O11.II1. II*,*. HO Civ, Hr II* Hi* Bp";*1 
J,„* the .letence ot the Indian, and tor the establishment of the 
great traditions ot Ibimh iudhe, in phue ot thr jmiley; 
•» .-ramble of greedy, broken adventurers that had been the tit at 

result of our tompiest of Bengal, _ , 
The lieur ini s!.1*- *<; then« uxatumu that were imn.eagain»t 

Huding’* in the tuse ot the Kuhiila* and. Niun-omar have long 
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ago been disproved. He was far from blamdcs*, and tv,err 
will always be a margin of dispute as to each of hi-. M-.vral 
actions, but on the whole few men who have done so much 
good, have done so little wrong. 

On his return home, his accusers combined in man 
alliance the venomous personal malignancy of Fra:;, F and rim 
generous prophetic fury of Burke. Burke’s im.cdj. die ma 
ofthe moral obligations of Empire did a great work in to .r.t., f. 
ing the statesmen and public at home that they had itn.w, 
before God and man, the_trustees of luddc;i millions. {'hit 
new and vital idea, the basis of our Empire in Arnica . well a; 
in India, first made headway in publicopim.m dasim,; the rta 
of Burke and Wilberforee, "But the gift of pomim. v sis a h,»i 
Irish heart is liable to strange aberrations, and Hu: kr 4;!..wed 
himself to be almost totally misled as to what 1! 1 am,.f4,,j 
for in the East The awakening moral ton cm...-.-,; ’ 
land about India* which eventually ku\v4 \nn rs) * »j rh-.,* 
and the more ephemeral social hatred of the ‘ Yd, A, ' 1 
returned Anglo-Indians were called, board, wd.v Wic • ditr 
tion a channel in exaggerated attacks on 1 la m, . , , 

)5 his long but unsuccessful impeachment I*,-,-|V 
first acquiesced in the Impeachment <>» r,», Mil„, 
but toned it after a while. !u , i, 
with all his rash ardour .and eloquence, soon wj • | flt p4. . 
the proceedings against Hastings abandoned, bm v.j, held * , 
the hopeless and ungrateful task by the imam-: .,m / -A , ,j i\Ui 

Wan^nrTTn5>°rta“t’ IcS3 duiu^w *?*»« Ha! - * 
Hastings m Westminster Hall, urm A ];t |;4 ,U.. 

that took up these tangled nutters wbidi Sir.. „ ;,dn • 

En^h£b a'ld/“r T'-’ ' > 

d'bb ■! ■: • 
^ordrdi& y ot 1783,, I ox s chief measure was hb. jti >, , j;p c. ■ 
proposed boldly to transfer the wh,,!,. ,, lA AA 

J - mut?«y-. J-be proposal was not so u,u> h wj.o,. 

the^art ofCa'Minislr^lha^hiV^C^;UK'^ “tvtVlr‘l •. •-» 
Pitt, all watching for an oppimtuidy !!f ^ p IV‘ 1 ;m'j 
transference of all Indian patron Je t • 'Y* vir 5‘; H■ ••' * 
missioners, all of whom wire ooruu, to WrftuSKi "Z 
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denounced as a design to give the Coalition the means of cor¬ 
rupting Parliament. The consequent defeat of the Fox-North 
Ministry has already been described.1 

So it fell to Pitt next year to solve the Indian problem. His 1784 
India Bill was a compromise between Company and Crown, 
well suited to work quietly for the next seventy-four years, till 
times were ripe for the complete transference desired by Fox 
and Burke. Patronage, for all except the greatest posts, was 
nominally left to the Company. But in practice it was notorious 
that Henry Dun das, on behalf of Pitt’s party interests, so mani¬ 
pulated Indian patronage as to purchase the Parliamentary 
support of Scotland for his friend, and at the same time to form 
that connection between India and many able Scottish families 
which helped to mould the great Anglo-Indian traditions. The 
plain truth was that until English party government ceased to 
be carried on by the barter of seats and votes, and until the 
principle of competitive examination was introduced for the 
Indian Civil Service, neither Fox nor Pitt, nor anyone else, 
could have devised a method of governing India efficiently 
which would not have increased the governmental power of 
corrupting Parliament. 

Under Pitt’s Bill the commercial monopolies and functions 
of the Company were left intact. But its political authority was 
‘ controlled ’ by a ‘ Board of Control ’ appointed by the Crown, 
and representing the British Cabinet of the day, with the power 
of supervising the correspondence between the Company and 
its servants in India. In effect, the members of the Board of 
Control, and more particularly Dundas, the Secretary of State, 
became all-powerful, and the Company a mere mouthpiece of 
their will—an antiquated cog in the new State machine. The 
cry against Fox’s Bill had been very largely factious, for Pitt’s 
methods indirectly obtained Fox’s object. 

The new arrangements in India itself were even better, 
because more thorough. It was Pitt’s great merit to make the 
Governor-General despotic in the East where despotism was 
understood and needed, yet subordinate to the British Parlia¬ 
mentary Cabinet at home. By Pitt’s Amending Act, the Gover¬ 
nor-General was freed from the control of his Council, which 
became purely advisory. No one would ever again be asked to 
govern India on the terms of Warren Hastings, subordinated 
to mercantile Directors at home, and thwarted by his own 

1 P. 40, above. 
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Council in Calcutta. Pitt tacked an efficient despotUm in India 
on to a free constitution in England, without either 
harm He administered most skilfully the law* ht had pa * .td. 
Td initiated the new era. He appointed hrMtr mtn as 
Governors-General, and gave to each of them the attention, 
advice and support for wlich Britain’s servants overseas have 
a right to look from the home government. By the uuxe lu 
Cornwallis and Wellesley, backed by Vitt and Dun,Us ^‘d 
completed their work, the modern Anglo-Indian system was a 
working part of the British Constitution, and a normal .u tiv.ry 

of the British race. The main outlines of our policy, mtmul and 
external, in the Indian peninsula had been securely hud. 

The British Empire in Africa had not yet come into exist¬ 
ence. The interior of the Dark Continent was still unmapped 
and unexplored.1 Along the coast, the European Ufa ami 
settlements were principally Portuguese and 1 Hthii, ill* mph 
French and English disputed the ownership of the -.lave ami 

gold depots of Guinea. The chief connection of England with 
Africa was the slave-trade, of which the lars-nt slat e un-i 
naturally carried on by_ the most energetic of the sra’.usm; 
peoples. Bristol and Liverpool were the centres of a vested 
interest that throve in supplying North and Booth Amrti. a am1, 
the West Indies with slaves crimped along' the Afrit an < - us». 

When the eighteenth century opened, the slave trade was 
looked on as perfectly respectable, and only a few strap v* .it rs 
were raised against it. The right of supplying Spar.mu South 
America with African slaves was one of the most valued pri/~. 
that our statesmen carried off from Utrecht, when the wot Id 

1713 was resettled after the Marlborough wars. But during the 
middle part of the * Century of Enlightenment,' our ports, 
philosophers and religious enthusiasts, including John \\ rilev 
himself, and the Quaker body as a whole, initiated the attack 
on the slave-trade. Religion and humanitarianEm began n» 
renew a connection that had not been obvious riming the 
Middle Ages or the wars of religion. The initiation of the anti' 
slavery movement is the greatest debt that the w< it! own 
to the Society of Friends. 

During the years of Pitt’s peace Ministry, began thr tmmu* 

. * Between 1795 and 1805, Mungo Park, a 
initiated the century’s work of exploring and 
Livingstone and H. M. Stanley carried on. 

y*mtsr ■'« '.rr- *t, 
mapping, 4*;,'.. a cj 
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tion of Anti-Slave 'I'rautc Committees, not exclusively com¬ 
posed of <Juaker«t, for the purpose of agitating the question Slineally among the British public, (Jranville Sharp and 17 ■ 

arkson founded the first of these Committees. The cause, 
at the same time, recruited William Wilberforce, as a result of 
his * conversion ’ to Evangelicalism, while Lift and box, with¬ 
out that incentive, both became strong adherents. 

The success of this agitation, then unique in the character 
of its aims and method^ is one of the turning events in the 
history of the world. It led to the abolition first of the slave ■ isa: 
trade and then of slavery itself under the British Bag, and lau 
thereby secured abolition by all those European nations who, 
in the course of the nineteenth century, divided between them 
the helpless bulk of Africa. It was only just in time. If slavery 
hail not been abolished before the great commercial exploita¬ 
tion of the tropics began, Africa would have been turned by 
the world’s capitalists into a slave'farm so enormous that it 
must have eventually corrupted and destroyed Europe herself, 
an surely as the world-conquest under the conditions of slavery 
destroyed the Honan Empire. 

It‘is pood to think that a movement of such immense and 
beneficent import to the whole world should have been begun 
and mainly tarried through by the humanity ami enlighten¬ 
ment of the British people as a whole, under the guidance of 
an entirely unselfish agitation, team' new methods invented 
by Englishmen to suit Engli th conditions. These methods ot 
voluntary organisation and open propaganda were directed 
tint to persuade the public, and then to bring the pressure ol 
public opinion to bear on the Government, The result proved 
that, in spite of the terrible corruption ot our public institu¬ 
tions, the spirit ot' the British body politic was tree and healthy 
a-j comparrd to any other then existing in the world. The 
systematic propaganda begun by Sharp and \VilSirrforce, just 
before the Errm h Revolution, was stultified for some years by 
the anti-Jaiobiu reaction, but achieve,! its first great, triumph i«r>. 
early in the following century, lorn* before othrr reforms could 
comr to fruition. Its methods became the model for the con¬ 
duct of hundred-, and even thousands of other movement 1 - 
political, humanitarian, social, rdm afional which have been 
and still are the chief arteries ot the life blood of modern 
Britain, where every man and woman with a little money, or 
a little public spirit,'is constantly joining Leagues, Unions or 
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Committees formed to agitate some question, or to finance 
some object, local or national. In the eighteenth century this 
was not so. The habits engendered by the anti-slavery move¬ 
ment were a main cause of the change. 

The life of William Wilberforce is, therefore, a fact of im¬ 
portance in the general history of the world, and in the social 
history of our island. He was not a man of genius, like Wesley; 
and his friends—Sharp, Clarkson and Zachary Macaulay 
—bore, perhaps, most of the burden and heat of the move¬ 
ment which made his fame. But it was he who adapted it to 
its surroundings in the religious, political and social England 
of that day. Having been, before his conversion, a man of the 
world and a favourite member of the best society, he retained 
his influence over the governing class, even after he had become 
its critic from the standpoint of an exacting religious code. In 
the_ strength of his personal charm, his virtues and his very 
limitations, he seemed raised up to impress the Evangelical 
influence on English life during the half-century of his cease¬ 
less and varied activities. 

The French Revolution, as we shall see in the next chapter, 
inevitably caused among the well-to-do over here a horrified 
recoil from a considerable freedom of thought in religion and 
politics, to the hard and narrow timidity of a class alarmed for 
its privileges and possessions. There was a concurrent change 
in manners from license or gaiety to hypocrisy or to virtue. 
Family prayers spread from the middle to the upper class. ‘ Sun¬ 
day observance ’ was revived and enforced. * It was a wonder 
to the lower orders,’ wrote the Annual Register for 1798, 
throughout all parts of England, to see the avenues to the 

Churches filled with carriages. This novel appearance prompted 
the simple country people to enquire what was the matter ? ’ 

This mood of sudden sobriety, and the conservative call for 
more discipline, found satisfaction in the Evangelicalism of 
Wilberforce and his friends of the so-called ‘ Clapham Sect.’ 
These men were striving to adapt the Church of England to a 
Puritanism of ordered and analysed emotions, closely allied to 
the Methodism that had recently been expelled from the estab¬ 
lished fold. Average Churchmen of the ‘ high-and-dry ’ school 
of that day were indeed strong Protestants; but they hated 
Dissenters, especially during the anti-Jacobin panic, and dis¬ 
liked the Evangelicals for showing friendship to Methodists 
and Quakers, and for their busy zeal about salvation, the slave- 
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trade, and a thousand other matters best left alone. Between 
these two schools ot Churchmen the lories who governed 
England for forty1 years were divided. This division is the key 
to much of the history of the period, for religious thought and 
observance then had a profound influence on all social and 
political action. 

Pitt, who loved Wilber force, but deplored his conversion 
and detested hts Evangelical friends, became every year more, 
and more the idol ami the leader of the ‘ high ami-dry * in 
t hureh and State, Wiiberforee, who believed that Christianity 
must be applied to politics, while he persecuted ' infidels anil 
deists with the zeal of an inquisitor, defended Dissenters ami 
ctiiifimifii tii iteiire htrUamentary Reform and to chimnur far 
abolition of the slave-trade; while Pitt, under the influence of 
Dumms, Bish«»p lomline, ami the anti-Jacobin reaction, was 
becoming imbtiVrent or hostile to one’after another of the 
movements which he had once led, ami more and more the tool 
ot vested tntriv.H ot every kind. 

\\ i l her force found that the people who stood firm for the 
negro cause when others quailed, were the Dissenters and the 
Democrats.1 In r Hno, Pitt had drawn up a Bill to permit the 
persecution of Dissenting ministers by lory magistrates all 
over the country, in contravention ./the Toleration Act of 

He was with difii. uliy persuaded by Wiiberforee not 
to introduce it. * That they should think of’attacking the I »*■;- 
seiners ami Methodists! ’ wrote the good man. * Pitt has no 
trust in me on any relit,nous subjeu. To see this tie .ign drawn 
«mt in a Bill ! Never so much moved by any public measure.* 

I le was imleetl st ram led in a po.ition between parties. But 
from that bank ami shoal, lie managed to exert,- by his extra- 
or.tinarp tact, personal charm and utter honesty of purpose,- - 
an ever increasing influence on the t hanging wot hi of the earlv 
mneteemh century. I >im tly Pitt died, he wa 1 able, with I*Ws 
help, to get the * l.vr trade abolished. Some of' Pitt’ti successor., 
like Perceval, were members of the * sett * of Evaugelu als,and 
the bar against their ecclesiastical promotion was removed. But 
thetr strength, like that of the earlier Puritanism, uhv;tyn 

1 * I iSh$p«I fl^il mdM w/h m llnll jpu v ui 
H**M 4 \^U\um UUvn tfut U*"t*nbh' 
t 4Mi tliflork M?D +\Vm« Willi »|4r 
I|.i4r 411-1 W4it Ilf 4 lff4f If Ilirdif 4451^4/ Ml, tl-lif. dVt Sm V* 

Iiu^M Wtlhntutrr *fHtr th*t* If hr,U-mr4 iU* th*t luuh 
ant%4 hm IuLriiiiiiii in U,n*uw *<? * t% ,t# . 
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among the laity. The strongest type of English gentleman in 
the new era, whether Whig or Tory, was often Evangelical. 
Tim army knew them with respect, and India with fear and 
gratitude. Their influence on Downing Street and in the 
permanent Civil Service, through families like the Stephens, 
gravely affected our Colonial policy on behalf of the natives of 
Africa and the tropics, sometimes with little wisdom, but 
oftenest and on the whole for the great good of mankind. 

The hold of Wilberforce and the anti-slavery movement 
on the solid middle class in town and country was a thing 
entirely beautiful—English of the best, and something new in 
the world. For a whole generation, the anti-slavery champion 
was returned at every election for the great popular constitu¬ 
ency of Yorkshire. He could, if he himself had consented, have 
sat for it during the rest of his life. In those days, all the free¬ 
holders had to come up to the cathedral city to vote. ‘ Boats 
are proceeding up the river [from Hull] heavily laden with 
voters, says a letter in 1807, * and hundreds are proceeding 
on foot.’ ‘ Another large body, chiefly of the middle class, 
from Wensley Dale, was met on their road by one of the Com¬ 
mittee. “ For what parties, gentlemen, do you come ? ” “ Wil¬ 
berforce, to a man, was their leader’s reply.’ When on Sunday 
the vast floor of York Minster was packed with the freeholders 
of the three ridings, ‘ I was exactly reminded,’ writes Wilber¬ 
force, of the great Jewish Passover in the Temple, in the 
reign of Josiah.’ 

It is right to praise highly the influence of Evangelicalism 
on our politics, in days when no other even partially enlight¬ 
ened doctrine could get a hearing. Evangelicalism brought 
rectitude, unselfishness and humanity into high places, and 
into the appeal to public opinion. But there is one great defect 
in its political record under Wilberforce which it must share 
with the spirit of that iron time. Finely alive to the wrongs of 
the negroes and the corruption of the slave drivers, it was as 
callous as the ‘ high-and-dry,’ or the employers and landlords 
themselves, to the sufferings of the English poor under the 
changes wrought by the industrial revolution. Hannah More 
and her friends sincerely believed that the inequalities of for¬ 
tune in this world did not matter, because they would be re¬ 
dressed in the next. They even persuaded themselves, and 
endeavoured to persuade the starving labourers, that it was a 
spiritual advantage for them to be abjectly poor, provided they 
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were submissive to their superiors. Wilberforee urged upon 
the willing Pitt the duty of passing the Combination Laws 
which rendered Trade Unionism illegal. The attitude of early 
Evangelicalism to British poverty took the peculiarly nauseous 
form of charity as a vehicle for tracts and enforced religion. It 
was only in a later age that Evangelicalism produced Lord 
Shaftesbury, the Wilberforee of the whites. 

During Pitt's _ peace-ministry, steps were taken which 
opened the path for the future development of Canada and 
Australasia as homes of the English-speaking races and as 
members of tin* British Empire. 

Various parts of Australia (then called New I lolland) and 
of New Zealand had been discovered in the seventeenth cen¬ 
tury by the sailor; of the Dutch East India Company centred 
at Java; but the wonderful voyages of Tasman had not been 
followed up. bur more than another century, the Australasian 
seas and islands were outside the world's political and commer¬ 
cial orbit, and even beyond the range of its scientific curiosity. 
The 1 harm was at length broken, "not by the agents of cunt- 
mm ial enterprise, but by Captain Cook, acting for the British 
Koval Navy in the interests of science and exploration. The 
f.nt that Cook claimed for the British Crown the cna-as that 
he discovered in New Zealand and Australia, was not really as 
important as the fait that he brought them to the notice and 
knowledge of our navigators and statesmen. The Etench di*>- 
«uverrrs were hard on the same track, and the prize was still for 
the country that should send the iirst or the most effective 
settlers. 

The issue was dreided by a grofempie event. laird Sydney, 
the l lome .Secretary, persuaded Pitt that the frlom whom it 
had no long been the custom to transport to the A merit an 
1 illumes now lost, could be suitably disposed of at Botany Bay, 
about width Captain Cook had set people talking. There is no 
evidence that either Pin or .Sydney designed to build a new 
Britain in the Antipodes, If they had, they would scarcely 
have wished to lay the foundations in crime. 'But the col, ny *4 
convict;, asnong whom order was kept by the King'u fsoop 1 
and ofliieis, afforded, at worst, a leaping*oif ground f<»r vast 
regions otherwise uuappto.u liable, and proved, therefore, to 
have unexpet ted attractions to shipload after shipload of tire 
immigrants, in the rra of over population whh h a» t>>mj*,nued 
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th.e Industrial Revolution in Great Britain. The real history 

w^UStrallan develoPment began, not with the felons, who 
in i-h Sfi°n ®wamPed> but with the capitalist ‘squatters,’ who 

j ® ttrst decades of the nineteenth century introduced cattle 
(.* ^ ffP farming on a large scale, and opened out an attrac- 

e neia °f enterprise for adventurous spirits. 

■ helped to found Australia * in a fit of absence of 
in73 J?-ls statesmanship was applied consciously and with 

good effect to the early problems of Canadian nationhood. 
for twenty years after Chatham and Wolfe had wrested 

panada from the French Crown, the only important element in 
M?0 B -°n had been the French habitans. They were recon¬ 

ciled to British allegiance by the respect paid to their alien laws 
and religion. Our policy in conquered Canada was in striking 
contrast to the folly and violence with which, in the same years, 
we alienated our brother-Englishmen of New England and 
Virginia. Canada was kept loyal during the great disruption by 
. r ^uy Carleton, Lord Dorchester, who governed it, with some 
intervals, from 1766 to 1796. Carleton was the originator of 
ttie spirit of liberal government which, formulated for a later 
age by Lord Durham, has held together the modern British 
Empu e, and has never been neglected without disaster. 

In the. first part of his career, Carleton had reconciled the 
french priests and. peasants to British rule. In the second half, 
he had to face, .with, the help of Pitt, the more complicated 
problem of fitting into the Canadian system an English- 
speaking. element, as Protestant and progressive as the habitans 
were stationary and Catholic. He had to devise a policy for the 
Crown which would retain for it the common loyalty of two 
mutually antagonistic societies—the very problem in which 
England had so lamentably failed in her dealings with Ireland. 

The first large English-speaking immigration into Canada 
was the direct result of the loss of the other North-American 
colonies. The American Loyalists, for the crime of having 
continued faithful to the government de were driven as 
penniless exiles from their old homes, by an act of democratic 
tyranny comparable to the worst acts of European despotism. 
They were men sifted out by a persecution and therefore, as 
in the. case of the Pilgrim Fathers, or the Huguenots, made 
good immigrants. About forty thousand of them had been 
expelled from the United States. They poured in great 
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rint0 ^Va S5otia>1created there the separate province 
BoUnsW1fkj a"d settled the neighbouring island of Cape 

CanS r ? thousand of them penetrated inland into 
? f r Pf°Per; of these> some stayed among the French, near 
Quebec but more went further up the St. Lawrence, into the 

S tJn^r °reStS,t0 thC ^°rth °f the Great Lakes* This ^strict 
PWPE Ca?ada or Ontario, then in the ‘far West,’ was 

vinf«h"SP^aklAgifr°^themomentof its settlement; thepro- 
vinces on the Atlantic coast had also become mainly Anglo- 

T J8 ? thTe Cintre> Lower Canada or Quebec remained 

thieFre!chnstill -h -h America>taken as a who1^ the french still predominated in numbers, because Quebec 
was the most thickly* inhabited district 

The newcomers, known as the United Empire Loyalists, 
were so far from being slaves and myrmidons of tyranny—as 
they were described by those who expelled themVrom^hdr 

tH® firSt aCt °f the Pioneers on their arrival in 
the land of promise on the Upper St. Lawrence, was to agitate 
after the manner of their racef for popular ass’emblies, Shich 

dso for?h^bFng^rf" *3 French hahita^ They wished 
svstem and i? fg l,Shfknd4a^ mStead °f tile French feudal 
7 f ffC\^r f soclet7 on the Anglo-Saxon model. 

. . ff was the task of Carleton and Pitt to satisfy these demands 

to?°Gren5lf bf ^d d^^* K“ and his new Home Secre- tary, Grenville, decided, in opposition to Carleton who was 

Swe? r°r °dCe’ that necessar7 to divide Upper and 
, ^ Canada into two Provinces—the one to enjoy English 

the other French law and customs. It was indeed th/onlyway’ 

cldd ’ 7 whlck the Anglo-Saxons, still a small minority! 
could enjoy free racial self-development, otherwise than by 
lording it over the French majority as the English settlers 

Phtfe clntda l0rd*? m IreIand: the division prescribed by 
unhJZv< d WaS means of concord>in contrast to his 
oroSn nfth^r °f°PPoslters nearer home. Under the 
provision of the Canada Act of 1791, the English-speaking 
province which it created grew, in the half-century beLe thf 
legislation based on Lord Durham’s report, from xo 000 to 
over 400,000 inhabitants. P ’ 0,000 t0 

The institutions set up in the two Canadas by Pitt and 

Secure TumI^T 1 ‘ ^P011^16 ’ for the executive could not be chosen or removed by the legisla¬ 
ture. But representative assemblies were grantecfto advisl the 
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Governor, vote the taxes, amt pass the laws, like our Parliaments 
in 1 mlor or early Stuart days. The French were thus gradually 
trained up in the use of electoral methods entirely strange to 
them, while the infant Anglo-Saxon community in the Upper 
Province was, for the time, satisfied with a degree of self- 
government adapted to its still primitive conditions of life in 
the clearings of the wilderness. During the ensuing period of 
transition, the French anil English province both remained 
loyal in the main, and only gradually outgrew this provisional 
system of semi-popular government. 

If Pitt has sometimes hern overpraised for some aspects of 
his policy nearer home, he has never received the full meed of 
credit for hii timely dealings with distant Canada. He was, 
fortunately, in a position to look across the Atlantic, with those 
wise eyes of his, over the heads of the vented interests that sur¬ 
rounded and dominated him in the affairs of (treat Britain and 
Ireland, 

I.ojd ttimville's proposal, adopted by Pitt, to give here¬ 
ditary pities to the moiilim of the Governor’s Legislative 
Couinil, was never carried out in a lam! that hail no feudal 
background, The clearings of the forot; of Ontario were 
1 mainly v>*ry duiVrcnf, sm tally, from the English villages 
in the age <4 the em insures ami the * Speenhamland Act,' It 
it ditfit ult to exaggerate the advantage to the Empire and the 
ra. rot they rra»i» at, at this particular juncture, ot the pioneer 
pro vim r of l giprs Canada, as a place ready made for the recep¬ 
tion of tar vh turn. «*t' the rionomic revolution then going on in 
t heat Britain, The Canadian conditions, like those of Aus¬ 
tralia and New Zealand shortly afterwards, were almost ideal 
h r rehabilitating the self-rrsprit of the bullied and patt permed 
Dimmer of the English shires. * In Canada,' wrote one of them, 
‘ «e 1 an have our liberty, and nml not be afraid of speaking 
of our rights,' * \Vr have no gamekeepers, and more privileges, 
wrote another. The Biots, too, soon dintovrml the Canadian 
tiail. The forests frll, the log huts rose, and the rich wilder¬ 
ness began its yield of crops and of men. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The reactions on England of economic dmngc mu! of tftc 
tion—Anti-Jacobins and Democrats -Htirkt* ami i'.anc rat i t }.«- 
new Toryism—Fox and the Whig via mfdi* Single ..u.ni the 
cratic movement—Course of ttie revolution in fiance WlM 
with France. 

The Parliamentary government of England in the eighteenth 
century was, as we have seen, a form of urbr*vr.uy, tempered 
on the one hand by a remnant of monarchy that hm .ntr-’mui'r 
prominent under George III, and on the other hand by a err 
tain deference to public opinion and by a very great rr .prtf 
for local and individual rights. It revered law and precedent 
much more than it aimed at effective administration or |.»hh, 
utility. Its spirit had little in common either with the mntt 
nental despotisms of that day, or with the demm.' ath Hritain 
of our own. The idea of making Parliament the engine <»s j. 
systematic democracy had indeed been advanced by thr at mrb 
Radicals who attempted to recast the Commonwealth in the 
time of Cromwell, but their work had been mu unmmul to rhr 
social structure and traditions of the land. When, aKo i n*, 
religious animosities had been damped down bv a l.fhudm' 
arian toleration, there was not left in England the '.tms out tf 
which revolutions or popular governments are made. 

IwTwfe t?E‘ of.Charl“ 11 «Mil the ,J 
rames Rights of Mm, there was no movement to 

rithteanT mt • °Ur iSlanJ Thc debatei on j.. mLr 
Md wifi? PmVmai SUf?T Which thc ArmX •Mrh.ifofs h.»4 

fegS sfF* r 
eighteenth cedtuiy^n 1?“*' 

onXfirffroirwdn?^ a* thilf i« Od jm.,rd 
^fomatbnr°<mn^lrri1f^S|^0r m1 S * thr the V« !,s 

modern Radicalism and Sochfam“t! <““i ‘hp LfVrlln ' 
new origins. a bocuhsm, I he new muvrmrnn had 

the eight^nfh centurvt'"a.difiu!n ! t« 

mass of the people &, hi T fa*’.’*'. 
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High and low were * freeborn Britons,’ satisfied with their lot, 
and despising the starved and frog-eating French. In spite of 
political corruption, it was in its social aspects the ideal age 
of a true conservatism. 

Only when the Industrial Revolution had undermined the 
old freedom and happiness of large classes of society, had made 
their individual lives in field and factory intolerable, and had 
at the same time collected great masses of them together in 
the industrial districts, did democracy begin slowly to com¬ 
mend itself to the victims as a means of bettering their lot 
through politics. In the early years of the French Revolution 
this hope, first propounded to them by Tom Paine, was rejected 
by the great majority of working men. But the idea, though 
suppressed and persecuted, took root, and in the first two 
decades of the nineteenth century gradually made converts of 
the wage-earners, on account of their sufferings, and on account 
of the harsh interference of the State against any attempts on 
their part to secure a living wage from their employers. The 
enforcement of Pitt’s laws against incipient Trade Unionism 
pointed the working classes to the need of political action 
through Parliamentary Reform. 

_ Side by side with this new proletariat, the Industrial Revo¬ 
lution was creating, as the old century closed, a number of new 
middle classes, of varying wealth and importance, from humble 
clerks to those ‘ captains of industry ’ who began to rival the 
territorial magnates in wealth, and in power over the lives of 
others. These new classes had no place allotted them in the 
political and municipal system of the old regime. The Tory¬ 
ism of the anti-Jacobin reaction, while in the economic field it 
gave them strenuous support against their working-class em¬ 
ployees, would allow them no voice either in national or local 
government. They were encouraged by all means to make 
money for themselves and for the tax-gatherer, but otherwise 
they must learn that they had come into the world too late to 
be counted among the privileged orders. The new middle 
classes were patient of this feudal exclusiveness during one gene¬ 
ration of anti-French Toryism, prompted in part by patriotic 
support of the great war. Then they too swung heavily round 
towards Radicalism, and ushered in the era of successful reform. 

Although, as we shall see, the French Revolution was the 
immediate occasion of the democratic movement in England, 
and the occasion also of its initial defeat, our own Industrial 
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chisement. Dissenters and Parliamentary Reformers alike were 
alienated trom Pitt anti, in spite of the unsavoury memories of 
the Coalition with North and of the Regency debates, began 
with caution to draw towards Fox and the more liberal section 
of the Whigs. In this juncture of our atfairs, the news from 
France began to affect the political imagination of Englishmen. 1789 
France, not yet turned Jacobin, had replaced a despotism by a 
constitutional monarchy and was framing a code oflaws which 
put men of every creevl on the same platform of civil rights. 
The more progressive members of the Whig party, led by Fox, 
were at one with the philosophic Dissenters m acclaiming the 
dawn of world-wide political enfranchisement and religious 
equality, while Burke, who already heard the fall of civilisa¬ 
tion in the falling stones of the Bastille, flung himself against 
the Unitarian Reformers with all the heaviest weapons of his 
splendid armoury. 

In magnificence of diction and loftiness of soul, Burke is 
the only English publicist who stands beside Milton. His 
AVjftvtmi <01 tht frrtwh AVm/.vmw have enshrined in a perfect Nov. 
form the umservatiye primiplen which constitute one half of 171,0 
our political and sutial happiness. But for recognition of the 
other half he was surpassed by many men far Ids inferior in 
genius. And, whatever he may have intended, he appealed to 
passions only less cruel than those whit h he so justly execrated 
in the Idem h mob. It was not the first time in history that an 
awpTs trumpet roused the bends. 

An unreasoned hatred of1 Dissenters, prevalent in the 
higher orders of society and locally in the alum population, was 
stirred to fury by the Irad that Burke had given against Parlia¬ 
mentary Reformers and friends of the French Revolution. 
Priestley wan a *.eieim<;t of European reputation in an age when 
scientists, were tew. 1 lr was a mart of hlamelerw life and high 
public spirit. 1 IF was not a RrjnjUii an, but he wan a Dissenter 
-indeed a Unitarian ami hr wan now active in favour of 
Parliamentary Reform and repeal of the Tent Acts, and in 
public approval of'the general course of the French Revolution 
up to the summer of r/ot, Therefore bin house and scientific 
instruments wne destroyed by the * Church ami State ' mob 
of Birmingham, who lu*{ been incited against Nonconformists 
by sermons and pamphlet*1 of the local clergy, and were per¬ 
sonally rut out aged on the night of riot, by two Justices of the 
Peace. Dissenting dupels, and private houses of I Hnsenters, 
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even if the owners had nothing to do with polities, were 
destroyed that night, with signs of connivance on thr part»4 the 
magistrates. Theriots took place mure than a year Brfore the 
September massacres, and a year and a half bet.n r the war be¬ 
tween England and France, which was afterward-i pira led an • 
sufficient justification for the persecution of l.ibrul opinions. 

The second phase of the Reform movement, us dum- 
pioned by the Dissenters in the palmy days of ?fo- full of thr 
Bastille, may be said to have been put down by yo*.»L» viofomr 
before the end of 1791. Early in the following yrar a case 
significant agitation was begun among a clavi of men who ha i 
never yet acted in politics on their own behalf ' thr working 
men in the great towns. 

The democratic movement in England that is b 1 say, re¬ 
claim put forward by the common people thrm’.r'vr". that they 
should choose their governors in osdrr to improve rho;* ,»w;; 
conditions of life—owed its origin to the spr. ta* fo of rii- him. h 
Revolution and to the writings of Tom Vaine. A v. \ th r *. cn* 
causes that gave it birth proved in the lir.f in .tat;., r iv, m ,!■ b,,*. 
The forcible suppression for so many yva; s of tfo* l*b ,j;,h 
movement was rendered possible by the ,r «.i tV h ;*•■;«{) 
revolution that aroused it, and by the imp.ditu and. u;„.mu- 
promising logic of its first champion. 

Paine was an English Quaker by origin. Hut hr ha 1 rally 
settled in America, where his pamphlet rifow A-vm had 
urged the colonists to cut the knot of thru risifo ubm. wdh 
England by declaring themselves an imlrp-mfont fo-;-ubfo. 
He may have been a good * cifi/cit of the woiiV ;»,»■ hr uai 
never a good Englishman. However, hr w,t* a.-, un in ids,,!,*:. I, 
and as soon as he read Burke's AV/fov/oj; a»s t\* /■>'-« <j 
lution, he sat down to write a reply. Thr H: ,t Iriu <>t the 
Rights of Man appeared in February 1 •/«, t. 

In answer to Burke’s ultrst<Mit‘;rrva*dvr do-, trior, ufo* h 
tended to bind up the English CWifituffon u,r rvrr bv rim 
pact of 1689, Paine stated the full drmv, u*;> thr.;i •' that 
government is derived from the people, van br .river ; a? riv-u 
wi , and must be carried on for their brnrjj*, rim as, h a ■.>. 

of popular representation. The pamphlet vuTm-l l*! -m* 
of thousands among classes who huhrrtokt.ru ,, 
ics, save when at election time ‘ the tiuahtv * ri . - 1 '.-c; 

and money to make a mob for the hufongi. d i,r for, ffou 
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politics was an affair of the common people as such, and a 
means by which they could alleviate their poverty, was now 
and strange. But the events in France had roused our ancestors 
to unwonted mental activity, and in 179 s-a Burke and Paine 
were read and discussed with a simple eagerness natural to 
men plunged for the first time into political speculation. 

(iovei ament declined, in spite of much shrill advice, to 
prosecute the hirst Part of the Rights of d/o«, where the author 
had nut clearly drawn out all the inferences of his renreson- 
tative theory ut'government. But in the Second Part, published 
in February r;g.g Paine’s logical sword came right out of the 
scabbard. Hr claimed that all the hereditary elements in the 
Constitution, both Monarchy and House of Lords, ought to 
be abolished, and the country governed by its representatives 
alone, timing either in one or two Chambers, tiovernment 
would then be carried on for the benefit of the mans ot the 
people. Pensions on the taxes now granted to the rich would be 
diverted, and used, together with a graduated income tax, togiye 
education to the poor, old-age pensions and maternity benefit. 

Far the greater part of Paine's 4 criminal propositions * are 
accomplished hu ts of the present day. 'Hie only part of the 
iiirkis of Man that tould with any justice be stigmatised as 
* seditious ‘ lay in its republicanism. Yet that part inevitably 
attracted most attention, and in view of contemporary events 
in bram’e aroused violent alarm. It is indeed true that Paine 
had not advba-d conspiracy or rebellion, and that the country 
umld have sifted out for itself what it wanted in his doctrine, 
and rejected the rest > • ■ as indeed it has since done. But feeling 
was too hot and fear of the French Revolution too profound to 
allow *it smh nice considerations. The CGovernment now prose¬ 
cuted and suppressed the A'/;'/;/* of Mun, and Paine, warned in 
tittle by hin friend, the port Blake, lied for his life to France, 
where lie was as nearly as possible guillotined lor denouncing 
the Ten or and endeavouring to save the life of I atuis XVI.* 

* u>5<C. if, in las Tuny *Uy?t, *u«K of l*«tun : 

• {.<«> I'.tmn Im U,«i Uool o suo-ty a null ti; 
In (44 tMitfUfut ttr t ItfidrU J(»> l* t'ati h. 
0- 1 s.c.w ;t»,n in fit mi f«* *tu« I, a thm« Ia4 t«nt nrrn) 
Hr , he,Ur4 gtr «4*» t.tul 4l«l stag* 
Aii,1. ,a j., o, m il.r si.ui.f* «*! .4! tt«r l« I,i4.!t t1, 
J|,• »;..(.** l.r.l mu! *4 111*’ Mil it 1(0 h'.tfl *»« ht’i siiMuttirli./ 

In If‘,„ t >4 i, o t .V t.uha tluiiU .ti ml ut oj«'»iUut< e, l-tunyU ta.h 
J.,»» iatnrS, imm Awru*a to KnnUtitl »n hi» hifyw I 

9 
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He was a nun of umiaujitrd amd »h,,’A Arv^tr-A to 
the public int«v<t as lie -;.tw it. Rut hr wa\ ^ h drtidrnt 
in patriotic feeling: in rv*. like ,».r,v ;v %,h 
Bonaparte, as the champion of repaid;* .mi-mi, fc « ht n,L C 
England I 

It was on thr ijwsrnm of I -val'v ft. ?V 4,v,(.v;, ^ ^ 
Democratic ami Idvul m- -veat.-u*» fma;-. b.rd, |ah,p iyf 
nutted the capital error „t Kicmtiv the fV„tv t,E 
tarive government waft a heme „d t;.r.d 4«;.«h'*Ih 
advising thr Engl?dt toaNTih rh- j, <5;;i hr nt»4r 
a ruinousmistake. I Irwa! !• -- mu- ;i o' v. An,-: , a-., 4 »hr,*f’!S| 
a friend of thr human u r and .1 >-,;-hsr„ *,,,. * ‘ 
Englishman to see that fc. -•;-•■.;■: * s : , , 4‘ , 
to our island. Rut thr wa. a-. 4, n 
be to-day. Mmutvliv is? thr n:.;:; , « m ^ 

different from im-nata hv tn f-V t r.t>n . -Mi-, ,;r V, t %;r | {{ 
had lost us A met u a, and w a» ar'.<v*, ■ 1 v ,•; * E \ . 
dilation ot belaud. Hr t?*. :h- a v, , « :' • ah Dn,:i ,4 
the slave trade and »i aav t ham -- .* IN , ■ « •, -■ •„ ... 

I he W lugs Ultima?.-tv sr tu* ,■ . ,. t py 
passing the Rrtorm iidl, a,-, t hv me,',:, r„,,; .;..:t.UVato- 
thcyiiurhlujonwau!.. a ih.t m Jt,„, !<rilv 
Ihwtpof them «■«.» v • d >, • i-.h ,* R,;.j\,;v 

camp found u tmpo-d.’.- r u‘ - 'h-;--A,-, !u On- .-u‘4,r 
mind from b«« 1‘amr, C-> C ■ , - ; ami.,.s.hA dr^ 
tested him, I*«r y.-aia hr >taC, m | n> 
burr. EitherpmM'-r’t.o ’ ‘hr‘ Wrfc 

k- 

‘!i!f r !v Wi'‘4 !4f T ' W,:; : "A A> S ' : ( 4'- - 4-' r: o bs-C4« 

ten|Mic^in;i A**'' li‘; ** b 4 'r m- 

J ‘ '■*, ,*f ,/'!S r< r , f; ,,t , „,7J( 

mnL w r. 4rS""4 *' ; 4' navn'id 
tmZZ‘ 4* ^h- -a:, n//,? -A- 
xt a afjjfit hops-i an., ah. -A *,A , . „ ,,.,r 

JprariB into beu,:*. 'tk,.,,,.. k..;. . ', ":n 

.rh«7u,;wT.*■'!;‘- 
i.h'^VhTV h-,h.h.:p;.,;;;; 
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i»K themselves, and a section of the governing class helping 
the people, 

Thomas l Tardy's Corresponding Society was the first poli¬ 
tical and educational duh of working men. It supplied the 
natural leaders of that class with the opportunity to emerge 
and lead, with the means of study and debate, and with an 
embryo organisation. There was then little Trade Union life 
and that little was of a purely economic character; there was 
no Co-operative Society life, and no higher education for the 
working class; anil therefore the Corresponding Society, apart 
from its political aspect, had high educational and social value. 
If it had not been crushed by the authorities, it would have 
done a still greater work and would early have stimulated other 
movements in working class life, that began many years too late. 

Yet in the actual circumstances of the time it was certain 
that the authorities would regard the Corresponding Society 
s§ seditious. Its political programme was Universal Suffrage 
and Annual Parliaments that and nothing more. Rut its 
members did in tact circulate Paine's writings, and most of 
them were theoretically Republicans. And therefore, although 
it was lor Parliamentary Reform that they worked as the prac¬ 
tical object, their alarmed neighbours naturally supposed that 
Universal Suffrage was asked tor as a step to the Republic. 

i lardy and his friends were lamdoners. lamdou was then 
more ta.lical than the North, perhaps because the Westminster 
and Middlesex elections, held on a democratic franchise and 
enlivened by Wilkes and by Fox, had accustomed the inhabi¬ 
tants of the capital to wan h real political contests, unknown in 
most towns before the Reform Rill, At this time the working¬ 
men in laimashirc were still tor * Church and State.* The year 
after the Rirmingham riots, the Manchester mob imitative!)’ 
wrecked houses of Dissenters and bourgeois reformer#. Rut 
the Tom Paine movement, working through the Correspond¬ 
ing Sourly and the somewhat more middle-chm Society tor 
Constitutional Information, acted from London, Sheffield and 
Norwu h on the rest of England, and sowed broadcast the 
ideas that re emerged in the days of Petcrloo as the Radical 
creed of the working men in Lancashire and the Industrial 
North. _ _ . 

The a. h.m from which the Whig-Liberal party takes its Ago! 
origin, was the founding of the * Friends of the People ' Society 
by young C harles < d ry, forty years afterwards the Reform Rill 
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Premier. It broke up the old Whig part}' on domestic issues, 
a year before the war with France. There h:ui hern no split j;( 
1791 when Burke had renounced his friendship with box on 
the floor of the House, in a heated controversy on the merits 
of the French Revolution. At that time the majority „f the 
Whig members, preferring Fox to Burke personally, reg.wdcd 
the views of both on the French question as extravagant, and 
refused to quarrel among themselves about the internal affairs 
of a foreign country. The incident had left Burke more angrv 
and more isolated than before. That year he left Brooks's cTu!\ 
to which all sections of the party belonged. The split in the 
party itself did not come till twelve months later. It was (dry's 
action in founding the Friends of the People So, irtv to demand 
Parliamentary Reform, while repudiating Paine, which drove 
the anti-reform section under the Duke of Portland to concert 
measures with Pitt against their fellow-Whig i. 

Fox was thereby compelled to choose whether in the future 
he would work only with the Reformers or only with the uib- 
Reformers of his party. He had hoped again-r hope to .lVuid 
making the choice, but he had no doubt how to vboroc* if 
choose he must. If he had declined to throw his shield t,vrr 
the Friends of the People, they and not the Portland Whim 
would have had to go. For Fox was the Whin party with 
whomsoever he chose to abide. In siding with Reform- hr dr 
stroyed his own career and his good name in the world,’but hr 
prevented the Whigs from becoming bottle-holders to the anti.. 

own HroI0r.eS,i!m S0 cfnabIcd. many years after his 
own death, to obtain reform without revolution. 

. 1792 there seemed no immediate future for a p.rtv 
s andmg out for Parliamentary Reform. No politician wl u 

Za Tu°T PTr an/ P°PuIarky for the prim j.,;-,, !r 
held, would ever have dreamed of joining so forlorn a 
The storm of almost universal hatred that I’.roke on the 

only have been faced by a band of men fhorouidilv' > •*, 
cere a least on this issue. Their leader was a Tin,, I 
of bestriding the prostrate form of liberty, and Hvi« ’ !, / : , ' 

J?vfe Peal Pwl of thunder. Those years miu dv 

now coming f,,r [l" Kr«< 

every unanimity of the reactionary passion in the upper 
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and middle elm and among most even of the workmen, made 
it the more desirable that there should be a Liberal Opposition 
in Parliament. The Foxites always remained a part of the privi¬ 
leged and borough-owning aristocracy, but they now drew 
aside troin the rest of the political class, and handed on in their 
high circle the protest against political and religious perse¬ 
cution, and the advocacy of Parliamentary Reform. The 
persistrn. r of the Foxite tradition in one section of the govern¬ 
ing dans nude it possible for Grey, at the end of his long 
career, to constitute a party in the, unreformed Parliament, 
large enough when backed from outside by the middle and 
lower classes, to pa ,4 the Bill that abolished the rotten boroughs. 
Nothing else could have ultimately averted civil war. It was 
certainly inevitable, ami it may have been desirable, that a great 
Conservative^ reaction should emphasise our rejection of the 
French dm nines. But if the whole of the privileged class had 
joined Pitt's anti -J,nobin AV, and had been brought up in the 
neo*Tory tradition, the constitution could not have been altered 
by legal mr,ur<, and change could only have come in nineteenth- 
century Britain along the same violent ami bloodstained path 
by whit Si it has come in continental countries. It in tKja that 
justifies the at turn taken by Fox forty yearn before. In detail 
be continued, to make grave errors, but the main line that he 
took in t Yu.', was the service that he wan best fitted to rentier 
to his t ounti y. 

The war with the Frrru h Republic that wan now fast 
approaching, made it inevitable, in view of the limitations of 
human natmr, that ami Jacobinism of the most unreasoning 
kind should be regarded an synonymous with patriotism. For 

■» generation to come, England, in the throes of industrial ami 
agiicultma! rebirth, was completely in the hands of the tutti- 
Jatobin Tories, whose fixed idea was that of the barnmi of old: 
* we will not have the laws 0! England changed.* France wai 
changing her Saws too fast, so England should not change her 
laws at all em rpt, indeed, to abridge her ancient liberties and 
to sileme all who advo* ated new things. The laws stood still, 
but social and industrial change rushed on. 

In the rally years of the war against France, the Govern¬ 
ment < -mua* tr 1 the habit of suppressing freedom *»f npm h 
and iwiu ting savage punishments on Reformers who ventured 
to utter thnr opinions anywhere outside the privileged walls 
of Parliament. 'Phis system of repression, who h became highly 
dangrtuus aftei \\ aieifon when applied in an age too late 
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against the working class as a whole, was in Pitt’s time merely 
the persecution of an unpopular minority. The nation had 
already decided the issue against the Reformers and Painites 
in the winter of 1792, before the outbreak of war with Prance. 
During the months that followed the news of the September 
massacres in Paris, which did for English Toryism what the 
massacre of St. Bartholomew had done for English Protes¬ 
tantism,the Democrats were overwhelmed by hostile public 
opinion in every town and village of the country. After that it 
would appear that there was no sufficient reason from the point 
of view of public safety, even after the war had begun, tbr the 
Government persecution of unpopular doctrines. Vet the polo y 
of repression, however much mistaken, was not unnatural to 
an upper class confronted for the first time with the full-blown 
doctrine of theoretical democracy at home, and the appalling 
proceedings in France just across the sea. 

All through 1793 and 1794 the law-courts were tilled with 
Government prosecutions of editors, Nonconformist ps rai hern 
and Radicals who had argued for Parliamentary Reform, or 
advocated in theoretical terms the establishment of * repre irn- 

*ajVej^Vernmer*:‘ F°r crimes such as these, amp avafed, 
indeed, in not a few cases by foolish and provocative'phraneo’ 

1793 n0n?^0rTiTe,d*fli0infSa"C«J ?en wcrc ami trans¬ 
ported. The trials of the Reform-martyrs,’ Muir ami Palmer 

PomtioBnatofiBd? thc|COttish JudK« »nd their tram! 
P j- • 1 , ?&ny Say, are among the worst page*, in our 

to fosterlthePRadfrSanna ?oandithV-neT‘,ry ot ““n h 
Slv in rd^dT °IScotknd m the succeeding century. 

founder ifihl r 794 theJ90V«rni?lcnt tr*cd to get Hardy, the 

SStS n herc- t % ■m Jacobin, broke into loud rejo.rings « tile »mitt,l.> 

years later, he wroto^ttol^reh^ Wowbw“rth *** thhilau# Wa. 

‘ Our Shepherds, this my merely *t that un. 

tShk to mafc atVKWt t0 ***• Uht1 '*»»'« 
SW£u3£? gUardka aw* * 
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Thin timely check saved England from a course of blood¬ 
shed, and perhaps ultimately from a retributive revolution. 
The British Constitution, however imperfect, had vindicated 
its mild spirit through one uf its most cherished forms, trial by 
jury. But short of bloodshed, the system of repression went on 
as before, in the main approved fty public opinion for some 
years to come. Acts of 'Parliament were passed suppressing 
the Corresponding and other Societies, and so rendering illegal 
the first efforts ot the working classes to interest themselves in 
polities, and to get together for education and discussion. The 
governing classes grew to believe that where two or three of 
the uurnvdeg-d were gathered together, there must sedition 
be tn the midst of them. All public meetings were prohibited 
that were not licensed by magistrates, and the magistrates were 
violent Torv partisans. Ifahtt Corpus was suspended, and 
numbers of mm against whom there was no evidence lingered 
In prison during the last years of the century, The Combina¬ 
tion A* in, wlsu h rendered Trade l biions illegal, were inspired 
by puhtit a! tear of ail tonus of combination among the * labour- t?v*» i«i« 
it'd poor/ no lest than by the desire to keep down wages in 
accord am e with the born grots political economy of the day. 

The new working * lass that the Industrial Revolution was 
creating, had, thus early shown an instimt towards self-help 
along the two parallel lines of politics and Trade Unionhm. 
This healthy double development, which wise rulers would 
have wrh o»trd, iouffolled and guided, was crushed out by 
the strong hand of Pitt's government and postponed for 
another generation, \\ hen if tame up again in the era of Peter- 
loo, it had again to fight its way, like an outlaw, against all the 
powers of the land, The mass of the people, hostile at last to 
the I ory system of government and impatient of the miseries 
of thru own industrial servitude, found themselves confronted 
by rim same prise, uftm* habit of mind in the ruling i lasses 
wlti. h had grown up in the fit sf instance during the repression 
of an unpopular minority a quarter of a century before. This 
partisanship of the (bovernmrnf against the poor and against 
all who pleaded their cause, did nun It to distort and embitter 
the so. ial processes of the Industrial Revolution, 

Anti Ja. ohm violeme, when reduced to a system and pro¬ 
longed tor more than a generation, did grave injury to many 
rides of'our national life. But, unfortunate as were its results, 
it was vcj y natural, Its violence, width was in full blast many 
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months before the war began, was due to the shuck yiven tu 
the English mind by the spectacle of French society tailing 
into ruin. The panic has no analogy in our own experience, 
although we ourselves have witnessed the catastrophe of social 
order in foreign lands. For to us, social revolutions are his¬ 
torical phenomena that we are accustomed to study, classify 
and explain. The French Revolution was the first of its kind. 

The philosophy of Dr. Johnson’s England was static, nut 
evolutionary: the world was not expected to change. Civili¬ 
sation, it was thought, had ‘ arrived/ after a number of bar- 
barous ages, and was going to stay comfortably where if was. 
When in France it suddenly began to slide, am! then exploded 
in smoke and name that hid it from view, people on our side 
the Channel thought that the end of the world had come. 

France, moreover, was held to represent civilisation to g 
special degree. For a hundred and fifty years she had, some¬ 
what unduly perhaps, been ‘ the glass ot fashion and the mould 
ot form to civilised men. She filled a larger part in the mental 
horizon of our ancestors than that held at the present dav 
by any single country, or any single continent, < )»r educated 
classes knew those of France as they knew no other forrmnrm. 
Atrocities as unjustifiable as those of the French Terror,' when 
perpetratedan Poland by our allies, the Prussians and KU ! nuns 
seemed to Englishmen but the distant feuds of savages with 
outlandish names, while the poor heads nodding on inkra in 
Pans had smiled in London drawing-rooms. * 1 

And yet for all our intimacy with the best society of Jo an, e 
we knew nothmg^of her soctal structure, ami had so little ana’ 
ysed our own that we were unable to perceive fundamental 

SSXSSTs T °/'h' ^“ crossing tne Uiannel. Burke, who undertook to o, 
case, was peculiarly blind on this point; while the small U1 { 
”“v nunority that followed Tom f>aine, bv ad, 

«eaS/to'Sarmd fTT*-”*. *0 new iLn'e, added 

populations in Europ/who"^ LeTmuTI™ '"f 
new French programme, welcomed fo“c, I, !! !i'“" ! 

SSSSSSS±'^:^^i& 
‘^cssssstsssa&x 
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* 1>»» not sutler yourselves to he deluded into a false secu¬ 
rity; remember the proud fabric of the French monarchy. 
Not four year:; ago it stood founded, as it might seem, on the 
rock of time, force and opinion, supported by the. triple Aris¬ 
tocracy of the Church, the Nobility and the Parliaments. They 
are crumbled into dust; they are vanished from the earth. If 
this tremendous warning has no effect on the men of property 
in England; if it don not open every eye and raise every arm, 
son will deserve your fated 

Such was the origin of the anti-Jacobin state of mind. Its 
prolongation was due to the twenty years' war with France. 
These 1 mum-tame t must affect our judgment of the action of 
Pitt and the Tories in abolishing the old rights ot free speech 
anil perse, utiug the advocates of Reform. We may regard it 
all as a fiagrd.y rather than a crime, if wr are no less charitable 
to the Whigs*ami Kadu ah tor their lack of patriotism about 
the war. The fiagcdv was this, that England was forced to 
fight for her own security in abusive with the murderers of 
Poland and the worst fractionaly hirers in Europe, in an 
attempt lo'.ttppsr, 1 the newborn hopes of mankind --‘’hopes in¬ 
tolerably in sclent indeed, and extremely French, Such a situa¬ 
tion could not fail to turn British patriots info reactionaries, 
and those who disliked, feudalism am! obscurantism into luke¬ 
warm patriots. In such a contused medley ot rig hr and wrong, 
it was h;udly possible for any st immurt to act in a way that 
will turn be wholly approved,. Men alive must choose their 
parts and posrruty be wiser it it can. 

The rfttii'ti rl/mf in a ctinvemrnf term used for the type of 
polity that prevailed all over the Continent in the eighteenth 
century decayed 1 lrricalism and feudalism in the social struc¬ 
ture, surmounted by unman hi* al despotism an the organ of 
yi vrt nntent. Under this system, there was no recognition 
ruber of democrat y or of nationality. The partitions of Poland 
were but the logical outcome of a system which regarded sule* 
jr« n as personal property and kingdoms an landed estates, 
Wa; of aggression were not then inspired by the 1 hauvini.m 
of ra« vs but by the dytu-.fu ambitions of'sovereigns. In Eng¬ 
land al-me was it posable lie appeal successfully to the national 
spuit in war time, because in England alone, before the btem h 
Revolution, ddd fI’m (b»vrrnine m normally make appeal to public 
opinion. < >u the Comment, public opinion was the monopoly 
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">» "ere 

tie French 1Revol^ont^]anne^nt^r)CentUr^5 wbich Produced 
the ancien regime, and conceived in ^ destruction of 
cracy. The MasticLodffesTf the cZ^ ^ ^ of de“<> 
before 1789, familiarised^rhe m . ,nt'ptnt bad many years 

that gave hopeTn” ll toVi!T" the f*«« words 

fraternite: Rousseau preached patriotism^‘"h*****>&&**> 
ancient Republics w patriotism on the model of the 

race. Democracy,’ as the co_ext.ensive with the 
represent not theraceorit, was to 
The political man of their irn w’ * Ut a^stract multitude, 
blameless, and unfortunately as i Was as Woodless and 
man’ of another “ the ‘ economic 
not of Frenchmen, but of man ' This ^ ProcairPed tie rights, 
—so different from the * rio-hts of P ^ r c°smoPoIltan language 
leges of Parliamrnt ’ cla lied bv ”g ^ and the ‘ privi- 
struggle against the Stuart W?7 j °T Patriots in their 
midable as propaganda able to o-lirT^ the ”/W doctrine for¬ 
ever all theP 

because they claimed to be universal pnnciPIes attracted, 

practice th?yeat engile^natio°S?0p0liti!n Creed became in 
movements that did not exist in the «lsm’ tbe creator of racial 
ancien regime ? If Voltaire and Roue opoi?^j atmosphere of the 
vini< Voltaire would have ever a ‘ <**«- 
so strange a monster I Yet tn a Honsseau denounced 
when pul into p°aSte a£ adrfT”, these tTO 
the ana-clericalism and democracy trtkh th ' k°along with 
taught, the forces of a racial bad respectively 

eveS envisaged ^r whS, ^ ”1 "F4 ^ had "™ 
sonance with the principles of tfic°RPPeal was made, in con- 
‘ general will * of the vovltL f R?volution, to the 

appeared that the ‘ general ^ ?Stn* of EuroPe7 it 
philanthropic as thf philosnnh^rJ T j0t pUr&ly ratlonaland 

nationalist, potentiallylchauvinistic. ^ SUpPOSed’ but rac£al, 

occurred was Franc^hersdf‘'r?13 unexpected phenomenon 

tbe dreams of the pILsolherai^ °f ^-93 realised 
eaten system of feudal rights that lheold> m°th- 
and in arousing the general will to ^ d °utllved feudal duties, 

8 general will to consciousness. But when it 
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was aroused, the ‘ general will ’ was found to take on the form 
of patriotic enthusiasm. 'La France,’ 1 La Pa trie,’ became 
the watchwords of the new liberty, when she was called upon 
to defend herself in bitter earnest. The result was an out¬ 
burst of energy in every town and village of France, new in the 
Continent of that epoch. Thus inspired, France for a while 
became ' la grande nation,’ able to trample at pleasure over 
Europe, athwart all the feudal States still uninspired by the 
general will ' or the patriotic idea. She was checked on the 

margin of the sea, because in England also there was a nation 
:o be appealed to, whenever the mastery of the waves was at 
stake. In the spirit of Nelson, his captains and his sailors, the 
spirit of the French Revolution for the first time encountered 
something that was a match for itself. But France was only 
:onquered on land when her outrages had aroused a national 
spirit in the populations of Germany, Russia and Spain.1 

The events in the French Revolution which most nearly 
soncern the history of our island are those which explain how 
his national spirit was aroused in France, unchained upon 
Europe, and enlisted as the enemy of England. It is from this 
mint of view that we must briefly examine the course of events 
u France. 

In the first stage of the Revolution, accomplished in 1789, 
he despotic monarchy which had held France together for 
;ood and evil for so many centuries, vanished in the night. The 
legislative power was transferred to elective assemblies, tremu- 
ously afraid of the mob of Paris, from whom the members had 
o effective protection. As to the Executive power, no one 
ould say where it resided. Louis XVI still chose his own 
Ministers, but they were‘transient and embarrassed phantoms,' 
aeir powers and functions uncertain, and their relations to 
ssembly and to people all in the air. Since the weak, well¬ 
leaning king was under the influence of his reactionary 
Lustrian wife, Marie Antoinette, it could safely be prophesied 
lat, in case of war or public danger, a further revolution would 
Lke place, to decide in whose hands lay the executive power by 
hich alone the State could be saved. 

The propaganda of the equalitarian gospel, and its swift 

1 Our experiences in the late world-war, in matters of propaganda, 
lefeatism,* the ‘ will-to-victory/ etc., throw back a flood of light on the 
rench Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. For a long time the French 
3re the only people who, by our modern standards, really cared about 
inning—on land. 
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translation into fact in 1789, had been otganised mainly in the 

upon 
The 

professional and bourgeois classes of the < nvn IV i’ r 4 " ?r 
the land-hunger and class consciousness of the pr.t ..m 
French middle classes were in that cp* vh nusr m to 
‘general ideas ’ than the similai class in England, and much 
less conservative, because they were jealous of the ex* lu-dve .trj *! 

1789 useless privileges of the do-nothing nobles, Alr’n .u,;h in the 
Bastille summer, alike in town and villa ;r, the -..uking and 
murdering had been done by peasants and nr,, aided bv the 
mutiny of the sympathetic and unpaid army, it was the bour¬ 
geoisie who, as a result of these unauthorised jv.» reding-., rim 
secured the revolutionary power. They restored, order through 
their own National Guard, hoisted the new trnolnj- flag 4,t tjjc 
symbol uniting ‘ patriots ’ of all shades, and, h -prd to br able 
to make good against the increasing minify *-t the di ,r* .ed 
aristocracy on the one side and the unsan'.dr ! i,ttoikium 
on the other. In the approaching «;;ru g;!” of the. >, it v o, 
clear that the balance would be decided Sty the .,mt’s, ,\iid, 
the peasants were certain to support whatever paitr oifn-d 
the best security for the preservation of rim ap, ,0irv. 
of 1789. It was hopeless for the di*:p, , ,rd g, .hlrs r., p, ,;>4 

for aid to those'who had seized ami divided thm iiihrntaiur 
The agrarian revolution, involving the dr,mm:, a ,’f the 

economic and social privileges, and much of farm hr 
01 the nobles, had been the work of the <0 

prny 
. . ,, , * * p«\ra?TH li!nr*drivrH4 
incited by the various types of agitators. The 4* fi.tr the Trots, 
lature had followed tardily and with hnitarirm >»!rj,s the J,r v|, 

couf/hnjf °f CVCm 1 thc CUUM! PKSr‘ ^ h‘ '»* hn u sic 
could hold power only by aaju.rsang m the agunan .rv.du- 
tion, font was the determination to smirr and maintain it that 
firs roused the majority of French people to national. ..uil 
ness and pohtica passion. The peasant was nnfhr, K -ubln.m 

U':lrt’ ^ut *ic "•1'! bir anv ; a: tv flat would 
enable him to keep what he had just won. t1»]v 4 P, u;„ (i,v» 

^,1CtS 0(thc north-west, rile VemltTn-! an4 Human . wne Inu¬ 
tile to the new order, chiefly on account ot rrimmm 

suStd'„° ? 'Td,'1.1' «***>*' - '»r Statt, and ordered the l„sh„,„ a„d „i„,, r,r, ,r j ££ 
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people. The 4 Civil Constitution ’ was largely the work of the 
Jansenisr put ty in the Church, who hud sutlered so much per¬ 
secution tn the past that they could no longer think clearly 
about the present and the future. The proposed ecclesiastical 
revolution was based on a miscalculation of the farces which 
nude up religious life in France, ami it caused half the evils of 
the time that followed. Hitherto the * lower clergy ’ had been 
not unfavourable to the course of an etjualifarian revolution 
which destroyed the privileges of the nobly horn, from which 
they themselves ^suffered in their professional prospects. But 
when the Civil Constitution was presented to them, two-thirds 
of the priesthood felt conscientiously bound to reject it. Then 
the Legislature committed the irreparable error of depriving 
and ere long persecuting the recusants. So began the feud 
between the religious and the revolutionary parties, destined 
to devastate the Latin world for generations to come. The dis¬ 
possessed nobles who were hiding their time on the other side 
of the frontier as ew/^vV, at last found a popular party in France t?m 
rrady to make common cause with them. But even so they 
were in a minority, for the bulk of the peasants were more con- 
earned, tor their new-gotten lands ami social indemnities than 
for their threatened religion. 

Such was the stare of things in France when the imigrfa 
fust began to conspire with feudal Europe against their own 
countrymen, fly our modem ways of thinking, their conduct 
in calling in the foreigner stands heavily condemned. But they 
had been bred up in a world almost without patriotic tradition, 
whit h regarded a Church and an Order as units commanding 
allegiance more strongly than a nation. Indeed, their4 nation' 
was the mblme of Europe, not the French peasants and bour¬ 
geoisie. 'Fhe horror that their conduct caused in France sur¬ 
prised them, for it_w.es, in fact, something new, France, in 
becoming democratic, had doublrd her sense of nationhood. 
The peasant had become nut indeed a Jacobin, but a patriot, 
ready to shed his blood for 4 It Mk Frame ’ who had given him 
his field an I freedom. These traitors would bring the Teuton 
into our plains to rivet our chains once more 1 Let their blood 
stain our furrows 1 The ten ible words of fhe Marseillaise glow 
with fhe blended passions of that furnace out of which modern 
France emerged. 

The ipurrrl between revolutionary France ami feudal 
Europe was due to provocations on both sides. 'Fhe feudal 
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rights of foreign princes in French territory hail been treated 
with undiplomatic contempt by the Revolutionary legislator-,. 
In 1791 Prussia and Austria began to menace the rebel nation. 

June The ‘ flight to Varennes ’ was an unsuccessful attempt of the 
1791 French Royal family to escape across the frontier into the arms 

of these alien enemies. Probably, after that, the immediate 
deposition of Louis would have been in the interest of public 
security and ultimately of public order, if only people could have 
agreed whom to put in his place. A nation cannot live with an 
executive which it distrusts so much that it dare not allow it to 
act. But the bourgeoisie, with an anxious eye on the ragged ht wts 
behind them, were afraid to initiate further change, and per¬ 
mitted France to stagger on for another year practically without 
any sovereign executive power. By a policy of mere postpone¬ 
ment, they made the crash much worse when it came. 

The only justification of this feeble treatment of the mon¬ 
archy after the flight to Varennes would have been an attitude 
of complaisance towards foreign powers, to maintain peace at 
any price. But the Girondin orators, then in the a... rndant, 
took up the somewhat hesitating challenge of Austria and 
Prussia, in the hope that war would precipitate a further revo¬ 
lution at home. They knew so little of themselves as to suppose 
that they would be able to ride the whirlwind tor whi« h they 
whistled. The Jacobins at this time argued in favour of pr;u r. 

When, in the middle of 1792, war at last broke out with 
Austria and Prussia, the old French army watt in dissolution, 
and the French executive was alike unpatriotic and powrrlr, 
A vigorous push by the enemy could hardly have failed to 
reach Paris. But Brunswick’s invading forces were insulin sent 
and his purpose was feeble, while the language of his manifesto, 
threatening death to all revolutionaries, did more than titty 
new constitutions could have done to create the Firm h nation. 
Nevertheless, the unarmed and headless State was tor a few 
weeks in appalling danger. The Giromlins proved hrlpF•, t n, 
master the crisis they had done so much to provoke, and made 
way for men more forcible and more wicked. ’Hie J,u olnm, 
thrusting aside the embarrassed bourgeoisie, appealed t,, the 
peasants and workmen to save the country, which they identi¬ 
fied with the common people. The mob of Pari?# stunned the 

uilenes, massacred the King’s Swiss < iuard, and so overthrew 
the monarchy on August 10, 1792, 

With Brunswick advancing on the city, there was no time 
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for remaking th* Constitution. The executive power was 
frankly usurped by a net of vinous and bloody ruffians whose 
fnw;t it w.t> ot rise * to the height of the circumstances.’ 
Dumouruv meanwhile held the remnant of the dissolving army 
together, and with the help of the weather checked the Austro- 
Pnosun advatur at Valmy. The September massacres of men Sept, 
am! women m the Pans prisons signalised the beginning of the 
Terror, and were dir prelude to the erection of a new portent— 
the guillotine. The tyranny of a faction reached the highest 
pitch of atrocity, at the same moment that the pulse of a new. 
horn patriotism roused the ardour of' Frenchmen to defend 
‘heir country against the invading host*. 

1 isf.Vrtu Pm had stood apart from the movement of feudal 
F.utopr to . ha uise rebel France. He had no ears for Burke’s 
u'U'.admg outcries. As late as February 179;, he piophesied 
fiftern yeas a of peace, and proved his sincejity by forthwith 
rrdmim.? our naval and. military fortes. Even' the events of 
August and >rp?n»hrr did not make hirst less pacific, but they 
alienated, all IT sympathies ttom Frame. fhunswick's invasion 
and the t mutant events in Pas is divid.rd Englishmen more 
bsttrily than rvs. 1 he CWrimnrm and the Puitland Whigs 
looked rape,|v to see Frame ,omjue;ed and the Revolution 
put down by Prunswit k ; while }>,<% spoke of his advame as an 

invasion of barbarians,' and, rrj«»i*rd at Valmy as over the 
tie feat of Xeixri. Tim September mass.n res sermed to most 
Englishmen to drude the me;its of' the dispute. 

In .oitnum am! wintr, ,4 t than: ■ began to move 
tapidlv towatd.s w c between loan* r and England, partly on 
.mount ot the mutual haitrd ot Tory and j an thin, partly 
he, atm? of' the I tem h ou upatsoti of the Netherlands, The 
Frrtuh armirt nude a» otfrudvr mum into the territory of 
the late invadem^wheir huge ♦ lass'*-, wrkumrd the frkolor. 
I he^Ja, ‘<bu«-», tucUng that ! i.,n!oi.‘-i f had saved them 

on the it-min', forgot thm in rut pea, r pi tm spies, appealed 
to the f.« 4 ti-artpt * hauvim *m of l-taine, and proclaimed in 
genera! terms that they would help all peoples struggling to 
be tree, Tiv Alpine pirnsm r of Pavoy was annexed, and mm h 
of the Rhine country was overrun an 1 revolutionised. The 
banlr *4 jrmapprs gave to the French armies the whole of tl) 
d»e Austrian Srthrjlands, wfmh totirspundrd to mod.rrn l• 
Belgium. 1 lolland was duratrnrd, and tSir navigation of the 
.Shrldt through he? Ira: may dr, kurd open in at * uj d.amr with 
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n vT’ alltrefieS notwithstanding. It was Jemappes 
rather than Valmy that began the new era for Europe, and by 
turning the heads of the Jacobins, rendered war between 
England and France inevitable. 

. n, iWaS d,e<ermined maintain, by force if necessary, the 
public law of Europe against this new spirit of armed propa- 

giiida, dial: deerccd its will and spurned negotiation. Nor can 
this determination be blamed. But it is perhaps unfortunate 
Aat by refusing to recognise the French Republic and to treat 

her officially, he gave the appearance at the critical 
moment of making no serious effort to obtain his ends without 

^cceededUgh * “ SCarCeIy Possible &at he could even so have 

The tragedy of the case was that in defence of the ‘ public 
aw o Europe he became the ally and paymaster of the powers 
S° were engaged in overthrowing the ‘ public law ’ by the 
Second and Third Partitions of Poland. But whereas the fate of 
Poland did not threaten our maritime power, Pitt thought it 
his first duty to prevent the Netherland ports from falling under 
the control of the most powerful country in Europe. Such has 
been the policy of England in self-defence from the time of 
Elizabeth to our own. The French showed no serious desire 
o meet us on the question. Their excuse is that we refused 

to recognise their Republican government. To revolutionary 
r ranee, in her moment of demoniac exaltation, all who were 
no wit er were against her. And our Government was very 
clearly not with her. If, from 1789 on, we had adopted Fox’s 
policy of warm though discriminating friendship to the French 
.Revolution, if we had put our active veto on the first Prussian 
“Austro ^tta^k on France, the excesses of Jacobinism 
might conceivably have been avoided, and England and France 
might conceivably have remained friends. But all that is the 
merest speculation. The existing structure of English society 
and the main stream of English opinion, rendered any such 
alliance impossible. If Pitt had attempted to hold such a 
course, Ring, Parliament and country would have thrown him 
over. 

In January, 1793, nothing could any longer have averted 
catastrophe, m the prevailing mood of the two peoples. The 
English were thirsting for the blood of the ‘ French cannibals ’ 
and the execution of Louis XVI was meant as a challenge to 
England and to all the non-revolutionary world. The French 
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did not want peace. They preferred the stormy eloquence of 
Dunton: ' 1'he coalesced kings threaten us; wc hurl at their 
feet, as gage of battle, the head of a Ring.’ 

CHAPTER V 

Thu war with the f*Vtuh U.-fntWk, »#'W Its tour perfmlH Naval 
rajiuem.it y <•! Ural Hut am amt emu mental tailme of tin allien. 

Tiu * metaphysical war/ as laird Lamidownc called it, the war 
between the ideas of Rousseau and the ideas of Burke, had now 
drawn (heat Britain into the field. Pitt, indeed, held the old- 
fashioned and official view that it was merely another of that 
low,; series of wars waged by his father before him, by Marl- 
bonuwh awl bv William til, to ‘ curb the ambition of France/ 
awl * maintain'the public law of Europe/ And since. France 
this time was beginning in the state of bankruptcy which had 
usually marked the unsuccessful close of her wars, Pitt told 
his friends that the conflict would be over ‘ in one or two cam¬ 
paigns/ 

England, however, was no longer fighting a^ Government, 
but a nation, * The State ’ was no longer Iamb XIV, hut many 
millions of Freni hmrm Mere governments cannot wage war 
in a condition of bankruptcy, but nations sometimes can. It 
was a common saying among the ragged and unpaid troops of 
the Republic, that ’ with bread and iron we can get to China. 
And indeed, an Burke foiesaw, if branee were not quickly put 
down, her spirit would enable her to overrun all the mere 
governments of1 Europe. But no one foresaw that wherever 
Itrf Minin itirrtnl llir nc*w htith* the kkui that lutd itmuc her 
a nation would in time make a nation out of every one of the 
buried races on the Continent - at process which we have seen 
neatly completed by the wars and revolutions of our own day. 
If the new France were given the run of Europe fora few years, 
•,he would plant the seeds of democracy and nationalism so 
widely, that no subsequent return to the mrim regime, would 
be cither complete or permanent. , 

That is what actually happened. But it might all have 
taken a different turn at the beginning, brancc was m such 
i haos when the war began, that in August I"/>/•> and again in 
August r/y,{, a spirited advance on Paris might have crushed 

Cp 
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those demonic energies rhftr It*--’ p<>wn had t>#*er 
made known. In that c.ihi* d.-n.*. jjuv 4; i : v c ah neither 
of which had as vet anv nam-. :n K:n,>v„::a ;uVt* 
suppressed for loftjj ycass t«* .'-nir ” ’* ' ' 

In i8t| it was too Lite to -appm. yji.-i-*. jSv the:*, na¬ 
ture of Pans, no rrttorttuHt ».f the ir-.i'IUi;...,, w.-.;U ,\vmurn 
the new social order and the new advnw.'unsr ,VnI-m ja 
France. And by iStf, Irak and t^r.un*, mJu.W the 
Prussia 0! Stein aiul ttfir^nai^ !u4 ihv>* ; 
experiences so profound that tut*...nab-cn *;<.{ had 
both taken root as idra-. in the J’hu^pravs 

Pitt, m War Minister, tu i in t the u it >. -»m>rU«um. 
ber of selfish,uuarreJjwiweand tnettutmt ad-.n t-,<,av-'fnrr tUri* 
,n *793* Wm* «** had other in.^a l Hr t4u,*h? En». 
land to hold her head tapa wan;, ».nn» 4: >, t.> h;» tation 
she beurne invoiced in t<*. .a Hr 4,,: { xr .1 %, And 
he was Capaolc ttf * thr’ SU*|<t (»< , 5^ -u,;jr these 
victories at sea which «ave t-,», -l4? u.and IkiM- ; -r , ” 
tunny to expand in pr-uc and iafny t,v 4 HaH- % -4' */ * 

Hie struck with tar h l*rpu!*:;. ts„.(| 
wascoitttnuouup maintained by Br;uu* d - - x:u4j:(S.( 

£ gt*?-—» >u'iW 

PcridvII. . ■ Hufa-n 

Sz; ir-,Iv:i!!"”■■■•1 “5 •> - * n« 
d«t2 f:m "■'? ' It »,J i'.hr.xl, t A? '•r 4. Ui. ; Kid tll< 

in.ram,i>,dl,!“1K T’’ .T'y ' ‘ "'' *’•*> ***' 
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mMkf,m " | 4 ,... " *• » ■'« ^ 

«di« 'u»ti£2^fJ^t4:l JV-“^ 
purnovV»fahu»}oJ,;r'^‘,r r ‘ *'*' 
witi Hu«b. Me ; p ',Ly ' "•■ •i:’ 
the ocean to mt ’-l.,-* “V' <K iUl"‘ ■ *' 1 ‘ ’* '-5 a- t*r.i 
West Indian hlani iKh‘t!u lrv'r'* •; ?-’-r - '»;• "*> >n the 
broke up Si f* *t' W Xf^ ^ ^ ‘ 

“Pl "tcr 41 mu'T> M been * ha. *; .,4r .„t l U s . and 
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! lolland, and the Dutch Heet had been captured by the French 
l lussars riding over the ice. We recouped ourselves in the 
autumn by taking from the Dutch the Cape of Good Hope 1795 
and Ceylon, 

Prussia retired from the war for ten years to digest her 
portion of Poland. That great preoccupation in the East, 
which affected Russia even more, and Austria only a little less 
than Prussia, had saved the French Revolution from overthrow 
by the three despotisms. Spain also made peace with France 
in July 179f. Large parties in Holland, as well as Belgium, 
received the French as friends. England and Austria were 
left alone against France. 

Period U. Interval between the Coalitions^ 1796-8. Next 
comes an era of gigantic achievements, of Bonaparte in Italy 
and Nelson at the 'Nile, each giving to the national spirit the 
leadership of genius, and opening out new pathways in history. 
The French conquest of Italy and the first overthrow of the 1790 
muim regime throughout that peninsula was much more than 
a military episode. But its more restricted ami immediate effect 
was to compel Austria to make peace, and to leave Britain alone m7 
in the struggle, while France was helped by the fleets of Spain 
and Holland. In 1797 8, with heavy taxation, distress and 
discouragement in England, with the naval mutiny at the Nore, 
the rebellion in Ireland, the desertion of our allies, the enforced 
abandonment of the Mediterranean by our fleets, and the star 
of Bonaparte rising, the situation was gloomy enough to bring 
our Pars higher qualities of stubborn will and inflexible cour¬ 
age. I fc had his reward in the sudden flowering of Nelson’* 
genius and the dawn of the heroic age of British sea warfare. 
Jervis and Nelson umter him defeated the Spaniards at St, J7^7 
Vincent, while Duncan destroyed the fighting power of the 
Dutch fleet at Camperdowu. The battle of the Nile, which 
gave a new tradition to the Navy, re-established our hold on ym 
the waters ami islands of the Mediterranean, locked up Bona¬ 
parte in Egypt, and encouraged the timid princes of Europe 
to form the .Second Coalition. 

Period III. The Httoni Coalition, 1799-1800. Hus new 
league, headed by England, Austria and Russia, had rapid 
siue ess owing to the absence of Bonaparte in Egypt. I he 
Russian general, Suwarow, drove the French out of North 
Italy, Nelson aiding from the south with the counter revolu- \m 
tion at Naples. Suwarow’a further advance was checked by 
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Mass^na in the Swiss Alps. Yet things did not look well tor 
France, because she was being ruined internally hv the (.‘overn- 
ment of the Directorate, feebly violent and without any wider 
outlook than that of a political faction. But in the autumn 
Bonaparte slipped back through the British cruisers. He ac¬ 
complished his coup d'etat of Brumaire, was hailed as Dictator 
of France under the title of First Consul, revived the national 
energy, and next year reconquered Italy at Marengo. Russia 

1800 had already deserted us. The Second Coalition of governments 
without peoples behind them broke up, leaving England once 
more alone. 

Period IV. The episode of the Armed Neutrality^ IW. j Hoo ■ 
April i%oi. This short-lived League of Prussia, 'Sweden, Den¬ 
mark and Russia against the maritime supremacy of England 
was caused partly by the personal whim of the C/ar Paul, 
partly by two feelings then prevalent in the Courts of Europe, 
fear of France and jealousy of English naval power, which in 
those days was none too gently used. The Armed Neutrality 
was broken up by Nelson’s capture of the Danish fleet under 
the guns of the Copenhagen forts, and by the assassination of 
the Czar Paul by palace conspirators. 

March The Treaty of Amiens, that ended the war between France 
1302 and England, left France supreme in Western Kumpe, am' 

England on the oceans of the world. 

f ,The f°refoing brief summary of the four phases or periods 

followr ^ MFfench Republic, will enable the reader to 
toUpw a more detailed account of some aspects of each of the m 
periods in a decade of confused and ubiquitous warfare. 

09“'oJ * w‘r 

easy^uccLTs^Dh^n!. th* French ArnT> »n spite of its 
Ite7old offlr?r5 -°f W,nter^ wasrccli,i« to dL.lutinn. 
Its old officers, nobles without exception, had nearly all dis- 
ppeare , and discipline had been destroyed by Jacobin mil- 

management, violence and intrigued On the home from 
nanon waS,n 4= grip of civi, wfr «,dZ 

verbiaJly dangerous^ ?co^of &S5rf‘aBtam m *MWf4 "Wf f* pm 
it was held to be contrary to MuSftv tLffM,rS Wa! ‘I‘«»lvr4 W, J„ * 
a monopoly of firing the^unsT th^ltwLT V 'rf !urn l hAV" 
never got its Carnot, still ids its BomipaX * ,ma 1 Aw‘* tiin *>“*>’ 
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w.w saved by the indecision of the allies, who jM»ttcrcd round 
fortresses when they should have made a combined march on 
l*am, Prussia prelected to conquer Poland with troops that 
might have been conquering France, And so, while Robes¬ 
pierre primly presided over the grotesque and bloody pageant 
of the Tciror, Carnot, called to office as War Minister by the 
Terrorists who loved him not but needed him, had time to 
construct the modern French Army. He is known to his grate- 
ful mintmticm ah 1 the organiser of victory/ w l he l error* 
says the great French historian Sorcl,4 contributed nothing to 
his victories/ „ , . . , , 

Carnot's problem was to substitute lor the old army based 
on the caste divisions of the anden regime, an army based on 
the equalifarian enthusiasm ot the Revolution atid the 4 career 
open to talents.* Carnot's army was the rough sketch of the 
at mv of Napoleon, the army of Jothe and ot Foch. 1 le could 
not indeed,, in the umfu led days of the Terror, do more than 
construct a very imperfect mathinr just able to conquer the 
inert Austrian and British lori es uppu.ed to it Its defect was 
want of drill, discipline and rn setter. Its merits were, fsrst the 
energy of its new officers, inexperienced in war, but drawn 
front the bru bio,nl of the bourgeon, and professional classes; 
before the Revolution they had been unable to obtain military 
commissions, but a marvellous career was now opening to them. 
Secondly, the numbers ami seal of the peasant soldiers, sworn 
to defend their new-won rights against the hated /mM; they 
flocked to volunteer, or willingly submitted themselvesi to the, 
jacobin conscription, Of all the armies of Europe, the hrench 
alone embodied the national spirit, in spite of the horrible ettar- 
at trr «tf the Terrorist government anti the blood tends with 
which the body politic was torn.1 

The French armj 
could not be led to ... ---—-  , . e 
dose order line, in whit It the well-drilled professionals ot the 
wars «»f Marlborough ami Frederick the t *reat had maweuvmi, 
A new tonnation was improvised to suit raw material. I he urn* 
was abandoned tor the massed column, with the best men m 
the van and cm the flanks, ami the lent trustworthy in the centre 
to make the, wright of impact. The path ot the column was 

* til | ;h , it.r t»ur| .4 t m.lmt hy the UnU'th ll‘**t "* 
with t-mimii fOo-aUata au<t Mo<te»a»rs only setvot to i4r-iiti!v the fan,tan 

with Uwt ‘it tf*1’ tuti*at, amt metntt lit* getmts tit lint rit44fi*4ftl\ tll« 
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prepared for it by the fire of batteries brought boldly to the 
front, and by a thick cloud of skirmishers (frana-tirsurj), con¬ 
sisting of the most energetic officers and men, who occupied 
any farm or point of strategic vantage, shot down the enemy's 
gunners and disordered his ranks. Last of all, the head of the 
column would appear through the smoke, the officers running 
in front with their cocked hats raised on their swords, officers 
and men together howling the Marseillaise like so many demons. 
At that psychological moment the ‘ myrmidons of the Princes,’ 
instead of coolly concentrating the fire of their long line on the 
head of the column, generally turned and ran away. 'Hut was 
how France conquered Europe. 

The revival of the column, recalling the infantry forma¬ 
tion of the seventeenth century, was technically retrograde, 
but it gained such prestige from the French victories that 
it soon supplanted the better formation of the line in all 
armies save the British. Our soldiers, who practuallv dis¬ 
appeared from the battlefields of Europe between i nt\ and 
x 806, dung to the line tactics and the severe drill necessary 
for their successful employment; and so it came about that 
when we returned to the front at Maida and the Peninsula, the 
concentrated volley-firing of the * thin red line ’ swept awav the 
heads of the French columns. 

But in 1793-4 the British line failed to establish its supre¬ 
macy over its massed opponents,mainly from lack of leadership. 
The corruption and inefficiency which we have, in a previous 
chapter, noticed in all the official and institutional life of eight* 

Eng!landj weft not w&ntitttf in tfif griny -my 

rament°J^Municipalities, the l mivrmeiri 
nnrrW* „ +*k omn}anc^ and low, went by favour and 
purchase, not by merit. True professional spirit and -h irm e 

Flanders clnd W "f In tht5 Dukc Ywk'* »*»v in 
wid, i Wesley a young man of twenty five atirr, 

Wellesley,DukeofWrliini.tou - 

table, ffintlSS ^ br°thler °ffic.ers <wht*» wine was on the 
«« -wait su.h 

had finished thJbotIes.’iein a condlt,on £o &vc '*><7 

Flemisli^p^gjfcraeil M^ment^ftrUt|WbltfrU|>hy m ,,“h t,ut ln 
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A pair of monuments within a few hundred yards of each 
other at the very heart of the Empire, the Nelson and Duke 
of York columns, commemorate the greatness of our naval 
triumph and of our military failure under Pitt. Nelson up aloft 
keeps his watch for the enemy’s fleet, over the roofs of the city 
whose prosperity he prolonged into new centuries, and whose 
influence he caused to extend over the uttermost parts of the 
earth. No fame more noble is anywhere in the world more 
fittingly symbolised. ‘ There is but one Nelson/ Yet, as his 
rival apparently, there stands on a neighbouring pillar the man 
whom the Jacobin armies drove headlong out of Flanders and 
Holland. No doubt the Duke of York got his tall monument 
because he was George Ill’s son. What he really deserves is a 
bust in some gallery of the War Office because, when he was 
made Commander-in-Chief after his fiasco in the Netherlands, 1795- 
he helped Sir Ralph Abercromby, Sir John Moore and others 1809 
to reorganise a little, and to improve a good deal, the army 
which he had led to defeat, and which Nelson’s true rival was 
ere long to lead to victory. 

In the summer of I795> after our armies had been expelled 
from the Netherlands, a tragic mischance further dimmed our , 
prestige in Europe. The British fleet landed several thousand 
Frenchmen, many of them emigres of noble family, on the Pen¬ 
insula of Quiberon, with a view to encouraging a rebellion of 
Breton ‘Chouans’ against the Republic. The invaders were 
captured in sight of our ships, and 690 emigres were subse¬ 
quently massacred by order of the Paris authorities; the 
fall of Robespierre in ‘Thermidor ’ the year before had been 
only the first step towards freeing France from methods of 

* terror/ 
Far the largest of our military operations in the war against 

the Republic was conducted in the West Indies. Although 1793-6 
there were hardly any French troops in the islands, we lost in 
three years in that pestilential climate some 80,000 men, one- 
half dead and the rest unfitted for further service. A smaller 
loss spread over twice as many years, afterwards sufficed us to 
wrench Spain and Portugal from the grasp of Napoleon. 

The historian of the British Army who first brought to 
light the magnitude of this forgotten tragedy, has severe y 

shrieks of the sufferers made a pandemonium from which the feigner fed 
with terror and astonishment at the severity of our military rule. In this 
particular form of cruelty our army held the bad eminence m Europe. 
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blamed Pitt for the waste.1 And certainly the best chance 
of obtaining an early conclusion of the war would have been 
to launch on Paris the troops we spent in the West Indies. 
But even this might have railed, and the loss of the West 
Indies would in those days have been a fearful blow to our 
trade, and would have afforded the enemy bases for privateers 
to prey upon our commerce on the grand scale, 

Pitt, for his part, never regarded England as a principal 
in the war on the Continent He looked to our allies to carry 
on the invasion of France. He hail taken for his model, not 
Marlborough, but his own father, Chatham, who had rfFertu- 
ally succoured Frederick the Great with much money and a 
very few troops, while the British fleets and armies had bar- 
vested the French colonies in America. Indeed, they had left 
Chatham’s son nothing but the gleanings. To our eyes, the 
West Indian islands for which he fought, compare poorly to 
the Canada that his father won. But in 1793 imperial values 
were different from what they are now, and the sugar and eofl'ee 
islands were then of the first order of commercial importance. 
Pitt, in proposing the income-tax of 1798, calculated that, of 
the incomes enjoyed in Great Britain, those derived from the 
West Indies very much surpassed those derived from Ireland 
and from all the rest of the world outside the British Isles. 

In the first two years of the war, before Spain and I lolland 
by joining branee made their colonies targets for our attack, 
there was nothing but the French West Indies for Pitt to take 

i'/o-Tk °!*0*1'£hc ^xpaycr. I h was often think . 

alwiys thinkinK t,f 

calledm a- ‘I™!** rf£ain> "»* 
fendiU W'T In-dl<5S by hufamt7 and hY the need of dc 
in the ‘"yA ?0CT rhinR <»*' negro slaves 
volutionLTs’nr^rd ^ad h?T Tred UP by thc **w»eh bv. 

f ProclamatIon of frcedoni and race equality. The 

ReoublicPaT8 ^ £he5r to t!ii nejo M 
<?*Ttf,?6liB tl> !*«*«* them 

part French and 0/ Hath or ban Domingo, 

IndknTrourf^eram1118!^ °H ^ *5® ww,tl»i«t of the V* nt 
g up, became the scene of unsurpassable horrors. 

lent Sands, KSIJcSjS lET1 «*ir U,*T m*'» IW *".10 
of France, only to wheS the tW, 
destroyed the British anny.''JpORTRscwTlv* 3% Uwy t,iwl ^,r4‘rl,, 4}ly 
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Thence the revolt of the slaves spread to the other islands, 
French and English alike, not excluding Jamaica. The blacks, 
stirred up by the agents of the French Republic, threatened 
the whole white race in the Archipelago. It was not a situation 
that Pitt could have left entirely alone. We were indeed being 
punished for Parliament’s refusal to stop the slave-trade and 
mitigate the lot of the slaves in the British West Indies. It 
Wilberforce’s advice had been taken earlier, the blacks would 
have been loyal to us instead of to the Jacobins. But whatever 
the cause of the fire, we had to put it out. 

Want of medical provision and ignorance of tropical con¬ 
ditions caused our soldiers to die of fever by thousands,. an 
when at last we were on the way to get the better of the situa¬ 
tion, Spain in 1796 declared war against us and put her interest 
in San Domingo and other islands at the disposition of Prance. 
After many years, it all ended in the annexation by Britain o 
a few smaller French and Spanish islands, and the quelling 
of the servile revolt everywhere except in the largest area 
of dispute, Haiti, which remains a ‘ Black Republic to 

this day. 

Period II. Some aspects of the War during the Interval 
between the two Coalitions, 1796-8 (see p. 83). . 

The governing condition of this period of the war is tne 
desertion of Great Britain by her allies. Prussia, intent on 
Poland, slunk first out of the Western struggle which she had 
been the first to provoke. Then Spain made peace, and next 
year warlike alliance with France, in accordance with the fears 1796 
and whims of Godoy, originally a handsome young gentleman 
serving in the ranks of the Royal Guards, who had become e 
Queen’s paramour, and, therefore, the King s Minister. The 
Queen and he had at first adopted a policy of clericalism and 
reaction at home, coupled with war against the French Re¬ 
public. But when the war with France proved unsuccessful 
and ere long became unpopular, they were not ashamed to 
change sides completely, and become allies of the infidel and 
revolutionary power. Such were the irresponsible creatures 
supplied by the ancien regime to rule States, and to defend them 
against the young vigour of the French Republic. Last of a , 
Austria, driven out of Italy and threatened through the passes 
of the Eastern Alps by Bonaparte bought for herself peace 
and the territories of the murdered Venetian Republic, at the 
price of consent to the Rhine frontier for France. Meanwhile, 1797 
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the Swiss and the Dutch were in the French grip, not whnllv 
against their own will, and not without some ultimate heneti't 
to their own antiquated institutions. 
. *n I793 ^ been France alone against Europe; in 1707 
it was England. 

How much was Pitt responsible for this diplomatic cata¬ 
strophe? Its underlying cause was the moral collator of the 
ancten rigime all over the Continent, when brought into contact 
with the new France. But, when all is said, it argue*} dtplm 
matic failure on the part of Britain’s statesmen in relation to 
their allies. We had poured out gold like water for them in 
subsidies, with this result ! Pitt’s foreign Minister was Lon} 
brenviUe, a man of unselfish patriotism, but without imagina¬ 
tion, and devoid of sympathy with anyone outside the govrrn- 

ISf 5mSS °/v1S 0Wn cou"tI7* To foreigners, his manners and 
the style ofhis correspondence seemed repellent, and his is-nor- 

deseteH S2 IhCn ,0Uruarm.ic® haa foded ami our allies had 
be worth to , f “vi Cmit0( scuiK)Wt,r- What was it to 
tiotTundereffieieTtl1 ^fCS<:frn Europe united for our dr, mu- 
on as neutrd ? Th'£af.er!hlp» a»d the rest of the world f„4uno 

strated in iiLT^ ‘T °f 8caifTr haJ 
Italv fmm , 1, 1 when Bonaparte had auanstully invaded 

inder theaun^ofM?15 .63 alonK < florae Riviera 

^ofsSnt^ 8 SfUpS< NC? yctr’ " * ""«»* «•*’ ‘be 
fo a P E°thc war against us, the C .‘overmnrnt dm LUi 

Jan. 1797- to withdraw our fleet from the Mediterno^r, lj ■ f J , 
1798 a year and a half remained a - French like • ' 

,1. _url?e: ttl.s ,na<1!r of OUT fortunes and rcnutati.m ,.i 
Aprii-june “e naval mutinies at Snitheid and fh- \r ‘ ■ 7 ’“d 1 

1797 ‘ strike ’ of loyal men who15 “d *,he Nwc* Hnth^ «•« a 
grievances redressed It l^tu ^ “T «»«nr 

England from having to pay, at a htlr dSe “J''7* wW>‘- 'mxd 
her shameful neglectof ^VLn on l‘mr *** 
The mutiny at the Nor&lnthJ " ?hiT hf 
after these concessions had 0t^ef ^and, which broke out 

»Itwasthe feTZlt t F°m,Sai’ W“ ^ rrirwrcl 
erected a line of forts along tho'lUviera m?t? 7m*'in ‘'‘’'‘'a*'’1' >!*«» 
^®mu?icati°ns. Of coun£f moatot‘MMi Uu 
to the French fleet in Toulon °Ur flwt m £llw !«•** h*! to *u^>i 
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by a!! Suva,! sailors and i irUnts. Such ill-conduct never recurred 
in the navy, atirr thr reforms -.ceuml at Spithcad had been put 
in t'oi've. The mutinies were a rrm.trk.dde introduction to the 
heroic ape ut lit ttinh seamanship, Rut offtert s and inert, country 
and navy, having ipnte through it, understood each other 
better. Although there was thencehn th a marked improvement 
in the conditions of naval nervier, the treatment ot' the sailors 
remained thtompimst the war a disgrace to the humanity and 
to the gratitude oH-ophsh public men. 

Whde the mutinies were poinp on, Unman, with two h»yal 
4ip*i, kept thr Hutch tlrrf in rhr Trxcl by a brilliant piece of' 
blurt". VVhrti di-tv iphnr had been restored, he captured nine 
out Ot the viv-rn £lut> hmrn at Camprrdowm 

J'itt** i<tinape never labeled throughout these terrible 
months, with the Mediterranean lost, Km ope lost, and Ireland 
crifam to tv U.t too, it a Frrm h army id any -a/e could land 
on ifi '.hotr >.* 1 U lsom~.tly mrd to i«rt peace with France in 
the nr;;otia':on*i ot l .dir, but when the war party, by the imp s*|t 
u'Vwt of bnnudo!', laum lust luame dmiv.vrlv on the polhy u>>' 
ot endless war alnoad, tn older to maintain the despotism ot 
an odiomt ta non at home, hr le ndutrly shouldered the burden 
he undid no longer hope to lay down, JIw manat?rmrnr ot 
naval attain n not open to tlirostiuwi levelled at In • military 
,unl d.tpSonuto pei formam e, Hr those a** head ot the Admir¬ 
alty, I'.»n1 n,. rr, who had i» mr ovn to him with the I'ort- 
iattvi Winns, and was as pood tor the Navy an Uundas, the 
Sriretaiy >4 State tor Wat, was bad tor the Atmy.^ 'I'o ntt 
and, Soria rr belnnp-* the eirdif, sham* with NeisonN proton- 
■.tonal 1 met, Adtoual Jnvii fl.ord Sr, Vimem), *if vh‘-r.»m» 
out our ot th«- youngest flap otliirrs on the list, tor the epoch- 
makinp servo r ot trvoinpiriinp thr Me.htriunean Sea, 

The Ur* idHtn in tiy 1 hr tbg ftinr in ^ 
lit,tinLi! uM*i» jTiuluilr IHii'i hjtrm/rr *uui Iaiiai M. 
Vin> eut both had, fiirir dothanti no wonder. I he Spanish 
tirrt, thouph icof.hrd at M. Vtmrtit, was still in hemp; the 
hi rut h tlrrf was in 1 ou!«-n; as,4 the ports ot Frame, Spain and 
m«»st otTraly wri ei lusrd apainsf ns, It wan a bold stake, but ties- 
on ate dhutions iniuirr lu.'.edoun remedies, a*< Marlborough 
Lttew when hr mast hr l on the Itanube. that such a cam¬ 
paign was !/•, t red and, that Nelson was put inch ardent it,shows 
that in the m as ot our fam naval abaus we*c in stronp h.tmb, 

i tjrti itiaptpr. 
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When Nelson re-entered the Mediterranean in M tv 17ns 
Bonaparte was on the point of crossing the 1 French ilikc'v 
found a French Empire in the levant and to dominate rh, 
East. He sailed for Egypt. Nelson, ummant uf hi* dr*tina 

£\vUfetf0rhm«°ni ifaiCr<Vhc iw'\Vv,«*«T **nd misw< him by a chance. He landed and eomjnrmf l.>wn I*Vm 
But his fleet was destroyed at the mouth of the Nile Uvtlu 

Aug< perfection of moral, intellectual ami profr^iuruj 
1798 Which we call the Nelson touch/ a (hit.* new in naval w**? 

Bonaparte, locked up m Egypt, wan discredited. E,,r W(lit J 

r*^rrr>hh u% cm,iwr *‘»^rvfmm 
Egrot faded, before no more serunn ^nnkum thm Vv^nin 

t? ?“*’"*»** BrilW. «L, and Tmkn Z 
top of the breach at Acre. The IVimc, Ku.. 

Iwn^l-bOTnd by ‘hC &’Sina,i™ w.T'.s .Ure.l 
0 move again. The immediate cwi-icipirn.c i!,r „f 

the Nile was the Second Cualiti.m. whi ai,n a " 

ItsrxhT' ‘h'rr°fthe ** '■* * -»..»£ \tz 
HrflhJ *Th? lusting consrouemf* of (hr Nilr were 

ntish domination of the islands and warm «*f t|Jr \jr t;fr[, 

tzmItrd f* ‘m *>*<*' ** - tii Cm 

tained until"i8*a 'l";.',|ur'‘*"'r «*•>• h it re- 

efforts to preven^thedomhm'l t”4.111.-««**! 
pean world byp‘ 'f'S !■ V1 "> •!" 

had peace an/safety if she had km !‘?n 
her own borders but the 1 ,4fp,,t fM wtrntn 
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the Netherlands to Italy’ Jav a sentr4'l^fn 
States, inhabited by Donuhml! i ’i,f 4,5 { «“ «•»?!>he 
political and social instil Wtfh lhrit’ ”*» 
the Revolution with fear and him? f of 
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west. In the Second Coalition, Km..u, alter 
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a brilliant beginning, showed herself as unreliable as Prussia 
in the First. England alone being in the true sense a nation, 
could alone be relied on. 

Nor had even England the smallest intention of sending 
great armies to the Continent, or incurring any serious drain on 
her man-power. Her island position made it easy for her to 
keep out of the Continent for years together,1 and yet remain 
in a state of war, perpetually offering alliance and money to any 
power who would try another fall with France. These con¬ 
ditions prolonged the struggle for twenty years, until the 
insatiable ambition of France had raised up ‘ nations ’ in Ger¬ 
many, Spain and Russia, to suppress, not indeed the French 
Revolution, but the French war-party. 

The French system of conquest was predatory and selfish 
in intention, but in effect it was often progressive and benefi¬ 
cent. The Governments between Robespierre and Napoleon 
refused to make peace, because they dared not disband their 
soldiers and face bankruptcy and unpopularity at home. They 
maintained the armies at free quarters on foreign soil, and levied 
systematic contributions on the wealthier classes of the con¬ 
quered lands, in order to keep alive from month to month the 
sick finance of France, which Pitt perpetually expected to see 
expire. Such considerations largely dictated the foreign policy 
of the French Government in relation to Holland, the Rhine 
country and, above all, Italy. 

But there was another aspect to this system of predatory 
warfare on the part of the French. In the countries which they 
entered in order to rob, they presented themselves as enemies 
of the ancien regime, appealing to the forces of progress. They 
destroyed feudalism and clerical privilege and summoned the 
professional and middle class to take its proper share in the 
leadership of the community. Bonaparte, himself of Italian 
origin, formed Italian Republics, contrary to the original 
design of the French home authorities, who had intended to 
plunder Italy and barter her back to Austria in return for the 
Rhine frontier. Their masterful new servant developed a 
policy of his own, of which the effect was to evoke the spirit 
of the risorgimento, at once Liberal and Nationalist, which in 
two generations placed a united Italy among the free nations. 

1 Between 1795 and 1806 (Maida), the only British military expeditions 
in Continental Europe were an unsuccessful landing under the Duke of 
York in Holland in 1799, and a landing in North Germany in 1805 that did 
nothing at all, as Prussia refused to co-operate. 

1795- 

1800 
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In the course of these first political experiments of his in 
Italy, Bonaparte noticed that the common people were strongly 
averse to anything approaching that persecution of the priest¬ 
hood which had become part of the stock-in-trade of the 
Revolution. He saw that the State could shake itself free of 
clericalism without therefore oppressing the Catholic cult. 
On this and other points he conceived, from the lessons of his 
Italian experience, the idea of reconciling the great reforms 
of the Revolution with the permanent elements of the tiki life. 
This reconciliation was to prove the firmest basis of his future 
rule in France and in Europe. 

The political aspect of French conquest condemned Eng¬ 
land, in her defence of Europe, to fight as the champion of the 
ancien regime, contrary to her main line of policy in the following 
century, and contrary even to her old position as the great ami’! 
Papal power. The Pope and the leaders of the Catholic reaction 
became the clients abroad of the Protestant Toryism that would 
not allow Catholics to sit in the British Parliament. When 
Bonaparte was away in Egypt, the Russian general Suwa: „w's 
victories restored the ancien regime in Italy for a year, while 
Ndson, at Naples, under Lady Hamilton’s influence, made 
England the abettor of some of the worst acts of those tnr> 

June barous reactionary forces of which, in the days of Palmerston 
and Gladstone, she became the powerful enemy. 

The Terror, under Robespierre, had killed off many of the 
most promising leaders of theWh Renal,lie, and haJ fright ■ 
ened generous youth from politics to the less dangerous trade of 
war. The domestic government of the Directorate was the 
incapable tyranny of a faction which offered its subjects m, com. 
pensations, material or moral, for their servitude, Now that it 
had lost Italy, Frenchmen began to look out for a more a rrac 
tive and able despotism. 

In the autumn of 1799, Bonaparte, leaving his arniv 

marooned in Egypt, stole back to France. She had Srarnt in 
his absence how much she had need of him. At the fin d revn 

™ of !)ru,rre>the 1 *;w-v »„».c. dLx pbtou.&tofar, Ujdfm, dated,.X 

cl ? ',kc u« hcauw !1,■ i".:‘ 
H^ ofVea {pCrp u dictat<lr’ acc*»»mcd by the gi-.d u tjo. 
nty of Frenchmen who now only dedred <„ lie (irotll ,e,l 

01 »!*• to,...ml 
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quiet enjoyment of what the Revolution had won for them. 
They asked for order, security and sound administration. For 
this they had applied to the right man, and as they felt his 
master hand, they gave themselves to him in an ecstasy of self¬ 
surrender. 

‘ To weld the nation in a name of dread. 
And scatter carrion flies off wounds unhealed, 

The Necessitated came.’ 

Italy was reconquered in a few weeks and the prestige of May- 

the new government established by the First Consul’s sen- Jujj® 
sational passage of the Alps over the Great St. Bernard, and 
the brief campaign of Marengo. The Italian triumph, being 
followed by Moreau’s victory of Hohenlinden in the snowy Dec. 

Bavarian forest, again drove Austria out of the war at the Treaty 1800 
of Lundville. Russia had already fallen off. The Second Coali- Feb. 

tion had collapsed. Western Europe was acknowledged as 1801 
French, and Britain stood alone once more. 

But for some years to come, peace had for Bonaparte 
victories yet more renowned than war. During the five years 
between Hohenlinden and Austerlitz, France carried out no 
military operations of the first order. But in those years she 
received from her master new institutions, to replace those of 
the ancien regime which the Revolution had destroyed, but for 
which the Jacobins and the Directorate had found no better 
substitute than the lawless vigour of self-appointed Commit¬ 
tees. The Revolution now crystallised into law and order. 
French life is based to-day on the highly centralised Napoleonic 
system of local administration, of education, and of justice, and 
on the laws of his great Code. Even the Napoleonic settlement 
of Church and State survived until the twentieth century. 
Governments and parties might change in the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury—Bourbons, Orleanists, Second Empires, Republics, 
might come or go—but they all moved and had their being 
inside the framework of French life that the First Consul 
shaped, securing in a permanent and solid form the social 
benefits of the Revolution. 

Bonaparte and the able Civil Service that he chose and in¬ 
spired, worked in those five years more creatively perhaps than 
any set of administrators had ever worked before. They set up 
the machinery of the first modern State. On the example of 
France, the centralised States of modern Europe, particularly 
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the German, were afterwards modelled. Even England, wit ft 
her freer life, at once more local and more personal, has been 
influenced by that first great engine of State efficiency. 

Bonaparte seemed only to be giving France what she craved. 
But in his own thought he was preparing her to be his weapon 
of conquest. When he took her in hand, she was already the 
one self-conscious * nation ’ on the Continent I Ic gave her 
the only modern administration in the world. Thus doubly 
formidable, how could she fail, under the leadership of a genius 
as great as Caesar’s, to conquer the antiquated incompetence 
of Europe ? How indeed, until Europe caught from her some¬ 
thing of her new spirit and borrowed from her something of 
her new machinery? Till then, England would have to hold 
out as best she could. But England also was stamp f,,r 
self-defence in the monopoly of two new things -a fleet' like 
Nelson’s and the Industrial system. 

Period IV. Some aspects of the Armed Neutrality, Dee, j Ktix> 
April 1801 (see p. 84, above). 

• When, owing to the Irish affair, Addington replaced Pitt 
'”.57^ l8°x> thc prospect was dark indeed. Bonaparte, 
wuh Western Europe united under him, with Austria retired 
from the contest, had drawn the powers of the North -Ea if into 

5^Tbma?<p a8air!st England. Russia headed Denmark. 

twentvt^rrwNeUtT? Ity -Wa8ua revival its fwlcccvior of 

neejftheritftoof Bn” h lV""' trahanri ' r,,* ?. ontisn snips to search neutrals tor con- 

ambination ThlZl?/ ‘r m0*,ve? “”Urrlyi„i; the new 
SmThvLTb■'Cra/’Tzar *aul wa, drawn i„,„ ,J,c 

kt“dli« Ms f°r <“<7 «|t»UKt hi, 
" mnin invAdi..,. 

inaia and striking down the power of Ping and 1 Prussia bv her 

by <* .« r z Dy a lascmated dread of France and her 

March barkn o( hofd&rh !?“rby ,hc I’"''” ■’< >>« 

April £ t ft' f *££**■»” 
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more profound and lasting than the dUth nf ltcaar 
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Technically and humanly, Copenhagen was the finest of 
Nelson’s campaigns. On this occasion he had many unusual 
difficulties to overcome: the stubborn resistance of a northern 
and a seafaring race; an enemy fleet fed throughout the action 
from the capital, and aided by the guns of its forts; shoals 
which entrapped three of the attacking ships, and would have 
ensured disaster if retreat had been attempted. And all through 
he had to deal with Sir Hyde Parker as his Commanding 
Officer, sulky and secretive when the campaign opened, and 
always timid, except when under the direct personal magnet¬ 
ism of his famous subordinate. Over all these dangers Nelson 
triumphed by professional science and instinct, by courage that 
accepted great risks open-eyed, by temper and wisdom both in 
personal dealings with Parker and in diplomatic dealings with 
the Danes after the battle was won. 

If Nelson had been in supreme command, he would have 
masked Copenhagen instead of attacking it, and would have 
gone straight up the Baltic to Reval to destroy the Russian 
ships there, and so strike at the political mainspring of the 
League. On the other hand, Parker, if left to himself, would 
have remained in the Kattegat and would never have entered 
the Baltic at all, in face of the fleets of Denmark, Russia and 
Sweden. The decision to attack Copenhagen was a compro¬ 
mise between the two men, though Nelson planned and exe¬ 
cuted every detail. If the Czar Paul had lived, the overruling 
of Nelson by Parker in the matter of Reval might have cost 
England dear. 

When Nelson was dragging Parker into the Baltic ‘ to face 
the odds and brave the fates,’ he wrote to him on March 24th: 

‘ Here you are, with almost the safety, certainly with the 
honour of England more entrusted to you than ever yet fell 
to the lot of any British Officer. On your decision depends 
whether our country shall be degraded in the eyes of Europe, 
or whether she shall rear her head higher than ever.’ 

Early that morning, all unknown to the two Admirals, the 
Czar Paul had been murdered, and thereby perhaps the im¬ 
mediate safety of England had been secured. But Nelson’s 
words remained true. It was owing not to the death of Paul, 
but to Nelson’s spirit and to Nelson’s action that, at the cost 
of nearly a thousand seamen killed and wounded, England 
‘ reared her head higher than ever.’ It was because England 
now ‘ reared her head high ’ at sea, that she was able to survive 

H 
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the accumulated perils of the Napoleonic period. Copenhagen, 
indeed, together with the Nile and Trafalgar, gave a triple 
sanction to the international creed of British naval invincibility, 
which carried us through the nineteenth century with security 
unchallenged. When, in our own day, England was again in 
danger, these memories, sunk deep into the world’s conscious¬ 
ness, did much to paralyse German naval initiative, and to 
foster, against the newer German riclame, the old belief that 
our hold on the sea could never be loosened. Nelson’s victories 
have proved, both in space and in time, more far-reaching than 
those of Napoleon himself.1 

Nearly a year passed after Copenhagen before Addington 
was able to bring to an end the negotiations for the highly un- 

1802 satisfactory Treaty of Amiens, in which the First Consul scored 
most of the points. The only important event of that last year 

1801 of war was the reduction of Bonaparte’s old army, marooned 
m Egypt. The spirited operations on the shore near Alexan¬ 
dria cost us the fine old soldier, Sir Ralph Abercromby, killed 
in the hour of victoiy.^ The conduct of the British troops and 
their terrible volley-firing surprised the French. Such was the 
outcome of recent reforms and of a spirit in the Army that had 
not been noticeable in Flanders or the West Indies. Aber. 
cromby s last order, as he was being carried dying otf the field, 

1 The following is the first-hand evidence for the mmfc *»ti v t 

be to hand it on as La order to the shim underN a.,> •* ,r}*‘*a ’ *! 
officer returning to the poop his lonlMhlri 'T. * *'*1 th« 
[for Close Action] stiU hoh3 ?'* TW n ! U f aft‘ r ,mu : " 1' N«». to 
five, Lord Nelson said : “ Mffid vou k«,i'»« t!‘** 
deck considerably agitated, whiel?waa alwivi ii!' - 1 f ","w *i,,! 
stump of his rigflt Irm. Afto a i two tT-li7 h,'lV,,‘K *«" 
manner: " Do you know what’s shnJn ««»,« *> ,, \U *“ *tl*“ *<• 
No. 391 '• On asking him what if* ‘ !''* « »*h:f i 
off action 1" « Leave off action ‘‘.U5'vv‘‘,wt: '* Why, to Wyfl 

;; Now damn me if I do 1 *' He also oLm‘fTlifeve’!*t’l*' ,ihVHE* 
You know, Foley, I have onlv on« „»! r ' 1 ! V 1,1 (•*!'* “» hob-y, 

times." And thenfwith an archness mrtJu'tTl ;V 'v “ l,> U*1,hn,J 
giass to his blind eye, he exclaimed: " m ly l, noff'.''ntl,r 

This remarkable siimal was , 1101 lill‘ 
Elephant, not repeated.' 'thm(oro' 0,lly W-knowM#*.} u» boanl the 
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breathed that new sprit ami is worthy to be remembered with 
Sir Philip Sidney’s refusal of the cup of water: * What is it S»u are placing under my head ? ' he asked. ‘ Only a soldier’s 

anket,’ was the reply. * Only a soldier's blanket! A soldier's 
blanket is ot great consequence; you must send me the name 
of the soldier, that it may be returned to him.’ 

I laving seen the French out of Egypt we had no wish to 
stay there ourselves. We had already one Eastern Empire in 
India, and the route to it in those days lay, not by the Sue/. 
Canal still undug, but by six months’' sail round the Cape of 
Omd I lope. The Cape, though given back to Holland at the 
Treaty ot Amiens, was taken again for goat in 18of>, largely 
to secure the route to India from the, attacks of France and 
her vassal..1 

CHAPTER VI 

I retail* l. r,‘S,> j.s«« Ot.eun ittr taiilni Jo’tSmwn The'ninety-eieht*—* 
Th« Vtnun }•,«>! *>! fur-. lm% Mtnhtty t*i !*.i u«*l*>r Cmnw&ltw anti 
UrIJr'ilry, 

Tiiuutmttour the war with the French Republic, England had 
been hampered by her * broken arm.’ 

Few countries of the amitn rigmf had been more actively 
misgoverned than Ireland. In the seventeenth century the 
natural leaders of the Catholic Celts had been destroyed as a 
class, ami their lands given to a garrison of alien landlords, 
'Phe priests had stepped into the vacant place prepared lor 
them by Protestant statesmanship, as leaders of the oppressed 
and friendless peasantry. In thr latter half of the eighteenth 
century, the fiercer parrs of the Penal Laws against Catholics, 
unsuked to the spirit of a lamudiuariau age, became obsolete 
and were repealed, But Protestant ascendancy remained un¬ 
impaired. The gates of political power were still cloned on the 
Catholic, ami thr peasant tilled the soil to pay tithes to an alien 
Church, and rent to an alien squirearchy. 

In such cin umstam es, it might have been expected that 

1 II U 411 ililn$r*i|ffDj f4* I Itul WffWfl WW Will til %vj*t 

tfi ttriji M*mt«v in tinlit Hip ¥mplh thru*. 1 iwy &nwtt\ \mi urn Uit 
fell th* ii.ittir Mf Afp%4i$»St44« t ftmtccwi^i %t\m\ yr»ui t^Unr tlir 
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the Churches of the Protestant Minority would have bmj 
closely united at heart with each other and with (Ireat Britain 
But such was not the case. The Presbyterians, the strongest 
body tn Protestant Ulster, were, until 1780, excluded by'die 
Test Act from political power and from all the privileges of the 
governing oligarchy. Meanwhile the whole body of the inhabi¬ 
tants of Ireland were treated as economic helots bv the British 
Parliament. Irish industries, mainly Protestant, were crushed 
out by laws dictated by English commercial jealousy. Manv 
thousands of Ulster Protestants had sought refuge in North 
America, and found there revenge on the country that had so 
111 repaid their services. 

The Saxon re-conquest under William III broke the stunt 
ot the native Irish for three generations. Durum the Marl¬ 
borough wars and the British rebellions of 171 f and r -*4 r 
the enemies of England could make nothing out "of Ireland’s 

shfLrinlrFiT* fi°n-7 \U the,Iast^U!lrttT tif tht* «wurv did sne begin to feel fire in her ashes. 

The national revolt originated among Protestants It «m 
they who first called on Irishmen, irrespective of creed to unite 
against English commercial tyranny and against theVoHtu'-il 

ne name ot Lngland. Phis movement, thotioh r,mml tr 
among the fierce Presbyterians of the North, found its ieuler 

had been kindled oTboth sldl^rhVh^/^^f'^ 

^ ^ of ^e American i i. 
™ dtfficnky had been Ireland’s opportunity nL f V"'1'-1"'1! 

Volunteer!, at first «“SelyP^SZ S? 1 ^ “■ nf 
ported by the Catholics. ^Jndcr UW,a*int 
Volunteers exacted from England f*fan:‘fh the 
commercial disabilities and fJL* » . Ireland's 
Parliament fromEnghh 

kets for her goods, bu^she dlUot^/ ^ WcumI frw 
ment. For the oligarchy In DuhLr*Ct»8eCwre Hf!If"*K»*v<frn- 

^ 7 m Dublm Castle, nominated from 
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W eitmillster, Continued to govern the island and to IlUinipU- 
bte the Dublin Parliament tin tmt^h its rotten boroughs, The 
patriot* saw th.it only a Reform Rill could secure the independ¬ 
ence even of 1 'rofr.if.uit Ireland. And the Catholic majority was 
still excluded from voting or sitting in the national Parliament. 

Any time in the decade Ihltmving r/Ki, a Reform Rill, 
Catholic Kmandpation, and the payment of the Catholic priests 
by the government would have diverted the w hole history of 
Ireland info happier channels. The attitude of eighteenth- 
century latitudinal ianism still prevailed.1 The control exercised 
by the Catholic priest over the laity was comparatively lax ami 
he had not yet taken to politics. Politically, the two creeds were 
divided only by the burgle barrier of' Catholic disabilities. 'Hie 
inland was m<t yet i left in two by Orungeinm and Catholic dis¬ 
loyally. The pomihu movement wan towards (hattan’a recon¬ 
ciliation of urrds and tares in a common Irish patriotism. It 
wan again a this mom illation that Dublin Castle plotted suc¬ 
cessfully, and Pitt, though lie more neat iy agreed with Outrun, 
allowed the plot to sutured. It pioved impossible for the head 
outlie lory and Royalist party in F.nglaml to carty out a policy 
of reform and rruaindpation in Ireland. 

In t '/n | a step was taken in the right dim rion, when the 
Irish Parliament repealed another batch of the Penal Laws 
and gave the etc* tot al vote to the Catholics, who were still how¬ 
ever prevented from sitting in Pat liamrnt. The comenaiou was 
too small, and game too hue, for the French Revolution was 
on the point of evoking fiercer passions and wilder hopes. 

^ ci the first effect of the heightening of passion by the 
events in Fiance was not to set creed against creed. The 
* 1 hiked Irishmen,’ as their name implied, sought to combine 
ill creeds. The Republicanism of’their first leaders was a blend 
of new American and Frrmh, with old Pmitan ideals. Their 
hatred of Kngland tended at leant to lrtr.lt unity, which con- 
crv.ionn in the spirit of Outrun might still have guided lack 
into the paths of loyalty and peace/ 

At this stage, when all hung in the balance, occurred the 
decisive episode of Lord Fir/,william. That nobleman, one of 
the Portland Whigs who had recently rallied to Pitt's Oivern- 
nirnt, held strongly Liberal views about Ireland. He was 
sent there at Viceroy without a dear previous understanding 

t 1 WW*y ta4 m*l h*t imt«H mi* ww wtih hhfm'p^di m U#4*m4. IHn. lti« 
Ii44 in tinw4i in \mtm% m I urn I 
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*s tbe policy he should pursue. If Pitt had been negli¬ 
gent, Fitzwilliam was rash. He began to clear out the ‘ Castle 
gang from the Government posts which they monopolised 
and expressed himself in favour of immediate Catholic Eman¬ 
cipation. This policy, however right it may have been, was 
not that of the home government. Fitzwilliam was recalled, 
and his recall was held by the Catholics and the United Irish¬ 
men to signify that the constitutional channel to reform was 
closed. Submission or rebellion were the alternatives offered. 

For the next three years, the drift to rebellion was gradual, 
through anarchy and agrarian crime. And before rebellion 
came to a head, the breach between the two creeds had been 
reopened. In parts of Ulster, where Protestants and Catholics 
tilled their farms side by side, mutual outrages began, and in 
t e absence of any controlling force, degenerated into a state 
o local warfare of a peculiarly horrible kind. It was now that 
the Orange ^ Lodges were founded to combat the Catholic 

-Uerenders. England could not send the troops to keep order 
—they were dying of fever in the West Indies—so Govern- 
ment was fain to employ as umpires the Protestant Yeomanry 
nd Orangemen, who were parties to the quarrel. This 

S°Ckin? nece®!lt7 favoured the policy of the ‘ Castle' and of 
those whose object it was to foster the religious strife, on the 

r The Viceroy, Lord Cornwallis, 
who held enlightened views, wrote in September 1708 ‘ Re¬ 
ligious animosities increase, and, I am sorry to say, are cn 

of a11 ^ prin^paI p<*sons 
Dec Vf V tb hablt of governing this island.’ 

carrSI Hocht ^ the troubIe- Their ^et, 
but jnd s°ldlers> appeared in Bantry Bay, 

suffidem to 1? ^ ^ there was »o 1for£ umcient to prevent their conquest of the island.1 It was the 

memChth?r^dde5dathd f^/PP^f Kkelihood of their fulfil- 

(orJSlKf P« do™, a amaU 
force of militia at the ‘ Castlebar races ' and we°Ute+ an immensely superior 
ten times their number. * were at length reduced by forces 
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The danger to the* unganhoned island from French inva¬ 
sion rallied to < luvermnent all Protestants who were not serious 
in their hatred of the British connection, Fear of French con- ?uc4 inspired the panic-stricken cruelties of the Protestant 

eomarnw, to whom was entrusted the tank of disarming the 
Catholic peasants. The search for arms was conducted by 
flngTHb torture, murder and loot. Sir Ralph Abercmmby, 
commanding the British forces in Ireland, ollktallv denounced 
their cruelty and indiscipline. In this way the passively disloyal 
districts of the South were goaded into the Rebellion*of 1798. 

The * ninety'right * wan a local religious rising led by 
priests, Thin tluracfcr, and the murders and atrocities that 
stained it, rallied the hint Presbyterian farmers from the cause 
of foiled Ireland to the* < (range * tradition. The sentimental 
feud that ■-*!! divides Ireland had come into being an the re* 
suit of tic* *•* events, armidng from sleep old memories and in- 
stimH. I he storming of the rebel camp at Vinegar Hill wan June 
the det Five ;u mm of the hi let' ami irregular war,' 

The prn-;o-,uion that followed the "‘ninety eight’ offered 
one last (tppoj (unity to pnu emakers, Pitt now applied him* 
self to the main problems ot Ireland, which he had so long 
neglected, 11 is great design was a Parliamentary union of the 
two islands, aenmspaturd by Catholic Kmaneipatum (that h, the, 
admiv,ion of Catholics to nit in Patliament), the commutation of 
tithes and the payment of the Irish priests. It totild scarcely have 
been a permanent solution of the Irish question, but it might 
have been the b-st way to repair provisionally the terrible mis¬ 
chief of the last half-dozen years. But what lie actually accom¬ 
plished, the dr .traction of* the Irish Parliament without the 
smallest concession to the Cutholus, left matters worse than 
before, 

The Union was carded, partly by buying the borough- t«oo 
owners of the l Hihlin Parliament, partly by smiling the ac¬ 
quiescence of the Catholic, with the promise of their eman¬ 
cipation to follow. It never occurred to Pitt to find out in 
advance whether he would he in a position to redeem this 
pledge u hi* h his agents were allowed to make, I le never con¬ 
sulted UVuige HI beforehand, or seriously tried to overcome 
his rrnistame when he found, too lafe, that bin master was 
violently oppo.cd to Catholic Kmamiparinn. Pitt salved his U'b. 
own con st trm r by resigning in favour of his anti -Catholic 
friend, Addington, But then, in a fit of generosity at other 
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people’s expense, he took the fatal step of promising the half- 
mad King that he would never move the Catholic question 
again so long as the King lived. The age of chivalry was not 
dead. George’s wishes mattered more than the wishes of Ire¬ 
land, and his health more than the health of the whole Empire. 

The net result of these transactions was that the Catholic 
body in Ireland regarded themselves as the victims of a fraud. 
The position in which they were left by the Union was without 
hope, because the British Parliament and people were more 
obstinately opposed to Catholic Emancipation than the Irish 
had been. George III had taken what was, in England, the 
popular line. The Tories, in the generation after Pitt's death, 
found in ‘ No-Popery ’ the best antidote to their own increasing 
unpopularity, ana a fine election cry against Whiles and Radi¬ 
cals. So the Union, instead of being the road to Emancipation, 
put it off till the Greek Calends. It might yet be extorted, hut 
it would not be conceded. 

Pitt had also designed another measure which, at that 
epoch, would have done as much as Catholic Emancipation 
itself to remove Irish disloyalty. He had intended to give a 
Government grant to the priests. The bishops in those days 
were ready to accept the arrangement, and it would have estab¬ 
lished a relation between the priesthood and the (iovernment 
which might have gone far to alter the trend of Irish affairs. 
But Pitt abandoned this part also of his plan. The Irish 
Catholic world found itself once more as completely isolated 
as it had been in the middle of the eighteenth century. Pres¬ 
byterian sympathy had curdled into Orange hatred. Uovern- 
ment promises had been broken. Nothing more was to be 
hoped from Protestants or from Englishmen. At the Union 
the Catholics were barred oifr of the new Constitution to shift 
tor themselves. These conditions nursed into active life that 
peculiar blend of Irish Catholicism and Irish democracy, pr<t~ 
roundly antagonistic to England, which remained for the next 
undred years the governing fact of Irish politics. \>t its two 

great leaders in the nineteenth century—OT'mmell ami Parnell 
were both men of a certain moderation, prepared to come to 

terms with England inside the bounds of the British Empire. 
was not until the German War of our own day engendered 

passions and policies as heated as those bred by the War of the 
RevQjuhon, that the militant Republicanism of \\ nlfe 

e and the United Irishmen was revived on an extensive st ale. 
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While the 1*ii if Comm!, at the glowing furnace of his 
brain, was forging rise ft.uncioak of modern France, a few 
hundred Engli'.hutcn, out of their praetnal experience, were 
more dowdy doing the like for modern India, One, indeed, of 
thrse Englishmen, Un hard, Martinis Wellesley, elder brother 
of Arthur Welle ley, Duke ,.f Wellington, had in him a touch 
of flu* N a*>. drome that considerably qunkened the pace. 

As a cunsrquemc of Pitt's Indian legislation,1 his two great 
Oovrrnor t < Irnmal, I ,ord t Cornwallis and Welle-uty, had many 
advantages over tb.eir predecessor, Warren Hastings. He had 
i,,rn hanifci rd by the Cornu it in Calcutta. They held absolute 
authority 'in the Company’s temturien. _ Hastings had been de¬ 
pendent on the timid commercialism of the l fuet tor;- at home, 
an*I on the w buns **f a Parliament only halt responsible for India 
aii.t thereto?e more *.oncerned to udfivise than to help. Corn- 
walks and W riled-v were strengthened by the firm and intelli¬ 
gent suppoit oi rut and Humtas, representing Parliament and 
ovenuluuf the Hit;Mom. . 

thrmulii-i «'orr 4efr»l the internal wotk of I iantings, bring¬ 
ing order out «.f , U*ri, and fixing the taxation and adminis- 
traimtJ of Primal as the r* ample for all provinecn subsequently 
aequiied. I * taler C» imwahis and his successors there grew 
up in Hiifrdt territory a setr-e, novel in India, of security 
from t»ufsnle attack and hotn the grosser forms of domestic 
oppse i dou. In the rp<u h when thin was all that we had to give, 
it was enough to make our rule wrlcome to people to whom 
the yet snore >irdui live idea of self government wan unknown 
either its theory or experience, Western rduc ation ami \\ estern 
ideas bad not yH begun to penetrate. 

The unforeseen and unintended union, in a permanent 
politic a) relation, *4 two dhunt ami db,molar branches of the 
human family, was hemming an actomplished fact. It was 
initiated by turn who, unlike the Anglo-Indians of later tunes, 
were dividrd by six months’ voyage from their mother country, 
had few home ties, got little home news, and who in many canes 
had not Kuropran wives and saw but little European sot tety. 
Their sports were in the jungle rather than on the polo ground 
and the tennis oimf, b'**r daily interest** and for human inter- 
course they were for* rd into relation with the Indians, and in 
the pohrn al conditions of that epoch there were many with 
whom they had to deal as equals, One famous Putbh Resident 

* tvr {»}», 4** at**V«, 

1796-9 
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at a native Court married the niece of the ruler to whom he 
was accredited. Doubtless there were inferior men like fos 
Sedley, but the better type of Anglo-Indian in the first decades 
of the century studied India closely and to good purpose, be¬ 
cause he was fixed there in isolation from his own country, and 
with nothing else to do. 

Although the extension of the Pax Britanniea throughout 
all Hindoostan was a work only completed shortly before the 
Mutiny, the decisive steps in the process of expansion were 
taken in the last years ot Pitt’s life. The device, occasionally 
adopted by Clive and Warren I Listings, of * subsidiary treaties' 
with protected native States, was turned by W ellesley into a 
permanent and universally applicable policy for securing the 
British position in India. “ 

t« P.uf.in^ Wellesley’s Governor-Generalship the system of 
subsidiary treaties ’ was developed on these lines:—a ruler 

whom the British Government guaranteed against attack by 
his neighbours, would make a money payment, and the Kit'di di 
m return would raise, train and command an equivalent num- 
ber of sepoys to defend him, while he kept the internal ad.ninin- 
tration ofthe Statein his own hands. The leading imurnr of 
this system was Hyderabad, which still remains a 4 nance 
btate. Hyderabad was being ground to pieces between its war- 

flneaSM0T' ?Vhe WM governed by the 
lav the Hindoo Itan. Iinnoo, whiie to the north ami west 
ay the Hindoo chiefs of the Maratha confederacy.* The defeat 

of these two common enemies of Hyderabad and of’ Britain 
was the great work of Marquis Wellesley, which left Kuol iml 
the paramount power in thl Peninsula. 7 ^ 4 

sabre inhlnd ^ of tEng!and’sf ^tterC!,t ^ ‘ Nippon Sahib/ 

remnant My^lSpne!»l‘« ejven kari,. tn Ii %. . of its outlying territories, was 

State’to-day? * ^ Hmdo° dym^ •'»»<! is a ’ native 

struction W ?^arlth,a cll5efs wcr«! lured to ife* 

aid Jhc arHval in 
more ambitiou^orthe M™!^^ !° Iridblw»‘'‘l in the 
tation of driving the Fna-IM ^ ^'.ridaa w*u-rioi'8 the rjcprv. 
drilled their armfes in mt° ■flca* *'rcmil 
to obtain an effident aml *hcm emcicnt artillery. The Marathas ceased to rely on 

maps, pp. 310.311, below. 
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their riatfUJ.il strength, the swarms of mounted spearmen, apt 
tn guerilla warfare, win* had ridden ravaging over all India 
between the banks of the Indus atui the fortifications of Cal* 
eutta and Madras. In fhi“ later epoih they put their trust in 
an army on the European model. Whether this change did 
most to increase or diminish their ultimate power of resistance 
to the British, is a question who h it is hard to determine. The 
new force was mme formidable for the conquest of other 
native States, and could put up a much stouter resistance before 
bring defeated by t,metal Mr Arthur \\ viledev at battles like 1803 
A-waye. Hut it was hampered in its movements by artillery and 
by the requhrenmN of regular troops, and when it was once 
overthrown ami dispersed, * “old not be repined as ea*>ily a» 
the ‘ Mai ,uha hmdrs * ot old.1 In spite of the European fashion 
of their ;r mien, the Mas at has were conquered. The strife 
between the wanim Harts of their . ..nlcdrraey, like ltolkar 
and findia, helped the Wrlledry brothers in the difficult task 
of bringing Central India under Hriti h emitted with small 
form, opfiafimt ovr: immense hails ot trttitory before the 
dan "f the railway. 

The great t iovrrmu < Enrral had the impatience and the 
autoctati* fcjopei that often anmnpamrs real genius not quite 
of the first ooin an impatient e that combined with his crosw- 
brtuh * view, to ds -able him, after his return to Europe m 
| td| from rrndriing public services worthy of his Indian 
achievement-..* When, during his t h.vetnor (mnerabuup, the 
Dim tors iurd to protest against \V riledry's policy and the 
frmh wars in whidi it involved the Company, he would write 
home in his letters to Ministers of the * pack ot narrow-minded 
old women * in * the »m«t loath,mur den of the India House. 

Hitt lad sup; i««ed hh frirtid's forward policy, though tint 
wholly without misgiving. Hut aftei Wellesley’s return to 
Europe, win h eoim idrd with Hitt’s death, there was a period 
of rrtrogfrv.hm. Again, as in the yearn preceding his arrival 

* tin AM •-} l •> .»". in * ‘'it.!,-iiiui">; f V, m Manilla a»«t blMi 
tH-.nO Out if U.r si.*.,.-, l Attfwtw, In Item w*i» *Hi «»>« 
ini'ni, I'mj'iip, t»a*l *Uait4-wil Hint native ta« fi>», wvl lad atleuijtim to 
il.-v? lit ttitii It l «m tiw th*’« truiUtf « 

have !*-,•» j'i'ri;., 1*4 a»4 Mmi-iaM*, flow frit thn-m anal*n l*- 
ag|*U. ,S4n an-*,4 Uin Matalltan a*t4 i-thin I loivr* not su«»* »'■•« wtow- 

t«< .fririJoiif Aul!i'>ot*«'5 *Ul|ri it, »ij.,i,i, » 
* WVjir.ir-, » ».r,t «„tl, *!!.-» I»*1 iOM» »>* **» h1*‘“f" V«! 

t.ln.ltmlM‘1 u ,4 lt.'On4 ,w Vorif.V, »H,*» ». Hi lH*, a«t'S hastttjf 
hrl.l oUk^i in i.iny’s UHMnt I'StJ! Muo-.liy. 
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in India, an attempt was made to limit the area and obligation* 
of the subsidiary treaties. But whenever the cautious police ot 
the Directors was given a trial, experience soon proved it to 
be impossible. In a country where, to use Wellington's phrase 
‘ no such thing as a frontier really existed,’ we could not, with 
the best will in the world, obtain peace and security even for 
our own territories, until we had brought every .State in the 
Peninsula into a fixed relation to our power, acknowledged as 
paramount. 15 

v-riAFiEK VII 

The Napoleonic struggle, X., iSoj-iSoj—HritL-iii pari i«,j Thr war r.-mu 
^P^ign —Deaths of l*iu iurt t-m l'hm LA,, ‘ 

The Napokonic war j) that followed the hr id interval 
of the Peace of Amiens, was for us a war waited in :;elf drl'e-ur 
to prevent the systematic subordination of Europe to a vlLr^m 
military despotism sworn to our destruction. A' few m n 

ad^3” nfa? “ «» <••••.« with „ 
H11 Ta V Pfi ’ ??.ad? this cleur eve» «« who had been 
ill then singularly blind to the real character of Honan u tc 
f“the7*hl.8s were f}y enthusiastic for the war !,y (itVaini 
tarts. The honour of beating Napoleon fell as dearie tu the 
W, as the honour of beating iLuis XIV had 11,11,■„ ,L' 

in Opposition M^e^nrbA^H^8 Wert ** powerless 
of the^iouse of Hanover um w' the lirst two kinus 

minority inparliament, but in thTcointrydiey were 

to protest against Pitt's coercion Ml,1 f. I"'"""'' 

minatim. in rT.T 7f "“troauce motions for 

able to profess democrat fe?“e c‘“b . were 
just because they them<JlwN> ^ 1 ‘l*8 °*It3 ^ar^t<:sC ‘li‘“rpufr, 

they themselves were so unquestionably ariseJ 
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crats, Neither their von-.fiturnH, when they had any, nor the 
world r»t' and *u|ui(T», ‘.till lcs« the middle class, rmild 
exert over rStrm | »diti* al nr social pressure, or counteract the 
influence of They continued to regard omnipotent 
Toryism an mtiashimutble, and Tift's new peerage as slightly 
vulgar.* 

After nailing the flap ot' Reform to the mast, the Whigs 
proceeded to dr-.rrt the ship. Ci try's Reform motion was fol¬ 
lowed In' his * sevrW.oo ’ tVom Parliament, in which he induced 
Fox to join. The motive was mingled indolence and despair. 
The deni/en-i of’ Brooks's Flub retired to their country homes 
to tot get the ills of the wot Id in the best of' company, living and 
dead, i'h.tt * * i Fox, the t»rrek and Latin writers, and the 
Fat. pi 4t and, Italian ports. Coma sous that thev had little sup¬ 
port in the muntry atel that that little wan silenced by Fitt’s 
gagging bdl 1, thrv tee.arih-d their work in I'arliament as unc¬ 
le.*;, They failed to 1 wnsider that it libel fy of speech had been 
put d fwn'rvri ywhete rbr, it wan all the more imumbent on 
them to niAf the voire ot hVrty heard in the only place where 
she wan allowed to nprak. Tim full reporting of Tarliamcntary 
debates itt flm n-wgagrm, whu h had m entiv been established 
at a mi. it valuable pa:t of umtaritufiotul imtom, hail been left 
untont lied bv the anti Jacobin repression. But during several 
important year", the Opposition, by absenting themselves from 
F.iiliamrnt, tailed r*» nun to at 1 nunt thin one remaining check 
on governmental tyranny. It wai during the ' set. vision ' of 
the Whig, that I'bods.brunt were kept in prison for years 
without tied, on the piiruiple of the old French lenm tk cadet, 
{Hiring th ■ -.ante pniod I’m would, but for Wiiberft tree's per- 
‘tonal rrmott .turn e on behalf ot the 1 hisrntrrs, have seriously 
mo,tie.! the A* r ot Toleration.’ No tuinfer dared to publish 
even the most modriafr Unm tu pamphlet. And these years <4 
blackest rilipse of mu d.oim an. libel tics in F.ngland were the 
yearn of the Imh ttagrdyv’ 

With flir opening of the new imtury, the Foxitrn crept 

* inti WAI Siii-l tii J.4V« Utto*!w.,r4 un>. nMf tthe .n;h ,hMh- 
1 t.iH. j>; «if i}.}" that ’ «-ari v,h>i },.«>( ten thuimint a year ought to hr. u 
IV*** * ) i hr .i! ot a «*i«p!r of tot»«n e-aalilolirtl an *-*p*u!ty 
«.#*! * t-H«u 

* Sw ft %i, i*t..,l» 
1 !■,»*« iliuoo; ti re if.niti.il the tUivlte Whitfi ointe ujt to I'.ult.ittwnt 

te |.o«t*-4t **,*n.o the nwhcJiHiiauration that bmntfht “» the ' ninety 
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back one by one to their places in Parliament. On Pitt’s 
resignation, personal issues broke up the anti-Jacobin phalanx 
into a number of conflicting factions. The value of the Foxites 
rose, as possible allies among a number of mutually hostile 
Tory groups. There was some relaxation in the persecution 
of liberal opinion in the country. Pitt’s successor, Addington, 
was too weak in Parliament to keep people in prison without 
trial. And Reform pamphlets were again occasionally to be 
seen on the bookstalls. 

Nevertheless, the Reform movement as a serious issue had 
been suppressed for years to come. England hail reached 
what Fox called ‘ the euthanasia of politics,’ entire apathy on 
domestic questions and acquiescence in the existing regime. 
This was perpetuated by the concentration of the national 
thought on the Napoleonic struggle. 

At the end of the war with the French Republic, such was 
the desire for peace that the Treaty of Amiens, though highly 
advantageous to France, was greeted with enthusiasm in Eng¬ 
land, before its implications were understood. When the first 
official representative of Bonaparte arrived in London, his 
carriage was drawn through the streets by a crowd cheering 
for peace. Not only Fox but many who had kindled to Burke's 
alarms, now swarmed over to France in the Dover packet, 
stared in good-natured wonder at the military pomps of Paris 
and waited round corners to catch a glimpse of the First Consul, 
There was no race hatred of the French. The crusading wrath 

17.9.3 Fad died out. The * French cannibals ’ had fought 
surprisingly fair, and the war had left us no bitter memories. 
The English were ready to accept the new form of French 
government on equal terms. 

But the First Consul soon made it dear that he had not 
come into the world to live on equal terms with ’anyone. By 
his reading of the Treaty of Amiens, we were to be rxc ludrd 
from all further interference on the Continent, while hr was 
to be at liberty to push on annexation after annexation in frdv, 
Switzerland, Holland, and to parcel out the lands beyond the 
Rhine among his obsequious vassals, the German princes. We 
on the other hand regarded the Treaty of Amiens as fixbm the 
utmost hmgs of his power, at the dangerously large latitude 
of the Netherlands and the Rhine. We had agreed to a settle¬ 
ment of Europe which we thought it our business to see 
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observed, while hr held th.it we had mired Beaten tram high 
politics, tu um-olr <mi selves with thr pursuits of it tuition 
of shophrepet W hen Addimgoti p»otv;ted, Napoleon was 
merely contemptuous, !«*r hittp.lt <hmrn H.ul set foreigners the 
example of hr-pj-.ing their own I’timr Minister. With L*itt 
in otfUr, their w<mid luvr Bren little chan* c of avoiding war; 
with Addon p m their wat none. 

After one year, thr pr.u.e *4 Amiens came loan end. We 
wcr Bound, .-vm at the pine of war, fa te-iist the absorption 
at him ape By Nay >lrau. lint if was a paint of dispute whether 
we were wi-.r t-> make rntr piotru By telusing fa give up Malta 
tu a neutral in a* * m/Jancr with the treaty wr hint signed, since 
we unth! with our sra .pawn have wily tunftullr.i the fate of 
the i'.i.mA in t. .to- >4 w.u Breaking *nit. The quarrel, cut the 
main cause-. »>} u 1 ;,3i wr weir i»i thr light, was Brought tot 
heai By thr 1*4:-a t An ml on the it.ue of Malta in the spring 
at in j. A ia:rt«!h .'a.;:.! v -on- at the kind he laved, when 
he angiilv ium• AAv-d the Hitt:.I? Atsdusador, Lard Whit¬ 
man h, at’ jji-.rphiu**'*. evening pasty, annmimrd to the world 
that a to the .ieath was coming on Brtwreti the lard 
at the laud and rite Birds oi fhr sea. 

Bor ftie In -4 two yea: -i *4 ihr war, Napoleon had no enemy 
but Britain, i In t <; an 1 Anssv was for the time * the Army of 
England,' < amprd an the *-B:B» Boulogne, ready to he 
shipt-e.l the * hamjej. 'I here had Bern no sin h fear in 
our island dm t thr Armada. In tardy oB«« hence to the popular Mity 
von r, Addington w a-* sepia- r.S By I 'if r. But thr ideal wi.h for iwM 
a coalition of national d-Hemr was tiaistiafed By CirorgeJII, 
whme reju .al to a Imit Bo* prevented the Whigs and. t irrn- 
villd'"t fiom piiran;; the a hums ,tiaU'Ut, in spite td Box’s 
genet umt rt»ttratCs to Bis turn is f«i go m without lum. ’Ihe 
whole awlu! Bus-Un ua»tin own Bok up»ui i*t«, already link¬ 
ing ft* the riavr. t he King's motive I*a irfusing Box were Personal and tut tow, yrt if may Br doubled whether in fact 

Uf would have si nurd jral jh.wti with anyone, m whether 
Hittafor-diip in was time is Best exercised By two CutmtH. 
Would Juft have ag. 1 to the .;am feature of Bill t policy, 
the urvtut.e: ,g of S hi..1 Ctu’oioit win*h diew Uu.-ia and 
Aii .' = u i-e'o !a>’ 0-, i B-to atta- or-! if in Op; nation,.m l always 
nsa-iiiaiio'd fha* thr outiomr, whii It laid E.asfetit hotupe at 
Napolrtm's !rd, fully jusuhed hii ptedktmna. It ii at leant 
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possible that he would have refused to agree to it if he had 
been in Office. 

But before the Third Coalition came upon the scene, the 
naval campaign had settled the practicability of the invasion 
of England. It is called in history the ‘ campaign of Trafalgar ’ 
but its strategic result had been reached three months before 
the battle. 

The French had five-and-thirty ships of the line, divided 
between Brest, Toulon and Rochefort, besides fifteen Spaniards 
m Ferrol and Cadiz after Spain had joined the war in March 
1805. If several of these detachments could get out and unite 
they might hold the Channel long enough for a part at least of 
ffie Grand Army to cross, and do what damage it could in 
England. That their command of the sea would be more than 
local and temporary was most improbable.1 

Close off each of the ports where the enemy ships lay, a 
detachment of British men-of-war beat up and down in all 

■weathers, performing, though under different conditions, the 
function that the Grand Fleet performed at Scapa Flow during 
our own war: they lay between the world and military conquest. 
The watch off Brest was the more easily kept because the home 
base was near at hand. The post of endurance and difficulty 
was the watch off Toulon, based merely on the roadsteads of 
Sardinia; that was Nelson’s post for two years of unrelieved 

March5 service Finally, Villeneuve had his chance and slipped out 
Jordon, leaving Nelson ignorant where he had gone. 

He had gone to the West Indies, picking up six Spanish Ihips 
on the way. In the West Indies, according to Napoleon’s plan, 
Villeneuve was to meet the Brest fleet, destroy the British 
interests in the sugar islands, and return to hold the Channel 
tor, the passage of the Grand Army. But the Brest fleet re¬ 
mained locked up, and it was Nelson who crossed the Atlantic, 
not on certain information of Villeneuve’s course, but on a bold 
calculation of probabilities. 

The Nile and Trafalgar campaigns have the same general 
character, though the arena of the one was the Mediterranean, 
0 t e other the broad Atlantic. In both we have the first 
success of the enemy’s fleet in getting away undetected, the 
pursuit and search so long baffled, the agonising uncertainty 

if nofridi^^K °ritf W°rks °f Corbett and F°rtescue throw doubt, 
Preparatl0nS f°r and chances of 
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made good by calculation, energy and persistence, and the 
crowning victory at last. Hut whereas in 1798 the initial 
evasion enabled Bonaparte to land and conquer Egypt, m 
i*kK Nfl-am crossed the Atlantic so close on the heels of lus 
enemy that Villeneuve had no time to capture our colonies 
mid dVittw our shipping.1 Ilf escaped hack to Europe only 
just ahead' of his hunter, who missed the French by going 
to Gibraltar while they headed tor North Spain. 1 here Ville¬ 
neuve bought an indecisive action with Calder’s tleet watching 
otF that coast, and ran to ground in the Spanish hat hours. 

Thus bv the end of July the strategic campaign of the 
ocean was mashed, and the scheme of invasion, tor whatever 
it mav have been worth, was dead. \ et the. remainder ot the 
year was to be occupied by a series of military and naval 
operations as famous as any in the, history of war. . 

In August the world learnt ot the existence ot the lluru 
Coalition against France, 'l hc armies of Russia and Austria, 
paid bv Pitt at, the annual rate of twelve pounds ten shillings 
a man*, were moving against Napoleon, who had recently 
u'uwnrd himself Emperor of France, tlis answer to the new 
lean lie came < itdck an the flash of a sword out of its scabbard. 
\\ lute the Uu .nians ami Austrians were dawdling up to their 
point .1 of i omeuuatnm, the Grand Army was humed across 
Europe from Boulogne to the Danube, and on October 30, 
the Am fi iau vanguard lapitulated at Dim. Next morning, off 
Cape t‘i atalgar, twenty seven Briti*;h ships ot the line were 
bearing d.uwti in two columns on thirty three French. J ‘d 
.Spaniaidu. Abandoning lus usual policy ot canition, the utc Y 
had come out ot f’adi/. to give battlcma ht ot desperation, which Oct. 21 
prr.itlv lightened the burden of the next ten years war to Eng¬ 
land. ‘ Etr -unset, eighteen great shins had struck their colours 
and the rest weir in lull flight,.the lirhiah seamen were work- 
hut with a will to save an many as possible of the eneni) out .1 
die sea and otf dm burning ships,- amt Nelson was lying dead 

in I'rauo ~ Tav<=a k.,- , 
i„ ,|lt <;ml.Uull ii.h tl* Rr«iiua« im to i w :‘ “ 
I'umi.lu-il Ncl-ii.n wilh the uiaiw tunl the authomy to save th 

> il.r .,„u.lv in Mail it V at tlw pira*’«r*i <{‘** V,u\ui' u'? ,?ifi ih!% 
In t!„, Hr a tu;.. • »n tm, . a-4.«. iwiuwN mdf1'**,* I’ltitlt -rnr 
t/it.m-b ■writ? ot UuU itl liilro-tisi. amt ‘ 1 lt 

Ur* **u*y ilirtr m th*' wut% ^ ^ 

1805 
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British Empire. * England/ said Pitt, ‘ has saved herself by 
her exertions, and will, as I trust, save Europe by her example.’ 
This speech, the best and shortest ever made on an official 

Dec. 2 occasion, acquired in a few weeks a deeper meaning. At 
Austerlitz, in distant Moravia, at the battle of the Three 
Emperors, Napoleon laid low the combined armies of Russia 
and Austria. Before Christmas the Third Coalition was no 
more, and Europe was at the feet of the conqueror. 

When the news of the battle and of the armistice reached 
Pitt, his face took on the ‘Austerlitz look.* 1 le knew that, at 
the best, England was doomed to ten years’ war against the 
Continent. His exhausted frame, no longer stimulated by 
immediate hope, ceased to struggle against the malady 

1806 that wasted it. On January 23 he died. His last words and 
thoughts did not concern his own soul or his private atlVe- 
tions: ‘ My country 1 How I leave my country 1 ’ 

He left her in desperate straits, amid the ruins of those 
dynastic alliances by which he had three time; striven in vain 
to make head against the French nation. 1 le left her shorn <<f 
her ancient freedom of speech and thought, and that harmony 
of classes that had once distinguished * merry England.’ (ic 
left her with her foot on Ireland prostrate and chained. Hut 
he left her recovered from the dishonour and weakness of the 
state in which he had found her a quarter of a century before. 
He left her with Canada and India so established that they 
would not go the way of the lost Colonies. He left her able 
and willing to defy the conqueror of Europe when all others 
bowed beneath the yoke. He left her victor at sea, freshly 
crowned, with laurels that have proved immortal. And if in 
the coming era, Englishmen were divided class f rom «. lass by 
new and bitter griefs, they had also a new bond of frau-mity 
m the sound of Nelson’s name. 

The next year was marked by the fall of Prussia. For a 
whole decade she had kept out of the conflict, digesting Poland, 
In 1805, when her interference might have been decisive 
against French ambitions in Germany, Pitt had offered her 
every aid and inducement to join the Third Coalition. Only 
one thing he had refused to do, to barter away (koive, Hi's 
beloved Hanover, the bait with which Napoleon dazzled the 
covetous imagination of the Court of Berlin. In the vain hum 
ot deciding the hesitations and tergiversations of Prussia by a 
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display of present aid, Pitt had landed a British army on the 
North < icrman coast, hut it had to he hastily withdrawn after 
Austerlif/.. 

At the beginning of the year i Hon, Frederick William of 
Prussia, hrihed hy the otfVr of ! funovrr, turned, towards alliance 
with Napoleon, and obediently excluded ail British ships from 
the ports of Ids dominions. \Ve were, actually in a state of war 
with Prussia, when hr<» kirn* changed Ids mind once more and 
tSunp his country unaid.rd into the struggle against France. 
He had hern overborne hy the movement against French 
domination of Hennauv, winch Napoleon's execution of the 
patriotic ho* v'.'.riir!1, Palm, had done much to arouse, ho 
rapid!v did events now move that the British envoy who has- Oet. 
tened Hut to nuke peace with Prussia, was met as he drove ,HOfi 
inland from the pnit of lauding hy the tide of fugitives 
from Jena! I'h^e wan no question this time of Prussia having 
hern *pu .hr i and. paid hy England to enter the. war. Fox and 
Cmo-hiP, in thru Ministry of All the talents, had nitty too 
completely abandoned Pitt"'-, policy of Coalitions and subsidies 
which had sent many dynasties to their doom. 

The run mm v of Frrdrru k the < heat's small and barbarous 
kingdom ot sen I and junkers had depended on the energies 
andV,ndus ot the sovereign. When the King happened to he 
a fool as well an a knave, Prussia merely afforded another 
example ot the r stele • «?ciV» re>»r. From the eclipse that she 
uudmvent aitrs feta, she cuns-gcd in six years* time as a self- l«» 
cons, ions lunm'.d Statr with a modern army and a modern 
bureaucracy. She had hern reformed hy Stein, Scharnhorat 
and l Uu'denbisg, who sought, in an adoption of the new French 
institutions and principles, the mrans ot combating the new 
France. 

'Hie Fosite Whips, on returning to P.uliaiueiit in 1801 at 
tin- end of their ill advised ' secession/ saw that domestic 
politics wete dead ami that it was useless to attempt to revive 
thnn. They kept sihm.e on Reform, without renouncing it. 
The ranks ot Pitt's former party bring biokcn into a number 
ot hostile tactions by his retirement, the Foxif.es entered into 
alliume with the Tory group led by laird Hrenville, at tu-st 
out of common lontrmpt tor Addington's Ministry, afterwards 
on the basis ot umimon agreement in favour of Catholic F.man- 
upafion. For one year, and one year only, immediately aftei 
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Feb. Pitt’s death, the Whigs held office in the famous Ministry of 
1806 All-the-Talents, in coalition with the Grenville group and with 

Mar*£ Addington and his followers. This brief and partial interlude 
1807 in the long regime of anti-jacobinism was of notable service 

to the Empire and to the world, because Fox and his friends 
insisted on the passage of the Bill abolishing the slave-trade, 
about which Pitt had grown half-hearted in his later years. 
Abolition had sharply divided the Tory ranks, but when once 
it was on the Statute Book, the anti-slavery men in the subse¬ 
quent Tory Ministries, especially those of the evangelical ‘sect,’ 
put down the slave-trade by a vigorous use of* the British 
navy ; and, in the Treaties of Vienna and afterwards, pressed 
earnestly and with some measure of success to bring the Powers 
of the Holy Alliance into line with England on this question. 
The real abolition of the slave-trade on the high seas, and the 
theoretical ban placed upon it in the as yet unpcnctrutrd 1 kirk 
Continent, prepared the way for the abolition of slavery itself, 
and saved the tropics, in the coming era of their commercial 
exploitation by Europe, from becoming a vast slave-farm, 

But All-the-Talents added little to the fighting strength of 
Sept, the nation, especially after their loss of Fox, who died in office, 
1806 a late convert by experience to the impossibility of making 

peace with Napoleon. His last words were that he 1 died 
happy.’ And, in spite of all, he had lived happy, ami spread 
happiness around him like a wind blowing from the hills, f fc 
had loved life too well to be a perfect statesman, but ho had 
brought human life and love with him into the political world, 
and since he passed out of it, though it has been dignified by 
equal genius and higher virtue, it has never again been made 
Shakespearean by such a kind, grand, human creature. 

circumstances attending the fall of the Ministry of 
All-the-Talents, six months after the death of box, gave fresh 
proof of the power of the Crown. Though no longer able, as 
m the days of Bute and North, to form Cabinets and Parlia¬ 
mentary majorities out of his own creatures, George III could 
still exert authority as umpire between existing parties, i Ic 
dismissed Lords Grenville and Grey because they had proposed 
o admit Roman Catholic officers into the British army, and 

because, when he had forced them to withdraw that Jacobinical 
measure, they had refused the promise he demanded of them, 
never again to moot Catholic relief in any form. A powerful 
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Minuter like Pitt, with a stable majority ofhinown in the House, 
amU maintain himself against the Crown, though even Pitt 
had accepted the toy.il veto on the introduction of vital 
measures'' Hut the group system to which parliamentary life 
had been redined in the tint years of the nineteenth century, 
afforded to Oeorgr III and Ids successor a field where they 
'were ahU* to chouse their own Ministers from among the group- 
leaders of the dnv. The power of the Crown remained at this 
mean level until the great Reform Hill made the people of 
Ftvdand and Scotland arbiters of their own destiny. I hat 
measure very soon placed the Crown in its present position 
in the Con Tuition. Burke ami Fox had desired to reduce 
tleoirr 111 t*» the position afterwards held hv i?ueen Victoria, 
hut had tailed because the alternative to the Crown was not 
then the people Suit only the atisf.H racy. 

From t Ho- to t X/jo the Whigs were excluded from other, 
nartlv iiv the will os’the Crown, partly by their own instinct 
ajuiiist alEing thrmsrlvr. with anti Reformers, ! hey steadily 
refused, to' pan anv Ministry except on the hash of t athohe 
F.mam ijMtiun bring made a (hivmiment measure. As the 
CaiholU claims v, ?r extremely unpopular in our 1 mtestant 
island, there was not much temptation to'Fortes like C anning 
and CastJereagh, who theoretically believed in Emarummon, 
to make serious etibm on its behalf. So it was left to Ireland 1H28-9 

eventually t«» extort fur herself what England wan never willing 

" Although the permanent exclusion of the Whigs and Crcn- 
villitrs was a rrmlt at rived at on purely domestic grounds, it 
probably helped to a better duectrd prosecution of the war. 
All the Talents had. had no inoie success abroad than 1 itt, ami 
its leading membess afterwards went wrong in Opposit ion about 
Wellington and the Peninsula. On the other hand, their lory 
tu« essor», Perceval, 1 .< ird I a vrrpool and Lord Cant ereagh con- 
ducted the European war with meat unitary and duff-mam: 
,an cess. It h indeed remarkable that the group of English 
statesmen who a* fually beat Napoleon were regarded by “«»- 
temporaries and by posterity wit n something akin to conn mp . 

* fti art «*!»« h thr 1-v.U van usu «<* rwM .Ijienlv .ostiira Htifs 
that Hi r-c,;.! t-ah 11-,*", U0 pmaMy m |«emU Wo.r m ■ tU» 
iMio-u .4 Miovoul wstwet IhH j<m* «t-y [*'• 1 , 

fft|M %4 tu»%* h" * *t!4 Hill HMtoWP ll^ U*'bn m Ml ull ulU i 

Iu4 4prmt fo 1 Ur uU»*^ *4 If, 
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They must have been giants indeed not to be dwarfed by the in¬ 
evitable comparison with their great foreign antagonist and with 
their great predecessors, Fox and Pitt. They soon quarrelled 
with their most brilliant colleague, George Canning. And the re¬ 
actionary and purely negative policy upon which they insisted at 
home even after Napoleon’s fall, at a time when the underswell 
of the tide was veering round towards progress and liberty, ex¬ 
posed them to the angry ridicule of the younger generation, 
led by Brougham, Byron and the Reverend Sydney Smith. 

Castlereagh, unlike his principal colleagues, had the gifts 
of a brilliant man of action. So had Canning, with wit and 
eloquence added. They were looked on as the young' disciples 
on whom Pitt’s mantle had fallen. If the two had held together 
as colleagues in the long Tory Ministry, it could scarcely have 
attained its reputation for dullness. U nfortunat ely t lie I >inseuri 
could not abide one another. A quarrel culminated in the 

1809 scandal of a duel. The world sympathised with Ca iflcrr.tnh. 
Canning’s brilliant and potentially liberal genius remained un¬ 
employed during the years when the fate of Europe was being 
decided.. ‘ My political allegiance,’ he told his constituents in 
1812, ‘is buried in the grave of Pitt’ It was Castlmugh's 
fate to be associated in history and literature with Perceval, 
Liverpool and Addington, now become Lord Sidmouth. 

But Canning, before he left the Ministry, found time to 
perform one act of moral daring, which, whether right or wrung, 
bears the imprint of genius. 

Napoleon, after the first check to the pace of his European 
Feb. 1807 conquests on the bloodstained snows of Eylau, had heavily 
jane 1807 defeated the Russian army at the battle of" Ericdland. East 

Prussia and Poland* up to the Russian border* were at Ins tent. 
The young Czar Alexander* whose mutable fancies were one 
after another to play so great a part in history, now detn mined 

July 1807 to give peace to Europe by entering into alliance with Napoleon 
at Tilsit. There, upon a raft on the Niemen, the Emperors ui 
West and East agreed on the division of the world, Prussia 
was cut down to a small German principality. England was 
to be forced to accept the new settlement. If dir 'remained 
obdurately at war, she must be reduced by tin* t rinfimmr.t! 
bystem for cutting off her trade, which had bent pr.,, fumed 
the year before by Napoleon’s Berlin Decree. Alexander under¬ 
took to enforce the prohibition of British trade in his vu it 
dominions. And it was secretly agreed that the -Scandinavian 
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Powers and Portugal were, if necessary, to he compelled to 
close their ports, and to use their fleets against 1 e-stain. 

Canning, as foreign secretary, got wind of the great con¬ 
spiracy from secret agents, and what he did not know he 
shrewdly guessed. He sent an overwhelming military and 
naval force to demand of the Danes their alliance, and* leave 
to hold their fleet in pawn. The Danes resisted, Copenhagen was 
bombarded from the land side, and their warships, which other¬ 
wise would have gone to Napoleon, were carried off to England. 

It seemed hard to justify such a stroke against a Power that 
was not even in a state of ‘ armed neutrality ’ against us, as it 
had been at the time of Nelson’s similar attack on Copenhagen 
six years before. Canning’s action gave us a had name'in 
Europe, while the secret clauses of Tilsit were unknown, and 
while people were seeking an excuse to themselves for their 
submission to French tyranny. But Napoleon’s proceedings 
in Portugal and Spain shortly turned the moral scales heavily 
against him, and did much to exonerate Canning retrospec¬ 
tively for seizing hold of a weapon before Napoleon’s out¬ 
stretched hand could be laid upon it. 

After Tilsit, Napoleon was master of the whole Continent 
in the same sense that England in the following generation 
was master of all India. In the Europe of- 180K every State 
had been brought into a defined relation to the paramount 
power, by annexation, by vassalage, or by alliance on terms 
ot submission In no country had national feeling as yet been 
fused against French overlordship, though the anger'in Ger¬ 
many at the execution of Palm was prologue to the omen 
coming on. At the beginning of 1808 the principle of nation- 
ahty still worked, perhaps, less against France than in her 
fevour. In Poland the Grand Duchy of Warsaw,’ torn from 

onfebalf «dfe?Ciep a N.aP°.leonic Statc» fully revived but 
onJy half satisfied Polish aspirations to nationhood. In Italy 

'“P,lpal reSimc P™*1 <hc„ur,Wyof 

« Everywhere the old world was being rejuvenated on 

NapdLnWrSS'f ^ivr^ Wtith thc dyn;lmic force of 
municipal and fendllT' Kodern bureaucracy in place of old 
iv3» tS mcffi?“cy Vin ,<w» th« the CV* 
standards* th/ infWc Semitic 

> vie and military, instead of clerical obscurantism: 
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in ,-vnv vvalk <*! IT- the tareor open to talents these things 
were thrust upi >n \\ e item Europe !>r the direct action of French 
governor., while in P- us It srtJ'dom was abolished and the IJni- 
vmitie* and the Army were modernised by Prussian statesmen 
who saw thr nee,| to 'imitate France or be for ever fallen. 

The a-nm,fancy of So am r, since the days of lands XIV, in 
letter, s.ieme and Site, Had prepared men's minds for accept¬ 
ance of her political mptvma. y. It was not the French generals 
alone who had comparted Europe, Napoleon created an able 
hureamsa*. y, thr Pi.voihuIi »>f Vraiur tn Europe, very ditler- 
ent from the robbevrufhani of the IHrevtorate. They gave men 
a new and higher standard ot government. Their limitations 
were net by the patttofic nariownesi of the French mind; they 
Sacked i\mpathy with the \ aces over whom they Store rule. 
Only their I t am O-rsh an tuastrr could, in his own interest, rise 
to the i.tra “! ot international tVsatism. 

Oudiuilv, ‘.-tween O ■ '< and s«t j, Europe's sense of the 
brnrhf'i <-t this ,v .'-ra warn'd before the growing Wise of U% 
burden-;. Th^.r »nr mainlv due to Napoleon's tailurr to give 
peace to the wmid hr Stad ctrare 1, a failnrr traceable partly to 
fm own truipr; .intent, partly to the »ontinurd resistance of 

England. , . 
As time went net, thr < ons« s ipttoit grew more and more 

unpopular : ‘ the blood u* * was a new burden in Italy and 
tnanv other countsir-., althougn Siy our teirible modern stan¬ 
dards thr Napoleonic demand, on Europe’s young manhood 
neems small indeed. War taxation and thr deptivationof trade, 
in aciordamr with his rontinental System against England, 
pressed ever more heavily on the subject peoples or the Empue, 
Peace, permanent r and prosperity rrtrratrd further and fur¬ 
ther info the di-oam e as the years went by. England s must- 
ame ones pec tedlv conbuto'd and drew Napoleon on into more 
and mote distant s> hemes of lotujurst tn Spain and Russia, 
into ever nttU tn ptoHibttio.us against trade, ft seemed that he 
must umuuer and staivr the whole world in order to nturyc 
and lomtner the islanders, As hr grew older the Smrden to i 
on his nature and deepened its fault*; he grew ever mote 
harsh, exacting, sudden ; he could not leave tlnngn alone ; he 
mmt always be irshtifHmg the provinces of hatrope, pulung 
up and t-rdEmlmiing Ins own politic al creation*. 1 he mt* 
prcviion grew that his work was always tn hot this, tna t 
would never set cold atid solid, Pritnanrnee and rest seemed 
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alien to his genius, and it was for permanence and rest that 
Europe sighed. 

These discontents took the form of a new sense of nation¬ 
hood, rendering French rule odious, in Holland, Germany and 
Eastern Europe, and to some extent even in Italy. In France 
herself they became operative in the political parties of the new 
Liberalism and the old Reaction. But as yet opposition could 
find no means of public expression. Politics, journalism, litera¬ 
ture had less freedom under the Empire- than under the Bour¬ 
bons of the recent past or of the near future. ‘ Napoleon’s 
dommion ’ said Ugo Foscolo, ‘ was like a July day in Egypt- 
all clear, brilliant and blazing; but all silent—not a voice heard, 
the stillness of the grave/ 5 

CHAPTER VIII 

The Napoieome straggle n., 1808-1 ^Wellington and the Peninsular War 
-The conunercial struggle and the blockade-Leipzig and Waterioo- 
Castlereagh and the resettlement of Europe. b vvatenoo— 

National sentiment, that destroyed Napoleon’s cosmopolitan 

STk? 10-a bead a&ainst him by bis attempt 
to subject the Iberian Peninsula to his direct control. He 

Br lfEl}gla^d was t0 be starved °ut> to stop 
British trade with Portugal and its great dependency of Brazil 
and to make more secure die enforcement of the Continental 

cdonSs3Hlhidb0^^-^ oPaiu and the SPanisb American colonies. He had begun in 1807 by sending Junot to conauer 
1808 b°f,;ePortugal- ^ext year, when his armies under this pre- 

3 error°nn?ied SPain’ be emitted the worst crime 
? Caref.: he impelled the Spanish Royal family 

This a'ct of S aimC£ his brother Joscpb) King7if Spain 
inis act of vulgar ruffianism on a scale as eieantic as the 

2SS31 72**' *i[ iad Pro-d w 
rupted the Fa^ P of EuroPe as surely as the Partitions cor- 
and speedvEThe S ^ vengf“ce on Napoleon was direct 
left nl ffi 1 ,Spamsh peoPle> whom the ex-Jacobin had 

0“ the French armii cantooned 

Tuly to surrender at Barlp1118^ 1^ actu?7 comPelled one of them 
'08 downfall. It b^7n the?37 WaS ^ be&inning of Napoleon’s 

gan the long drain on his Grand Army for the 
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irritating necessity of garrisoning every Spanish town and 
patrolling every Spanish road. And it was the first examp e 
to Europe of the national spirit rising against his power. i he 
peoples were being goaded into self-conscious nationhoo a 1 ® 
by French propaganda and by French tyranny. The ideas ot 
1789 had aroused throughout Europe a desire for selr-deter- 
mination which Napoleon outraged at every turn. It was t e 
peoples who overthrew him, though it was the princes who 
reaped the benefit of his fall. 

The world, just when it had begun to accept Napoleon as 
inevitable, was startled into a new train of thought y te 
success of the Spanish revolt, plainly resulting from its popular 
and national character. Deserted by their contemptible princes, 
grandees and officials, the common people, m each several 
province and town, had fallen on the Frenchmen and the 
traitors. The improvised local Juntas, in which the strength 
of the movement lay, grouped themselves into a loose national 
organisation under a central Junta; and hi 1810 a Cortes or 
Parliament was elected. The Spanish rising had, in fact, two 
aspects, both of them popular. On the one hand the peasants 
were being urged on by the priests and monks against the 
infidel French; on the other hand the Cortes was the herald of 
liberal constitutionalism in despotic and reactionary Spain, t 
was only after the French had been expelled that these forces 
came into violent conflict. . 

In England the news of the rising was received with 
enthusiasm by all sections, and checked a growing agitation 
for peace. The Whigs called on the Government to send help 
to a people struggling to be free; the business men, whose 
warehouses were choked with goods which the new factory 
system enabled them to produce but which Napoleon forbade 
them to sell, found a new Eldorado in the markets of Spanish 
America1; while patriots, gloomily watching the fortunes o 
the war, saw that friendly hands had opened a gate in the 
hostile fortress of Europe, through which not only our goods 
but our armies could enter at last. 

Sir Arthur Wellesley, of Maratha fame, led the first small July 

British force of 9000 men to the Peninsula. His immediate 
object was to clear the French out of Portugal, an operation 

1 The Cortes soon afterwards tried to close South America again to 
foreign goods, thereby causing fresh distress in England, and sowing the 
seeds of much subsequent British enthusiasm for the cause of South Ameri¬ 
can independence. See p. 210, below. 
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Aus- on which his victory at Vimicro put the seal, i Ic was sup- 
1808 planted on the field of battle by superior officers coming out 

from England with more troops. By the Convention of Cm fra 
they permitted Junot to evacuate Portugal with his plunder. 
The British public was furious with the generals, including 
Wellesley, though he was not in fact responsible for the terms, 
and would probably have captured the whole of Junot"s army 
if he had not been superseded. 

During the winter, while Wellesley remained in England 
under a cloud, a British army of 30,000 men was operating in 
the Peninsula under Sir John Moore. Napoleon himself, at 

Dec. the k.eac* of 250,000 French, was engaged in putting down the 
1808 Spanish rising. Moore’s daring advance into the heart of the 

country to threaten Napoleon’s flank and rear, drew him otf the 
Spaniards and saved Lisbon and Cadiz, and thereby perhaps 
the whole movement. By his retreat to Corunna through the 
winter mountains, Moore, at the cost of poo stragglers, 
saved his main body, from the eager pursuit of Napoleon, who, 
having failed in his coup dc theatre of capturing a British army, 
returned to Paris and never again crossed the Pyrenees. Suult 
came up with the English forces reconstituted at Corunna. 

Jan. fhe action fought there to cover their embarkation was bril- 
1809 hantly successful, but Sir John Moore was killed by a cannon¬ 

ball and buried on the foreign shore. 
PnJk® return home of Moore’s force came the real crisis 

of the Peninsular War as far as England was concerned,—a 
moral and political crisis. The discouragement was great. The 
British public, having expected from its new allies things 
beyond measure, was beyond measure disillusioned. The 
Spaniards had indeed failed for all purposes, military and politi¬ 
cal, except guerilla warfare, and it was not yet understood how 
much guerilla warfare might mean in Spain. Our own army 
though victorious in battle, had been forced by overwhelming 
numbers to re-embark. Sir John Moore himself had written 
that it would no longer be possible to hold Lisbon. To pcssi. 
mists, Napoleon again seemed invincible on land. Most of the 

™,an|ed ^ Tnd5 and clamoured tor the abandon- 
SP.amsh adventure as hopeless. But the Oovcrn- 

sent w£ ?Upp ^ Juntas arms and money, 
command 1 B t0 1 ortu£al and placed Wellesley in 
were no/** ?JP!? off his.reccnt unpopularity. These decisions 
were not a little due to the personal influence which the young 
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inW/J h i \ >AU'»v t over f\i .ttrtv.u'h, and to a Ims extent 
hi: tuul I'-ir,who ua> in the Cabinet. The 

]uv Uadhered to !»v -an>.rviive Tory< lovern- 
J1}r»|.4 thruph tour il.uk and dtdu ult yr.ii'->, proved the key to 
vhlcs'V in tin- w. .> hi * ontr-.t. Alter thr failure the Wulchercn 
expedition, drupnrd to take Antwerp, hut ending in the death 1KM 
pt t„ur thousand .•{ **tu' sudiru in the lever -laden swamps of 
the l Hits, h i hand, thr Cabinet tom refuted British military 
effort on thr IVur-mur W ai. ( 

t ti were av timet to defend 
Portugal aslm base,' v,mrd hy t.u.h into Spain that fostered 
tlr uuetsiU ».n in that umnny. Sometime *, an in thr Tutavcra 
umpau'n of jthe * User event *»t the tear was the raid into 

ire.!-!?.! ‘.tide By Atr-maA rebellion against Napm 
ieon while ut r»t. , att-V Austria had been suppressed at 
Wiri'iin, WAhup.-nA drtrm e ot wa-> lor a while 
enunned to thr Us.'H" itr.ro of "I'm! us Vrdias whh'hjte urn- 
dlnVtrd X' >'*.;% fV ?.-mM)da ot Id >!»•«, Jint until in i«U 
thr ipur.-i with Ru:*<u vn.*u „I> dunned the hnn'h forces in 
SpauVWriui' . n<u iomd d.o no tour than keep the war alive. 
1 fir h i*V IVwmMU mummihrmi the 
Butiiih tiv nrxily frn to one, hut »<ut ot some jou,»v>n men it 
wv, -.rU.an that so many a-* ,* • -■ wrse avadaUr n.midi the 
Bsitudi and tin lVittu;ur .r i^imeuti that our oHUem had 
trained to stand Pee as iripulat io.op, J he spear-head «>t the 
Napulroiih atttiy ol oi%ispaSfon was ’anal! hi lOMspumon with 
if-i shaft, he, xw.r ihr Spanish mo* uw to it that no uty and 
no luuvitu r \ msid hr lets w:tie ut a firm h t|ani?.on, on pain 
of an immediate rrv.T, 'A futrvrj thru’ taslinp as rrmuar 
troops, whxirvrj thru dehurn- y in jaditi»al am. military leader 
shttt, thr ;panus di waped* on the invader an umraanu paituan 
wattaie suku a-. Nap-dr.m ru-unitesrd in no other land.^ 

’{he IVwt-.suia: War, m *rrd, lud two very different 
;i'.«l<r«ts, the one imiicstah%r4 ns Napiei'i .Upniheoand lomau- 
tii-hi-.t«‘H ; the other tnt *oya*-> itf im etthin^ut law Pes;wtre« 
dr la t me;u.* 1 tie Unn >1 otn- rr and die Sjattish tmhaii each 
mol'ded the as;.r* f that prrsrfiled ilselt to fill lOUtUl >«»«»■ 
As hrtwern lorn.h an t Ku.di'di the war wai a disp ay V» rival 
vdom' hy two, htvauonsuanomi, i-miihand l\nf;bh pa-.onets 

*;.« A»>3.v.« «*» H*,i« i,.mt %vi:i..«o,i, m» I.u seivi,rs tn 

!>»»} S,Ui:n'*«*-uK».. O-! nc.let.Wit Uv-rtir,t»a>t twriHMaH 
W \mh4rt M Hfi 
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were treated as the Black Prince and Du (iuesclin treated the 
knights they captured; nor was the spirit of mutual admiration 
and courtesy confined to the officers of the two armies. Very 
different were the features of the war waged between the 
Spanish guerillas and the French invader-men sawed un 
alive and impaled on stakes; massacre, rape and torture; ail 
the most bestial passions let loose by hatred and by fear. 

In the midst of such scenes as these, it was fortunate that 
Wellington was at once a great humanitarian and a great dis¬ 
ciplinarian. The first quality would have availed little without 
the second. Unlike Nelson he had no wish to he loved by his 
men. But he abominated the waste and cruelty of war, and 
kept it within its strictest limits. He revived and fixed the high 
traditions of the British Army in many things, and not least 
in respect for person and property. He once angrily defined 
‘ booty’ as * what you can lay your bloody hand upon, and 
keep.’ When he first took over the command there was much 
drunkenness, desertion and looting, in a land flowing with 
wine; but by strenuous efforts he established a very different 
state of things, save on the few occasions when after the storm 
of cities like Badajos, whole regiments rati amok for days 
together. When the other armies of Europe were a terror alike 
to friend and foe, he showed the world an army paying its way 
even on hostile territory, a protection rather than a burden to 
the astonished inhabitants.1 

Wellington and the school of officers who served under 
him abroad, did as much as Nelson and his captains to raise 
the reputation of their country and their service. < inly in one 
respect their system fell short. The common suldiets were, 
like the common sailors, treated too much like serfs, too little 
like citizens under arms. But in this the services only reflected 
the attitude towards the ‘ lower orders ’ then prevalent in 
civilian life. Nor must it be forgotten that the system of army 
recruitment filled the ranks with some of the roughest types. 
Wellington with his naked sincerity of thought and speech, 
which gives a value to all his sayings, even to those whitli 
represent his prejudices, declared that his men were 4 the u urn 
or the earth, enlisted for drink.’ It was not the view of some 

* In a remote valley of the Pyrenees, in iyo;. t m.-t u French jwsuaut 
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of hi* Be a whom, including rht* historian of the war whc 
recorded the * .tscm;tU and ’map-ay • with whkh the British 
soldier fought. t*n h.tj>umt thr ! Hike never asked himself if 
the fine-.t -amit»in t V . ounm w.ntll hr drawn to enlist, when 
by-m doing ’Hey r.-u.trred them irivr«liable, among other things, 
to the ermXc and dr,;: ad»m; t-utu-.vuf the military Hoggings. 
But He always ninnumed that Without corporal punishment 
he could o.-t have ta-.'tmnrd flu* rough nwt.»mm of which his 
force was a. null v . owjnurd inn* thr Best disciplined and least 
criminal uf all fur a; nun win* -.wanned u\vr France in 1814. 

\\ hatrvri may lure hern the drfr. N of it-, qualities, our 
army was dn Be-.: tightim; instrument tn Kuropr, now that at 
last if Had H~ Tip, U»im; to its superiority in 
distiphiir, me .Bril an i the Ikiti.h could venture 
to oppo'.e thru dun his--».»the lurmlt column of attack,1 Our 
voile) -huti;, wa. n-, riirat, ami Bring delivered from a Broad 
front i *nd i rise j-b H >sn .*1 the < fM tnurd itnrlt. Welling¬ 
ton, on tir* ru* ,4 '.ajhn/ i<e tV lYmnmla in nugt, had fore¬ 
told to to-her what w>m; t Happen when the line was fairly 
pitted ,i pun? the i ultimo, ‘ It what 1 hear of thr French 
system *4 mamruvu-! nap 1 flunk if a false one as against 
steady t»o--p?, 1 so.pot ah the u.ntinmtat armies were more 
than .halt braton brn.jr thr batth- wa. bmjum* This had already 
hern demo:.si -1 <m a msall -h dr in the otherwise unimpor¬ 
tant lisiti.h vo ;<i: v a? Mania in *>uuth Italy to u,uu, It moved 
the '>n;rf **j mm- • u rv-o y vu . t vs in Spain, ami finally of Water¬ 
loo, But the -mp'-i }--u5y of • 1*4} tor would not have availed for 
the Tdrat of loan, .\ without W.dlmghmS gram**; less original 
and damn* than hot aval, hr ua-> H-v, prune to make mistakes, 
c<pr«.uliy m fa. p ,, than the Napoleon of later yrais. 

It Wa t in V, rlbmpouN ♦ atnpaigm* that the regimental 
tradition? of thr JUdm.v attained that peinliar force and 
quality, whid* i h> puli m thiough rhetYimra,although 
the ilaff an t at my <ugaui’ta»i..n ^urvmnly drlermuted during 
the l.iug pea-. «•, An ’ it was a.pm. thr regimental traditions and 
the iVmirmui jurnm: ie-» *5 -:-nt the fhoidi Army across the 
sea in t>,t 4 with thr iulvafo; brhrf that it could nut be Beaten 
in thr end. 

Meanwhile tier navy, whoh Had im f.rti»*u-i fighting to 
eipea after l tatav.ai, tut I * j s -sly employed in blockading the 

* :**> j< m, «*J**v*», 
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Continent. Napoleon had challenged us to a war of' mutual 
starvation, by the ‘Continental .System ’ win eh he devised 
against our commerce. It was embodied in a series of I Jecrees 
of which the most famous were issued from Berlin in t Hott and 
Milan in 1807. Neutrals and allies as well as subjects were 
forbidden by him to trade with Britain or her colonies, and all 
ships and goods that had touched at our ports were rendered 
subject to confiscation. Our Government replied in a series of 
Orders in Council, of which thc^ first was issued in January 
1807 by the Ministry of All-the-Talents. But the full develop¬ 
ment of the policy became identified with the later 'lory 
Cabinet of Spencer Perceval. The Orders in Council declared 
all the countries that enforced Napoleon's Decrees to he in a 
state of blockade, and instituted a rigorous seal eh of neutral 
ships to prevent them from trading with our enrmb*-,. 

Since we held the seas, our system was most a< un-iy felt by 
the transoceanic neutrals. And since Napoleon held the land, 
his inveterate war on tea and cutler, sugar ami cotton, was most 
resented in Russia, Scandinavia and < irs many, where turn had 
to live without goods from oversea as the |«ur of pr.ue with 
France. It is therefore no wonder that by tHU England was 
at war with the United States and Napoleon with KuVaa. 

As the daily bread of men and women Jar Bom the scone 
of action became more and more atf'eUrd by thr war, the 
question of the ‘ home front,' as we should now , all it, grow 
acute, both for Napoleon as ruler of Europe, and fur the British 
Cabinet. To Napoleon the catastrophe of the * home front ’ 
came with the rebellion first of Russia and then uf (Irtmauv and 
Scandinavia, unwilling to bear the deprivations uf his Cont’inen- 
tal System in the absence of any patriotic motive'* tor endurance. 

In England the sufferings of the working •. la * 1 during the 
Industrial Revolution were increased by the uncertainty of 
employment in supplying a world whose markets were per¬ 
petually opening and shutting according to the vagaries of 
diplomacy and war. Meanwhile the price ot bread roue beyond 
the means of many of the wage-earners. Thr bulk of the popu¬ 
lation craved for peace. But discontent, though deep, was not 
formidable. ^Bough there might he riots and machine break¬ 
ing, the men had tn the end no ihoitc but to work uit the 
masters terms or to starve outright. They wrsv so httlr organ- 

3 8?ud?efuy*tr°^dcn C °T,‘ *m” «*d jHUitaal serve 
, hat their views could do little m fiet|i or hiudtr the 
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conduct of the war. The Cabinet made no concessions to them 
of any kind during the Napoleonic struggle, a remarkable con* 
trast to the domestic and industrial policy of 1914-18. 

As to the class which the Government itself represented, 
the landlords ami the clergy, they were patriotic enough and 
had, moreover, no great temptation to demand peace. For 
them the war meant the rise of taxation indeed, but also the 
rise of rents ami tithes with the price of corn. And for them 
it meant very little else. The blood tax was a light one on all 
classes; for many years there was no fighting on land, and even 
the seven years or the Peninsular War cost less than 40,000 
British dead. At no period had the upper class been wealthier, 
or happier, or more engrossed in the life of Its pleasant country 
houses. No young lady of Miss Austen’s acquaintance, waiting 
eagerly for the forthcoming volume of Scott or Byron, seems 
ever to have asked what Mr. Thorpe or Mr. Tom Bertram 
was doing during the Great War! 

If tire war was a source of increasing revenue to the land¬ 
lords and of prolonged calamity to the working-men, to the 
middling orders of society it was a gamble, that; made one man 
a profiteer ami another a bankrupt. As a whole * the nation of 
shopkeepers ’ longed for peace to bring security, to open the 
European markets once for all, and to reduce taxation. But 
they had no thought of surrender to Bonaparte. Many of the 
wealthier.the bankers, the merchants and the monied men— 
shared the Tory politics of’ the quality,’ to whose society they 
were occasionally admitted. But many a manufacturer of the 
new type, himself or his father sprung from the working-class, 
more often than not a Dissenter, his thoughts engrossed by the 
factory he had built on the bank of some Pennine stream, hated 
the aristocracy and dumbly resented the war as something 
from the glory and interest of which he was excluded. Such 
met! were making the new wealth of England, but they had no 
part or lot in her government, and were jealous of' the haughty 
class that excluded them. 'I’hey felt equally little sympathy 
with the real victims of* the war, their own employees—ns little 
almost as the landlords and farmers felt with the pauperised 
anil starving peasants whose labour filled their pockets so full. 
It was a hard work! of sharply divided interests, with no sense of 
national brotherhood, save occasionally in face of the foreign foe. 

Since the business men wavered between approval and dis¬ 
approval of the war, according as victory seemed to draw near, 
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or ruin stared them in the face, it was in 1811 that Napoleon 
came nearest to starving England out and wearing down her 
resolution to conquer. But at that supreme crisis a sound 
instinct taught the middle class in its deep distress to agitate 
not for peace but for the withdrawal of the Orders in Council. 
The Orders were denounced by public opinion on the ground 
that they were involving us in a quarrel with the United States, 
the best of our few remaining customers. The movement, 
originating in the ports and manufacturing districts, was 
brought to bear on the House of Commons through the power¬ 
ful energy of Henry Brougham, and it ended by imposing its 
will on the Government. When the accident of Perceval's 

May assassination in the lobby by a lunatic removed the Prime 
1812 Minister who was personally associated with the policy, the 

Orders in Council were allowed to drop. But the concession 
came too late to prevent the outbreak of war with the United 
States.1 If Napoleon’s Continental System had been still hold¬ 
ing firm, the consequences might have been fatal to us. But 
Russia and Sweden had thrown off the yoke, and we had won 
the race of starvation by a neck. 

It was not so much the Orders in Council which had 
beaten Napoleon’s economic campaign, as the productiveness 
of the new machinery and the factory system, anti the monopoly 
of trade which, thanks to the navy, we enjoyed with America 
and the tropics. 

In the winter of i8ii-I2 Napoleon was preparing to 
invade Russia. His army in the Peninsula, so far from being 
recruited by fresh drafts, had to send away some of its best 
regiments, and the Poles were marched from Spain to Moscow 
on a campaign that was to decide the tragic fate of their 
country for a hundred years to come* 

Wellington, therefore, was in a position to attempt some- 
thing more than another raid; the time for the liberating con¬ 
quest was at hand. Far surpassing the generals opposing him 
both as strategist and tactician, he prepared his way for a 
permanent advance out of Portugal into Spain by capturing, 
early m the year, the frontier fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo a„d 
Badajos, before the French armies could manage to interfere, 

m2 ft, JS** Mumont*. army at Salamanca, 
he position m the whole Peninsula was changed by this 

1 See pp. 173-177, below, for the event# of the war. 
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victory in the north-west; not only was Madrid liberated, but 
Souk was obliged to evacuate the South of Spain, whither the 
French were never again able to penetrate. At the price of the 
surrender of the South, Soult’s vigour brought about such a 
concentration of French armies that Madrid was recaptured, 
and in the autumn Wellington, having failed at the siege of 
Burgos, had to fall back once more on Portugal, with the game 
only half won. 

During the winter came the news of the retreat from Mos¬ 
cow. The year 1S13 was to see Napoleon’s struggle to retain 
hold of Central Europe, in face of the revolt of the German 
nation, headed by Prussia and aided by the armies of Russia, 
Sweden, and after a while of Austria. The issue, that hung 
uncertain for many months, would have been very different if 
Napoleon had had with him in Germany the 200,000 veterans 
who were locked up in Spain for his sins of five years before. 

Yet even these 200,000 did not suffice to hold their own 
against the British anti Spaniards. King Joseph was hustled 
out of Northern Spain by a series of able manoeuvres, and 
routed at Vitoria with the loss of all his artillery, military stores 
anti chest. In forty days, starting from Portugal, Wellington May22 
had driven over the Pyrenees the enemies* main army anti the J»ly h 
whole paraphernalia of the usurper’s government. It was a 
resounding catastrophe, and had its effect on hesitating nations 
and statesmen in the struggle for Central Europe, where the 
scales of war and diplomacy were still held even. In August 
Austria joined the allies. Napoleon alone still failed to read 
the signs of the time*., and refused to make advantageous 
terms for himself and France while he still might. In October 
the issue was decided by the three dap’ Armageddon in the 
plains of Leipzig in Saxony. Central Europe was released, and 
the French tied buck to the Rhine as rapidly as they had done 
a century before, after the battle of Blenheim. 

On the Spanish frontier, the fortresses of Pampeiuna and 
San Sebastian prevented the victors from penetrating into 
France in the summer of 1R r 3 at the heels of King Joseph's 
stripped and demoralised army. The breathing space afforded 
by the two sieges gave time for the reconstitution of the French 
forces under Soult, placed too late in supreme command. 
Then came the last trial of strength in the passes of the 
Pyrenees, between two veteran armies at the height of military 
efficiency, and each under splendid leadership. Souk nearly 
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succeeded in relieving Pampeluna, through Roncesvalles, but 
was foiled by the quickness of Wellington and the stubborn¬ 
ness of his troops. At length, after the fall of the fortresses, 
the British advance began again, through mountain floods 
and snowstorms. One after another Soult’s defences were 

Oct. to forced on the precipitous heights between the Bidassoa and 
^ the Nivelle, and finally on the Nive, the gate of entrance to the 

plains of France. The art of war, as it was known at the end 
of that warlike age, touched its perfection in that last push 
over the Pyrenees, 

‘ Followed up in valley and glen 
With blare of bugle, clamour of men, 
Roll of cannon and clash of arms, 
And England pouring on her foes. 
Such a war had such a dose.’ 

Oct. Meanwhile the battle of Leipzig had at one stroke secured 
1813 th® independence of Germany as far as the Rhine. But the 

fate of Western Europe had yet to be decided. The Jesuits of 
Austerlitz and Jena had been cancelled, but the boundaries of 
the Treaty of Amiens were still possible. Great, even in eclipse, 
was the prestige of France and Napoleon. The allies had not 
thought out their war-aims in Western Europe and were bitterly 
quarrelling over the districts already recovered in the Blast. 
Their counsels were so confused that, a few weeks after Leipzig 

Nov. ‘^S,*:r^an Metternich, with the hasty concurrence of the 
1813 Lzar Alexander and of young Lord Aberdeen, the British 

representative on the spot, actually offered the Rhine frontier 
to JNapoleon. The infatuated man hesitated to accept, peace 
even on these terms, and the opportunity passed away. 

Alarmed by this and other signs of allied vacillation and 
want of concerted policy, the British Cabinet, at the new year, 
sent its strong man, Lord Castlereagh, to the Continent to 
take charge of the whole situation. His first business was to 
hold together the alliance as a fighting machine, until the con¬ 
ditions indispensable to Britain’s security had been won. These 
conditions, as laid down by the British Ministers, included the 

wXnc:b/i?c d,cfiniti°n °r the ^ »<»- 
cnntrr.1 ’-.!!!fTbcra*i0in and Belgium from French 
limts^ of France to her ‘ancient 

If securitylie’ll “T?1 fronticr ' of the Wane, if security could thus be obtained, Great Britain was willing 
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to be generous as regards the restitution of many of the 
colonies that she htul taken from the French and their allies. 
Our Ministers hoped for the restoration of the Bourbons; but 
they were not yet at the beginning of 1814 prepared to carry 
on the war to obtain the dethronement of Napoleon, much as 
they desired that final security for a permanent peace. 

Such war. British policy injanuary £814, when Castlereagh 
came to the Continent to give it effect. The whole programme 
was eventually realised, as the outcome of the storms and 
chances of the next two years, in which the military and diplo¬ 
matic action of Wellington and Castlereagh were decisive factors. 

In 1813 and 1H14 Castlereagh played the part that Wil¬ 
liam III and Marlborough had played more than a hundred 
years before, in holding together an alliance of jealous, selfish, 
weak-kneed States and princes, by a vigour of character and 
singleness of' purpose tiiat held Metternich, the C/.ar and the 
King of Prussia on the common track until the goal was 
reached. It is quire possible that, but for the lead taken by 
Castlereagh in the allied counsels, France would never have 
been reduced to her ancient limits, nor Napoleon dethroned. 

The first great step towards a F.uropoun settlement was the 
crossing of the Rhine by the allied armies, and the successful 
invasion of Fram e, culminating in the capture of Paris and the f-Vb.- 
abdieation of Bonaparte. Thin outcome was uncertain till the jVj'"* 
very last moment. If was partly due to Castlereagh’x recon¬ 
stitution of the Aliiame and his insistence on fighting until 
the ' ancient limits ' were won, partly to Napoleon’s unwilling¬ 
ness to accept a peace that would leave France any smaller than 
she ha«.l been when he first became responsible for her fortunes. 
His wonderful victories with inadequate means in defence of 
flic invaded country confirmed him in this unyielding mood, 
till it was too late to nave either his capital or his throne. 
During these decisive weeks a large part of his available force 
was still engaged in the South, opposing Wellington’s invasion. 
With rare sacrifice <if personal ambition to humanity and policy, 
the Duke had saved the French population from outrage by 
sending home the Spanish army from the frontier. The battle Ai«H t 
of Toulouse was fought after Napoleon's fall, but before the lfU4 
news had reached either Wellington or Soult. 

For nearly a year Elba contained Napoleon, while the Con¬ 
gress was sitting* at Vienna. In theory, all the governments of 
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Europe were parties to the Congress. Actually the ‘ big four,’ 
as we should now call them—England, Russia, Austria, 
Prussia—reserved all important decisions to themselves 
alone. 

Meanwhile her ‘ ancient frontiers ’ had been assigned to 
conquered France, and the Bourbons had been restored, partly 
by the allies, partly by the French people. The policy of 
Louis XVIII was half constitutional, half reactionary, but 
wholly anti-militarist. The main social changes of the Revo¬ 
lution were tacitly accepted in the new France. The framework 
of administration and government that Bonaparte had con¬ 
structed was taken over by his successors, but his system was 
improved upon by the novelties of a partially free press, and 
the beginnings of a parliamentary constitution. 

French boundaries having been settled beforehand, it was 
intended to exclude France from sharing at Vienna in the more 
complicated task of dividing up the rest of Europe. But when 
Castlereagh, left to himself failed to compose the quarrels of 
Russia, Prussia and Austria, the astute Talleyrand, acting as 
the representative of Bourbon France, seized the occasion to 
assert his country’s place with the * big four ’ in these dis¬ 
cussions. Castlereagh was fain to welcome him as fellow- 
moderator. The small countries and princes, on whose behalf 
Talleyrand had up till then claimed to speak, having served 
his turn, were now left without a champion, and their interests 
were mercilessly sacrificed whenever they did not coincide 
with those of the Great Powers* 

The two questions which so nearly involved the allies in 
a fresh war among themselves, were Saxony and Poland. 
Prussia wanted all Saxony, and Russia wanted all Poland, The 
Czar Alexander, now in his ‘ liberal ’ phase, dreamed of a 
reunited and liberated Polish kingdom as a dipendance of the 
Russian crown, with a separate Polish constitution.1 He was 
opposed by Prussia and Austria, who wanted a divided and 
enslaved Poknd. Castlereagh, fearful of Russian power, pre- 

Aew?rJheii, ^ciJeme ,at an7 rate to the Czar’s. Eventually 
£*? 1° CCde poriIons of thc 3P0>1 to the two other 

£ wVU he managed to retain the lion’s share of the 

theIJlgilt?av£1??cn foreseen by anyone but 
the visionary Alexander, the Polish constitution proved an 
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impossible bed-fellow for the Russian autocracy, and ere long 
disappeared. 

Prussia’s claims on the whole of Saxony were enforced in 
the most aggressive manner, till Castlereagh took the bold 
step of forming an alliance with France and Austria to resist 
these pretensions, if necessary, by war. 1 laving thus brought 
Prussia to reason, he hastened to compensate her with two- 
fifths of Saxony itself, and with Cologne and other extensive 
territories on both sides of the Rhine. The aggression of 
France in Central Europe, ten years before and twenty years 
before, had been largely due to the absence of any nucleus of 
opposition along her eastern border. The small, weak States 
scattered along the course of the Rhine had neither national 
tradition nor military power. They had become a half-willing 
prey to the propagandist armies of the Republic, and had formed 
for Napoleon the obsequious Confederation of the Rhine* After 
this experience it was not unnatural that England should in 1 tt 15 
assist Prussia to become the champion of the Fatherland in the 
* Watch on the Rhine ’ against France. The gentler and more 
liberal civilisation of Western (iermany, having proved its own 
incompetence in self-defence, was subjected to the despotic 
and military ideals of Berlin. Under Napoleon the West of 
Europe had unwisely fried to conquer and hold down the East: 
the lust was now rolling back upon the West, not altogether 
to the advantage of civilisation, 

Castlereagh also endeavoured to strengthen the guard 
of Europe along the French frontier at two other points, by 
uniting Belgium to i Tolland and Genoa to Piedmont. The 
first of these policies broke down in 1H30. But the aggrandise¬ 
ment of the Italian frontier State of Piedmont in the long run 
helped to make it the nucleus of a Liberal kingdom of all Italy, 
Castlereagh, who had no sympathy with the Italian Liberals of 
his day, did not foresee any stu h outcome to his policy, for 
Piedmont was then a reactionary State. But the later develop¬ 
ment of Victor Emmanuel’s kingdom was ail of a piece with 
Castlereagh’s scheme of erecting barriers against French 
aggression in Italy, and justified, in result if not in intention, 
the annexation of the former territory of the oligarchical re¬ 
public of i ienoa to the Piedmontese monarchy. But in 1H14 
and for many years afterwards the treatment of Genoa was a 
stone of oifence to all Liberal critics of the Treaties of Vienna. 
And it was to Austrian domination in Italy that Castlereagh 
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mainly looked for security against the return of French armies 
into the plain of the Po. 

On March i, 1815, Napoleon returned from Elba and 
the ‘ Hundred Days ’ began. It will always be a point of con¬ 
troversy how far his lightning restoration was the act of the 
French nation, how far of the army alone. But the British 
Government had no time to institute nice inquiries. It had to 
decide at once. When Napoleon, speaking once more from 
the Tuileries, offered to become a constitutional monarch, and 
to live at peace with Europe on the terms of the treaties of 
1814, there were risks in treating him as an outlaw. For if the 
French people were prepared to fight to the death to prevent 
his deposition, the Allies, who had a few weeks back so nearly 
come to blows among themselves, would certainly not hold 
together for another protracted struggle. Judging by past 
experience,. England would soon find herself deserted, and be 
back again in the isolated position she hail so often occupied in 
the course of the late war. If, on the other hand, the return 
from. Elba was the work of the soldiers alone, a victory by 
Wellington would settle the affair. 

The British Ministers declared themselves ready to wage 
war so long as Napoleon remained on the throne of France, 
This, bold decision was attacked by the Whig leaders, but it 
was justified by the event. Probably the speed and complete- 

June 18, ness of the triumph at Waterloo had much to do with the accept- 
a”c® by the French people of ordeal by a single battle. When 
the feelings are divided, it is the event that counts. France was 
not wholly for the Bourbons or wholly for Napoleon, but she 
was wholly for a settled government. 

Wellington’s victory was even more remarkable than it 
seemed. For Napoleon’s army largely consisted of veterans 
brought back from their prisons in Eastern Europe, while the 
victors who bore the brunt of their attack were a relatively 
small number of British recruits, taking the place of our Penin¬ 
sular regiments not yet returned from the wretched war in 
America. Our. raw troops stood the long and terrible ordeal 
because of their confidence in the Duke, and because, he 

killedAor 3,^ We,hllKl0n had 27'ono British (of whom yum worn 
less 4°.ooo foreign.* r», so:n»* f'oog. some 

guns ld<i 74'°,00 :uili :l Kiriit tmjM'tiorify of 

Fmnch but**“"*«*• 
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appeared again ami again to take charge at the critical point 
and the critical moment, at great risk to'himself and at the cost 
of nearly all his staff. Next day, in Brussels, he said to his 
gossip Creevey, ‘ It has boon a damned nice thing,—the near¬ 
est run thing vou ever saw in your life. . . . By God, I don’t 
think it would have dune if I had not been there.’ 

The brilliant strategy with which Napoleon had opened 
the campaign, nearly drove asunder the British and Prussian 
armies. ! Its failure was due to his strategical errors of the last 
three days, his great inferiority to Wellington as a tactician on 
the field of battle, the mistakes of several of his subordinate 
commanders, the superiority of our line formation and volley- 
tiring, and the determined energy with which old BlUcher 
brought up his Prussians after Napoleon had written them ofF 
as in full retreat. 

A political element should be added to the causes of French 
defeat,--the indiscipline and self distrust of the newly levied 
army of veterans. It had scarcely had time to he brigaded; 
men and otfh ers did not know tiieir immediate chiefs, or, if 
they (.hit, distrusted their loyalty. The pure Napoleonic zeal 
was found only in the ranks. The higher the officers, the 
more strongly they fell the desire for peace, and the greater their 
misgiving as to the issue of a new war against Europe. Never 
did the b t ench nhrnv greater courage than on that day, but it was 
ill dim led, ( Blurts dashed their Hoops forward at the wrong 
moment for fear of bring suspected of treason. Finally, at the 
sunset hour, the panic try of AWj mttmes trahis gave to the 
military defeat a completeness that was essentially political, but 
which for a hundred years deceived the world a» to the power 
of endurance and resistance in the armies of France. 

The trpnuttun of' England and Wellington was immensely 
enhanced by the campaign, The Peninsula had been the 
greatest of * side shows.’ But Waterloo broke the neck of the 
war ami dethrone.I Napoleon in a day, 

Prussia share,1 with England in the prestige of Waterloo. 
But she threw away the opportunities of her position by an 
uncouth desire for revenge on Frame, by military brutalities 
to the population, ami by a poiit y of demanding the dismember¬ 
ment of the French provim r% beginning with Alsace-Lorraine 
and the tenth eastern frontier. British public opinion also 
was for the moment mm h inf! tmed against France after the 
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Hundred Days, and our Cabinet was shaken in its generous 
policy. But the Czar Alexander remained a friend of Bourbon 
France, while Castlereagh and Wellington, disgusted with the 
behaviour of the Prussian army of occupation, stood firm for 
the policy of 4 security not revenge,’ which they finally suc¬ 
ceeded in inducing the Cabinet to support. Their scorn of 
popular opinion and its moods, whether in the City or the 
clubs, was on this occasion most serviceable to Europe. In¬ 
deed, although the defects of the settlement of 1815 resulted 
from its being made by irresponsible monarchs and anti- 
popular statesmen, its merits in relation to the treatment of 
France were owing not a little to the absence of all democratic 
control in the critical treaty-making months that follow the 
end of a great war, while popular passions are still at blood- 
heat. 

So the British soldier and the British statesman prevented 
the dismemberment of France, and handed back the French 
colonies, with the trifling exceptions of Mauritius, Tobago and 
St. Lucia. But while they scorned revenge, they insisted on 
security. They took a leading part in the formation of a new 
alliance pledged to prevent by arms the return of Napoleon. 

1 «i 0 b ra,ncc -° pa7 a modefate indemnity, and while it was being 
P?! j portion of her territory was occupied for three years by 
allied troops under the command of Wellington. 

The European Alliance to prevent the return of Napoleon 
or any of his family to the throne was largely the work of 
Castlereagh. But he refused to let England be a party to 
another treaty, which the idealist Czar induced his 4 brothers ’ 

Sl»"s An^la„?>,d ?7?Sia to ?£"• ?? thc Tr“V “f the Holy 
h °fiGol8 f^f-appointed viceregents solemnly 

undertook to regulate his home and foreign policy according to 

imh^rK^f- 'hfistian reIlgwn, ‘ namely, the precept! of 

JPrinS« iC,!£1StiaIL Clian,ty and pcace’’ since three allied 
rnnees look on themselves as merely delegated by Providence 

£ST„dbr?cs ,of « •*&**££ rrussia and Russia. To Castlereagh, all this was niece of 

the HoN^f1018111 ?\ no*sensc/ ^deed, his objections to 
an unsentimp^MT* wcre "0<: those of a Liberal, but of 

Nrr,„aS ¥inistcr ofaconstitu- 
to siffn mtentlon of allowing the Prince Regent 

directed the LSI111? FT?*1 “ if k Wcrc hc ^ho directed the policy of Britain. At the time that Castlereagh 
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first took objection to the treaty, the principles of the Christian 
religion invoked in the document meant nothing in particular. 
It was only later that they came to be interpreted by the signa¬ 
tories to mean despotism and obscurantism, as Alexander 
passed out of his liberal phase and fell under the influence of 
Mctternich. 

A more practical ‘ I loly Alliance ’ which Castlereagh urged 
with partial success upon the Congress, was world-wide co¬ 
operation to put down the slave-trade. The English people, 
divided on so much else, were now united in a passionate 
enthusiasm for this particular use of our maritime powers. 
On this point the Evangelicals had at length captured the Tory 
party, where the slave-trade hud once found many friends. 

The new Colonial Empire that was to replace the lost 
American colonies was slowly rising. It has already been 
shown how the war hastened tlie growth of our power in India. 
Canada and Australia were little affected by the Napoleonic 
struggle or by the treaties that ended it.1 Hut we had to decide 
in 1H * 5 how 'many of the colonies and ports of call all over the 
world,'then in our hands as pri/.cs of war, we intended per¬ 
manently to retain. In that generation stations and ports of 
call were more highly valued by our statesmen than colonies. 
So Malta was kept; and Mauritius; and the Cape of Good 
Hope as the key of the route to India, though it turned out 
later to be a very large colony in disguise, I lurch Ceylon, too, 
was kept as an appendix to India; and Danish Heligoland, 
which had proved a most useful centre for smuggling goods 
into C Germany during our tight with the Napoleonic embargo. 

But on the whole we were generous in our restorations. 
France and Denmark got back their most valuable islands. 
1 loiiatnl, to whom we had assigned the doubtful boon of Bel¬ 
gium, hint indeed the Cape and Ceylon, but we paid her three 
million sterling for what is now British Guiana, where before 
the war British planters had lived under the Dutch flag. Above 
all, we rrttomi to Holland her wealthy empire in the East 
Indies; Java was given h.u k to the Dutch in 1H * 5, and shortly 
afterwards we retied to them our ports and interests in Suma¬ 
tra. It was the more remarkable because the brief period of 
our occupation had been signalised by the work of one of 
the greatest and best servants our Empire ever possessed, 
Sir Stamford Raffles. He was perhaps the first European 

1 U*t an4 llt« Mmm m w*r ill xMi* *4. 
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who successfully brought modern humanitarian and scientific 
methods to bear on the improvement of the natives and their 
lot. Finally, in 1824, the trading station of Singapore was all 
that Britain chose to retain of Raffles’ legacy "in the Malay 
Archipelago—until in the following generation an equally 
remarkable man, ‘ Rajah ’ Brooke of Sarawak, without official 
aid, won northern Borneo by sheer force of personality and 
by the best British methods of treating native races. 

The greatest gains with which Britain emerged from the 
war did not appear in the treaties. There were the unrivalled 
supremacy of our navy and of our mercantile marine; the repu¬ 
tation of having been the only Power that consistently withstood 
Napoleon; the possession of a Parliamentary system now more 
than ever the envy of ‘ less happier lands ’ since the relative 
failure of French principles ’ of liberty. With these advan¬ 
tages we faced the coming era. 

. The policy embodied in the treaties of i8t{ was, in some 
ot its chief aspects, generous and wise. It prevented a war of 
revenge by France, and it gave security to the British Empire 
for a hundred years; on both counts the policy ofCastlercagh 

deC1-fv1j .fa<rtor- Thc defect of the settlement, 
destined to imperil Britain once more when the wheel had 
ome full circle, was its entire neglect of the craving of the 

Fmn?eTecure°l for "ationali,2 and /or freedom!^ While 
j , , , d rodimcnts of constitutional government 
der the charter, of which Talleyrand and the strange Czar 

Alexander had been the chief advocates, Germans, Italians 

^rfnP ?S WC-rC thru?t back under the crudest forms of 
T l0nar7 despotism, and the populations of Poland, Belgium. 

were treri ?• t 
Will k he Personal claims of alien sovereigns. It 

2SLE cofTTy how far this ™ w ot me attitude of the Prussian, Austrian and Russian 

“c.had 
that CasderMcyh J ,5s ot the Cabinet. It is certain 
of pohShbw 00 a line 
than dSbtfulWhether Blit k ** »lwc 
tried. Britain was no? ft i f h/T d,one ai‘>'dd»g if he had 
and whem PruZi! T * 0tf f the land> but ssia, Russia and Austria were agreed, they were 
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in a position to impose their will on Central and most of 
Western Europe. That was the price that Europe paid for 
the overthrow of Napoleon. 

Closely connected with this fust defect in the settlement 
was another. The new distribution of territory fostered the 
undue growth in the European polity of the three Eastern 
despotisms, who would certainly be aide to overpower German 
popular liberties and might some day be too strong for France 
and England combined. Not only were popular wishes abso¬ 
lutely ignored, but even the principle of4 legitimacy 4—that is 
to say, the restoration of states and sovereigns as they had been 
before 17% ■ was adhered to only where it suited Russia, 
Prussia and A maria. Wherever the province in question was 
coveted by one of the Great Powers, historical claims were 
pleaded in vain. The kingdom of Poland, an it had existed 
in i?*G, wan m»t accounted ‘legitimate' in 1814. Part of the 
kingdom of Saxony and the prime bishoprics of the Rhine were 
given to Ps u-. tia. The Rrpublu ot Vrntvr and its Adriatic sea¬ 
board went to Amnia. On the other hand, dure the Temporal 
Power of the Popr over Central Italy mated Austria's game, it 
was restored, a^ it the eighteenth century had come back again. 
Protestant England *;rt her nral to the arrangement, for the 
overthrow of which -dir was dr ained turfy dive years later to 
hold the ring ar an enthusiastic assistant. 

The net result wa, that Rtr. au, Prussia and Austria were 
left with the duet power on the Continent, even if France and 
England for a while lunger held the intellettual lead. Thti 
eaifcrn and despotic predominance proved fatal to continental 
liberties in J84S «>, was mognixed as the unwritten law of 
Europe alter !«'/<>, and ha*, only been brought to an end by 
the trnible and co ,fly convulsion of our own day. Rut again 
we may ask, how umld Cantlerragh have endeavoured, after 
Napoleon wsmonquered, to go bat k on the promises by which 
alone Russia, Am.tiia and Prussia had been induced to carry 
through the war ot librsahon ? 

Thus the met its ot the great •settlement associated with 
the names of Wellington and Camlrrrugh gave Britain security 
whith she u srd tor a bundled yean ot progress in liberty and 
high < ivili iatiofi ; while the dH«n H of the same settlement, tor 
wnieh also they wrte in part though in smaller degree respon¬ 
sible, set a date to that happiness in the end. 
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CHAPTER IX 

The Industrial Revolution—Rural: enclosures and Spcenhamland—Urban: 
machines and factories—Coal and iron—Cotton and wool—Material 
and moral influences on the new society—Popular education—The 
Mechanics. 

The disciples of Burke and Eldon, with unconscious irony, 
daily proclaimed their aversion to change of every sort. They 
failed to understand that they themselves were living in the 
midst of a revolution more profound than that which drew all 
their thoughts across the Channel. Nor did they lift a finger 
to check its headlong course. 

Since it was the destiny of the human race that the com¬ 
monest methods of bread-winning and production were to 
undergo changes incomparably more rapid than those of any 
previous age, there must m any case have been terrible suffering 
while the fife of a whole people was being thus uprooted. But 
the misery in England, necessarily great, was increased by the 
political and intellectual atmosphere of the period in which the 
change began, just as it was greatly relieved by the more 
humane politics and more liberal thought of the middle and 
later nineteenth century. 

When George III ascended the throne on the eve of the 
Industrial Revolution, the English labourer was in most cases 
a countryman. He enjoyed not a few of the amenities of the 
pleasant old-world life, and often some personal independence, 
and some opportunity of bettering his position. For a variety 
of reasons, real wages had been fairly good in the first part of 
the eighteenth century. The labourers and the small farmers 
had reason for the traditional pride that they felt as ' free-horn 
Englishmen, and they appear to have looked up to the gentry 
more often than not, without envy or resentment. This happy 
state of society did once in some sort exist, although at the time 
when anti-Jacobin writers invoked it as an ideal to rally Britons 

. ihe labouring poor in the eighteenth century had cn- 
joyed many privileges, but they had lacked political power. 
This weakness proved their undoing alike in town and country, 
when the world of old custom, which had so long afforded them 
a partial shelter, was destroyed by the Industrial Revolution. 
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When the common, the cow, the garden, the strips of corn 
knd, the cottage industries, and the good wages of the early 
Georgian period disappeared together, the poor had no means 
of demanding analogous benefits under any new system. They 
had neither the influence nor the knowledge to plead so as to 
be heard, either before Parliament, or before their more imme¬ 
diate lords, the justices of the Peace. 

The wealthy classes then enjoyed, to a degree, seldom 
paralleled in our history, a monopoly of every form of power. 
They had done more to earn and deserve it than any conti¬ 
nental rn/NfW, but it was excessive. Because their position was 
unchallenged, they felt unconsciously and almost innocently 
into the habit of considering all national and economic prob¬ 
lems in terms consonant with their own interest. 

The effective political economy of this period that guided 
the action of Parliament, of the Justices of the Peace, of the 
new millowners, of the enclosing landlords, was a selection and 
exaggeration of those parts of Adam Smith, Malthus and 
Ricardo which suited the acquisition of wealth by the wealthy, 
ami a quiet ignoring of the other doctrines of those eminent 
philosophers.1 Stub in the way ui which any class, high or low, 
rich or poor, is sure to treat political economy, where it is not 
checked by the presence in the controversial arena of other 
classes in a position to make their side of the question heard. 

In the days of Pitt and Castlereagh, the average respectable 
man sincerely brlieved that Malthus had shown poverty to be 
inevitable for the majority of mankind on account of the natural 
increase of population ; that the object of labour was not, as 
had formerly been thought, to supply a comfortable subsistence 
to the producers in the village community, but to turn out the 
greatest possible quantity oi goods and so increase the nation’* 
wealth; that this umld best be achieved by freeing agriculture 

* 'rims Alain Smith was ojtjmv'g t-> junk* tun* iltttki ami t<> Statu inter- 
agaorst labmumVt.nmbluatems. Matthtw Javmirat factory Acts anti 

tuUmial c4»*< atom. It* a»ul Hu anlo both tuvmtm 1 t'niltammtaty reform, 
ami Itntb took jntil tu Urn movement n*i tlm ruj-riU of fTtt'a Combination 
Ach against ItaUu I'm-ms NVitlmi «*f them ivally jwjmiJioI tlw dogmatic 
tks|t,ut about tlm goahtlUy «i Mining Or < mt-lition of th« working 
classes. wh»< h was »it}*;nwd to be thru tmutw table ductriiwt for the wrll- 
to-*l«, M> tTilMh. wui* bo wagrs fund theory mthn neat grnnrat ton, made 
tbrir do* nows noun ngtl and inhuman; ht» was the 'dismal science * 
iodrrd. f Again Smith** ttV.gr* ttf N\uuw«, tmblwhwl tyyO. Krv,T. K. Mal¬ 
thas* Knay o« I\ifuhtiw», i prvwuil edition, tHoj), ttieautoV/ViMi.«/</« 
of fWiloat /V.iu.-wy rf*|j Intuitu*, *«* y. Mktloltoeh** A'ssrtV an the Rttlt ttf 
W*%*#», thro) 
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and industry from obsolete rights and customs; that common 
wastes and communal tillage must be abolished, together with 
apprenticeship and all forms of regulation of industry. R 
was held that the attempt of the State through the magistrates 
to settle wages fairly between employer and workman was an 
antiquated absurdity, because it was impossible to interfere 
with the inexorable economic laws which alone fixed what the 
wage must be; that for the same reason combinations of work¬ 
men to raise wages must be punished as crimes, more especially 
as they were politically dangerous and Jacobinical ; that on the 
other hand the masters, who alone understood the needs of an 
industry, could properly consult together as to what wages it 
could bear; that it was impossible for the State to interfere in 
any respect with the bargains that a master made with a work¬ 
man, either as regards the hours, pay or conditions of his own 
or his children’s labour; and finally, that if the working classes 
obtained power they would use it to burn more ricks’ smash 
more machinery, and destroy society like the French Jacobins. 

Much of this creed was common ground between Whigs 
and Tories, The Foxite Whigs were indeed ready to enfran¬ 
chise the middle classes, and to allow the poor to hold political 
meetings, but they tailed to comprehend the economic and 
social realities below.1 So, too, this same one-sided philosophy 
satisfied, during the Napoleonic war, both the unenfranchised 
millowners ana the landlord governors of the Kmpiie. The 
Corn Law of 1815 brought the first serious discord, for while 
the landlords were persuaded that corn must be kept artificially 
at eighty shillings a quarter or the .State would perish, the 
master manufacturers thought that this was a gross interfer¬ 
ence with trade. So began the rift between upper and middle 
class, which gradually widened into such a chasm that labour 
from below was able to thrust through its head. 

We have already indicated3 the nature of the revolution in 
agriculture which between 1760 and th4o transformed so 
much land from wastes and open fields to the die-,*!-board of 

Unin^frfmlI^1om1' in<leUd',0J’!’T"tl nuHtMOtm »h:-till'd trade 
Unions, and a dozen years later Byron ami l«> in i,Hj .«no i<<r thr l ml. 
dries, when Byron told the lUnm of Lords in hi, nut,!,,, j •• I ,1 

SmMtdesnoC^of P*wim.*i »t TuiW, led m-v.n imdrr 
nesses I have s ^f;!,‘ 1 “•»* !> wo-0 Vd- 

* Pp ta Sve y W "{y UrMUtl *' ‘h 
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hedge and ditch that we know so well to-day. These changes 
were effected under the leadership of * improving landlords.’ 
Such a one was Coke of Norfolk, George Hi’s enemy and, in 
Norfolk, one might say rival, with his I Iolkham sheepshearings, 
famous over two hemispheres. I le reigned from the beginning 
of the American Revolution to the premiership of Peel, spent 
halt a million on his estate, transformed it from something 
little better than a rabbit-warren into one of the most produc¬ 
tive districts of England, and raised his rental from £2,zoo to 
£•20,000 a year. 1 le was adored by all classes in the country¬ 
side, for he had made their fortunes. His life was a mixture of 
the patriarchal and the progressive—old English of the best. 

During the half-century that followed the accession of 
George III, our country led the world in the scientific progress 
of agriculture, largely because the grandees of that period, 
besides being men of high education ami experience in great 
affairs, loved their country homes and the company of their 
rural neighbours, and depended on their estates for their vast 
im omen. 

They invested much capital in the improvement of land, 
and were amply rewarded by rents that often rose during the 
Napoleonic warn to four or five times what they had been in 
the former generation. 

The mouthpiece and inspirer of these men in the hey-day 
of their agricultural zeal was Arthur Young, at once the prac¬ 
tical atul literary leader of English country life during the 
period of its revolution. I lis patriotic idealism drew him into 
a crusade against the waste lands ; he saw that, if properly 
endowed and cultivated, they would yield far more than the 
gains made by the poor of the neighbourhood whose cattle 
wandered by right, over these commons. lie was no less 
zealous against the great open-field of the midland village with 
its hundreds of tiny strips1; he desired to see it hedged round 
into a score of fair-sized fields under farmers with enterprise 
atul capital. Communal tillage was an anachronism, mon¬ 
strously perpetuating into the age of enlightenment the methods 
by which Piers the Ploughman had toiled on the manors of 
John of C Jaunt 

Young saw his dreams realised. In whole districts the very 
landscape was changed according to his desire. The break-up 
of the old cautious peasant life helped the population to increase 

* lire (i. 0, abovit, 

L 
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at a pace unknown during the long centuries of ‘ subsistence 
agriculture.’ The enclosures helped England, by producing 
more corn and wealth, to survive the economic struggle with 
Napoleon. But unfortunately they had also another effect, 
which their chief author in the latter part of his life had the 
humanity to recognise and the manhood to proclaim. In 1801, 
Arthur Young wrote to tell his fellow-countrymen that: ‘ By 
nineteen out of twenty Enclosure Bills the poor are injured 
and most grossly.’ 

Enclosure on a great scale was absolutely necessary in 
order to increase corn production and to keep pace with the 
changes in industry. But the method adopted from 1760 to 
1840 was too uniform and paid too little regard to social 
consequences. Enclosure of open fields and common wastes, 
which meant the disappearance of innumerable small rights 
and properties, was during this period conducted by a long 
series or private Acts of Parliament, promoted by local land¬ 
lords and passed by two Houses composed almost entirely of 
that same class. The compensation given to the dispossessed 
commoner or small holder was too often inadequate, usually 
taking the form of a little money; the recipient had seldom any 
chance of setting up again as a farmer under the new system, 
where considerable capital was required, if only for the neces¬ 
sary fencing.1 

The legislators saw nothing but the good side of what they 
did. The new fashion of economic ana political thought no 
longer judged things by the old criterion of rearing indepen¬ 
dent families, but by the aggregate national wealth. The doc¬ 
trine not only attracted philosophers and patriots, but suited 
the game-preserving lords and squires, who rejoiced in the 
disappearance of the independent classes, the yeoman free¬ 
holder and the small cottar on the edge of the common, because 
the countryside was thus rid of rebels to feudal authority, and 
actual or potential poachers. Indeed, by the time the social 
consequences of the movement began to be plain, the anti- 
Jacobin feeling of the new age openly welcomed the enclosure 
of common land as a means of keeping the people in their 
place.^ The use of common land by labourers * operates upon 
the mind as a sort of independence,’ we read in Mr. Iiishton’s 
Report on Shropshire sent to the Board of Agriculture in 
1794: but when the remaining commons are enclosed, then 

1 See p. 425, below. Appendix, Enclosures of Land (b). 
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1 that subordination of the lower ranks of society, which in the 
present times is much wanted, would be hereby considerably 
secured,' The. labourers, who are to be housed in cottages 
supplied bv their employers, will then work every day instead 
of idling about on their own patches, and their children, who 
are now growing up wild, lazy and vicious will be 4 taught to 
read and put out to labour early,’ Mr, Bishton and many others 
believed, from their own personal observation, that the econ¬ 
omic as well as the moral condition of the squatter on the 
common would be improved if he was turned off it and given 
no choice but to work as a farm hand. 

Not only the squatter on the common, but the small yeoman 
disappeared, even out of regions like Kent and Devon, where 
enclosure had taken place in former centuries in a manner 
compatible with small farming, Undoubtedly more corn had 
to be grown, and could be best grown on large farms. But the 
movement in that direction wan too universal and uniform, 
even from the ‘standpoint of production. While the large farm 
was bent for corn, poultry and livestock on the other hand were 
best reared and sold by the small farmer and by his wife, who 
took the eggs butter and pigs to market, or supplied geese 
and turkeys to the great towns. The big farmers would not be 
bothered with these things; they produced corn on the grand 
scale ami thought of nothing else. Under the impetus of 
Napoleonic prices they took the plough over lands quite un¬ 
suitable for corn, When the fall in the price of corn came, they 
had too often n<< other string to their bow. 

The enclosures had increased the food supply and the 
national wealth; bur the increased wealth had gone chiefly in 
rent to the landlord, in tithe to the parson, and to the pocket 
of the more fortunate, of the big farmers,* The lower middle 
class had become poor, ami the poor had become paupers. 
Agricultural progress hail been so handled as to bring disaster 
to the working agriculturist. This would have been avoided 

1 C.ititiHf thus *tri. Ultra tin* of r»t#inn**r* and »tyl<? of living that 
mxotttjantril the imtraard wraith of th* tenant farmer ,* * The Ktigllsh far¬ 
mer has, uf lain yours. twnmir a totally «lifh*i«*nt character. A fo*-hunting 
hone ; j»di*>h<*d , a shantung tint to market; & " got out «rf tin* way 
«• hy t; 4 111 ti !** nvn> you “ to rvrry jator devil »{«»« the toad ; win*? at 
hi*) dmwi; a servant (aiui aomrtmie* m iiiwy) to wait at fib table; a 
painted lady for a wife ,■ sons ajdng the young mpilrra ami lord*; a hoiian 
1 rammed tut with sofas. piamn and all sorts of fooleries.* Of eourwi much 
Of thin hud itfl go* id m well «a m lad side, though Uobtmtt could net 
nothing but flu* bad. 
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by leaving a larger number of small holders, and by enforcing 
the payment of a living wage by the farmer instead of throw¬ 
ing the farm hands as paupers upon the rates. 

The pauperisation of rural England, the long-drawn-out 
disaster with which the nineteenth century opened, can only in 
part be ascribed to the mistakes accompanying the necessary 
enclosure of the land. It was equally due to the decadence of 
the cottage industries.1 As textile and other trades were year by 
year gathered round the new machinery and the new factories, 
the corresponding industries disappeared out of cottage after 
cottage and village after village, at the very time when efforts 
were being made in so many districts to convert common waste 
land and small holdings into large farms. The small yeoman 
or labourer, losing sometimes his own sources of income, 
sometimes those or his wife and children, and sometimes losing 
both together, was left in helpless dependence on the big 
farmer, who, just because the rural proletariat had nothing 
now to live on but the farm wage, was able to cut that wage 
down to the starvation rate. 

At this crisis in the fortunes of the poor, prices rushed up; 
the harvests from 1792 to 1813 were exceptionally bad; the 
French wars interfered with the importation of corn; food was 
at famine prices. The population increased with a rapidity 
hitherto unknown. Many went off to the new factories and 
helped to lower industrial wage rates. Some went to the New 
World, though the great tide of emigration only came in the 
second quarter of the nineteenth century. Enough of them 
remained on the country-side to prevent a rise of wages there, 
and even to create a danger that multitudes would perish of 
inanition. 

The danger of wholesale death by famine, with which rural 
England was faced in 1795, was averted by a remedy that 
perpetuated and increased the evils of the time,—the famous 
poor-rate in aid of wages. In May of that year the magistrates 
of Berkshire were summoned to meet at Speenhamland* for 
the expressed object of fixing and enforcing a living wage for 
the county, in relation to the price of bread. It would no doubt 

1 In some districts the disappearance of the eotta#« industries w;w the 
principal or only causa why the small yeomen sold their farms, laseinm# they 
could no longer make two ends meet ( Wordsworth's Itehmptimnf thti i.ah i 
ed. 1823, pp. 47, 85-86), / * 

* Speenhamland seldom figures in modem maps ; it is the northern tmi 
of Newbury. ' * 
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have been hard to carry out vivu inj*: the period of violent price 
fluctuations between r;<K and tHi ?» hut in principle this was 
the true remedy, if it had been adopted for Berkshire and for 
all England, it might have diverted our modern social history 
at its source into happier channels. It was the course pointed 
out by ancient custom and existing law. Unfortunately the 
magistrates, who had come to Speenhamlami for this good 
purpose, were there persuaded not to enforce the raising of 
wages, but to supplement wages instead out of the parish rates. 
They drew up and published’ a scale, by which every poor and 
industrious person should remve from the parish enough to 
make up the deth icm y of his wages to 3*. a week for himself, 
and for every other member of his family is. U,l. a week, 
when the loaf cost a shilling. As the loaf rose higher the dole 
was ft) rise with it. This convenient scale, vulgarly known as 
the ' Speenhamlaml Act,1 was adopted by the magistrates in 
county after county, till, except in some of the northern shires, 
the labourers of all England, were pauperised. ' Speenhamland ’ 
became a governing fact of English life until the Poor I .aw 
of1H34. 

The result was that a n. ultural user, were kept unduly 
low. As the burden of maintaining the employee had been 
taken over by the put i h and an labour was plentiful, the farmer 
had no motive to pay a higher wage. Ami the principle of 
supplementing wages out ot rates, while it kept: down wages, 
destroyed the self jrspn t of the labourer, by making pauper¬ 
ism the shameless rule instead of the shameful exception. The 
net result of the enclosures and of Sprenhamlaud was that the 
labourer had small rconomi« motive for industry, sobriety, 
imlcprndem r or thrift. The employee of the big farmer was 
often compelled to bnojise a pauper ; ami to maintain him 
the small, independent man was 1 rushed by the exactions of 
the pour rate. In every way if was made as hard as possible 
f*>r the poor to hr sell'supporting. Em Insure had helped to 
put an etui to the old methods of livelihood which once had 
been ii* bools of modest virtue. Arthur Young, awakened to 
the evils that had accompanied the surveys of hits own policy, 
thus summarises the philosophy of the alehouse bench when 
the new century opened: * If I am sober, shall I have land lor 
a cow? If I am frugal, shall I have half an acre of potatoes? 
You otter no motives. Bring me another pot/ 

The rapid imrrasc of the population, ao much deplored at 
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time by the disciples of to v«y mKrJJ, 
tins umo/ enclosure!;,.itui thru f<» >juTtriumland, In 

U *'Vnwl! men ’ but each With .1 ^.uukirri f«» maintain. I he 
Stic lover hail pruile.itly waiuil Ktl.rc man via:: till he ctmkl 

Sto bride of. re P« «P ® ■> «%'■'*.“!V\ ? "’I 
the family tolls*' Aral the flea;I I-inm-r. it he employed 

labour at all, Referred to 'S 
cUnt In the farm and gharri ^ lla* uuwr u* new 

q$m all w» *»*««• ‘ Sl mTl'r 
into hovels of their own, where* n.>« lh, * .uumUnri I nor 
Law secured them eighteen a wm, Or every 1 :u!d they 
brought into the world. Even the m^.yr .4 .1 family ot 
illegitimate children was «.tiered, us mo h, a '-ettrr :»n ••me than 
the’worker in the field. . 

These conditions, and the u*rr-r lu : .■m.hw* ot 
factory life with its child labour, iu'.r U-m .‘mid .ur.-.rly to 
account for the sudden inerruv in .1 ;■ a»* •*- wm. n, •«» tar 
as we know, had grown only very gradual,y m, -- 'hr Norman 
Conquest. Yet, although fhr n-w mi if a. . -mparrd 
to the old, may have tended to en -mpat.-:.?. t., bring 
children into the world, fhr fn r trmam . m*’ ; ■> fat imrca-tc 
of population in the later yearn ot i*- •• ’^111 wai due not 
to a rising birth-rate out to a fa:.in * - raf .’** rate. In spite 
of all the acute nmrriri >4‘ th* i-s :■■■). '.‘.-.average length of 
life was greater than m day'■ ■ if »f if tar n. .*.1 uiu 1 evolution. 
Vital statistics tirrm to mdt .;»f *ha^ ri.p uuyiov.-mient in 
medical efficiency, in ho .j*ital ». * Iraidmn-., an i in food, 
fuelandclothnigmorcth.ui • fav’f; d-m 'Oh-a • ..uv-anying 
evils of industrial chan.y- at l-a.t on Of jourly material 

side of life.* 
When hope and wiM.-.yr.' ha.. :L mi;.-;?* made his seat 

on the hearth. In the era <»t V» a*es 1-•** ti ?. 'bundin' was a 
common form of vemrame that otren had tin- .*•. trt sympathy 
of the whole village, while highway »./, s'**i> and thieving in 
barns were resorted to with dtea.ttn' tif'p;-*;. v as a means ot 
subsistence. But the su*tl.u*a; > :m,f u » •* *■!>■* in-nted 
and most severely push died by ir avu*. a::.I n .i/ntutrc w,» 
regarded by the bulk of the }><*';mlatv m as i.-« • u’w at all: to 
the man whom snrirty ha i made a pa-s; n 'm-v.'f -‘-i, it mu t 

l Gotfillt, I'-ftfoli;* if lit frj <■' ’/a.. C!. 1 1. ♦ ■* 

b lit ElgiutttA Out**}. 
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often have seemed that to snare hares and net partridges at 
risk to his personal safety was the most honourable part of the 
trrim and sordid life in which he strove against fate to find food 
for wife and child. Poaching brought a gleam of romance and 
joyous living into the life ot the disinherited peasant— 

- Oh, *tis my delight, on a shining night, in the season of the year.* 

The game laws, severe when George III came to the throne, 
were still having fresh rigours added to them when he died. 
These later laws ascribed transportation for a long term of 
years even to the poacher carrying nothing more formidable 
than a net. Some indeed of the poachers were professional 
ruffians, coming armed from a distance and reckless of human 
life. The woods at midnight resounded < with volleys when 
gentlemen and their servants, in parties of a dozen or twenty, 
were grappling with the banditti, man to man. It was in these 
years that the' harsh spirit of the age introduced a new terror 
Into the English woodland, the ‘ mantrap,' with its crocodile 
teeth, and the yet deadlier' spring-gun,' lurking in the under¬ 
growth and murdering not only the poacher, tor whom they 
were meant, but the gamekeeper or the innocent neutral. 

Partly because they slew and maimed at random, partly 
because legislators were beginning to think more humanely, 
these engines of refurbished feudalism were made illegal m 
1847. But the poaching war still raged on, and in the next 
three years there were over H,?oo convictions under the game 
laws. Poaching diminished just in proportion as the game laws 
were softened down to the Victorian level of humanity and 

JUStThe agricultural revolution of George I ll's reign had been, 
for the labourer, a tragedy. But the part of villain need not be 
ascribed to the landlords. 

1 In tragic life, God wot. 
No villain need be ’ 

can apply as well to public as to private matters. It is true 
that the landlords’ rents went up two, three and fourfold during 
the Napoleonic wars. But that was largely because they had 
invested their money in improving their estates. It was not 
the mere rack-rent of the unimproving Irish landlord ot the 
same period. It was return on capital, well invested tn^ an 
industry which enabled the island to increase its population. 
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in days when food could not be imported largely from abroad. 
Such was one aspect of the enclosures. And if the rents went 
up, so did war-taxation and the poor-rate. Speenhamland was 
a bad policy, but it was to a large extent a self-imposed levy on 
landlords to prevent the poor from dying of starvation. 

The Corn Law of 1815, prohibiting the import of corn 
till the price of wheat stood above eighty shillings a quarter— 
a terrible price in the money values of that day—-was indeed a 
great mistake, but Huskisson did not think so at the time. It 
was an almost inevitable outcome of the landowning monopoly 
of the legislature. Any other class with a like political mono¬ 
poly would have been equally self-regarding. In the panic 
created by the sudden fall of corn prices after the war, farmers 
threw up their farms in multitudes, and became bankrupts 
and village paupers. The landlords themselves, who had un¬ 
wisely launched out into expenses on the expectation of per¬ 
petual high prices, had often mortgaged their estates, and were 
now in great difficulties. Although rents were not reduced as 
much or as quickly as they should have been, they had fallen 
in 18x6 it was believed by as much as nine millions. The 
collapse of prices in 18x4-6 was more rapid and terrifying 
than the agricultural depression of 1875 the following 
years. In spite of the great increase of rents during the Napo¬ 
leonic war, landlords were probably nothing like so substan¬ 
tially prosperous as their grandchildren in 1875-80, And so, 
having the means, as they imagined, of saving themselves and 
the country with them, they passed the Corn Law of 18 X 5 with 
the best intentions and the worst results. 

Meanwhile, step by step with the rural revolution, ad¬ 
vanced the urban revolution, similar in principle and in spirit, 
and at the outset similar in itssocial consequences. Just as the 
old theory of subsistence agriculture, associated with ancient 
rights, small properties and communal tillage, was being re¬ 
placed by a new habit of mind that looked for the greatest net 
productivity of the national soil, on a basis of unfettered indt- 
vidual farming on the large scale - so in the towns the old theory 
of a limited ’ and ‘ well-regulated ’ trade, based on the local 
monopoly of a chartered few, subjecting themselves to a eom- 
mon set of rules about trade and apprenticeship, was being 
gradually abandoned for the new principle of open world- 
competition wherein all traders who could muster the capital 
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and enterprise were invited to buy in the cheapest market and 
sdi m the dearest, arid to hire their labour wherever they liked 
and on what conditions each could secure. The chance in 
toivn as we!! as country, caused a wide cleavage of sympathy 
and ot interest between classes which had previously7shared 
each m us de-i ce, the common advantages of a fixed system of 
ide and woik; now that everyone scrambled for himself the 
rich became richer and the poor poorer, and the law instead 
ot attempting to redre w the balance interfered heavily on ti e 
side ot the employer. Such at least was the first phase of the 
new civiit iafton m {'.upland. 1 

A new civilisation, not only tor England but ultimately for 
all mumund, was implicit in the substitution of scientific 
macmnrry tor handwoi k. The < .‘reek scientists of the Alexan¬ 
drine a;?r the u .temporaries of Archimedes and of Euclid 
had he rd to anply their discoveries to industry on the biff 

'Y , iU\ ’ }'m f;u^ure Wii1 to fhr contempt with which 
the hiph '<..uu\l philosophy of f fellas regarded the industrial 
arts coiu.m Urn by slave labour-, perhaps the preat chanim was 
prevent<"4 oy the ur.jm'brd and warlike state ol the Mediter¬ 
ranean wo! Id durum tlio.r thorn hundred years between Alex- 
aiutrr ami Avc*u'jfu*;* whrn (arrk tinier wan in m most mh 
vamnl *a u-. in anypasr it was Irtt to the peaceful, cultivated 
but cmumrjuihy mmdrd England of the generation that 
followed Newr.-n s wrath, to harness philosophic thought and 
experiment to the imnmonrsf nerds of daily life. The »re;it 
English mventoi ,-t nrf;ofu»rd the alliance of science and 

Ute ul and intrUn fual t otiddthmi of the England of 
that oav would no? have been emm-h to initiafe the. imiustrial 
tevoiutum w;t.io-.it th" pm-.ru, p on the spot of coal and iron, 
both had. lo!;;t t>r*u known and teed, but they had not yet 
nrrn Hied The fundi ifo« industry had flourished 
mur pumrval tunes in the wr4M of fmrry and Sussex, where 
lonely Juuu.-.er ooj;d-i * still ipi all the vanished day. Erom 
tunes brber nbr Einn.b ian t!.i !eri tamp to Britain, down to 
ftsr tune of tne r! >: 1 Vf, »onnustri"'* had been feeding their 
ftiuu r i tfofu to1* ]>>• al foie .n. bo long as wood remained the 
only tori, the mu: mot sum or -.reel was nrcr.sarily small, and 

as it ,* -4 sm.bl fhrsr »ould be no ape of m.u liinery. 
b*if u\ tii" to id lir Ot the n elifeetiih irnturv, just when the 
I .impish woodla-s : was ,;ivmp out, and thf it on industry was 
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beginning to leave our shores for the Scandinavian and North 
American forests, methods were devised to apply coal to the 
smelting process. This discovery led, by a chain of closely 
interrelated developments, to the whole urban revolution. 

Iron-smelting moved to the North and Midlands to be 
near the coal. As the demand for coal grew, steam-engines, 
invented by James Watt in the early years of George III, were 
used to pump water from the mines. More iron, the result of 
more coal, in turn made it possible to produce more steam- 
engines, and men looked round for other ways to employ them, 
whether in locomotion or manufacture. In Watt’s own life¬ 
time his steam-engines were applied to the cotton industry. 
Already the need for more coal had produced not only steam- 
engines but English canals, and many years later it produced 
the steam railways. Brindley’s first canal and Stephenson’s 
first locomotive were both made to carry coal from the pit’s 
mouth. 

It was characteristic of England, as opposed to the France of 
the ancien regime, that some or our nobility took an active part 
in these developments. The Duke of Bridgewater employed 
Brindley and invested his own capital in the first canals. There 
were great noblemen who were also great coalowners, working 
their own mines, and thereby becoming in due course still 
greater noblemen. 

On the other hand, the changes in cotton and wool that 
followed hard on the changes in iron and coal were not pat¬ 
ronised by the aristocracy, or even to any great extent by the 
merchant capitalists. The textile revolution was the work of a 
wholly new order of men, risen from the ranks by their energy 
in seizing the opportunities of the new industrial situation. 
A workman who had toiled at the hand-loom in his own cottage 
might borrow ^ioo to start as a small employer with the new 
machines. The more enterprising of the vanishing class of 
yeomen invested the price of their ancestral farms in a like 
venture. Such are the origins of not a few families who became 
honourably famous in the nineteenth century. 

The first generation of these men had the defects as well 
as the merits of pioneers. A common type of1 millowncr ’ in 
the days of the younger Pitt was a hard-bitten North-country 
working-man, of no education and great force of character, 
taking little stock of his social or political relations with the 
outer world, allowing neither leisure nor recreation to himself 
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or to his hands, but managing somehow to convert the original 
*IO?.“at ke borrowed into a solvent ‘ mill,’ the prison-house 
of children, the hidden reef on which Napoleon’s empire 
S??j a ruIe’ he bothered his head equally little about the 
children he employed and the foreign war in which he was to 
be a decisive factor—except in so far as they made or marred 
his own fortunes. 

By the time the war came to an end, men and their manners 
were changing. A millowner of the second generation had 
been born and bred a bourgeois, but of a new and enterprising 
type. With more education and wider outlook than his grim 
old father, the young man looked about him for the uses, 
obligations and privileges of wealth, as they were understood 
in that generation. He cast an eye on the world of gentry and 
clergy around him, with the result sometimes of alliance, more 
often of mutual repulsion. As likely as not he became a 
Unitarian, to express his intellectual and social independence, 
while his workmen sought simple salvation as Baptists or Wes- 
leyans. As a young man, he believed in Mr. Brougham, slavery 
abolition and the ‘ march of mind,’ hated Church Rates, Orders 
in Council, Income Tax and Corn Laws, and read the Edin¬ 
burgh Review. His coming battle with the Tory borough- 
owners and landlords, delayed by the long struggle with 
Napoleon, was a thing as inevitable as the feud with his own 
workmen that he had inherited from his father. But his war 
on two fronts never degenerated into class-war pure and 
simple; with its constant regroupings, cross-currents, conver- 
sions and compromises, it was the destined method of evolu¬ 
tion for the political and intellectual life of the new Britain. 

The cotton industry, though not absolutely created by the 
new machinery, derived thence almost its whole importance. 
Between the accession of George III and the passing of the 
Reform Bill its output increased a hundred-fold. Already by 
1806 cotton was said to supply a third of the total British 
exports. The industry was concentrated in South and Central 
Lancashire, because the port of Liverpool was convenient to 
a trade depending on the import of raw cotton and the export 
of the manufactured article; because there it was near cheap 
coal; and because the climate of the damp Atlantic seaboard 
is peculiarly suitable to fine spinning. 

The first mills, worked by water-power, were established 
on the upper reaches of the Pennine streams. But throughout 
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the long war with France. Watt’s steam-™ „ , . 

rrastV 
w^Klg-p^pi/^d^nlncrSiT5’ 

SZSsSEtt,•££ &?4'S 
accumulated in one mill bvhundrpdc • * The employees, now 

not long fail to combine foreco^mt ? rf-b7,SCOreS’ Could 
new type of large millowner had a 
more education and sometimes mnr- financial position, 
viduals of this class ;«cr^ r enlightenment. Indi- 

.petto?,L akt« timeco^Mcondit!°”s whid> «- 
the age of Factory Act, Smf if”' And when 

one big mill thanlnany smdl oLT “ *° mSpeCt Pr0P“1J' 

of the If Jhe^do'? E,ngIan.d *e way into some 
the way out beSS i, *“‘ndust™I "™H«ion, it also showed 

and children in both small ,nr/h; m ' cond‘hon of women 

wretched. Mothers and ch Id d b 8 ,“1'? was as a mle wry 
hours a d»r^^Sf“W?^df™1!twdw.‘o«ft«2 
amenities of life which had sweet”1 j°ni without either the 
of family work “hi cottaoT o t^ “d J.d>wd the tedium 
factory life attractive to manv ~r C condlt,ons which make 
of the early factories was likelh In6” l;0'daf; The discipline 
children wire often c^Sli t. of a prison. Small 

<he long ht^HlSrStSS "ak/ d““f 
their health. “ves or undermined 

The men were in little better r,« nt 
ment, they were forced tn 0~n +u • S-c' ^ten out of employ- 
slavery J ITmilh into the 

squalid idleness. The hand-loom *h™"d™ degenerated in 
the early years of the nineteenth had flou.nshed until 
creased product nf « .en . cen.tur7> weaving the in- 

the power-loom destroverT m^.s‘ ®ut the coming of 
they went on £ fof 21 * F°SPerit? ’ ** wages fell, 

misery, until after long yeamTheTr old ^ frCgS of 
altogether disappeared.§ 7 old-world employment . . 
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The older brasch of the textile industry, wool, was more 
widely spread over the island than its younger and half-foreign 
sister, cotton. But its chief centre remained in the dales of the 
West Riding of Yorkshire. Wool was subject to the same 
general conditions of employment as cotton, and underwent in 
the end the same kind of transformation. But the change came 
more slowly in wool. Although the spinning-jenny had in the 
last years of the eighteenth century gone far to destroy the 
spinning of wool by women and children in rural cottages, the 
power-loom was introduced for the weaving of worsted and 
wool several decades later than for cotton. In the early years 
of the century, therefore, the woollen weavers suffered little 
from the introduction of machinery, although the fluctuations 
of trade caused them much distress. 

Coal-mining was an ancient industry, but its development 
in the age of ‘ iron and coal ’ was prodigious, and a large part 
of the population now worked underground. Women were 
used there as beasts of burden, and children worked in the 
dark, sometimes for fourteen hours.1 The men laboured under 
conditions that showed but little regard for health or human life. 
In Durham and Northumberland it was not the custom before 
1815 to hold inquests on the victims of the innumerable 
accidents. Payment was not on a cash basis, owing to the 
* truck ’ system, and the oppression by the ‘ putties ’ or sub¬ 
contractors for labour. These things and the condition of the 
miners’ cottages, which were generally owned by their em¬ 
ployers, too often rendered the life of the miner of a hundred 
years ago * brutish, nasty and brief.’ 

If things were thus in the great textile and mining indus¬ 
tries, they were no better in shops and smaller businesses 
where the new semi-capitalised industry was breaking up the 
old apprentice system and the ‘ regulated ’ trade. Indeed in 
many small or less highly organised concerns, where Trade 
Unionism failed to take root, ‘ truck ’ payments and ‘ sweated ’ 
wages and hours continued till the end of the nineteenth 
century, though they were worse when it began. 

1 As late as 1842 the Royal Commission on Mines, that first threw light 
on the life of underground England, brought out such facts as these from 
a Lancashire woman : ‘ I have a belt round my waist and a chain passing 
between my legs, and I go on my hands and feet. The water comes up to 
my clog tops, and I have seen it over my thighs. I have drawn till I have 
the skin off me. The belt and chain is worse when we are in the family way.* 
It was also shown that children under five worked alone in the darkness. 
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The new urban proletariat was swells! in numbers and 
depressed in standard of life by constant arrival mt'bWh Hwarml 
of impoverished rustics, driven by *>*{TW famine' thmi the 
English and the Irish country-side. Any of workmen 
to combine for a living wa>:eVo«w«.u;t with the rne of orb™ 
was illegal under Pitt's Combination Acts i \m! »lLu Jh 
the law was frequently violated by the men it wan irmnmt 
enforced by the Justices of the Peace, i fmvever ljule s‘m,e Jf 
the magistrates who were squires might -ivnu'-tf hiun with the 
new class of milkwner, they saw their duty j*„ keeping down 
the Jacobinism of the lower ordm. Hut in fact they were 
thus preparing for Jacobinism * a powerful revival. 

After the fom Paine movement had been si.pprr .ird, the 
workmen in the early yean of the nineteenth rrWurv * 
political ambition. But they petitioned i’adi.m;-,,, *»«;}„,, tke 
Napoleonic wars that a living wage should be enforced j« 
accordance with existing statutes; sm h futiurtful Vn^tim 
by the authorities would seem the vnodbrv of }*irr\ I1,, 
prevented the workmen from artnnwiu, A 1 
themselves. But the answer of {’Hummf in ,-tn V"K I 
repeal the assessment dnmn ot the EUsaUmUau Sthmn fur 
the enforcement of which the workmen wne ,r.ki»g, a-hms- 
ment of wages was condemned on r.V in, b}~ .* 'um int£ 
ference proclaimed by the new jMlitji.il evommiv. /4J;W~ 

&XS&' mvokM. **»«* unuknurn but never m» 
his behalf, as was proved oner more whm in tSte r|,r wire 

to^lM • ? * ^ ^f1*"»*» 'hr great ntaple imlnitna to renew their interest in jmlith J 

v Jh*T<f7 ^nacc;l *or »tw f had, b-rii pj,H burned in i-»f 

Btn nrtiw M, -V t“! ?'1J" >»>. Ike 
make the mw of tlJ'T- V ''■'■‘'iiUy hern uir.l to 

woriLt, wVc-1, LtAr:'' ■1!u' r *• 
vote, before th/m; t 1/V”‘ (,WJ* hnfuo to demand the 
demand Th«*. RIU,t c had been stirred r»> a like 
demand. U* waa why Peter!,„> *»**, ,,ml 
rem^n«k=n!,,me(,F:f'ial f’T '!' * — * 
to which men and wm„AC m’’ra A!''" 'n'rllnrua! influence, 

“ womcn *«* suiycctr,!, when, uprooted 
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from the pieties and associations of the old rural life they 
drifted to the new factories to find work. ’ 7 

First they had to be housed, if only in the private and tem¬ 
porary interest of the employer. Consideration for the public 
and forethought for the future were absent from the planning 
of the new town. I he man for the employer’s purpose was the 
Jer> ,w^10 designed the outward aspect of the new 
civilisation. Street after street sprang up, each more ugly, 
narrow and insanitary than the last. They were barracks for 
cheap labour, not homes for citizens. 

Citizens, indeed, the workmen were not. They had no 
word m the government of England, and no civic position in 
the local area which they had come to inhabit. If they happened 
to he lodged within a chartered town, they lived under a close 
corporation and its municipal magistrates. If they were out¬ 
side such precincts, they were under the rural Justices of the 
I eaee and the antiquarian relics of the Court Leet. Neither 
urban nor rural authorities were called upon to provide for 
health, lighting, decency or education in a new factory quarter. 
I hey were content to quell riots and to arrest trade unionists, 

scditiomsts, debts, frame-breakers and other criminals* 
I hc municipal corruption of the eighteenth century had 

lost fhe civic traditions and the public spirit of mediaeval cor- 
porate hie. I he sudden growth of the new factory quarters 
hardly disturbed the complacency of the long inactive oligarchs, 
who were so well accustomed to neglect their old duties that 
they were not likely to attend to the new. 
, ^ ** perhaps the greatest of our national misfortunes that 

the modern English town arose too rapidly and with too little 
regulation, either sanitary or testhetie. I'he bodily and spiritual 
health of future generations was injured in advance. A type 
of city was allowed to grow up which it was fatally easy to 
imitate as the model for the whole industrial development of 
the new century, until the great majority of Englishmen were 
dwellers m mean streets, * divorced from nature but unre¬ 
claimed by art.’ When, indeed, in the course of the nineteenth 
century, local government was made to attend to its duties, by 
being subjected partly to democratic election anti partly to an 
elaborate system of central control, large provision was made 
for health, convenience and education. But ugliness remained 
a quality of the modern city, accepted by the public conscience 
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Working-class life, a hundred years ago, divided between 
the gloom of these dreary quarters and the harsh discipline of 
the workshop, was uncheered by the many interests that now 
relieve the lot of the town dweller. Few of the workmen or 
their wives could read; the children had the factory and the 
slum, but not the school or the playground; holiday excursions 
and popular entertainments were rare, except some sporting 
events of a low type, such as setting on men, women or 
animals to fight In the vacant misery of such a life, two rival 
sources of consolation, drink and religion, strove tor the souls 
of men. The annals of drink are much the same in ail ages, 
though worst in ages of degradation. Hut the particular form 
that religion then took among the workmen, influenced the 
course of political and social history. 

The Established Church in that era rzasedy paid more 
attention to the new slums than did the other constituted 
authorities. What Church expansion thnr was, took place 
chiefly at the expense of the taxpayer, who was .omodled in 
r8r8 to contribute a milium pound; to bubd a hundred new 
churches. The beneiieed clergy, many of whom were active 
magistrates, were suspect to the workmrn ai' Ida. h dragoons * 
of the possessing classes. Hut many < 4 the m» *i ,* •.elf1; ,pt\ gug 
of the new proletariat found in the Baph >f or Wrdry.ta chapel 
the opportunity tor the development ot tal.-nm and far grattfi. 
cation of instincts that were dented r sour ohm rl ,rwhw. The 
close and enthusiastic study ol'thr tlibh edm ,t‘ed the imagina¬ 
tion more nobly than it is eduta’cd in our age ot magazines, 
novelettes and newspapers. And in the dupe} lire working, 
men first learnt to speak and to organic, o. p-s made and to 
trust their fellows. Much rdWr that ai;-, v,a;d t went into 
political, trade union and cu-operufiv- ,n tiviur,, a.u tlmn de¬ 
voted to the chapel community. I? was in lamb- Jtrrhrl that 
many of the workings lass lea Ft a wrrr ;;amr S. hi a world 
made almost intolerable by avat h r an i ..pp-hrjr was 
a refuge where men and thing, wrsr uk-mop ah:? at. ! judged 
by spiritual and moral standards that J« :‘*a l«* r*.dirr irvrnge 
or despair. 

The Wesleyanunlike the iUyw.w.-jr i.anady con¬ 
servative in their poiitital uv-,,, ... vi-ws of 
their founder, a Church of Rr.ga. : . h. UV dry's 
religion could not Indeed indm - rhv, :!irw 

to accept the condition; ot hi > *vd •’ ■ h / ir v,.„r >, against 
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violence and helped to develop many of the moral qualities and 
sober aspirations which have often distinguished the labour 
movement of England from that of the Continent. 

The Radical ‘ infidelity ’ of the Peterloo era was a rival to 
Dissent, but like Dissent it nursed aspirations in the working- 
class for better things. Before the French Revolution, unortho¬ 
dox views had been common among the aristocracy of England, 
and indeed our free-thinking writers had given the original 
stimulus to the more formidable anti-clericalism of France. 
But in the days of Middleton, David Hume, Gibbon and their 
upper-class patrons, the middle and working classes were 
orthodox Churchmen or Dissenters, or else were too ignorant 
to have any views on religion. With the publication of Tom 
Paine’s Age of Reason (1794-6), a popularly written attack on 
miraculous religion from the point of view of ethical deism, the 
philosophic appeal to the people was fairly launched, and was 
associated with radicalism in politics owing to its author’s 
burning reputation. 

Partly on account of Paine’s two-fronted attack against 
Church and State together, a strong religious reaction set in 
among the upper class under the combined influence of anti¬ 
jacobinism and Evangelical religion. Only Fox, Lord Hol¬ 
land and others of the high Whigs remained untouched by the 
movement, handing on in their party the tradition of a quiet 
and gentlemanly scepticism, half aristocratic, half liberal, 
wholly anti-ecclesiastical. Meanwhile the triumphant Tories 
were setting the law in motion against the propagators of Paine’s 
doctrines, political and religious. The Rights of Man and The 
Age of Reason, after selling for a short while in thousands, were 
driven out of circulation before the century ended. 

The two movements associated with Paine went on under¬ 
ground, and after Waterloo reappeared openly together among 
the northern factory hands. The leaders of the new radicalism, 
whose chief demand was universal suffrage, were nearly all 
either Deists or Dissenters. The Dissenting preachers were 
under the protection of Wilberforce and the Evangelical 
Churchmen, now powerful in the Tory party. But the blas¬ 
phemy laws were refurbished, and a fresh war of prosecutions, 
fines and imprisonments was waged against Radical publishers 
of deistic works, particularly the reprinters of Paine. The 
genuine horror felt by the respectable classes for a ‘ radical ’ was 
much increased by the supposition that he was also an ‘ infidel.’ 

M 
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In this connection Richard Carlile suffered and achieved 
1819- more for the liberty of the Press than any other Englishman 
1825 0f the nineteenth century. He and his like bore the brunt of 

this early struggle, which secured immunity for those who 
published unorthodox works. Thanks to these sturdy prede¬ 
cessors, the decorous and well-to-do philosophers of the 
Victorian era were able without fear of the law to write what¬ 
ever they thought about the relation of science and literature 
to dogmatic belief. 

If the real meaning of the Industrial Revolution and the 
break-up of the apprentice system had been understood, men 
would have seen that education was no longer a luxury for the 
few, but a necessity for all members of the new society. 
Generations were to pass before this idea was acted upon by the 
State, as a corollary of the working-class enfranchisement of 
1867. The first effect of the Industrial Revolution, and the 
misery and unrest that it caused among the poor, was to render 
education suspect as * Jacobinical.’ This notion was still pre¬ 
valent in Parliament in 1807; the House of Commons took 
the compulsory element out of the Bill by which Whitbread1 
proposed, somewhat on the Scottish model, to establish parish 
schools in England out of the rates. In the Lords the Bill, thus 
mutilated, was introduced by Lord Holland, but was rejected 
without a division, on the complaint of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury that it did not leave enough power to the clergy.2 

But there was a counter-current setting towards a better 
future for education; and it gained ground as the French Revo¬ 
lution slowly receded into the background of men’s conscious¬ 
ness. At the head of the new movement were the Quakers, 

1 Whitbread understood the social question better than the other Whig 
leaders. He moved to have a living wage enforced. He and Lord Holland 
were often peculiarly right about social questions. 

* In the Commons debate, Mr. Giddy, afterwards President of the Royal 
Society under the name of Gilbert, said : ‘ However specious in theory the 
project might be of giving education to the labouring classes of the poor, 
it would be prejudicial to their morals and happiness ; it would teach them 
to despise their lot in life, instead of making them good servants in agricul¬ 
ture or other laborious employments ; instead of teaching them subordina¬ 
tion, it would render them fractious and refractory, as was evident in the 
manufacturing counties ; it would enable them to read seditious pamphlets, 
vicious books, and publications against Christianity; it would render them 
insolent to their superiors ; and in a few years the legislature would find it 
necessary to direct the strong arm of power towards them.' 

This represented an attitude towards popular education very genera] 
among gentry and farmers. 
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ever ready with the purse; the more intelligent Whig leaders 
—Holland, Whitbread, Brougham; the Radical philosophers 
headed by Bentham; the few educated leaders of the workman, 
Owen and Place; and, in a separate group, the Evangelical 
Churchmen with their desire to promote among the humblest 
the personal study of the Bible, All these assisted to provide 
voluntary education since public funds were not available. 
More conservative educationalists, who dreaded lest a learned 
peasantry would turn Jacobin or desert agriculture for clerical 
professions, were appeased by the arrangement that only read¬ 
ing, and not writing, should be taught in the Sunday schools, 
now rapidly on the increase. 

But, during the Peninsular War, the foundation of day- 
schools and the propagation of the dangerous art of writing 
received a fresh impulse. For some years past the Quaker 
Lancaster, partly helped by the ideas of the Churchman Bell, 
his future rival, had been working out a cheap education based 
on the ‘monitorial system of instruction.’ Lancaster’s early 
efforts led to the formation of the ‘ British and Foreign School 
Society ’ under Dissenting and Whig patronage, on the basis 
of undenominational Biblc-teaching; while the Churchmen, 
partly to counter Lancaster’s early efforts, had founded the 
f National Society for the Education of the Poor according to 
the Principles of the Church of England,’ 

The claim of the Church to control the spending of any 
public funds that might be devoted to education was in accord¬ 
ance with her privileged position in the law and theory of that 
time, but it was naturally resisted by many indignant laymen 
and Dissenters. The result was that all chance of public money 
going to education was put off to the Greek Calends. But 
religious rivalry, so disastrous in the legislative sphere, had a 
healthy effect on private benefaction, ‘ British ’ and * National ’ 
schools multiplied, and the Church began to pull ahead, 
especially in rural districts. In 1818 as many as 600,000 
children out of two million were attending schools of some 
sort. In the year of the Reform Bill, when Bell died, there 
were as many as is,000 * National ’ schools.1 But the 

» Cobtw;tt, anxious to disprove that learning to read the Bible was a 
sufhdent cure for the misery of the poor, wrote In 181O with his usual terse 
exaggeration : * It is notorious that where one person could read anti write 
a hundred years ago, fifty persons can now read anti writ**; It is notorious 
that, where one Bible was printed u hundred years ago, si hundred Hibiea 
ami perhaps a thousand Bibles are now printed; it is notorious that within 
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‘ monitorial system of instruction,’ though it made it easy to set 
up schools cheaply, gave very poor results. The master kept 
order while certain children whom he had instructed before 
school-hours imparted their newly acquired knowledge to the 
others by rote. This was at least better than nothing. But in 
the great factory districts, especially London and Lancashire, the 
employment of children in mills and workshops prevented them 
from receiving education of any kind, and made illiteracy com¬ 
mon in parts of England where it should have been must rare. 

The cause of Adult Education received its first stimulus 
from the Industrial Revolution in the desire of mechanics for 
general scientific knowledge, and the willingness of the more 
intelligent part of the middle class to help to supply their 
demand. It was a movement partly professional and utilitarian, 
partly intellectual and ideal. Disinterested scientific curiosity 
was strong among the better class of woikinrn in the North. 
From 1823 onwards Mechanics’Institutes, begun in Scotland 
by Dr. Birkbeck, spread through industri al England. The 
flame was fanned by the bellows of I ferny Brougham's organ¬ 
ising and advertising genius, in the period of his greatest 
public service, when he stood for the real ' Opposition ’ in 
Parliament and country, pointing to 

‘The young time with the life ahe.ul,' 

Self-satisfied classical scholars like Feacotk might laugh at the 
‘ learned friend ’ and his * .steam-intellect widely,’ but the new 
world could not live wholly cm classical scholarship carefully 
locked away from common use in the close eu,lrmistical cor¬ 
porations of the Oxford and Cambridge of that day. Nor, in 
an age that needed first and foremost to be converted to sec 
the need for education, was there so much harm in a * aemt- 
Solomon from Scotland, irrepressible in zeai as a propagandist 
and not afraid of making a foul of himself 1 teforr the learned if 
he could help the ignorant to learn. 

, ihe success of these democratic Mechanics* Institutes, 
with an annual subscription of a guinea, reminds us that there 
was one section of the working men, the engineers and 

the lMt twenty years whooln ,4 all aorta i,« t!.e ,,..,,,,4 j, j„m, 
dred-fold; it w notorious that witrte mir in to ...u.-tU m j. Ul 4 >,(tv 
men are now hanged; it w nutouoiw that f,-, ■,,» flmJt 

paupers. t, ; -rpt, i ", * ? . * 
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mechanics, who had already gained more than they lost by the 
Industrial Revolution.1 

Of that Revolution, the men who made and mended the 
machines were indeed the bodyguard. They were usually 
better paid than their fellow-workmen, they were on the 
average more intelligent, and they often took the lead in educa¬ 
tional and political movements. They were less looked down 
upon by the employers, who had to consult them and to bow 
to their technical knowledge. They were in the forefront of 
progress and invention, and rejoiced in the sense of leading 
the new age. Such workmen were the Stephensons of Tyne¬ 
side ; there was nothing ‘ middle class ’ about the origins of 
the man who invented the locomotive, after having taught 
himself to read at the age of seventeen. 

It is indeed easier to reconstruct the early history of the 
coal-miners and textile hands, than that of the mechanics and 
engineers, because the latter were scattered up and down the 
country. But any picture of the earliest, and worst stage of the 
Industrial Revolution is too black if it omits the life of the 
mechanics. The motto of the coming age was 4 self-help,’ a 
doctrine that left behind many of the weaker and less for¬ 
tunate; but at least there were from the first other classes 
besides employers and middlemen who reaped a large share 
of its benefits, and who grew to a larger manhood under the 
moral and intellectual stimulus of the individualist doctrine. 

CHARTHR X 

' Macadami'diiR ’■ Itii'hwuyi and homo* Hunting, shoot in", boxing — 
Sports and athlctic-i Public, Schools The Army and the nation - 
Canada and Urn American War of i H i a- OaatlereiiKh'x American jmlicy. 
1817-18. 

It has been pointed out in an early chapter * that the way for 
the Industrial Revolution hail been prepared by an improve¬ 
ment in roads. About 1750, private Turnpike Companies 
with Parliamentary powers began on a large scale to perform 

1 In March *8/4 Place describes his joy at, weinf?' from 800 to 000 dean. 
rcHtwtable looking mechanic* paying mod, marked attention ' to a lccturo 
cm chemistry. That year tin* Mrihanu'b* nohl ih.tiuo capita ana 
i§t*0 workfum $ut merithhI a guliwia to tfu> London hmtiluto* 

* I*|E abav«n 
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the neglected duties of the parish authorities, who had from 
time immemorial been charged in vain with the maintenance 
of the highways. The Turnpikes did so well that wheeled 
traffic began to oust the pack-horse, and distant markets were 
opened up, rendering possible a new economic regime. Half 
a century later, business men were becoming increasingly im¬ 
patient of the continued badness of many of the roads. Trans¬ 
port was the life-blood of the new agriculture and of the new 
industry, and although heavy goods could on certain routes 
go part of their journey by the new canals, there were as yet 
no railways. , , 

John Loudon Macadam was a pubhe-upmted Scottish 
gentleman, living in the west of England, who devoted his 
energies to the improvement of English roads during the first 
thirty years of the nineteenth century. I Ic invented and ap¬ 
plied a method of solidifying the road with hard, small stone, 
in which the hopeful part of the public saw the secret of new 
markets, wider activities and unbounded wealth. * Macadam¬ 
ising’was not only, in its literal sense, a practical work of great 
public utility; it became the symbol of all progress, and was 
metaphorically used in common parlance for any aspects of the 
new age where improved and uniform scientific methods were 
in demand. The fact that the word suggested Scotland made 
it speciality appropriate in the days of Brougham and the Edin¬ 
burgh philosophers. 

The Board of Agriculture, anxious to bung the produce of 
the new farming to the new urban market g supported Mac¬ 
adam in his endeavours to combine arid reform the innumer¬ 
able and largely inefficient Turnpike Trusts of the day. Backed 
by public opinion, this policy had a great measure of success. 
It is remarkable that local government was not, at this period, 
chosen as the machinery of road reform: the Parish had failed 
because it was too small an area for the pur (lose,-—and the 
time for effective and popular County adroroi .nation was still 
far distent. 

The Post Office rivalled the Board of Agriculture in its zeal 
for the improvement of roads. It wan indeed a change, pro¬ 
phetic of much inthe new century, that two public departments 
should take the initiative in scheme) for the public welfare. 
The Post Office employed the engineer, Thomas Telford, • 
Scottish shepherd’s son, to construct the road to I Inly head. 
The pontifex maxtmusy as Telford was called, to the wonder of 
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the world threw an iron suspension bridge across the Menai 1819 25 
Straits to Anglesey. It was the crowning performance of a new 
movement in bridge-building which made use of the abundant 
iron produced by the coal furnaces. I el ford, besides making 
canals and aqueducts in England, had made many roads in 
his native land, which proved even more usefulthan his most 
famous achievement, the Caledonian Canal. The combined 1822 
result of Telford’s roads and Scott’s romances was that tourists 
and sportsmen poured every summer into the Highlands. 

When Macadam and Telford had covered the island with 
a network of hard, smooth roads, trimly-built stage-coaches 
Galloped where their heavy predecessors had crawled, lne 
coach had its brief day of glory and perfection,—from those 
proud summer mornings when, hung with laurels, it left 
behind the news of fresh victories in Spam, as it careered wtth- 
out a halt through cheering villages, to the time when its daily 
message on the fortunes ot the Reform Bill was no less eagerly 
awaited by assembled multitudes, staring down the road tor 
its coming. When Sir Walter Scott was a young man, the 
coaches still crawled; when he died, they were on the point of 
being eclipsed, at the height of their speed and glory, by the 
steam-engine. But during that one generation, the inn-yard 
whence uiey started was the microcosm of the national life. 
And the4 coaching days,’ from Waterloo to I icktmck stiU stand 
in popular imagination for the last era of old England, jovia , 
self-reliant, matter-of-fact, but still as lull of romance, colour, 
character and incident as the world of Chaucer s pilgrims who 
rode so slowly along the green tracks so many centuries before. 

Until the coming of the railway, the macadamised roads 
made the horse more than ever the cynosure of English eyes. 
To ride him had been the chief delight for centuries; to drive 
him was now no less desired. The aspiration of youth was 
to sit beside the mail-coachman on the box, or to keep a gig 
and bowl along the highroad among the post-chaises. 1 he 
breed of horses was improved to meet the new opportunities 
for speed that Macadam had created. 

On the hunting-field, as on the road, the breed of horses 
had altered with the pace. Though hunting has survived 
coaching, we still look back on that period as the great days 

* Thomas Carlyle devised the word KlRtnanlty'Jot ‘ 
because at Thurtdl'a trial one of the witnesses said he was a vet y 
attic man: he kept a gig.' 
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when the red coat, not of the soldier, ruled in the island that 
Wellington had saved. During the eighteenth century, fox¬ 
hunting had expelled stag-hunting, and had itself gradually 
expanded from a sedate watching of the hounds from horse¬ 
back on the village common and inside a gentleman’s own 
estate, to a break-neck gallop across the county, which, having 
been largely cleared of its bogs and woodlands, presented the 
hedges and channelled watercourses of the new enclosures 
under the cheerful aspect of innumerable ‘ jumps.’ The Pytch- 
ley under Lord Althorp set the standard of Shire hunting; many 
country gentlemen in the Midlands shut up their own houses 
for the season and came with their families to live at Pytchley. 

Shooting had, during the preceding century, entirely re¬ 
placed hawking. The change induced an insatiate demand for 
more birds and hares, and ever stricter preservation of wild 
animals in a famishing country-side. Artificial pheasant-breed¬ 
ing and battues were only beginning to come in, and it was not 
yet common to drive the birds. To shoot pheasants, part¬ 
ridges or grouse over dogs was the ordinary day’s business, in¬ 
volving hard exercise, field-craft, and Spartan habits. It was a 
fine sport, and helped to inspire the class that then set the mode 
in everything from poetry to pugilism, with an intimate love and 
knowledge of woodland, hedgerow and moor, and a strong 
preference for country over town life which is too seldom 
found in the leaders of fashion in any age or land. 

Indirectly, therefore,_ the passion for shooting game did 
much for what was best in our civilisation. But it was unfor¬ 
tunately connected, as fox-hunting was not, with the poach- 
lng war and all manner of unneighbourliness. The legislation 
affecting game ’ was exclusive and selfish, not only towards 
the poor but towards everyone except an aristocratic few. It 
was illegal for anyone to buy or sell game,—with the result that 
prices obtainable by poachers were much increased; and it was 
illegal for anyone who was not a squire or a squire’s eldest son 
to kill game even at the invitation of the owner.1 This incon- 

lorri 1 Tw^itrmer c0ufrf.cd a toff on his <wn farm by leave of his iand- 
£r hla l1f^vSCrS °J, -1C nc«WM>uring toward, the Duke of liueking 

- thMr masUir as! magistrate, who in his own house 
oHhJof r^KVld0nCe' fonvictcd Mm- Such churlish separation 
the fox 1 neighbour sportsmen was unknown in Urn traditions of 
hunting™™J™muMt7> ,1,or *his reason, perhaps, there are many 
heard S f °/- fishlns:' c™kut a,ld f<K>tbail, but I have never 
8uwlt«« g h shc)otmg-HQng. live ' Lincolnshire Poacher's ' song 
suggests that game-preserving is alien to the muse 1 * 
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venient law was indeed sometimes evaded by a process known 
as * deputation.’ And it was abolished by the Whig legislators 
of 1831, in spite of the opposition of the Duke of Wellington, 
who was convinced that these extraordinary restrictions were 
the only means of keeping game in the country-side. The 
event proved that he was too pessimistic. 

It was characteristic of the early years of the century that, 
although savage punishments were meted out to poachers if 
they were poor men, * gentleman poachers ’ used to shoot^with 
impunity over other people’s estates in the open day, deceiving 
the gamekeepers by elaborate artifices or barefaced lying, and 
in some cases by threats of violence. 

In all sports save those connected with 4 game,* the upper 
class appeared as the patrons of the. popular enthusiasm, 
pleased to share a common emotion which did much to unite 
a deeply divided society, and to keep its hereditary leaders 
popular as sportsmen, if" they were ceasing always to please as 
politicians. Coaching, horse-racing, fox-hunting, boxing, cock- 
fighting, furnished the hourly thoughts of multitudes. The 
prize-ring in its 4 most high and palmy state’ was thus de¬ 
scribed by that soul of chivalry and honour, Lord Althorp, 
speaking in his old age to a friend: 

' 1 le said his conviction of the advantages of boxing was 
so strong, that he hud been seriously considering whether it 
was not a duty he owed to the public, to go and attend every 
prize-fight which took place. In his opinion cases of stabbing 
arose from the manly habit of boxing having been discouraged. 
1 le gave us an account of' prize-fights he had attended, how he 
had seen Mendoza knocked down for the first five or six 
rounds by 1 Humphreys, and seeming almost beat, till the Jews 
got their money on; when, a hint being given him, he began 
in earnest and soon turned the tables, I ie described a fight 
between (fully and the Chicken. 1 low he rode down to Brick- 
hill,— how he was loitering about the inn-door, when a 
barouchoand-hnir drove up with Lord Byron and a party, and 
Jackson the trainer, how they all dined together, and how 
pleasant it had been. Then the tight next day; the men strip¬ 
ping, the intense excitement, the sparring; then the first round, 
the attitude of the men, it was really worthy of Homer.’ 

The* |^itcnniMiat {tn/evnm^ ;ih Althorp \wtc uuUc&icH* luul 
two aspect*.. Some of' the champions whom it bred were a* 
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fine Englishmen as ever stepped, but it was no more a school 
of virtue than the race-course, and indeed it eventually lost 
patronage because it was so dishonestly conducted. 

Outside the prize-ring, men and boys were in the habit of 
settling their differences with their fists. It was a national 
custom of which everyone was proud, and it united and equal¬ 
ised all classes. The coachman could challenge his fare, if he 
* handled his fives well.’ The more aristocratic and bloody 
custom of the duel, disapproved as impious by Evangelicals, 
and as foolish and wrong by the rising middle class, was gradu¬ 
ally dying out among gentlemen, who had long ceased to wear 
swords, and many of whom had not even learnt to fence. 
Duelling by pistol had none of the artistic interest and antique 
romance of the foils,4 the immortal passadol the punto revcrsol 
the hay 1 ’ To pit human life on the vagaries of a bullet offended 
the common-sense spirit of the age, although there was a 
curiously large number of such encounters between eminent 
statesmen,—-Pitt against Tierney, Canning against Castlcreagh, 
and Wellington against Lord "Winchilsea as late as 1829. 

Boxing helped the duel to die out by substituting another 
field of honour, suited to a more democratic age. Keats as a 
schoolboy was more devoted to pugilism than to poetry, and 
when he grew to manhood attacked and defeated a butcher 
whom he found ill-treating an animal. In 1825 the l ion. F. A. 
Cooper, a brother of the future philanthropist Lord Shaftes¬ 
bury, was killed at the age of fourteen in a two hours’ fight of 
sixty rounds with another Eton boy, a nephew of the M arquis 
of Londonderry, a large part of the school looking on. Young 
swells about town would figure as popular heroes by knocking 
down at fisticuffs the last generation of old- fashioned watch¬ 
men, and carrying off their rattles and staves as trophies,— 

1829 before the advent of Sir Robert Peel’s 4 police ’ made such 
pranks unsafe. Strong self-will and eccentricity were the 
qualities admired in that age of individualism. The leaders of 
sporting and fashionable circles sought to be eccentric and 
were not afraid to be literary,—from Lord Byron and Lord 
Barrymore down to Thurtell, the murderer, who talked and 
acted as if he were always on the stage. 

1824 Thurtell’s murder of Weir was the event that created most 
popular interest between the Queen’s trial and the Reform Bill. 
Because he was a 4 sporting character,’ of strong personality, 
well known in boxing and theatrical circles, Thurtcll’s vogue 
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with a large public survived the proof that he had committed 
a peculiarly horrid murder of a man he suspected of having 
cheated him at cards. After his execution, children were known 
to write as their copy-book exercises the amazing sentiment : 
* Thurtell was a murdered man.’ Sir Walter Scott, who had 
too much sense to take this view, collected the popular literature 
of the trial as assiduously as the minstrelsy of the Border.1 

While interest in ‘ sporting events and characters was 
almost universal, organised games and athletics did not play 
what we should now consider a large part in the life ot the 
ordinary Englishman, or even of the English schoolboy. 
Cricket had been for the last hundred years slowly rising to its 
local fame on the village green. Football, though a far older 
game in various primitive forms, _ had not yet obtained its 
modern rules or its modern popularity. The upper class public 
schools, whence the passion for organised athletics afterwards 
spread to the adult democracy, were not yet dominated by 
cricket and football, nor were the exuberant energies of 
boyhood channelled off into athletic routine. 

In the ill-regulated boarding-houses to which a certain 
number of the upper clans were bold enough to enttust their 
sons, some boys used their ample leisure, which was larger 
then than now, for scholarship, promiscuous reading and poetic 
or botanic rambles in the country •, but among the normal features 
of public school life were fighting, bullying, poaching, rough 
practical joking, drunkenness, gambling and disorder of every 
sort, with no monitorial system to keep them within bounds. 
The masters lived apart from the boys, whom they regarded 
as their * natural enemies,' and generally treated as such in the 
matter of flogging. Public school 4 rebellions had on more 
than one occasion to be suppressed by the military forces of 

The beginning of reform in upper class boarding;8ch<iols mft- 
was at Rugby, during the head mastership of Dr, Xhoma, 
Arnold. The example which Rugby set to other such schools 
led to improved discipline and humancr life, secured par y 
on a closer relation of the masters to their pupils, and part y 
on self-government among the hoys through selected monitors 
or prefects. But it would not be accurate to ascribe to Arnold s 

1 The lw.it ao-.nmt «.t Thmtrfl, mdnide the 
end ot chapter xxtv <»t lh>rr*w'» I-ttwtgfo, a twtok that tneatl t. J 
ot that jantod ot *Um«k and rurmtue charactow. 
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own wishes the undue predominance of athletics, which by the 
end of the century had become the bane of the reformed 
public school, as well as the means of spreading the athletic 
gospel to other grades of society, and to humbler schools where 
a modicum of organised athletics has been of untold value. 
Arnold did nothing directly for athletics at Rugby. He only 
put a stop to certain other ways in which boys spent their time 
decidedly less well. For the rest he occasionally * stood on the 
touch-line and looked pleased.’ Compulsory athletics and 
the glorified athlete were not in his scheme of things. But 
the spread of Rugby football, which dates from his era, and of 
Public School and University athletics in all their subsequent 
extent and influence, came as a natural development, as soon 
as boys and men turned away in Boredom and disapproval 
from pugilism, rowdyism, dog and cock fighting, and other 
‘ sporting events ’ in which their fathers had delighted in the 
age of Byron. 

The public schools of the Waterloo era had either to be 
reformed or to give place to some entirely new system that 
could pass muster with a more humane and critical age. The 
improvements effected by Dr. Arnold met the case. A ml if 
reform had stopped where its originator intended, it might 
all have been pure gain. But in later years the leisure and 
initiative of the individual boy were increasingly sacrificed to 
meet the demands of the athletic time-table, with the organised 
mass-opinion of the boys and often of the masters to enforce 
obedience to a stereotyped ideal of games and ‘ good form.’ 

It may well be that this was one among many causes why 
after two generations of ‘ steady progress,’ although the aver¬ 
age perhaps rose, genius and strong individual characters were 
less common at the end of the nineteenth century than they 
had been in pre-reform days. An examination of the facts will 
show that the great men of letters, science and politics who 
made j *ame an<3 fortune of the early and middle Victorian 
age, had been brought up with more variety and freedom, 
either at home, or at day schools, or in small academies or 
grammar schools, or else in the unreformed public schools, 
where the wheat and tares were for better and worse allowed 
to grow up, each in their own way, until the harvest. 

. 0ne thinS that boisterous old England decisively was not 
—it was not militarist. The race that had conquered on the 
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fields of the Peninsula and Waterloo had martial instincts but 
not military ideals. Foreign observers, coming over at the 
peace from a Continent that had just exchanged the rule of 
French for the rule of German officers, were struck with the 
absence of military display in the victor island, and the absence 
of military habits of thought even among the dominant aris¬ 
tocracy. That aristocracy consisted of rural squires, some of 
them with a turn for books, and nearly all of them with a turn 
for sport, administration and politics. Their younger sons 
supplied the Church, the Army and the Navy.1 The English 
gentry had on these terms proved far better able to stand up 
for their order than the French noblesse, who had lost all during 
the very years when the English squires were gaining more 
land, and more power over the land, at the expense of the 
peasantry. But the English squires established their power 
not, like the Prussian Junkers, by identifying their class with 
the Army and the Army with the State, but by taking the lead 
in politics, justice, administration, agriculture, sport, and in 
the patronage of art and letters, as well as by fighting their 
country’s battles on land and sea. . .... 

The tradition of the Tory squires was anti-militarist, 
beginning with the reaction against Cromwell and continuing 
through the Whig wars against Louis XIV. The original 
Tories had made a favourite of the Navy as against the Army. 
And so in these later wars, which were pre-eminently Tory 
wars, all classes and parties were agreed in regarding the Army 
not as the master of the State, but as one of its servants. 

It was a fact of historic importance that England’s greatest 
soldier was the least militaristic of men. His example was 
effective in perpetuating the custom of getting, into mufti at 
the earliest possible moment off duty, a practice which has 
fostered the peculiarly English idea that an army officer is 
only a gentleman engaged on a special public service. After 
Waterloo, Wellington covered the operation of disarmament 
with the shield of his unrivalled authority.2 When the Duke 
of York died in 1827, he could not be given a military funeral, 

1 At the peace a considerable number of officers passed straight into the 
Church, very few into business. The salaried Civil Service was then a small 

affa2 Towards the end of his life he constantly complained to Ministers, and 
not without reason, of the smallness of the Army. But he himself had done 
much to let it become small in an epoch when heavy military expenditure 
would have been more dangerous than unpreparedness, since there was 
little against which to prepare. 
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because, as Wellington reported, there were not enough troops 
in England to bury a field-marshal! The Tories at home, like 
the Holy Alliance abroad, stood for ‘ peace and order.’ * Order ’ 
was sometimes a euphemism for oppression, but ‘ peace ’ 
really meant ‘ peace.’ And the Tory peace was used to reduce 
armaments and so to get rid of a large portion of the taxes, 
with the unpopularity and distress that they implied. Before 
the creation of an effective police, the military force maintained 
was barely enough to secure public tranquillity in time of riot. 
The general belief that it would be incapable of putting down 
a determined rising of the middle and lower classes together 
did much towards the peaceable solution of the crisis of 1832. 

Wellington was a typical Tory. He wished England to be 
governed by her gentlemen, not by her generals. This attitude 
on his part did much to secure the peaceful development of 
our institutions in a new age with which he was in many 
respects out of sympathy. 1 

The plantation of Upper Canada by loyalist refugees from 
the revolted Colonies had led Pitt to divide this new English- 
speaking province from Lower Canada with its French- 
Catholic civilisation, and at the same time to establish in both 
provinces the rudiments of Parliamentary institutions, though 
not yet responsible self-government.1 

It was the best arrangement for both parts of Canada at 
that stage of their development. But it implied a difficult 
period of transition, with friction between an executive still 
nominated by the Crown and a legislative with as little power 
as an early Stuart Parliament. The official class, sent out by the 
inefficient Colonial Office of the day as a result of party jobs 
or personal favour was justly unpopular in all the Colonies, 
which were made the dumping ground for worn-out general 
officers, and cousins of peers with boroughs. Canada was no 
exception to this bad rule. The French Canadians complained 
that they had no representatives among the officials, who, 
w ether English or Canadian born, spent their time in trying 
to turn the Governor against the French majority. The 
English-speaking Canadians found the same officials corrupt 
and snobbish, a pinchbeck aristocracy, keeping itself loftily 
tlw a democratic community of backwoodsmen whicli 

oug y despised them in return. The governors them- 
1 See pp. 56-59 above, and map there. 
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selves had too often lost the ‘ Carleton touch ’ of confidence in 

the people. , , , , 
But in spite of all this, Carleton and the two Pitts had 

built on the rock, and when the flood came in 18 ia the house 

The war between Great Britain and the United States was *812- 
the result of a dispute over two questions arising out of our 
conduct of the war with Napoleon: the enforcement of the 
Orders in Council restricting neutral commerce with the Con¬ 
tinent, and the search of American vessels for deserters from 
the British Navy. On both counts there was much to be said 
for and against both sides. It was a case for compromise, and 
war or peace really depended on the mutual goodwill of the 
disputants. Unfortunately neither Government deserved well 
of posterity. The Tory Cabinet shared the aristocratic con¬ 
tempt felt by their party tor the federation of rebel States, 
wK had arisen d difjbg Cjcnrgc III and vrhrch wu 
expected speedily to demonstrate by its dissolution the imprac¬ 
ticable nature of democracy. On the other sidle, 
Madison catered for an equally unintelligent anti-British tra¬ 
dition, against which President Washington had striven.with 
success when faced by a similar crisis in *793* ^ 
of good augury for the future that the British middle classes, 
led by Brougham, made their first appearance in mneteenth- 
century poli&s by compelling the Government to ™tMraw the 
Orders in Council, so as to avoid war with America. Unfor¬ 
tunately the concession came just too late, for wede 
America had declared war. It was equally of good omen that 
the war was unpopular in New England. In 1814 the Northern 
States began to talk of secession it peace m: not; made 
Although it was the merchants and sailors of New England 
who suffered from the grievances on the h*gh ««s^ "SJ 
the pretext of the war, yet it was New England that protested 
amirwt the war policy of the Southern democrats* 

h' The pacificism of New York and Massachusetts, the states 
that could have made the earliest and most formidable attack 
on Canada if they had been so minded, saved us from a 

• fTniah Ottiney spoke of the invasion of Canada as ‘ acnid, 

u*. by tie) «t wowi t k k *** n Iwople( 3000 mite away, by young 
ment over thru ahomtteH <« »m-i F t™'J , revenue cvervlhinK? 
politician# to whom reason, just lee, pity were nothin},, re 8 ye 
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desperate strait. When war broke out there were only 4500 
regular troops in the whole of Canada. The French Canadians, 
though they had no wish to be swallowed up in the United 
States,, disliked British rule. And in Upper Canada itself, 
alongside of the United Empire Loyalists, there was a large 
recent immigration of men from over the border whose emo¬ 
tional allegiance was uncertain. Never before or since has the 
independence of Canada been in greater danger than in the 
summer of 1812. 

Fortunately there was a man capable of meeting the crisis. 
Isaac Brock, the very best type of British soldier, then acting 
both as Governor and General in Upper Canada, determined 
to take the offensive as the likeliest means to rouse a national 

Aug spirit. He captured Detroit with a force inferior in numbers 
to the enemy. Though he was killed in battle two months later, 
ins bold policy and the ability and success with which he had 
carried it through, had put both Anglo-Saxons ami French on 
their mettle, and encouraged them to hold out in the following 

1813 year when the.Americans pushed into Canada in much greater 
rorce. i his middle period of the war included a series of naval 
actions on the Great Lakes, in which the superior numbers of 
the American ships, gave them the upper hand. But the con- 

1814 quest of Canada failed. After the first fall of Napoleon, the 
1 emnsular troops were hurried across the Atlantic and all 
danger passed away. 

Meanwhile, on the open sea, the frigates of the small 

wi'S.Tv hadfuune.xPectcd accesses in single combats 
with British ships of their own size. The lords of the ocean 

mrn^0 Se?°lS 7 *?n°yed by these reverses that when the tide 
5 »V"d, the Ch**P**ktf was defeated in June 1813 by 
H.M.S. Shannon outside Boston harbour, the event won a 

n^nin/°ng fnd history out of all proportion to its importance. 
Int;Wnf?U the naval war was that the American mer- 

?£red Txy scvcrcly> hut a tradition of mutual 
respect was established between the two Knglish-sneakimr 
navies that in later years developed into friendship. ^ 

War had l)ctter havc been omitted, 
rntukr iSrr Sf0t Amen?n seaboard were attacked by our 
uf A™ !°m lndudinS the flower of the Penin- 
nubLhS- 1 °? these raids, up Chesapeake Bay, the 
public buildings of Washington were burned* in reprisals for 
the burning the year before of Toronto, th’e" calFeJ York 
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The unsuccessful British attack on Fort McHenry, on the 
same expedition, inspired the words of ‘ Tire Star-Spangled 
Banner.’ The last and biggest battle of the war was fought Jan- 
two weeks after peace, unknown to the combatants, had been 1 
signed in Europe. This action was the defence of New Orleans 
against another British raid from the sea, when 6000 Ameri¬ 
cans, chiefly backwoodsmen of Tennessee and Kentucky, under 
Andrew Jackson, held a line of strong entrenchments against 
6000 British infantry, and killed and wounded a third ot their 

number. ... . 
The self-defence of the two Canadas against invasion, and 

the historical traditions that the infant nation thus acquired, 
were an important result of the war. Otherwise it had been 
fought in vain. It solved none of the disputed questions out 
of which it arose. The treaty signed at Client on Christmas 
Eve, tX 14, very wisely did not’even attempt to decide the 
embittered controversies on blockade and light ot se.uch. But 
one of the causes ot war, the belief of the Southern dcmociats 
that Canada could easily be annexed, received its quietus. On 
the other hand anti-British tradition had obtained a fresh lease 
of life in the United States, whose orators now had the theme 
of a second war against Britain as the second romantic period 
of their national history. 

The Tory Cabinet cannot be praised for the management 
of affairs that led to this bint h of the peace. But Castlereagh’a 
dealings with the l fnited States after the war was over were a 
model of pacific statesmanship, reciprocated by the C .'overnment 
of Washington and its representatives over here, John Quincy 
Adams ami Hush. Before Castlereagh's career as Foreign 
Secretary tunic* 1, die fortune* ot Anpkw\mmcnn peace had 
been established on the sound bask of disarmament along the 
Canadian border, enabling future generations to weather many 
fierce storms, and to settle a frontier problem that no other 
two Ureat Bowers would have been able to decide without war. 

The problem before < heat Britain and Canada on one side 
and the United States on the other was nothing less than to 
fix a frontier ot four thousand uulrn* which, except in the icguni 
of the Lakes, was not indicated by any natural boundary. It 
was perhaps the greatest operation that has ever been achieved 
in the interest ut pc;u'c% and it Unik many yw4 and many 
statesmen fit accomplish and perfect it. But the. most impoitanf 
stage of the whole prut ceding tame in tiit'/* when, after a 
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sharp struggle inside the British Cabinet, the British and 
American Governments agreed to abolish their navies on the 
Great Lakes, and forthwith dismantled, sold or sank the war¬ 
ships on Erie and Ontario. Those fleets have never been re¬ 
constructed. From that moment forward * the long, invisible, 
unguarded line ’ that divides Canada from her neighbour has 
been successfully defended by the sole garrison of trust and 
good will, even during the frequently recurring periods of 
acrimonious dispute as to its whereabouts. If there had been 
armaments, there would some time have been war. And if the 
nations concerned had not spoken the same language and felt 
a half-conscious sympathy underlying their traditional feuds, 
disarmament would not have been adhered to for long. It 
helped greatly that the Americans and Canadians both disliked 
standing armies and navies and had no place or provision for 
them in their scheme of things, and that tor some time after 
Waterloo the Tories at home had a strong and consistent 
policy of retrenchment based on disarmamen t ami peace. 

In 1818, the year after the scrapping of the navies on the 
Great Lakes, the first step was taken by Castlereagh towards 
the determination of the boundary westward. It was agreed 
that from the Lake of the Woods to the summit of the Rockies 
the frontier should follow the forty-ninth degree of latitude. 
With equal wisdom it was agreed to postpone negotiations as 
to the Pacific Coast. Beyond the Rockies lay the region then 
called ‘Oregon,’ a name at that time covering the vast territory 
between latitude 420 and 54s 40', which subsequently became 
Britash Columbia and the States of Washington, Oregon and 
Idaho. The whole of this wilderness, joining what was then 
Russian Alaska to what was then Mexican California, had been 
saved from Spam by Pitt in the Nootka Sound dispute,1 and 
in Castlereagh s time was claimed both by Great Britain and 
the United States. But though British and American for traders 
had stations along the coast, neither side could as yet make 
any decisive show of occupation or settlement. The days of 
he immigrants and the4 Oregon trail ’ across the great prairies 

were yet to come. 1 hearrangement made in t H18 for the ‘joint 
upation of Oregon postponed a dangerous dispute, not yet 

ipe or adjudication. A generation later, Sir Robert Peel was 

rio - ^ comfron?i?c»in *kc same pacific spirit that 
World^k m£ro“uced mto our dealings with the New 

1 &xs p. 43, afaov®. 
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CHAPTER XI 

AFTER THE WAR) 
I 8I5~22 

_ , xl_ _ The Radical Movement and the 
Brougham Bentham, Owen, Cobbett—-A"® street—The Queen's trial— 

Second Repression—Peterloo and. 
Death of Castlereagh. 

Dur.no the last half-doaen years of the tot, the official Whig 
leaders treat politically to sleep in their country seats, mutter¬ 
ing pessimistic prophecies of the impossibility o conquering 
Napoleon, But the social and political revolt beginning in the 
new middle class against the Tory aristocracy found more 
vigorous expression in the self-assertive and ubiqui tous energy of 
Henry Brougham, the very type of novus Aomo, with his square, 
plebeian nose, restless movements and hard yet lively features. 

It was Brougham who had organised the agitation against 
1811-2 the Orders in Council.1 As soon as the war was over, he eorti- 

1816 pelled Government by a similar agitation to drop the Income 
Tax, which the middle classes, before Peel taught them to 
think more wisely, regarded as an inquisitorial interference 
with liberty and property, not to be borne save in war-time. 
The unpopular tax, which is one of the chief claims of Pitt to 
the gratitude of posterity, was bringing in fifteen millions in 
1815. Its removal, due to Brougham’s agitation, was one of 
the main reasons of the slow progress of fiscal reform and trade 
recovery prior to the time of Peel. 

With the revival of the spirit of opposition after the war, 
Brougham gave voice to the growing indignation of all classes 
with the sinecures and pensions. To abolish them would have 
done much less to relieve the economic misery of the laud than 
he and Cobbett made people believe, but it was a peculiarly 
gross insult to starving millions to make rich parasites richer out 
of taxes. Brougham also put his universal energies at the dis¬ 
posal of the champions of the negro, who were already prepar¬ 
ing against slavery the same sort of campaign that had proved 
fatal to the slave-trade. And, true to his Scottish upbringing, 
he gave, as we have seen, his own vigour to the movement for 
popular education in England. 

Though north-English by birth. Brougham belonged to the 
group of lawyers and University men at the Scottish capital who 

1 See p. 130, above. 
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had founded the Edinburgh Review. They included the Rev. 1802 
Sydney Smith, also of England, and the Scot, Francis Jeffrey. 
At first these young partisans had only their wits to protect 
them in a time and country in which, as one of them said 
retrospectively, ‘ it was almost safer to be a felon than a 
Reformer.’ But their caution and ability gained a hearing for 
the new school of liberal ideas in fashionable and learned 
society throughout Great Britain. In days when the means of 
diffusing knowledge and opinion were scanty, the Edinburgh 
Reviewers played an indispensable part in preparing the mind 
of the coming age. But their want of firmness over the Penin¬ 
sular War incited Sir Walter Scott and other Tories to found 1809 
the rival Quarterly. Judged by Victorian standards of criticism 
and science the early numbers of the Edinburgh and Quarterly 
seem very thin; but they were in their day a great advance. 

The close connection of poetry and literature with political 
faction, illustrated by the history of these two famous Reviews 
and by the lives of Scott and Byron, Wordsworth and Cole¬ 
ridge, Shelley and Keats, though it had its regrettable side, was 
due to the high importance attached to poetry and to the Muses 
by the active world of that era as distinguished from our own. 
The lives of many of our greatest poets and painters also 
remind us how little the Napoleonic wars interrupted the daily 
work of civilisation in our island, when it was reaching a higher 
point of literary achievement than it had ever touched since 
the age of Shakespeare. 

It would be difficult to find a better instance of that 
favourite maxim of our grandfathers that ‘ the pen is mightier 
than the sword,’ than the effect upon British institutions of 
the uneventful life of Jeremy Bentham, a shy recluse of unim¬ 
pressive speech and appearance, who was so little of a politician 
that even in 1817 he was not prosecuted for publishing his 
highly 4 seditious ’ Reform Catechism in favour of household 
suffrage. Born in 1748, and dying in 183a just when his 
principles were beginning to invade the seats of power, he was 
never the man of the moment, but his influence was a force in 
history during more than a hundred years. As early as 177^,- 
that seminal year when the Declaration of Independence, Adam 
Smith’s Wealth of Nations and the first volume of Gibbon's 
History were given to the world,—young Bentham’s Frag¬ 
ment on Government also appeared. It challenged the legal 
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doctrine of the age, sanctioned by Blackstone himself, that 
law was a fixed and authoritative science and the British Con¬ 
stitution perfect. Bentham, on the other hand,, proclaimed 
both law and politics to be perpetual experiments in the means 
of promoting ‘ utility * or happiness. 

For the rest of his long life Bentham’s propaganda among 
the higher intellect of the country was never intermitted, 
though the French Revolution and the anti-Jacobin reaction, 
both of which he disliked, delayed the acceptance of his 
doctrine. In his old age, and after his death, his ideas inspired 
the slow but sure reform of British institutions, as the ideas of 
Rousseau had inspired the cataclysm of old France. 

Bentham impressed upon his countrymen the notion that 
existing institutions were not to be taken for granted, but to 
be judged by their results, and perpetually readjusted so as to 
produce ‘ the greatest happiness or the greatest number.’ He 
did not invent that useful formula, which he had taken from 
Priestley, but he drove it into men’s minds, and by reiterating 
it for half a century with a thousand different applications, he 
undermined the easy acceptance of chartered inefficiency and 
corruption, characteristic of the eighteenth century. Parlia¬ 
mentary, municipal, scholastic, ecclesiastical, economic reform 
all sprang from the spirit of Bentham’s perpetual inquiry, 
| what is the use of it ? ’—his universal shibboleth, that proved 
in the end the real English antidote to Jacobinism. The weak¬ 
ness of his system, even in the realm of politics, was the 
mechanical nature of its psychology, which misrepresented 
the multiform workings of the human mind. 

Although the principles of his ‘ utilitarian ’ philosophy 
were applied in the end to all spheres of government, his most 
direct and measurable success was the application that he him¬ 
self made of the ‘ utility ’ test in the realm of law. Brougham 
said of him that 4 he was the first legal philosopher that had 
appeared in the world,’ and Dicey in our own day has quoted 
this, judgment .with approval. As law reformer, Bentham was 
fertile in practical invention as he was broad in principle. To 
him is owing the first suggestion of almost every one of the 
long series of law reforms which, beginning about 1820, in 
forty years swept away the sanguinary and unintelligent code 
which Eldon loved, that hanged men for theft and struck 
about in blind panic with the sword of justice. In the dry 
tree of Parliament from 1808 to 1818, Sir Samuel Romiliy 
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preached Bentham’s doctrine of law reform to unwilling 
ears; after Romilly’s tragic suicide, Sir James Mackintosh 
took up the work in the green tree of a more hopeful era.1 

Bentham’s utilitarianisms was most directly connected with 
the creed of the ‘ philosophic Radicals ’ like James Mill and 
Francis Place, and with the sweeping away of abuses and privi¬ 
leges to clear the path for democratic individualism and laissez- 
faire. But it also inspired the movement towards Socialism, 
co-operation and State interference, which grew up side by 
side with 4 classical ’ economics and radical politics, though 
not at first with such rapid growth. All were in debt to Ben- 
tham, even common-sense Whigs like Macaulay, though he 
was provoked to write Edinburgh articles against the pedantry 
of the Utilitarian sect. 

Robert Owen was the first to find the Socialistic application 
of the doctrines of ‘ utility.’ He was the father of the factory 
laws and of the co-operative movement. 

Never was there such a combination as in Robert Owen of 1771- 
business ability with moral simplicity and earnestness, and 1858 
visionary insight, occasionally running to the absurd. Brought 
up in a Welsh country town in the days of Wesley, his destiny 
lay in wider realms of thought and space, but his mind and 
character never lost the mark of an upbringing among poor 
people and among people aspiring earnestly towards an ideal 
outlook on everyday things. After a homely schooling at 
Newtown he went off into the great world and worked his 
way unaided up the ladder of the new industrialism, to be¬ 
come, before he was thirty, part owner and sole manager of 
the cotton mills of New Lanark in Scotland. In early life he 
was a magnificent example of * self-help.’ 

While Napoleon was winning and losing Europe, Owen 
1 Sue p. 3X# above, and p* below, 
* This* famous word was tet/sipplted to the Benthamite doctrine by 

John Stuart Mill, who adopted it in rftea from John Galt'a recently pub¬ 
lished Annals of th$ Parish, in which th« old Scottish minister warns his 
parishioners not to * secede from Christianity ami become utilitarians/ 
When, as a moral philosopher, Ikmtham attempted to use the juridical ami 
political test of * utility ' as the bails of ethical motive, and to * grind out 
vlrtuo from the husks of pleasure/ ho was going off his own ground, as Car¬ 
lyle, Macaulay and John Mill, each after his fashion, pointed out. Ikm¬ 
tham influence helped to transform our language from a thing of beauty 
to something more useful and scientific. We «w« to him such words a* 
* minimise/ * codify/ * international/ When told by the doctor that he was 
dying, he replied i 4 Then minimise pain/ 
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was quietly working out his social experiment. The Scottish 
factory, when he took it over, was not much better than other 

1800- factories of the time. In fifteen years he had made it a model 
1815 0f humane and intelligent provision for mind and body, with 

moderate hours, good pay, healthy conditions both in the 
factory and the village, and good education, including the first 
infant school in the island. The outcome was a high morale 
among the hands. It was, he imagined, his great discovery 
that ‘ the character of man is formed for him, and not by him,’ 
or, as we should now say, that4 environment makes character.’ 
To prove it, he had by environment made the characters of 
the New Lanark employees; and at the same time he had 
made the fortune of the New Lanark Mills 1 

Owen’s double success proved that if the social aspects of 
the Industrial Revolution had been attended to, its worst evils 
could have been avoided without a lowering of production, 
and that even in that age the big factory might have been used 
as a new and powerful engine of social amelioration. The 
world of that day admitted the facts; thousands of visitors 
drove all the way from the Thames to the Clyde, anti the 
monarchs of Europe sent embassies to see the miracle of a 
happy factory-town. Men could not deny, yet would not 
believe, the living proof that Owen had set before their eyes. 

In the year of Waterloo, Owen, having failed to persuade 
his brother manufacturers of the things that pertained to their 
peace, went up to London to persuade the Government itself. 
He was not by temperament and theory a democrat. He had 
been the patriarch of New Lanark, gently forming his men’s 
characters ‘for them.’ He now wanted the Tory Cabinet to be 
equally paternal in its protection of all the factory hands in the 
island.. With the simplicity of Parsifal, he came up to town 
expecting to make a convert of Castlereagh and a pupil of 
Parliament. His.failure did not sour him, but it turned him 
back to the working-men themselves, whom he now regarded 
as the only possible agents of his vision of a new society. 

His failure, though fundamental, had not been complete. 
Cabinet Ministers treated him with politeness, but gave no 
hdp His plans were, however, taken up in Parliament by 
&ir Robert Peel, father of the great Sir Robert, a Lancashire 
miilowner, originally of no good reputation as such, who had 
the family honesty to own that he had changed his mind on 
the need for factory legislation. 
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During Napoleon’s Hundred Days, Owen and Peel drew 
up the first real Factory Bill.1 It applied not merely to cotton, 1815 

but to all factories; it forbade the employment of any child 
under ten years old, or after that for more than ten and a half 
hours a day; paid inspectors were to enforce its provisions. 
But the other manufacturers hastened up to London to protest 
against the insanity of these two eccentric members of their 
order. They established before a Committee the point that 
Owen was an infidel, and argued the more doubtful thesis that 
the children were well and happy in the mills. After four years’ 1819 

delay, a useless shadow of Peel’s Bill was passed, for cotton 
only, with no important provision except the prohibition of child 
labour under nine. As there were to be no inspectors, the Act 
was ignored whenever employers and parents joined to break it. 

The first campaign was lost, but Owen had started on the 
right lines the hundred years’ war for State control. Thanks 
to him and to his successor, Lord Shaftesbury, not only 
children but parents have since found protection in an area 
of legislation ever widening down to our own day. 

Owen himself, meanwhile, despairing of the governors, 
turned to the governed. He abandoned politics for labour 
association. Parliament had failed him; he did not propose to 
get it reformed, but to set the labourers to work out their own 
salvation. He became in a certain stuse a democrat, but not, 
like Place and Cobbett, a Radical. I le put himself at the head 
of the economic as distinct from the political action of the 
working-class. I Ic devoted himself in the latter half of his life 
to starting the co-operative and extending the Trade Union 
movement. But that part of his life belongs to a later chapter 
of British history. 

In spite of Owen’s indifference to the cause, the move- imr.- 
ment for Parliamentary Reform, suppressed in the days of 1Hly 
Pitt, revived first among the working men, before it captured 
the middle classes. The reason is clear. While the middle classes 
were upon the whole prospering, except for severe fluctuations 

‘ J'«•«•!':; Act of iHn.% muiiet imes outlet! the First Factory Act, was really 
a now provision of tho Poor Paw. It waft an endeavour In protect juuipor 
uf if trout tom, with whom |ut!4io an thoriUm in ttm last quarter of th« 
dKht**mith century nurd to trud thomiuU water-winked nulift which worn 
the hrat and wood of the cotton involution, Ihu larger ft tram fan- 
toiioft that fiuptmhui them mini the * froo' labour of children living with 
their parent:*, who warn fain to nend thorn daily to tho mill. It waft Uipuo 
* i$m * children who worn in qumtion in tho Ihll of -q, and in all 
8tihtw|«cnt Fart orv Act a* 
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of trade, many of the workmen were suffering terribly, and 
their misery was much increased by the action of Parlia- 

1799 ment While new laws were passed and enforced to prevent 
i813 them from combining to keep up their wages, old laws which 

empowered the authorities to fix a fair wage were repealed, and 
I815 finally, when peace promised a fall in the price of bread, a new 

Corn Law prohibited importation till wheat was Bos. a quarter. 
Parliament, in the interest now of employers, now of landlords 
was always the enemy of working-men. They ate the rotten 
boroughs in their bread. Hence their hatred of the ‘ borough- 
mongers ’was more intense than that of the middle class, and 
made emphatic entry on the political stage a dozen years before 

first Reform B l! C aSSCS * undcr Whig patronage secured the 

No doubt Owen understood the causes and some of the 
cures of working-class misery far better than Cobbett, whose 

enrfnTrS ^ hiSt°r^ and who tlisllked 
enclosures and factories too much to see any way out extent 

bovh3SS t0 ?irnlshed ' ' world of lii, 
boyhood. Yet William Cobbett was the man who diverted 
the working-class from rick-burning and machinc-brcakine- to 
agitate for Parliamentary Reform. His Weekly Political Register 
and the literature that sprang from it did much to converfdm 

TxTetv Tot0shuinthn£ polfCfians’ dfPite th« Government’s 
SfL* . th 0Ur from aI1 aspects of citizenship. 
Cobbett s extravagance of theory, recklessness of statement 
and violence of diction obscured the fact that the whole ten- 

l?rnoktokPtTnmgth^ T t0faVert‘rCV°luti0n and t0 Suide me proletariat into the paths of constitutional action. 
At tiie same time he made the wrongs and sufterintrs of 

the poor known to educated men. He angrily drew aside the 

He'procW^drii aid'’ &°m 1““' "0ti“ and V“PMl>y- rie proclaimed rich and poor to be one English nation and 

d“ x s ~1rchsrldin-cIiffe 

he was^ative of the sod a’P^°°u dc*u of P°sin8> a«d because 
of the worid Burke Benthai?’ °WCfl wcrc citizen, 
our island note But Cobhm^”^ untai n’S praisc3> had not 
praised. *" *“ »“*« 
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The * rights of man ’ were nothing to him in the abstract, 
and foreigners were antipathetic. Born of Surrey peasants of 
the old breed, his heart’s desire was to restore their rights and 
liberties as he had known them in his boyhood, and as he 
imagined them to have existed in even greater degree in the 
idealised English history of his vision. In one sense he was 
the only consistent Tory, for he was averse to the economic 
and social revolution which the nominal Tories were hurrying 
on. I le was neither a * philosophic Radical ’ nor a Socialist. 
But he was the father of the unphilosophic Radicalism which 
played so great a part in English working-class opinion during 
the nineteenth century, because he saw that the only way to 
control economic change was to speed along political change 
till it had caught up with the furious pace of the Industrial 
Revolution. 

Throughout the period of the Peninsular War, which he 
noisily and ignorantly opposed, Cobbett had been carrying on 
a Reform campaign in his Political Register, partly from prison mo-12 
where he lay two years to expiate his protest against the 
flogging of English militiamen at Ely by Cerman soldiers. 
He invented a catchword,-—* The Thing,’—for the union of 
Ministers, borough mongers, pensioners, sauires, clergy and 
manufacturers, by which he conceived England to be bound, 
bullied and bled; giving thus to all those in power one head 
that he might break it. But the Register cost niore than a 
shilling, and most of those who could afford a shilling a week 
dreaded Cobbett, or dreaded being seen to read him. The 
working-men clubbed to buy copies anti read them aloud, a 
method particularly useful in those, days of illiteracy, but 
gatherings held for this purpose were broken up and penalised, 
ft was in 1816, when he boldly reduced the price to twopence, 
that he became the real leader of the masses, in the manu¬ 
facturing districts, among whom a fierce agitation had at 
length broken out.1 

Peace had not brought Plenty. The demand for English 
‘ Ramford, the Radical, tells us: * At. thin time [iHtb] the writing «f 

William Cobbett suddenly ttecmue of great authority. They were read on 
nearly every cottage hearth in the manufacturing district* of South Lanca¬ 
shire, in those of Lskester, Derby ami Nottingham ; also in many of the 
Scottish manufacturing towns. Their influence was tijmedily visible. lie 
directed his readers to the true cause of their sufferings, misf'overmumt. 
and to Its projasr corrective, I'ur liumentary Reform. Riots soon bream**, 
scarce, and from that; time they have never obtained their ancient vogue 
with the. labourers of this country.' 
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goods among our allies, and our own mononolv of fr-irU 
the ocean, both ended with the waTX fe wiX”’ 

were thrown out rf 
Farmers were going- bankrunf- *r>A h<Z,,’ ° Jhous«nds. 
price of corn fell. It was now tint c* ^I!^r themselves as the 
feet, and a vast pronorthTof , Spe“’!T »«< had ita full 

paupers. Meanwlule the landlords'pXd thX™ ,lwam,! 
defiance both of middle-class angXTwoXg-d^ 2" 

for *<« -Id 

twiS; Sdr ctst l„rdtal wf°™,o “'™d,s 
stood aloof disappro^XboS of .be ? "■* alarm !"'d 
the WnmentP£3s Xause ,he :'?■ apfati<,n anJ <’f 
into two but into three nLfA f r“ ,nat,10n was rent not 
the hands of the Tory Government Crisis rateJ in 

were MdcpolSy XwaXX'Xv N° 
the distress of the poor Renre«<J °rm 'c^ proposed for 
discontent Riots "n Sti" fhf P“«« tor 
violent of the Radicals and - a^lrcsscd by the more 

were treated as “tr 0Xe X™,,0'lic "'"rage, 
punishment as rioters were tricdXtrJ1' Mc” 7ho dl'scrvcd 
quently acquitted by the iurie«s A * 1 ’ and wyre «»ise- 
the Radical Press rJsdted b sonVu* °f pr°SeCutionfl ««aint»t 
triumphant acquittals as in the f CaV^ 3cntcnccs> at>d .some 
Parodist and theB/lck }>,3 ^ CUSC* of the 

1817 

w,rk h:ul 
were stopped byPthe hand ofmw ectures anti debating societies 

of HabeasPCorpus. GovernmenTsni^ ! W5-h thc 9U*V™* 
Oliver, were busy stirring «d S W’ lncIudln8 the notorious 
But Oliver went too farcin endMv”^.-0^™11^ C.° SCliit‘‘}n- 
middle-class reformers in Lancashire° wh^ f° lmplic;lfc s<>nie 
"essOong carried „ ^ impunity amotgr^t^!’^ 
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promptly exposed in Parliament by the help of the Whigs. The 
class pride of the Lancashire manufacturers was aroused against 

vtifiTlTr' by t US In striking at the dreaded 
Radicals the Government had threatened the liberty of all 

In 1819, when another wave of economic distress followed 
after a brief interval, the Reform agitation flared up again, 
bince Habeas Corpus was no longer suspended, monster 
meetings of working-men were held in the industrial districts 
to demand universal suffrage. It would have been better if 
the authorities had prohibited such meetings altogether ac¬ 
cording to their usual custom, rather than act as they acted 
in bt. I eter s hields, Manchester, on August the Sixteenth. An 
orderly and unarmed crowd of about 60,000 men, women and 
children was permitted to assemble; but then the magistrates, 
stricken with alarm at the sight of so great a multitude, sent 
m the yeomanry to arrest the speaker, the notorious Radical 
I Hint, after the meeting had fairly begun. When the horsemen, 
pushing their way through the throng on such an errand, were 
shouted at and hustled, the cavalry in reserve were ordered by 
the magistrates to charge. Their impact drove the dense mass 
of human beings, cursing and shrieking, off the field, while 
the yeomanry, who were t ory partisans, used their sabres with 
gusto.. In the disturbances of that day some eleven persons 
including two women, were killed or died of their injuries’ 
over a hundred were wounded by sabres and several hundred 
more injured by horse-hoofs or crushed in the stampede. The 
women injured were over a hundred.1 

Of the magistrates who had done this thing, one was a 
clergyman; they can only be acquitted of inhumanity on the 
ground of panic induced by prejudice* The action of Govern* 
pent in sending them its thanks without waiting to make 
inquiry, aroused an outburst of indignation among many re¬ 
spectable citizens who would never have dreamt of going to the 
l eterloo meeting, lo the working-men themselves it seemed 

1 Prcnticohi Mmiehe\ter, pp, in7 the particulars and names of the 
killed arc fayon while the jurtiyutura and names of the wounded and 

^ the Committee that mlmiimteml 
relrf to Urn sufferers, 1 he statement in thu middle of an othtu wine ex* 
east lent chaptered the Modern t i inter y, to the effect that onlv 
one man wa$ killed ami forty injured, donn not hear smuiiny, The most 
recent summary of the evidence on the number of casualties <*an hr* mud 
mi pp. of Three Acemmts of Petertoe. edited by F. A, Uuiton (Man* 
cm**t»*r Unw, Ihtinx imcl in an artici t\ hv rtivorfUl t /. ..i / r ' * 
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nothing less than a declaration of war upon them by their 

rr D rIn Spite of Whig and middle-class protests in and out 
of^Parliament, the immediate victory lay with Government 
I he agitation was quelled that winter. 

Nevertheless, Peterloo was the moral death-blow of the old 
loryism. It might have passed unchallenged twenty years 
before but coming when it did, it was fatal. The long sterile 
reign of anti-jacobinism had been compressed into one dra¬ 
matic scene, revealing like a flash of lightning the real relations 
of rulers and ruled. Popular prints for a dozen years to come 
made all men familiar with the symbolic figure of a mounted 
yeoman m his shako, prancing over a heap of shrieking women 
and sabring them on the ground. British history had made it im¬ 
possible for this island to be governed for long on such terms, 

len IT*8 ff 5he7lc;tors 5)fWferlL°° hung tarnished, and young 
men began to look elsewhere for their heroes and deliverers.1 ^ 

he change of feeling had its effect on some of the rising 
generation of Tory leaders. Men as sensitive as Canning, af 

commu^^M ^ “ mu{? jn ,t<?uch the merchant 
• *7 _ Huskisson could feel in their bones that the 

ha?Sedtequ^.b“" bW!”g f°r thir* 

. ®ut for three more years the old spirit was still supreme 

be &ow™d th Indeedfil Peterloo was not to 
be disowned, there was no course open but further coercion 

The^il02?1 f g»men °^e Ni°rth werc damouring for revenge! 

So anT„iC I’hirSted r”"?.of l8l’> ™ no -«« than an ,„ev.table outcome of the policy previously adopted. 

bn,;,^ aSn-A er' not a" of a pi«* The Act that pro. 
hibited dulling was wise and has never been repealed. The 

fesion ofX* 'krge PUbl‘C lnyt'"es> at bKt » pitiable con- 
n °f ^competence of the authorities, ran for five 

years and was not renewed. The most lasting injury Z the 
community was done by the Act imposing a fourpiiny Simp 

to R^oraaJ^ndudtog^he^iUowiKrs^who^rf11^ r?U?fc th° ,K!W Iuill,lle darn 
pathy with their employees hid nn?nTih°i ! *°uugh tll°y luwl to° little aym- 
men of abihty^Stema^pnn^^r1 ^h,?ve thom Yofm« 
days of theirpowerof In the 
such. Macauky.Ten fU, f thdr {Uhm‘ 0m 
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on all periodical publications, even though they were not news- 
papff- The object was to kill the Radical Press of the type 
of Cobbctt s Register and the Black Dwarf, but incidentally it 
made it more difficult for the poor to get literature of any 
sort. The duty was reduced from fourpence to a penny in 
1836 as a result of Radical pressure on the Whig Government 
of that later day, and the remaining 4 taxes on knowledge * 

were repealed in the course of the ’fifties and ’sixties. 

The year that followed Peterloo and the Six Acts, the first 
of George IV as king, was the year of the Cato Street con- 1820 
spiracy and of the Queen’s trial. 

In February, Arthur Thistlewood, head of a gang of 
4 physical force ’ Radicals prevented by the Six Acts from raising 
disturbance in other ways, plotted to murder the whole Cabinet 
as they dined together at Lord Harrowby’s in Grosvenor 
Square. The conspirators, over twenty strong, met in a loft 
in Cato Street, oil Kdgware Road, where they were attacked 
by the Bow Street runners, 1 lalf of them fought their way out, 
but all were arrested within a few days. The reaction in favour 
of Government was naturally strong, but, considering the 
enormity of the fact, curiously evanescent, Thistlewood and 
four of his accomplices were executed on the first of May, and 
by the end of June Ministers were more universally unpopular 
than ever before, on account of Queen Caroline. Yet the Cato 
Street conspiracy was almost as bloody in its intention as the 
Gunpowder Plot, and more so than the assassination plots 
against Charles II and William III, which had ruined the 
parties in whose interest thev had been designed. One of the 
intended victims was the Duke of Wellington, who had saved 
the country five years before, and lived to be the popular demi¬ 
god of Victorian England. If, then, Cato Street caused no such 
prolonged reaction and left no such tradition as Gunpowder 
Plot, Rye House and Turnlum Green, it was partly because 
the Queen’s trial supervened, and partly because the system of 
government for which the Duke and his colleagues stood was 
no longer so well rooted in any large section of popular 
opinion as the systems represented by James I, Charles II, or 
William III. 

The Queen’s affair, which swallowed up every other topic 
from June to November, was caused by the return from abroad 
of the new King’s official wife, Caroline, unappeasably claiming 1320 
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her Royal rank. The King’s reply was to induce his Ministers, 
in an evil hour for their good name, to set on foot divorce 
proceedings. The * Queen’s trial,’ for adultery,_ took the form 
of a Bill of Pains and Penalties introduced first into the House 
of Lords, and conducted there by the examination of evidence 
as in a Court of Justice. The chief witnesses were Italians of 
a low type, whom the British people believed to have been 
suborned. The principal one, Majocchi, broke down under 
Brougham’s cross-examination, and blundered out again and 
again Non mi ricordo (‘ I don’t remember ’)—a phrase that for 
a generation to come was current coin in England. 

Non mi ricordo was fatal to the good repute of the 
‘ existing establishment in Church and State.’ I'he Radical 
cartoonists, strong in the rising genius of Cruikshank, battened 
on the shapeless figure of George IV, who was represented to 
his subjects in every abject guise that malice could suggest, 
now lolling on the couch as an Oriental voluptuary, now stam¬ 
mering out Non mi ricordo at the bar of public opinion. And 
though Caroline was in a sense the * heroine,* her low vulgarity 
was in itself an argument for republicans and levellers. As the 
Queen’s trial dragged its foul length along week after week, 
an utter contempt for their rulers, Royal and other, sank deep 
into men’s hearts, and prepared the way for change. 

Whether Caroline was guilty or not no man can with cer¬ 
tainty say. On the other hand, it is certain that her marriage 
had been a legalised bigamy, since her husband had previously 
been married in secret to Mrs. Fitzherbert, who was still alive. 
It is also certain that George had cast oiF Caroline almost at 
once, before he had any ground against her, and that he had 
lived and was still living in open relations with a number of 
other women. Our ancestors passionately determined that a 
wife who had undergone such treatment, whether she were 
innocent or guilty, should not be divorced by such a man. 
The national instinct for fair play was too much for the loyalty 
of many Tories who had supported the Government on the 
Six Acts. The Cabinet found itself more nearly in collision 
with the whole nation than any Government since James II. 
Only the withdrawal of the Bill of Pains and Penalties saved 
the State from convulsion. 

After Peterloo and Cato Street the Queen’s trial comes 
like low comic relief in a too sombre tragedy. Indeed it did 
much to restore the good humour of the nation. All classes of 
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a divided society had united in a common enthusiasm. And 
it helped the cause of reconciliation that the Cabinet had been 
disgraced and defeated; its working-class victims could laugh 
and feel themselves avenged. And so, with the help of a few 
Years of better trade, the more liberal policy adopted by the 
Tory Cabinet after Castlereagh’s death was launched on less 
troubled waters. 

The history of the Queen’s trial illustrates the law of 
political hydrostatics, that if the current of public opinion is 
denied course through constitutional channels, it will make its 
way out by the sewers. There had been other instances of such 
abnormal excitement, as when in 1809 the country had risen 
in fury to support the charges against the King’s son, the Duke 
of York, then Commander-in-Chief, of selling military com¬ 
missions through his mistress, Mrs. Clarke.1 These unsavoury 
controversies, and many others, now well forgotten, gave proof 
of a savage hatred of the Royal family, due in equal degrees 
to the bad private character of George Ill’s sons, and to the 
political position of George III and George IV after him as 
acknowledged chiefs of the extreme Tory party. The all- 
important change that afterwards took place in the popularity 
of the Royal family, was due alike to its retirement from 
political leadership and to its changed private record. _ 

But for the present the Crown still made and maintained 
Ministries. The Tory Cabinet survived the measureless shame 
and unpopularity of the Queen’s trial, because George IV, 
much as he hated the Ministers for bungling the Bill or Pains 
and Penalties, hated the Whigs still more for voting against it, 
and for their association with his arch-enemy, Brougham, who 
had conducted the Queen’s case in the Lords with astonishing 
eloquence and freedom.* 

1 She had taken money, pretending to sell her influence with him, but 
the Duke of York appears to have known nothing about it. 

« I la had quoted Milton to some purpose: 
‘ My Lords, if I knew who the party is against whom X appear, non con¬ 

stat that I may not bring forward a mas* of evidence furnished by himself. 
Hut who Is the party ? X know nothing about this shrouded, this mysterious 
being, this retiring phantom, this uncertain shape. 

*< If shajie it might be called that shape hath none 
Distinguishable in memlntr, joint or limb ; 
Or substance may be called which shadow seems. 

What seems his head 
The likeness of a kingly crown has on.” ’ 

George is said to have remarked with bitterness: ' He might have left 
my shape alone.' 

O 
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Now the choice of the Prime Minister effectually rested 
with the King. The Whigs only mustered some 170 votes in 
Opposition, and largely owing to the rotten boroughs and the 
limited franchise, could not materially increase the number at 
election time. They would do nothing on the one hand to 
court the King for office, and for the considerable number of 
votes in the House which was the perquisite of his Ministers as 
such. Nor on the other hand would they lead the Radicals in 
an agitation for a really extensive reform of Parliament. Ten 
years later, under another King, the Whigs did both these 
things at once, and only so managed to maintain themselves 
in office long enough to remodel the Constitution, heavily 
weighted in the interest of their rivals. 

The Whigs had become for a while more lukewarm in the 
cause of Reform than in 1797, when they had voted 91 strong 
for household'suffrage. The fact that they had held office 
even for a few months in 1806-7 on the basis of leaving the 
anti-Jacobin system of society and politics untouched, had 
compromised the future of Reform inside their body, and 
increased the mutual suspicion between Whigs and Radicals. 
Many old Whig families who had left the party in the days of 
Burke and the trench Revolution, but had never had the heart 
to leave Brooks’s, came back to the party fold, and the alliance 
with the Tory Grenvilles continued until 1817. Such con¬ 
nections rendered it difficult for the Whigs to adopt a popular 
programme. Indeed if they had ever taken office again in* a 
Coalition such as 1807, their connections with Reform would 
have been snapped altogether, and the historic purpose for 
which fate was preserving them would have been frustrated. 

Lord Grey, in 1819-20, refused to take the field in a 
campaign for Parliamentary Reform, because, as he wrote to 
his confidant, Lord Holland, the proposal of any large measure 
would split the Whig party. He declared indeed that he him¬ 
self favoured the abolition of no less than a hundred of the rotten 
borough seats, and was sure that any smaller proposal would 
fail to arouse popular enthusiasm without which no Reform 
had the least chance of being carried. Partly because he knew 
that so large a proposal would break up the Parliamentary 
party that he led, partly because he shrank from open alliance 
with the disreputable Radicals, partly because he preferred 
domestic ease and studious leisure at Howick, the Whig chief 
put off the hour of action. In refusing to give the country any 
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more positive lead than a denunciation of Peterloo and the 
Six Acts, Grey left the Tories another decade in which to make 
good, and, under Canning, Huskisson and Peel, they did not 
let the opportunity slip. 

The ground was cleared for change in the Torjr counsels 
by the death of Castlereagh in 182.12. The great British states¬ 
man who had done more than any European diplomat to bring 
about Napoleon’s fall and to establish peace in Europe, had 
identified himself in his last years with the anti-jacobin 
domestic policy in its final stage of decay. He had beaten 
Napoleon and made a peace that gave us security for a hundred 
years,—but he had introduced the Six Acts into the House of 
Commons. When he died, it was the less fortunate side of his 
career that was uppermost in men’s minds, but to us at a cen¬ 
tury’s remove it seems the less important, as it was certainly 
the less enduring. His death by his own hand was hailed by 
most of his poorer fellow-countrymen with revengeful glee, 
which found voice in the horrible cheers that greeted his coffin 
as it passed into Westminster Abbey.1 Posterity can look 
more impartially at the whole career of a man who was some¬ 
times right and sometimes wrong, but who had in the main 
wrought greatly and beneficently, and had always, according 
to the light that was in him, devoted powers of the first order 
to his country’s service.* 

PTT a dtwp vrr 

liberal Toryism, 1822-ay (burning, Fed, Huakfason -"Franck Place and 
the Combination Acts -The Corn -Canning's foreign policy: 
Spain, America, Greece, 

If Castlcreagh’s mind had not given way that month, or if his Aug* 1822 
attendants in removing his razors had not overlooked the fatal 
penknife, George Canning would have started on the long 
sailing voyage to Bengal as Governors Jencral, and the history 
of England and Europe would have taken some different course. 

% Hymn*$ epitaphs, if mom Indecent, wore not more brutal than Cob- 
belt's message to an imprisoned IMwtiwsr; ' Castlereagh has met his own 
and hi doad I last that sound roach you in the depths of your dungeon, and 
Id it carry consolation to your suffering soul/ 

* The foreign policy of Castlereagh after 1815 fa treated of in relation 
to that of Canning in chapter xii, pp» aoO 208, below. 
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For a dozen years past Canning had been kept in the 
background of politics by his personal unpopularity first with 
his colleagues, and then with the King, whom he refused to 
assist in the prosecution of Queen Caroline. His brilliancy 
had been eclipsed by the solid services that Castlereagh had 
rendered to Europe. But now at last his chance had come. 
Instead of being exiled to India, he stepped into his dead 
rival’s place as Foreign Secretary and leader of the Commons, 
and became, under the mild premiership of Lord Liverpool, 
the first man in the kingdom. 

About the time of his promotion a great change had come 
to maturity in his mind. In youth the chosen disciple of Pitt, 
he remembered in the closing years of life that his master had 
once been a reforming and liberal Minister, before the French 
Revolution raised an issue that had now receded. This was 
unpalatable doctrine to the men who still shouted Pitt’s name 
as a war-cry against every measure of justice and common 
sense, and met in Pitt Clubs to drink 4 Irish Protestant Ascend¬ 
ancy,’ and the health of the yeomanry of Peterloo, But the in¬ 
fluence of Canning in his new position permeated Westminster 
and Whitehall. 

Indeed, though the popular rejoicings over Castlereagh’s 
suicide were brutal, and unjust to a great public servant, his 
death, coming when it did, was fortunate. Not only did our 
foreign policy, which had become neutral under Castlereagh, 
become liberal under Canning, but at home reforms followed 
in rapid succession. Popular belief in constitutional and politi¬ 
cal action, which Peterloo and the Six Acts had nearly killed, 
was revived by the proof of what could be done even in an 
unreformed_ House of Commons. In such an atmosphere, 
improved still further by good harvests and a revival in trade, 
the prospect of violence and class war retreated into the back¬ 
ground. 

The liberal1 Tories were the men of the hour. After the 
1822 death of Castlereagh the ablest statesmen in the Cabinet be¬ 

longed to their section of the party. The Whigs had failed to 
give a lead to the country through their official chiefs, but were 
ready, under younger men like Brougham and Russell, to co¬ 
operate in debates and divisions with the more enlightened 

In England the word ' liberal' did not yet designate a party, but 
as an adjective connoting the character of those ideas which were 

common by Canning and Grey, Huskisson and Brougham 

was 
tirkf 
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part of the Government forces. Under these conditions not 
only were many valuable measures passed, but the Tory party 
was disintegrated and forced to resolve itself into its true 
elements, so that when after Canning’s death men were forced 
to choose between a reversion to anti-jacobinism under Wel¬ 
lington and Eldon, and an advance to Parliamentary and 
Municipal Reform under the rejuvenated Whigs, the liberal 
Tories, with the great exception of Peel, felt themselves pre¬ 
pared by the experience of ten years to break with their old 1830 

connections and join the party of Parliamentary Reform. 
The happy issue of affairs for Britain in the nineteenth 

century was largely determined by the character and per¬ 
sonality of the men who came to the front in the ’twenties— 
Canning, Huskisson and Peel, Althorp, Durham and Russell, 
and the school of statesmen that they inspired. In an age 
of transition, they united to an unusual degree the merits 
of aristocracy and democracy. The merit of aristocracy lies in 
the families and individuals who are brought up to serve the 
State; its demerit lies in a policy dictated’ by a small class 
whose experience and interest are not those of the community 
at large. In democracy, on the other hand, public opinion and 
the interest of the majority prevail as the motive force, but 
there is no provision for the training of a class of statesmen. 
In the epoch of English history that opened in the reign of 
George IV, the tradition of the old aristocracy, shared by the 
rising bourgeoisie, still supplied both parties in the State with 
a large number of families, whose ablest sons were devoted 
from boyhood to high politics, and were placed early in Par¬ 
liament with the consciousness that the government was upon 
their shoulders. The difference from former times^ was that 
these specially trained leaders now felt responsibility to the 
great public rather than to their own class, whose prejudices 
and monopolies they were often prepared to sacrifice to the 
general welfare. The eighteenth-century aristocrats and the 
anti-Jacobin Tories had been the masters of the public, and 
sometimes therefore its robbers and tyrants. Peel and his suc¬ 
cessors were its servants. But they were not demagogues, be¬ 
cause they still felt themselves to belong to a high and austere 
sect, devoted to the science of government. Part of that science 
was to keep in touch with the changes of public opinion--but 
it was by no means all. 

Peel’s father, the first Sir Robert, of Lancashire fame. 
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calico-printer and Tory member, stood like bis son after him 
for the reconciliation of classes. We have seen him, during 
Napoleon’s Hundred Days, working out the details of a Fac¬ 
tory Bill with Owen himself.1 The calico-printer, even before 
he had been made a baronet, determined, like the elder Pitt, 
that his son should be Prime Minister. He vowed him from 
the cradle, and trained him from the nursery, not for business 
but for Parliament. He sent him to Harrow, then populous 
with future Premiers and party leaders, where he shared with 
Lord Byron a sound classical education. His classics and his 
aristocratic connections received the finishing touch at Christ 
Church, where he figured as a gentleman commoner. As soon 
as he came of age, his father bought him a seat for an Irish 

1809 borough. Next year his own abilities and training, and his 
father’s influence, obtained for him subordinate office. By 
18x2 he was Chief Secretary for Ireland. 

Thus, before he had had time to observe the political scene, 
and to think out opinions for himself, Peel was immersed in 
official routine of flattering importance. The Tory party in its 
heyday of power and popularity, and the Protestant Ascend¬ 
ancy in Ireland, both shone on the manufacturer’s son in their 
brightest and most alluring colours. Almost from his boyhood, 
the squires and rectors of both islands hailed him as their 
favourite ^spokesman, for he at least was staunch against 
Catholic Emancipation. At the age of twenty-nine he won the 
blue ribbon of Toryism, that had been denied to Canning, the 
membership for the University of Oxford. In another aspect, 
he was the business agent of Tory officialdom: so long as he 
was at work for twelve hours a day in Whitehall, the squires 
could hunt and shoot with the security that all was right. 
They trusted him indeed too blindly, and found in the end a 
master where they had placed a servant. 

These circumstances of his youth partly explain why Peel 
never learnt that he was not a Tory. Yet Palmerston, who had 
been pushed forward equally young by the same party, carried 
his much more real Toryism over into the Whig camp, while 
Peel condnued all his life, from force of early association, to 
regard Toryism as synonymous with the government of the 
country rather than with a particular set of opinions, many of 
which he ceased to share. 

In 1822 Peel entered the Cabinet as Home Secretary. He 
1 T*d 184'"' 185, abovfl* 
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at once cleared out the mystery of iniquity at the Home Office. 
He abolished the system of maintaining Government spies 
and agents provocateurs among the working-men, which had 
done so much to embitter class feelings during the last dozen 
years. He discontinued the political and Press prosecutions, 
and on every side broke off the connection of Tory rule with 
coercion in England. The change passed unnoticed, since no 
legislation was necessary, but it was a change of profound 
importance. 

After the suicide of Romilly in 1818, the agitation for 
reform of the Criminal Code on the principles of Bentham was 
carried on by Sir James Mackintosh, who as an Opposition 
member won the first great Parliamentary triumph of the 
cause in the legislation of 1820. In 1823 Peel as Home Secre¬ 
tary took up the movement on behalf of Government, and in 
a few years obtained the repeal of the death penalty for a 
hundred different offences. 

There was equal need for a reform of legal procedure, 
above all of the procrastinating Court of Chancery, loved for 
its very faults by its ancient and apparently irremovable chief, 
Lord Kidon. The world’s attention was first turned to law 
reform as a whole by Brougham’s famous six-hour speech in 
the Commons in 1828, surveying thejabyrinth of anachronism 
and delay that caused misery and injustice not only in Chan¬ 
cery, but in the realm of common law, ecclesiastical law and the 
petty local courts. Under the impulse given by Brougham’s 
speech, followed up by Royal Commissions, a long series of 
law reforms were carried in the middle years of the century. 

Peel crowned his work at the I lome Office by establishing 
in 1829 the Metropolitan Police Force. Its success in London 
caused it to be adopted throughout the whole country in the 
course of the next thirty years. The frequency and immunity 
of crime had scared the legislators of the eighteenth century 
into the creation of fresh capital felonies every session—a 
remedy that proved worse than useless. It had never occurred 
to the ‘ age of common sense ’ to find a^ substitute for the 
fumbling old watchmen, who preserved unimpaired the tradi¬ 
tions of Dogberry and Verges. 

Peel’s ‘ new police ’ secured the success of his reform of 
the criminal law. And they were no less essential to his policy 
of avoiding a serious collision between the armed forces or Gov¬ 
ernment and the working-class agitators. It was universally 
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agreed that if there had been ‘ Peelers ’ in Manchester in 
1819, or in Bristol in 1831, there would have been no Peter- 
loo, and no burning of Bristol. The lower type of Radical 
rioters cursed Peels bloody gang as a serious restraint on 
their activities, but Francis Place, who knew that liberty 
implied order, was strongly on the side of an efficient civilian 
force, of non-partisan character, and armed only with staves_ 
a boon unknown to the subjects of continental despotisms 
Some of Place’s Radical friends might have been not too weli 
pleased to know that in November 1830 he advised the inspec¬ 
tor of the new police ‘ when he saw a mob prepared to make 
an attack, to lead his men on and thrash those who composed 
the mob with their staves as long as any of them remained 
together, but to take no one into custody; and that if this were 
done once or twice there would be no more mobs.’ The event 
justified the advice. There had previously been no force 
capable of doing anything with a London mob, short of shoot¬ 
ing and sabring, and for that reason Lord George Gordon had 
been able to begin the sack of the capital.1 
, One important reform cannot be placed to the credit of 

thc^ Ministry* Pitt s Combination Paws, a relic of the days of 
anti-Jacobin panic still rendered all Trade Union action illegal. 
Had they been left on the Statute Book, the recrudescence of 
working-class combination, already very general in industry, 
must perforce have become revolutionary in the new age. The 
national service of repealing these dangerous laws was rendered 
by two determined and unselfish citizens, unaided by anv 
recognised party leader. Joseph Hume, a private member, 
notorious in the Commons as the persistent advocate of re¬ 
trenchment, took his orders about the Combination Laws from 
Francis I lace, who manipulated the whole affair from his 
library at Charing Cross. 

Place, like many self-made men, had somewhat too high 
an opinion of himself as compared to others, hut his manage- 

,T* 5 * rcc/kton‘ Parliament of thmughlhe 
a^ncy of one private member, was a masterpiece of the 

of a* verv Hh * J»]*a * f ?, acc an^ Hume secured the passage 
y e Act settling the status of Trade Unions, before 

eighSKE hS irni tIw o{ tU<l “'•‘■hi throughout the 
so many wild heath* anti wm h partly mvin?; to the enelomtre of 

*ml h!rk ^ *»the o. 11 ^ 
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members were aware of what they were doing. Next year the 
two had the more difficult task of preventing a reversal of the 
policy at the instigation of Huskisson and Peel, after a wave 
of strikes had caused a panic in the employing class. The 
crisis was severe, but owing to the mass of evidence from the 
industrial districts which Place marshalled before the House 
of Commons Committee, the Act of 1825 was not in the end 
a reversal of Hume’s Act of the year before, though very 
stringent provisions were added against intimidation. 

The wage-earners were set free to work out their own 
salvation, not only by the repeal of the Combination Laws, but 
by analogous legislation passed at various dates, which per¬ 
mitted artisans to emigrate, and legalised Friendly and Co¬ 
operative Societies. These laws were not the work of Owen 
and the Socialists, but of the individualist Radicals and political 
economists of the 4 classical ’ school. The Act of 1824 is the 
first case of the impartial application of the doctrines of laissez 
faire even when they benefited the workmen as against the 
master.1 It was significant that Place and Hume had had the 
support of an important minority of employers who believed 
that Pitt’s Acts were unjust and a principal cause of industrial 
strife. Place himself believed that when once the workmen 
had the right to use the weapon of collective bargaining as 
freely as their masters, it would not be necessary for them to 
do so, and that Trade Unions would die a natural deathd _ 

The working class was fortunate in having at this critical 
epoch three servants of such widely different talents and opin¬ 
ions as Owen, Cobbett and Place. They seemed made to 
supply each other’s deficiencies. Place prided himself on the 
scientific character of his Benthamite individualism, but in 
him Bentham’s teaching was modified and enlarged, as it was 
not in the case of James Mill and others of the sect, by his 
experience as a journeyman tailor in early youth. He devoted 
the last half of his life to raising the status and organising the 
political action of the class from which he had raised himself 
by his business abilities. He despised the other working-class 
leaders. He saw that if the still uneducated proletariat cut 
itself off politically from the liberal elements in the middle 
class it would achieve nothing. In spite of his profound 
contempt for the wisdom of Parliament as the abode of the 

* S<*<* p. 14^, above, I*fofc only Malthus anti Iticardo but McCulloch him** 
«•!( suptKjrted" the repeal of the Combination Laws. 
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‘ stultified Tories ’ and ‘ gabbling Whigs,’ he none the less was 
the first to develop the modern arts of lobbying, and bringing to 
bear on members the weight of evidence and argument from 
outside. It was partly because his procedure in 1824-r Was 
so novel that it succeeded so well. The cloud of witnesses 
from the industrial north that he had wafted into the aristocratic 
precincts of Westminster to testify to the working of the' Combi¬ 
nation Laws, were the heralds of a new era in politics. Honour' 
able gentlemen might stare, but they would have to grow recon¬ 
ciled to such sights in the lobbies of the ‘ best club in Europe ’ 

Huskisson began the administrative and ministerial side 
of the Free Trade movement which Peel and Gladstone com 
pleted. He became President of the Board of Trade early in 
1823 as the friend and pntStfof Canning, whom at the same 
time he succeeded as member for Liverpool, becoming thereby 
the accredited representative of the mercantile interest. 1 

The kissezfaire economic doctrine, propounded in majestic 
completeness by Adam Smith as far back as 1776, had capti¬ 
vated the understanding ot Pitt in his precocious boyhood 
Before the question had become generally understood either 
inside or outside Parliament, the young Muiister was carrying 
a rapid reduction and simplification of tariffs. But this process 
was reversed by the war of i793-*Hi5. War expenditure 
and the interest on war debt were defrayed by unscientific 
taxation of almost all articles in common use. A revenue tariff 
not really protective in its object, taxed raw materials more 
heavily than manufactured articles. The unwise refusal of the 
middle dasses at the end of the war to submit to a continuation 

^-r;X m Jimc °! Pfttce’ to perpetuate this 
incubus of ill-adjusted taxation. 

And so, for thirty years after the outbreak of the war with 
France, the doctrine ft Jaiuez fat re was seldom quoted except 
to prove the impossible; of the State enforcing 1 living wage 
or interfering on behal/of the employee. At length,l^he 
for ! 3l^e.raI at"J?9phcre of die ’twenties, the time had come 

genius oniLkh^ **** n a<U' The financial 
ofX ^ ! " w,aH ah e to uf,ctat‘: with the full support 
under th, n^l8tS “ *h hd«ht ** *»»»* and indue!,ce, 
m dl l^°"age 0f f U?, W 0t UwH Mil the bulk of 
Sion^o/^pmi0*n’ anil,bfh,na thc of Canning, the 

ite of the nation and the despot of thc Cabinet. 
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Under these favouring conditions Huskisson resumed 
Pitt’s earlier rdle, substituted moderate tariffs for total pro- 1823-27 

hibitions, abolished bounties, cut down high duties to a 
percentage that discouraged smuggling and encouraged com¬ 
petition, and admitted many raw materials at nominal tariffs. 
Timber he excluded from this category in order to benefit 
Canada. 

Huskisson had more vision of the Empire than any other 
statesman of his own or of the following generation, except 
Lord Durham. He encouraged and subsidised emigration. 
Pie showed the Colonies that their interests were to be con¬ 
sulted no less than those of the mother country. Such a theory 
was new in the world. Seizing the opportunity of changes in 
the tariff, he established a working system of preferential 
duties for colonial goods. When Free Trade reached its full 
development in the ’forties and ’fifties, preference was no 
longer possible. But Iluskisson’s idea that the Colonies were 
not mere stalking-horses for British interests at home outlived 
his preferential tariffs. 

Though Huskisson laid the foundations of British Free 
Trade policy, he himself did not contemplate a total abolition 
of duties. But in one respect he was compelled to outstrip 
Adam Smith himself. The philosopher had pronounced the 
Navigation Laws injurious to our national wealth, but necessary 
for our national security, as a means of maintaining the school 
of seamen. These laws, first enacted against our Dutch rivals 
in the time of the Commonwealth, had the effect of confining 
British trade almost entirely to ships owned and manned by 
British subjects. The system was brought to the ground, not 
by attacks of laissez fairs economists, but by the action of 
America in passing a navigation law of her own, which imposed 
special duties on goods imported in British ships. European 
countries began to follow suit, and 1 luskisson in 1823 was fain 
to pass a Reciprocity Act enabling government to negotiate a 
treaty with any foreign State, so as to secure to the ships of 
each country the free use of the other’s ports. Our Colonies 
were at the same time permitted to trade direct with Europe. 

It was not till 1849 and the following years that the Navi¬ 
gation Acts were completely abolished, but they had. received 
their death-blow in 1823. The new spirit of enterprise in the 
open market that asked for no protection, and the invention 
of iron ships just when our forests were failing, enabled British 
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shipbuilders to compete against foreign rivals with the sam, 
success as before. Lac sarr>e 

. Lfuskisson’s Free Trade measures unshackled the limh? 
a vigorous giant. British commerce, unlike British agricultur^ 
was as a young man rejoicing in his strength and confident^n 
his power to make his own way in the world. Brilliant nZt 
spects were everywhere opening out to capital and enta-nS* 
When the colonies of Spafn threw off her yoke, the meSanS 
of Cadiz were no longer able to forbid the rest of mankind 
to trade with South America. At the same time FuZ? 
purchasing power abroad was recovering from the J 

oortWofr tfthe feace-, EungIand was thc dcaring-hSu^and port of call for the trade between the two hemispheres 

“ centre for thc co,iwsal 4«ti;;„r0f 

Canning and Huskisson were alive to all this 'I’l,,. „n 
and the new member for Liverpool undemoud th V, i “S 
future lay in commerce rather than in agriculture 
already less than a third of the population worked JheVmd 
The economic and political outlook of these two T, 7 

was very different £om that of the »,,u!ri a”r , I 
who composed the nucleus of their party. Ugy 

m J" the British P0^tical world ‘ Corn was King ’ It was 
more dangerous to tamper with that one item of the PraZf 

hTmamS W'th the rest Put ^thcr. For whereS tiie manufacturers were meagrely renr^nc. I n V- tJS 
and were coming round to Fra 'J>adcLati„ such S^ 

ltSHo" protection of corn. The Corn Laws were the arkof X,T„, 
Covenant, and half the Whig gentlemen r^!rTe ( i lory 

Waterloo Corn Kiil 

.....„y „ 
country, ami ‘at onco ruin him anVl n«-'i111"’ u‘,Br,b'l- ""iihl mjuiu ih. 

b(‘c P* x5** above ** 
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below Sctf. a quarter.1 The result was to hamper foreign trade, 
to keep the price of corn artificially high, and in years of 
scarcity to starve the labourer’s family in town and country 
alike. The Corn Law had been fiercely denounced by the 
middle and working classes from the moment of its intro¬ 
duction. It increased the revolutionary feeling among town 
Radicals and village rick-burners, and caused grave discontent 
among the unrepresented captains of industry and their lieu¬ 
tenants. At inns and places of public resort loud disputes 
between commercial travellers and farmers on the subject 
of the Corn I.aws marked a growing division among the 
* respectable ’ classes that boded ill for the permanence of the 
existing regime. 

Yet the ‘ agricultural interest,’ the landlords and big far¬ 
mers, were themselves harassed by the working of their own 
law. It had been assumed that the measure would keep wheat 
above Bor. a quarter, and on the strength of that assumption 
farmers continued to discard the production of meat, poultry 
and vegetables, and to plough up bad lands that ought never 
to have ^rown corn at all. The result of this over-production 
of corn in Britain was that prices fell below 8or., not indeed 
low enough to give food to the people at a reasonable price, but 
low enough to break many farmers and to prevent many land¬ 
lords from obtaining the high rents on which they had calcu¬ 
lated. Some new form of corn protection was loudly called 
for by the agricultural interest itself. A slight modification 
of the law in 1822 had made no change in the situation. 

Huskisson therefore proposed a sliding scale—that is to 
say a tariff to vary with the price. The principle was accepted, 
but the question of its rate and incidence divided the I'ory farty as fiercely as Foreign Policy and Catholic Emancipation. 

Iuskisson and Canning stood for a lower rate, Wellington for 
a higher. Finally, after Canning’s death, the Duke fixed a 
sliding scale to begin when wheat was under 73J. a quarter. 
It was hoped that it would prevent the fluctuation of prices, 
but it had no such effect. It remained as the Corn Law against 
which the thunders of Cobden’s League were in later years 
directed. 

The liberal trend of British statesmanship in the nine- 

1 It must bo rmaemhenxl that Boil then was worth many times what 
It m now; Bos. a quarter was a terribly high price in 1815, 

1827 

1828 
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teenth century was set in these years by Peel for domestic 
administration, by Huskisson for commerce, and by Cam ? 
for foreign relations. In our dealings with Europe a con§ 

tmuous if winding stream of policy joins our breach with the 
Holy Alliance to the war of 1914. e 

Canning’s tenure of the Foreign Office marked the fact that 
England had changed sides. In order to release Kurone from 
the overlordship of France, we had fought in alliance with 
the Eastern despotisms and with all the most reactionary 
forces in the West. Our victory had involved the re-enslavZ 
ment of Poland, the restoration of the Temporal Power and 
the Austrians in Italy, of the Jesuits, the princes, the nobles 
and the Junkers throughout the Continent,—while the mili¬ 
tary predominance had passed from the Western Powers to 
Russia, Prussia and Austria. 10 

. h was PartIy because they had foreseen such consequent 
m case of victory, that the Whigs had been factious Suit 
warm about the war while it was still waging. Now thev found 
themselves in touch with the rising ang<£ of the nation it 
against the obscurantism and despotism of our late allies 
England had felt a generous warmth in helping the Spanish 
and German peoples to tree themselves from Napo'eon. When 
after the common victory, the princes and priests of the Con’ 
tinent re-enslaved those who had done the fighting m°t 
Englishmen felt that they had been taken in. U was not to 
restore the Inquisition that they had fought in .Spain. England 
and Europe listened with delight to the invective of the Whiff 
poet. Lord Byron, against forces which no one on the Continent 
could criticise without seeing the inside of a dungeon. Ail this 

rne> .but„would not hav« been very effectual had not 
the lory foreign Secretary taken up the cause. In a few years 

Lfbenra^iattnCted t0* England a,id t0 the loyalty of Liberals m all countries. ; 7 

boAC^sdcrt‘a&h> wil.o conducted foreign affairs until 1822 
had withdrawn from interference on the Continent to neutrality’ 
indeed W^d never h.ave P^^bvely changed sides, f fe refused,’ 
indeed, to take part in the policing of Europe against eonsti- 

S" ,rt-\but»«**«»*«»>■»>,with"h<,« 
11= Spoke stmnl;ly m favour of Austria's rule in Italy 

and I urkey s rule ,n Cireece. He had pledml the c un fv 
as was reasonable to r^kt ht* r \ iUumr/» 
in France hi if !°1 T by > “ NaP,,lct)»>c restoration 
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of absolutism in his territories. That was indeed the extent of 
Castlereagh’s commitments, and he would go no further, even 
to please Metternieh. 

Metternich meanwhile had completely converted the Czar 
Alexander to absolutism. The Holy Alliance in 18x5 had 
been a vague aspiration of the Czar's pietism.1 Three years 
later it had taken practical form as the clearing-house of ob¬ 
scurantist diplomacy, settling the internal affairs of countries 
great and small at a series of European congresses. In both 
its phases it had been suspect to Castlereagh, The British 
statesman, who was a ‘ good European ’ and friend of peace, 
wished indeed for periodic congresses to arrange international 
disputes and avoid causes of war, but he did not wish these 
meetings to be made the instrument of interference in the 
internal affairs of States. Canning went still further, because 
he was already more sensitive than Castlereagh ever became 
to British public opinion. In October 1818 he told his 
colleagues in the Cabinet—‘ Our true policy has always been 
not to interfere except in great emergencies and then with 
a commanding force. The people of this country may be 
taught to look with great jealousy for their liberties, if our 
Court is engaged in meetings of great despotic monarchs, 
deliberating upon what degree of revolutionary spirit may 
endanger the public security, and therefore require the inter¬ 
ference of the Alliance.’ * 

The despots of Europe, however, went on without us, and 
in 1821 commissioned Austria to suppress the newly won 
constitution of the Neapolitan kingdom. Castlereagh disliked 
the collective action of the Congress for this purpose, but had 
no objection to Austria acting in Naples on her own account. 
He regarded this first great episode of the Italian risorgmeuto, 
on behalf of which Byron was collecting arms and Shelley 
writing poems, as ‘ a sectarian conspiracy and military revolt 
against a mild and paternal Government,’ The man who 
wrote thus, and who used equally hostile language about the 
Greek struggle with Turkey, would never, if he had lived, 
have played the part taken by Canning in Europe.* 

1 IK 13$, above, 
3 See Correnpomirme JMspakim xii, pp. 56 7, 

anti Tmnpurley's Canning, 134-5. Bathurst writes to C;udlei<*agh* who 
wan abroad ; * l do tied subscribe to Canning's opinions, nor did any of the 
Cabinet who attended/ 

• It is good that justice Is now done to Castkreagl/s immense services 
in 1813-15, &nd that Im policy from 18*6- ju is set in its right light, But 
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The ‘ mild and paternal Government,’ when restored b 
Austria to its absolute power in Naples, proceeded to a ba: 
barous persecution of virtue and intellect, such as the Hoi 
Alliance was organising, with local variations, all over Europi 
The dragooning of the German Universities, the destructio 
of the Polish constitution, the police system which put me 
in prison for possessing a volume of Gibbon or Montesquiei 
bade fair to put out the light of Europe’s culture in the cours 
of suppressing her liberties. When the country that had ovet 
thrown Napoleon spoke out against this system through th 
mouth first of her poets and then of her Foreign Minister, th 
moral effect was all the greater because no other voice bu 
England’s could then be heard on behalf of freedom. 

When Castlereagh died and Canning took over the Foreigt 
1822 Office, another Holy Alliance Congress was about to meet a 

Yerona to decide on the suppression of the constitutiona 
rights which the Spaniards had extorted once more from thcii 
perjured and bigoted King, Ferdinand VII. France was chosen 
as the executioner. The French Royalists and Clericals re* 
joiced to lead an invasion of Spain on absolutist principles. Il 
would be a cheap way of reviving the glories of Napoleon on 
behalf of their own party. With the help of the Church in 

1823 Spain, French conquest was this time easy, and the persecution 
that followed was ferocious. Ferdinand, as his subjects had 
good cause to say, had ‘ the heart of a tiger and the head of a 
mule.’ 

These proceedings infuriated all sections of British opinion. 
Anti-French, anti-Catholic and Liberal feeling between them 
covered most of the ground in politics, and all three were 
outraged. Another reigning passion, the desire for foreign 
markets, was no less shrewdly touched, for if the colonies that 
had revolted from Spain were recovered by the aid of French 
arms, Central and Southern America would again be closed 
to our goods. The 4 family compact ’ of the French and 
Spanish Bourbons, so much dreadea in the eighteenth century, 

bf renewed against British trade and power. The spirit 
of Chatham was aroused. The memories of the Peninsula 
were revived.^ Once more, as in 1808, the shop windows 
were filled with coloured cartoons, generously but naively 

tLoiohXrigSrg ^ y*arc a «r,‘at tc 
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representing ‘ Spanish patriots,’ in the ruffs and slashed clothes 
of their great ancestors, slaughtering masses of shrie ing 
Frenchmen! , , 

Canning, though he confessed to a friend that he had an 
itch for war with France,’ decided not to plunge the country 
into another great struggle, with half the Spanish people an 
all the governments of Europe supporting the French. Indeed, 
such a war would probably have had the disastrous result or 
identifying French military and nationalist feeling, which was 
at that time anti-Bourbon, with all the worst forms of reaction. 
Where Canning did not intend to fight, he was too wise to 
bluff or threaten. He contented himself with a strong protest 
against the invasion of Spain. But he gave the French to under¬ 
stand that if they attempted to send troops across the Atlantic, 1823 

they would have to deal with the British fleet. And he let the 
restored Spanish absolutism know that the reactionary system 
was not to be carried by foreign arms into Portugal. 'When, in 
disregard of this warning, the Spaniards began to interfere 1826 

with our little ally, Canning was as good as his word, and sent 
four thousand redcoats to Lisbon, who soon disposed of the 
reactionary forces. France and Spain shrank from a contest 
over Portugal. The successful landing of British troops on 
the Continent to defend the constitutional cause, even on this 
small scale, made a great sensation throughout Europe. 

Although the revolt of our American colonists in the 
eighteenth century proved ultimately decisive as an example 
to those of Spain, it had had no immediate effect upon them. 
The revolutionary and separatist movement came to South 
America, not from the countrymen or contemporaries of 
Washington, but through the agency of Spanish-Americans 
resident in Europe in the time of Napoleon. In the same era, 
the wars of Spain against England and against France revealed 
to her subjects beyond the ocean the feeble and useless charac¬ 
ter of their home government, and broke up the isolation, com¬ 
parable to that of China, which had so long divided South 
America from the rest of mankind. 

In 1806-7, Spain being then at war with England, a 
British force from South Africa, crossing the Atlantic without 
orders from home on the strangest of escapades, landed in the 
Plata River and seized Buenos Aires. When the news 
reached London, British merchants at home raised a shout of 

p 
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greedy joy, and the Cabinet had the weakness to acct.M , 
support the move thus forced upon them. The $w«13 
Royal Governor had fled tn pantc, incapable of attemrX! ? 
organise resistance. But as the British made the miffi t 
demanding allegiance for king George instead of proclaim- 
independence, the populace acted with the guerilla c»i", 1 
their race, and m twelve months compelled the invaders t!Lu 
away again under an ignominious armistice. ! 

These events were the prelude to South AmerG.m r j 
idence. The exhibition ,»V h,l,u^ s.J . *.Umu,> Mew 

1808 
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communications and to give the struggle for independence a 
certain unity of action. In the group of equatorial colonies 
along the Spanish main, the leading figure was Bolivar the 
Liberator. He owed much to an army of six thousand British 
volunteers, largely disbanded Peninsular veterans, who left 
their bones in that fierce struggle with man and nature in the 
tropical mountains. Farther south, along the coasts of Chili 
and Peru, a small rebel fleet decided the contest by its brilliant 
feats under the command of Lord Cochrane, then the finest of 
British sailors, whose career in our service had been cut short 
after a brilliant beginning. 

At the time when the French reactionaries restored Ferdi¬ 
nand to Madrid, Spanish-American independence, though not 1823 
yet recognised by any European Power, was an accomplished 
fact. It was also a British vested interest of great commercial 
value. And grave as were the shortcomings of the half- 
civilised republics, 4 freedom ’ might without undue poetic 
licence be invoked to prevent the reconquest of half a hemi¬ 
sphere by the monarchs of the Holy Alliance, who had just 
trodden out the embers of liberty in Italy and Spain. 

It was at this stage of affairs that the United States 
entered on the scene as the world-champion of a democracy 
more advanced than Canning’s Liberal Toryism, and as the 
leading American Power, In neither capacity was her advent 
altogether welcome to Canning, who curiously enough was 
more under the influence of aristocratic prejudices against the 
United States than his more high-born and conservative pre¬ 
decessor.1 It was fortunate that he had only to deal with the 
United States at a time when our common interests were to 
the fore and our numerous differences were slumbering. He 
had indeed invited American diplomatic support against the 
Holy Alliance, and he made full use of it, while the Press on 
both sides of the Atlantic preached the novel doctrine of 
English-speaking union against a world of despots. 

The veto laid on French action by the British fleet decided 
the crisis. Canning indeed had secured the acquiescence of 
the French Government in the inevitable, even before Presi¬ 
dent Monroe laid down the famous 4 Monroe doctrine ’ in 
the message to Congress of December 1823. The Presi¬ 
dent’s warning to the powers of the Holy Alliance to keep 
their hands off the revolted colonies of Spain was made in 

1 Si c pp. 177*178, above, on Caatleroagh and the United States. 
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unequivocal term., on the high ground of ;he Wtt 
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Russia, Austria, Prussia and France. But in the case of the 
Greek rebellion against Turkey, he was only able to achieve 
Greek independence by dexterous use of the divisions of the 
Holy Alliance itself, and the sympathy felt by France and 
Russia with the insurgents. He is almost the only British 
statesman who, by the consent of all to-day, added to his 
laurels by his positive achievements in the Near East. Com¬ 
bining the best points of the later policies of Disraeli and 
Gladstone, he kept Russia’s ambitions within bounds by plac¬ 
ing England and France alongside of her as champions of 
liberation from the Turk.1 Canning visited Paris and with 
great ability won over Charles X and his reactionary but Sept 
Christian Ministers to co-operate in this policy, thereby 1826 

splitting the Holy Alliance from top to bottom, and forcing 
Metternich to look on in impotent fury while the English, 
Russian and French fleets under Admiral Codrington blew the Oct 
Turkish fleet out of the water in Navarino bay. 1827 

Two months before that decisive event, Canning had died. 
But though Wellington’s bungling reversal of his policy eventu¬ 
ally left France and Russia to divide the honour of clearing the 
Turks out of the Morea, the policy devised by Canning had 
triumphed. A new State representing a race with European 
traditions had been set up, only nominally subject to Turkey, 
yet not dependent on Russia, Britain had prepared a dyke 
against the tide of the Russian advance, not by bolstering up 
Turkish despotism, but by taking the lead against it herself, 
and appealing to the new principle of nationality. 

This policy was abandoned at the Crimea, when the Whigs, 
throwing over the traditions of Fox and Grey, and the Tories 
those of Canning, reverted to Pitt’s pro-Turkish methods of 
checkmating Russia.® The same purely negative policy 
served Disraeli’s turn once more in the ’seventies. 

During the fifty years between Canning’s liberation of 
Greece and Gladstone's campaign on the Bulgarian atrocities, 
the English people ceased to sympathise with national struggles 
for liberty against the Turks. The cause had aroused their 
generous ardour when Byron died for Greece at Missolonghi. 1824 

* The diltcrtmoo between CasUcroaKh's and Canning's policy can bo 
meamimi by the following words of Castiereagh*#, written in December iBii; 
* Whatever may be? the views of the Turkish power, it in at leant exempt 
from the revolutionary danger, The eauso of the Greeks is deeply and 
inevitably tainted with it/ 

* lb 44# above. 
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Before Canning’s official intervention, British gold and British 
volunteers, collected by enthusiastic committees, had done as 
much to maintain the insurgent cause in Greece as in South 
America. But whereas the sympathy with South America 
had its roots in commerce, the sympathy with Greece had its 
roots in culture. The very name of Hellas, like that of Italy 
in the next generation, had a strange power to move our ap¬ 
parently unemotional grandfathers. But when once the heirs 
of Athens had been freed, Serb, Bulgar and Armenian 
appealed in vain for British sympathy, though the cause was 
the same of delivering ancient races long submerged under 
the stagnant waters of Turkish misrule. The classical and 
literary education that then moulded and inspired the English 
mind had power to make men sympathise with Greece anti 
Italy, more even than Christianity had power to make them 
sympathise with the Balkan Christians. It is significant of 
much that in the seventeenth century members of Parliament 
quoted from the Bible ; in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries from the classics ; in the twentieth century from 
nothing at all. 

CHAPTER XIII 

l'he break-nj) of the Tory party, 18*7-30 ~mness of Lord Liverpool . 
Ministry and death of Canning—The Wellington Ministry- O'Cmmeli 
and Catholic Emancipation—Opening of the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway—Origins of London University. 

For five years England had been guided by the genius of 
Canning, and seldom have so much brilliancy and so much 
wisdom combined to produce such happy results. The con¬ 
stitutional medium through which that genius worked was the 
Jovai friendship of the Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, one 
or those statesmen whose chief art is to hold together Cabinets 
or imperious and discordant colleagues. Formerly he had 
been under the influence of Castlcreagh, but he had since 
passed under the spell of Canning, and had more than once 
been of service to him by persuading Lord Eldon and the 
uuke to remain in office, though they objected to the whole 
current of the government policy. But in February 1827 a 
paralytic stroke removed the Prime Minister from the poli¬ 
tical scene. The Tory party could no longer avoid choosing 
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between Canning and Wellington, for neither could possibly 
serve under the other. Though George IV had lately in¬ 
trigued to get rid of Canning, he now felt his mastery and had 
no resource but to call him to the head of affairs. Wellington, 
Eldon and Peel left the Cabinet. 

Canning was dying, and he knew it. But like his master 
before him, he rallied his failing energies to serve his country 
in the crisis that was upon her. He formed a Cabinet of his 
own followers: Huskisson stood by him, and Palmerston, 
whose cynical common sense began to read failure in the pro¬ 
gramme of what he called * the stupid old Tory party.’ Can¬ 
ning also gave a few minor places to Whigs, since he would 
have to eke out a majority by the help of Whig votes in the 
Commons. The group system had replaced two-party poli¬ 
tics, which only the Reform Bill was destined to revive. For 
the moment the Whigs were as much divided as the Tories. 
But whereas the Tories were divided on questions of policy 
which time would render more acute, the Whigs were split 
on a question of tactics which Canning’s death was certain to 
resolve. 

Lord Lansdowne and Lord Holland, Lord Durham and 
Henry Brougham, and the bulk of the Whigs, young and old, 
supported Canning out of gratitude for what he had done and 
to prevent a Wellingtonian reaction at home and abroad. But 
Lord Grey and his young lieutenant, Lord Althorp, the most 
popular man in the House of Commons, both refused to sanc¬ 
tion the coalition. Grey was partly influenced by that distrust 
of Canning as an ‘ adventurer,’ which was traditional among 
the elder statesmen on either side, but which none of the 
younger men could understand. With more reason, Grey 
complained that Canning had received the support of the 
Whigs without making the smallest concession, even on those 
points where he agreed with them like Catholic Emancipation. 
That great question was still to be left on the shelf, while the 
Government would actively oppose the abolition of the Test 
Act, still more any measure of Parliamentary Reform. 

The instinct of Grey and Althorp against merging the 
Foxite tradition on these terms in the Canningitc branch of 
Toryism, was perhaps justified by the fact that three years 
later the Canningitc Tories came and merged themselves in 
the Whig party and so enabled the Reform Bill to be carried. 
Canning himself was to the very last as illogically in love with 
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Jan 

the rotten boroughs as the other great liberal Tory, Peel; and 
he had ten times Peel’s popularity at that time. If, therefore, 
the Whigs had accepted Canning as Liberal leader, and if he 
had lived, there would have been no Reform Bill. His death, 
like the last wonderful five years of his life, takes its place in 
a series of strokes of destiny which cleared the way for the 
peaceful emergence of the new order. 

Canning died on August 8, 1827, in the house at Chis¬ 
wick where Fox had passed away. There had been no time 
for his.Ministry to be tested in practice, but by the fact of its 
formation the Canningites had been marked (iff as a distinct 
group, opposed to the High Tory party. After a brief 
attempt by the incapable ‘ goody Goderich ’ to construct a 
Canningite Government without Canning, Wellington came 

1828 b,ack.to *?rm a Ministry, nominally of Tory reunion. But 
the time for reunion had gone by. Perpetual friction in the 
Cabinet was too much for the patience ot the Duke, who was 
no Liverpool. He brusquely seized an opportunity to get rid 

1828 °£the Canningites, when their leader Iluskisson made an 
offer of resignation not seriously meaning to be taken at his 
word. 

By this proceeding, more soldierly than politic, the Duke 
condemned himself to govern Great Britain and Ireland 
through the agency of the High Tories alone. I Ic had not 
calculated what that might imply. As soon as he had purged 
his administration of nearly every man who believed ’ in 
Catholic Emancipation, he found himself suddenly compelled 
to emancipate the Catholics. 

The political history of this period is bewildering to the 
student, and rich in paradoxical happenings, because, while 
the old parties are breaking up, ‘ the spirit of the age,’ and the 
constant pressure of the unenfranchised from without, over¬ 
whelm from day to day the policies of the nominal holders of 
power. I he scene has all the confused inconsequence of a 
great, military retreat, when no one knows what anyone else 

wiring> rnd ?0SltTS taken UP only to be abandoned. 
Whereas Canning, the year before, had thought it nece ••■ary 

fiCfgCrhll ^abrt0 Prev.ent the rcPoal of the lest Arc and 
P, ff.e Cat^Ilc Emancipation alone, fifteen months after the 

2Sof?n ^CeT*h rTfi-ing BilIs had become law under the aegis of an ultra-Tory Ministry. 

Lord John Russell’s Bill to repeal the Test and Corpora- 
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tion Acts, which prohibited Dissenters from holding National 
or Municipal Office, passed the Commons by so great a 
majority that Peel and Wellington thought it wise not to 
oppose it, and even negotiated its passage through the Upper March 

House. The blow to the spirit of Church ascendancy was 1828 
theoretic and moral, for in practice a yearly Indemnity Bill 
had been passed to pardon any Dissenters who had broken the 
law by taking office, and a wholesale reform of Parliamentary 
and Municipal representation would be needed before the 
Church monopoly could be seriously affected and Noncon¬ 
formists obtain a share of power at all commensurate with 
their rapidly increasing numbers, wealth and influence. 

The Repeal of the lest Act had been accepted with a good 
grace, largely owing to the moderation which the bishops 
had shown at Peel’s instance. But the admission of Roman 
Catholics to Parliament would be a far more serious blow to 
the feelings of * the Protestant and High Church party,’ as 
the Tories were called in those days before the Oxford move¬ 
ment. ‘ No Popery ’ was the one thing that still gave them 
popularity with large sections of the public. Yet Peel and 
Wellington in 1829 not only abandoned the policy in the faith 
of which they had been bred, and in vindicating which they 
had risen to power against all rivals, but they outraged all the 
precedents and expectations of party loyalty by themselves as 
Ministers forcing Catholic Emancipation through Parliament. 
Right or wrong, it was a course which only two very strong 
and disinterested men would have taken. Nothing that 
could have happened inside this island could ever have induced 
them to adopt it. It was dictated to them by the belief that 
no one else could win the consent of the King and the Lords to 
Emancipation, and that only if Emancipation were actually 
passed could England avoid the shame and danger of a civil 
war in Ireland. 

Pitt’s policy, or rather the policy which George III and 
the Tories had forced upon Pitt's weakness, had done every¬ 
thing to exasperate and nothing to reconcile Irish opinion.1 
The Union, unaccompanied by Catholic Emancipation, ex¬ 
tinguished the last hopes of Grattan, the great Protestant 
statesman who had shown England the way to solve the Irish 
question before it was too late. 4 The Irish Demosthenes/ 

‘ l*t>. to j-104, above. 
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as a broken-hearted exile, won a kind of posthumous reputa¬ 
tion in the alien Parliament to which he had been led captive 
by the Act of Union. He lived till 1820, but during the List 
twenty years of his life he knew that his day was over. The 
forces through which he had sought the reconciliation of 
creeds and races were played out—the religious toleration 
and indifterentism of eighteenth-century thought had been 
succeeded in Ireland by Orange and Catholic fanaticism, and 
in England by an Evangelical propaganda against the Popish 
danger, which had spread from the mob "to the rulers of 
Church and State. 

The man who in the early years of the new century stepped 
into Grattan s place as Irish leader was a very different man, 
appealing to very different forces. Grattan, a Protestant, had 
appealed to the patience of Irish Catholics, to the wisdom 
and generosity of Irish and English Protestants. O’Connell, 
a Catholic, appealed to his own people to close their ranks and 
*° eH?rtT . ^ear w^at had been denied to justice, 

_ The Irish peasant democracy had lain crushed and dormant 
during the eighteenth century, until in the last decade snas- 
modic local convulsions had shown that it was about to awake. 
u Connell aroused and organised its religious and social 
passions. British statesmen, both Whig and lory, complained 
flA *?. a bTu^ nothing less formidable would have 

had mnt r,u°nr — Wr0ngS in thc island to which Pitt had moved the Irish justice-seat. 

«*nTh°Ugh con3PcIlcd to adopt methods of agitation, O’Con- 
Tr Si3 ofpeace and order, desiring to reconcile England 
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b whom the ^tincts of herd 
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English policy had indeed removed all the intermediary 
classes which usually form a bridge between an unpopular 
government and its discontented subjects. The whole 
official class by law had to belong to an alien religion, and by 
tradition had alien sympathies in almost every respect. The 
landlords, the natural leaders of a rural community, were 
nearly all of them Protestants, mostly holding their possessions 
as a foreign garrison intruded in the place or the native owners 
by the sword of Cromwell and of William. 

Nor did the position of the Irish landlord among his 
tenantry resemble that of the English landlord in economic 
any more than in religious and political matters. The typical 
Irish landlord had never been an ‘ improver.’ He did nothing 
for his estate. He neither built nor repaired the cabins, sheds 
or fences of his tenantry. He was simply a consumer of 
rack-rent. Except in certain districts of Ulster, the tenant 
had no customary ‘ right.’ There was no class of big farmer 
growing up as in England, to govern the rural proletariat in 
his own and the landlord’s interest. On the contrary, the 
farms in Ireland were getting smaller, in the eighteenth century, 
by subdivision into potato patches of half an acre each. This 
encouraged the population to increase, without reference to the 
real productive power of the soil or the reliability of the potato 
crop. The result was periodic famine. Before the great famine 
of 1846 and the subsequent emigration to America, there were 
more than eight millions of people in Ireland, nearly twice as 
many as are now supported by much improved agricultural 
methods. 

One of the arguments that had been advanced in favour of 
the Union of 1800, had been that British capital would be 
attracted to Ireland, This hope had not been fulfilled. And 
during the half-century between the Union and the famine era, 
the British Parliament, which had undertaken the duties of its 
Dublin predecessor with so light a heart, entirely neglected the 
economic aspect of its new functions. The government was 
content to apply rigorously the English land laws to totally 
different economic and social conditions. It did nothing to 
develop the economic resources of the country, or to fight 
poverty and over-population by any expedient, other than that 
uf supporting by military force the wholesale evictions ordained 
by landlords anxious to clear their estates. 

Such was the state of affairs in Ireland during the period 
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of O’Connell’s influence. The evicted had not even the pro. 
vision of the English poor law to save them from starvation. 
Meanwhile, as it were to emphasise the connection of religion 
with these evils, the peasant had to pay a tithe of his produce to 
the minister of a religion that he regarded as heretical. Till 
t t-onnell arose, agrarian crime was the only form of protest 
It led to the ‘ proclaiming’ of districts and the maintenance 
ot order by an army larger than that which garrisoned India 

Yet even under such conditions a kind of feudal loyalty 
attached many of the Catholic peasants to those of their Protes¬ 
tant landlords who were not absentees, and who had acquired 
the careless good nature of old Irish society. At any rate no 
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and kindly man, but he felt his treatment bitterly; he said of 
Peel words that no one but an Irishman would have found, 
‘ His smile was like the silver plate on a coffin.’ 

No Catholic was promoted to the Bench, and everything 
was do tie to show that the new law did not mean a change of 
system in Ireland, and that the national leaders were not in 
fact to be admitted to a share of power. But the new law en¬ 
abled O’Connell to gather a number of followers in the House 
of Commons, who henceforth exerted a direct and disturbing 
influence on British politics. Ireland was no nearer than 
before to self-government, but she had obtained some real 
representation at Westminster. 

By passing Catholic Emancipation the Duke had alienated 
from his person and government the very elements on which 
he could best have relied to hold the fort against the coming 
Liberal assault. Old Lord Eldon, the Oxford dons, the 
country parsons, and the more old-fashioned squires raged 
against the King’s government and the victor of Waterloo, 
with the fury of men betrayed. Not till they had pulled down 
Wellington and put Lord Grey into Downing Street did the 
High lories feel that they hail been avenged. The Ministry 
of Tory reunion had taken just a year in breaking up the party 
into three mutually hostile sections of Canningites, Minis¬ 
terialists and Kkkmians, The Duke, who had driven the Can¬ 
ningites into opposition in 1828, showed as much contempt 
in 1829 for the indignation of the squires and parsons as he 
showed in 1830 for the demand of the * middle and industrious 
classes ’ for Reform. With his soldier’s mind and his strictly 
administrative way of dealing with political problems and 
forces, he unwittingly cleared the ground for the revival of 
the Whigs and for the passage of a much larger measure 
of Reform than had seemed remotely possible at the time 
of Canning’s last illness. 

In September 1830 the Duke attended the opening of the 
Manchester and Liverpool Railway. He was little suited to 
grasp the significance of the occasion, for he disliked inven¬ 
tions ; it was largely due to his lifelong conservatism in this 
respect that British troops went to the Crimea armed with 
weapons precisely similar to those which had been used at 
Waterloo. Huskisson was also present, as behoved the 
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member for Liverpool who had warmly supported the line in 
Parliament. He stepped out of the train on to the rails, to 
shake hands with the Duke of whom he had seen but litt le since 
their quarrel two years before; not realising in time the danger 
of his proceedings, he was knocked down by one of George 
Stephenson’s engines. The dying statesman was taken up and 
carried away at the pace of thirty-six miles an hour, although 
when Stephenson had given evidence before the House of 
Commons, members had thought him crazy for claiming that 
one-third of that pace would be possible. 

rr^hf-eventS °* ^ da7’ so traSic in depriving the country 
of Huskisson’s services,1 proclaimed to all the world the advent 
through steam locomotion of a new economic era. Steam¬ 
ships were already beginning to ply the waters. But this day 
registered the conquest of the land. For thirty years past 
inventors had been working at the idea of using steam for trac¬ 
tion, as it had already been used for pumping mines and turn¬ 
ing machinery. At first it had seemed that the4 steam coach ’ 
WjdrUSe-i "?acadamised highways of the country without 
need of rails. Several of these primeval motors made experi¬ 
mental journeys along English roads during the Napoleonic 
wars. But they went no faster than waggon-horses and could 
only draw a twentieth of their own weight. The issue was 
decided when the mining industry, already accustomed to the 
use of rails to enable horses to drag heavily weighted coal 
trucks employed the genius of George Stephenson of Tyneside 
graduaUy to perfect a steam-engine that gave the supremacy 

°VCr ?e,roa.d-. Inrour own day the coming of 
petrol has renewed the rivalry of road with rail. h 

The connection of this new development with politics was 

Slbyr eff?r^es -bo£h on its ^crhl and its symbolic 
time acWin* n a tfpM Manchester man of the 
leSersh n nf pa ;haYTed hl.s arrogate to itself the 
accidem:P f Eng and’ thus wntes of the day of Huskisson’s 

Tbe of the Manchester and Liverpool Railway 
was one of the events of 1830, which was not without it« 
influence, in future days, on the progress of public opinion. 

had lSed^m^ Whig chW* » he 
vivingfohowmoKW™8“T*1?* theotherm.r- 
he wolld, whether 
one can say. accepted the whole Reform Rill with 4 gulp, no 
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The anti-corn law agitation was wonderfully forwarded by 
quick railway travelling and the penny postage. Even in 
1830 the railway promoted the cause of Reform. It was an 
innovation on the old ways of travelling, and a successful one ; 
and people thought that something like this achievement in 
constructive and mechanical science might be effected in poli¬ 
tical science. It brought, besides, a little proprietary borough, 
which nobody had ever seen before, into full view. I recollect 
when passing over it for the first time, I said to a friend— 
“ Parliamentary Reform must follow soon after the opening 
of this road. A million of persons will pass over it in the 
course of this year, and see that hitherto unseen village of 
Newton ; and they must be convinced of the absurdity of its 
sending two members to Parliament, whilst Manchester sends 
none.*' ’ 

It was certainly a strange coincidence that one out of the 
half-doy.cn rotten boroughs which was all that the northern 
half of England possessed, should have lain plumb on the new 
line from Liverpool to Manchester. But with or without the 
sight of Newton to stir the indignation of the cotton-lords and 
their bagmen, a mere thirty miles of railway could at best be 
no more than an additional argument for reform. Stephenson 
may perhaps be said to have abolished the Corn Laws in ’forty- 
six, but in that case Watt and Macadam passed the Reform 
Bill of ’thirty-two. 

A new institution, highly characteristic of the new age, 
and of Henry Brougham’s multifarious activities as the in¬ 
formal leader of * opposition ’ and progress in the country, 
was the foundation under his auspices of University College, 
London,—the ‘ godless institution in Gower Street.’ Non¬ 
conformists and secularists, excluded from Oxford and Cam¬ 
bridge, had drawn together to found an undenominational 
teaching centre on the basis of keeping theology out of the 
curriculum, and having no religious tests for teachers or taught. 
The tendency of the embryo university was towards modern 
studies, including science. An exclusively classical curricu¬ 
lum was identified in men's mi mis with the close educational 
establishments of the Church and State party. ‘ Utility ’ ap¬ 
pealed more to the unprivileged city population. It was an 
educational event of the first importance, but at the time its 
real significance was lost in sectarian and partisan recrimination, 

1827 
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and not a little good-humoured satire of Brougham and his 
‘ Cockney College.’ 

Next, year the Church followed suit, and founded in 
rivalry King’s.College in the Strand, as another non-residential 
college, teaching on modern lines. In 1836 the two rivals 
were formed into the federal University of London. In the 
last twenty years of the century, when new Universities were 
founded up and down the country in the great industrial 
centres, it was not Oxford and Cambridge that served as 
model, but London, with its non-residential colleges and 
degrees for women.1 

CHAPTER XIV 

Wellington, the Whigs and the Nation—French and Belgian revolutions— 
The Grey Ministry formed—The Reform Bill. 

The genius of the English people for politics was faced by new 
problems arising out of those which it had solved of old. The 
age of the Tudors had seen the destruction of the mcdiieval 
privileges of Church and Baronage, that had prevented the 
unity and progress of the nation; in their place the full 
sovereignty of the Crown in Parliament had been established. 
Under the Stuarts, Parliament had won the supremacy in its 
partnership with the Crown, while the principle of local govern- 
ment had been preserved against despotic encroachment. In 
the eighteenth century, Parliament had acquired executive 
efficiency through the Cabinet system. These institutions 
were England s unique and native heritage. But they were 
administered by a privileged group of borough owners, magis¬ 
trates and members of close corporations, roughly identified 
m sympathy with the country gentlemen, but not co-extensive 
even with that class. This group had by long possession 
come to regard their own monopoly as synonymous with the 
Constitution itself. To speak ill of the rotten boroughs and 
close corporations was to utter ‘ seditious ’ words against our 
matchless Constitution.’ But in spite of Lord Eldon and 

those who thought with him, Parliament, Cabinet and local 
government had been created by England’s practical imagina- 

1 In 1878 London admitted women to degrees on the same terms as men 
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tion in the past, and had now by a fresh creative process to 
be adapted to the needs of a new type of society born of the 
Industrial Revolution. The process of adaptation would be 
complicated, and would never reach ‘ finality,’ because this 
new type of society was by its nature predestined to undergo 
perpetual change. It further remained to be proved whether 
the old institutions, remodelled, could be used to cure the 
new economic miseries of the mass of the people, a task far 
more difficult than any that had been thrown on King, Parlia¬ 
ment or local magistracy in old days. And, lastly, England 
would have to extend the principles of her revised Constitu¬ 
tion to Scotland, to the Colonies and to Ireland,—a scale of 
ascending difficulty. 

The spirit of the new age in face of these new problems, 
formulated in theory by Bentham, was first manifested in 
Government action by the Liberal-Tories in Canning’s day. 
But the monopoly of power had still been strictly preserved. 
To the Whigs between 1830 and 183$ belongs the credit of 
destroying the monopoly, reinterpreting the Constitution, 
and harnessing public opinion to the machine of government. 
Whatever some of the Whigs might say about the ‘ finality ’ 
of their Bill, this new principle, when once admitted, could 
brook no limitation until complete democracy had been realised 
under old English forms. On the other hand the belief of the 
anti-Reform Tories that the Reform Bill would lead at once 
to the overthrow of Crown and Lords, Church and property, 
was the exact reverse of the truth. It was due to the Bill that 
England was not involved in the vicious circle of continental 
revolution and reaction, and that our political life kept its 
Anglo-Saxon moorings. 

Both the Liberal-Tories in Canning’s day, and the Whig 
followers of Grey and Althorp, were acting under the direct 
inspiration of middle-class opinion, and under compelling 
fear of working-class revolt. 

It has been pointed out above1 that the movement of 1817-19 
Parliamentary Reform was revived in the nineteenth century 
first of all by the working-men, because their economic misery 
was tlm most acute. The middle classes had been divided 
or indifferent during the radical agitation of the Peterloo time. 
The Whigs, meanwhile, to prevent division in their own ranks, 
waited on the middle-class lead, Lord Grey always abiding by 

4 Pjj. 185-1 SO, above. 
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his declaration of 1810 that he would again move for Reform 
when, but only when, the English people had taken it up 
‘ seriously and affectionately/ In the year 1830 he saw his 
condition fulfilled. The middle classes, in whom he read 
public opinion, took up Reform * seriously and affectionately ’; 
whereupon, greatly to the surprise of friends and foes, the old 
nobleman was as good as his word. 

There were many reasons why the middle classes moved 
1827-30 rapidly towards Parliamentary Reform in the three years 

following Canning’s death. The removal of the statesman 
whom so many had begun to regard as the national leader, 
threw them back into their former attitude of opposition to 
Government, and the reversal of his foreign policy by Welling¬ 
ton was a sharp reminder that only Parliamentary Reform 
could secure that national affairs should be continuously 
guided on popular lines. 

Meanwhile any avenue of escape through * bit by bit ’ 
reform was closed by the action of the Parliamentary Tories 
in 1828, when they refused to allow the seats of certain 
boroughs disfranchised for peculiarly gross corruption to be 
given to the unrepresented cities of Manchester and Birming¬ 
ham. It was on that issue that Huskisson, Palmerston and 
Melbourne had left Wellington’s Ministry, and the event made 
a deep impression on public opinion. 

In January 1830 Thomas Attwood founded the Birming¬ 
ham Political Union, to agitate for a large but undefined 
measure of Parliamentary Reform. It was, professedly and 
actually, a union of midale and working classes ; it was the 
first step towards their co-operation in Radical politics which 
marked the Victorian era. In other industrial centres, such 
as Manchester, it was more difficult for employers and work¬ 
men to co-operate, though both were now avowed enemies of 
the ‘ borough-mongers.’ 

Bad trade and hard times had returned. Common 
economic misery sharpened the sense of common political 
wrongs, and predisposed the whole nation to unite in the 
demand for Reform. In 1830 Cobbett enjoyed a second 
period of great popular influence, which he used as he had 
used his popularity in 1817, to turn all streams of discontent 
into the one channel of Parliamentary Reform. But whereas 
in 1817 he had been the leader of the working class alone, he 
found in 1830 that even the farmers thronged to hear him 
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speak, as he rode on his cob from one market-town to another. 
Radicalism had become for the moment almost a national 
creed. 

There were differences of opinion as to the economic 
cure for the distress of the time. Some, like Attwood, saw 
it in currency reform ; more, like Cobbett, in retrenchment ; 
others in Free Trade ; others in Factory Acts or in Socialism. 
But all were agreed that reform of Parliament was the neces¬ 
sary first step before anything effective could be done. 

The greatest danger to the cause of Reform arose from 
dissension as to what the new franchise ought to be. Some 
claimed. household suffrage, others desired government by 
‘ the solid and respectable part of the community.’ But the 
rallying cry of ‘ Down with the rotten boroughs ’ served to 
harmonise these discords. Every class that was hoping to 
exert greater influence over Parliament was enraged that more 
than half the House of Commons owed their seats to individual 
peers or commoners. The borough owners, who for genera¬ 
tions back had pulled the strings of ministerial favour and 
lived on the fat of patronage,—they and their kinsmen and 
their servants,—-suddenly found themselves objects of uni¬ 
versal execration, and the 4 borough property ’ which they had 
inherited or purchased denounced as having been stolen from 
the nation. The cry against the 4 borough-mongers ’ rose 
on every side. Capitalists, clerks, shopkeepers, besides that 
great majority of the inhabitants who were comprised under 
the two categories of working-men and Dissenters, all were 
talking against 4 Old Corruption.’ The very ostlers and pub¬ 
licans entered into the spirit of the hour. Even country 
gentlemen who did not happen to have an 4 interest ’ in a 
borough, began to think that they would like to see a fairer 
proportion of county members in the House, honestly chosen 
by themselves and their farmers. The only class that re¬ 
mained solid for the old system was the Church clergy, who 
were so conscious of unpopularity that they believed Reform 
would lead to the destruction of the Establishment. 

Into the midst of a society thus agitated came the news of 
the Paris revolution of *830, the 4 glorious days of July.’ 
Charles X and his minister Polignac had provoked their own 
downfall by illegally suspending the Constitution. Although 
the fighting on the barricades had been done by the workmen, 
the movement was not permitted to turn 4 red,’ but solidified 
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round Lafayette, the National Guard and the bourgeois King, 
Louis Philippe. The noblesse and the Clericals had fallen once 
more, but property was safe. These events could not, like the 
French Revolutions of 1792 and 1848, and the Commune of 
1871, be used as a warning against change over here. The 
year 1830 still stands as the one occasion when the French 
set a political example that influenced us otherwise than by 
repulsion. 

The first effect of the inspiring news from France was to 
increase the number of open seats carried by the Opposition 
in the General Election that August. A new Parliament 

1830 had to be elected, on account of the death of George and the 
accession of William IV, the popular sailor king. It was the 
House of Commons chosen in these circumstances that turned 
out Wellington and carried the Reform Bill by one vote. 
Brougham, the interpreter between the official Whigs and the 
national movement ror Reform, was sent up as a member for 
Yorkshire, amid the rejoicings of the whole country. He 
never again touched such a height of popular influence. 

But the French Revolution of 1830 did more than affect 
the elections. It gave Englishmen the sense of living in a 
new era, when great changes could safely be made. To act 
boldly on behalf of the people, it was seen, did not produce 
anarchy as the Tories had argued ever since 1789. Rather, 
it was half-measures that were dangerous, and resistance to 
the people that was fatal. Our middle class saw the bourgeoisie 
governing France, and blushed that in England they them¬ 
selves were still subject to an aristocracy. The working-men 
heard that the ouvriers had defeated the Army in fair fight, ami 
the word went round that what Frenchmen had done English¬ 
men could do at need. Pamphlets on the technique of street¬ 
fighting had a suggestive popularity. The knowledge that 
Englishmen were so thinking, and that Frenchmen had so 
acted, gravely affected the politics of the propertied class as a 
whole, and not a few of the borough owners themselves, per¬ 
suading them to make concessions they would never have 
dreamt of two years before. 

The French Revolution of July, over and above its effect 
on our own domestic crisis, created an international crisis in 
which pur Reform Bill was the deciding factor, just as our 
revolution of 1688 had been the deciding factor in the Euro- 
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pean resistance to Louis XIV. The change in France broke 
up the Holy Alliance as a pan-European affair, and arrayed 
Western parliamentarianism against Eastern despotism. But 
would Canning’s England turn reactionary at the very moment 
when Bourbon France turned Liberal ? Wellington, who had 
already reversed Canning’s policy in Greece, could not but 
regard the resurgent tricolor as the mischievous flag which it 
had been the great achievement of his life to haul down. If 
the Duke had not fallen in November 1830, and if the High 
Tory party had not been destroyed by the Reform Bill, it is 
probable that England would soon have been fighting by the 
side of her old allies against revolutionary France, to the inde¬ 
finite postponement ot constitutional reform in our island. 

The danger was made acute by the Belgian revolution. 
After Napoleon’s fall, Belgium had been united to Holland 
by the Treaties of Vienna. The reunion of the ancient 
Netherlands could only have been rendered permanent by 
statesmanship worthy of the House of Orange in times long 
past. The present King, though well-meaning, was unwise. 
In August 1830, Brussels, in imitation of Paris, rose and drove 
out the Dutch garrison, and the other Belgian cities followed 
suit. By the co-operation of her clerical and liberal forces, 
Belgium asserted her right to separate national existence. 

For the second time in two months the Holy Alliance had 
been defied, and although Prussia, Russia and Austria had 
shrunk from challenging the right of the French people to 
self-determination, they nad no such scruples about Belgium. 
They were preparing to put down the Belgian revolution in 
accordance with alleged obligations under the Treaty of Vienna. 
It was equally clearly the intention of the new French Govern¬ 
ment to fight, if necessary, to protect Belgian independence, 
and how much of Belgian independence would be left when 
France had done fighting for it was a question which made 
even Grey and the English Liberals anxious.1 

Wellington’s sympathies and those of his Foreign Minis¬ 
ter, Aberdeen, were all againstthe new France and against the 
Belgian revolution. Yet nothing short of the co-operation of 

* French Cleric;! In as w«U ns French Liberals had helped to stir up 
the !lelf;iun revolution, Polignac's emissaries had been at work there and 
tVilil'nac. hud hoped to see Belgium joined to Franco, The belief of English 
Liberals that Wellington was hand In glove with 1'olif'iiac was mistaken. 
Bolignae, though a reactionary in home affairs, was a Chauvinist at heart, 
and had none of the Duke’s respect for the treaties of 18x5, 
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England with France to protect Belgium could prevent war 
between France and the Eastern Powers, which would almost 
certainly have involved England. From this catastrophe 
Europe was saved by a change of government at Westminster. 

All autumn the agitation in the country was deeper than 
political. Economic misery, pauperism, starvation and class 
injustice had brought society to the verge of dissolution. Rick- 
burning, under the orders of * Captain Swing,’ that dark ab¬ 
straction of the vengeance of the ruined peasantry, kept the 
rural south in terror. In the industrial north the workmen 
were drilling and preparing for social war. The middle 
classes clamoured for Reform, equally to pacify the revolu¬ 
tionary spirit below, and to secure their own rights against an 
aristocracy they had ceased to trust. 

In the first fortnight of November, when Wellington met 
the recently elected Parliament, came the most important 
political crisis of the century. Everyone was looking to the 
new House of Commons to save the country, yet no one knew 
what it would do, even in making its choice between Wellington 
and Grey. The group system still prevailed, and many of the 
groups had no defined political allegiance. As late as Novem¬ 
ber the First, there were three future Prime Ministers waiting 
to find out whether they were Whig or Tory; for the Can- 
ningites under Lords Melbourne and Palmerston, and the 
independent group led by Edward Stanley,1 ‘ the Rupert of 
Debate,’ came up pledged to moderate Reform and looking to 
see whether Wellington or Grey would give them what they 
wanted. If the Duke had made a declaration promising a 
peaceful and liberal policy towards France and Belgium, and 
a small measure of Parliamentary Reform, he could have 
rallied these men round him and stayed in office. It is indeed 
unlikely that a Tory Reform Bill would have been large enough 
to pacify the country. But in any case the experiment was 
not destined to be tried. 

The King’s speech mentioned the Belgian revolution with 
ominous disapproval, and when Lord Grey called attention to 
the absence of any promise of Reform, the Duke replied that 

the system of representation possessed the full and entire 
confidence of the country.’ 

The Duke had challenged the nation, and the nation took 
* Afterwards fourteenth Earl of Derby and Conservative Prime Minuter, 
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up the challenge. The excitement inside Parliament was a 
feeble reflection of the feeling outside; yet never were the 
lobbies and clubs more busy, or busy to better purpose. In a 
week the basis had been laid of the Whig-Liberal party that 
was to dominate the next generation. The Canningites and 
moderate reformers all enlisted under Grey's banner, and were 
prepared to join a Whig Government on the programme of 
‘ Peace, Retrenchment and Reform/ With the help of a few 
High Tories who were still so anxious to be revenged on the 
Duke for Catholic Emancipation that they cared not what 
happened afterwards, the Government was beaten in the 
Commons on the Civil List. Wellington resigned, and the 
King sent for Lord Grey. 

In choosing his Ministry, Grey was constituting a new 
party. I fe was fusing the Canningites and reforming Tories 
with the Whigs. The heirs of Fox were about to put his 
political testament into execution, with the help of allies from 
the ranks of Pitt. The object that Grey had in view in con¬ 
structing his Cabinet was to carry a Reform Bill extensive 
enough to give peace to the land. I le enlarged the boundaries 
of his Ministry enough to obtain a majority in the Commons 
and a large minority in the Lords, without which even the 
popular enthusiasm could not have carried the Bill under the 
existing forms of the Constitution. 

It lias often been charged against Grey’s Ministry that it 
was too aristocratic. And certainly the proportion of peers 
and their near relations was larger than in Tory Cabinets 
before and after. But, with the material to hand, a more 
bourgeois Ministry would not have been an abler Ministry, 
and would have been much less likely to get the Bill through. 
It was Grey’s task, partly indeed to frighten, but partly also 
to persuade and cajole King, Lords and borough-owners into 
giving up their poiver. For this purpose a Cabinet of aristo¬ 
cratic retormers would be the most useful. And, fortunately, 
although the cause of Reform was then popular, if ever a 
cause has been popular in England, the balance of ability 
among the reforming statesmen lay among the aristocrats. 
While its ablest opponents were plebeians like Peel, "Wethercll 
and Croker, its ablest supporters were scions of great houses— 
Cirey, Durham, Holland, in the Lords; Russell, Althorp, 
Stanley and Palmerston in the Commons. Apart from 
O’Connell, whom Grey certainly treated badly, the only 

Nov. 15 
1830 
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reforming members of Parliament on the same level of ability 
with these aristocrats were Jeffrey, who was set to rule Scot¬ 
land as Lord Advocate; Brougham, who was made Lord 
Chancellor and as such caused great trouble, though he would 
have caused more if left out;1 and young Tom Macaulay, who 
got office after he had proved his powers by his Reform Bill 
orations. The Cumberland baronet, Sir James Graham, after¬ 
wards Peel’s friend and colleague,was taken into Grey’s Cabinet, 
which for average ability could vie with any that came before 
or after. 

The old aristocracy still produced very able men, and most 
of the able aristocrats were reformers. It is remarkable that 
the peers of old creation were about equally divided on the 
Reform Bill; and the dissentient majority of the Upper I louse 
was due to the bishops and to Pitt's lavish creations of Tory 
partisans and borough-owners. The Whig borough-owners, 
who in 1831 held about sixty rotten borough seats out of two 
hundred, were prepared to sacrifice these cherished possessions 
and so produce a majority in the Commons consonant with the 
national will. 

The decisive and permanent effect of the crisis of Novem¬ 
ber 1830 on the course of British politics is illustrated by the 
career of Lord Palmerston. He had held office for twenty 
years as a Tory, and was now to hold office for almost thirty 
years as a Whig. He was a Whig in his attitude to the 
Church and to foreign affairs, but he retained much of his old 
Toryism on other questions. At heart he disliked the Reform 
Bill. He was the member of the Cabinet who most constantly 
pressed to have it modified. But as Foreign Minister he 
rendered yeoman’s service to his colleagues, by keeping the 
Continent at peace while they passed their Bill. 

In this his first and best tenure of the Foreign Office, 
Palmerston had the advantage of the advice of Grey, who was 
deeply interested in foreign affairs, and would never have 
tolerated the dangerous bounce and bluff of later ‘ Palmer- 
stonianism/ The settlement of the Belgian question by these 
two in daily intercourse with the veteran Talleyrand, the French 
Ambassador at London, was one of the most beneficent and 

1 He went up to the Lords with the title of' Baron Brougham .ml Van x.' 
me promohon of the great agitator to the Chancellorship awswl an 
ramense sensation. Some prophesied, not entirely wrongly, that he would 
oe Vaux et praeierea nihil/ His best days proved to Im over. 
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difficult feats ever accomplished by our diplomacy. The ques¬ 
tion ran through a series of crises punctuating the successive 
crises of the Bill at home, again and again threatening a war 
that would have made short work of the programme of * Peace, 
Retrenchment and Reform.’ Again and again Grey and 
Palmerston warded off disaster. 

The first and greatest step was secured in December 1830, 
when Palmerston, by standing firm beside France, won the 
recognition of Belgian independence by Austria, Russia and 
Prussia. The next crisis followed early in 1831, when the 
French candidate, a son of Louis Philippe, was rashly chosen 
as king by the Belgian Congress. The choice was the more 
ominous because many French politicians were working to 
make Belgium a part of France. But when the statesmen of 
Paris were made to understand that even a Whig government 
would oppose by arms a French King of Belgium, his candi¬ 
dature was withdrawn. Such a retreat was rendered possible, 
in face of the French chauvinist party, only by the fact that the 
Whig government was known to be the sincere friend of the 
new France. A more acceptable king was found in Prince 
Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, the happiest possible choice for 
Belgium and for Europe:, Leopold had lived for a long time 
in England, on familiar terms with the leaders of the more 
liberal school of British constitutionalism. He was the favourite 
uncle and adviser of Princess Victoria. 

But meanwhile the Dutch and Belgians were quarrelling 
about the terms of separation. In August and September 
1831 the dangers caused by a Dutch invasion of Belgium, and 
a counter-invasion by the French, were skilfully averted with¬ 
out causing a quarrel between ourselves and France. A year 
later (October to December 1832) Britain and France actually 
co-operated by sea and land to coerce the Dutch into the sur¬ 
render of the citadel of Antwerp. All these delicate opera¬ 
tions were carried out under the watchful and hostile eyes of 
the French war-party on one side, and on the other of Eng¬ 
lish Tories and of the despotic powers of the East. Russia, 
Austria ami Prussia, jealous of Belgian independence as a 
breach in the reactionary system of the treaties of Vienna, 
only waited for a misunderstanding between France and Eng¬ 
land to pounce down on the small rebel kingdom. Finally 
in 1839 Palmerston set the seal on his task in a treaty 
fixing the vexed question of Dutch-Belgian boundaries, and 
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guaranteeing Belgium as * an independent and perpetually 
neutral State.* The treaty was signed by Belgium, 1‘ingland, 
France, Russia, Austria—and Prussia. 

In a letter to Lord Grey in 1832, King Leopold had thus 
summed up the Belgian settlement from the point of view of 
British interests : 

‘ It has been the policy of Great Britain for centuries never 
to permit Belgium to fall into the hands of a great Power. 
Everything is now favourable to the policy. The Belgians 
are warmly attached to their newly-acquired independency. 
They hate the Dutch, and they are jealous of the French. The 
new Kingdom is quieter and better settled than many old 
countries. An object on which Great Britain lavished so much 
blood and money has been attained without costing a farthing 
to that country, or being the cause of the slightest hurt to any 
Englishman.’ 

Elsewhere, Grey and Palmerston revived the policy of 
Canning. The boundaries of Greece were extended north¬ 
wards at the desire of the new British Cabinet.1 In Spain and 
Portugal we again befriended the constitutional cause under 
the more favourable conditions created by the Liberal revolu¬ 
tion in France. Throughout the ’thirties the first principle of 
our foreign policy was friendship with France. Wellington 
and Aberdeen attacked it openly and King William remon¬ 
strated against it in private. But the Reform Bill gave the 
Whigs security of tenure independent of the growing aliena¬ 
tion of the sovereign, and enabled them to carry through the 
change in our foreign policy which saved the peace of Europe. 

Dec. At home, the three months between the formation of 
^ Grey’s Cabinet and the introduction of the Reform Bill did 
1831 S° smoothly for the new Ministers. Their budget was a 

failure and had to be recast. Finance was from first to last a 
weakness of the Whigs in contrast to the party of iluskisson 
and Peel. In opposition they had countenanced the rather 
wild talk about * retrenchment ’ with which the hopes of the 
public had been inflamed. Cobbett had, in his loose way, 
taught men to suppose that most of the taxes were eaten up by 
sinecurists and pensioners, and that everyone would be pros- 
perqus if the wages of‘Old Corruption ’ were docked. The 
Whigs made reductions of this kind, but could not make 

1 See map, p* 376, below* 
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enough to satisfy the public demand. It was not under¬ 
stood" that a progressive community, as yet grossly ill supplied 
with those services which must in the modern world be ren¬ 
dered by the central and local authorities, would obtain less 
benefit from reducing the public burdens than from adjusting 
them fairly and spending them to the general advantage. The 
Tories had already done their duty in cutting down army and 
navy after the war. Whig ‘ retrenchment ’ was therefore 
foredoomed to fiasco. 

At the very moment of the change of Ministry, the Nov 

labourers of the southern counties, driven by famine, were 
marching through the countryside demanding a living wage 
of half a crown a day. They were cruelly punished at the 
assizes, when 450 of the rioters were torn from their families 
and transportal’ to Australia, besides three unjustly executed. 
The new Whig Ministers, in a panic lest the propertied 
classes should confound * Reform ’ with ‘ Jacobinism and 
disorder,* would not mitigate these sentences. In connection 
with the same riots tiiey prosecuted Richard Carlile and 
Cobbett for articles in the Press. Cobbett at his trial in the 
following July, made the Whigs look as foolish before a 
British jury as the Tories of old. Ilis acquittal effectually 
discouraged a revival of that spirit of coercion which Feel as 
1 lomc Secretary had so wisely abandoned. 

The Whigs had made a bad start. But when on March 1, 
1831, Lord John Russell introduced the Reform Bill into the 
Commons, and revealed the well-kept secret that all the ‘nomin¬ 
ation ’ boroughs were to be abolished, without compensation to 
the borough-owners, Ministers sprang to the summit of popu- 
larky at a single bound* The Tories were dumfoundecL They 
had confidently expected a weak measure, buying up a few of 
the rotten borough seats to give them to a few great cities; 
such a Bill would have left the nation cold and the reformers 
divided; lacking support from outside, it could pass the 
I louses only by agreement, after being further whittled down; 
finally the Whigs would be turned out as incompetent sciolists 
ami power would revert to its long-tried possessors. But instead 
of lending themselves to this plan, Ministers had summoned 
the whole nation to their support, to overawe the recusants at 
Westminster. The bold appeal was not merely a winning 
move in the political game, out it established the fundamental 
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principle of the ‘new constitution,’ namely, that in the last 
resort the opinion of the nation was to count for more than the 
opinion of the legislators. 

The anger and amazement of Opposition were shared in a 
less degree by many of the Government’s supporters in the 
Commons, who relished their position as privileged senators 
of the modern Rome, and had no wish to become mere elected 
persons in a paradise of Benthamite utility. If, as soon as 
Russell had sat down, Peel had moved the rejection of the 
‘ revolutionary measure ’ on first reading, it was believed that 
the Bill would have been lost. But the Opposition, having 
come to the House expecting something very different, had 
no plan ready, and Peel’s genius did not Tie in dramatic moves 
and lightning decisions. 1 he opportunity was let slip. As the 
second reading debate dragged on night after night, many 
who had at first been doubtful or hostile, were converted by 
the unmistakable evidences of the national will. Three weeks 
after its introduction the Bill passed its second reading by one 
vote, in the most exciting division since the Grand Remon¬ 
strance. 

A defeat in Committee soon narrowed the issue to a choice 
between a new Ministry with a much modified Bill, or a 
General Election to save Bill and Ministry together. In such 

April circumstances a modern Prime Minister could claim a tlissolu- 
1831 tl0n of Parliament as of right. But under George III ami his 

sons dissolution was, in custom as well as in law, a personal 
prerogative of the king. Would William dissolve at Grey’s 
request ? The decisive crisis in the fortunes of the Bill had 
come, and the choice lay with a retired admiral of no great 
brams or experience in affairs of State, but with an instinct of 
personal loyalty to his Ministers which sharply distinguished 
him from his father and brother before him. 

. In >^7 1831, while the draft Bill had been a secret 
between Wdham and his confidential servants, Grey had per¬ 
suaded his master to allow him to introduce it—a permission 

fT!fa^yUJn<?er thJz custom o{ the Constitution as George III 
had defined it. Grey had persuaded the King that the Bill 
was an anstocratical ’ measure, designed to save the Consti- 

rw« -am°TC ^oIutionary,cha%rc3- And so it was in 
he i%,.demorcraticaI' implications only began to 
inv n9T p a- after it had become public, when the 
joy ol the Radicals of whom he lived in terror, and the rage of 
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the Tories with whom he lived in intimacy, gradually made him 
realise what he had done. In April he had to decide whether 
he would accept (>rey’s resignation or his advice to dissolve. 
The straw that weighed down the balance in his mind was the 
fact that there had been a majority of one for the second reading. 
With many misgivings he granted Grey his dissolution. 

The General Election was almost as onesided and enthu¬ 
siastic, so far as popular opinion was concerned, as the elec¬ 
tions for the Restoration Parliament. The Reformers carried 
almost all the open constituencies, including seventy-four 
English county seats out of eighty. But no amount of popular 
intimidation could shake the hold of the proprietors on the 
nomination seats. In their last Parliament the rotten borough 
members voted two to one against the Bill, in much the same 
numbers as before the election. 

But there was now a majority of 136 for the Bill. It passed 
through the Commons that summer under Lord Althorp’s 
patient management in Committee, and went up to the Lords, 
where it was thrown out on second reading by a majority of 
forty-one votes. 

Under the old system of government, the average English¬ 
man had had so little to do with politics that he was taken 
by surprise at this perfectly inevitable event, which had been 
long anticipated in Parliamentary circles. The popular 
enthusiasm, suddenly brought up against an obstacle which it 
had not expected and could at first see no legal way to remove, 
exploded in outrages against bishops and peers who had voted 
against the Bill. A single false step by the Ministers might 
have precipitated anarchy. The Army, smaller than at any 
other period hi our modern annals, was insufficient to keep 
order in England and Scotland, in addition to its usual task in 
Ireland. Peel’s police as yet only existed in London. It was 
impossible to raise volunteer forces to put down Reform mobs. 
The workmen in the North were drilling and arming to fight 
the lairds. In the South the ricks were blazing night alter 
night. 1 Inemployment and starvation urged desperate deeds. 
The first visitation of cholera added to the gloom and terror 
of the winter of 1831-2. 

Employers and City men clamoured more loudly every 
week for a creation of peers to pass the Bill and save social 
order. The working classes, if it came to blows, would fight 
not for this Bill of the Ten Pound householders, but for a Bill 

May 
1831 

Oct. 74 
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that enfranchised their own class, and for much else besides. 
Civil strife, if it came, might easily degenerate into a war be¬ 
tween ‘ haves ’ and ‘ have-nots.’ The Bill seemed the sheet- 
anchor of society. Even the burning of the central part of 
Bristol by Radical ruffians failed to cause a serious reaction, 
each side drawing its own moral from the event 

Grey kept his head. He neither resigned nor, as the 
King urged, whittled down the Bill. On the other hand he 
refused, m spite of the remonstrance of the leading members of 
his Cabinet, to force the King to a premature tlecision about 
peer-making, before the time came when circumstances would 
be too strong for William’s reluctance. 

Before Christmas a new Bill was introduced, modified in 
detail to meet some reasonable criticisms and so save the face 
of the ‘ waverers ’ among the peers, but not weakened as a 

April democratic measure. It quickly passed the Commons, and 
1832 was accepted by nine votes on the second reading in the Lords. 

The final crisis, known as the * Days of May,’ was pro¬ 
voked by an attempt of the Lords to take the Bill out or the 
hands or the Ministers in charge, and amend it in their own 
way. This was countered by the resignation of the Cabinet 
Resignation in the previous autumn, when the Lords had 
thrown the Bill right out, would have produced anarchy. 
Now it secured ana hastened the last stages of a journey of 
which the goal was already in sight In October 1831 the 
country, taken by surprise by the Lords’ action, was not 
properly organised, as the riots had shown. But in May 
1832, the Political Unions had the situation in hand. Grey’s 
resignation was not followed by violence or rioting, but by a 
silent and formidable preparation for ultimate resistance in 
case he did not speedily return. The English genius for 
local self-government, voluntary combination and self-help, 
which had little or no expression in the close municipalities, 
found its outlet in these unofficial Political Unions of citizens 
determined alike on order and on freedom.1 These organisa¬ 
tions, improvised by the British people constituted the 
strongest proof of its fitness to work self-governing institu¬ 
tions of a more official character. Abhorred by the King anti 

1 They had been formed in most towns. The model of At t wood's Uir- 
mmgham Union, presided over by middle-dins leaders, but iw lading all 
classes, prevailed in the midlands and west. In the industrial nmth there 
were low Political Unions' of working-men only. In some towns there 
were both kinds of Political Union formed side by side. 
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Tories who clamoured for their suppression, the Unions were 
tolerated by the Whig Ministers on the condition of their 
ceasing to arm and drill. 

(irey had resigned because the King refused to create 
peers. But William was now prepared to do anything short of 1832 
that to get the Bill through intact. He appealed to Welling¬ 
ton to form a Tory Ministry for the purpose of carrying ‘ the 
Bill, the whole Bill and nothing but the Bill' through the 
House of Lords -011 the precedent of Catholic Emancipation 
three years before. The most fearless, if not always the wisest, 
of public servants accepted this extraordinary commission, 
the nature of which was not understood in the country, where 
people naturally supposed that the victor of Waterloo, who 
had pronounced against all Reform, was coming back to rule 
them by the sword. If Wellington had succeeded in forming 
a Ministry, the 1'olitical Unions would have led resistance, 
with what result it is impossible to say. But the actual cause 
of the l hike's abandoning the task was not his fear of popular 
resistance, but the refusal of Peel and the Tories in the House 
of Commons to take part in a scheme so absurd and dangerous, 
no longer with a hope of modifying the Bill, but solely to save 
the face of the 1 .ords. The King was obliged to come to 
terms with Urey, and could only get him back by a written 
promise to create any number of peers necessary to carry the 
Bill. The threat when known in the Upper House sufficed, 
and the Reform Bill became law. 

The main provisions of the English, Scottish and Irish 
Reform Acts of 1H32 were as follows. The substitution of 
the principle of popular election for that of nomination by 
individual borough-owners in the case of more than 200 seats. 
This revolution was achieved by two distinct processes; first, 
by taking away seats from the nomination boroughs,—to the 
amount of 140 in England alone1; secondly, by ‘opening’ 
to all 'Pen Pound householders the franchise of those ‘ close ’ 
boroughs whose population justified their retaining one out 
of two members. The seats obtained by disfranchisement 
were redistributed, partly among large centres of population 
converted into new boroughs,—partly by an increase in the 
unmty representation, which had previously been unfairly 

» Tim famous' Schedule A' was the list of IrorouKlts that lost both their 
members, ‘ Schedule U * those that lost one out of two. 
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limited to two members for each English shire.1 The right 
to vote in all boroughs, new and old, was fixed at the uniform 
Ten Pound rating franchise. The vote in the counties, 
hitherto confined in England to Forty Shilling freeholders, 
was extended to tenant farmers, by an amendment which the 
Ministry had been forced to accept at the hands of the Whig 
landlord members composing the bulk of the Reform party 
in the House. 

No one could have criticised the enfranchisement of the 
tenant farmers, if it had been accompanied by the protection 
of the ballot. But under the system of open voting this new 
class of voter had no independence, and their enfranchisement 
only added to their landlord’s hold over the county seats, which 
were at the same time increased in number. Since, also, the 
smaller boroughs, that had just managed to escape the 
melting-pot of the Bill, were much under the influence of 
neighbouring squires, the landlords as a class were still greatly 
over-represented even under the new scheme. If it had not 
been so, the Bill would not have got through Parliament. 

It is incorrect to say that the Bill gave all power to the 
middle class. Power, which had previously resided in a 
privileged section of the landlords, was now divided between 
all the landlords on one side and a portion of the middle class 
on the other. The Ten Pound household franchise was not 
set up in the counties at all, and even in the boroughs it did 
not affect the poorer clerks. It was because half the middle 
class were still left without votes that they eventually joined 
with the working-men to demand a further extension of the 
franchise under Bright and Gladstone. If the First Reform 
Bill had given full representation to the middle class, the 
politics of the Victorian era would have taken on a more 
distinctively class character than they actually did. 

The uniformity of the new borough franchise was the 
least democratic part of the Bill of 1832, if considered as a 
final settlement, for it excluded nearly all the working-men. 
Yet this uniformity may seem its most democratic point'd' it is 
regarded as the first of a number of steps—Le premier pas out 
coute. Uniform len Pound suffrage in 1832 ensured uni- 
torm household suffrage in 1867. The very absurdity of 

r ! Yorkshire' which *»ad obtained four members in In 
c°unties each returned two members. In W.Uew and Scotland 

onememb^e£igrOUP6 COunties In a fw au*a ^tlaud) returned 
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defining the sovereign people for all time to come as the Ten 
Pound householders, had persuaded Cobbett and Place to 
support the Bill, in the interest of future working-class enfran¬ 
chisement, although the Bill abolished the working-class vote Previously existing in a few boroughs like Westminster and 

res ton. 
The motives of most of the Whigs for adopting the uni¬ 

form Ten Pounds were more simple. They idealised the 
middle class as the ‘ solid and intelligent ’ part of the com¬ 
munity, and became its party chiefs by a pact of mutual advan¬ 
tage. But the Whigs of 1831 also knew what their modern 
critics sometimes forget, that the Ten Pound franchise was 
the only thing that could then have been passed into law. An 
amendment in favour of household suffrage received only one 
vote in the House that carried the Reform Bill by a majority 
of 136. And a mixed or fancy franchise, differing from one 
borough to another, such as Peel seems to have vaguely con¬ 
templated, would never have been accepted by anyone, and 
would have set the various boroughs quarrelling over their 
different positions under the Bill. A limited but uniform 
franchise was necessary, because nothing else could then have 
passed, and it was democratic, because it cleared a smooth 
path for the gradual inclusion of all in the sovereign nation. 

For a generation after the Reform Bill, the benches on both 
sides of the 1 louse were still occupied by country gentlemen, 
and people of the social standing of Cobbett, Cobden and 
Bright were stared at as oddities. But many of the country 
gentlemen, especially on the Whig side, had been chosen by 
the votes of the 'I'en Pound citizens. The trial of strength 
between the Ten Pound householders and the landlord interest, 
came in the ’forties over the issue of the Corn Laws. It was 
decided in favour of the middle class not more by the elections 
than by the popular support of the unenfranchised. After the 
experience of 1832 the landlords shrank from saying ‘ no’ 
to the great majority of the nation. 

For the Reform Bill, by the fact and by the manner of its 
passing, had done a great deal more than enfranchise one-half 
of the middle class. It had asserted the power of the whole 
nation, enfranchised and unenfranchised, because it had beer, 
carried by the popular will against the strenuous resistance of 
the old order entrenched in the House of Lords. It had been 
a fair fight and a straight decision. Forty years before, the 

*. 
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people had been told by Bishop Horsley that * they had nothing 
to do with laws but to obey them,’ and they had submitted 
to the decree. But now at length they had learned how to 
organise their power and to exact obedience from the law¬ 
makers. The ‘ sovereignty of the people ’ had been estab¬ 
lished in fact, if not in law. George III and Pitt had once cut 
Fox's name off the Privy Council for drinking that toast, but 
the wheel had come full circle now. The people did not 
become sovereign in Germany when Bismarck granted limited 
popular rights, because those rights had not been won by the 
action of the nation itself, as the First Reform Bill had been 
won. In England, ‘ the nation ’ was defined afresh by each of 
the Franchise Acts of 1867, 1884, and 1918, but the fact that 
the nation was master in its own house had been settled once 
for all in the days of May, 

CHAPTER XV 

The Whigs and the Reform era, 1ii.32-.5- Reform in Scotland Municipal 
Reform-Factory Acts—Poor Law- -Socialists and c'luuti-iR 

For three years after the passing of the Reform Bill the Whigs 
continued to show, under Benthamite and Radical impulse, 
a legislative activity on the grand scale. Their failure in the 
sphere of finance, subsequently made good by Peel, and their 
gradual sterilisation first under Melbourne and then under 
Palmerston, have associated the Whig name with the idea of 
a too placid enjoyment of power. Such a judgment, not 
wholly unjust, leaves out of reckoning the years 1831-5. The 
Government that in five years recast our municipal as well as 
our parliamentary institutions, passed the new Poor Law and 
the first effective Factory Act, and abolished negro slavery, 
made more lasting change in the British world than any other 
Cabinet has done since Stuart times 

Because law-making of a character so new and compre- 
hensiverequired a closer examination of complex facts than 
busy Ministers could give, Lord Grey’s Government made the 
appointment of Royal Commissions the customary prelude 
to legislation. The lines followed by the Municipal Reform 
Act, the Factory Act and the new Poor I,aw were all traced 
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out beforehand by Commissioners, who had been selected not 
on account of their official experience or political weight, but as 
vigorous and able men, usually of known Benthamite proclivi¬ 
ties. Jeremy Bentham himself, over eighty, but ‘ codifying 
like any dragon ’ till the last, had died the day before the 
Reform Bill became law. But his spirit was scouring the 
country, armed with the force of government and of public 
opinion, inquiring into every local authority or endowment, 
and pertly asking ‘ What is the use of it ? ’ 

If ever a country was saved by Act of Parliament from open 
rebellion, Scotland was so saved by her Reform Bill drawn 
on the same lines as the English Bill, and by her Burgh Act of 
the following year. Political self-government, central and 
local, was an English invention, imported into Scotland by the 
Grey Ministry, but intensely popular in spite of its foreign 
origin. Although in temper, creed and outlook on life the 
Scottish people were less submissive than the English, the 
civil institutions of their country contained in 1830 no elements 
of popular election such as always existed here and there in the 
south of the island. There was no safety-valve for all that 
pent energy. The Reform Bill, in England an evolution, in 
Scotland was a revolution, veiled in form of law, and the pas¬ 
sions aroused over it had been proportionately more fierce.1 
As soon as its enactment had given the Scots for the first time 
real representation at Westminster, their impatience to begin 
governing themselves at home w&s so grc&t that the Scottish 
Burgh Act of 1833 preceded the English Municipal Reform 
Act by two years. For this reason the new municipal electo¬ 
rate in Scotland was identified with the new Parliamentary 
4 Ten Pounders/ while England, by waiting two years longer, 
obtained the more democratic municipal franchise of all who 

paid rates. 
The political horoscope of the year 1835, when borough 

government was revolutionised in England, was favourable to 
Radical legislation owing to the events of 1834. X he retire¬ 
ment of Lord Grey, the secession of the Conservative-minded 

1 p„ alxjve. Mr. Gladstone wrote, sixty-two years after the 
Reform'hill of i8pi: ‘ That great Act was for England improvement and 
extension for Scotland it was political birth, the beginning of a duty and 
a jiowcr, neither of which had attached to the Scottish nation in the pre* 

miing period/ 
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Stanley and Graham on Irish questions, and the crowing 
hostility of the King, who tried in vain to bring in a Tory 
Cabinet on his own royal authority,1 drove the Whig Ministry^ 
reconstituted under Melbourne and Russell, to rely for a while 
on O Connell and the Radicals. Russell had still the energies 
of an advanced Reformer. Hence the English Municipal 

1835 Corporations Act is the high-water mark of Benthamite Radi¬ 
calism acting through the Whig machine. After that, the 
waters of Reform abate in the force of their onset, as the middle 
class settles down to a period of enjoying the fruits of victory. 

The system of close corporations for governing the towns 
had been bound up with that of the rotten boroughs for return- 
mg members to Parliament. Municipal Reform would have 
been impossible without Parliamentary Reform. And the 
first use which the Ten Pounders had made of their newly 
acquired Parliamentary votes was to claim popular govern¬ 
ment in the daily life of their localities. The most constant 
grievance of the ordinary shopkeeper, publican or manufac¬ 
turer was to be governed in his own town by a co-optive 
municipality, usually a local ring of certain attorneys, doctors 
retired officers and minor gentry, in close connection with the 
local Tory organisation, ‘ a shabby mongrel aristocracy ’ as 
their envious neighbours called them. On most municipal 
bodies no Dissenter, Whig or Radical had the smallest 
chance of serving, at a time when those categories together 
covered the vast majority of the inhabitants. A few munici- 

OarL”°cSsrd by Whig 8rami“'s-A few had * 

1 -C, T.aI a"d PoIiTticaI a8P<-‘« the municipal 
system that perished in 1835. Its administrative aspect was 
incompetence that refused to undertake the new duties called 

“fn?ti0"S °f Urba"Iife- The aras of ,h« birouf'hi 
„°iag?’ “d,haJ n° 
population. To make good the worst deficiencies 

crivin * "t municipal corporations, powers had often been 
given to other ad hoc bodies to deal with lighting, drainage 

cS’ndT: 7,po icc- Confusio"lad a™ wS confounded, and local government throughout the island had 
become a welter of diyiled powers and locSl atm,SicZ Th^e 

popu”ar election tw°Bentham5t.c principles of uniformity and 
p pular election. These the Bill of 1835 largely provided. 

1 See pp. 264-265, below. 
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The English Municipal Corporations Act applied to all 
the principal towns except London, which already enjoyed a 1835 

democratic though very anomalous and unsatisfactory govern¬ 
ment.1 Elsewhere the larger corporations were abolished and 
disendowed, and their place was taken by municipal bodies 
elected by all ratepayers. The path of the Whig government 
in carrying this democratic revolution was smoothed for them 
by Sir Robert Peel. Peel had, the year before, in his famous 
4 Tamworth manifesto ’ to his constituents, called on the Tory 
party to accept the logic of the Reform Bill and reconstitute 
itself as a ‘ conservative ’ party, which under his leadership 
was often very liberal. 

Peel in the Commons had accepted Russell’s Municipal 
Reform Bill, but Lord Lyndhurst, saying: ‘ D-n Peel 1 

What is Peel to me ? ’—led his brother peers to amend it out 
of all recognition. A crisis seemed at hand recalling that of 
’3a, but Peel persuaded Wellington to order a retreat, and 
the Bill finally passed with modifications consonant with its 
purpose, some of which were improvements. _ 

The new corporations were not trusted with the licensing 
of public-houses, or with any judicial powers. The separation 
of the benches of magistrates from the town corporations, on 
the ground that the latter had now become elective, and that 
justice is incompatible with party electioneering, was regretted 
by one section of Radical opinion of that day, but the principle 
of a non-elective judiciary has been ratified by the experience 
and conviction of succeeding generations of Britons all over 
the Empire. 

The Act readjusted the administrative areas of the boroughs 
to some extent, though not enough. Each of the new munici¬ 
palities was empowered to levy a local rate, and gradually to 
resume the various functions, sanitary and other, then exercised 
by ad hoc local bodies. In this way in every municipal area 
a powerful and popular focus of authority was set up, which 
has in the course of time absorbed almost every local public 
activity except licensing and justice. Few would have prophe¬ 
sied in 1835 that the education of the people would one day be 
carried on by these new bodies, or that they would become 
traders and employers of labour on a great scale. Nor was 
any provision made in the Act for the close connection 
that eventually grew up between the municipalities and the 

* V\\ abow, 
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government departments at Whitehall, the latter at once 
aiding and controlling the local bodies in all their activities 
through the instrument of national grants in aid of local rates 
These developments, on which so much of the health and 
happiness of our modern society depends, were not foreseen 
but were rendered possible by the bold and uniform legislation 
of 1835'. b 

While town government became democratic as a sequel 
to the parliamentary enfranchisement of the Ten Pound house¬ 
holder, the rural districts remained under the government of 
the squires for another half-century. It was only in 1888 tint 
the establishment of County Councils following on the enfran 
chisement of the rural labourer in 1884, did lor the country 
what had been done in 1835 for the town. For half a century 
onger the Justices of the Peace conducted not only rural justice 

but rural administration,—and the dement of election did not 
enter into county affairs. These differences in government 
reflected and increased the social and political' divergence 
between town and country, characteristic of nineteenth-century 
England. I he spirit of the old regime, extinguished in the 
towns, continued its reign in thermal districts. This was * 
inner meaning of the battle over the Corn Laws, when rural 
and urban society came into conflict for the possession of the 
central government at Westminster. 

tor the present any such conflict was postponed Radieil 

^ “f,s cn,huT"n" government, factory acts, negro slavery, wherein the interests 
or affections of the country gentlemen were not involved. The 
Corn Laws remained unaltered. The Church, which had 
prophesied her own fall if Reform passed, did not even lose 
her less defensible outworks. The Whig Cabinet broke un 

emfnJ1 pn’P°ra) t0 tmich with mildest ham! the nttvuvu-ntnt 
W 3 ° thC P?tCS<tant cstahlishmeHt in Ireland, ui’the 
n2f / ?PtaSU,£. fhe tlthe war' between the Catholic 
peasant and the minister of an alien religion. In fV, S 

ecclesiastical nun?"**1 ?U lH*H- fu Kv a rate for 
tm X tlPn t n,Ic ^nominations, 

the mom,F^y Ot Oxford and Cambridge, and till 
rw4?* P°Wv licr burial service at the '-uvr si !e of 
Dissenters, let these were ail subjects on whi, h the \m, 
conformists felt deeply. So ,j„le ia /, ,n„. 
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was governed by the dissenting middle class between the first 
and second Reform Bills.1 

In these circumstances the Dissenters knew that a system 
of national education could only take the form of a system of 
Church education, and for this reason never seriously agitated 
the question, till the Reform Bill of 1867 had again altered the 
distribution of power in their favour. Meanwhile the Church 
was content to increase the number of her National Schools,® 
which became by far the largest group in the educational field. 
Thus denominational rivalry was a spur to educational endow¬ 
ment and activity, but discouraged State intervention which 
alone could cover the whole ground. In 1833, however, the 
State made a grant of ,£20,000 towards the school buildings of 
the voluntary societies—the small beginning of the national 
system of education. The grant was renewed annually, and 
led in 1839 to the establishment of an Educational Committee 
of the Privy Council, with a permanent secretary and a system 
of inspection of the State-aided schools,—the origin of the 
Board of Education. 

In 1833 the Whig Government, under pressure from an 
almost revolutionary agitation among the working classes in 
the north, passed the first effective Factory Act, which fixed 
legal limits for the working hours of children and young per¬ 
sons respectively, and prohibited the employment of children 
under rune except in silk mills. The peculiar merit of Lord 
Althorp’s Bill, though it met with little favour at the time 
among the northern agitators, was the institution of govern¬ 
ment inspectors to enforce the law, a device suggested by some 
of the better-disposed among the millowners themselves. It 
was not merely bad employers but bad parents, living on their 
children’s labour, who required watching. Government in¬ 
spection was the only way to make this class of law operative. 
It secured the success of the factory code for adults that was 
gradually elaborated in later years. , 

Factory legislation was never a party question. The 
movement, started in the Waterloo era by Robert Owen, the 
Socialist manufacturer, and by Peel’s father, the Tory manu¬ 
facturer, was taken up in the 'thirties and forties with 

‘ For the reform of ecclesiastical revenues in England, 1836-40, tee 
pp> 

* tW* p, iibovt* 
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passionate enthusiasm by the factory victims themselves, who 
were mostly Radicals, under the leadership of Oastlcr and 
Michael Sadler, who may be described as Tory democrats, 
while the parliamentary management fell to the Conservative 
Lord Shaftesbury, aided by many Whigs and Liberals.1 

Against factory legislation were arrayed the majority, 
though not by any means all, of the millowners, and politicians 
drawn in fairly equal proportions from both parties. The 
doctrinaire political economists declared that only long hours 
could enable England to compete with the rising power of 
foreign manufacture. They ignored the physiological fact 
that overwork reduces output. 

The umpire between these disputants was the Parliament 
of English country gentlemen, Liberal and Conservative, who 
had no personal interest involved. On the one hand they had 
been brought up to believe the prophecies of the political 
economists; but on the other hand, since the manufacturers 
were attacking the Corn Laws on the ground of humanity, the 
landlords were driven tocounter-attack with inquiries as to 
the seamy side of factory life, asking questions that in a former 
generation their fathers would have scouted as ‘ Jacobinical.’ 

u-f,seC?nd crisis factory legislation, growing out of 
the childrens charter of 1833, came in 1844-7, contempor¬ 
aneously with the repeal of the Corn Laws and heated with 
the fires of that great dispute. The ‘ ten hours Bill ’ limited 
the daily work of women and youths in factories, and thereby 
in fact compelled the stoppage of all work after ten hours, as 
the grown men could not continue the processes alone. This 
had tor years been the aspiration of the working classes and the 
storm-centre of a fierce controversy. In Parliament it pro¬ 
duced curious cross-voting2 and brought into the same lobby 
the most embittered political antagonists. It passed in 1847. 

What the Reform Bill of *832 was to all later Reform Bills, 

°f 1833 ?nd ,8-« are "> <>« fir-spreading 
JJWem of statutory re^,lt10!! which “ow the condi- 
wMeh » f bra?chc? °f industry. The factory system, 
which at tts first comma hade fair to destroy the health anti 
happiness of the race, has been gradually converted into an 

to wlth of an««-»tev»ry fame. may l». fU«d 

ln ^in th<j Wf *• 
and MaJaukT^flr ita"n M$ht Wyr« gainst it. Rmwll, I'almeniton 
ana Macaulay were for it. I he Conservative# were no ies« divided, 
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instrument for levelling up the average lot of the city-dweller. 
Robert Owen’s vision, that he had first embodied in the New 
Lanark mills, was in the course of a hundred years made a 
standard for the greater part of the industrial world. And 
the decisive first steps were taken during the period which it 
is usual to condemn as obsessed by the doctrines of Iaissez faire. 
It is difficult to obsess people with a mere doctrine if once their 
hearts or their interests are touched. The former generation, 
being in a mood to grind the faces of the poor, had chosen out 
those parts of iaissez faire which suited that purpose and had 
neglected the rest. Now the process was being reversed by 
the generation that repealed the Corn Laws and passed the 
Factory Acts. At no period was Iaissez faire in force in all its 
main doctrines at once. 

The Whig Poor Law of 1834 was based on the famous 
report of the Royal Commission, inspired by Chadwick and 
Nassau Senior. The pauperisation of the English working 
class, especially in the country districts, by the Speenham- 
luml system of supplementing inadequate wages out of rates, 
had caused grave social evils.'1 The self-respect and self-help 
of the rural working class were systematically destroyed by 
magistrates who, while stern against agitation for higher wages 
and instinctively disliking real independence, were ready 
enough to assist the cringing poor out of the public funds. It 
had been made profitable and easy to become a pauper.3 

Society was perishing of this disease and the new Poor Law 
applied the knife. It had the great merit of putting an end 
to the systematic abuse of outdoor relief. Rut, since the idea 
of fixing a statutory minimum wage was outside the economic 
vision of the time, the necessary change could only be effected 
with great hardship. The suduen withdrawal of outdoor relief 
from the wagtMS&ntcr without toy security for an immediate 

* See pth above, _ , * * , , 
* iHp an obttnr vet wrote ; * An English agricultural labourer and 

mi English mutter, these words are nynony mmw. He ml to when occa¬ 
sion oilers* and teaches hi* children to lie and steal lbs abject and aub- 
mleiive demeanour towards his wealthy neighbours shows that they treat 
him roughly and with suspicion ; hence he fears and hates them, but will 
never injure them by force, lie hi depraved through and through, far 
gone to pewi*i even the strength of despair. No doubt this wai exagger¬ 
ated a» the portrait of a whole clout* but ft was the exaggeration of a very 
terrible reality. 
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rise of wages, often caused acute misery before wages actually 
rose. Families which had hitherto enjoyed an allowance 
off the rates for every child, were driven to send mother and 
children to field labour under the terrible conditions of the 
gang system ’ that became prevalent on English farms, just 

when the children in the factories were passing under the effec¬ 
tive protection of the law. The rural tragedy had only taken 
a new form. 1 

Too great local variation and too much parochial inde¬ 
pendence had been among the faults of the old Poor Law. 
Centralisation and national uniformity was the principle of the 
new. A permanent Commission of three persons was em¬ 
powered to carry out the new policy; the local 4 Boards of 
Guardians set up in the Unions ’ of parishes served merely 
to execute the orders of the three. The ‘ three tyrants ’ 
concentrated on their heads the hatred of the poor of England 
and came in for the last lashes of old Cobbett’s whin. The 

L°UlhvfU aUth°r. °! r0/*T Twist (l5W by describing what 
workhouses meant for those who had to inhabit them, ap¬ 
pealed from the Benthamite abstractions in which the Com¬ 
missioners dealt, to the flesh and blood realities which interested 
the more sensitive public of the Victorian era 

mil Str,0VC’ not with complete success, to 
Si? T S®? \Basil]les> as the workhouses were popularly 
called, all able-bodied persons who applied for public relief 
and so to subject the genuineness ot each application to the 

workhouse test. With the dreadful results of Speenham- 
land before them, they were determined that the pauper should 

tunateiy, as they could not improve the lot of the one thev 
to depress the condition of ,h‘= Che, They nutic 

probTe^f CableTT/POlk)'' ,Ai>sorl,Kl «> 'lie preasing problem ot the able-bodied pauper, they gave too little thought 
to the case of the women ami child™® thr“ck ami Z 
whether outside or inside the workhouse, and they ha? no 
idea of curative treatment.1 natl n0 

men^nfll^S0??'oi0n T* turned into a r‘‘^dar Govern- 
ment Department, the Poor Law Board. The nation'll 
centralised character which the «rs Commissio “ ha 
stamped on the Poor I* made it easier c^ the ma,“y 
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improvements suggested later on by a philanthropy that gradu¬ 
ally became more humane as it became more experienced 
and more scientific. Imperfect and harsh as was the work of 
1834, it had been intellectually honest within its limits, and 
together with the Factory Act of the year before formed the 
first big attempt of the legislature to deal with the evils incident 
to the Industrial Revolution. 

Meanwhile the working classes were endeavouring to help 
themselves—not very successfully in the ’thirties. Socialistic 
Trade Unionism led by Owen (1833-4), and the Chartist 
movement to obtain the parliamentary franchise (1838-9) 
were both failures. f 

It was largely due to the personal influence which Owen s 
services had earned for him with the working-men, that a wave 
of Socialist enthusiasm swept British Trade Unionism for two 
years out of the path that it pursued with such success during 
the remainder of the nineteenth century. Owen, having 
started the Factory Code and sowed the ideas that in later 
years gave rise to the Co-operative VV holosale bociety, was in 
his old’age tired with a .Socialist gospel, much of which sprang 
up again with characteristic modifications in the doctrines of 
St. Simon in France and of Marx in Germany. Owen now 
taught that * labour is the source of all wealth,^ and induced 
some half-million working men and women to join in a Grand 
National Trade Union, for the purpose, at mj rate in his own 
mind, of carrying out a system of communistic production. 
4 All individual competition,’ said Owen, 4 is to cease. All 
trades shall form Associations of lodges to consist of a con¬ 
venient number for carrying on the business. All individuals 
of the specific craft shall become members. But the Grand 
National ’ soon melted away, having no proper organisation 
or finance and no very distinct idea what it was to do. . 1 be 
normal development of Trade Unionism was resumed, m local 
and sectional action, on questions of wages and hours. 

Trade Unions were still on their trial, lhey had only 
become legal in 1824- 5. Partly owing to their temporary 
connection with Owenite Socialism, the feeling of employers 
and of government against the Unions was very strong in 
these years, ami broke out in J834 in the transportation 0 the 
4 Dorchester labourers ’ for attempting to form an agricultural 

1 One of its (tliji't.t*! wsui to lhi national strike lor an eight hours bay. 
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labourers’ Union in which oaths were administered. The rally 
of the working classes all over the country to the defence of 
these men, the one thing in which the ‘Grand National ’ was 
able to be of practical service, secured the shortening of their 
sentences and probably prevented further attempts to nullify the 
liberating Acts of x 824-5. But the farmers had other ways than 
transportation of suppressing Trade Unionism in agriculture. 

After the failure of Owen’s non-pariiamentary programme 
die political side of the Labour movement was revived in the 

baeZeSnC^atw m,thrits.six P°ints manhood suffrage, 
ballot, equal electoral districts, payment of members of I&-I 

SfaZnrbc° ^ a?i °f-their ProPcrty qualification, and annual 
i Zd * Z ¥¥ po.Ints save the !ast are now the law of the 

han FeaZ !ln?iartlSt m<7?ment couId ™ *bler chiefs than beargus O Connor and Lovett, and collapsed in 1810 i„ 
noting and physical force ’ among the South Welsh miners. 
Government imprisoned the leaders and so broke the organisa- 
mn of the movement. The Trade Unionists looked on S 

an indifference which they had not shown over the fate of the 
Dorset labourers, and middle-class radicalism was^mtallv 

XhW ^ aIicJ-iated » movement of 
to be -l nnl'?1 ^aS P° ltlCa ’iut which was too ‘ class conscious ’ 

Polltlcal, success. Chartism repmliated the alliance of 

btlfurn ant^r1021 ISTm °n prin.ciPle’its adherents rejoicing to xTTLTrC0tn faw T?ing8> Its &‘lurc was sealed in 
in 3i8a8 * °n ? second and h»al catastrophe 

became effective wh'enTfounj'‘aTaJer !*jt 

hXritnTo d^d=m0V'm<:"t Wi'*i Cl““8 which Charlim, 

was ^^TtodT.d?i0n 0ft‘hC ■W<’rI‘!"S d“* lhc 

actrr r £ was rxecL lhc bread-and-butter char- 

in the ’forties°but ZyaTo 7" •bru,i^cd.th5«> some extent 
°f life had very materially i XwcT th«?K? Y'!™ COndidons 
policy of uniting all the uncEnehi^ * concd.atory 
rights in commfn had any chance i^ti o F°m<fl1 
spirit of the Charon J,fZ • c . SUtctSS' I hough the 
ship second rate £ Md “ and their leader- p econo rate, they had pointed the working class back to 
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political action and a belief in Parliament, and this tradition 
was fortified in later ami happier years by the memory of much 
heroism and self-sacrifice. When British democracy at length 
won the vote, many an * old Chartist ’ took part in the final 
victory. 

CHAPTER XVI 

The Whijjs ami Urn Empire -AtKilition of Slavery. 1833—-South Africa, the 
Great Trek • Kmh'iat i>m and Gibbon Wakefield - Australasia • - Canada, 
1837 54 : the Durham report and Lord Klein's governorship—R.e- 
spourable govemment and the Inijxrrial connection. 

Tiik Tory statesmen who overcame Napoleon had rendered pos¬ 
sible the reconstruction of a British Empire across the sea. The 
Whig statesmen rendered it two services of vital moment. 
They abolished the slave-trade and shivery, and they introduced 
the principle of responsible government for the white colonies. 
Bur whereas the principle of complete self-government for 
Canada was specifically the work of Lord Durham, who almost 
alone of the British statesmen of his day seriously studied 
colonial problems from an Imperial point of view, the aboli¬ 
tion of slavery in 1833, like titat of the slave-trade in 1807, 
was the outcome of the intense feeling of the country as a whole, 
stimulated and organised by William Wilberforce and his 
fellow-workers.1 

In the last stages of the long battle Wilberforce was too 
old a man to take an active part. In 1823 the anti-Slavery 
Association was formed, and began a vigorous propaganda in 
and out of Parliament under the leadership of Eowell Buxton. 
It was a continuance or revival of the old anti-slave-trade cam¬ 
paign, under much the same leadership of Evangelical Church¬ 
men and Dissenters ; but in the new age the alliance of 
Radicals, deists and democrats was an added strength, instead 
of being a cause of reproach as in the old anti-Jacobin 
days.8 Brougham filled the sails of the abolitionist movement 
with the great winds of popular agitation, and in 1830 won 
his fatuous election for Wiiberforce's Yorkshire almost as 
much on anti slavery an on reform. Wilberforce next year 
accepted the Reform Bill as a change that would be ‘ for the 
benefit of our poor West Indian clients.’ 

» See PS>. *;<► 54. us*l p. no, atmve, * See note, p. 53, above. 
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Slavery abolition had of course to encounter the contempt 
and dislike of cynics, but it met no such active opposition In 
this island as the Bristol shipping interest had formerly put 
up in defence of its valuable traffic in slaves. On the other 
hand, the Imperial aspect of the question was one of much 
greater difficulty, for the planters of the West Indies had far 
more reason to be attached to slavery than to the slave-trade. 

The abolition of the slave-trade had been good for Africa, 
but had not materially altered conditions in the West Indies, 
where slaves were thenceforth bred instead of being imported. 
But the planters argued, not without a measure of truth, that 
their sugar and other business depended on the labour of slaves, 
and that Emancipation would undermine the prosperity of the 
West Indian Islands.1 The relative importance of those* islands 
to the whole Empire was greater then than now, though not 
so great in 1833 as it had been a generation before. Discreetly 
managed, the opposition of the planters would have been very 
formidable, but they showed the same violent spirit as the 
slave-owners of the United States, in the following generation, 
without the same power to threaten secession. Their refusal 
to compromise by any amendment of the system, their con¬ 
tinued severity to negroes and roughness to missionaries, whom 
they regarded, as agents of abolition, showed a defiance of the 
tribunal of opinion at home, and hopelessly ruined their cause. 

In 1833 the Grey Ministry passed a Bill to abolish slavery. 
It was put through Parliament with all the vigour and elo¬ 
quence of Edward Stanley, then Colonial Minister, Twenty 
millions sterling were paid in compensation to the slave-owners, 
by a nation which, though eager for 4 retrenchment,’ was 
willing to pay the price of justice and freedom. 

On the First of August, 1834, all slaves in the British 
Empire were to become free. On the last night of slavery, 
the negroes in the West Indian Islands went up on to the hill¬ 
tops to watch for the sun to rise, bringing them freedom as its 
first rays struck the waters. But far away in the forests of 
Central Africa, in the heart of darkness yet unexplored, none 
understood or regarded the day. Yet it was that continent 
whose future was most deeply affected. Before its exploitation 
by Europe had well begun, it had been decided by the most 

* Th© injury done them bv the abolition of slavery wun greatly increased 
by the free-trade policy of the 'forties, which enabled the home consumer 
to buy cheaper sugar elsewhere. 
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powerful of its future masters that slavery should not be the 
relation of the black man to the white. To enforce that decision 
in spirit as well as letter would be a more difficult task than 
Wilberforee knew, a burden as well as an honour to his country¬ 
men in many lands. I le meanwhile had died, having seen all 
his tasks accomplished, and was buried in Westminster Abbey July 

among the great statesmen to whom he had so long held up 1833 
a higher light than that of political ambition. 

There was one consolation in the retrospect for the breach 
with the American colonies: it had relieved the British Empire 
from dealing with the resistance of the Carolinas and Georgia 
to negro emancipat ion. On that reef either the cause of aboli¬ 
tion or the unit^v of the Empire would very probably have been 
wrecked. But in the West Indian Islands the white planters 
were so few that they could not attempt to resist an Act of the 
Imperial Parliament. In tropical colonies the treatment of 
negroes ami natives can he supervised through the agents of 
the. centta! Imperial authority, without the complications 
arising where white self-government is a necessary part of the 
social fabric.1 

In South Africa, therefore, the political aspect of the 
coloured problem was more serious. The South African veldt 
is a dry ami salubrious tableland, raised high above the malaria 
of the coast. It is potentially a white man’s country, but 
was occupied beforehand by African tribes. The whites are 
indeed in a minority, but they arc so numerous outside the 
native ten dories, that South Africa, unlike the West Indies, 
is now a self-governing Dominion. 

f or more than twenty years after our first annexation of 
the Cape (1705), the Dutch fanners lived out their patriarchal 
lives neither more nor less contentedly under a British governor 
than under the rule of'the Dutih trailing company in the past. 
It was only in t tf > that five thousand British immigrants settled 
in the Cape Colony. Shortly afterwards, the substitution of 

* fn «H1 { Oif planters of {await ,i, f**w ns they worn, were proud of their 
ancient iuht-fn.att o of Alt Awtubly and self fpiveming institutions, and 
w**n* the titlin' indignant with an F.utam ipntinn Act thrust upon them by 
the Hnteih P.ulummt, Mot after thethivernnr Kyre troubles in they 

r*J m the ?isdnli» idem of f rown Colony Government, with a certain 
*»lr» ttve element; Mtn e then trouble between black and white has been very 
small in Jamaica, am lotupaied, for instance, to the more demuuutie United 
htaten* 
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the English for the Dutch language in the law-courts began to 
cause ilT-feeling. 

The Boers had lived in great isolation since their first 
coming to Africa in the seventeenth century, and retained 
much of their ancestors’ habits of thought on religion, life and 
the management of natives- They disliked the modern English 
missionary, to whose views on the native problem, wise and 
foolish alike, the British government was beginning to lend 
z credent ear. In 1828 the free native was given equal civic 
rights with the white man. In 1833 came slavery abolition, 
which the Boers showed themselves ready to accept, being 
assured of full money compensation.1 But when it was dis¬ 
covered that they had been allotted only half the estimated 
value of their slave property, they considered that they had 
been defrauded. In 1835 a dangerous and destructive raid 
into the Colony by one of the Kaffir tribes always hanging 
round its border, led to another of the long series of Kaffir 
wars. The British Governor D’Urban punished the otFemling 
tribe by annexing its territory and policing it for the greater 
safety of the Boer farmers. Lord Melbourne’s Coloniaf Secre¬ 
tary, Lord Glenelg, overrode his action, and, contrary to the 
feeling of both British and Dutch in South Africa, cancelled 
the annexation. The Government was held to have failed in 
protecting the outlying Dutch farms from Kaffir raids, and 
was accused of indifference not only to the wishes but to the 
safety of its white subjects. 

This proved the last straw. The Dutch thought the British 
Government was in league with the natives inside and outside 
the Colony. Several thousand Boers sold their farms and 
taking their families with them in their long-spanned ox 
waggons set out into the wilderness, like the children of Israel 
going up out of Egypt. Among them was a boy named Paul 
Kruger. ' 

bo in 1836 the Great Trek began. Emigration across the 
veldt was no new thing to the Boers, but emigration on so 
great a scale as took place in the following twenty years was 
aitogether new, as also was the establishment of republics 
outside the sphere of the Cape government. It broke the 
natural development of South Africa by leaving the Cape 
Colony too thinly peopled, while it opened out prematurely 

of otaeeS in th« ffin* IcHS m*l more out ot place than in the tropical sugar plantations. It was also Im inhuman. 
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grave native questions in the interior. Above all, it prevented 
the peaceful amalgamation of the Dutch and British races in 
one community. The Boers went forth in anger, hoping never 
again to sec the face ot British folk and British government. 
But in a world about to be linked up by the steamship and the 
steam -engine, such a wish was vain. They founded one farmer 
republic on the < Grange River, and another in Natal, where 
they met and fought the Zulus. But by 1843 the British had 
already followed them to Natal and annexed it.1 

The Boers had been badly handled. Lord Glenelg’s action 
had been largely shaped by the advice of some, though appar¬ 
ently a minority, of the South African missionaries, and by the 
influence on Downing Street of the ' Clapham Sect’ of Evan¬ 
gelicals. This influence was wholesome itt the main, and with¬ 
out it the abolition of slavery would never have been made a 
reality all over thr Empire, any more than Africa could have 
hern ’ explored and the native races studied and cared tor 
without the wot k of the missionaries itt the age. of Livingstone. 
But unfortunately in tM t< a section of the missionaries and 
then patrons werr almost the only source of intelligent informa¬ 
tion that the Colonial < Hike of that day possessed. Men who 
knew nothing about the Dutch or about South Africa from 
any angle nave thr one, failed to see its problems as a whole 
ami sowed the nerds of future disaster. 

Fortunately, in these critic nl years when the British Empire 
was being rebuilt after the catastrophe of 177b, other influences 
were at work besides the apathy and ineptitude of Lord 
Glenelg and the stuff* of the Colonial (Hike. It was the era 
ot Gibbon Wakeftrld and Lord Durham. The second quarter 
of the nineteenth irntury was the period in the settlement of 
Canada, Au tralia and New /.calami, which decided that those 
lands should be peopled mainly from Britain and should 
become parts of a fr<-e British Commonwealth. 

The sudden ovrrpropling of Great Britain deplored by 
Malthun, and the sorry plight of the English peasantry at 
home, caused itt these vrum the great rural exodus^ to the 
Colonies on which the modern Empire was rebuilt. The tide 
of rum 'ration also ran strongly to the United States and might 
have run there almost to the exclusion of British territories 
but tor the organised effort of emigration societies, and the 

* ;ir*i Marn !*■ 4U. 
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occasional assistance of Government, inspired by the propa¬ 
ganda of Gibbon Wakefield. He preached to his countrymen 
that emigration was the true relief of their economic miseries, 
and that colonies need not in all cases be mere ports of call or 
places of trade, but might be new British nations. To him is 
largely due the systematised and aided emigration that founded 
modern Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

It was Wakefield who first brought the public to believe 
that New Zealand might accommodate other races besides the 
Maori tribes. His New Zealand Association, founded in 1837, 
made the first British settlements there, only just in time to 
prevent the annexation of the southern island "by France. In 
this, as in their Canadian work, Lord Durham’ and Gibbon 
Wakefield were closely associated. 

The New Zealand settlements of the next twenty years 
were partly idealist and religious in origin. Dunedin was 
planted by the new-born Free Kirk of Scotland; ami Christ¬ 
church, with its Port Lyttelton and the plains of Canterbury be- 
hind, was planted by the Church of England as the first-bruits 
°c x? rcvivin& apostolic energy. During this formative period 
of New Zealand, the relations of the settlers to the Mauiis 
and other problems were ably dealt with by the greatest 

1845-53 of the Australasian governors. Sir George Grey.1 Another 
great man, Bishop Selwyn, contemporaneously founded the 
Anglican.Church in New Zealand, giving to it in its new and 
democratic home a new spirit, partly represented in synods of 
clergy and laity. His work had influence on the spirit of the 
Church in other Colonies, and eventually had reactions on the 
Church at home. 

Meanwhile.Australian immigration was growing fast, from 
purely economic causes. During the French wars, Captain 
Macarthur, one of the officers of the garrison, had perceived 
that theempty continent was fitted for sheep-farming on a large 
scale. He had helped his brother officers to introduce a fine 
reed of sheep from the Cape, and, returning home, had 

preached his doctrine to the British manufacturers, then look- 
mg round desperately for more wool to feed their new machines, 
ju wnen the Napoleonic wars made it impossible to count on 
tive Australui and Tasmania were „f mn- h more 

turVm the^avW^h*1T N0.w. Zrt:Uf1“b Early in the nineteenth «■«- 
°Itho «*-c°nvtcts and the first busliram-m th*v were 

often the vmtam of great cruelty and were nearly external. Y 
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the usual supply from Europe. Macarthur persuaded some 
of them to embark capital in a strange country at the other end 
of the globe. The ‘ squatter aristocracy ’ of big sheep-farmers, 
many of them of the ‘service’ and ‘university’ classes from 
the old country, were the originators of Australian prosperity 
and free colonisation. Later in the century their descendants 
and successors had to fight a prolonged and losing battle with 
the democratic land-policy of the small farmer and his friends 

in the legislature. 
In t«40 the new Australia of some 130,000 white inhabi¬ 

tants was large enough to prevail on the mother country to 
stop the dumping of convicts, though the bad practice wa* 
revived fitfully in subsequent years. 

In the discovery of gold at Ballarat produced such 
a sudden increase in the tide of immigrants that, in the 
phrase of (dbbon Wakefield, 4 the colony was precipitated 
into a nation.’ All the gold seekers could not make their for¬ 
tunes, and many stayed on as farmers and artisans. In the 
’fifties, the Australian colonies that already enjoyed represen¬ 
tative institutions, each demanded and received complete re- 
sponsible sfflfi'Wfrnntfcnt* But for the origin of th&t solution 
of Imperial relationships we must look to the history of Canada. 

In 1H61 the self-governing colonics on the continent were: 
the mother colony of New South Wales; South Australia, over 
whose infancy Sir George Grey had presided; Victoria, sprung 
to sudden greatness through the gold diggings; and Queens¬ 
land, the latest to separate from New South W ales. Each ot the 
four democracies was quite independent of the other, with no 
legal bond of union but the Crown. Together they numbered, 
in the census of 1 If fit, just over a million inhabitants, who have 
increased nearly fivefold, partly by immigration,^ in the two 
generations that have since, elapsed. Van Diemen s Land, that 
had changed its name to Tasmania, had also obtained respon¬ 
sible government in the ’fifties. Western Australia, though 
a separate province since 1829, was still too thinly in a ic 
for popular government. During the whole nineteenth century 
the epic of the Australian explorer’s struggle with the wilder¬ 
ness and the desert was going on. I laving conquered the east, 
the explorers were now continuing their battle with the vast 

spaces of the north and west. 

But the tide of emigration from England and Scotland 
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was setting strongest of all to Canada. At the time of the great 
Reform Bill as many as 50,000 emigrants from (Jreat Britain 
were floated up the St. Lawrence in one year. Then, for a 
decade, the disturbed political state of the two Canadas dis¬ 
couraged immigration. In 1837 there were already a million 
inhabitants, and already the English-speaking outnumbered 
the French. The wise policy of Pitt had divided Upper or 
English from Lower or French Canada, and had endowed 
both provinces with elected Assemblies, without giving to the 
Assemblies the power of nominating the executive.1 These 
institutions had weathered the storm of invasion in 1812, but 
no longer met the need of communities arrived at political 
manhood. In Lower Canada a growing English minority, 
the progressive and trading part of the province, were always 
at loggerheads with the French Catholic majority, who were 
in turn aggrieved at a wholly English administration, which 
they thwarted in the Assembly in every possible way. Finally, 
in 1836, the French Assembly refused supplies and things 

1837 rapidly moved to a crisis. Next year a rebellion broke out 
under Papineau, but it speedily collapsed. 

Papineau’s rising proved the signal for a rising in the 
upper province. The English-speaking rebels had indeed 
less than no sympathy with the French rebels, but in both 
provinces the revolt was directed against an unrepresentative 
a[\^ unsympathetic officialdom. In Upper Canada one of the 
chief grievances was the * clergy reserves/ a vast acreage of 
rich lands kept out of cultivation as future endowment for the 
Anglican Church, then in a small minority among Scots and 
Dissenters. This rebellion, like that in the French province, 
was a half-hearted affair and was easily crushed. 

The two rebellions compelled the mother country to attend 
to the Canadian problem as a whole. Melbourne’s (iovernment 
suspended the constitution and sent out Lord Durham as 
temporary despot, to act in place of the usual authorities and 

1838 to report on the real state of affairs, which was very little under¬ 
stood in England, even by Lord Durham himself when he 
started on his mission. 

The selection of Durham saved Canada and the Empire. 
His temper and his health were bad. But he had both ability 
and vision. And he had two predispositions, essential to the 
discovery of what we now know to have been the right solution : 

' pF* 5^ 59. above, and map there. 
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a belief in democratic institutions, then rare among Whig and 
Conservative statesmen, and a belief in the future of the Empire 
and of the Imperial connection then rare among Radicals, 
Whigs and even among Conservatives. He took with him two 
men worthy of himself and of the occasion. Gibbon Wakefield 
and young Charles Buller, whose early death cut short a grea 

career. 
Acting in the spirit of his instructions,. Durham exerted 

the plenary powers of his temporary despotism to banish cer¬ 
tain agitators, preferably to putting them in prison. is 
personal enemy, Lord Brougham, who had since his Lord- 
Chancellorship degenerated into the malicious harlequin 
familiar to posterity in the early volumes of Punch, attacked 
this action as illegal, and led to the chase the Tory peers who 
hated Durham for his radicalism. Such an attack in the PPe^ 

House would have been nothing if the Government a stoo 
firm. But Lords Melbourne and Glenelg feebly and basely 
deserted the man whom they themselves had chosen as dicta or 

in the hour of need. _ , ,r. .. 
It was a gloomy winter day for Canada when Durham 18°j 

her shores in disgrace, but with the full sympat 7 ® 
English-speaking population. Everyone now expected tne 
worst, and indeed his recall was prelude to another brief 
rebellion. But it was darkness before dawn. Lord John Russell 
spoke in the House of Commons-in a sense adverse to the 
cowardly betrayal of Durham, and persuaded the Cabinet to 

aCCefhe Durham Report of 1839, which took effect in Russell’s 
Canada Union Act of 1840, advised that the time had come 
for full responsible government to be given to Canada—tnat is, 
that the executive should in future be chosen from the ran s 
of the majority in the elected Assembly. This principle of re¬ 
sponsible government was applied first to Canada, then to the 
rest of British North America, next to Australasia, and finally 
to South Africa.1 It is acknowledged to have proved the cement 
of Empire. In the days of its first adoption it appeared to 
some statesmen, both Liberal and. Conservative, to be a step 
towards an inevitable friendly parting of colonies and mot er 
country. But this error in opinion as to the future did not 

x Responsible government was granted to New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia in 1847, Prince Edward’s Island 1851, Cape Colony 187 , 
1893. For Australia, see p. 259, above. 
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involve those who held it in mistaken action in the present 
The indifference that allowed colonists to go their own way 
was much less fatal to Imperial unity than any attempt to 
hold them to the connection by force. But Durham saw his 
own recommendations in their true light, as being the only 
possible path to the Imperial unity that he desired. 

The other principle of the Durham Report and of the 
legislation based on it was local and temporary in application. 
The two Canadas were thrown together in one, so that the 
English-speaking majority of a United Canada could outvote 
the rrench. If this had not been done, responsible govern¬ 
ment might have been unworkable in Lower Canada* where 
the large and progressive English minority were in no mood 
to have their interests left completely in the control of inimical 
rrench peasants. The French were exceedingly angry at the 
Union, and by no means regarded Durham as a liberator. 
But the policy was justified by its success. The Union of the 

lnoc-S0V}niCS mi *84°> makin£ responsible government 
KS tbe»r re-division in 1867, as part of a Federa- 
^ r Bjltisb North America, among whose provinces the 
two ^as stood as the chief among peers.1 

Before that consummation could be reached, a difficult and 

wS3 Kf10? had t0 brC PTfd £hrouKh- 'piie pilot who 
from 1 sit £Ct«T? tT L°rdl^’m> Governor <* Canada 
*f£_ fS4‘r cfned out thc political testament 
hnkair 'Z 7’ ^ Du,rham* IIe limited, no slavish 
o7the Frirh If * hlS J £<? aPpca8c the deep animosity 
wr^nflv frli- hT /celu‘£8 Durham had rightly or 
Z K0bd,?d Klgin‘8 insistence 
Donulififl be!u3hoU.d f0,* be PcnaI‘sed, hist him much 
hffoed ?/7°ng be Bntish i°>’a,ilit3* At the same time he 
helped the progressive part of both the French and Knglish- 

Buller wrote the Renort^mfr? },nmKluim Wil« to the client that 
Which ?ur ‘aM 8tol,f th« «"»*• Tins story, 
to Collingwood and Ndson’s cant-dM’hi v,ct‘,ry of I,al*llK:ir ««iusivcfy 
hope not for #»v#r 4.1 s captains, has unfortunately found itu wav 1 

wi‘“« “» 
Reid's Life of Durham IlulW tUf.Woni th* «i'!«'at,uu» «f 
attributed the Report to Durh*im*° fuming the unlit himself, 
Report was the work of aehil^u”*!' J4KC !“uny ^‘ersuehdwumcntn, the 
In this case both chief and mlr H**- K ^ o! ‘‘’Ohdentul secretaries, 
public men. tW al*v« average «l 

» For the Oregon «»♦«,*. Cai*adf d;uaw Senes) pp, ryt.j, 

affecting the future western dev*ln^ *,e Stnt« a, deeply s iuture western development of Canada, see pp, iv, ,, i»eU*w. 
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speaking communities to work together and to establish the 
tradition of parliamentary self-government. He persuaded 
the Whigs at home to abandon the ‘ clergy reserves ’ to the 
Canadian Parliament. Canadian parties, to some extent cut¬ 
ting across racial divisions, now began to develop a healthy 
rivalry. The Liberal-Conservative party, under the leadership 
of John Macdonald, hastened the coming of a new and more 
hopeful age. 

The question whether Canada would drift off from the 
Empire into political connection with the United States was 
gravely affected, though never entirely dominated, by economic 
and commercial considerations. In 1846 the adoption of free 
trade in corn by the mother country was a severe blow to 
Canadian interests. Fortunately this was counterbalanced by 
the new principle of complete economic self-government for 
Canada, even to the extent of permitting her to abolish prefer¬ 
ences for the mother country. And in 1849 the abolition of 
the Navigation Laws by the Whig Government opened Canada 
to the commerce of the world. In 1854 Lord Elgin with great 
difficulty succeeded in obtaining from the United States a 
Reciprocity Treaty for a large measure of free trade. 

The treaty gave Canada ten years of internal development 
and content, tending to allay the annexation movement during 
a critical decade, and established good relations between all 
the countries of the English-speaking world. Unfortunately 
the American Civil War of 1861-5, and the attitude adopted 
towards it by too many British statesmen and journalists, put 
an end to this state of things, and in 1865 the United States, 
sore with all things British, refused to renew the Canadian 
Reciprocity Treaty. But by that time the economic develop¬ 
ment and patriotism of Canada were capable of standing the 
shock, and the action of the United States, instead of com¬ 
pelling a renewal of the movement for annexation, helped on 
the federation of British North America in 1867. 

The work of Elgin and Macdonald, following on that of 
Durham, had been to associate in men’s minds the idea of 
colonial self-government with the idea of the Imperial con¬ 
nection, which statesmen of all parties on both sides the 
Atlantic had been too prone to regard as mutually opposed. 
* These wretched Colonies,* wrote Disraeli in 185a,, ‘ will all 
be independent in a few years, and are a millstone round our 
necks.’ 
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Lord Elgin thus summed up his own work: 
‘ I have been possessed (I use the word advisedly, for 1 

find that most persons in England consider it a case of posses¬ 
sion) with the idea that it is possible to maintain on this soil 
of North America, and in the face of Republican America, 
British connection and British institutions, if you give the 
latter freely and trustingly. Faith, when it is sincere, is always 
catching; and I have imparted this faith more or less thoroughly 
to all Canadian statesmen with whom I have been in official re¬ 
lationship since 1848, and to all intelligent Englishmen with 
whom I have come into contact since 1850,’ 

CHAPTER XVII 

The Crown after the Reform Bill—Reel, Colxlen and the Anti Corn-law 
League—Disraeli and the Peelitt's—Ik'jjimung of Victorian prtMijt j ity 
—• New Model * Trade Unions—The Co-operative movement - Chad¬ 
wick and Public Health. 

During the reigns of George III and George IV the position 
of the Crown had been very strong in dealing with Parliamen¬ 
tary Ministers who represented the borough-owners rather 
than the nation. George III retained, on the threshold of the 

1800 madhouse, enough power to prevent Pitt from emancipating 
1807 the Catholics, and to dismiss the Ministry of Ali-the-Talents. 
1830 Without the accident of the death of their enemy George IV, 

the Whigs could not have taken office or introduced their 
Reform Bill. 

That Bill, by identifying the House of Commons more 
closely with the nation, indirectly reduced the power of the 
Crown as well as the power of the peerage. William IV’s 
attempt to dismiss the Whigs and bring in the Tories on his 
own account, was felt to be an anachronism. At his request 

ij#ton and Pcel heId officc for their ‘ Hundred Days, but 
April pu ? do n°thmg more than advertise the liberal character of 
1835 -teels new Conservative programme, and then retire. Al¬ 

though the unity and prestige of the Whigs had suffered many 
serious shocks in 1834, and although they were declining in 
popular favour, the result of William’s attempted coup Jet vtuct 
was to give them a majority at the next General Election, ami a 
lease of office for another half-dozen wars. They used their 
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restored power to pass the radical Municipal Reform Act, and 

then sank into their long lethargy,—employing their time 

mainly in a useful reform of the Church revenues.1 

The gradual retirement of the sovereign from the arena 

of natty politics, coinciding with the accession to the throne of 

a virtuous and attractive young lady, obliterated the memory 

of George IV and a generation of princes most of whom had 

won disapproval either for private vice and meanness, or for 

public espousal of anti-popular causes, or on both counts at 

once. The Crown, on the head of Queen Victoria, associated 183 
itself in the public mind with a new set of ideas. Contrary to 

expectation, Republicanism waned as popular power grew 

! For some years after her accession Queen Victoria was a 

heroine with the Liberals, and in much disfavour with the 

Conservatives.2 In rows about Church rates, Dissenters would 

indignantly accuse the rector of disloyal expressions about the 

beautiful young Queen 1 This inversion of parts was accen¬ 

tuated by the curious episode that goes by the name of the 

^e^Mell tour ne^ the * W hi| Premier, if he did little else as a 

statesman, indoctrinated lus royal pupil in sound constitutional 

precepts adapted to the new age, which carried her successful y 

through her long reign. She liked the good-natured, ^therly 

old tleman, and L exerted the charm and wit that had 

made him famous under the Regency, to captivate the min 

of a girl fresh from the schoolroom, tier personal friendships 

wc'reg Whig1 circles. When therefore in 1839 the Whigs 

^ 2 last sullkiently aware «h* « JWJ™ » 
resign after a bad d v sion, the Queen looked forward witn 

these two unwilling parties to a transaction forced on them by 

‘ Kp<' jHa-itHj, below. . Oueon on her accession, 
» Tlw following ihohaJan intimate knowledge 

(win her nude, the King <«.fi.« sovereign's right to choose 
id KngU-th FUtia. show# that the 1<«'o£d$®f not dLd, in x«37 : ' The 
which party should l» in «h“,e was f V Jf * wjw wni serve you 
iAit, is that t For them, as well as for the Liberals 

are the only sovereign tnat ™ n>uke of 
#1 "dufa. Your immediate n*!£i uf» mSt violent attach- 
Cumtierland} b enough to frighten them into me 
merit for you * 
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Melbourne’s resignation. Peel demanded -md rh* /\ 

ST*',0' T ftr 
fght Pf h^Ps, have keen wiser to indulge a mistress 

whose favour he had yet to win. But, justly fearful of MeV 

thatnhe baCk?? ln?“cnce> he Preferred'to stand out fir 
what he regarded as his constitutional rights. The vomm 
Queen grew excited and unexpectedly obstinate. Melbourne 

mktrt'0co?scni?,olnet’ "’‘"''t1’5'th' di«™ of w kind , mistitss, consented to resume office, though not power for 

of wiSruk Cl“,S8 C.0ulinot *onger endure the drop 

discovering how fortunate she was in such a servant. K 

the Whigs^^b^t reflect dSh0W'ir^ ^ £!lCy Wcro wcary o{ mgs, uia but reflect the opinion of the uncnff'mehi«,.d 
masses. For five years past the Whigs had done nothing hm 

eitherCforn and C0ld« that they knew mfhllp either for the deficit or for the \J‘ , , . P 
was its caused What Carlyle c-ille.t ’ rh 5;.uic T-UC 1 
people Droblem ’ J C calltd condition of the 
r uPiL problem was chronic and acute iml rfi* h i,;, . i . 
exhausted their list of remedies. It re-illf i.,„ .',t 1 l:u 
the representatives of I ih(*r'ilt«»« ■ »> </ with them, as 

Corn hws. Butalthough they’were „« ikiT r“ ,ei‘caI.th<= 
returned bv the scmireAnd f\ C ilkc the C ‘mservatives 
Whig personnel ‘™s< ,‘h= 

the Whigs refused to touch theliucscion^as'tl Ui', , r 
to touch Parliamentary question, as they had refused 
the popular lead oncTLZ t,Wmty yef1> heibre. And so 

Liberal-Conservatives, in tile da,s°of'thc 
days of Canning, ^ than m thc 

their firstWahbjeodCMdkion ^ft^tL^LS,’’Wn""” fr"m 

years before crossed over from the’wwS'inTefeiM'Vf'M 

*? evidence- *?$ ^\V'1< barter 
Exchequer'seated on an emntveWu-^1L 8 Whig Chumelln, „f the 
fishing for a budget/ ^ the mute of bottom lr tfrm irm m, 
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Church interests. William Ewart Gladstone, a young man of 
thirty-two, labelled, now somewhat to his own discomfort, 
with Mavaulav's sentence about those ‘ stern and unbending 
Tories,' brought his genius to the common stock of the great 
administration, and learnt to his own astonishment, in the 
apprenticeship which Peel made him serve in the Board of 
Trade, that finance and commerce would absorb him no less 
than poetry and religion.1 . . 

The country, whit h these men were in a tortunate hour 
called upon to govern, was sunk very low. Bad trade in a 

E 

starving 
mine ’ was the word of only too common usage in the in¬ 
dustrial north, in horrible, sanitary and housing conditions, 

resenting a sum total of wretchedness that rendered the 
unyrv 'forties * a memory and a byword in years to come. 

iVel's budgets from 1.42*5 proved the first step out of 
the Hiurasud An unscientific revenue tarifl still impeded trade 
bv ifti iliififts on exported nuuiutucturcs and on imported raw 
material. 1 luskis'itm had reduced it. Peel now swept away 
most of what was left. The Ions to the treasury he made good 1M2 
by reviving the income-tax, Pitt's war measure which hah 
been withdrawn at the peat,e,9 owing to what Castlereagh more 
justly than wisely tailed people's ignorant impatience of 
taxation.’ Perl, mure clear-sighted on this point than the anti- 
Cum Law manufacturers of the north, saw in the income-tax 
the key that would unlock the Eree Jtrade cupboard. It is 
doubtful whether Peel would have been able ^‘ntroduce »t m 
time of peace, it Pitt had not first introduced it m*“*°*^ 

The budgets of iH+a- 5 were great steps in the direction 
of Free Trade. But since they only very slightly *ed“**£ J* 
Corn I Huy, they met with no serious PPP^^prr°“Jon 
Protei tioima party, of which 1 eel was head. I °r*h* 
that the »ounty members had been 1feturi^d £ :^$3 
not the protei turn of manufactures. Eor hat matter theta*™ 
which Peel swept away were revenue 
nothing at all. Out of twenty millions raised by Customs 

‘ liUdUt»m, ttUn IVwl before him, had taken a * double first' at Oxford, 

vu. tw nut hem, Uiiian writ .mm tdawib*. forty-seven million 
< In «a4i espnrto of HuU’ih produce had ta*n tony 

pmnd*., tower than my of th« h.ur previous years. By they bm 

men to fifty seven millions. 
• SMp.'lfe. utiom 
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Duties in 1840, only one million had been raised on the nle-i 
of protection to industry. No one argued that any class 
in the urban community was benefited by the Protective 
system of the day And the question of the Com Laws wm 
r^7hr ,far ,?ouId *h.e “^ustry of the town population 
nghdy be handicapped in order to keep land in cultivation 
and to maintain the agricultural interest ’ ? 

bfttle,betwcen t°wn and country would have been 
a"d Tre PrLol?n&edit the r^Hiuitry had felt their 

interest to coincide with that of the landlords. But the rural 
changes of the last century had abolished the yeoman and the 
small farmer, who had had a direct interest i« high 
The poverty and starvation of the agricultural labourer inclined 
him to see his interest in cheap bread, and although he had no 
direct political weight, his miserable condition was an effective 
argument ad msmeordiam for the anti-Corn-Law champions 

S fiE d7 Pky t0 thc ^Ii<»«'-cheeked serf of 
to sav <d?be”d h\mrT l)htthrms »> l,is s»HH-k frock to say I be protected, and I be starving.'» In the last vears 

cf the farmers thiat tl ,* ? . a large proportion even 
‘ affriculm«ffttf . 51Cir Vantage lay in Free Trade. The 

“m k >—1 ** 

without^attackfn^fk0^ * —PfCliiad done a11 he could 
those«/"i?aiJe °f th.C Cwn l>«ring inose yeais tie was gradually converted to Free Trade in nr* 

of th,e fa?> aml '■>' - 
HousTifluciH Cn7°Urcd.at him aw,8S th« &"* of thc 
the Prime Mini<to» mS 0 ,easonm& until thc day came when 

whiz ^up thc nnr‘-*hc ,aki"K ««i 
But h nnrSSf Y°U m.U9t/»»wer this, I cannot/ 

*at Cobden converted ptd.T AetX!«f IT? 
he had created a political force 71 1? • Law J'caFuc 

ra;~‘ * :sr,” t>;'S 
laP^ 

wretched as the serf of thefactorv Tld! 7°^ " V,U;*«*‘ W4*' at hwit m 
two classes of employers, a great fenture nfTr* ““'V1'11 ‘’M* >*«*'« by the 
qseful to the UrtLs iaudens Vht‘?ro ’*•» «»« ‘foitfoa, was vm 

gauatns, the employee m town and country, * 
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learnt the lesson of the Reform Bill and had adapted themselves 
to the spirit of the age. Among these Peel was the foremost. 
Though so long a Tory and never even a Canmngite, he was 
now in fact a Liberal-Conservative, instinctively the foe of 
corruption in any form, seeking to preserve British institutions 
by respect for public opinion and by careful thought for the 
general interest. He and his school of ‘Peelite’ statesmen, 
of whom Gladstone was the greatest, introduced into the 
public offices a more conscientious and more liberal tone, 
which was neither Tory nor Whig, and which still survives in 

Whitehall. ... , 
Peel, who had once denounced the Reform Bill as revolu- 

tionary, now saw that it had not gone far enough, that the 
Commons House was still too much a house of landlords. ±le 
began to be afraid that if the Corn Laws were defended to the 
last moment possible under the existing forms of the Consti¬ 
tution, the Queen’s Government would come into conflict with 
the nation. And after 1832 Peel had had enough of conflicts 
with the nation. When the French constitutional monarchy 
fell in 1848, his comment was ‘ This comes of trying to govern 
the country through a narrow representation in Parliament, 
without regarding the wishes of those outside. It is what this 
party behind me wanted to do in the matter of the Corn Laws, 

and I would not do it.’ , 
This was perfectly true. Nevertheless, the reason why 

‘ this party ’ had been ‘ behind ’ him at all was because he had 
undertaken to defend the Corn Laws. It is possible, while 
feeling gratitude to Peel, to understand the indignation of his 
followers at his volte-face, the more so as he refused to take 
the Conservative rank and file into his confidence, esc ewe 
‘ party meetings,’ and seemed, with his shy, secretive manner, 
to hold them all in more contempt than perhaps he did. As 
yet they could only murmur. But if ever they got a spokes¬ 
man—! There was fine combustible stuff among the squires on 
the back benches, if someone were to apply Promethean fire. 

The wrath of the gentlemen of England was increased by 
the low and democratic character of the organisation 1:0 which 
their chief was about to submit his judgment and their interests. 
The anti-Corn-Law League, though financed by leading 
firms,’ was teaching politics to the million. It gave a powerful 
organisation to classes which had hitherto been left outside 
the national counsels, except during those months when the 
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Political Unions had lined up behind the Reform Bill, But 
the Political Unions had been no more than a regimentation 
of the inhabitants of certain towns, ready to act together in a 
crisis. The League, on the other hand, undertook the edu¬ 
cation of each section of English society, in town and village, 
up to the point of uniting all in a common enthusiasm for a 
proposition in economics. 

There had been Chartism, but Chartism had failed, and 
•the League was not failing. It accomplished the miracle of 
uniting capital and labour. It combined argument and emo¬ 
tion, bringing both to perfection in meetings that began with 
Cobden and ended with Bright, It appealed equally to self- 
interest and to humanity. In an age when political literature 
was limited in quantity and inferior in quality, the League, 
in 1843 alone, distributed nine million carefully argued tracts 
by means of a staff of eight hundred persons, fn an age when 
public meetings were rare, when finance and government were 
regarded as mysteries appertaining to the political families 
and to well-born civil servants, the League lecturers taught 
political economy, and criticised the year’s budget, to vast 
audiences of merchants and clerks, artisans and navvies, 
farmers and agricultural labourers. The League not only 
invented modern methods of political education, but applied 
them to coerce both the official parties. The Whig with his 
proposal for a ‘ fixed duty ’ and the Conservative with his 
sliding scale ’ were both given notice to quit at the next 

General Election, and surrendered rather than try the event 
against the League candidates.1 

No wonder the League was denounced as ‘ extra-constitu¬ 
tional ’ by parties in possession of the recognised organs of 
political life. Protectionists talked of putting it down by law. 
Half-hearted Free Traders, like the Whigs and The Times 

newspaper—the latest comer in the hierarchy of accepted 
political institutions—were jealous of it as a rival and ashamed 
of it as an ally. When in 1841 the League, characteristically 
enough, assembled seven hundred Nonconformist clergy to 
bear witness, from the evidence of their daily ministrations 
in the slums, to the material conditions untavourable to the 
religious life of the mass of the population, The Times coupled 
this drollery ’ with ‘ The British Association for the Advance- 

J.?* bl,sinfs m!'n wen; at Cobrten's wrtnrs tmvim; Istroi enough to 
qualify as county voters, anti so threaten even the county scat#. 
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ment of Science," ami promised to * put an extinguisher on 
humbugs ’ in both cases. 

Nevertheless two years later The Times itself, while still 
denouncing ‘ gregarious congregations of cant and cotton 
men,’ wrote ’ the League is a great fact.’ That confession, 
appearing in the daily bulletin of the ultra-respectable and 
official classes, caused rage and exultation now very barely 
imaginable. Perhaps the British Association also was another 
* great fact," burn** forward on the tide of time, in spite of an 
able editor's sense of the unfitting. 

In the spring of" 1845 Peel was at heart a convert to Free 
Trade in corn, a-, all the world knew. I lis plan was at the next 
(Jenera 1 Flection to announce his change of policy, and so put 
himself in a position gradually to abolish the Corn Laws 
without a betrayal of the election pledges of 1841. But his 
hand was foned by a combination of two accidents, which had 
no causal connection with each other, the Irish potato blight 
and the English harvest weather. When it was first whispered 
that Ireland would noon be in the grip of famine, the Pro¬ 
tagonists cmihi still hope that a particularly good harvest in 
England would enable the British Inlands to feed themselves. 
But a monrh «f rain when the corn was in the ear * rained away Aug.- 

the corn lawn.' &pt* 
It wan now clear that it would be physically impossible to 1845 

feed the Irish from England, and it was morally impossible 
to allow them to perinh wholesale with foreign corn waiting to 
enter. The pe a of the I biited Kingdom must be opened for 
the emergency, and if once they were opened no statesman 
could ever hope to done them again in face of English and 
Scottish opinion. Perl’s Free Trade budgets of 1842-5 and 
the accompanying revival of trade had considerably relieved 
the situation in Britain, but people who had tasted prosperity 
were not prepared to he thrown back into the depths from 
which they had cm aped, by a sudden scarcity of bread. The 
demand f or ‘ total amt immediate ’ repeal rose as a cry of terror. 

The League that winter entered on its last,, irresistible 
campaign. The Whigs swung round to * total and immediate,’ 
led by Lord John Runnel!, who had the strength of mind to 
write bin tiomntn ’Edinburgh letter* voicing the national Nnv. 
demand, without umnulfing his more weak-kneed colleagues. 1K4S 
They dared not challenge his fait accompli* It was now a 
choice between Peel and the Whigs, which of them would 
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undertake to pass a necessary measure through a disorganised 
House of Commons and a hostile i louse of Lords. 

. Peel was prepared to abolish the Corn Laws, and The 

Times prematurely announced that he was to meet Parliament 
with this programme.1 But Stanley refused to agree, and Peel 
not being able to carry his whole Cabinet, resigned. The task 
of abolishing the Corn laws fell to the Whigs, to whom it 

P*®- P^perly belonged. Russell began the formation of a Ministry 
then suddenly* threw it up, ostensibly on the ground that 

Grey, a son of the Reform Bill Premier, would not serve if 
Palmerston was allowed to go back to the Foreign Office to 
the danger of European peace. But Russell could perfectly 
well have formed his Ministry without Gtvv or without Pal¬ 
merston. And Grey next year took office with Palmerston as 
Foreign Minister after all 1 

The real reason why the Whigs refused to form a Ministry 
was that they lacked nerve for the crisis. They shrank from 
the task of passing Repeal through the Lords. They had 
indeed Peels promise ot support, but since Peel out of'office 
might have little influence with the Protectionist peers, the 
Whigs might have to call in Crown ami people to pass the 
BiU as in 1832. Now the Whigs were no longer inspired by 
the spirit of that time Though pretending to fie the popular 
party, they were afraid of the people. They had no wish to lead 
a democratic attack on the Lords, and hoped that Peel would 
be able to pass the Bill with the least possible disturbance. 
w, • bc . ?ran<* re/usal ’ has gone far to discredit the later 
lenoS Tlth p?stcny> but lt Rave them twenty years unchal¬ 
lenged possession of power. For it broke up the Cons 
party. .onservativc 

l011!1 * ban<^ back with courtesy the poisoned 
lice to Sir Robert, Peel did not know that it was poisoned. 

'Z r ^ODfrC’ rrneI Ulti n0t kmw tlm it ‘ww poisoned. 
wher?t k ChCCnffy 1° thc pIacc the red box 

r? SmWe lfiT •t0 9taml* ny £hc rcfu*iaI <»f 
°ffi? hl3.des‘rc t0 rcPcai the Corn Laws him- 

ecome a duty that he could no longer avoid.* Strong 

proved nnfm<2mS;AMTV1W'n' Ww b'M Thf Ttm” «“< *•«'"« that 

'prttr ?*? ration 1 u«a u. w ? ww.ifmmt ULmr.it, 411-1 Mat *m!y t refusal had caused ***** 
point in Peel's conduct 8 1 Ue<xm‘»r lS45. that is Uv weakest 
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in the affection of the people, he saw before him many years 
of public service such as he alone could render. 

Peel and Wellington remembered only that they were the 
servants of the Crown and country, and forgot that they had 
b ecome so as representatives of agricultura Protection and the 
greTcounty families. Wellington’s lo^tyto Pee 
belief that Peel alone was fit to govern, 
able because the Duke was not himself convinced of the neces 
ity of aboShing the Corn Laws. ‘Rotten 

it ’ he said- ‘they put Peel in his d—d fright. But it never 
occurred to’ him Udesert his Queen and his oolleague.in the 
interest of his party and his class ‘ I did think, he toUthe 
Lords, ‘ that the formation of a Government in ? 

Majesty would have confidence was o Sr® , P or 
than any opinion of any individual upon stretched out 
other law.’ So he pulled his hat over his eyes, stretched out 
his lees and reclined there silent and fortunately very d , june 
while ^oble Lords raved against the 1846 
This attitude sufficed to secure the passage of the CornBiI^ 

The Corn Laws were abolished m June, , Y j 
what had been the general expectation when fhe session opened 
in January, the Conservative party was blown“XbSches 
explosion. The combustible squirearchy °n the bade bmcn« 
of the Commons had been ignited by die hand of^‘ccespon 

nZ^bilfmlg^nt Svf wS’^awSt colleagues 

ssig-X-SS™~£~ihsTl „ 
ffis'cenrn Ifill1 p^ssedthe L^^-s, ^ 
in the Commons by a coalition between the Whigs seeking 
office and the Protectionists seeking revenge. 

Disraeli had an unanswerable case agamst Peel from 
point of view of the betrayed 
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file champion of a proud and ancient aristocracy which he 
sincerely admired from the outside. Twenty-one years later 
when he enfranchised the working-man, he acted as Peel was 
now acting on the great question of the day,—only he carried 
the operation through without destroying his party, because 
he had not a young Disraeli to reckon with* 

Owing to the intrusion into British politics of an alien 
element so potent and so incalculable as this man, the Conser- 
vatlve party was broken up in 1846 and kept out of office for 
twenty years. Owmg to the same personal force it was com¬ 
pelled in 1867 to accept democracy and was launched on a 
new career of influence and power* 

Peel lived until his riding accident in 1850, the most 
honoured figure in England after the Duke of Wellington 
but he was never again in office. The feud between the 
Peelites and the rank and file of the party was too personal 
ever to be healed. The troops held that their officers fud sold 
the fort; and the officers held that the troops, led by a White- 
chape1 drummer boy, had shot the colonel in the back. 
Graham, Aberdeen, Sidney Herbert and Gladstone could never 
orgive the treatment to which Peel had been subjected, and 

rSwifCTed °n thac gr,OUr,ld the 8tro«K«“ aversion for 
Disraeli, who now, as Stanley s second in command, carried 

wLf°?rU^T0fithe C<in?™iv,c PartX- the Peelites 
ree-Trad«‘s> while Stanley and Disraeli continued to 

untinrTfthreo?KUntT mlh a 5° a£r‘cuhural Protection, 
abandoned it during a brief attempt to hold 

office. By that tune Peel was dead, Whigs and Peelites were 
easily distinguishable, and Gladstone had begun 

UnTnf l-bjr Tay °fthe Neapohtan pnsons towards the Liberal¬ ism or ms later years. 

asseSd^r61118 */ 8t5~6 the Pound ™ter had at length 
and fintnJLf0^ Jeext<?nt of ,nsist‘t!g that the economic 
™'i" P®1xcl ®f the State Should no longer flout his 

sfvdv from 1 Hf C?binC-tS StdI 5°,ntinucd «<> he drawn exdu- 
CobLf and °Wm-ng f-d higher Prot'^««»aI classes, 
were few rcmf‘ned in Perpetual opposition; there 

The wnrh?r-C!fS fnd few?r of their opioiot18 in the I louse. 
The UnivrillndCCd T cha"?inty but fl0t 7* changed, 
without Zf T* rcformfd h Parliament In 1854, hut 
sentos The Sm'5 ?®ccs being opened lo Dis¬ 
senters. The middle class, which is often said to have ruled 
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Victorian England, never had a party or a policy of its own 
outside commercial questions, and even in that sphere its 
success was due to the peculiar genius of Cobden. The English 
bourgeoisie never developed ‘ class-consciousness.’ Many of 
the beneiiciaries of Free Trade became Conservative, and inter¬ 
married with the landed wealth against which they had recently 
been tilting. Others, of more democratic tendency, -worked 
with Bright to extend the franchise once more and to take 
the working-man into political partnership, rather on general 
Liberal principles than to carry out any special programme. 
To this invitation the working-man responded. There was 
indeed very little ‘ class war ’ in England for a generation after 
the repeal of the Corn Laws. 

Agriculture had now to take the second place in the eco¬ 
nomic policy of the Empire. But the ‘ agricultural interest ’ of 
landlords and farmers was still as far as possible from being 
ruined. Those who had been most angry at Repeal found many 
compensations. For another generation the landlords still 
drew great rents, and could afford to entertain regiments of 
guests in their country houses. They were still piling up 
on an ever vaster scale structures which survive too often 
as an embarrassment to their descendants of to-day. It was 
still the golden age of hunting and shooting, in tne cheery 
social atmosphere immortalised by Leech’s pictures in Punch 

and Surtees’ sporting novels. In county government there was 
still no clement of popular election. The squires still adminis¬ 
tered the affairs of each neighbourhood in their capacity of 
Justices of the Peace, There were Radicals who murmured, 
"but they came from and returned to the towns. Old England 
still survived in the rural parts. 

British agriculture continued to flourish, and since it no 
longer depended on a monopoly, it once more took to improved 
methods as in the eighteenth century. Corn was indeed being 
poured into the island from overseas, but prices and rents kept 
up very fairly, for there were more people than ever to feed, 
and as they were drawing better wages they were eating much 
more meat and corn per head.1 It was no longer necessary for 

1 Another reason why the nominal prim of com only Ml slightly as a 
result of Repeal was* that in the 'fifties and 'sixties prices in general were 
rising owing to the gold discoveries in California and Australia, the Crimean 
War and other causes. The price of wheat would have risen immensely in 
England hut for Repeal coining when it did. In the nix years after X846 a 
larger quantity of grain was imported than had entered the country in the 
thirty one years between Waterloo and Repeal. 
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two millions in England to live on potatoes and other food 
stuffs inferior to corn. So during the rest of Cobden’s lifetime 
his agreeable prophecy that town and country would flourish 
side by side was amply fulfilled. Only in the late ’seventies, 
when a fuller development of America’s resources had taken 
place, when cheap iron had cheapened sea and land transport 
ror all the world,_ food came pouring into England in such 
quantities that Disraeli’s ancient prophecies of agriculture 
distress took effect in his old age.1 

. When the Corn Laws had gone, all motive for further 
resistance to Free Trade had gone too, so far as England was 
concerned. No one troubled to fight for the relics of the Navi*- 

LaWS’ for Indian sugar or for the remaining 
duties on raw material. The idea of Colonial Preference still 

- lay buried in the grave of Huskisson. In the course of the next 

r'S> ^ Whigs and Gladstone completed the logical 
edifice of tree Trade, without meeting any serious opposition, 

,tv t y °n ac™unt the free exchange encouraged by the 
abolition of the Corn Laws and the revenue tariff, partly on 

IS’Vf m,ore &eneral w°5ld movements, a great develop, 
ment of trade and prosperity set in. Railways ami ocean 
steamers created a world-market on a vast scale, of which 
EngJand alone was prepared to take the first advantage. It 

cental7 ? exa^mtion t0.saf that in the middle of the 
centupr the five continents consisted of a number of countries, 
all chiefly and some entirely agricultural, grouped for com- 

TheCvilPUrpTS r0Und the manufecturing centre of England. 
The volume of our exports, which had risen from about 
millions a year m the first decade of the century, to nearly sixty 

SYl Minisfry’ "» h“"S millions a year by 1876. At home, the railway mania though 

inkld ^and pLic °e■^ ** *«* tes 

rCf"*1? crowdi»8 ^ workhouses, 

USirtS af home.* ^ “ CO,OMaI 

; “PaMi0n of ‘t*de aml ““V* 

employed on ^ig^n^SnaUt^this 1 infV,Rittt>r' * vix" a wur,£man 
English agricultural in^rMn wu i^SLta*.w‘,r‘ I«lrtly Irish, chiefly 
constructing the railways.8 ' “ 1,1 the principally engaged in 
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conditions of life for the working class at length underwent 
rapid and general improvement. Real wages rose and employ¬ 
ment became more regular. Conditions improved most of all 
in the great organised trades, where capitalism was replacing 
the pettifogging ‘ semi-capitalism ’ with its mean shifts and 
tyrannies, and where highly organised Trade Unionism was 
growing as the concomitant of big capital. In 1852 the Amal¬ 
gamated Society of Engineers came to be regarded as the ‘ new 
model ’ for the aristocracy of labour. It was the union of a 
single craft, eminently practical in its aims and spirit, as 
opposed to the vague idealism of Owen’s defunct ‘ Grand 
National ’ for all working-men. Various movements of self- 
help in the working class, such as Friendly Societies, were 
closely connected with ‘ new model ’ Trade Unionism, which 
combined the function and finance of a trade organisation with 
those of an insurance and benefit Club. The Friendly benefits 
were administered by the local branches, and the strike pay 
and policy by the Central Executive. An expert salaried 
executive was one of the most important features of the 
‘new model.’ 

The Co-operative movement, which has done so much all 
over the world to stop the exploitation of the consumer by the 
retail dealer, and to train the working classes in self-govern¬ 
ment and business management, originated from the enterprise 
of two dozen Chartist and Owenite workmen of Rochdale, 
who in 1844 opened in Toad (T’owd) Lane the store of the 
Rochdale Pioneers. It was a humble affair, and many larger 
attempts at co-operation had failed. But these men chanced 
to have hit on the right plan for realising Owen’s dream. 
Their rules were—the sale of goods at market prices, followed 
by division of surplus profit among members in proportion 
to their purchases. This secured democratic interest in the 
management of the business, while eliminating profit at the 
expense of the consumer. It was on these lines that the 
Co operative movement reached such enormous development 
before the century closed. 

The practical success of the movement was helped in the 
’fifties by the zeal with which its idealist aspect was preached 
both by the Secularists led by Holyoake, the pupil of Owen, 
and by the Christian Socialists whom Maurice had inspired, 
especially Tom I fughes, the author of Tam Brown's Schooldays. 
Tne attempts of the shopkeepers to establish a boycott of the 
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movement only increased its strength. In the ’seventies the 
Co-operative Societies added production on a considerable seal? 
to their original activities. C 

The Co-operative movement was of more than financial 
importance. It gave many working people a sense that thev 
also had * a stake in the country.’ ft taught them business 
habits and mutual self-help, and drew them together in societies 
that encouraged the desire for education and self-improvement 
‘ It is,’ writes one of its historians, ‘ in its intellectual and morai 
influence upon its members, even more than the financial 
savings that it effects and encourages, that the Co-operative 
movement has wrought a beneficent revolution among tens of 
thousands of working-class families, and has contributed so 
largely to the social transformation of Great Britain.’ 

The movements by which the new Britain was striving 
to remedy the evils attendant on the Industrial Revolution— 
Co-operation, Factory Laws, Trade l Unionism, Free Trade 
—■were all, like the Industrial Revolution itself, British in 
conception and origin.1 

The reformed legislature, and the reformed organs of 
administration which it had created, were helping on the 
general social improvement. The State no longer sat by with 
tolded hands. Contemporaneously with the realisation of Free 

a 8tr<f&rcact,10? the wrong sort oUuisuz faire 

Mbi/’ ?0t °*}7 Wt th-C hCt0ry Acts*l>ut in Tnu k Acts, . Mine Acts and sanitary legislation. 

suhipr^n !! PaJmcnt of wages in goods, or cash payments 
subject to conditions as to the expenditure of the wages. It 

Whigs^hZfhrh ^K by Act (,i‘ Hut the 
dnKadhnihn!h%hfre ^ CmjU °f ,aW dmvtl thc pnn- pie, had not provided for its enforcement, as they provided 

0fT,h£ Act of ,» „ br .hVa ! 

employ conJued t0 bZfcJS 

M'th!<^tommvysfoDd“Ctd’ ,llnn 
, o y S^0p> wilcrc rotten goods were dealt out at 

an adhesive stamp!*7 nirpenny^stage i« l delivery t»v 
reforms, ‘ran like wildfire thromThent yrwt Uiioni. 
commerce, and enabling the poor for the fir,V','Vl 
to communicate with the lovll on** {,J, SSJ'K y nt 
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extravagant prices. .Truck was fought and beaten in a long 
struggle, chiefly by the Trade Unions; partly by the growth 
ot larger capitalism that dispensed with middlemen and had 
no need to turn to such mean shifts for its profit; and partly 
by an elaborate code of anti-truck legislation for particular 
trades. Anti-truck clauses were inserted in the series of Acts 
that protected the life and health of the mining population 
beginning with Shaftesbury’s Mines Act of 1842. ’ 

I he principle of^State interference found another expres¬ 
sion in the Sanitary Code which began in the ’forties as a result 
of the personal efforts of Chadwick of the Poor Law Com¬ 
mission.*' 1 Iis experience on that unpopular but conscientious 
tribunal had revealed to hirn the horrors of housing and sani¬ 
tation, and the dose connection of bad public health with the 
spread of pauperism. His energetic exposure of these evils 
compelled the Government to act. 

'The absence of sanitary control which had been character¬ 
istic of the nation’s remoter past, had been continued during 
the first seventy years of the Industrial Revolution, with 
appalling results, which have been bv no means altogether 
removed in our own day. The jerry-builder and the thrifty 
manufacturer in a hurry, had covered England with slums; 
trout streams had become sewers; rubbish-heaps festered 
unregarded till cholera or some milder epidemic threatened 
the well-to-do. 'The cottages of the rural labourer were no less 
disgraceful. 

After ten years of agitation and collection of evidence, 
Chadwick secured the Public Health Act of 1848. This was 
the first compulsory measure of the kind imposed on the local 
authorities by the central government. A General Board of 
Health was set up for the whole country. It had power to 
establish local Boards of Health wherever there was not a 
municipal body to carry out the provisions of the law. 

'The Public Health Act was the late beginning of a great 
series of sanitary reforms. It was also an important step in the 
direction of control of Local Government by specialist depart¬ 
ments at Whitehall, of which the Educational Committee of 
the Privy Council and the Poor Law Board were other early 
examples. A system of constant and delicate interaction 
between central and local authorities grew up after the middle 
years of the nineteenth century, in many cases through the 

4 Sita j>|j* mu &bove, 
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characteristic English device of central ‘ grants in aid ’ of loc; 
rates. This system has never been proclaimed as a discover 
in political science, but it became one of the most importar 
elements of our State machinery. We thus managed to sav 
from our own past what was good in the spirit of local initia 
tive.and independence;, while compelling all to come up to 
minimum standard insisted on by the State. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

Evolutioii m the Church—Parliament, Church and Dissenters- 
—Ireland, 1830-47 : famine and emigration- 

ana the Oregon settlement. 

-ocoxasj 
-Ameria 

The original Oxford movement, as might be expected frorr 
the place and time of its birth, was scholastic and religious 
In so far as it had any connection with the social and politica 
sides of life, the connection is to be found in the hostile reactior 
of. the minds of Keble and Newman against the liberal and 
utilitarian spirit of the early ’thirties, and the Whig proposals 
to secularise part of the property of the Irish Church. Nur¬ 
tured in an Oxford then very remote from modern and secular 
influences, they conceived a new basis for religious and eccle- 
siastical conservatism in England. And the Anglo-Catholic 
movement,. which they began, was allied, both in theory and 
practice, with a social and political conservatism which it has 
since very largely lost. The distance travelled by Mr. Glad¬ 
stone s mind in the course of a lifetime, though exceptional, is 
symptomatic. r 

. In 1845 the conversion of Newman to Rome destroyed his 
influence as the dominant force in the University. As if a spell 
had been snapped, _ Oxford swung round to more secular 
interests and more liberal thought,—so far as was consistent 
with Churchmanship, which was still a condition of residence 
at the University. What had been the Oxford movement, went 
out into the world and became a pan-Anglican movement. 
It began to penetrate the general body of the clergy. 
- £ “ad not, like the contemporary Free Church movement 
in Scotland, a hold on large masses of laity. It was not Cuddes- 

on but Exeter Hall that could raise the winds of popular 
agitation. Mid-Victorian lay religion, a very powerful and 
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guiding force in all classes, was distinctively Protestant. The 
great Evangelicals, from the time of Wilberforce onwards, were 
laymen,---Shaftesbury, the Buxtons and many of the famous 
Anglo-Indian soldiers and civilians. But Evangelicalism had 
failed to breed, great clerics, and was more interested in the 
religious life of the individual than in the Church. 

The Anglo-Catholic movement, on the other hand, found 
new motives and standards for the clergy as such. They became 
more distinctively professional. They ceased to hunt, to shoot, 
to sit on the magistrates’ bench, and to behave, as they had for 
the last hundred years, as a rather more learned branch of the 
squirearchy. They no longer left ‘ enthusiasm ’ to Methodists. 

With this new impulse the Church, from the ’forties 
onwards, began to make good the ground she had lost. She 
no longer regarded the Colonies and the industrial slums as 
outside her sphere because they had not been provided for by 
the parochial system of the seventeenth century. And as the 
clergy came in contact with this neglected outer world, it 
naturally did not appear to successive generations of High 
Churchmen exactly as the distant prospect of it from Oriel 
windows had looked at the time of the first Reform Bill. 

But the process of change was gradual. In the ’thirties and 
’forties the Church clergy of all sections regarded the Chartists 
with horror, and the Tractarians denounced all those who 
taught the people 4 to rail against their rulers and superiors.’ 
In the ’fifties a new movement of democratic sympathy^ was 
introduced into the Church by the Broad Churchmen, Fred¬ 
erick Denison Maurice and Charles Kingsley, whose 4 Chris¬ 
tian Socialism,’ though it was rather what we should now call 
4 Christian Radicalism,’ proclaimed the_ doctrine _that Chris¬ 
tianity was futile unless applied to economic and social relations. 
Hut for some time to come, the average clergyman, particularly 
in the rural parishes, can hardly be said to have had popular 
sympathies. In the ’seventies Joseph Arch found the rural 
clergy with some exceptions actively hostile to his movement 
for better agricultural wages. The penetration of the Church 
by the Anglo-Catholic movement, and the change of attitude 
of' many adherents of that movement to society and politics, 
were both very gradual. But they began when Feel and 
Wellington were consuls. 

The renewed activity of the national Church was one of the 
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most important phenomena of the nineteenth century. The 
way for it had been prepared by the action of Parliament, which 
in 1836 had caused ecclesiastical revenues to be redistributed. 
Church revival was difficult so long as many of the bishops 
and other dignitaries enjoyed extravagant incomes and moved 
in an atmosphere of plurality, nepotism and worldly self- 
interest. A bishopric was often regarded as an opportunity 
not only to serve Church and State, but to provide handsomely 
for family and clients. The unpopularity of the Church at the 
end of the old Tory regime was partly due to the political 
action of the Bishops in the House of Lords, and of the clergy 
on the magisterial bench; partly to the grievances < >f 1 fmenfers; 
partly to the constant annoyance of farmers at paving tithes in 
kind; but very largely to the unequal distribution of Church 
revenues, an abuse in fact and exaggerated in common fame. 
The impression left on the vulgar mind by the Church at the 
time of the first Reform Bill, was that prelates and pluraltsts 
drank port and hunted the fox, while poor curates worked and 
starved. 

Like Parliament, Municipalities, Universities, endowed 
schools, and all other official establishments, the Church in 
the eighteenth century had come to he regarded too much as 
a lottery for the benefit of a few lucky individuals, ami too 
itde as an institution endowed for a great public purpose. At 

length a new age had come with new standards. The hour had 
struck not only for parliamentary and municipal, but for eccle¬ 
siastical and academic reform. Parliament, having stuceeded 
in reforming itself, set about reforming the other institutions 
of the country. 

nf J^rJ^)crt B<;f* *'ad ^ ad things taken to heart the lesson 
^ m B,i * *'7al Churchman as he was, he saw that 

n must )e IieB)ed by Parliament to set her house in 
T'),,S«n. k-Waf *°c on£er cn°u8h for her to ding to privilege. 
During his brief tenure of office in the winter of *834-5, 

", USefulIy t0 adu»fo«?e the ConsrrVativc 
■ fu-tUreiLhe aPPmntcd an Ecclesiastical Commis- 

n£uT* Church revenues, f lh design was carried 
and Jbkia successors, with his constant support, 
ODDosition Ch °1 t^C ca.d!n# Lishops, but in face of the 
opposition of Churchmen of the older school. 

nder these conditions the Whig government, between 
* bcc p» 2t#4t ftLov®. 
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‘1836 and 1840, passed a series of Church reforms. A Tithe- 
commutation Bill put an end to the quarrel that had been 
renewed in the English village every year since the Conquest 
and beyond, over the parson’s tithe-pigs and sheaves. Tithes 
were commuted for a rent-charge made on all land, payable 
to the tithe-owners, whether clerical or laity. This was re¬ 
garded as a convenience by all the parties concerned. It was 
not strictly speaking a subject of sectarian or political con¬ 
troversy, but it relieved the Church of a heavy load of un¬ 
popularity due to a system calculated to cause friction and 
dispute. 

Another Act put an end to the worst abuses of plurality 
and non-residence. And, above all, a great internal redistri¬ 
bution of wealth relieved the Church of much odium, and 
equipped her for work in many districts hitherto neglected. 
The bishops, some of whom had their excessive incomes cut 
down, became stipendiaries instead of great landlords. A per¬ 
manent Ecclesiastical Commission was established to administer 
revenues. 

'flic work of the Ecclesiastical Commission was followed 
up by that of the Charity Commission, reconstituted with fresh 
powers by the Whig government in 1853, to deal with non- 
ceclesiusneal Trusts. Endowed education and charity were in 
a state of corruption as bad as anything to be found in the 
Church. Brougham had long ago begun the exposure of the 
facts, as chairman of the original Charity Commission of 1818. 
The grammar-schools were at length shaken out of the torpor 
of a century, and endowments left for education or charity 
were no longer permitted to be consumed as sinecures.1 

Although the Church, with the help of her wiser friends 
ami leaders, had been reformed by Act of Parliament in the 
matter of the distribution of her revenues, she maintained her 
privileges ami monopolies almost intact between the first and 
second Reform Bills. It was largely for this reason that the 
4 dissidencc ofDissent ’ was so marked a feature of the period. 
The Dissenters, who believed that they were almost as nume¬ 
rous as the Churchmen, and felt themselves to be daily 
growing in importance and power, were galled by the badges 
of inferiority which the spirit of Church ascendancy still 
insisted that they should wear. 

* Sun ji, jS, iUi.*vo. Utuilem n< Trollope will remtonlter with a smile the 
iKwt at Dm Wimkn in thim yimn of rigorous inquisition. 
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Their exclusion from Oxford and Cambridge« tended to' 
bar out their ablest men from the higher professional and 
political life of the age. This had the effect of supplying the 
Dissenting bodies with men of a very high type as preachers and 
leaders,—able men embittered by a sense of ill-usage and ostra¬ 
cism. It is only since Oxford anu Cambridge have been thrown 
open to all creeds, that men who would formerly have been 
the leaders of a militant Nonconformity have been absorbed 
m the general stream of national life. This change has con¬ 
tributed with other causes to the diminution of the Dissenting 
bodies both in self-consciousness and power. e 

The other chief grievance of the Dissenters, which affected 
a much greater number of persons, was the right of a majority 
of parishioners to levy a rate on all for the maintenance and 
repair of the Church fabric. At the beginning of the century 
this ancient usage had scarcely been felt as a grievance, but 
with the increase of the Nonconformists in numbers and 
importance, it was resented as an injustice ami a badge of 
inferiority. But even after the first UVform Bill they had not 
the political power to overcome the resistance of the l louse of 
Lords. In the middle years of the century the ill-feeling engen¬ 
dered by ocal contests over the Church-rate rendered it hard 
ror Churchmen and Dissenters to live at peace. In some 1 too 
parishes where the Dissenters could secure a majority of votes 
in the vestry, the rate was refused altogether, and after long 
disputes in the law-courts such refusal was held valid in law 
But m parishes where the recusants were in a minority, they 
had to pay, and the goods of the more obstinate ' passive 
resisters were sold up. * 

.■/?.“ .of ^ purch-rate contests in northern Indus- 
enlt ,n the Car 7 <Jayf Victoria, political and religious 
enthusiasm were strangely blended, thousands of votes were 

CoorTnf f£h rde’ an.\l,d ,SC€!ies recalling the ardours and 
muTir ^the Eatanswdl election. Rival bands paraded with 

briblrvwL1? y f?vou?> Iu*uor flowfd* intimidation and 
_ai| j 7 ' Scnera^j and un some occasions the military were 

Tt° thc peacc’ as thouRh in the streets of Belfast, 
nig statesmen were not Dissenters, though they 

British subjects a ^niw;uty rests {till tu oj«*n to 
of Commons by iff*, w p-xunul by the reform**! House 
majority 0^02! * majority, ami thrown out by the I„(U» by a 
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relied on the Dissenting vote. But they were for the most part 
not enthusiastic Churchmen, and some, like Russell and 
I alma stun, hud inherited or acquired a decidedly secular point 
of view. They failed to legislate for the Dissenters as such, 
but they relieved the laity from ecclesiastical jurisdiction in 
testamentary and divorce cases, which had come down un¬ 
broken from the Middle Ages. In the face of strong opposition 
from Gladstone, divorce was made obtainable in Court by 
persons of moderate means, instead of being confined, as 
formerly, to people rich enough to pay for a private Act of 
Parliament. 

The disruption of the Scottish Church was more closely 
connected with political history than was the Oxford move¬ 
ment. It was directly caused by the views on the relation of 
Church and State entertained by Sir Robert Peel and the 
British Parliament. But its ulterior causes and inner meaning 
lie far back in the depths of Scottish history and Scottish 
character. 

11 has been already pointed out that in the complete absence 
of popular institutions, prior to 1832, in a country so well 
educated ami so democratic in spirit as Scotland, the Kirk had 
furnished the sole organ for the collective life of the people. 
It has also been pointed out that in the middle of the eighteenth 
century the Moderate or Latitudinarian party in the Kirk had 
established its position as against the Evangelicals who upheld 
the narrower and fiercer tradition of the Covenanters.1 In the 
age of David Huiue, Adam Smith and Principal Robertson, 
the Moderates successfully protected the philosophers for 
whom the Scotland of the * age of enlightenment’ was justly 
famous. It was a victory of toleration of the first importance 
to Scotland and to mankind. 

The victory of intellectual freedom had been won in part 
by the law of' patronage,’ which enabled patrons to intrude 
Moderate ministers into the manses, against the will of the 
more fanatical democracy of the parish.* As a result of the 
‘ intrusion controversy/ small secessions from the Kirk had 
taken place, and the secedcrs had split up again into Burghers 
and anti-Burghers, Auld Lichts and New Lichts. But the 

1 1*. jj* ittfiim 

1 litutfkri (UlVn Amah §f tk# Pmhh will remember how la 1760 the 
miittatw to intruded * by the help of t guard of »oldkmt. 

1857 
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secessions were not yet large enough to be dignified by the 
term Disruption. 

In Scotland as in England, Erastianism had been used to 
fight fanaticism. And in Scotland as in England, the victorious 
Latitudinarian party, safe in possession of the loaves and fishes, 
lost its vigour and virtue before the eighteenth century closed. 
Like the contemporary English Church, the Kirk tidied to 
take up the fresh opportunities and duties of the changing 
age. While their evangelising spirit languished, the Moderates 
lost even their own peculiar virtue of tolerance, and under 
the influence of anti-jacobinism became bigoted as well as 
official. 

With the new century, the Evangelical party in the Kirk 
revived, but without the old fanaticism. The philosophers had 
done work that could not be undone, ami with Walter Scott 
as the national mouthpiece it was impossible for the narrow 
spirit of earlier ages to return with the revival of their zeal. 
The Evangelical party found in Dr. Thomas Chalmers a 
religious leader with all Knox’s singleness of heart, some of 
his power, but none of his harsher spirit.1 In the ensuing 
conflict between official Moderatism and the Evangelical party, 
‘ patronage ’ was as formerly employed to intrude. Moderates 
on unwilling parishes. Chalmers, though a strong Conser¬ 
vative in politics and believing in the principle of establish¬ 
ment, held that freedom of religion in .Scotland meant the 
freedom of the parish democracy to choose its pastor, and in 
this cause he was ready in the last resort to sacrifice the 
establishment itself as of less importance. 

For ten years after the Reform Bill Scotland was convulsed 
by the ‘non-intrusion’ controversy. Having just acquired 
political and municipal self-government, new in the history 
of their country, many Scots were more than ever determined 
to reassert what they believed to be their ancient national rights 
of self-government in religion. Various attempts at settlement 
were made, like the Veto Act which, while permitting appoint¬ 
ments by patronage, left the people a veto on a minister whom 
they disliked. But the House of Lords in its judicial capacity 
ruled out all these compromises, and reasserted patronage and 
intrusion as the fundamental law of the land. 1 

The Kirk Assembly, of which a majority was now Evan- 

gelicafre'rfval1''^ ^ K*°*' 181 *' ha,t * gmt “* Ithe Evan 
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gelical, had no alternative but to have recourse to Parliament 
tor fresh legislation. Their demands were pitched very high, 
and seemed to Su Robert Peel and to many Conservatives 
both in Scotland and England inconsistent with the principle 
of Church Establishment and the rights of the Stated Modi¬ 
fication of the existing law was refused. Then Chalmers 
proclaimed the Disruption. A third of the Scottish clergy fol¬ 
lowed him intothe wilderness, giving up their manses, stipends 
and prospects in life as their fathers had done before them in 
Stuart times. I t was a great moral act and had a heightening 
effect on the life of Scotland, even among those who did not 
agree as to its necessity. The Free Church was established in 
parish after parish in a zealous rivalry of evangelisation with 
the Established Kirk. 

In 1H74 the Establishment itself obtained from Parliament 
the abolition of patronage, the original ground of the Disrup¬ 
tion. In tgoo the various bodies outside the Establishment 
were amalgamated in the United Free Church of Scotland. 
And the reunion of Established and Free seems now (1922) 
to be at hand. 

Catholic Emancipation and the coming of the Whigs to 
power had put O'Connell1 into a position to drive bargains 
for Ireland at Westminster. Until the English and Irish 
Reform Hills had passed, he had the wisdom to support Grey’s 
Ministry even when it prosecuted him. Grey would not meet 
his advances, and Edward .Stanley as Irish Secretary seemed 
to have a personal <juarrel with the Irish people, until he was 
removed to the. Colonial Oliiee in 1833. Althorp and Russell 
felt differently, and might have done something towards the 
conciliation of Ireland if they had been allowed to work 
heartily with O'Connell. Hut many of their own colleagues 
and supporters disagreed, and the House of Lords stood right 
across the path of conciliation. 

Meanwhile the rent and tithe wars were raging in Ireland. 
In Oueen's County ah ate sixty murders were committed in 
one year, and agrarian terrorism dominated the whole province 
of Leinster. It was a detestable spirit, but it was not unpro¬ 
voked. For tin: Hritish Army was being used to protect whole¬ 
sale evictions by landlords * clearing’ estates which they had 
never improved, and to distrain for tithe on behalf of an ‘ alien 

1 SCI? |J|L IlJ ill, lbU>V*« 
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Church/1 largely composed of absentees and sinecurists. 
Twenty-two Protestant bishops drew £150,000 a year, and 
the rest of the Church £600,000 more, very largely from 
the Catholic peasants. In face of these conditions the Whig 
Cabinet was torn asunder between the policies of coercion and 
concession. The position was further complicated by the 
religious views of Graham and Stanley as to the sacred ness of 
ecclesiastical property. They left the Cabinet and the party 

1834 on that issue, when ‘Johnnie Russell upset the coach ’ by an 
incautiously liberal pronouncement. Grey's retirement fol¬ 
lowed in a few months, after a Cabinet crisis about coercion. 

From 1835 to 1840 the reprieved Whig Government under 
Melbourne was dependent on O’Connell’s parliamentary sup¬ 
port. They paid him in liberal administration, and as much 
liberal legislation as the House of Lords would swallow. The 
Under-Secretary, Thomas Drummond, governed Ireland justly, 
holding the balance between Orange and Catholic, discourag¬ 
ing informers, and introducing Catholics into the police force, 
which he thoroughly reformed. But the good he could do in 
administration was hampered by the repeated refusal of the 
Lords to pass remedial laws. With difficulty he kept the 
bloody tithe war within bounds, until in 1838 the Whigs at 
length prevailed on Parliament to commute the direct payment 
of tithes for a fixed rent charge. So too, after many attempts 
at Irish Municipal Reform, the Ministry at length induced 
the Lords to accept the shadow of such a measure. O’Connell 
was chosen Mayor of Dublin and Catholics began to appear 
on other local bodies. These concessions could not, at that 
date, go far to reconcile the races, as tiicy might have done 
thirty years before. Something like Gladstone's Church and 
Land Legislation of 1868-81 was wanted in the ’thirties. 
But England was always a generation too late. 

With the return to power of Peel and the Conservatives, 
from whom O’Connell had nothing to hope, he threw himself 

1841 in good earnest into the agitation for Repeal of the Union, or, 
as we should now term it, Home Rule. This policy united 
against him ail classes and parties in Great Britain. But he 

1 Disraeli invented this phrase, in Ms penetrating analysis of lush dis¬ 
content in 1847. But in 1808 he strove to defend the Church he had thus 
condemned, against its disestablishment by Gladstone, who in i«j8 had 
written the high-flying volume on Church and State attacked by Macaulay. 
The virtue of Victorian statesmen did not lie in their consistency, which 
is perhaps no virtue in a long political career. 
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worked Catholic Ireland up to the same pitch of enthusiasm 
and unanimity for Repeal as formerly for Emancipation. Un¬ 
fortunately he had not considered beforehand how the affair 
was to end. I le was resolved, as always, to have no bloodshed, 
and this time Peel would not give way before mere agitation 
as in 1828. Peel called O’ConneH’s bluff. When Government 
forbade the monster meeting at Clontarf, to which all Ireland 1843 

was looking forward as the long-expected crisis of the whole 
movement, O’Connell ordered submission. He was obeyed, 
but he lost in a day the confidence of his people. 

The political influence of the Liberator had for some years 
been rivalled and now began to be outstripped by the more 
irreconcilable teaching of ‘ Young Ireland,’ led by Gavan 
Duffy. It was the spirit of nationalism, based on literature 
and history, like the contemporary racial movements of the 
Continent, It was in these respects the forerunner of the 
Gaelic League ami Sinn Fein in our own day. But the appeal 
to physical force attempted in 1848 by Smith O’Brien and 
Meagher, lacked the fierce efficacy of the agrarian terrorism 
of previous years, met with no popular response, and was 
suppressed with ludicrous ease by a few policemen. 

The years of the famine were indeed no time to prepare 
rebellions among people, who had only the strength to hold 
out their hands for food. For two consecutive seasons the 
potato crop failed, and in 1846 and 1847 the common task was 
to save eight millions of Irish alive. The peasants, abandoning 
their useless labour in the fields, squatted on the roadside,^ 
trying to break stones for relief work, and actually dying of 
hunger. Many of the resident landlords behaved well, but 
some of the absentee class continued in the midst of this 
frightful visitation to push forward the wholesale eviction of 
their starving tenants. The British Government bestirred 
itself, not only repealing the Corn Laws but carrying on food 
distribution, at first indeed under foolish restrictions, but later 
with increased efficiency. The people began to flee for their 
lives to the United States, seventeen out of every hundred 
dying on the voyage. As one of the emigrant ships was leaving 
Dublin harbour, it met the vessel that was carrying back 
O’Connell’s body to burial in Ireland. A bitter cry arose, as 1847 

the exiles bade farewell to the land they loved, and to the man 
who had been its only hope. 

Over half a million died of famine and pestilence. And 
u 
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the steady toll of emigration to America, which now first 
became a habit of the race, reduced the population of Ireland 
from eight millions in 1841 to six and a half in i8?i, and to 
less than four and a half in 1901. It is certain that without 
a considerable reduction in numbers there could never have 
been the improvement in Irish prosperity with which the cen¬ 
tury closed. Eight millions could only subsist on the verge of 
starvation. But the manner of their going was fatal. Between 
1849 and 1856 as many as 50,000 families were evicted from 
their homes. They were not so much helped to emigrate as 
thrust forth from Ireland. The economic exodus, though it 
was to a large extent necessary, took place under political and 
social conditions which made the descendants of those who 
landed in America hereditary enemies of Great Britain. 

In Peel’s day the difficulties between the old country and 
the United.States were still those of two branches of the’same 
race and civilisation, kept apart by historical, political and 
social differences that were beginning to hr less acute as 
England grew more democratic, and as increased trade and 
more rapid communication began to dispel mutual ignorance. 
A steady stream of British working-class immigrants had set 
in to the United States, forming a fresh link between the two 
nations and confirming the transatlantic belief that the people 
in Britain 4 were a very decent body, shamefully oppressed bv 
a haughty group of Peers and clergy,’ though less shamefully 
now. than m former years. In spite of Casflereagh’s great 
services to the cause of peace on the Canadian border, the old 

ory view of America had as a rule been contemptuous, 
whereas the modern Whig was patronising and the Radical 
friendly except about slavery. In spite of Martin C/mzzkmt, 
Dickens drew the ties closer, by revealing to Americans the 
existence of plain people ’ in England of a kind they could 
appreciate. 7 

settle^wL^rl^T^-r P,?WCr c!uri?« thc Krcat «isis that 
settled whether the Pacific Coast should be divided up without 
a. war between Britain and America. Several other causes of 

XPTvWerC &St C ^ awa^ Aberdeen, almost immediately 
Ashhnrm^^1, t lC i,,°-r?gn ^gotbued the Webstcr- 
disnm,? 1iCaty’ rhlCh, sett,cd by compromise the long 
HePS^ £ h“m- boundary between Maine and Canada, 
fie then began, with less wisdom, to interfere in Texas and 
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California, rebellious provinces of Mexico, with a view to 
preventing their annexation by the United States. That he 
attempted to promote slavery-abolition in Texas made him 
the more suspect in the eyes of the Southern slave-holding 
Democrats, then beginning to dominate American politics. 
They were also irritated by the activity of our fleet in suppress¬ 
ing the slave-trade, and accused us to their Northern brethren 
of using anti-slave-trade sentiment as a stalking-horse for en¬ 
forcing against American shipping our right-or-search claims, 
of ancient and unpopular memory. 

On the top of these distinctively Southern questions, arose 
the issue of the future of the north Pacific Coast, then known 
as the 4 Oregon question.’1 The settlement of that problem 
could no longer be postponed, as the pioneers of both nations 
were coming into contact on the disputed ground. Here 
American claims had nothing to do with slavery, but they 
were excessive. The war-cry or the victorious Democratic party 
at the election of Polk to the Presidency in 1844, was ‘ Fifty- 
four forty or fight,’ meaning that they would at all costs annex 
the whole Pacific Coast up to the border of Russian Alaska 
at the latitude of 540 40". This would cut off Canada from the 
Western sea. 

Between 1815 and 1847 the population of the United 
States had grown from eight to seventeen millions, but the 
vast immigration of non-English races was only just beginning. 
America’s claims on Texas, California and the north Pacific 
Coast were beyond her momentary needs and power of expan¬ 
sion, but not beyond her requirements in the near future. In 
the4 roaring ’forties,’ her aggressive democratic idealism, when 
it registered such vast territorial claims in advance, was inspired 
by a wise prophetic instinct. But Canada, too, had a destiny, and 
for that reason, if our claim on the southern part of Oregon was 
inadmissible, so was that of the United States on the northern 
part, Vancouver Island and the future British Columbia. 

Peel was one of the most wisely pacific Ministers that 
England ever had. I le understood that the social and econ¬ 
omic situation in (meat Britain and Ireland could not stand 
the strain of a war with our chief customer and the source of 
our cotton supply. 1 le was no fratricide, and was appalled at the 
prospect of war with America. Nevertheless, he was prepared 
to fight rather than yield the whole Pacific Coast. Fortunately, 

1 See pp, 178-9, above, and Map there. 
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the American people did not really wish for war with us 
And perhaps, if the truth were known, the Polk adminis¬ 
tration, when once the election was won, was not so very 
anxious to fight in order to add more * free ' States to the 
Union, and so increase the strength of the anti-slavery party 

England refrained from further interference about IV™. 
1846-8 and California, which the United States annexed after the 

Mexican war. And at the very moment of his fall, Feel crowned 
his immense services to his countrymen am! to the world bv 
bn*W into port not only the Repeal of the Com Laws, but 

1846 the Oregon Treaty, that settled the western frontier between 
the British‘territories and the United States. The hotmdarv 
line following the forty-ninth degree of latitude, which Castle- 
reagh s treaty had carried up to the Rockies, was continued 
to the coast. The compromise of 1846 can be seen on the mao 
to-day, securing to Canada and to America respectively a hist 
development on the Pacific, ami securing to both nations the 
peace that has never been broken along four thousand miles 
of unguarded frontier. 

CHAPTER XIX 

Th9 ***?$'' Holbh at fWmmrnm N\u«>. 1000 Ill—Ih® Cnmc?;* &ik! Martiiicn Nt^huu^tki' 

The year 1848 was the turning-point at which modern history 
failed to turn. Ihe military despotisms of Central Europe 
were nearly but not quite transformed by a timely and natural 
action of domestic forces. It was the appointed hour, but the 
despotisms just succeeded in surviving it, ami modernised 
their methods without altering their essential character. The 
misfortunes of European civilisation in our own day sprang in 
no small degree from those far-off events. * ® 

In 1848 nearly all the despotic Government# of the Con- 
ovcrtbrwn, hut nearly all recovered power in the 

e of a year. Ihe failure of the revolution to consolidate 

£ wfflT iuC *° ^ant,of exP™™<* ami wisdom among 
t0 ,tiiCc strife of constitutional monarchirits with 

firKn»?an?uan“ m*^lle-cla»s liberals with socialist#; and 
' ^ t te ^ »ces. In the wide dammimis 
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ruled from Vienna, racial animosity was the principal cause 
first of the success and then of the defeat of the revolutionary 
movements. Mazzini could persuade each of the peoples to 
demand its own freedom and nationality, but could not per¬ 
suade them to make common cause, or to rise to the height of 
his idea that the nations were complements one of the other. 

Europe after the fall of Napoleon was subject to an iron 
law, often overlooked, but always in the end proof against the 
high aspirations of the nineteenth century—the fact that 
Prussia, Russia and Austria were more powerful on the Con¬ 
tinent than France and England. It is true that the three 
Eastern despotisms acted together as seldom as the two 
Western powers. But they always stood together on the vital 
Question of Poland, and they did not desert one another in the 
decisive political crisis of the century. In 1849 the King of 
Prussia refused the request of the Frankfort Parliament that 
he should take the lead of Liberal Germany, to the exclusion 
of Austria; while Russia aided the young Emperor Francis 
Joseph to re-establish military despotism throughout his 
Austro-Hungarian dominions. 

I he reduction of Austria’s rebellious subjects was rendered 
possible partly by the aid of Russia, partly by the refusal of 
the Magyar Parliamentarians under Kossuth to treat the non- 
Magvar nationalities of Hungary as anything better than subject 
peoples. That refusal drove back Slavs and Roumanians into 
the arms of the despots of Vienna. Kossuth, in his subsequent 
exile, was regarded by Ms American and English sympathisers 
as a hero of liberty, which partly he was. But it may be doubted 
whether any man since Robespierre did so much injury to the 
Liberal cause. He. deflected the Magyar national ideal from 
liberalism to chauvinism. The Magyar oligarchy, crushed in 
1849, came to terms with their Austrian enemies after 1866 
in a copartnership of dual race ascendancy, and dragged 
Austro-Hungary to the final abyss. 

In Germany the course of the revolution of 1848 was no 
more fortunate. The Germans indeed could more easily have 
been united on a basis of freedom. They had no race-divisions 
like Austria-! lungary. There was not, as in Italy, an Austrian 
army occupying the land, to suppress every native movement. 
But in 1848 Germany was anti-Liberal, if not in heart and mind, 
at least in energy and will. The Parliament of Frankfort, 
which was to have united her, lacked the powerful spirit of 
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°r Fra^Iin, of Mirabeau or of Cavour. If the King of 

Tnd nGermany C°uld not* Her men of genius 
cud ^ i 5mC? f°f actl0n were dedicated to other ideals. 

dom bfitdfn T«e^t0 ^ rted’ n0t in 1848 on a basis of free- 
Th f u 86d aiad i87° on a basis of military Kaiserdom. 

Dotism1wiUre °f.l84r Pe™anentl7 to overturn military des- 
potism in the centre of the Continent was fatal to the healthy 

from^h?611*" ° Fl[f.0Pe a?.a whoIe- Austria and Germany, 
anTth«VK gil°rraphi.C P0sitl0n’ radIate influence on all sides, 
that^frr a A™ ath^art.the mutual intercourse of the States 

“Jr und them- Russia, as a result of 1849, was still left 

1 btalised T*? Whh ff/d0m* If Ge™aV had been 
liberalised., the Czardom would ere long have been reformed. 

from ' tb^,°lber1 hand, was not cut off by physical causes 
om French and English influence. Italy’s tragedy in 1848-9 

was only the prelude to her deliverance of 18 co-60. Vhe 
Italians had the wisdom to learn the prudential lessons of their 

fwhil! abandoning, as the Germans did for 
hood 5 ^aitb tbat freedom was essential to true nation- 

alrea^v^^6^6 °f-1848 Were different- The French 
DooulJr *yed n -°nal T7’ Parliamentary institutions and 
popular self-expression, which were the objects of the revolu- 

eovemment- h^A ^ Louis Philippe’s bourgeois 
fesIonHf hi^orded i?y^U!f0J~a gfeat historian blind to the 
there would K ^ u ^ad ^ad tbe sense t0 extend the franchise, 
was fL Pd W beCV° CXCUSe f°r revolt in France- As it 
cJh^ Government had against it the two rising forces of 

on ffe other A°nd°“ theT°ne.sid?. and working-class°aspiration 
eross intrio- * A.ndsin?e F?uis Philippe, in spite of some rather 
for° t ^UeS lnuSPa1"’ dld not offer a spirited foreign policy 
to satisfy French pride, he was haunted by the |host of 
coMented> tbe, e“otlonal flying-point of all Frenchmen dis- 
Kint fir Wuh G°Vernm®nt .The monarchy of the Citizen 
the fv /n T1Smg °fFans ln February 1848, which gave 
the signal of revolution to the rest of Europe.* S 
rising in^i/*1 ^eeks jhat followed, the barricades were 
rising in city after city, and the princes of Europe were flyin2 

resulUargdv of EnTlfeh^nfl °f Sicily- January 1848, came first. It was the 
Ferdinand h indu.enc® fnd sympathy. The rebels against King 
which Lord William Ben^^h^01 ^ lsland the constitution of 18x2, 
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from their palaces, or hastily signing new constitutions, while 
class was arming against class, and race against race in the 
wild contusion ot universal overturn, the British people looked 
on at a spectacle that could not fail to interest, but scarcely 
seemed to concern them. The popular victory over the Corn 
Laws two years back, and the far-spreading tide of new pros¬ 
perity and well-being removed all fear of revolutionary con- 
tagion. I he Chartist flame had been burning low for half a 
dozen years past, and its last flicker was the famous procession 
to Parliament in April 1848. So far from over-awing Lords and 
Commons, the incident was more memorable for the alacrity 
with which the middle classes turned out as special constables, 
than fot any formidable display of working-class effervescence. 

As between the foreign ‘ reds ’ and ‘ blacks ’ English sym¬ 
pathies were divided and lukewarm. It was difficult to under¬ 
stand what was going on across the Channel, but there was 
satisfaction in the thought that we were not as other nations. 
Our social and political troubles, it was held, lay behind us. 
wisely solved in advance—by Queen Elizabeth, William of 
Orange, Pitt, Lord Grev, Mr. Cobden or Sir Robert Peel, 
according to choice—and above all by the calm good sense of 
the British people. In the middle of the European revolutions 
the first part of Macaulay’s history was published, and attained 
at once a popularity and influence analogous to that of Scott, 
Byron or Dickens. There were many grounds for its success, 
but one was that it presented a reasoned eulogy of Britain and 
things British, as that age understood them. Nor could the 
historian resist the temptation of inserting a passage proudly 
contrasting 1688 at home with 1848 abroad. 

'Phis same feeling of self-satisfaction, or pious thanks¬ 
giving, underlay the emotions of Englishmen three years later 
at Prince Albert’s Great Exhibition, held under the glass 
pleasure-dome in 1 lydc Park. The unfortunate Europeans, issi 
having failed to master our secret of combining liberty with 
order, were invited, as a consolation prize, to come and admire 
the peace, progress and prosperity of Britain. The Great 
Exhibition, the first of many such in all the capitals of Europe, 
began a new era of international trade advertisement. 

Although in 1848 there had been English sympathisers 
with each or the opposing parties on the Continent, there had 
been no movement to wage war on behalf either of foreign 
princes or of foreign peoples. There was no Burke among the 
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Conservatives of that day. And the more advanced Liberals 
were restrained from the crusading spirit by the peace doc¬ 
trines of the Manchester school, then at the height of its in¬ 
fluence during the years between its Corn Law triumph and 
its Crimean catastrophe. Mazzini, the noblest of the many 
exiles then sheltering in our island, altogether failed to persuade 
England that it was her interest as the leading Liberal power 
to fight for the victory of freedom in Europe. But on the Con¬ 
tinent all men believed that the sympathy and moral weight 
of Great Britain was, if not friendly to‘the revolutionaries, 
at least hostile to the despots, and particularly to all things 
Austrian. This impression was mainly due to the personal 
policy of the Foreign Minister, Lord Palmerston. 

Palmerston was very seldom out of office between 18o8 
and 1865, but he never lost his boyish enjoyment of life. The 
older he grew in the Foreign Office, the less was he restrained 
by its courtesies and traditions. The awful burden of public 
care had early marked Pitt and Peel as men set aside from their 
fellows. But Palmerston was untamed by fifty years of official 
responsibility and routine. This was part of the secret of his 
power. Between the abolition of the Corn Laws and the 
second Reform Bill, when serious political issues were at a 
discount, people liked to watch * Old Pam ’ performing with 
such obvious zest, nonchalance and courage. 1 lore plainly 
was a big man, yet one cast in the tommon mould, whose 
thoughts and motives everyone could understand, in contrast 
with the rival enigmas of Disraeli and Gladstone. 

Palmerston became a national institution on his own 
account. Though in alliance with the Whigs since 18-10, he 
was at heart neither Whig, Tory nor Peelite. In so far as he 
adhered to the doctor-- -r- 1 
remained a follower 
adhered to the doctrines of any party, he may be said to have 

ZZtlTt arf° rWuCr °f ,CanTg* I;tke his dead leader, he 
trusted the English people and rested his power on appeals to 
public opinion, while somewhat inconsistently opposing I’ar- 
hamentary Reform Throughout the period V lus greatest 
influence, he kept the Whig-Liberal party bound to a domestic 
policy almost as negative as that of Walpole. Russell's spas- 
modic and half-hearted attempts to extend the franchise, fell 
flat on the indifference of the public and the hostility of his 
most powerful colleague. Radicals like Bright, who were in 
real earnest about Parliamentary Reform, regarded Palmer- 
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ston’s commanding position in the counsels of the Liberal 
party as more fatal to progress than the official opposition of 
avowed Conservatives. They wished in vain that he would 
cross the floor of the House. They could only wait until he 
died, and he was an unconscionably long time about dying. 

On the other hand, in foreign politics he was at once a 
Radical and a Jingo. Whenever there was a despot to be 
insulted, he joyfully insulted him, but always in the name of 
Britain’s power and renown. He held it a disgrace that we 
should not speak our mind on Austrian atrocities, for of whom 
or of what should we be afraid ? If a British subject was ill- 
treated, were it only a Gibraltar Jew of doubtful honesty like 
Don Pacifico in Greece, he risked a breach with France to isso 
support the man’s most extravagant claims, and appealed to 
the British public on the theme of protecting the ‘ Civis 
Romanus ’ all the world over. Such levity was quite as shock¬ 
ing to Peel and Aberdeen as to Cobden and Bright, and even 
Disraeli thought it misplaced. But Palmerston triumphed over 
them all. 

I le inherited from Canning the tendency of his policy, but 
not the practical wisdom of his measures. As Foreign Minister 
he achieved nothing tangible for the cause of liberty.1 In 1848 
his chief object was to prevent a European war. Although the 
year before he had sent Lord Minto on tour through Italy to 
encourage the Liberals there, when the crisis came he asked 
France and Charles Albert of Piedmont not to march to the 
help of the Milanese against the. Austrians. If Charles Albert 
had taken that piece or advice, Italy would never have been 
united under his son. Again, in 1849 Palmerston approved 
the invasion of I lungary by Russia, much to the disgust of the 
Manchester men, who thought that he was violent when he 
should be moderate, and acquiescent when he should protest. 
But with all his faults, it was owing to him, to his generosity 
and to his open speech, that Britain’s name was associated with 
the cause or freedom at a time when our public opinion was 
wavering, and when our Court and official influences were 
mainly on the side of reaction abroad. 

In his conduct at the Foreign Office, Palmerston was under 
the fire not only of the regular Conservative Opposition and 
of the small Manchester group, but of his Whig and Peelite 

* lit! w.is Prime Minister in but it was Russell as Foreign 
Swire Utry who hrlftt*d Cavernr through the cmin that made Italy, 
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colleagues. Those of them who, like Russell, shared his liher-d 
sympathies, dreaded his headlong methods, and all of them 
resented his attempt to withdraw the Foreign Office from 
Cabinet control, and to make himself alone answerable to t£ 
public for its policy, ^ On one occasion the Cabinet held 1 
special meeting to forbid him to receive the exile Kossuth in his 
house, but could not prevent him from openly demonstrating 
his sympathies, or from declaring that a less popular visitor 
to our land, the Austrian Field-Marshal F favnau, flogger of 
women, ought to have been * tossed in a blanket.’ 

The statesman who was most of all opposed to him in 

?T,Per/w ?ri<m WSS r;°rd Aberdccn- Twined in the sd on 
first of Wellington, and then of Peel, Aberdeen was now 
chiefly anxious to maintain the peace of Europe, which he 
believed could only be prolonged if existing boundaries were 
respected. An affection for the treaties of Vienna, however 
audable from a l acificist point of view, necessarilv involved 
fnendIy neutrality towards Austria and the despotic cause 1 

Last but not least, Palmerston had to deal with the CWt 

Cnth9U&u ^ m l81om:lrnai Pnnce Albert of Saxe-Coburirl 

distWuishef PeTna T-Pf'l.,ie9> which 8hc ctnild seldom 
on sidefo°fmaHh r ***** ,n1c!ination8» were instinctively 
Milan Venice^ a HGTe"man“sPeilklI1g princes. In her mind, 
AusS’an Krnl d werc th« possessions of the 
Austrian Emperor, and there was an end of the matter 
Coached by Wince Albert, who had mastered Ft n,oean 

SlmeCrstTngSlH° esnHM^f $he tpi*1 "**"1 1 aimerston. Mie established the no nt that hi, ... 

way^she and^h t0,hw.bef<?re the>' wcre scrit <>£ -™d in this 
hard torkdwCTehahU W l° WCrf "f :lfraid of detail and 

S7ur»=t SJ^,fad1d7 ^ ** Bu.\h.' h‘uf lt,«a 
memourne s constitutional doctrine thoroughly and never 
attempted to override her Ministers’ policy if5 it^ruved to hi 

«'"!“? '"'Ttion of ‘he Cabinet JaVLZ 
fJn‘m,thC PfWiC be8a" “ f,n<1 "ut th« Albert 

0pP0Sing 1 aimerston, there was a loud outcry against 

pad& tarteosTilitytXini ** very un- 
Grey's colleague, had beenrK’C;whil,! Palmerston, us 
were reversed. Aberdeen as Peel’* lion*, thi-ir juris 
tolerate Louis Philippe with whom i”ir * :lu<l to 
in the 'forties, 
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the interference of a German princeling in British policy, and 
questions were asked as to the constitutional position of the 
Queen’s husband, 11 was a subject at once delicate and obscure. 
If Queen Elizabeth had ever married, or if Queen Anne’s 
husband had not been a fool, there might have been a happier 
and more informing precedent than that afforded by Philip of 
Spain. In this case the problem was shelved rather than solved, 
first by the good sense of Prince Albert, and finally by his death 
in 18b 1. In home affairs his influence over the Queen was on 
the whole liberal; he greatly admired Peel, was a strong free¬ 
trader, and took more interest in scientific and commercial 
progress, and less in sport and fashion than was at all popular 
in the best society. 

Palmerston was the last man in the world to be brow¬ 
beaten or cajoled by royalty. There was in him much of the 
aristocrat but nothing of the snob. Whiggish in his sympathies 
with continental Liberalism, he had developed a knack of ap¬ 
pealing directly to British popular opinion that was too modern, 
too 4 jingo,’ and too democratic to be pure Whig. After his 
fashion he stimulated a new popular interest in foreign ques¬ 
tions, and put the Foreign Office more directly in touch with 
opinion outside the circles of the privileged. Strong in the 
people’s svipport, he played on the whole a winning game for 
a dozen years against Court and colleagues. But he had several 
had falls in the course of it; and these accidents occurred always 
when he had put himself for the moment out of touch with 
popular opinion by too great deference to Napoleon III. 

His first great mistake was when, in December 1851, he 
was too hasty in expressing approval of Napoleon’s coup d'etat, 
l le had not waited to observe that it was strongly condemned 
not only by Crown and Cabinet, whom he was accustomed to 
defy, hut by the people of England who alone kept him in 
power. I le had against him, for the moment, both the pro- 
Austrian ami the Radical party. Russell seized the oppor¬ 
tunity to dismiss from the Foreign Office a colleague who was 
attempting to become a dictator. But only two months after¬ 
wards Palmerston was boasting that he had 4 had his tit for tat 
with John Russell ’ by turning out the Whigs. After a brief 
interlude of Conservative government in 1852, Aberdeen’s 
Whig-Peelite coalition received Palmerston back into the 
ministerial fold, in time for him to help to make the Crimean 
War. 
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ffivi Louis Napoleon, nephew of Napoleon I 
and President of the French Republic, usurped despotic 
authority, and shortly afterwards became Emperor with the 
title of Napoleon III. It is at least arguable that something 
analogous to the coup d'etat was unavoidable. The reactionary 
Chamber which it overthrew was a danger to the State • it was 
clinging to power after it had lost popularity, like the Rumn 
when dismissed by Oliver. And Napoleon in the early part 
of his reign as Emperor was a good deal more popular than 
Cromwell ever was as Protector. He had thrust himself in 
between the Reactionary and Republican parties, neither of 
whom really stood on a broad basis of public opinion, and both 
o whom acquiesced sulkily in his usurpation because thev 
hated each other worse than either hated him. On the one side 
the new Emperor represented the Catholic and anti-socialist 
reaction that followed on the events of 1848, while on the 
other he gave security against the more extreme forms of 

fnrCthTPnftev^hlfh f® Ro7flist hankered. He stood 
for the equality of all Frenchmen under government, which 
they valued more than freedom. 

Nevertheless the coup d'etat, accompanied as it was by a 
wholly unnecessary slaughter in the streets of Paris resulting 
from military mismanagement, destroyed Napoleon’s preten? 
sions to a moral position before the world Now in some 
respects he aspired to a moral position, and he certainly needed 
Tn ^his uncle, who had had so many other resources 

t £ feWg!Ve ^t0 ** ‘ ^t-purse of the EmpTre1 
inordi® *deaIlsm Philanthropy that were blended with his 
inordinate personal ambition. 

Like his unde, Napoleon III appealed to the aeeraoe 

SrhuZde^a '‘V?1'™:: Parties in the State' A"d 
;„i5- , hf aPP«a>ed to the professional feelinn of the 
soldiers, and to the national desire for glory. A spStefforeign 

-rf-rT^poleenkre/me. BP«washtofe 

toT5T b7'“” nadona^and pogresf 2 

against Austrilth“of plf“ ™7. 
■ diction ultimately fatal to France Tw’ i? a,se fcontra- 
bound to fio-ht n! Krsf-k -a lhose who feel equally 
from a selfifh noint S'deS °f a quarrel would find it safer, 

3 semsh Point of view, to stay at home. 
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But on one point he was determined. He would never 
quarrel with England. A great student of history, he had 
underlined for his own avoidance those of his uncle’s mistakes 
which he was wise enough to detect. He read that hostility to 
England had lost France her colonies, and had in the end 
destroyed the Napoleonic power. Since he aspired to recon¬ 
struct a colonial empire in Africa and America, as well as to 
make France the leading country in Europe, he regarded it 
as a first condition that he should be friends with England. 
The weakness of the scheme, which became apparent in the 
last half of his reign, was that in so far as he succeeded in his 
Colonial and European projects, England was sure to become 
jealous. Her hearty alliance could not be given to a Power 
that aspired to primacy. 

Though there was often talk of war, England never came 
to blows with Napoleon. But the English would never believe 
that he honestly meant them well, though history has proved 
it in the retrospect. The very name or Napoleonic Empire 
frightened us. Even if we could have trusted him personally— 
and it was not easy to trust the author of the coup d’etat—we 
could not see the Colonial and European power of France 
increasing year by year without grave misgivings about the 
future. Who could guarantee the attitude of the next em¬ 
peror ? Even those Englishmen who knew enough of Napo¬ 
leon to trust him, believed that France loved us little. The 
traditional feud with England had not yet been overlaid by a 
fiercer hatred of the Germans. Napoleon’s life seemed our 
only security. So when Cobden and Bright preached confidence 
in French intentions, they only occasionally carried conviction. 

But in the early ’fifties there was another Power whom we 
feared and distrusted even more than France. Since the inter¬ 
ference of the Czar Nicholas in Hungary in 1849, the shadow 
of Russia seemed to lie over Europe as well as over Asia. 
Napoleon, who was looking out for an adventure, was anxious 
to draw England along with him, for if not herself involved 
in any enterprise he might undertake she would certainly sus¬ 
pect and oppose it. I fc saw his opportunity in an anti-Russian 
alliance, which was the more attractive to him as he had a 
personal score to pay off against Nicholas. 

So in 1853 we had to choose between our two bugbears— 
the Emperor Napoleon and the Czar—both of whom sought 
our friendship. The Balance of Power, according to the British 
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view of that decade, was threatened by France and bv Russ!, 
severally. When Bright said that the Balance of Power w4‘ 
fetish, he was wrong in theory if he held it to be aThinTin 
different, but right in practice because the balance then fctu" 
ally =x>sted ,f we had teen content to leave well alone. Oui 

deciding whether France or Russia was the limner 
showed how nicely adjusted the balance really was 8 ’ 

in ,>« seerk the real causes of the Crimean War 

Ru sia Te fJ6Ctl fir,thG tCrms of element between 
Russia and Turkey, which we ourselves proposed in th, 

refaed\y°*e fjc^l tP W (hi Caar ai d rerusea by the Sultan 1 The Turk re ected our terms li! 
unofficial prompting of our own Ambassador at Const™ti 
nople, Lord Stratford de Redcliffe So f.r ™ */ , S, ntl" 

concerned, Stratford engineered the war with Russia* contrary 
to the policy of the peace-loving Premier, Lord Aberdeen hJt 
STu 7 w th'support of his “Uow». 

Although one result of the war was to rp ? * t 

war Zf not'lovc of ^* ? f the Balka''s.‘ ‘he modve rf ,t ™Z'Z°e£:t ^ ™ if 
seized the English people after forty years of new >n“K 
involved a very dangerous doctrine of war for’ warTlfk? 
clearly stated at the time in Tennyson’s ‘ M-nul ’• m 
ideals of the Great Exhibition It three years bctrft 
thrown to the winds, and it was said th IK i P , Wer? 
was not ‘ a good peace ’ but ‘ a frood war ’ Th ^ aml. wan^d 

Eiuope ah I - “r 
Iff. P f liTe °f thatU“w^wSS 

from the second, wns the I.ibeml imUufAe • cStfr' 

is»!, 

provmon must be made. He proposed f*^r.w Cflrtlin ‘‘with 
aad that Stervia and Btilirirk. «hL*i t . Lngland should take; KVynt 
proposal was rejected as highly immor.U a,lcIM5Ildent principalities. ’rhe 
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ferencc in Hungary, and that our statesmen refused to hold 
out any hopes to Poland in connection with the war. But the 
belief that we were fighting for liberty was genuine among the 
British people. 

Nor can it be denied that the war helped in the long run 
to liberate Italy, for it drove Russia out of Central European 
politics, and enhanced the influence of France. In this sense 
the blood shed in the Crimea was not shed in vain, though 
Balkan Christians might have had a different point of view. 
But the results so advantageous for Italy came about as much 
by chance as by design. For at the beginning of the war we 
made.every endeavour to induce Austria to fight on our side, 
and if Austria had consented, it would have been more difficult 
for France and England a few years later to take a leading part 
in depriving her of her Italian possessions. As it was, Austria’s 
neutrality left her isolated during the next critical decade, for 
it alienated not only France and England, but Russia, who 
had also, claimed the help of Francis Joseph in return for the 
I lungarian campaign of 184^. 

When Austria refused to join us, Count Cavour, the ablest 
of European statesmen, already Prime Minister of young King 
Victor Emmanuel of Piedmont, stepped into Austria’s place, 
and sent the Bersaglieri to fight by the side of the French and 
British (iuards before Sebastopol. The one man besides Napo¬ 
leon III who really knew what he was doing in the whole 
affair, the Minister of this little State with a population of five 
millions, secured to the Crimean War a liberal character and 
liberal consequences, which it would certainly not have had 
if our statesmen hail succeeded in their efforts to persuade 
Austria to take part. 

The capture of Sebastopol, the great Crimean arsenal from 
which the. Russian fleets dominated the Black Sea, was chosen 
as the allied objective. It was attained after a year’s campaign 
and siege. This constituted practically all the war, except a 
futile naval expedition to the Baltic, and the gallant but finally 
unsuccessful defence of Kars in Armenia, by the lurks under 
the Englishman Fenwick Williams. 

Sebastopol would have been taken within a few days of the 
landing of the French and English in the Crimea, if they had 
chosen to march into it at once from the north. But the French 
general, St. Arnaud, who surpassed Lord Raglan in incom- 
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petenee, insisted, even after the initial victory of the Alma, 
Sept, that the allies should march round the fortress to the south 
1854 side and begin a siege in form. The enemy were given time 

to throw in reinforcements, and to prepare the defence works 
under the great engineer Todleben. 

The besiegers were soon put on the defensive. They were 
unable to invest the town from more than one side, and were 
outnumbered by the arrival of fresh Russian field armies. The 
British, on the right, were most exposed to the attacks of these 

Oct.- forces, and bore the brunt of the defensive battles of Balaclava 
Nov. 
1854 

and Inkerman. The first of these, celebrated for two gallant 
cavalry charges commemorated by Tennyson, and the second 
consisting of a desperate infantry action at dme quarters in 
the mists of a November dawn, demonstrated that the British 
soldier could fight as well as ever. But lie was without tents, 
huts, knapsacks, healthy food or the most elementary medical 
provision. The little British army nearly disappeared in 
the ’ Crimean winter/ as a result of the breakdown of 
organised supply and transport. The French, and the Italians 
when they subsequently arrived, were better off in these 
respects. The Russians, with whom official incompetence was 
a matter of course, were perishing by myriads on the long 
route marches to the Crimea. 

That a nation leading the world in new met ho. Is of indus¬ 
trial organisation should be unable to provide tor twenty 
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thousand soldiers half a dozen miles distant from her fleet in 
the port of Balaclava, would be incredible without some know¬ 
ledge of the army and the army chiefs of that time. The breath 
of reform, which was transmuting commerce, Parliament, 
Municipalities, Church and education, had left the army un¬ 
touched. The services which the army had rendered against 
Napoleon scented to imply that it needed no reform. And the 
pacific atmosphere of the intervening age drew away public 
attention from things military. The Duke of Wellington, who 
died in 18 5a, had been Commander-in-Chicf for many years, 
and had used his matchless authority to preserve the army in 
all things as like as possible to the great instrument with which 
he had conquered Napoleon, While the arts of peace were 
being revolutionised by ever new devices in machinery and 
organisation, the Duke saw to it that the cannon, the muskets, 
the drill, the discipline, and the strategy of war remained 
unchanged. Even abuses, like the purchase of commissions 
and the overlapping of authorities were as dear to him as to 
the smaller men around him. The efficient staff and the good 
generals who had served him in the Peninsula had disappeared, 
and no effort had been made to train their successors. For¬ 
tunately the splendid regimental traditions which were the great 
bequest of Wellington's campaigns, remained over to save us 
in the Crimea and to be transmitted with fresh honours—the 
names of Alma and Inkerman added on the flags to those of 
Vitoria ami Waterloo—-to keep alive in the records of the regi¬ 
ments the soul of an army not accustomed to yield. 

The deficiencies in military preparation were due both to 
the obscurantist spirit of the Horse Guards and the War 
Office, and to the economic spirit of the Treasury and the 
public. One thing the Duke had been asking for during the 
last years of his life—a larger army. And Ministry after 
Ministry, in full accord with the general sentiment, had re¬ 
fused it. Nor did the Duke, who did not believe in democracy 
or in journalism, ever willingly head an agitation to educate 
public opinion.1 

That age enjoyed a blessing of which ours has known too 
little—•freedom from competitive armaments. It could scarcely 

‘ The taut that the Ditto was asking for an army increase only came out 
in 1847 ixn auite one of the Duke's letters was published, much to his indig¬ 
nation. Thrni was a momentary panic, but the Ministry and public found 
in the fall of Dmis Philippe a good excuse for abandoning an increased 
4ffliy budget. 

X 
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then expect military efficiency when war came at last. After all 
it did not very much matter if many of the regiments still used 
smooth-bore muskets, even though the value of rifles in war had 
been demonstrated over and over again for nearly a hundred 
years past. There was security in the fact that other powers 
were equally improvident. The philosopher may well regret 
that the nations did not agree to go on fighting with smooth¬ 
bores for yet another century! 

It was not, however, necessary that our whole army should 
perish in the trenches before Sebastopol for want ot shelter, 
clothes, food and medicine. The remnants of the force were 
saved, reinforced and supplied owing to two developments 
characteristic of the new age. One was the newspaper corre¬ 
spondent, a person unknown in Walcheren or the Peninsula, 
The other was a modern army hospital under Florence Night¬ 
ingale. 

William Russell of The Times exposed the state of things 
he saw before Sebastopol, with a freedom which would not 
have been permitted either in earlier or later wars, and which 
in fact revealed much to the enemy. But the value of his work, 
in the circumstances, far outweighed any attendant disadvan¬ 
tage. Nothing but public exposure could have shaken the 
military authorities of that day out of their lethargy. The 
Times informed and roused the British people only just in 
time to save the army. One result of the agitation was the fall 

jan. of Aberdeen, long unpopular as a pacificist, and the substi- 
1855 tution of the more energetic Palmerston as Prime Minister. 

But ere that, a still more important measure had been 
taken by Sidney Herbert, Aberdeen’s Secretary at War. I ie 
had sent out Florence Nightingale in an official capacity. The 
fury of the British public over Russell’s revelations caused all 
successive War Ministers to give her such a measure of 
support that she was able to put her foot on the dragon of 
official obscurantism at. the front. The triumph of a woman 
at the seat of war over highly placed officers and hoary military 
traditions would be astounding in any age, and then seemed 
miraculous. But Miss Nightingale was a woman of adminis¬ 
trative genius, and of more than masculine force of character, 
the stronger for the calm dignity of its outward manifestation. 
She saved the sick and wounded of the British army in spite 
of its medical chiefs, by creating at Scutari a modern base 
hospital, the first of its kind, with trained women curses and 
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necessary material. She brought down the death rate at 
Scutari from 42 per cent, to 22 per thousand. 

She emerged from the war with the only great reputation 
on our side. For the rest it was a ‘ soldiers’ war,’ deadly to the 
good name of generals and of statesmen. Miss Nightingale 
used the position she had acquired in the hearts of her fellow- 
countrymen to make permanent changes in our national life. 
She saw to it that her work should not be a mere picturesque 
incident in the history of a single war, but that her methods 
should become an institutional part of normal civilised activities. 
Though she was now an invalid confined to her sofa, she ruled 
and legislated unseen. With the help of her friend, Sidney 
Herbert, again War Minister in the early ’sixties, she re¬ 
modelled the Army Medical Service, and reformed barrack 
accommodation. 

It was not only all future generations of British soldiers 
who were to bless her name. I'he Red Cross movement all 
over the world, starting from the Geneva Convention of 1864, 
was the outcome of her work and influence. So, too, were the 
great reforms in civilian hospital construction and manage¬ 
ment, and the establishment for the general public of nursing 
by trained women in place of the horrors of Mrs. Gamp. 
Florence Nightingale’s life gave a personal impulse, at once 
emotional and administrative, to the contemporary advance of 
science on its humanitarian side. 

Whatever Italy or anyone else may have got out of the 
Crimean war, England's gain from it was the life work of this 
woman—an immense acquisition of moral territory, if all its 
secondary consequences and ramifications be followed out. 
Modern hospital work in peace and war owes to this Crimean 
episode the saving of many more lives than the 25,000 that 
Britain lost on the shores or the Euxine, of which Miss Night¬ 
ingale ascribed 16,000 to bad administration. To her work 
was due a new conception of the potentiality and place of the 
trained and educated woman.' And this in turn led, in the 
’sixties and ’seventies, to John Stuart Mill’s movement for 
woman’s suffrage, which Miss Nightingale supported, and 
to the founding of women’s colleges, when at length some 

1 Mr, Cook quotas a latter from Lady Verney, dated April 1856: * What 
Florence has done towards raising the standard of women's capabilities and 
work in most important, ft Is quite curious every day how questions arise 
regarding them which are answered quite differently from what they would 
have been eighteen months ago/ 
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provision was made for the desperately neglected higher edu¬ 
cation of one-half of the Queems subjects. 

In September 1855 Sebastopol fell, after the Malakoff 
earthwork had been stormed by the French, and the British 
had failed before the Redan. The honours of the battles lay 
with England, of the siege with France, The French had been 
in the greater numbers, and their organisation had never 
collapsed so miserably as ours. France emerged from the war 
as the leading power in Europe, as Napoleon had planned. 
He had got what he wanted from the Crimea, but his very 
success made it doubtful if he could retain the friendship of 
England. 

It was the ruler of France who, thus satisfied, forced the 
unwilling Palmerston to make peace. In March 1856 the 
Treaty of Paris ended the war. Turkey was set on her legs 
again, both in the Balkans and Armenia, with the formal 
recommendation to be kind to her Christian subjects. Russia 
was prohibited from keeping warships or arsenals in the Black 
Sea; in 1870 she treated this restriction on her sovereignty 
as a scrap of paper, England vainly protesting. 

At the general Congress of Powers that followed the sig¬ 
nature of peace, Cavour, with France and England as patrons, 
succeeded in having the sufferings of Italy discussed, to the 
rage of the Austrian representative, who saw the future that a 
discussion on such terms portended. 

At the same congress an important stop was taken in 
1856 international law. The Declaration of Paris, to which Eng¬ 

land together with the other powers adhered, laid it down that 
privateering should be abolished, that a neutral flag should 
cover enemy goods if not contraband of war, and that blockades 
to be valid in theory must be effective in practice. 

If British prestige had on the whole lost by the Crimea, 
1857 the loss was speedily made good by the events of the Indian 

Mutiny, where all that is most competent in statesmanship 
and soldiering was represented by the men on whom fell the 
sudden burden of the crisis. 
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CHAPTER XX 

India from the Napoleonic wars to the Mutiny. 

The struggle with Napoleon, which in the days of his expedi¬ 
tion to Egypt had threatened the British rule in India,1 in its 
later stages gave to Britain the monopoly of power and trade 
throughout the East. In India itself the allies of France had 
fallen one by one, when Lord Wellesley destroyed ‘Tippoo 
Sahib,’ and curbed the Marathas. And in the next ten years 
the commercial war between England and Napoleonic Europe 
drove the French, Dutch and other European merchantmen 
off the India and China seas. The Cape, Mauritius and Ceylon 
fell permanently into our hands, and until the end of the war 
we held the Dutch Empire in the Eastern^Archipelago.2 

A new sense of the security of our rule in the East, together 
with the fulness of the Company’s money chest, led to pro¬ 
gressive improvement in the methods of the British Raj. The 
noble traditions of the Indian Civil Service were created by 
public servants like Sir Charles Metcalfe and the Spots sent 
out in such numbers by Dundas. Though still owing their 
original appointments to a system of personal . favour and 
polideal patronage, they were already of a very different type 
from the parasites and adventurers through whom and against 
whom Clive and Warren Hastings so often had to work. In 
the first twenty years of the new century our administration 
already afforded, within its own area, security from the ravages 
of war, brigandage and the worst forms of domestic oppression. 
Local police and local courts were instituted, and a standard 
of fair taxation and just government was set up, such as had 
not been known in Indian States._ The British were entering 
into the third period of their relations with the East. A hun¬ 
dred and fifty years of quiet trading had been followed by 
fifty years of conquest not unaccompanied by plunder. The 
third period, of organised rule for the benefit of the Indians, 

had now fully set in. . . 
The new era was marked by a readjustment of the privi¬ 

leges and powers of the East India Company. It was still pre¬ 
served as the intermediary through which the British Cabinet 
Ministers preferred to govern, though its political power was 
a shadow. But the aboli tion in 18 x 3 of its trading monopoly 1» 

* Hiv p ro6, above. * See p. 130, above. 
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India marked a big step in the direction of the new economic 
doctrine of open world competition, in place of the old concep¬ 
tion of trade as a function of chartered and limited companies. 
Its trading monopoly in China was continued for another 
twenty years. 

While inside the Company’s territory reigned peace and 
justice novel to oriental States, beyond the border a dreadful 
anarchy had broken out through the whole of Central India. 
Though Lord Wellesley had curbed the Maratha power, it 
had not been finally broken, and his far-sighted plans for the 
permanent settlement of Central India by the system of * sub¬ 
sidiary treaties ’ had not been carried through. In the supposed 
interests of peace and economy his successors had refused any 
longer to interest themselves in the disputes of princes outside 
British territory. This well-meant but retrograde policy of 
declining the responsibilities, after we had assumed the posi¬ 
tion of paramount power, resulted in anarchy more complete 
than had been usual under the Moghuls. The dread Pindaris, 
robber bands of mixed race and religion, some Afghans, some 
Marathas, rode devastating, torturing and burning throughout 

1811-16 the territories of the Rajput chiefs and the Nizam of 1 lydera- 
bad, who claimed our protection as of right. Finally the 
Pindari.hordes threatened our own province of Behar. Sore 
against its will, the British Government was forced to take up 
the. broken thread of Wellesley’s policy, and to go forward 
until every State in the peninsula had a fixed place in the 
scheme of the Pax Britannica. 

The resumption and fulfilment of Wellesley’s policy were 
effected by Lord Hastings, Governor-General from IH13 to 
*823- With the tall athletic figure of a soldier and aristocrat, 
r "fa .8 keen known in home politics, under the name of 
Lord Moira, as a rather unaccountable politician, the friend at 
once of the Prince of Wales and of the Irish people. I le was 
to prove a great pro-consul. His initial task was to reduce the 

1814-16 Gurkhas of Nepal, who had invaded our territory, to the state 
of friendly alliance in which they have remained ever since. 
It was the first campaign of the British in the great hill ranges 
bounding the peninsula, and our contact with the short-set 
warriors and mountaineers of Nepal was the beginning of the 
mountain craft of our Indian Army, in which the Gurkhas 
themselves afterwards took so great a part when enlisted in 
our service. A portion of their western territory was made 
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over to the British Empire, which henceforth marched with 
the Chinese along part of the Thibetan border. 

Lord I lastings then turned to the problem of Central 
India. It was clear beforehand that to break up the Pindari 
hands they must be pursued at large across the territories of 
many princes, and that this pursuit would involve us in the 
graver task of finally destroying the independent power of 
the Maratha chiefs, some of whom were hand and glove with 
the Pindaris. But Hastings, with the concurrence from home 
of George Canning, then President of the Board of Control, 
entered boldly on the complicated series of military and diplo¬ 
matic operations known as the Pindari war and the third 1816-18 
Maratha war. I le emerged triumphant, giving final peace to 
Central India on the basis of subsidiary alliances and the 
recognition by all Indian princes of British overlordship in 
foreign relations. Lord Hastings was able to treat the native 
States and rulers with a generosity that Warren Hastings and 
Wellesley had not always shown, partly because the position 
of the British (»overnor-General was far stronger and more 
secure than formerly, both at home and abroad. 

Between the departure of Lord Wellesley and the coming 
of Lord I lastings, we had given a fair trial to the system of a 
limited and local responsibility for what happened in India. 
It had broken down. Unwillingly and halt unwittingly we 
shouldered the inevitable burden laid upon us by fate, no less 
a task than to give unity to the heterogeneous races of the 
sub-continent through the medium of the British rule and the 

English language. 

The policy of accepting all responsibilities as paramount 
rex in the Peninsula, had involved us in the Maratha and ■>wcr m me rcnm»uw, — — — ; . , T 

indari wars and had achieved the settlement of Central India. rmuan want u^**ww* 
The same principle involved us in the first Burmese war. I he 
Burmese were in those days an aggressive mihtary power that 
had never yet measured itself against an European army.. 

now occupied Assam, an outlying Indian State in 
self-defence, and thence threatened and jailed tern 
tory. Their reduction cost two years of dtfhcuk and expense 
warfare, that led to our protectorate over Assam, and anne^- 
tion of most of the sea-frontage of Burma, ^^es1 of it was 
annexed by Lord Dalhousie after a second Burmese war in 
1852, and Upper Burma, including Mandalay, in 18 o. 
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In this way the guardianship of India led to the extension 
of our lule outside the Peninsula over a people of Thibeto" 
Chinese origin, differing from all the Indian races in habits 
and religion. This same guardianship over the external an- 
proaches to India was destined to involve us in relations wilh 
I eisia, Afghanistan and Thibet. But in none of those coun¬ 
tries could the problem be solved by annexation, as in Burma 
where the people proved singularly adaptable to the British 
methods of government, where access by sea and river was casv 
and where no Great Power lay beyond. was easy, 

After the first Burmese war, there followed ten years of 

Ki“ Sde''t4« T, lT” aEf1 tlie WM,crn tr,,Mla■ T J \xr,<- *ta . character and unity from the noliw „f 
Lord William Bentinck, who represented in India at a nro- 

faj°UST?n0ment HbcraI and humanitarian spirit of the new 
age in Europe. He made no change of pnhey, but he brou-dit 
into fuller light a doctrine implicit in the theory and practice 

**,?*■"'r* ™r in India was to promote the welfare of the Indians, 
Bentinck successfully abolished Suttee,—the hunting of 

Hindoo widows—i„ despite of prophecies that tlii" f 
lnteiference with rchgious custom would endanger the State 

bvWTrnX Qm^ t0 thc but he vvas mtZti 

passed. IdTaL began tS^umreiTmt'of tTi Tl"' ““ ’“fctr 

noted steam communications on the great rivers and Lt 
many measures for the material prmScrSl Sf mil£ 
committed to his care. He raisci tld smn,, J ! !"" 

IInd!ausbwLCworrLPfT'''-i"S tlU.' lhc I!ri,ish "»»' tr.tin the 
QWk t0 • wor^ administration. 

S “e sub^mirdt thC il0W 0f P«KM l^ 
of the Crown tJ” h d lonfi: PMSKl to ,hc Ministers 

natural-born suhW*- rr native of India* or any 

holding any place office >lu11 1“ from 

was partly in relation ,his „f ri ^ 

1 See p. 31 a, above. 
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Indians to help administer their own country, that Bentinck 
approached the famous controversy which Macaulay’s Edu¬ 
cation Minute decided. Macaulay was sent out in 1834 as the 
first Legal Member of Council under the new charter. He 
soon won the confidence and friendship of Bentinck. He drew 
up the Indian Penal Code, with lasting success. And he per¬ 
suaded the Indian Government to adopt English instead of 
any oriental language as the medium of instruction in the 
scheme of State-aided higher education which Bentinck was 
pushing forward. The present position of India and the possi¬ 
bilities of its future have been deeply affected by this decision. 

On the one hand the bringing up of orientals on an alien 
literature, largely devoted to the love of liberty in forms natural 
to an advanced Western democracy, has had many unhappy 
results. It has been said that * we attempted to1 raise a race 
of administrators cm the literature of revolt. While another 
class of critic has pointed out that the contempt expressed in 
Macaulav's Minute for oriental learning was in large measure 
the result of ignorance and want of imaginative sympathy. 

But it must be remembered on the other side that only the 
English language was capable of giving the races of India a 
common tongue for communication with each other and with 
the British. And it is arguable that, in spite of P^sent dangers, 
the sense of Indian national unity which has resulted from this 
new Unma fntma, may in the end subserve the.political and 
administrative welfare of the peninsula. 1 he revival of Indian 
science, philosophy ami literature in our own day under such 
leaders us the Ta gores is due in no small degree tothe^know- 
ledpe of the literature and science of Europe. The teach g 
of English has effected what we may, by historical analogy, 
call the ‘ renaissance ’ of Indian thought. And it is1 at least 
possible that although the decision of 1835 has hastened 
the peculiar troubles of India as we now know them, it has 
prevented the growth of the worse trouble that must 
have arisen from a deliberate policy of segrega BnojJ 
and the Indians in water-tight compartments <of ^8“ 
knowledge, so far as Government was aide to dc>so, and en 
deavuut ing to prevent the spread of Western sew**s anddit^ . - 
cure a country governed bv a progressive Western power. 

wouia Urgciy tot, mi 
determined to obtain the educational key t° Wuttrn luunimg, 
both foi its own sake and because it was also necessarily the 
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key to advancement in the Anglo-Indian world. Macaul-i* 

Sv1 °H%thatia-rCadyiin 1835 ‘ wc arc forceci to pay our 
Arabic and Sanskrit students, while those who learn English 
are willing to pay us.’ And Sir Charles Metcalfe in the same 
year while foreseeing the unrest which Western learning 
would very likely cause m India, nevertheless declared 1 It if 
our duty to extend knowledge whatever may be the result • 
and spread it would, even it we impeded it.’ ’ 

Undoubtedly the new Anglo-Indian education partook 
too much of the literary as distinct from the practical, but in 
IS35 scientific education scarcely existed in England and £ 
could not therefore be improvised in India at that date. But 
the decision in favour of the English language rendered nm 

hadVen SUtS!iqfent dcvueIoPment of scientific teaching, and 
had been asked for on that express ground by the fiir-seebur 

an evVtS^Th Ram Hohan W It may hive S 
intn t h thr Tllt,e.rature °f revolt ’ was put so lavishly 

chosen thaTwL0! In.df"3’.but wroilf? text-books were 
mradn?ims1tracio» undcr Bentinck’s successors, and was not implicit in the original decision 

English should become the common language of educated India! 

of ‘SMS’ 

successor! h0Ur> app0inttd - fcSdJS 

By this time the sense that Russia would ere lm,<» „ 

bfnXd”th!mS M'S .be8inn;”S <° be felt in India, while 
cam K * vVhig Ministers, from among whom Auckland 
camt, had grown more and more hostile to Rmsia “il™, 

pressor rf«a.rded C“r Nicholas', the on- 
? . oi * oland, as the embodiment of encroaching milinrv 
despotism opposed both in principle and in^ ^ L ^17 
power of Britain. This Palmerston?™ 1t0 *h? World“ 
tually led the Whigs round from T’ twhich evcn~ 
of Fox and Grey g Se noHcJ J UrklS.h ^mBiUhies 
growing uneasiness in Inla. 7 ? h Cnmea' lncrca8ed the 

ultimate arriv^of ‘,ndccd t0 provide against the 

“ *- - I** 
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tribes, who, wisely handled, were capable of making their 
widespread labyrinth of mountains the most impassable of 
* buffer ’ States between two great Empires. But Auckland 
determined to reduce Afghanistan to vassalage. He dethroned 
the able and popular Amir, Dost Mohammad, and attempted 
to rule the tribes through the agency of his rival, Shah Shuja. 
The policy at first met with apparent success, and for two 
years our troops occupied Kabul, Then the tribes rose on i839~ti 

behalf of Dost Mohammad, The British forces, 15,000 strong 
including camp-followers, were destroyed in their retreat jan. 
through the winter mountains. One survivor reached the fort 1842 
at Jalalabad. This staggering defeat, followed as it necessarily 
was by the abandonment of the attempt to dethrone Dost 
Mohammad, shook our prestige and affected our relations with 
the Sikhs during the next half-dozen years, and with the Sepoys 
in the year of Mutiny. 

The unsuccessful attack on Afghanistan was foil owed by 
the wars and annexations of Sinde and the Punjab, the two 
independent States of the river-plain then lying between the 
frontier of British India and the foot of the Afghan hills. 

The Whig Ministers, the authors of the unfortunate 
attempt to dethrone Dost Mohammad, fell in 1841, and 
Peel’s new Government sent out as Governor-General their 
able ami headstrong colleague, Lord Ell enborough. After a 
campaign had taken place to rescue the prisoners and restore 
the honours of our arms, Rllcnborough was fully prepared to 
withdraw from his predecessor’s impossible undertakings in 
Afghanistan. But he himself carried through an equally ag¬ 
gressive though less impolitic interference with Sinde, which 
had come under British influence as a basis of recent operations 
against the Afghans, General Sir Charles Napier conquered 
the Amirs of Sinde at the battle of Mccance, and then as 
administrator gave the advantages of British rule to their 1843 

country. Its annexation he described in his Diary as a very 
advantageous, useful, humane piece of rascality. _ , 

The" annexation of Sinde has often been stigmatised, 
with questionable justice, as the one case of unprovoked 
aggression in the expansion of British rule over India. Ino 
such bad eminence was attached to the conquest of the 
Punjab, which completed the subjugation of the river-lands 

of the north-west. ... , _ 
Sikh dominion over the Punjab rested on the military 
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qualities of the dominant sect. The Sikhs, who had but one 
caste, were a democratic religious brotherhood of what may 
by analogy, be called ‘ Protestant ’ Hindoos. They were em¬ 
bittered against Islam by an ancient history of revolt against 
the persecuting Moghuls of Delhi. For many years past the 
Sikhs had been guarding the gates of India/ preventing the 
debouchment on to the plains of Mohammedan hill tribes, or 
of invaders from Central Asia. For the last half-century the 
barbaric craft and valour of Ranjit Singh had given unity to 
the Sikh State. He had had the wisdom to keep friends with 
the British, and the strength to hold in awe his turbulent 
vassals and legionaries. He had even joined with us for objects 
of his own in the Afohan adventure. His death in 18 39, like 
the death of Oliver Cromwell, let loose an anarchy of fanatical 
regimental officers, intriguing against each other in rival com¬ 
mittees. The great military machine, that only Ranjit had had 
the power to keep idle, began— 

‘ To cat into itself for lack 

Of somebody to hew and hack.’ 

To save the tottering State, Raniit’s widow launched the army 
across the Sutlej to meet the British, and slay or else be slain. 

X lie two Sikh wars that followed were characterised by 
™ore sfve,re %hting than any that the British and sepoys had 
formerly had to face. I he European arms ami training that 
Ranjit Singh had given to his stubborn religionists enabled 
them to contend on nearly equal terms with the Ouoen’s and 
the Company s regiments. But once General Gough had 
broken the army, the Punjab was subdued with eased 

The Sikhs had begun the second war in revolt against a 
15U0 |fnerous settlement granted them after their first reduction. 
1849 ,lh®? punished by the annexation of the Punjab, decreed 

by Lord Dalhousie who was just beginning his great period of 
office as Governor-General. The rule of the bribers Henry 
and John Lawrence in the Punjab prepared the loyalty of the 
Sikh nation against the unexpected trial of the Mutiny year, 
and created a tradition which went far to cancel any recent 
symptoms of weakness or violence in the British Raj. 

1849-56 The Governor-Generalship of Lord Dalhousie saw the 

Feb wer^T?<<>od1k®e> Firowhah. Sobnum, Dee. 1845 to 
Feb. 1846, and Chilhanwallah and Goojerat in Jan. and Feb. 1849. 45 
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completion of the internal and external framework of British 1852 
India, The second Burmese war resulted in the annexation 
of Rangoon and the mouths of the Irrawady, where the new 
government became so popular that in the year of Mutiny it 
was safe to strip Burma of British troops. 

, Progress and Reform were the watchword of the hour in 
the British I1',astern possessions. It was characteristic that in 
1853 the Indian Government accepted wholesale Macaulay’s 
proposals for the throwing open of the Indian Civil Service 
to tree competition, thereby sacrificing the kind of patronage 
which British statesmen would not surrender as regards the 
Home Civil Service, save grudgingly and by stages during the 
next seventeen years. 

Dalhousie, bold in his reforming zeal, disturbed the deep 
conservatism of the native mind. Railways and telegraphs, 
with which he covered India, were a terrible and suspected 
magic. But if they helped to cause the Mutiny they more 
certainly helped to quell it: the mutineers called the telegraph 
wire 4 the st 1 tug that strangled us.’ Then again the evangel¬ 
ising zeal of some of the best Englishmen in India, lay as 
well as clerical, helped to alienate the Brahmans. Western 
influence was making itself increasingly felt in many different 
ways, and could not Vail to cause alarm and reaction. 

In taking thought for the welfare of the subjects of Native 
States, Dalhousie favoured a policy of gradual annexation. He 
laid down the rule that, in the case of a prince dying with¬ 
out natural heirs, his sovereign rights should 4 lapse ’ to the 
paramount power, so that the British Government could, for 
reasons of public polity, annex the State if it so wished, instead 
of allowing an adopted heir to succeed. In accordance with 
this ‘ doctrine of lapse,’ as it was called,_ several Native States 
were added to the Company’s territories, while Oudh was 
annexed simply on account of gross maladministration. It 
followed that Oudh, in the Upper Ganges valley, became the 
centre of Indian discontent The mutiny, when it came, was 
localiHcd round thut region and confined to the Bengal army, 
Dalhousie,’s policy, strong and just if somewhat over-eager, 
had ensured the respect and loyalty of the great Native States 
of the centre and south, as well as of the sepoy armies of Bom¬ 
bay and Madras. And, thanks to Dalhousie and the Law¬ 
rences, the newly acquired North-Western frontier, where 
trouble might most naturally be expected from the lately 
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conquered Sikhs and the lately victorious Afghans,1 became 
in the hour of need the chief source of strength and safety. 

Dost Mohammad, whom we had so foolishly and vainly 
tried to keep off the throne of Afghanistan, had not unnatur¬ 
ally been our enemy during the Sikh wars. But in Dal. 
housie and John Lawrence made a treaty of friendship with 
him, and next year Dalhousie’s successor, laird Canning 
protected him from attack by the Persians, who had been 
stirred up by Russia to occupy I lerat in Western Afghanistan. 

57 Canning sent an expedition to the Persian coast, captured 
Bushire and caused the evacuation of i Icrat. (hateful for this 
relief, Dost Mohammad, during the Mutiny in the ensuing 
summer, kept Afghanistan friendly for Britain, a fact of 
supreme importance. 

Meanwhile, the Sikhs of the Punjab received at the hands 
of John and Henry Lawrence the kind of government that 
speedily reconciled them to British rule. The brothers, differing 
on a question of policy, agreed to send in their resigna¬ 
tions on the same day, for Dalhousie'a decision, I fc decided 
to leave John as sole Commissioner for the Punjab, ami re¬ 
moved Henry, who when the Mutiny broke out was found 
at the stoim centre of Lucknow as Chief Commissioner for 
Oudh. His predecessor there had been tactless, but owing to 
his better management the local magnates of Oudh did not 
throw m their lot with the military mutiny at the outset, when 
such a junction might have had terrible result'). 

} Mutiny, as its historic name implies, was a rising of 
soldiers, not a revolt of civilians. Nevertheless, there were 
social, racial and political causes for the soldiers* discontent 
It was felt all over India that change ami Westernisation were 
being pushed on too fast, but the feeling was strongest in 
recently annexed Oudh. The Bengal army was largely re¬ 
cruited in that region from among high-caste Brahmans and 
Rajputs, peculiarly sensitive to grievances, both general and 
personal. n 

In 1856 a new enactment that all sepoys who enlisted in 
future must he prepared to cross the sea if required, had 
aroused among them fresh fears of outrage on taste. At the 
same time the belief that the cartridges fur (he new Knfield 
rifle were being greased with the fat of the tarred cow and 
the abhorred pig, united Hindoo and Mohammedan sepoys 

* **P- i*above, 
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against us. Since the rumour was based on fact due to an 

unfortunate oversight, the situation was scarcely improved by 
Government denial, though made in good faith. AH Eastern 

armies are liable to become overbearing in peace time after a 

:tr r £ conu<? anf ,the Be^ -4 
Drotest?thTdn,-nf I?dia' ^>0Ve in sPite of Dalhousie’s protests, the proportion of British to Indian troops in the 

l rhaa„rof“ta„;,one t0 **and most of the ™ 

£¥££*»> wh° ■»* V- l>°w to quell they 
had raised. Some of the mutineers made straight for Delhi 
Sef*^cr*yuas not a single British regiment. Delhi fell into 
the hands of the movement, Lucknow all except the Residency, 

Cfwnpore after three weeks of gallant defence. It was in 
this Upper Ganges region that the issue was fought out and 
won during the summer of 1857, by the little band of British 
then actually in India, and by the Indian troops faithful to 
their cause. Their boast that ‘alone we did it ’ is substantially 
true, though there were many months of severe fighting after 
the arrival of reinforcements from England. 

?¥ °ld^inS °,f J?eIhi was dragged into the limelight and 
proclaimed Moghul Emperor by the mutineers, an act which 
gave a Mohammedan complexion to the movement in that 

rCj10tnr- * dld not ?nce break UP the union of Mussulman 
and Hindoo, on which the hopes of the Mutiny rested, but 
the news of it in the Punjab had the effect of throwing the 
wavering Sikhs heartily on to our side. They had no wish to 
see their old Mohammedan oppressors once more lording it 
over India, and were prepared to march to the storm of the 
Moghul capital. 

_ Thenceforward the newly conquered Punjab instead of 
being a danger became the basis whence Delhi was recon¬ 
quered. Nothing was to be feared from the Afghans under 
Dost Mohammad, and John Lawrence found himself free to 

rui the all eady almost; mythical Nicholson and his column 
to aid the little army that was clinging to the Ridge outside 
Delhi. Again and again the defenders of the Ridge had beaten 
pack the assaulter overwhelming numbers of mutineers issu- 
In£» *rom *ke c>ty gates. The arrival of Nicholson’s small 
reinforcements with siege guns emboldened them to attack 

May 10, 
1857 
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and capture the city with its myriads of armed fanatics. This 
amazing adventure began on September 14 with the blowing 
in of the Kashmir gate, and after six days’ street fighting, in 
the course of which Nicholson was killed, Delhi remained in 
the hands of the British. It was the decisive moment of the 
Mutiny. 

At Lucknow early in July Sir Henry Lawrence had been 
killed by a shell, but his work and influence survived to inspire 
the defence of the Residency, which he had organised and 
begun. In September, a few days after the capture of Delhi, 
Havelock and Neill, who had already reconquered Cawnporc 
and had now been joined by Outram, effected the first relief 
or rather reinforcement of Lucknow, fighting their way through 
the town into the Residency. 

As yet no soldier had landed from England, but in Novem¬ 
ber the troops from England under Sir Colin Campbell again 
relieved the Lucknow Residency after desperate street fighting, 
and enabled the garrison to evacuate that glorious ruin in 
safety. In March 1858 the city of Lucknow was finally cap¬ 
tured by Sir Cohn. The end was now in sight, but an unfor¬ 
tunate proclamation by the Governor-General threatening to 
forfeit lands in Oudh, threw the local magnates at length on 
to the side of rebellion, too late to affect the issue, but with the 
result of prolonging the strife. 

Meanwhile, in the early months of 1858 Sir Hugh Rose, 
by his brilliant campaign crowned by the victory of Gwalior, 
stamped out the flame in Central India before it was able to 
spread to the South. If we had failed at Lucknow and Delhi 
it might have been different, but in fact Western, Eastern and 
Southern India remained loyal—all Sinde, Punjab and Assam; 
most of Bengal; all Madras and Bombay; Rajputana under the 
guidance of George, the third of the Lawrence brothers; the 
Native States of Mysore and Hyderabad, and the Maratha 
princes. Dalhousie’s ‘ doctrine of lapse ’ was abandoned after 
the Mutiny, and the Native States were thenceforth regarded 
as essential buttresses of the structure of British India. 

.It had been a mutiny of part of the sepoy army, not a 
racial rebellion. This makes it the more regrettable that the 
struggle had been so ferocious as to leave bitter memories. 
It was^ difficult to restore the sense of * glad confident morning 
again, in the relations of Englishmen and Indians. Nana 
Sahib, once the pet of London drawing-rooms, had, in 
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circumstances of treachery almost as horrid as the cruelty 
itself, massacred the white women and children at Cawnpore. 
His crime had the effect he intended of giving to the conflict 
something of the nature of a war of colour. There were 
reprisals, though only against men. And a limit was set to 
revenge by the wisdom of ‘ clemency Canning.’ Though 
heartily supported by John Lawrence, his humane policy lost 
the Governor-General much popularity with his enraged 
countrymen. 6 

The Mutiny was followed by a long period of material 
improvement and quiet paternal government, with few wars 
or striking events of any sort. After this tranquillity has come 
our own era of change. The demand of Indians for self- 
government is the result in general of the world forces which 
are stirring the somnolent East, and in particular of the unify¬ 
ing and educating work of the British in India. The difficulties 
of the present era of transition have been enhanced by that 
streak of blood, and of suspicion sprung from blood, long run¬ 
ning underground, which can be tracked to its source in the 
year of the Mutiny. 

Some formal changes were made in 1858. The old East 
India Company rule, long obsolete in fact, was abolished in 
name. The Governor-General became the Queen’s Viceroy. 
But in spite of their proud new title, the successors of Wellesley 
and Dalhousie found the sphere of independent action reduced 
by the telegraph wire and the steamship. The government 
became more and more a dual consulship of the Indian 
Secretary in London and the Viceroy at Calcutta. Indeed 
improved communications have altered the conditions of life 
for all Anglo-Indians. They have been enabled to enjoy 
closer and more frequent connections with the homeland, and 
to become more and more self-sufficient as a white society, a 
change that has meant both gain and loss. 

John Lawrence, Viceroy from 1864-9, remodelled the 
Indian Army. The Queen’s and the former Company’s troops 
were amalgamated. It accordance with the lessons of the 
Mutiny the artillery were made wholly European, and the 
proportion of European to Indian troops was fixed at not less 
than one to two. In 1868 the new Indian Army was employed 
oversea in Africa in the almost bloodless conquest of Abyssinia 
by Lord Napier of Magdala, owing to our quarrel with King 
Theodore. We have never since had a serious dispute with the 
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Abyssinian State, a fact of some importance after we became 
its neighbours in the Sudan. 

In 1876 Disraeli’s policy procured for the Queen the title 
of Empress of India. 

CHAPTER XXI 

The last days of Whig-Liberalism—‘ The Triumvirate' helps Cavnur tc 
free Italy—Gtbden's Commercial Treaty with France—-Tho American 
Civil War—Canadian Federation—Denmark—Death of Palmerston 

In i 857 Palmerston as Prime Minister fought and won another 
battle against the collective wisdom of Parliament, in his old 
‘ Pacifico ’ style of seven years before.1 In dealing with 
China over the affair of the Arrow he abused the strength of 
Britain and brought on a war originating from an unworthy 
quarrel. So thought not only Cobden, but the Peelites, Ix>rd 
John Russell, and Disraeli’s Conservative party, who all com¬ 
bined to defeat him in the House. He appealed to the dec- 

f*- torate\ and c:ime back victorious, having extinguished at the 
1 57 Polls the weakest of the parties allied against him, the 4 Man¬ 

chester School.’ The defeat of Cobden and Bright in the house 
of their friends, in those northern constituencies where they 
had for so many years been personally identified with the self- 
consciousness of the industrial community, was due as much 
to their former opposition to the Crimean War as to the 
Chinese question of the hour. 

But their long battle with Palmerston, the most profound 
political antagonism of that easy-going period, resembled the 
alternate rise and fall of Punch and the Policeman, in rapid 
exchange of knock-out blows, each less fatal than appears at 
the moment to the applauding spectators. I fardly had the men 
of peace crept back at by-elections into the arena whence they 
had been expelled by Palmerston’s 4 Chinese ’ dissolution 
before we find them again heading the alliance of bU cncZ, 
and again defeating his government, this time in a manner 
fatal to its continuance. The combination of parties—Tories, 
Peelites, Russellite Whigs and Manchester schoolmen—was 
the same as that which had beaten Palmerston on Cobden’s 
Chinese motion a year before. But this time he could not hope 

1 IK '<*97# above 
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to appeal from the House to the nationalist passions of the 
electorate, because the motion of Bright and his friend Gibson 
charged Palmerston with neglect of his country’s honour. 
The complaint was that his Foreign Secretary had left un¬ 
answered the rather insolent dispatch of Napoleon Ill’s Feb. 
Minister, on the subject of the Orsini bomb outrage which had 1S58 

been plotted by refugees in England. On this question Pal¬ 
merston had the country against him, as on the occasion of his 
former complaisance to Napoleon over the coup d’etat. 

Another brief interlude of Conservative government under 
Derby and Disraeli ensued on Palmerston’s fall. But after 
the General Election of 1859 the Conservatives found them¬ 
selves stilly in a minority, and were replaced by a Cabinet 
of Whi^-Liberal reunion under Palmerston, Russell and Glad- 1859-65 

stone. The kaleidoscope of sections and parties remained fixed 
in this new formation for the next half-dozen years. The 
government of the ‘ Triumvirate,’ as it was called, after the 
three leaders whose co-operation was the condition of its sur¬ 
vival, dealt with the Italian crisis on liberal principles, and 
whh the American Civil War and the Danish question on no 
principles at all. In home affairs its motto was to let sleeping 
dogs he. 

Palmerston’s last Ministry was in fact the final phase of 
the old Whig-Liberalism which the first Reform Bill had 
brought into power, the alliance of the ‘ ten-pound voter ’ 
with the great Whig families. The reforms which that com¬ 
bination was capable of inspiring had been carried, and its 
motive force was spent. Palmerston, tamed by age and by 
repeated proof that he could not flout all his colleagues all the 
time, submitted with a good grace to share power with Russell 
as his Foreign Minister. The days of his dictatorship were 
over. But he yielded points less willingly to Gladstone, whom 
he felt to be his own antithesis both in policy and in character. 
Gladstone, now again Chancellor of the Exchequer, had, in 
middle age, become the rising hope of the younger Liberals 
and of the forces of the unenfranchised who, under John 
Bright, were already beginning to batter at the gates. But all 
those folk would have to wait till Palmerston died; after him 
the delude would come, dreaded by fashionable Whig and 
Tory society under the name of ‘American democracy.’ 

The question on which the Triumvirate worked most in 
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harmony was the Italian. They took office in the middle of 
1859 the summer campaign of Magenta and Solferino, when Napo¬ 

leon, in alliance with the Piedmont of Victor Emmanuel and 
favour, was driving the Austrians out of the Milanese plain 
into the Venetian quadrilateral. The outgoing Derby govern¬ 
ment, inimical to the Italian cause as a disturber of peace, had 
felt no emotion to counteract the distrust that it shared with 
all Englishmen of Napoleon’s bid for European supremacy. 
On the other hand, the incoming Liberal Cabinet was domin¬ 
ated by three men who were all of them enthusiasts for Italy, 
though each was in a different degree fearful of French 
aggression. 

The change at Downing Street came at the very moment 
when English help could be most useful to the Italian cause, 
namely, at the moment when France and Italy were beginning 
to quarrel. In July. 1859, a month after the new British 
Ministry had come into power, Napoleon made peace with 
the Austrians at Villafranca, giving liberated Milan to Pied¬ 
mont, but ascribing the rest of Italy to its reactionary rulers, 
foreign and native. Napoleon himself would have liked to do 
better for Italy, but he dared not shed more French blood 
for a cause which his Clerical supporters at home detested, 
particularly as France was being threatened by the Prussian 
armies on the Rhine. Moreover, even if he could have had his 
own way, he would not have wished to see Italy united and 
strong, for then she would become independent of France. 
He aimed at a confederation of small, self-governing Italian 
States, presided over by a Liberal Pope and looking to France 
for protection. But there was no longer a Liberal Pope, the 
Italians had other aspirations, and the Napoleonic vision was 
not to be realised. Either Italy must be united, strong and in¬ 
dependent, or else remain the slave of Austria and of native 
reaction. 

Just when the limitations of Napoleon’s policy were be¬ 
coming apparent, at the end of his half-successful Lombard 
campaign, the new British Government appeared on the scene, 
to run up the^ bidding for Italy, and eventually to compel 
France to acquiesce in the unity of the whole Peninsula. 
. Throughout i860 every great Power on the Continent, 
including France, was hostile to Italian unity. But France was 
so far in favour of Italian freedom and Piedmont, that she 
would not willingly see the work of her 1859 campaign undone 
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by an Adrian re-conquest, diplomatically backed by Prussia 
and Russia, In this state of things, England, by her clear 
declaration that the Italians should be allowed to settle their 
own affairs, was able to keep the ring for Cavour and Garibaldi 
to work out at the chosen moment the unity as well as the 
freedom of Italy. 

England’s part in the creation of the Italian kingdom in 
1859-60 was the most important and well-deserved success of 
British diplomacy between the Belgian settlement of Grey and 
1. almerston, and the close of the Victorian era. In many of the 
other great questions that we touched—The American Civil 
War, Denmark, Turkey—our statesmen displayed a lament¬ 
able ignorance of the forces with which they were dealing, and 
produced no lasting settlement of which England has reason 
to be proud. Only our Italian policy of 1859-60 was based on 
a real understanding of the people and of the facts. Therefore 
it succeeded, and helped to raise up a new national power in 
Europe who has since proved our friend in need, partly from 
memory of the transactions of that crisis, partly from political 
affinity and common interests. 

Of the Triumvirate, Palmerston knew least about the 
Italian question, though he hated Italy’s despots. Gladstone, 
while still a Conservative, had in 1851 studied on the spot the 
Neapolitan prisons and ‘ Bomba’s ’ judicial system, and had 
been converted to the Italian cause by what he had then seen. 
Russell had lived for years in domestic intimacy with the 
Italian exiles in England. Through these foreign friends, and 
through Sir Janies Hudson, our Minister at Turin, he was 
kept in close touch with the successive phases of Cavour’s 
labyrinthine policy. Hudson, through his personal friendship 
with Russell, was able to make British policy in Italy move fast 
enough to keep pace with the rapidity of events in a year of 
revolution. 

First Hudson persuaded Lord John to accept the accom¬ 
plished fact of the cession of Nice and Savoy to France, as being 
the necessary prepayment made by Cavour to Napoleon for April 
permission to liberate any further portions of Italy. If Hudson 1860 
had not made the real bearings of the question clear to Russell, 
the fury of Palmerston and of England in general at this trans¬ 
action would very probably have involved us in a war with 
Prance, which would have been fatal to Italy and beneficial 
only to the Eastern despotisms. 
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May- In the summer, Garibaldi liberated Sicily by his advent,- 
i860 Sf Thousand. The enthusiasm with which it was hailed 

England was such as perhaps no other foreigner’s euterprj 
has ever aroused in our island. Helped by the popular feolh 
for Garibaldi, Hudson persuaded Lord John, and through hi 
the Cabinet, that the hour had struck for the complete uni 
of a1 Italians in one State—a solution to which Tulmersto 
Gladstone, Russell and Hudson himself had been averse un 
Garibaldi took Palermo. That event made a willing conve 
of England. But trance, as well as Russia, Prussia ar 
Austria, still continued hostile to Italian unity. In givir 
effect to this change of British policy, Hudson persuad* 
Russell not to become a party to Napoleon’s design of sendin 
the British and French fleets to Messina, to stop Garibah 
from crossing from Sicily to the Neapolitan mainland. Sue 
action to check Garibaldi's further progress would have bee 
in accordance with the policy which Cavour was constraine 
by trance and Austria to announce in public, but contrary t 
Cavour s secret wishes, as^ Hudson well knew. Any Ministe 
but Russell, nay, Russell himself with different coaching, migh 
have stopped Garibaldi at the Straits, and that might well hav 
been fatal to Italian unity. 

There went so many miracles to make Italy—the miracle 
men, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Cavour, the right king on the righ 
throne, the thousand wonderful chances of battle and debate— 
that we sometimes overlook a miracle in that age second t< 
none, that in i860 a British Foreign Minister thoroughh 
understood, by years of previous study and from the hes 
sources of daily information, the main question with which h< 
was called upon to deal. 

Palmerston’s admiration of the French Emperor did nos 
survive the affair of Nice and Savoy, in whicn he saw the 
leginmng of another era of Napoleonic aggrandisement. His 
ormidabic temper was at length stirred up against the man on 

whose behalf he had twice in years gone by suffered political 
ostracism. In the year 1859-60 the feeling against France 
ran hiorh Kir 77..* ........._. i ° ran 
to war 

nign, led by 1 he limes newspaper, anil we came very near 
var. If the Government h;ul been a Palmerstonian dicta- 

torship as m 1856, war would probably have broken out. 
fortunately Russell was better versed in the realities of the 
situation, and Gladstone, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
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eame out as a belligerent champion of peace and economy, 
of a calibre to stand up even against Palmerston himself. 

It ended m a victory for peace. Cobden, encouraged by 
Gladstone, went over to Paris on his own account, and with his 
marvellous persuasiveness began negotiations with Napoleon 
in person, which ended in a Commercial Treaty between France 
and England, the free-trade advantages of which bore down 
the clamour for war in our island. Beyond the Channel, where 
Protectionism was dominant, Napoleon’s free-trade policy was 
a proof of his earnest desire to keep the peace with our country, 
even at the cost of unpopularity with his own subjects. At an 
ug y crisis peace had been preserved by what Mr. Gladstone 
called a great European operation.’ The credit was due in 
trance to an * enlightened despotism,’ in England to the more 
democratic elements of opinion led by Gladstone from the 
1 reasury bench, in alliance with Cobden and Bright. 

It was in the sweat and agony of that contest to avert war 
that Gladstone’s friendship with Bright began, destined to 
bear notable fruit after Palmerston’s death. The positive prizes 
they had secured in place of war—Cobden’s Commercial 
J.rcaty and Gladstones budgets of 1860-1, including the 
repeal of the Paper Duties1—are remembered as trophies of 
1 almcrston’s premiership, though certainly not of his policy. 

A lasting benefit remained over to England from the war 
panic, in the shape of the Volunteer movement. This embodi- 
inent of the ideals and policy of Victorian England has grown 
in our own day into the Territorial Force, and has proved its 
value on the fields of trance, though not, in the actual event, in 
conflict with Frenchmen. The song which Tennyson, as Poet 
Laureate, wrote for the original Volunteers of 1859, ‘Form, 
form, Riflemen, form,’ is a denunciation of Napoleon III: 

* True we have got—such a faithful ally 
That only the devil can tell what he means.’ 

To us Englishmen he meant better than Tennyson knew. 
In 1863 Palmerston consented to a most generous act of 

, 1 1 Wn> the Lords had rejected Gladstone’s ropcal of the Paper jDuty 
aimed at giving people cheap hooka and journals, 1’aimers ton secretly ap¬ 
plauding the rejection. Gladstone next year put all his financial proposals 
together into one budget which the Lords could not amend and dared not 
reject, rhis action first marked him out as tho future Radical leader. 
Much of the credit for tho initiation of ’Cobdcn’s Treaty' lies with 
Chevalier on the branch side CeWwry.l'fov. 22, A. L. Lunliam). 

1860 
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foreign policy. The Ionian islands off the coast of Greece 1 

s *«■* -«is 

withss JsL” reXi^r. ia ir ^ ™ 
of becoming involved in the American CiviUVv o^thes^ 
of the Southern slave-owners rw c v , 011 t‘le Sl^e 
mcn^ and the final victor?oftheN^mT" 5 ” 
by Palmerston’s death, o^enld„ut%*£ ^Tht eXf^^ 
ment of the working classes and the rccoonitior, ' 'nf™chise- 
as the governing fofee in Great Britain ^ ‘^ocracy 

SouthCTnTvMwnfnTsntesarte'Hfr0-m the, de'Mnd of th= 
whole Union.^e *h' !>?<“« of the 
tion of slavery could bJ iwIl j y which the ultimate extinc- 

immediate dagger of suppression The^J Tv i,.uleed.in no 
had not converted the N^rth but'ir h^H boagitation 
owners of the South, and driven them ^ slavc“ 
which proved their undoing. For yeTrs thev TmH 1° af°.B 
totow-ataeiw 0f the NorS, and bullied the wh'JSf r°T ^ 
The Northerners, immersed in K„c;m W tht wht,Ic Union, 
in developing the '"*«*** 

«s poltt.es, while the Southern gentlemcnift Xl""'u?!n« 
to overseers, and interest ]€mc,n lctJ; the slave-driving 

Nov. at last the apparentlvintTb-i^TTf6 Ve8-,n aflaira of State. But 
1860 out, and thePE of ^LiSofn f> F-lf"Ce ofthc N<*th g^e 

a stand would bTmade ° n “ l>residc^t signifieifthac 

abolish slavery fn^he^xistiT^sh I>r<Jldential programme to 
fengcr permit them to control no 
toger permit them to control fhepILyStelted10 n° ment, or to force their « ' P<?,,9y «the bederal Govern- 
forming in the West Their Inst,tutl0n * <>» new States 

April Union under Jefferson Davis™T -T* t0 ;sccedc From thc 
1861 eracy. The North«^dcnJ of * new Cttnf<^ 

dent, denied their right to <?cc«i ldanc5 rom ^la new Presi- 

back into,he nSnSS^ “* » »™g 
Thus the origin of the quarrei was freedon, against slavery, 
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but its final form was Union against Secession. The two issues 
had become identified. Either the Union would emerge one 
of the most powerful States in the world, and a democracy in 
every sense; or else a new world-power would come into being 
based on slavery as an ideal, while democracy, not yet cstalv 
lished in Europe, would have proved itself, on its own soil, 
incapable of preserving great political units from disruption. 

In England the upper ranks of society sympathised gener¬ 
ally with the South, and the lower with the North. Since, how¬ 
ever, the Northern sympathisers were not then enfranchised, 
the Southern sympathisers were vocal and important out of 
proportion to their numbers. Journalists and statesmen were 
not then obliged to appeal to working-class opinion, and they 
made England appear more4 Southern ’ than she really was. 

I he reason of this social cleavage on the American question 
was twofold. In the first place the poorer classes had then 
many relations in the Northern United States who often wrote 
home to say what a fine land they had found; for a generation 
past there had been a great flood of emigrants in that direction 
as well as to our own Colonies. America was therefore better 
understood in the cottage than in the mansion. For the upper 
and political classes had not then contracted the habit of inter¬ 
marriage with Americans, which has in more recent times 
helped to change their attitude to the Republic. Ho little was 
America known to the readers of 77/r 7/V/w, that when the 
jSjrcafc newspaper declared pontifically that Yankees were 
cowards and that slavery was not an issue in the struggle, 
Belgravia and its dependencies believed what they read. Such 
ignorance about the affairs of a great English-speaking com¬ 
munity was in striking contrast with the dose knowledge of 
Italy displayed in the same quarters. If Mr. (dadstone’ had 
watched a slave-auction in the .South, as he had watched the 
Neapolitan political trials, he would not have said that Jeff 
I, avis had made a nation ’ ; and if Lord John had known 
Boston society as well as he knew the Italian exiles, he would 
have taken yet a little more trouble than he did to prevent the 
sailing of the Alabama, 

, }}lc' reason for the cleavage of British opinion on 
the Civil War was that one section was dreading ami the other 
eagerly expecting the advent of * American democracy * in 
England by a further extension of the franchise. It is indeed 
remarkable that Gladstone, who was destined to be the thir< 
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R'fo™ ®;n. “P0,‘«d the Southern 
• jSC1 . , i” main English Reformers sided with the 
industrial and democratic North, and the anti-Reformers, Whig 
and Tory, with the gentlemen of the Southern Confederacy. 

John Bright put himself at the head of the democratic 
elements favouring the North. In thcse four 

American Civil War, and the two years of the British Reform 
struggk that fo owed, the real battle of his life was fought and 
won During the Corn Law controversy he had only been 
Cobden s lieutenant In opposing the Crimea he had only 

mora?°mo<1VtW\tiiOUi?h eIocluence» thc reflection of deep 
Se?s SSCS; halthc? uCgUn t0 give him a Place apart in 
men s minds, m spite of the unpopularity of his views. But 

he°h*J8f9 °"war^s> without dividing himself from Cobden, 

thic^CnM^ °U! a P° 1Cy °f h,is own on franchise reform in 
wmch Cobden, always sceptical as to the intelligence nf th* 
working class, refused to tike a share. O.bden Sntinutl^ 
believe the future of upper miJJM.,'J 

vadveW 7 dh'nUPI>rr ’““Wlc-classcs w“e becoming Conser- 
W •A1d’ thcrcfor<? when he died in iHC<, he waS no 
longer in the commanding position of leadership that he h d 
occupied twenty years before. 1 Iuu 

Bright on the other hand was uniting the lower midflb* 
dass and work!,.glasses in a new radliipa.T 

idable, because less alarming to property, than the old 

sixties might was the political leader of thc town artisans not 

££ rifeur ,bUt “ “ 0f S>i" g 
to uTte as sucil- } he class-consciousness ’ seemed rather 

?etMe »llw|b ° T™?- ■*? *™tocr«J' >nd wealthier bour- 

ffiw^irirens'“if aPc 't,Ci 5° *h‘ m W of 

Owenite neriocl °rSottcn its socialistic ambitions of the 
HrS>7iP d’ ? encouraged its members to fall in under 

of ie radicafoordon^of Kcft,rm» alongside 
Christianity IS Edit W I fkssc3/ Thc ^otestant 

Of Gladstone’s idealism. If Br’|ht wm a d^m^ogue!" ftaew 
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none of the baser arts of the trade, and his sin* W* r ^ 
stood hnn ni good stead with that generation of °f ^ 

I he issue was greatly influenced from overseas Th 
Colonies had just been granted self-government7S .The 
limitation of the suffrage—-a powerful ar”ment Wl*out any 
restriction of the franchise at homeAnd low 2? ag-ain.st.tile 
democracy as a practical form of governiemwas* S? • °f 
ordeal by battle the United States. u«dergoing 

n * i „1C j, i ar wus a tluestion in every wav suifvH tn t^i. Bright. He knew much more aC, SUlted to John 

Foreign Office or the Cabinet The auesti?*1? did the 
the deeps of his compassion and nut h£? * °/ slave7Lstirred 
wus bust and must powerful i„ ,l£ K^glrrnd ofthtt'dff "h' 
hud theeemeto swallow his formulas'of. X ?! 

1 Ic saw no 1 vn% dearly that if tlw* i lts woric 

American Republic broke up in tusist^ 
discrahtu all the world over as having been tried and found 
wanting. I hose dungs he and William lidward Forster a^d 
a few others taught to the people of England. * ^ 

* 1ticrc was .a 8tn,ng Southern party in Great 
Bntam there were no partisans of slavery. The Southern svm- 

and bru dwm in rii,|!Iln tC r ° siilwry issuc> but it emerged 
ifGcoSi Wtwin?' .r,nTat mft!gardcd thePatera or VK.otgu amiCaiohiu as Cavaliers and high-spirited gentle¬ 
men oppressed by a set of loW-hred Yankee tradesmfn and 
farmers. A section of Liberals, headed by Gladstone thouahr 
'h'J saw u brotherhood of small ^ 
to be free against a tyrannous empire. And many rffson? 
able men of all names, though disliking slavery and die slavl 

tfrttVhc North e ?[? th<? uuttul Nort.hcrn d«&at of Bull Run 
^ Intr i^ r ?il / 1 “Tf-? r'?1? **1C HoUth? and that even 
‘ ’ A Clp ! *dI ?!ntl at bkdthtKnl, it was ever able to over- 
run the .South with its armies, it could never remake the nation 
by bate, any more than George HI could, by destroying 

^ Ttvny? hi,W r*made the i,:»Tb'c Which heyhad 
alienated. Indeed m t«bi it needed faith to believe in any 
such possibility. y 

These views, not unnatural among people singularly ignor- 
Am of America and the Americans, were confirmed by the 
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lil&s were only half the trZhT jbeSe decIarations, which deceiveTmaf £ EAd ”° °ne *2 *>" those border States ItilfLthftl« divided in^ejancT^" 
darned the freedom of thl slavesFT 

gs3~li 

who, unaccustomed to do anythin^ hv hcUr^ y ^iaastone, enthusiasm for the new Southern^ tJtin ^ ’ gave,^fnt t0 hls 
^frgomsm mSe^t^^ 

S£r8w£SSr*3 ^A-asarissa-is 

^,,^f•^3KSSS^eiSSSS^, *««* SLS«SSS tervened, all the heroism ofcSSft i. Em?P* "”? 
stess ssSS5 

Lincoln's government du^°tte Ci^W^ ““ f°r Ms friendUness to 
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Christmas x 861 was the moment of greatest danger in the 
relations of America and Britain. Jefferson Davis had sent 
over two men, Mason and Slidell, to stir up England and 
trance to interfere on the Southern side. Mason, who was 
coming to our country to match himself against the grave 
astuteness of the American Minister, Charles Francis Adams 
proved so unfitted for his task that Lincoln would have done 
well to have given him a convoy across the Atlantic. But un¬ 
fortunately an over-zealous Federal captain took Mason and 
blulcll oft the British ship End carried them prisoners 
into a Northern port. It was an outrage on our flag which could 
not rightfully be defended. But the Northerners were so sore 
at the British attitude, and the insolence of the Press on both 
sides was so great, that it required considerable moral courage 
for Lincoln to release the men, and it was some time before 
he decided to do it. Luckily Russell at the Foreign Office 
desired with his whole heart that peace should be preserved. 
Under the steadying influence of Prince Albert who, from his 
death-bed, painfully exerted his last energies to have the word¬ 
ing of our dispatches on the subject modified, our demands 
were so framed that America was able to give way without 
loss of self-respect. 

Apart from this accidental crisis, the question of inter¬ 
ference, from beginning to end of the war, arose out of the 
blockade. In curious reversal of the old quarrels of Napoleonic 
times,, we stood for those troublesome rights of neutrals, and 
America for the detested right of search. The North blockaded 
the Southern ports, to starve the slave-owners out by preventing 
them from selling their one great export, cotton. The Lanca¬ 
shire mills had then no other source whence to obtain raw cotton, 
either in the Empire or in foreign countries. That section of 
the British upper class which desired for political reasons to en¬ 
gineer a war to destroy the Union, was able to show to the 
unemployed men and women of Lancashire that only the break¬ 
ing of the blockade could give immediate relief to their distress. 
But the appeal was made in vain to a population that had learnt 
to think for itself. Lancashire tightened its belt and suffered 
willingly for the cause of freedom. New sources of cotton 
supply were hastily organised in India and elsewhere, and 
before the end of the war the worst of the crisis was over, and 
the monopoly of American cotton had been broken. 

Napoleon III had reasons of his own for desiring the 
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victory of the South. He designed to set up a French nro- 
tectorate m Mexico and Central America, and that could never 

bri°nreTin- face°fbbe Monroe Doctrine backed by the full force 
of the Union. Being therefore not unwilling to see the Union 
destroyed, he would have liked to draw England into a policy of 
joint intervention. But Palmerston, though he loved America 
little, loved Napoleon less, and desired, no more than Catmint? 
to see a restoration of the transatlantic power of France. After 

the ru°eSdonnnfU?C?Sfat Gct£>'sbu,rV.n the summer of 
f.tlon of mtcrfercnce receded into the background as 

the Southern prospects grew less roseate. The final surrender 
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kss fsZt? more, anti America less isolated. I he animosity aroused by the Civil War 
on the top of the great immigration from Ireland, checked dm 
fortunate process, but could not wholly revme it 

In particular the Civil War left the inheritance of th, 
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moral courage in the cause of peace and justice which went far 
to compensate for the ‘ mistake of incredible grossness ’ that 
he confessed he had made in his Newcastle speech of 1862. 
The just settlement of the Alalama question in 1872 before 
the Geneva tribunal, which rejected the * indirect claims ’ and 
assessed the others at fifteen million dollars, was one of the 
landmarks in the history of international arbitration, and put 
an end to a period of strained relations between the two parts 
of the English-speaking world. 

Five years before the Alalama settlement, the creation of 
the Dominion of Canada by the statesmanship of the Canadian, 
Sir John Macdonald, had brought into being a 4 United 
States ’ of British North America.1 This stage in Imperial evo¬ 
lution had been hastened by the dangers arising from the less 
friendly attitude of the Republic after the war. It defined and 
stabilised the relations of Canada with her southern neighbour, 
in spite of the novel difficulties of the Fenian movement on the 
border. There was no longer serious question of Canada join¬ 
ing the United States. Under the new constitution, the 
Dominion included all the provinces (except Newfoundland) 
of the Pacific and Atlantic seaboards, together with Upper and 
Lower Canada, once more distinct units, but now linked in the 
common federation. The constitution, being federal, resem¬ 
bled that of the United States, but it left more power to the 
central government. 

In the following twenty years Macdonald’s great project 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway materialised, in spite of many 
difficulties, including those encountered by the engineers in 
driving a permanent way through the Rocky Mountains. 
The faith of a group of men, of whom Donald Smith, Lord 
Strathcona, was the foremost, carried this laborious achieve¬ 
ment through to completion in 1885". The great railway and 
its branches gave reality to federation, and enabled the econ¬ 
omic life of Canada to run westward and northward on its own 
territory, instead of only southwards across the border. The 
provinces on the two oceans were thereby united in fact as 
well as in law, and the great resources of the centre and north 
were opened out. 

Connection by railway was a condition of political unity 
alike in Canada, South Africa and Australia. The chief 

1 See p. 263, above, and Maps, pp. 57 and 179. 
Z 
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Australian railways, built by the socialistically inclined govern- 
ments of the various colonies, often at a temporary loss, put 
S T a° Pro^nci^ isolation, and eventually led to die union of 
all the Australian Colonies m the Confederation of 1901 the 
form of their union is indeed somewhat less close than that which 
has bound together the different provinces of Canada since 1867 
The economic unity of South Africa had been made by the 
railways, before the Union of 1910 became possible, ^'hia 
union, unlike the Australian, bound the component Colonies 

7 Tfh ffnCa 7™ f 0S£;r th:ln the Canadian Federation. In 
af ?h? J °?C P°-TltlCa T°n had the construction 
T7 § eatef railways, because of the urgency of showing a 
united front m relation to the neighbour Republic. But the 
completion of the railway system over the Rockies was essential 
to the reality and permanence of the new political structure 

*£rJL?o3ft £ srs,:1,:aw* 
Jht™drcha'^Wll,Ch bm '"“‘"K””' 
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family with its Germanophile head, had any real intention of 
going to war with the combined powers of Central Europe. 
And since several members of the Cabinet were opposed to 
the bellicose policy of the Prime Minister and the Foreign 
Secretary, the Queen's energetic expression of her views bore 
a weight which they never carried in cases where the Cabinet 

ot one mmd unci supported by public opinion 
For Britain the prospects of war were bleak in the extreme. 

We had no allies. Russell and Palmerston had alienated 
Napoleon by repeated refusals to do what he wanted, both in 
America and in Europe. Russell had also alienated Russia by 
protesting against her infamous tyranny in Poland the year 
before, which Bismarck had been careful to aid and abet. If it 

object of Palmerston and Russell to oppose the rise 
of Bisnuu tki.m (Jornutny, they should have prepared the 
ground. Hut they had consistently alienated France and Russia 
and hail taught the British public to believe that the balance 
of power was threatened, not by Germany, but by Russia and 
by France, They had chosen for us a position of isolation. It 
followed, though they did not see it, that we must adopt a 
policy of non-interference. And such in fact became the Glad- 
stonian policy in the coming era. 

'flic forces now moving <m the European field were too 
big fur us to face without allies. We had no army that could 
hold its own against Prussia and Austria. In these circum¬ 
stances the decision to stand down and see Denmark over¬ 
whelmed in war, though undignified, was more sensible than 
the threatening language wehad used at first, which Bismarck 
had treated with a contempt justified by the event. This igno¬ 
minious episode served as a useful warning, and put an end to 
the Palmerstonian method of dealing with European countries. 

Early next year the news of Li ncoln’s victory gave a shatter¬ 
ing blow to rhedomesfic conservatism which Palmerston had so 
long imposed on English liberals. But nature had not made 
him of the mould to be depressed by the failure of his plans 
or the confutation of his prophecies. His countrymen liked 
his pluck, and found in him a magnificent mirror of their 
own qualities. At the General Election of July, destined to be 1865 
the last held under the old franchise, a majority was returned 
pledged to support him for personal rather than political 
reasons. In October the old man died in harness, Britain’s 
popular Minister to the last. He had been a lover of life, and 
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life had repaid him in full. He is less likely to be forgotten 
than many wiser statesmen, for he had filled great parts for 
many years, and when he was on the stage no one could'take 
his eyes off the play. c 

CHAPTER XXII 

Mill, Darwin and the new era—Bright Gladwin* m ,, 

Ia,b0Urir') l8fl6-7-Ol'ad.sto1i R«fur n^UniSL^tm itsr****** 

Thb victory of the North and the death of Palmerston toother 
gave the signal for another era of Reform, corresmmdf’ntT-f 
importance to the legislation of the WhfciISXg« 
years after Wellington^ fall. If the events^ in^g ^ 

Z!dFRf°T Bl1 and itS sccIud were «ensatiomil than those of the first, it was because the idea of rhuul*. * 
longer new end shocking, and 

national will had proved itself in the former hattle^itr-iinst 

hadtfen s^defined"!,0 r‘'0ni W?’" m:uic »uprcn« and 
r«^ -t s°ddmfd as t0 include half the middle class r» 
1867 it was defined again so as to include the rest of the middi 
dass and the working-men of the town*. The immedh . 
sequence, between 1868 and 187c was a InnVSV S n“ 
including, under the Liberals, Irish Church ^lnd X and ' 
popular education, army refimf the o^in» J 
Service and the Universities to fri c<S 
Conservatives, sanitary and municipal leSslathm ,,’ut Hthc 
to assist Trade T7m«n;er» „ » r * „ KF,;s,<ltK,« and new laws 

local self-government in the rural districts. * **>hshtncnt l>{ 

thi* adaPta*ion of our institutions to the new thMrv 
that Britain was a democracy no less than her r 1 . orL 
America, Bright and Gladstone showed the wT bvfr!- “ 
public opinion and directing Parhamem while Yl.1 i""K 
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their influence in the ’sixties and ’seventies. He liad been 
bred up by his father as a Benthamite of the strictest sect, u 
his life’s work was to purify Bentham’s utilitarianism or its 
pedantry, and to bring it up to date in an age that was gradua y 
outgrowing laissez faire. It was Mill’s doctrine that everyone 
ought to take part in the election not only of Parliament, but 
of responsible local bodies, so that the whole people should 
learn to take an interest in all that concerned them, from drains 
to foreign policy, from the village school to national finance. 

But Mill knew that democratic machinery did not in 
itself secure good government. He desired to see specialist 
departments of State supervising the action of the elected local 
bodies, and making the knowledge acquired in one place 
available everywhere. ‘Power,’ he said, ‘may be localised, 
but knowledge, to be most useful, must be centralised.* He 
brought together in a consistent theory the lessons of the 
administrative experience of the age of Chadwick, the dove¬ 
tailing of central with local government, the interplay of demo¬ 
cratic impulse and specialist guidance, by which modern 
England more and more learnt to thrive. 

Mill used his influence, when at its height, to popularise 
the idea of the equality of the sexes. It was not in his day 
carried out in politics, but even before he died (1873) it greatly 
affected social thought and custom, and about that time the 
laws began to be reformed as regards women’s property and 
personal rights. The only important part of Mill’s political 
philosophy which has not been carried into effect as law, is his 
eager advocacy of the representation of minorities by the 
system known in his day as * Mr. Hare’s scheme,’ and in ours 
as Proportional Representation. 

Mill’s treatise On Liberty1 had many effects outside the 
political sphere. It was a plea for freedom of thought and 
discussion, which in the early Victorian era were much limited 
by social convention,'though very little by law. Mill taught 
that what was needed in the England of that day was a change 
of attitude in the direction of freedom to express new ideas in 
word and action. The rising generation grew up with this 
creed. Jowett’s influence was at war with old orthodoxy in 
Oxford, while the mid-Victorian literature,—represented by 
Matthew Arnold, George Eliot, the Brownings, and Meredith, 

1 The dates of the publication of his principal works were : On JLiberty, 
1859; Representative Government, 1861 ; Subjection of Women, 1869. 
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I louse as an ^ earl, succeeded to the premiership, but the 
moving force in the Cabinet and in the Commons was Glad¬ 
stone, in alliance with Bright below the gangway. ‘ Gladstone 
will soon have it all his own way,’ Palmerston had prophesied; 
whenever he gets my place we shall have strange doings.* 

Even before Palmerston’s death, Gladstone had in 1864 sent 
a shudder through the country houses of England by the 
following declaration on the franchise : 

1 1 contend that it is on those who say it is necessary to 
exclude forty-nine fiftieths of the working classes that the 
burden of proof rests. Every man who is not presumably 
incapacitated by some consideration of personal unfitness or 
political danger, is morally entitled to come within the pale 
of the constitution.’ 

No wonder that Disraeli said his rival had ‘ revived the 
doctrine of'Pom Paine.’ No wonder that at the General Election 
next year Gladstone lost his seat for Oxford University, and 
went instead to a Lancashire constituency, * unmuzzled,’ as he 
significantly declared. The links with his past were snapping 
one by one. 

But the ex-Palmcrstonian majority which he had now to 
lead in the Commons contained a ‘tail* of young men of 
fashion, the scions of great Whig houses who might just as 
well have been the scions of great lory houses so far as their 
opinions were concerned,1 When therefore Gladstone intro- March 

duced a Reform Bill, lowering the Ten Pound voting quali- 1S66 
fications in the boroughs to Seven Pounds, even this very 
moderate measure, which fell far short of the household 
suffrage of Bright’s programme, was regarded by these ele¬ 
ments in the party as too advanced. The revolt of this section, 
which Bright nicknamed ‘ the Cave of Adullam,’ because 
every*me who was discontented or in distress resorted there, 
was led with sincerity and oratorical power by Robert Lowe. 
But the prudence of a great leader was a gift denied to him. 
f le turned the controversy into a class question, by contending 
that working-men as such ought to be excluded from the 
franchise on account of their moral and intellectual unfitness, 
lame’-, rash tactics converted a decorous discussion on a 

* A study of thei imitation of Whig families to Conservatism, anil of 
irianv other '»» iat and political phenomena of thy late 'fifties and early 
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measure °f‘ bit-by-bit Reform ’ into a battle over first printing, 
at let loose throughout the country the passions of rival classes 

The working-men, at first indifferent to the fate of a Bill 
which only proposed to enfranchise a small fraction of thf 
number, were stung to fury by the character of Lowe’s opposi¬ 
tion to it, and a great franchise agitation, led by John Brmht" 

h£rZ fedmgS 7hkk COU,d nwcr be sutisfii by so & 
undTATrST a• !hc Bii3 0f l*C*' Thc Conserva/vept l under Disraeli s guidance, would very probably have lL *ul 
Bill pass through both Houses if they had not been carried 
away by the example of the white-haired champion on the 
ministerial benches opposite. I,owc had, besides SSed lh~ 
a chance of throwing out the government. A combination of 

jnne Conservatives with forty Whigs from 4 the Cave ’ defeated 
1866 the ® U ln c°mmittee, and the Russell Ministry resigned 

end^'tST* °f worki"e-cl™ 
end by this apparent disaster. A Bill that was a best onlv ! 
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mixture of extravagance and penetration, of sentimentality and 
realism. I le specially delighted in combinations which seemed 
paradoxes to that age: he believed in the Jews and in the 
Church of England; in the political influence of the Crown- 
in the 4 territorial aristocracy,’ that is, in the Tory part of it- 
and finally, giving the middle classes a skip, he believed in 
the working-men. It is true that he ended his career as the 
idol of the despised middle classes, but that was still in the 
future. 

In the first half of Queen Victoria’s reign, the position of 
a Conservative leader who believed in the working classes was 
bizarre, like so much else in Disraeli’s outfit. But genius can 
afford to be odd. And now, by the defeat and resignation of 
the Russell Ministry, a situation had suddenly arisen in which 
a Conservative leader who believed in the working classes could 
become the man of the hour, and deliver the nation from a 
position that might soon be one of considerable danger. 

Yet even Disraeli would not have ventured to 4 dish the 
Whigs ’ and to take the famous 4 leap in the dark ’ of working- 
class enfranchisement, but for the agitation in the country 
over which Bright presided in the autumn of x 866. The usual 
order of {proceedings was that in each of the great centres of 
industry in the North and Midlands, the bulk of the male 
population of all classes, including the Trade Unionists mar¬ 
shalled under their banners, would march past Bright in a 
monster review, some two hundred thousand strong, generally 
on a moor near the city. In the evening he would address a 
mass meeting in words of classical eloquence and Radical 
vigour, that were reported at full in the papers next day. That 
was all, but it was enough.1 It was different from Chartism, 
because it was based on class union instead of class division. 
The middle and working classes, the one under-represented, 
the other scarcely represented at all, had come together to 
demand the franchise. In vain the country houses were filled 
that Christmas with ladies and gentlemen abusing Bright. In 
their hearts they were afraid, with that wise old English fear 
of their countrymen when thoroughly roused, which has done 
as much to save England as many more heroic virtues. 

1 Tina pulling flown iif the Hyde I’ark railings by n great crowd that had 
been denied j»m million by the Government to hold a Reform meeting inside, 
also gave people to think, ft wan the only violence used. More would have 
caimd leactiun, 
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gradually forced the not wholly unwilling Disraeli into dropping 
the ‘ securities ’ one by one,1 

When the Bill left Committee it was to all intents and 
purposes household franchise for the boroughs. Being sent 
up to the Lords by a Conservative government it passed at 
once into law. Lord Cranborne, formerly Lord Robert Cecil 
and afterwards the great Lord Salisbury, in vain denounced 
the betrayal. There was no one capable of playing the young 
Disraeli to the old Disraeli’s Peel. 

The upshot of these 

' purposes mistook 
Fallen on the inventors’ heads,’ 

these confused Parliamentary operations of which no one of 
the statesmen concerned had quite foreseen the issue, was that 
the governing classes had recognised the needs of the new era 
with a wise alacrity, when once they were brought up against 
the fact*;, while the rising democracy had asserted its claims 
with singular dignity and good sense. 

Our distinct part of the nation had been left out of the 
reckoning ’••-the field labourer.3 Though agriculture was still 
flourishing, and the farmers’ daughters were buying pianos, 
little of this prosperity percolated through to the labourer’s 
cottage. The continued refusal of enfranchisement to the tiller 
of the soil, after it had been extended to the town worker, the 
continued absence of local self-government in the counties 
for half a century af ter the towns were self-governing, the sup¬ 
pression of Joseph Arch’s attempts to form an Agricultural 
Labourers’ Union, when other Unions were increasing in 1872-3 
power ami prosperity, strengthened the growing impression 
that the agricultural world was a back-water, and not a part 
of the forward stream of modern British life. The best of the 
field labourer*) desired more than ever to get away from social 

1 In Committee a * lodger * franchise was added. But far the most im¬ 
portant < ham;*’ in Committee referred to the personal payment of rates 
who h ln.t4'di‘*» Hilt math* the condition of enfranchisement. In many 
tcutiueh'i t hr landlord umally paid the rates and charged them in the rent. 
Than m»*'4 wot kmg r»«-u would hr* still kept out of the vote. Disraeli, how- 
«m. go*,uly to men's *mtpton, at the last moment accepted a clause pro¬ 
moted hv Brr *ht. whn h mad** personal payment of rates compulsory for all 
occupier-., and a. i made wot Lmgelasri enfranchisement a reality. Two years 
later tho cape (rent was repealed and compounding for rates was again 
penmtted by law. hut without dcitpiitlifyini' the occupier for the franchise. 

* There were .dot large numbers of industrial workers, especially miners, 
who -an. a td no vote, owing to retadutme outside a Parliamentary borough. 
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might be defined as old Radicalism made presentable. The 
elections were also a vote of confidence in Gladstone as the 
man of the hour. When the results were announced, Disraeli Dec. 
resigned, and his rival formed his First Ministry. The Liberal- 1868 
Radical alliance was sealed by the entry of Bright into the 
Cabinet, though his presence there was of little more than 
symbolic importance, owing to the breakdown of his health 
and the permanent decline of his powers. Russell had already 
retired, full of years and honour, while the hirsute and emi¬ 
nently unaristocratic figure of W. E. Forster, whom Gladstone 
put in charge of education, made visible the fact that govern¬ 
ment by the Whig families was not to be revived. 

Gladstone, now close on sixty years old, was approaching 
the climacteric and brief perfection of his political genius. 
After thirty-seven years of Parliamentary life he had reached 
the end of the long bridge conducting him from the old 
Toryism to the new Liberalism. Now, as he touched solid 
ground once more, he shook off the embarrassment and 
suspicion that had handicapped his career as a ‘ Liberal- 
Conservative.’ Nor had he yet developed the aptitude for 
miscalculating forces and mismanaging men which marked 
his more amazing but less fortunate old age. Incomparable as 
a legislator, he was second to none as a Parliamentarian and 
as an orator. He had all Bright’s power of idealist appeal to the 
new electorate and to an age not yet disillusioned, all Peel’s 
traditions of the honest and indefatigable public servant. His 
advent to power quickened the pulse of national life. Against 
him was set a man, his counterpart in political genius, drama¬ 
tically his opposite in every point of mind and character. 
Since Pitt and Fox there had been no such rivals on the famous 
floor. Owing not a little to the personalities of Gladstone and 
Disraeli, the historic glamour and prestige of the British House 
of Commons were heightened during the first generation of real 
democracy, and for a while Parliamentary life had a stronger 
hold than ever on the imagination of every class. 

The great operation of 1869 was the disestablishment and 
partial disendowment of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in 
Ireland. England and Gladstone had both changed their 
minds on this question since the day, thirty-five years back 
when Russell had broken up a Whig Government by an inju¬ 
dicious remark to the effect that the revenue of the Irish Church 
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was larger than was required. It was mnv held no sard 

lege to sever the connection of this same Irish Church with 
the State, and to leave it as a self-governing corpora*™ 
wnh uty nearly three-quartern ot itn former revenue Th#* 
rest was to he devoted, not to religions purposes of other C(„„ 

tnmnqns, but to the relief of ummmlihle calamity 3 
suffering not touched by the poor law.’ This comoLS 

measure, affecting so many interests and susceptibilities was 

andskilhP '™d han' ed ^ wi* eonsnmmatc’earn 

timPwas^ronotsM1"1 rcv“lu,tio"’ *« Nl«t since Tudor 
iil?Sn!v r?r,0it;1 b)f ?"* ot lhc ■»<»< devoted Churchmen 
TS ht® i-'l11,1? e"ds' aml m« witl> “"Kularlr little n„m,S, 
The English bishops were the reverse of truculent. The < n 
was anxious above all to prevent a £& 

it ,v««l upon the question a £ X 

readin^td Sr' t lhrw ,hc 1,111 ">« “« m reading, and their amendments were nut insisted m„m to dJ 

thTun,S P01f r In,dt‘f1’’ thn,u«hout (Oilstone's first ,\I inistrv 
the House of Lords destroyed fur less Liberal leimda i £ 
either before or after Th#* a H.man 
frnm * ’ j* i th# country ex nee ted 
trom (dadstonc was done the more quietly, and tile C .user 
vative reaction was the less long i„ coming " 'lr' 

In the age of l’almcrston, all Hritish daises ami parties |,,d 
been singularly uninformed ami indifferent with re-ard to 

ishnd W*"1"1'’ Mc h“J >«“ of the srt.fe 
island, and Englishmen vaguely hoped that the m-tt eini«n-i 
tion was solving her obscure nrohh>m« 'f'Ll' 4t , ^ l~ 
irh’v/. Tr.vk« r t,r . there wan then no 
ac ve Irish party at Westminster, such as later, under Parne 
rl-.an eml>arg0 on the time and attention of the f louse The 

of theTco'1;?'17,WCre s:,i“ ^ffMied to one or otte 

brought'to an Zly « 

remamsm was the first ,a* / r . , , 
upon the British r«u, n , " ot fhc ««w America 
of the famine i mi’ l * WaS f lu fcturn of the emigrant ships 

AmSnttitt, 

P *”** ihc Americans, alienated by the recent attitude 
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of our Pros and Government during their own difficulties 
ooked on with mu fed k-elmgs while their new fellow-citizens 

for whom iik ml they had no particular love, attempted armed 
r.uds across the C ana* urn border. Then followed Fenian out¬ 
rages in Ireland and England. Police barracks were attacked 
»> ir<'land. , At C lerkeinvdl a gunpowder explosion killed a 
dozen people and injured a hundred more. But the most 
famous cane was that of the so-called ‘ Manchester martyrs ’ 
m iho;. I wo I’cman prisoners were rescued from a prison 
van in the streets of Manchester, and the policeman in drar^e 
was shot dead. I he perpetrators were hanged, but some sym¬ 
pathy was felt for them even in England, the more so as they 
declared that they had not intended to kill their victim. But 
upon the whole there was a fierce and alarming contrast 
between far views of the general public in the two islands 
To the average Englishman the Fenians were simply rebels and 
assassins. a ’• > *!»«* average Irishmen they were simply idealists 
and martyrs. 1 J 

Gradually, under the tutoring of Fenianism, the British 
awoke to the fact that there was still an Irish problem. Glad¬ 
stone wa*. the lust of British Prime Ministers who gave it his 
full and sympathetic attention. When, in December 1868, a 
telegram from Windsor had first indicated that he was about 
to be called to the head of the counsels of the British Empire, 
the trn v.age had found him at his favourite recreation, cutting 
down large tree*; on his 1 la warden estate. ‘After a few 
minutes,’ wrote an eye .witness, ‘ the blows ceased, and Mr. 
Gladstone, resting on the handle of his axe, looked up and 
witli deep earnest lies:; in his voice and with great intensity in 
his face, e\< laimed; " My mission is to pacify Ireland,” He 
then resumed Ids task, and never said another word till the 
tree was down.' 

In the lint year of his premiership, by the disestablish¬ 
ment of the * alien Church,’ he removed one of the 
branches of the ' upas tree,’ as he himself called it, of Irish 
woe. That jart of the national grievance which arose from 
unjust religious privilege became a thing of the past. Butin 
the second of his Irish labours, the agrarian question, he met 
more stubborn resistance from vested interests in Ireland, and 
was supported by less understanding and sympathy in Great 
Britain. For, in our island, while the movement of the hour 
both in Nonconformist and intellectual circles was all against 
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religious inequality, a landlord’s rights of free contract in 
gland and Scotland were as yet scarcely challenged No* 

were there many, except Gladstone himself; who understood 
the vast difference between a rural landlord in England and 
his counterpart in Ireland—the former putting ntney into 

lerind/ndmakltlf imProveme«ts for the tenants; th/latter 
merely drawing rack-rent which he often spent in KnI J 
leaving the tenants to do everything for themselves an d^oWn 
evicting them wholesale without compensation for their im 
provements or consideration for their sufferings. In the ruml 
England of that day the man who suffered was the labourer 

employed by the farmer; the tenant farmer himsei fw; ,^ 
of substance and consideration. In Ireland, on the other hmd 
he tenant farmer was the helpless victim of a system nominally 

of free contract, actually of grave oppression. ’ ^ 

Gladstone grasped the essential differences between the 
Enghsh and Irish land systems which lay concealed uX an 

identical nomenclature and almost identical laws h i#,! 

IrSh ■bi ari‘am?t ,"tCrfeml with <hs -fr« J 

h/astk ftsfrs ‘r 
SnVi^some nt-B If ?VT t? '!*c vu*'ul» p£ 

and he agrarian grievance wholly removed in Si cSv £££ 

»iow« othi»<ii^ 
agrarian agitation had time in • allwi,t>» l»»d the 

still further thesentimentof the ,tish £$£ 

tary schools, the majority conducted on cSh . ? V?, 
-ded by . small StJ Kralt, 0^1™ Sft 

1 Set? pp, *63 awd 247, above* 
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the conntry were educated at all, and most of these very 

Scothnd"«d Lng Tf f°-r aU hef W6alth’ kgged far behind Scotland and several foreign countries. Germany, who had 
conquered Austria in 1866, and was now engaged in con¬ 
quering hranee was in the forefront of all men’s thoughts 

/“ISh/ -fribUted Hr SUCCesses t0 the schoolmaier 
.is well as to the drill-sergeant It was characteristic of the two 
nations that whereas the German people already enjoyed good 
school but not self-government, the rulers of England only 
felt compelled to educate their masters’ when the working¬ 
men were in full possession of the franchise. It was felt that 
tor so important a purpose as voting for Parliament, if for 
nothing else, it was good that a man should be able to read. 

One reason why our statesmen had so long shrunk from 
attempting to set up a national system of education, was that 
any proposal on the subject which the wit of man could devise, 

involve its authors in the fiercest sectarian Controversy. 
Before the second Reform Bill a national system would almost 
Uitmiily have been arranged on lines very favourable to the 
Church, though not without violent protest from her opponents. 
IN°w, however, it was expected that the opposite would be the 
case, I he middle and working class Nonconformists who 
formed so important a part of Gladstone’s electoral supporters 
looked to sec the establishment of a system of publicly con¬ 
trolled schools supported from public funds. Such schools 
they expected, would in the course of time replace the Church 
schools, to which it was assumed that no increased public grant 
would be given. Such a measure would no doubt have aroused 
the strongest opposition from the Church and the latent Con¬ 
servative forces of the country, and would not improbably have 
been thrown out by the Lords. The actual course of events was, 
however, very different. Contrary to expectation the Liberal 
Covet nment steered not against Scylla, but into Charybdis. 

The Bill of 1870 was the work of W. E. Forster, a Church¬ 
man, though of Quaker origin. He doubled the State grant to 
the existing Church schools so as to enable them to become 
a permanent part of the new system, while he introduced 
publicly controlled schools only to fill up the large gaps in 
the educational map of the country. These new schools were 
to be paid for out of the local rates and governed by popularly 
elected School Boards, 

Gladstone welcomed Forster’s Bill, glad to find that some- 
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one not himself had shouldered the responsibility of civino 
such generous terms to the Church.1 Important concisions 

^rhC NolConffn,lis;s in Committee, particularly 
the famous Cooper-Temple clause prohibiting denomina¬ 
tional teaching m the publicly controlled schools. But the 
breach between Gladstone and many of his most ardent suo- 
porters was irreparable. It led to angry scenes in the Houle 
of Commons, and convulsed the constituencies. It was in 
protest against the Bill that Joseph Chamberlain, a 1 Tniti’rian 
manufacturer, emerged into national prominence as the leader 
of midland Radicalism. I lis hold on Birmingham was already 
growing at the expense, of that of Bright, wfVo was too mmill 
to protest against the Education Act until it was too late to 
affect the issue. 

Liberal disunion was still unhealed at the election of r«7a 
when Gladstone paid the penalty of having alienated the 
Church over the Irish and University questions, while at the 
same tune losing the support of her enemies over education. 

*»*» « ...'ll li-pslatur 
without too nicely considering the electoral consequence*;. 

ednillmf11; -l\at h1cttcr Iatc»«ver, a system of 
education, without which she must soon have fallen to the 
rear among modern nations. A school had been placed within 
the reach of every child, at a very low charge, ami the local 

5 make attendee con^'y. 

from o ud8,H !UK \J° £.!,r avcra"{: schnu! rose rrom one and a quarter millions to tour anti a half millions 
while the cost per child was doubled. In i MHo primary cduea- 

free o?all ***** ** A Wd ,89* 5t ™ ‘^red 

enmmbKrAll!!!^TC0?dar}?id hi-ulUT wregradually 
tht. m turv^ l !f8 h'nU!fr'i8t:*fC l^which tiwy h‘u! !*li» tin. centuiy began. I he* Chanty Commission had now been 
active for many years, and the Endowed .Schools Hill of iH6<j 

nnf *■«' his private intw.t in public rdut'afiimdi.l 

and Rave lvivver <,v r o1 Srl“’f’1 \,A lmt 

•"»»* measure put the Church «,.:!•*-*4-o»n tft r'T"'*' T,M, 
thu public education m1th.,nti,o « lam1‘4’urV'm » \ *fVr 
tary sdw-.H, including the nominate'/m atu.LZt Vo W*‘‘ w,Hn* 

« Sec pp. uy-atf am p. iXc "1 f < 
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modern uses a^abol^ a”Clent funds to 

1 " £t ^ t0 receive attention. In the course of the 'seventies, a group of wise 

?un-ded rmen’s col]4es at <*£3 ana ^ambridge. The academic authorities soon invited women 
°f *fd the lectures and compete in the examinations, though 

not to become members of the University. This new move 
greatly stimulated women’s education elsewhere. 
r„ In *873> under the inspiration of Professor Stuart of 
Cambridge, University Extension began, that is to say the 
Universities sent out some of their lest men to lecture to 
audiences at a distance from their walls. This movement 
stimulated local demands for higher education, led to the 
formation of. some of the local University Colleges, and 
ultimately assisted the formation of those new Universities in 

USt?-aI CCiltrCS ,whirh so str°ngly differentiate the 
hi her education of our day from that with which our fathers 
had to be content. Ihc Extension Lectures also led, in the 
twentieth century, to the further development of tutorial classes 
for working-men, and to the Workers’ Educational Association. 

1 moughout the first half of the nineteenth century with 
the exception of the new Universities of London* and Dur- 
ham, Oxford and Cambridge held their old monopoly in the 
English academic world. Their eighteenth-century slumbers2 
had been, broken, and movements of reform inside the two 
Universities had set up a system of vigorous competition in 
examinations for a number of subjects. But the advantages of 
Oxfoi d and Cambridge were closed to half the nation by reli¬ 
gious tests imposed in the interest of the Established Church, 
while the clerical and celibate character imposed on College 
hollows, the almost complete supersession of the University 
by the individual Colleges, the close character of the elections to 
fellowships, and the prevalence of absenteeism and sinecurism, 
rendered, them incapable of meeting the demands of the new 
age, particularly in non-classical subjects, humane or scientific. 
Such impotence in the higher spheres of intellect and research 
must eventually have ruined the country in peace and in war, 
when matched against foreign rivals who valued scientific and 
educational progress. The timely reform of Oxford and Cam¬ 
bridge by Act of Parliament saved the situation. 

* Sw} PP- a*wva. * See pp. 26-27, above. 
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This great work was accomplished in three stages, spread 
over a period of thirty years (1850-82). The impulse came 
partly from an intelligent minority in the Universities them¬ 
selves, men like Jowett at Oxford and Henry Sidgwtck at 
Cambridge, partly from the public demand that the national 
Universities should be open to all the nation. Great political 
interest was taken in academic questions during this epoch 

t7luse religious and sectarian questions were involved* 
The first stage, in the ’fifties, marked the initial victory 

over a strong and indignant opposition, offered in both Uni¬ 
versities to the principle of parliamentary interference. When 
once the right of interference had been established in fact, the 
work of all subsequent inquiry and legislation was rendered 
more easy. I he turning-point in this first crisis was the 
Oxford Act of 1854, passed by the Whig-Peclite Government,' 
J l e P of Gladstone’s local knowledge, energy ami mastery 

or the art or legislation. 1 

ri S?COnd 8^aIe’ die Tests Act of 1871, was the work of 
Gladstone s own Ministry. It did that which he would bitterly 
have opposed only a few years before. It opened College Fel- 
iowships and academic posts generally to men of all varieties 
of religious profession.1 When once the sectarian question 
was laid to rest, controversy about academic reform escaped 

move?eST»mt0of P^Htics in Which it had previously 
moved. Indeed the third stage of the movement, by which 
Parliament provided Oxford and Cambridge with their moder 
statutes, was initiated by a speech in the*1 louse TiZbZ 

dwcffin7m“ !,‘V? f C""se™*‘™ < 
a rSStLnf R ?r'h'P“ .“‘‘"‘kywaJnnicakuarswitl, 
a radical vigour. By the ensuing legislation of 1877-82 the 

Safi1",1?111 d«vdopme„t to7the two’ 
11? ! f lfSIand> was stdl preserved, but wan 

,h‘- 

ToriW hunting-ground of Taper and Tadpole. Whig and 
Tory Ministers looked on all such patronage as the recol 

d means of keeping political supporters in good hummm 

* See p. 284, above, on some unexpected coneeqnMoee of this change, 
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The public services were filled with the nominees of peers 
and commoners who had votes in Parliament or weight in the 
constituencies. Since the privileged families were specially 
anxious to provide maintenance at the public expense for those 
ot their members who were least likely to make their own way 
in lire, the reputation of Whitehall for laziness and incompe- 
tence was proverbial. Heavy swells with long whiskers lounged 
in late and left early. It was only possible to carry on adminis¬ 
tration with any degree of efficiency by supplying the depart¬ 
ments with able chiefs brought in from outside. 

Long after the more shameless and direct forms of parlia¬ 
mentary bribery prevalent under Walpole and George III 
had been suppressed, Civil Service jobbing was regarded as 
an indispensable attribute of government. Indeed, when Peel 
in his political purism discontinued the lavish distribution 
oi honours and peerages on which Pitt had relied,1 the Civil 
Service was the only field even of modified corruption left to 
Victorian statesmen. It is all the more credit to them and to 
their age that they were induced to give it up. 

The Indian Civil Service, which had even in the days of 
‘ old corruption ’ been more carefully selected than the Home 
Service, was in 1853 thrown open to all by the way of com¬ 
petitive examination.* But England in the days of Palmerston 
followed suit more slowly as regards the departments of White¬ 
hall. Sir Charles Trevelyan, a public servant of great zeal and 
of long experience first in India and then as permanent head 
of the Treasury, made himself the protagonist of the new 
system. Competitive examination, derided at first as a pedantic 
eccentricity, proved its practical value by results, till at length 
it came to be generally regarded as the best means of avoiding 
jobbery and securing able men. From 1855 onwards it was 
introduced into Whitehall by slow degrees, a subject of acute 
controversy at every stage. At length in 1870 Gladstone’s 
great axe fell. Patronage was abolished in almost all the public 
offices, and the normal entrance to a career in the Home Civil 
Service was made to depend upon open competition. 

This change has perhaps done as much for the efficiency 

* Thin custom lias again, in our own day, taken on very large propor¬ 
tions, partly, no doubt, because the opening of the Civil Service to com¬ 
petition las dosed the other channel by which Government used to reward 
ifv follower;!. If so, it is the less pernicious of two evils, because a State can 
afford to traffic in offices even less well than to traffic in titles. 

* See p* above. 
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and good government of the British Empire us many more 
renowned political measures. At last the career was Ttl 
talents Machinery had been set up for a partial solatia of 
the problem so often stated by CarlyUho£ to finU?he aM« 
Iwt0 tIie saFe Rimscif hud now taken to 
cursing and nothing would please him. To select men for nrae- 

f.he rerfff examiners showed also a belief 
T .educ?tlon> which was something new in England 

^ “d ‘he hyX 

s^iwasssssstpis 
Wdlhm nVhad he PfetleC-SS0? at V™? sttT> ^'tbidden hy wui am m had been permitted again by Oueen Anne and 
regulated by her successors by RoyaUVarnim. Hut m' 

u."I“»fu'l7 okccM end an olliccr, haviu,, 
ought commission, had in practice the right tu sell it A 

«su , waf'tit8" ,mm ““ Uf *>“ suiiurdiuate:!. Vim 
chanceTnrm o?00' WCTC t*1**1 ,,VCT- '' hey had no cnance or promotion, except occasionally in time of war . 

~^ ?CUt^ hy tic:lth couki be sold.! The’ army 
had'not*S nhCM ?t7 Wishcd to mak« Potions by merit 
Its step P°WCr t0 Pr°m0tc 3 "to not purchase 

nnt ™ \^0mm3ndcrdn"Cb‘c^ die Duke of Cambridge was 

was argued that Purdl;‘^ •*»* 

r r; V, , ana tus able War r 

r*'*" Tl“ «*», who neve; 
whirl, }!,i : ' Wessons, gave way with a good seme 
which her strong opinions aml p,:nfTO! bia> raidm.K‘ %£ 

return for" UiX^ wi-tnw ,?»». nothin* in 

ollicera. Beaith*, wcshouW havlV.l't the war! 1'* LmiU™ 0t 
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admirable. Cardwell’s army reforms were carried through but 
by way °f compromise the Duke of Cambridge, who heartily 
d.sl,ked them, was left as Cemmaader-in-Chiel until r89T 

bridK ebutTri,n0t °n y °fth? ?0Urt a”d the Duke of Csm- 
2 V0?d Pf' of “”7 ™ against the 
cjunbe. L ubhc opinion, however, was aroused against Pur¬ 
chase during the Franco-Prussian war, when the state of our 
’g1 ing forces caused anxiety. As soon as the war ended the 

S rommitt V°fA0ttT’r 1^Government by that time 
stood committed. I he abolition of Purchase was put through mi 
by Royal Warrant, after the House of Lords had prevelited 5 
from passing in the form of a statute. The House of Commons 
had voted compensation for existing holders of purchased com¬ 
missions : the nation, said Gladstone, must buy back its own 
arniy^ from its own officers, 

Edward Cardwell was one of the public men whom Peel 
It: fe 1 to bim to transform the British Army from 

what Wellington had left it, to what it was at the close of the 
hj8 reforms of 1869-71 he managed to combine 

increased efficiency with the economy for which Gladstone’s 
Ministry was famous, by reducing the Colonial garrisons, a step 
which made for the ultimate military strength of the Empire 

? upon Canada and Australasia the right and duty 
or self-defence* He abolished the system of dual control of 
the army, by which responsibility was divided between the 
Commander-in-Chief ana the Secretary for War. The former 
was now definitely subordinated to the Minister. 

Above all, Cardwell introduced the short-service system 
of twelve years—-three or six with the colours and nine or six 
!“ , The fong-service system, though loved by the 
XAike of Wellington, had grave defects. There were not enough 
young men in the ranks; there was no proper reserve to call 
out in time of war; and since men left the army too late to 
have any chance of taking up civilian life with advantage, 
the prospects of a common soldier’s career were so unattractive 
tfuifc in nine cases out of ten necessity alone drove men to enlist* 
Cardwell ^ shott-service system was a lesson learnt from the 
Prussian victory in 1H66, which had proved that two or three 
years training sufficed to make good soldiers, and that large 
reserve classes were essential. 

The change helped both directly and indirectly the better 
prospect opening before the British soldier. His lot was slowly 
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but steadily improving from the time of the Napoleonic wars 
to the outbreak of the struggle with Germany in our own dav 
Before the century closed Lord Roberts could say of the men 
whom he commanded in South Africa, ‘ they bore themselves 
like heroes on the battlefield and like gentlemen on all other 
occasions. It was not a dictum that would ever have passed 
the lips of the Iron Duke.1 If a history were compiled de¬ 
scribing the changes of one hundred years in the treatment c { 
our soldiers and sailors, and in the regard entertained for them 
by their own officers and by the rest of the community, it would 
be an epitome of the nation’s general progress in humanity, 
efficient:y and social solidarity. For it was the century not only 
of hope but of solid achievement. ' 

CHAPTER XXIII 

The Franco-Prussian War —The iwwm tit luu-wu aitairs - Fall of C!„i 

Ution—-The Pastern Question- Disraeli, Cliulf.mi,,- and IhrTmfc,’ 

In the summer of 1870 the irrepressible conflict broke out 
between the fence of Napoleon III :„ul the (.'ennunv 
Bismarck. England was most afraid of France, but saw little 
reason to desire the success of either combatant. Both stood 
for a highly developed form of militarism, not likely to be 

if ?nnt hy Victrry’ atld “^dffig the tv?,rid no 
prospect of future peace and goodwill* 

how r,>18Tud)!ersiu’y» ^s4marck knew what he wanted and 

stniihHbr L r the Coursc °n,ljs lay straight for the goal of Prussian power, and was never divei ted 

a7n!w SnfnfPrJUti*Ce °r ?aSSkm* At homc' hc lml i«vr.» J a new type of despotism. It was no longer merely nemtrive 

MnrnhlbTIlI^l™ °\TniCh! 'hC ‘ deatlh“>“l ’ ■fetched to prohibit all change. Despotism under Bismarck had become 
an active principle in the van of progress. It wan no longer 
timidly hostile to the mercantile class, the press, edurttion 4d 

^:l.rneSHed them ell to’thc 

befoe SS? I Ca™Ur’!, "W"? in ten rear, oerorc, liismarck s despotism swept a Ion*/ with it on 
*11 the activities rf the' n’fc. It,'he t 

‘ Sec {*(>. 136-137, above. 
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patriotic spirit, which in 1849 had fought under the Liberal 
Hag in Germany as elsewhere. If Bismarck were to win the 
wai with hrance, his system would exert an attractive power 
all the world over, and would become a formidable rival to 
those libera ideas1, mainly derived from England and France, 

ihejJtdtaS Bfc rfEu^.b“” the Cl“TC P°Wer “ 
The French Emperor, on the other hand, no longer knew 

where he was going either at home or abroad. He had failed 
to reconcile m practice the theoretic contradictions always 
involved in his Napoleonic ideas.' On the one hand, he stood 
tor the general principles of nationality and plebiscitary liberal- 
isin in Europe. On the other hand, he supported the Vatican 
against the desire ot the Italian people for Rome as capital, and 
he was himselt the voice of France, refusing to allow the 
(.ermans to complete the edifice of their national unity. More¬ 
over, his policy ot thwarting Italian aspirations seriously 
damaged the best chance he had of thwarting German aspira¬ 
tions. All was contusion and weakness in the counsels of this 
lluuh who a dozen years before had been the arbiter of Europe. 

In 1H70 he entered the lists, with prestige already lowered 
by a decade of failure following on a decade of success. It was 
but one of his disappointments that England, to gain whose 
friendship he had in the past made great sacrifices, would at 
best be coldly neutral.. Sick in body and mind, he knew, before 
the world {proclaimed it, that his grasp on men and things was 
fading. Wherever he looked he saw irresistible forces rising 
to thwart every item of his policy, beyond the Alps, beyond 
the Rhine, ami beyond the Atlantic. 

I Jmler cover of the American Civil War to protect him 
from the Monroe Doctrine, Napoleon had tried to establish a 
Ratio Empire under French patronage in Mexico. But the 
North had won, had shortly afterwards served him with notice 
to quit, and he had not risked a war on the other side of the 
1'Ehe against the veterans of Sherman and Grant When the 
French troops were withdrawn, the Emperor Maximilian, 
whom Napoleon had imported from Europe, was caught by his 
Mexican subjects and shot. It was a bitter humiliation to the 1867 

man who had sent him. 
At home Napoleon now desired to have Ministers respon¬ 

sible to Parliament, although his Empire was a despotism 
founded on the plebiscite, expressly as a substitute for govern- 
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_ Indeed, when the war began it was not Germany we feared, 
untons had sucked in fear of Napoleonic conquest with their 
mother s milk, while the idea of the dreamy Germans as a 
material danger to Europe was new and strange. Only a few 
years back their soldiers had been represented by our comic 
artists as funny little men strutting about under the weight of 
enormous helmets.1 In 1870 these diminutive warriors shot 
up, m the English prints, into genial giants with bushy beards, 

I aither s hymns round Christmas-trees in the trenches 
before Paris. We were too ignorant of Germany to regard her 
as a serious rival. Only eccentric intellectuals like Matthew 
Arnold and George Meredith warned us that there was some¬ 
thing in German professors and their geist that was at once 
admirable and dangerous.2 Representative British thought of 
the day, whether <juecn Victoria’s or Thomas Carlyle’s, was 
all lor the German civilisation against the French. The small 
but influential group of Positivists, bred up in the school of 
French intellectual liberalism, were almost singular in their 
and-( ierman views. 

Immediately after the outbreak of war, Bismarck produced 
a rod that he had been keeping in pickle for France, in the 
shape ol the draft of a suggested treaty of 1866, written out 
in the handwriting of Benedetti, then French Ambassador at 
Berlin. This document had proposed the annexation of Bel¬ 
gium by France, as a pourboire in return for French consent 
to the union of Germany. British public opinion was deeply 
stirred. Gladstone wrote to Bright—‘ If the Belgian people 
desire, on their own account, to join France or any other 
country, I for one will be no party to taking up arms to prevent 
it. But that the Belgians whether they would or no, should go 

plump ” down the maw of another country to satisfy dynastic 
greed, is another matter.’ Gladstone at once proposed a treaty 
to France and Germany, providing that if either combatant 
violated Belgian neutrality, Great Britain would co-operate 
with the other party in its defence, but without necessarily 
taking a share in the general operations of the war. By August 9, 
1H70, the signatures of Germany and France were obtained, 
and nothing more was heard of the Belgian question. 

In the first week of September came the surrender of the 
* F.g,, Du ky I Mykds Foreign Tour of Brown, Jones and Robinson, 1854. 
* Matthew Amuld's Friendship's Garland and Meredith's Many Rich- 

p/tilr chapter xxix), both published in the year of the Franco-German 
wat, art curiously sitmtai in their general doctrine as regards Germany, 
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of the age, proclaimed the Conservative party as the champion 
of the external honour and safety of Britain, with a special 
interest in the Colonies and the Empire. 

It was a new departure. During the middle years of the 
centmy, I aimers ton as Whig Minister had voiced the nation- 
ahst sentiments of the country, while the Conservatives, alike 
under Aberdeen, Peel, Derby and Disraeli himself, had been 
distinctly a peace party, critical of Palmerston and his trum¬ 
pet! ngs. Neither had they shown any special interest in the 
Colonies, which were too democratic to arouse the enthusiasm 
of the territorial aristocracy. The shifting of party ground now 
observable in these matters was in the natural order of things 
though the views and characters of Disraeli and Gladstone 
quickened the pace. So long as the professional and middle 
classes, who usually form the largest body of sensitive nation¬ 
alist feeling, had been ranged under the Liberal banner, 
Palmerston had been their spokesman. They were now, for 
a variety of reasons, of which working-class enfranchisement 
was the chief, coming rapidly round to the new Conservatism. 
They brought with them their zeal for the honour and strength 
af Britain. And since an age of self-conscious Imperial expan- 
sion was at hand, this fact was destined to be of governing 
inipoi tance. Disraeli no longer spoke of the Colonies as * a 
millstone round our neck.* 

But the Conservative Imperialism which Disraeli adum¬ 
brated and which Salisbury and Chamberlain matured, each 
after his own fashion, was by none of them directed against 
(Germany. During the remainder of the century British Im- 
perialism more often came into conflict with France or Russia. 
Considering that Germany had become the dominant power in 
Europe this may seem remarkable, but the reason is clear. Eng¬ 
land was becoming less interested in Europe and more inter¬ 
ested in colonies and in the world beyond the ocean. Now while 
Bismarck cared little for German colonial expansion, France 
after Sedan, as formerly after Waterloo, attempted to make good 
in Asia and Africa what she had lost on the Rhine. France, 
therefore, again and again appeared as our chief colonial com¬ 
petitor, while the huge bulk of Russia overshadowed India 
and the East. 

But on one occasion Disraeli was compelled to interfere in 
Western European politics, and against the German power. 
In 1875 Bismarck, disappointed at the rapid recovery of 
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Italy in 1866, having got what he wanted, ceased to be a 
revolutionary, and the hour of enfranchisement passed by. 
The problems of liberation which were not solved before 1871 
remained unsolved in 1914* The new Europe saw, indeed, an 
enormous increase of material prosperity, great educational 
progress, and a turbid intellectual activity of every kind, but 
it succeeded in solving no problem of the first order. Whereas 
m eleven years Italian unity, German unity, and American aboli¬ 
tion and State rights were definitely settled, the next forty-six 
years failed to bring a solution of any one of the great problems 
still outstanding: Russian liberty, German liberty, the Polish 
question, the Turkish and Balkan questions, the race questions 
of Austria-Hungary and the Irish question. And to these old 
problems which it failed to solve, the spirit of the new age added 
the universal ruin and slavery of competitive armaments. 

But the gradual darkening of the world’s more distant 
prospects, and the hardening of the international tone, did 
not interfere with the flood-tide of British prosperity. The 
bettering of conditions of life for the majority of people was 
the material achievement of the Victorian age, parallel to its 
glories in literature, intellect and science. 

In consequence of these improved conditions, Robert 
Owen’s Socialism and all revolutionary tendencies, speculative 
or practical, were in abeyance in England between 1850 and 
1880. It was an era of relative content. The franchise was 
extended. The Wholesale Co-operative movement was helping 
to train the character and intelligence, as well as to assist the 
budgets, of countless working-class families.1 Trade. Union¬ 
ism grew steadily in the more highly organised industries, 
gradually put down the abuses of Truck payment, and secured 
as wages a large share of the increased profits of trade. 

Between 1866 and 1875 this growing power of Trade 
Unionism, though still without a political organisation or 
programme, was brought into the arena of national politics 
over its own affairs. 

In some of the old-fashioned Trade Unions, especially in 
Sheffield, terrorism accompanied by crime was resorted to 
against recalcitrant workmen. Many of these stories got about 
and added to the general antipathy towards Trade Unions 
which existed among the political classes of the day. This 

1 See pp. 277-278, above. 
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feeling was not peculiar to one party, nor was it confined to 
persons out of sympathy with the working classes. Lord 
Shaftesbury of Factory Act fame, wrote: ‘All the single despots 
and all the aristocracies that ever were or ever will be, are 
as puffs of wind compared with those tornadoes, the Trade 
Unions,’ while Bright, with more moderation of feeling and 
language, had deprecated combinations either of masters or 
men as injurious to both, and had spoken of most strikes as 
' obstinate folly,’ which he expected to see much diminished 
when ‘ the great labour interest ’ was admitted to the citizen¬ 
ship of the franchise. But most of the upper and middle classes 
were much hotter against Trade Unions than Bright. 

In 1866 the explosion of a can of gunpowder in a work¬ 
man s house in Sheffield brought public indignation on the 
subject to a head. Next year, a judicial decision in the Courts 
seemed to deprive the Unions of the freedom which they had 
enjoyed for over forty years, under the laws secured for them 
by Place and Hume.1 

At this stage the larger and better organised societies of 
the New Model2 took the affair in hand. They detested the 
crimes of the badly managed Unions, which were to a lame 
extent a legacy of the days when all combinations of workmen 
were illegal, when the kind of civil war described in Shirley 
was carried on by armed attacks on the houses of employers, 
by machine-breaking and violence to blacklegs. The big Unions 
now demanded an inquiry which they were sure would excul- 

Th^t^Veme,J !f f ^h,ol<rin its morc rccent developments. 
5 whirl 6d le/f&tl0n t0, Sivc them back the* liberty 
of which the judge-made law was threatening to deprive them 

Crisis that fowowed they were 
excellently advised by Tom Hughes, their champion In Par- 
hament, and Mr. Frederic Harmon,’ the PositivS 

mt the Irade Union world was not then organised for 
political action. Although in 1868 the Liberal majority had 
been largely returned by the votes of the newly enfranchised 
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political purposes. But the Prohibition party wofld be con mi 

district n°thv!-Sb?rt °ffhe rpht of the^inhabitants of each 
distnet to prohibit the sale of liquor, and failed to give the 
measure the support requisite to counteract the opposition of 
the Trade. Bruce s Bill was accordingly withdrawn and a 
much milder Bill passed in the followbgyear. TmwSncJ 
legislation failed ,0 keep pace with cth J Jars of ^ocS 
progress of the period. At the General Election three years 
later the great electoral influence of the public-houses was for 
tne first: time thrown almost solidly against the Liberal candi- 

a es‘ n -1® Allowing generation^ when brewery shares be- 
came one of the most popular forms of investment, the Trade 
struck wider and deeper roots in the community at large than 
it had in the days of ‘ Bruce’s Bill.’ 6 

But the fundamental reason of the defeat of the Liberal 
Ministers in 1874 was that they had done their work. When 
ihsraeli pointed to his opponents mustered on the Treasury 
bench as a range of exhausted volcanoes,’ it was a jibe that 
contained a compliment. The Temperance arrow had gone 
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astray, but Gladstone bad shot away bis quiverful mostly into 
tbe bull’s-eye, and for tbe present bad no more measures to 
propose, either for Great Britain or Ireland—except, indeed, 
the abolition of the income-tax! That he should actually have 
been able to prepare a Treasury plan for conducting the tax¬ 
payer into such a paradise, shows what an effective guardian 
he had been of the national finances, but indicates how little 
he foresaw the future either of armaments or of social reform. 
Disraeli was returned at the polls,1 and the income-tax has yet 
to be repealed. 

1874-80 Disraeli first attained power as Prime Minister in his 
seventieth year. But ere he reached that eminence he had 
already achieved a great work, curiously similar to that of the 
statesman whose career he had destroyed a generation before. 
He had taught the Conservatives to accept the new democratic 
conditions, but unlike Peel he had ‘ educated his party ’ with¬ 
out impairing its unity or cooling its devotion to himself. Alike 
in opposition and in office he proved himself a master in the 
handling of colleagues and followers and in the conduct of the 
party fortunes—aspects of statesmanship in which Gladstone 
in later life was less successful. 

Disraeli did not come to Downing Street, like Gladstone 
six years before, pledged to a long and contentious programme 

of domestic legislation. His promise was to give a rest to 
‘ harassed interests.’ But he also kept his other promise, not 
to forget social reform. 

Apart from the laws in favour of Trade Unions, much 
useful work was done for housing, sanitation and the ever-grow¬ 
ing factory code. Disraeli’s able Home Secretary, Richard 
Cross, consolidated and improved the mass of existing legisla¬ 
tion on these subjects. The Public Health Act of 18 75 marked 
a stage in the battle against disease to which Chadwick had 
committed the State a generation before. ‘ Sanitas sanitatum, 
omnia sanitas, ’ said Disraeli, to enliven a subject more important 
than entertaining. The Artisans’ Dwelling Act of the same 
year enabled local authorities to begin to deal with the horrors 
of the slum areas. 

In these and other ways Cross added many new functions 

1 The election of 1874 was the first that took place under the provisions 
of the Ballot Act, passed by the Liberals in 1872. At the election of 1868 
there were still the hustings and open voting. 
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to local government. Such Acts were parts of a general pro¬ 
cess, by which the central government, by means of ‘ grants 
in aid of local rates and otherwise, encouraged municipal 
activity in innumerable departments of life. Drains, water, 
housing, public spaces, as well as education, were now being 
supplied or controlled by public authorities. The modern 
municipal system has been called ‘ an application of democracy 
to the supply of the wants of the household.’ It is also an 
application of scientific bureaucracy to the task of rendering 
hfe under modern conditions possible in our crowded island. 
Ever since the Municipal Reform Act of 1835, government 
after government down to our own day has helped to build up 
and extend the system. Gladstone in 1871 had set up a new 
department called the Local Government Board, on to which 
the business of controlling and stimulating the action of local 
authorities has chiefly devolved. The work of Cross was merely 
the work of one Minister in a long series, but it was good work, 
and coming immediately after a great Conservative victory at 
the polls, it gave assurance of continuity in the national 
progress towards better conditions of life. 

It was a sign of changing times that the tide had at last 
turned against enclosure of commons. The great enclosures 
which had added immensely to the area under proper culti¬ 
vation, had been made largely at the expense of the old- 
fashioned type of peasantry, now practically vanished from 
the land.1 But since the middle of the century, enclosures 
of commons to obtain building-land and private grounds 
had begun seriously to affect the interests of the industrial 
population, who had more powerful friends than those whom 
the peasants had been able to muster. From 1864 onwards, a 
spirited agitation was conducted against the disappearance of 
public pleasure-grounds in the neighbourhood or great cities, 
and the lungs within their crowded areas. Epping Forest 
was saved for Londoners, and many successful fights had been 
put up in the Law Courts against illegal enclosures that in a 
former generation would have passed unchallenged. The 
Commons Preservation Society was led by such Liberals as 
Shaw Lefevre and Henry Fawcett, but its supporters were not 
confined to one party and its influence was strongly felt in the 
Conservative House of Commons of the ’seventies. 

It was also characteristic of the new age that the warm- 
1 See PP- 145-i47i above. 
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hearted Samuel Plimsoll, the sailor’s friend, by force of public 
opinion, and by dint of losing his temper at a lucky moment 
on the floor of the House, shamed honourable members into 
passing the first measure aimed at protecting the lives of 
mariners in the ‘ coffin ships ’ of the mercantile marine. But 
the Act of 1876 was only the beginning of such legislation, and 
was not in itself very effective. 

Throughout the nineteenth century Russia was striving to 
advance towards Constantinople over the ruins of the Turkish 
Empire. She was drawn forward by imperialist ambition, by 
interest in the oppressed Christians of her own communion, 
many of whom were Slav by language and race, and by the 
instinct to seek a warm-water port—a window whence the 
imprisoned giantess could look out upon the world. The world, 
however, had no great wish to see her there. 

Canning1 had planned to head off Russia’s advance, not 
by direct opposition, but by associating her with England and 
France in a policy of emancipation, aimed at erecting national 
States out of the component parts of the Turkish Empire. Such 
States could be relied upon to withstand Russian encroach¬ 
ment on their independence, if once they were set free from 
the Turk. The creation of the kingdom of Greece was the im¬ 
mediate outcome of Canning’s policy. A small Serbian State 
of the same national type had already begun to struggle for exist¬ 
ence during the Napoleonic wars. The Bulgarian race was still 
wholly submerged. But Canning’s policy gave hopes to them all. 

Within a generation of the battle of Navarino, the Whig- 
Peelite Ministry forgot the tradition of Byron, reversed the 
policy of Canning, and sought to restrain Russia by the oppo¬ 
site method, namely, by propping up the rotten body of Turkish 

1876 rule in Europe. The Crimean War succeeded in keeping Russia 
back for just twenty years. She was now once more on the 
move, in consequence of the rising of Serbs and Bulgarians 
against ‘ the unspeakable Turk.’ Would England meet the 
new situation by reviving the policy of Canning, or the policy of 
the Crimea ?2 It was long since our people had been interested 
in the Eastern question, and much had happened in our island 

1 See pp. 213-214, above. 
* Gladstone, who had sat in the Crimean Cabinet, never would allow the 

case had been the same in 1854 as in 1876. Between the two dates there 
may indeed have been a change in the general European situation and in 
the relation of Russia to Europe, but as regards the Christian races inside 
the Turkish Empire the position was the same. 
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since the siege of Sebastopol. It was therefore by no means 
certain what the British would on this occasion be pleased to 
think. In such circumstances all may depend upon a single 
man. The masterful lead given by Disraeli caused official 
England to revive the policy not of Canning but of Palmerston. 

The pro-Turkish policy was again reversed in the following 
generation, when Lord Salisbury declared that we had ‘ put 
our money on the wrong horse.’ It was Disraeli who made 
the Conservatives for a few years identify the Turkish cause 
with the cause of our own Empire, and it was Gladstone who 
compelled the Liberal party to become the channel of a no less 
powerful anti-Turkish sentiment. 

There were dissentients in both camps. Lord Derby, the 
son of Disraeli’s old chief, now his Foreign Secretary, differed 
from him and resigned, whereas Lord Hartington and Forster, 
the nominal chiefs of the Liberal party after Gladstone’s 
retirement, hesitated to oppose Disraeli at critical moments, 
as did many of the Liberal members. But Gladstone, still in 
Parliament though nominally in retirement, roused one-half 
of the country behind their backs, and resumed the unofficial 
lead of the Opposition over their embarrassed heads. 

The British people, when left to themselves, neither knew 
nor cared who massacred whom between the Danube and the 
ffigean. Byron’s Greece had appealed to their imagination 
and historical sense, but the Balkans were a battlefield of kites 
and crows. It took the combined genius of Disraeli and Glad¬ 
stone to arouse, on that obscure subject, passions as hot as any 
that Englishmen had felt about the doings of foreigners since 
the days of Burke and the French Revolution. 

But on this occasion the rival factions were more evenly 
divided. On Disraeli’s side was Clubland, the Services, the 
majority perhaps of the middle class with its nationalist sus¬ 
ceptibilities, and, at the critical later stages of the affair, the 
mass of ordinary citizens whose instinct is to support their 
country in a quarrel to which Government has committed her. 
The London music-halls were hot against Russia, and a song 
that asserted our preparedness with a mild oath, first caused 
the war-party to be nicknamed ‘ Jingoes.’1 On the other 
side was the great majority of the working class, the great 

1 * We don’t want to fight. 
But by Jingo, if we do, 

We’ve got the men, we’ve got the ships. 
We’ve got the money too.' 
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possible mtnner^Teh'^ theLr “Wes in the only 
Zaptiehs and their Mudir<^_^emse^ves- Their 
bashis, their Kaimakams and th e}r ^mbaslus and their Zus- 

*a&«g*> shall I hope clear ou^fronTtlS’p116 “d baZ*nd 
desolated and profaned.’ °m ™e ^rovmce they have 

fast^rSatoilSTe °f IV appeal> “ an a8e moving 
than anything- else in thp ; ?° fu?5 struc^ foreigners more 
met, ,^d °f'™ oountry- 
popular among the Balkan tv • “?ade . Gladstone’s England ’ 
die British ST hnSt‘anS’m sp!te of the action of 

They°saw dafeTin tlT7-0tllers aI! *“» ™ foolishness. 
to pow^ tfioh they believed 

feared to aliinatotMLmmSnOPfe,,,n *'!<?”««». They 
ing to abandon the head of thrt? f !,ow'™bJe«s by appear- 
enemies. If Disraeli cared little h rf18‘lonr>tf bis Christian 

1876 much about Ind?a ^ ?C Balkans> he ««d 
1875 press. He had bV an ** Queen its Em- 

interest in the Suez Canal Stroke’ b°ught for England an 
1878 possessions. It delighted himTnh ^ tv6 ,ke^ to our Eastern 

as a protection for lie Pn4 } mg Indian ^P5 t0 Malta 
thought the CzSom an ? &”d a.war,ning to Russia.* If he 
And although his strong Te^kiatl°n be was not far wrong, 
look too lenLtly ‘T *° 
by bitter experience that hr mc Z- , ™Parison3 we now know 
«0 We no «■» Turk 

1 See note, p. 99, above. 
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realkfian'"Sf 9!?=^one, Us M®*®, was mors 
Disraeli did f S Gladstone believed in nationality and 
Uisraeh did not. Disraeli believed in * race.’ but he did not see 
why every race should demand as of right to exnress ,** 
through nationa! freedom and self-government.PHis owf rac? 
of which he was so proud, throve and was famous forlts own 
distinctive quahties without being a nation. And so, exceotTn 
die case of old-established ‘nations’ like England and FmnCe 
He had feferrfd/°smoP°litan empires of the ancien regime. 

2pir^PP0. 1 rtoa” “?d W* Claims ^ aspirations. On the same prmaple he saw no reason why 
the Turk should not continue to rule over Serbs, Greeks 

ccMun ^n'd hfi’h “tl0'!aI fee“”g ™ tbc Peat f°r“ of the 
SSiUt IS T a T“Ve ?ower ln aI1 iuman affiurs. Kealpohtik could no longer leave it out of account. It was 

Is CVef n h,aVe sinCe Proved’ permanently to subject Serbs, Greeks and Bulgars to the Turk. J 

For some ten years after the death of Palmerston, British 
intervention in the affairs of the Continent had been on prin¬ 
ciple reduced to a minimum. This state of things wasPnow 

shn,Uhfh t0U an ,end* Dlsraeli was determined thft England 
should be heard as a principal in the counsels of Europe! He 
would not consent that, because France was down and*o ut all 
great questions shou d be left to the decision of the three 
despotic Empires. There was much to be said for this policy 

f “S and m?cb in Particular for preventing the control 
und^ST 4116 StfaitS ^ ^a-althofgh in 19T4 
under altered circumstances, we fought to place her in Con- 
stantinople itself. But Disraeli’s vision, penetrating as it was, 
had limits in certain directions. He failed to see that England 

u d have interfered with more powerful and lasting effect, 
and would have checked Russia more effectually, if fhe had 

Balkan StatensStead °f °PP°sinS the ^adon of independent 

. At the beginning of the affair, in May 1876, he declined 
to let England join the Concert of Europe in coercing the 
Porte into better government, because he feared, perhaps not 
unjustly, that such a course * must end very soon in the dis- 
mtegration of Turkey.’ He refused to commit us to the diffi- 
eult task of liquidating the Turkish problem in agreement 
with the other Powers. Having so refused, he could hardly be 
surprised that, m default of action by Europe, Russia went to 
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1877 war alone to save the Christian races from extirpation. After 
the liberation of Bulgaria in the protracted and obstinate cam¬ 
paign of Plevna, the Russian armies arrived under the walls 

March of Constantinople, and there dictated the Treaty of San Stefano. 

BALKAN PENINSULA 
1800-1878 

Boundary of Turkey in Europe, 1800. 
Boundary by Treaty of Berlin, 1878 
Boundary of Greater Bulgaria, as 
proposed by Treaty of San Stefano, 1878_MUfl 

;-*■■■-■> 
timery Walker i.td. 

Longmans Green & Co. London, New York, Bombay, Calcutta <1* Madras, * ** 7 ^ 

f5p1,TiL.erCn)SIS hf<lbeen reac!led- Disraeli, now Lord Beacons- 
field, threatened Russia with instant war and brought Indian 
troops to Malta to show that he was in earnest By his spirited 
ac -ion he compelled Russia to refer the Treaty 0/San Stefano 
to a European Congress. In view of the magnitude and variety 
of the interests touched, such a reference was only 

Since Derby now resigned, Beaconsfield chose Lord Sali* 
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bury to succeed him at the Foreign Office. Salisbury had little 
enthusiasm for the pro-Turkish part of his chiefs policy He 

sW t'pt^ber l8?6 *at 4116 ‘ fiance Ldliend- 

SsTLv draWYVen if be b-e dIowed to live-’ SaHsbiy 
seems to have moved somewhat in the direction of Beacons- 

lhe C°UrSe °f CVefS i? l877 increased his fears 
during L f11S ?reSeTe u S' fremier’s right-hand man during the final crisis undoubtedly helped to bring about the 
compromise by which war was avoided. S 

En^!S«TpkIS-0fuhiS C°?Pr0mise were agreed to between 
y?kndyd Rufsia before the meeting of the European Con¬ 
gress, which took place at Berlin under the chairmanship of 

the^T™ ff f°cf r 7 SubstltUted ?e Treat7 of Berlin for July 
•e terms °r San Stefano. Beaconsfield acted throughout with 1878 
*>yiC0Urage and success, and, if his point of view is accepted, 

welL T u Tderatlon* ** value in terms of hiLan 
welfare which these great qualities had on this particular occa¬ 
sion in the world s history, can only be estimated by carefully 

contrasting the treaty he tore up with the settlement which 
-tie caused to be put in its place. 

,.In of subsequent events, many students of Balkan 
politics think that the Treaty of San Stefano was open to grave 
objections, but scarcely to those objections on which Beacons- 
field laid most stress. At San Stefano Russia had decreed the 
setting up of Bulgaria as a large State, adding Macedonia with 
its mixed races to the territories that were indisputably Bul¬ 
garian. Beaconsfield’s main objection to this big Bulgaria was 
grounded on the belief that it would prove the catspaw of 
JKussia. No doubt it was meant to be so, but it never could 
nave been so, owing to Bulgarian national feeling. That factor 
was overlooked by Beaconsfield, who saw nothing except Pan¬ 
slavism. Bulgaria, as events soon proved, turned against 
Russia, and she would probably have done so even more 
effectually if she had been more powerful, and had been put 

*iu A^Cj-C°ntaCt Eugkud and other countries through 
j Mediterranean seaboard assigned to her at San Stefano 

and taken away from her at Berlin. Beaconsfield made it his 
boast that he had kept Russia out of the Mediterranean. But 
in fact it was Bulgaria whom he had excluded. His identifi¬ 
cation of Bulgaria with Russia proved to be an error, however 
natural. The Russian authorities made themselves as odious 
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in STc^rtESSr^Tf' ^ dii (° *<= 'aces me <^zar s iLmpire. Bulgarian feeling was a strong barrier 
against Russia s advance to the Mediterranean. g 
„ .l0 our modern eyes the real objection to San Stefano lies 

of the fai^clafms RJ^ia? power’ but in its sacrifice or tne tair claims of Greeks and Serbians, who would not have 

radaTriehte fnTf XT T arranSement which ignored their 
aciai rights and gave all the points to Bulgaria. Lord Sails 

“ hd^{ °(S p * of San Stefano was that it reduced Turkish power in 
Europe to a p°in* not very much larger than whatk is to- 

S'g. f gu “ " dle maP w!il *ow, the boundaries $ 
San Stefano, by cutting the Turkish territory in EuSk 
two woidd have made Albania and the Weston BaSvelv 

^onSd?* °f TUtk'7 If ^ »<* “ SZ 7 
rest„ “““! u UCCeSS’ “ he hmself caw it, consisted in 
rratoring the European power of Turkey. It was done bv 
handing back Macedonia to the Porte, without guarantees 
for better government. That was the essence of theV S 

arSt,‘T laaC‘ the Tr^ of Sa” Stefano. ' tS is 
I£r.vTuU?'7 ‘"Europe,' Bismarck said. He congratulated 
die British Prune Minister-' You have made a presen “o the 

of'Iff““ “ ?%world i +°°° ^uare mill 
s^.f°rtU1Mtel7fOT themselves, the inhabi- 

doniaXuwTnrt61^^'1^^ perilaps ^7* that Mace- 
Sr j f b.e Bulgarian3 some arrangement ought to 
gotonS Ant from PrCT ajhuiniatration Snder a dffij 

rdo&dtctn3 “ ~ 
A golden opportunity was thus let slip. The Balkans had 

beeninthehands°ftheCongressofPowersPTheTmSrda“ 

Md t”hee0™ T7 7Ae knife of war> and claims 
sto/nl^f-K ■f’f' g00d b7 Gr“k, Serb »t Bulgar. If, “ 

Macedtoktjtad'd “l?!ltlle Pn"f7 power of *he Turk in 
i»S tol7h J^d d"7led Up 1,1 the territ017 at their dis- 
toSrrSatoEPr0pm“ raC“' pUttinS ‘ “heed districts ’ 
towards ultimate e.rn?rs> a §reat step would have been taken 
towards ultimate solution. But none of the parties to the 
Congress of Berlin could see so far. The opport£j£ 
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and a succession of Balkan wars in the twentieth century was 
rendered inevitable. 

British diplomacy also secured at Berlin that the new 
Bulgaria should be not only reduced in size but divided into 
two parts, the southern part to be called ‘ Eastern Rumelia.’ 
This makeshift arrangement was abolished seven years later, 
with the active concurrence of Lord Salisbury, who came to 1885 

acquiesce in the desire of the Bulgarians for union in one 
State. 

Another important outcome of the Treaty of Berlin was 
that Bosnia and Herzegovina, though freed from Turkey, 
were subjected, much against their will, to Austro-Hungarian 1878 

rule. England promoted the arrangement, partly to win the 
consent of the German Powers to the general settlement, partly 
to prevent a chain of Slav States from extending across the 
Balkan peninsula. It had not yet occurred to us that we might 
come to fear the Teuton more than the Slav. This transac¬ 
tion rendered inevitable the ultimate collision between Serbia 
as the champion of Jugo-Slav nationality and the Austro- 
Hungarian Empire that denied it. With the connivance of 
England, Austria was given a great accession of unwilling 
subjects, and launched as a principal actor into Balkan politics. 
From her new basis in Bosnia and Herzegovina, she pursued 
her ambitions in Albania and Macedonia as representative of 
the Pan-German * Drang nach Os ten'1 

At the same time, by the separate * Cyprus Convention ’ 
with the Porte, Beaconsfield obtained Cyprus from Turkey, 
and promised in return the protection of England for her 
Asiatic possessions, into which she once more promised to 
introduce reforms. But this alliance with Turkey practically 
went out of force on Gladstone’s return to power in 1880, 
and was never renewed by any government, Conservative or 
Liberal. The Armenians therefore lost the benefits that they 
might have derived from the system contemplated by Beacons¬ 
field, by which we were to extend our protection and friendship 
to Turkey in a permanent form, and thereby, it was hoped, 
exert influence for the good on her conduct towards her 
Christian subjects, through the action of our Consuls in Asia 
Minor. The difficulty was that such friendship and alliance, 

1 Austro-Hungarian ' occupation * lasted till 1908, when it was con¬ 
verted into annexation by a high-handed act which proved one of the direct 
causes of the war of 1914, 
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in fact if not in name committed us to defending the Euro- 

K P°Tu°f ?Urkey in Macedoida> which was fertain to be 

°?Ui^ S“bk “d Gr-^a” “con as an opportunity offered. And neither Gladstone nor the 

wotu - 

Sled that JankfuI17admi«ed that Beaconsfield had so far 

ft™ 4e Turk °f CWStianS “ b“n 

an,Tpe COUn?7 as a whole rejoiced to have secured peace— 
and Peace with Honour’ as Beaconsfield proclaimed it to the 
crowds who welcomed him back to Downing sSeet nn ^ 

pjfce if r878rherwofriT * dissol*tion had taken 
of power. 878 h d perhapS have obtained another lease 

During the prolonged crisis of the Eastern question the 
Queen had been the strongest of partisans, desiring rather than 

ohZriZ £**"*«« enthusiasm TOS ^arrasS^ 
bra'drf 1, ,!^ if11”' ¥m‘?ter> Wh0m she sometimes up? braided as too lukewarm in his own cause. Colleagues whn 

efused to support him, and open opponents of his policy she 
nounced in unmeasured terms. Disraeli had for years been 

statesm^i o^ BritishmiStress a lavish skill of which no 
fnT ? f , h, ce wouId have been capable. His rival 
indeed, never lost that reverence for the monarchy which his 

to^riie^Qu^lk^rv.fp]?^' had ^tmed, and felt a personal loyalty 

it was at the beginning of the cenfnrv C'lnAo*- i j 
again have been in office' GIadstone wouId 

k ^fconsfieid's loss popularity during the vear and a 

Ptiecrs 5SS 

1 See p. 276, above. 
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tired of his spirited foreign and Imperial policy, when they 
ound themselves involved in prolonged operations against 

the Afghans and Zulus. Yet both these wars, after a period 
of reverses, ended successfully: the one in the capture of 
Cetewayo and the break-up of the Zulu military State after ,R7q 

.e battle of Ulundi; the other, thanks to the marches and 
victories of General Roberts, in the setting up of a friendly ,070.01 

inir in Afghanistan, pledged not to listen to the persuasions 
or Russia. 

But people at home were no longer in a mood to be pleased, 
hey said that the Afghan war, which was not over when 

Beacons field fell, would never have been necessary if his treat¬ 
ment of Russia in the Balkans had not provoked her to intrigue 
against us in the Middle East. It is probable that, in spite of 
the rejoicings m London over ‘ Peace with Honour,’ Glad¬ 
stone s views on Turkey had made a more lasting impression 
in the provinces than many politicians knew. 

The Liberals were at this time ahead of their rivals in 
democratic oratory and electoral organisation. Gladstone’s 
. P1 grimage of passion, known as the Midlothian campaign, lfi7q 
introduced new features into the methods of political propa¬ 
ganda. The Queen was shocked that a man, who aspired to 
be for a second time her Prime Minister, should address 
crowds from the window of a railway carriage on the mys¬ 
teries of foreign policy. But times were changing, and Glad¬ 
stone with them. The National Liberal Federation, organised 
partly by Joseph Chamberlain of Birmingham, on a basis of 
democratic local Associations, was popularly known by the 
American word ‘ caucus.’ It gave to the humbler members of 
the party up and down the provinces more control over the 
policy of the chiefs than would have been tolerated twenty 
years before, when the country was still ruled from Brooks’s 
Club. The ‘ caucus ’ was undoubtedly a step away from 
aristocraty—whether most in the direction of real democracy 
or most in the direction of wire-pulling was a matter of hot 
dispute. 

For awhile the Conservatives were outdistanced in elec¬ 
toral machinery suited to the enlarged franchise. The ‘ Prim¬ 
rose League ’ was still a few years in the future; its assiduous 
courting of the democracy by the upper class would not have 
suited Conservatives of the older generation. But the world 
was gliding forward irresistibly into new fashions and new 
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relationships of men and things. The Gladstonian victory at 
the polls in the spring of 1880, unexpected by the prophets 
of Pall Mall, did not lead to a period of Liberal legislation and 
government as successful as that of Gladstone’s earlier Ministry, 
but it gave a great impulse to the democratising of political 
thought and method in all parties. Disraeli, too, had played his 
own part in that process. A year later he died in retirement. 

CHAPTER XXIY 

Gladstone’s second Ministry, 1880-5—South Africa—Egypt—County 
franchise—Ireland—The Home Rule split, 1886. 

Gladstone’s second Ministry was less successful than his 
first. In the time of the Franco-Prussian War and the Alabama 
claims, the negative and pacific treatment which he was most 
inclined to give to foreign and Imperial affairs had sufficed. 
In his second Ministry the world problems of a new age, 
beginning with South Africa and Egypt, dragged him un¬ 
willingly into a new set of questions which he disliked and of 
which therefore he was not the master. Only in Irish affairs 
he recognised the continuance of his old mission—‘ to pacify 
Ireland ’—and sprang at it with all his old eagerness and 
power. But in spite of his new Land Act (1881), the Irish 
question proved too much for him, too much for the Liberal 
party and too much for the British nation; that it threatened the 
whole British Empire was not so evident in those days as now. 

The difference between his first and second Ministry 
was no less marked in domestic affairs. In 1868 he had been 
elected to carry out a specific and consistent programme of 
reform, on the general principles of which the whole party 
and more than half the nation were agreed. The doctrine of 
John Stuart Mill was to be put upon the Statute Book. In 
1880, on the other hand, Gladstone came into office pledged 
to no extensive measures at home except county franchise 
an important completion of the old programme of Mill. For 
the rest, no one had worked out a new set of principles to meet 
the needs of the new age. It had sufficed the Liberals at elec¬ 
tion time to denounce Beaconsfield’s conduct of foreign affairs. 

The victorious party was not a tempered weapon, but a 
bundle of interests and electoral forces, old and new. While 
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Lord Harrington represented a Whig tradition already on th» 
way to become Conservative, Joseph Chamberlain waJmatur 

ca!italtoU*ransod ?r0Sflmfles’ °f Radical taxation to hold 

since bappe„e“ £ feghktionTnd ta^'uSoSd^lt 
heralded some of the Socialistic ideas which wSImtbiin 

Umoifworld Th TT*’’ ? j^an“8e *= Bntish Tride 
and Chari<■?' Chamberlain and bir Charles Dilke, had felt the breath of the new age in 
regard to Impend and Colonial questions, which Aey we^e 

uS ZSCtS t0 the new Conservatism. In this 
they differed from the Nonconformist old guard, still headed 
by John Bright, a venerable but no longer Active figure 

t. V* so“® fears’ 4116 Liberal party was prevented from 
ssolvmg into !ts component sections by the authority and 

prestige of Gladstone. Yet the day was coming when he should 
accomplish the almost incredible feat of driving out from it 
Hartington, Chamberlain and Bright by the same door. 

*•7,^ Opposition in the House of Commons 
was officially- led by Sir Stafford Northcote, but without enough 
energy or vindictiveness to please four guerrilla warriors below 
the gangway, humorously styled * the Fourth Party.’ The 
foremost of the group was Lord Randolph Churchill. Though 
a Tory democrat,’ and half a Radical in opinion, he was 
almost as much opposed to Gladstone in temper and attitude as 
Disraeli himself. A touch of genius enabled him, though new 
and untried, to provoke the great man with impunity, and these 
gladiatorial exhibitions at once raised him to the front rank in 
politics. 

The Fourth Party made its fortune out of the Bradlaugh 
question: was the atheist member for Northampton, who had 
other claims to disapproval besides his theological views, to be 
allowed to take the oath of allegiance, the religious form of 
which could have no meaning to him, in order that he should 
sit in the House in accordance with the wishes of his constitu- 
ents ?. It was sport to plague Gladstone and his Nonconfor¬ 
mists in the name of morality and religion. This question was 
the first on which the Liberal party was divided. The most 
religious men in the House, including the Prime Minister, 
stood up for religious liberty, but were voted down when they 
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proposed a Bill allowing members to affirm if they preferred 
not to swear. After years of controversy and scandal, including 
a struggle on the premises of the House between the giant 
Bradlaugh and a bevy of police, the question was settled by his 
admission to the first Parliament of 1886, and two years later 
by a law permitting affirmation. 

If the Fourth Party brought into the new House ‘ the pert 
and nimble spirit of mirth,’ the ‘ Third Party ’ of sixty Home 
Rulers led by the stern and humourless Parnell, brought with 
them the tragedy of Ireland. It was their plan to call attention 
to the grievances of the evicted tenantry by impeding the 
business of the Imperial Parliament. Their newP policy of 
systematic obstruction ’ was ere long countered by the new 
ruJes of closure. But the first sessions of the Liberal majority, 

pleasantr£tUrned in l88o> were either dignified nor 

The Beaconsfield government, in its last three years of 
office, had dealt with a serious situation in South Africa The 
Boer farmers who, forty years before, had moved off into the 
distant mterior in the search for independence and isolation 
f om the British, were being hard pressed by the Zulus, and 
had not yet been able to consolidate their farming households 
into a State capable of defending them against the common 

w/'Afn- ° n t0 ST,£is °UtP°St of white civilisation in 
bouth Africa, Beaconsfield s government crushed the Zulu 
military power,2 haying previously annexed the territory of the 
Transvaal Boers, while respecting the independence of the less 
distant, but more organised and wealthy Orange Free State. 

• wfu °nS °f English Opposition to Disraeli, includ¬ 
ing both Hartmgton and Gladstone, had denounced this ‘ for¬ 
ward policy and their speeches against the annexation had 

een noted by the Boers, who unfortunately remembered them 
.,etter,tha” speakers. When the Liberals came into office, 

thkat ^ a"nexation could not be undone. All 
might yet have been well if they had at once given the Trans- 
vaa! farmers the usual privileges of self-government within 
he Empire, which had been repeatedly promised even by the 

™TlT1Ve g°Vernmef; But for six m°nths Gladstone, busy 
with other questions, left the Transvaal Boers to the un¬ 
sympathetic rule of some very inferior men on the spot, who 

2 See pp. 256-257, above . See p. 381. above. 
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misled the home authorities into believing that all was well and 
that Transvaal self-government could be postponed till South 
African confederation had been arranged at Cape Town. 

At length the Boers were convinced that the Liberal party, 
in spite or all its talk at election time, would do nothing for 
them. Despairing of a peaceful remedy, they rose in arms in 
December 1880, and two months later defeated a small British 
force on the boundaries of Natal, by storming the steep sides Feb, 
of Majuba Hill.1 ^ 1881 

Ministers awoke with a shock to the serious nature of the 
situation which their neglect had created. Rather than con¬ 
tinue the war which they now feared would extend into a race 
struggle all over the sub-continent, they granted independence 
to the Transvaal under the Queen’s suzerainty. Three years 
later this convention was renewed without an express statement 
of suzerainty, but subject to the condition that the Transvaal 
Republic would make no treaty without the consent of Britain, 
except with the Orange Free State. 

If indeed concession following defeat in the field was the 
less of two evils, as the Cabinet believed, it was none the less 
fraught with future mischief. It embittered the feeling of the 
British all over South Africa, and it gave the Boers the idea they 
were the better men and could do what they liked. Gladstone, 
after Majuba, had been forced to choose between two very dan¬ 
gerous policies, and all because he had not been at the pains, 
in dealing with a few thousand farmers in a remote corner of 
the Empire, to establish some relation between his action in 
office and the expectations that he and his colleagues had raised 
when in Opposition. 

Disraeli, in the interest of our Indian Empire and trade, 
had purchased for us the Khedive’s very large holding in the 
Suez Canal shares and thus acquired an interest in its manage¬ 
ment. This was the first step towards British control of Egypt. 
Gladstone had disapproved of that first step, but he himself 
was destined to move forward to the end of the passage. He 
had been sincere when in his Midlothian orations he denounced 
Beaconsfield’s ideas of Imperial expansion, and demanded a 
reversal of general policy. But Imperial policy, though it may 
be diverted into new directions, is not so easily reversed when 
it is borne forward on the prevailing current of the energies 

1 See Map, p. 413, below. 
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of an adventurous race. Maugre his Midlothian doctrine, 
Gladstone himself was to effect the occupation of Egypt. The 
spirit of the age and the exigencies of the local situation were 
to carry him whither he would not. 

Egypt, nominally subject to the Sultan of Turkey, was 
actually ruled by a Khedive with but little interference from 
Constantinople. But the land was deeply in debt to foreign 
bond-holders, and was in a state of partial subjection to a 
number of European nations and interests. In 1881 the native 
army mutinied under one of its colonels, Arabi Pasha. Military 
grievances and ambitions were on the surface of the revolt but 
underneath it was an Egyptian nationalist movement, Mahom- 
medan in sentiment, but hostile to the Turk as a foreigner 
to Christians, native or European, and to the foreign bond¬ 
holders, officials and financiers. In the course of the ensuing 

r,eV° ,°n’ wludl was none t0° wisely handled by the Powers 
1382 the mob got out of hand and massacred fifty Europeans 

Who could deal with the situation ? The Sultan of Turkey 
refused. And, strange to relate, France who had hitherto ex- 
erted a greater influence than any other nation in the internal 
development of Egypt and had, since Arabi’s rising, drawn 
England into a joint interference, drew back at the critical 
moment, because her Imperialist statesman, Gambetta, had 
fallen from office. No other Power would take up the challenge 
that Arabi had thrown down to Europe. Yet if Egypt were 
allowed to remain the prey of anarchy, the Suez Canal might 
be blocked and European interference would sooner or later 
be necessary Would England then willingly see some rival 
Power established in the land which was the true meeting 
point of Africa, Asia and Europe? Gladstone unwillingly 
agreed with the majority of his colleagues that it was England's 
task to save Egypt and to put her once more on her feet. If he 
bad foreseen that the overthrow of Arabi would be the begin- 
mng, not the end of that task, he might have hesitated longer 
But he hoped to come out of Egypt as easily as he went in 

1882 flj ofthe forts of Alexandria by the British 
fleet, which caused the resignation of Bright alone from the 
Cabinet, was followed by the landing of a British army under 

?882 l GarnC- Wu° Sfley> who destroyed Arabi’s army by storming 
1882 his camp in the desert at Tel-el-Kebir. 7 y S 

vmrk^LTrfT^ °f EFpt T3 a lonSer and more difficult 
work than Gladstone or his colleagues had foreseen, but they 

July 
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chose the right man to do it. Sir Evelyn Baring, best known 
by his later title of Lord Cromer, had served his apprentice¬ 
ship in Egyptian finance in Disraeli’s time. In September 
1883 he was sent back to Egypt as British Agent and Consul- 
General. Working through the Khedive, he became in effect 
the Governor and transformer of Egypt. 

Cromer’s work was carried out under strange and difficult 
conditions, for England had no Protectorate or any defined 
position of authority. Nominally our troops were in Egypt as 

simple visitors,’ and the policy that Cromer urged upon the 
Khedive was, technically, mere * advice,’ but it was advice to 
which he had to listen, for his throne depended on our support. 
On the other hand, his own power and ours with it were hedged 
round on all sides by the rights not only of the Sultan but of 
fourteen Christian States who possessed extraordinary privi¬ 
leges in Egypt under the * Capitulations.’ Many reforms of 
administration and justice could only be carried out with the 
consent of every one of these Powers. 

The chief of the States concerned was France, and she was 
by far the most unfriendly. She remained, until the end of 
the century, hostile to our work and influence, often standing 
in the way of Egyptian reform except in return for value 
received. For although France had voluntarily retired at the 
critical moment in 1882, she did not like to see us filling the 
vacancy created by her own refusal to act. Her attitude was 
very human and highly inconvenient. 

Yet Cromer performed, even in these circumstances, the 
Herculean labour of restoring Egyptian finance and building 
up the ancient prosperity of the land of the Nile. He reno¬ 
vated and modernised the system of irrigation on which its 
welfare depends. And he gave security to the peasant from the 
crushing exactions and constant injustice which had been his 
lot for immemorial ages. 

A necessary condition of Cromer’s achievement was his 
tenure of power for twenty years or more, because Egyptian 
finance, the key to all other Egyptian reform, had no chance 
of recovery except by a long course of retrenchment in every¬ 
thing except productive expenditure. For this reason Baring’s 
first object in 1883 was to withdraw the inefficient Egyptian 
garrisons from the Soudan, where they were isolated many 
hundreds of miles to the south and quite unable to hold their 
own against the barbarian hordes of the Upper Nile. Baring 
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RUrpofe whi3,Bh?rnot tin hjs iands' “d hZ,v? yj ■ i he S00n afterwards adopted was heavilv 
handicapped in advance. The conscious Imperialism ofTS 
national sentiment in the following generation rervivprl 

ChSai hSo^h fat<! 1G7d°K An* soE atd a 
ever was ladder??liedrto the P°PuIar imagination what- 

^J£2L" blSrael1 aS the patr°n saint of the »«r 

MinShadT"^3 thC traged^ at Kh^toum, the Jimstry had accomplished its greatest work and won its most 
popular triumph by passing the third Reform Bill This 
measure extended to householders in the countiesTe fran! 
chi.se granted to householders in the boroughs in 1867 Since 
that date the need for including the inhabitants of the counties 
m the scheme of citizenship had been kept before Parliament 
and country by Mr G. O. Irevelyan. The Bill now introduced 1884 
.7 yhidstonc added more electors to the constituencies than 
the two earlier Reform Bills put together. It gave the vote not 
only to rustics but to large numbers of industrial hands, par¬ 
ticularly miners, who had been hitherto disfranchised by the 
accident of living outside a parliamentary borough 

, J?ut *1l'j ?c,w fact m English life was the enfranchisement 
of tiie field labourer. For the first time since the peasants’ 
risings against enclosures under the Tudor kings, he became 
a person with whom the great ones of the land must reckon. 
I he failure of Joseph Arch’s recent attempt had shown that 
the farm hands were in no position to organise Trade Unions 
Until they obtained the vote, all that they could do, if they 
were sufficiently discontented with their lot, was to leave the 
countryside; and in fact they were leaving it fast. It might 
t)€ argued fcHfttj from the point of view of the just balance 
of classes, they were even more in need of the vote than the 
better organised town workmen. But strength is added to 
the strong, and the agricultural labourer might never have 
obtained the vote but for the political action of the industrial 
community in the matter. So too, in the rural economic field, 
the liberation movement, having failed as a native product of 
the agricultural world, revived in the villages as an offshoot of 
industrial democracy, with the disadvantage that town Radicals 
and journalists too often knew little about the farm life and 
agricultural conditions which they desired to reform. 
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. third Reform Bill, from which so many changes July 

ultimately flowed, had passed the Commons with little oppo- 1^4 
sition. But the Lords, while not venturing openly to oppose 
it on principle, held it up until a Bill to redistribute the seats 
should first be passed. A popular agitation against hereditary 
legislators arose in the country, in the course of which Bright 
made proposals for a limitation of the Lords’ veto on which 
the Parliament Act of 1911 was long afterwards based. But 
Gladstone, who was by no means the perfect demagogue that 
he was sometimes represented, laboured to avoid a conflict 
between the Houses, and the Queen exerted her influence on 
the side of peace. Gladstone and Salisbury, in a series of 
personal conferences, arrived at a compromise by which the Nov. 

Franchise Bill and a scheme of Redistribution were passed as 1884 
agreed measures. It is remarkable that this successful con¬ 
ference between party leaders did not become a precedent in 
constitutional custom, although the expedient was attempted 
on the grand scale in 1910, in vain. 

The third Reform Bill and the contest with the Lords 
had, for the time, repaired the popularity of the Liberal 
government. But the fall of Khartoum immediately followed, Jan. 

giving the death-blow to its real power. For some months it 1885 
staggered on, and at length resigned, after an unsuccessful June 

division in the summer. Among the minor measures which 1885 
stand to its credit were compulsory education for all children, 
a supplement to the Act of 1870; an Employers’ Liability 
Bill; and the right conceded to tenant-farmers to kill the hares 
and rabbits on their farms. During his last months of office 
Gladstone had, at the risk of war, carried on an effectual 
resistance to Russian encroachment in Afghanistan. 

.When the Liberals resigned, Lord Salisbury took offlce 
until the General Election in the winter.1 In order to under¬ 
stand that election and its consequences, it is necessary to 
revert to the history of Ireland. 

Gladstone’s disestablishment of the Irish Church and 1869 
first Land Act had not, as he hoped, * pacified Ireland.’ But 1870 

they had been steps in that direction. During the ’seventies, 
Fenianism was less active and a constitutional agitation grew 

* It was during this brief tenure of office in 1885 that Salisbury reversed 
an important part of the Near Eastern policy which Beaconsfield and 
lie had formerly pursued. He supported, against Turkey, the Bulgarian 
national aspirations for union of the two Bulgarias. (See p. 379, above.) 
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up to demand an Irish Parliament. In 1873 the ' Home Rule 
League ’ was formed by Isaac Butt, who chose the name I Inme 
Rule in order to avoid in English minds the associations 
connected with O’Connell’s 4 Repeal,' of which the new move¬ 
ment was a revival under changed conditions. Isaac Butt was 
a man of very moderate temper, more liked than feared in the 
British House of Commons. He hoped to persuade the English 
people and their leaders by a sympathetic presentation of what 
he regarded as a reasonable case. He failed completely, and 
the Fenians would soon have become impatient and again 
active had not the effective leadership at Westminster passed, 
in the last years of Beaconsfield’s Parliament, into the hands 
of a new member, Charles Stewart Parnell. 

1867 Indignation at the hanging of the 4 Manchester martyrs ’ 
had first aroused Parnell’s strange and solitary mind to take an 
interest in his country. His powerful but almost uneducated 1 
intellect had been suddenly fired by a single idea that 4 filled 
the fine, empty sheath of a man.’ But he did not go into public 
life for another half-dozen years, nor enter Parliament till 
1875. 

A Protestant and a landlord, Parnell became in a few 
years the leader of the Catholic tenantry, by right of his genius 
for tactics, his ruthless contempt for all the English held 
sacred in Parliament or out of it, and his silent force of char¬ 
acter dominating an eloquent and emotional race. Af ter Butt's 
death he was elected official chief of the Home Rule party in 
the new Parliament of 1880, in which he soon made his policy 
of obstruction the principal fact. 

The Land League had been founded in 1879 to fight out 
the agrarian question against the landlords with the law ami 
Government behind them, Parnell was in dose touch with it, 
and worked to induce the Eon inns of Ireland amt America to 
abandon their old programme of Republicanism and promis¬ 
cuous violence, in favour of the new and more practical pro¬ 
gramme of the Land League and of the I lome Rule party. I*or 
in Parnell’s mind Home Rule and the agrarian questions went 
together. Gladstone’s I,and Act of 1870 had not given fair 

1 Hi? resideneflat Ma^I.vhine College, Cambridge, latl taught him little 
except to dislike the English more than ever, Nor wa*t his Irish patriotism 
nastsn on a study of history or literature, One day in iHfb). when Mi Ola-!- 
stone was talking to him about the * 41# in Ireland, It was dear t<< the on • 
lookers that laraell neither knew nor eared to what t ernary hi* Irantmt 
ally was referring. 
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rents or security of tenure,1 and his Bill of i B8o for compen- 
sating evicted tenants under certain conditions was thrown ou 
by an immense majority in the House of Lords. That year 
ten thousand persons were evicted. In reply, two thousan 
five hundred agrarian outrages were committed, while the 
institution of the ' boycott,’ called after Captain Boycott, one 
of its early victims, made life unendurable to agents ana 
abettors of unpopular acts. By the same means discipline 
was maintained among the peasants themselves. 

Such was the policy of Parnell and the Land League. It 
was no longer spasmodic acts of revenge, but systematic 
terrorism to break the land system from off the neck of the 
people. Gladstone struck both at the terrorism and the unjust 
laws. On the one hand, a Coercion Bill enabled the Govern¬ 
ment to imprison whom it liked for as long as it liked. On the 
other hand, his great Land Act of 1881 aimed at securing to 1881 
the Irish tenants, in spite of all English theories of free con¬ 
tract,’ the famous ‘ three F.s’—Fair Rents to be settled by a 
Tribunal; Fixity of Tenure for all who paid their rents; and 
Free Sale or the right of the tenant to part with his interest. 
Opinion in England and Ireland was not yet ready for land 
purchase on a great scale. But the fixing of rents by a State 
tribunal went a long way towards effecting that agrarian trans¬ 
formation which the two English parties were destined be¬ 
tween them to accomplish for Ireland. The same principles 
fixity of tenure, and fair rents adjudicated by a Commission, 
—afterwards solved the vexed ‘ crofter ’ question in the High¬ 
lands of Scotland, where a very similar agrarian problem was 
not complicated by religious and racial feuds.2 After the Irish 
Land Act of 1881, it already seemed as if an age had passed 
since the Lords had thrown out the mild Compensation for 
Disturbance Bill of the year before. 

It was not Parnell’s cue to show gratitude, and Ministers 
presently locked him up under their Coercion Act. He warned 
them that if they removed him from the scene they would be 
leaving ‘ Captain Moonlight ’ in charge. And indeed, when 
Parnell’s relatively restraining influence was gone, agrarian 
outrage was worse than ever and political assassination began 
to be plotted again. But W. E. Forster, Chief Secretary for 
Ireland, believed that all the trouble arose from a few 4 village 
ruffians,’ whom he could lay by the heels if he was given time. 

1 See p. 352, above. * G. O. Trevelyan's Crofters Act, 1886. 
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Unfortunately the statistics of agrarian crime grew wo™ 
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holding the scales even between Nationalist and Orangeman, 
and preventing any disaster from happening in Ireland, al¬ 
though dynamite outrages in London by Irish-Americans 
further incensed British opinion against the Irish cause. Par¬ 
nell was not very active during this period, and did nothing to 
make the situation worse than it necessarily became after the 
Phoenix Park murders. He was biding his time. 

During Salisbury’s brief Ministry in the last six months 
of IS85, the Conservatives appeared to be seeking the Irish 
Alliance. They eschewed coercion, and Parnell came away 
from an interview with Lord Carnarvon, the Conservative 
Viceroy of Ireland, persuaded that he and his colleagues in¬ 
tended to grant some kind of self-government. Parnell had 
deceived himself. Lord Carnarvon was much more advanced 
than his colleagues or his party. But the fact that they had 
sent him to govern Ireland led not unnaturally to a wrong 
inference by Parnell, who therefore held out for higher terms 
from Gladstone, and threw the weight of the Irish vote on to 
the Conservative side at the General Election that winter. 

At the polling, the Liberal party did badly in the towns 
but was saved by the county voters, grateful for the new 
franchise and hoping that attention would at last be paid to 
tlie grievances of the agricultural labourer. The net result was 
that the Liberals outnumbered the Conservatives by more 
than eighty, but the Conservatives and Home Rulers together 
outnumbered the Liberals by four. It would therefore be 
useless for anyone to form an administration without coming 
to terms with Parnell. This man, who a dozen years before 
had been a Wicklow country gentleman, moody and reserved, 
known outside his own family chiefly as a cricketer, had be¬ 
come the touchstone of the whole British Empire and the 
arbiter of fate to its Ministers. Such control over the Parlia¬ 
ment at Westminster was to all appearance the summit of 
good fortune for the Irish cause. Actually it led to disaster. 
When Gladstone had asked the electors for a majority over 
Conservatives and Home Rulers together, so that he could 
settle the Irish question without Irish dictation, he had not 

been far wrong. But he had asked in vain. ^ 
For a week or two after the result of the ’elections be¬ 

came known, Gladstone hoped that the existing Conservative 
Government would take up the Carnarvon policy and pass 
some kind of Home Rule; in that case he was prepared to 

Nov.- 
Dee. 
1885 
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support the Ministry till the deed was done. But it soon 
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To dissolve would force the Liberal Unionists to fight their 

stnf'wcfrkH f t0t b%returned.by Conservative vote!. Glad- 
} 1 *» orktd UP t0 a fervour of apostolic zeal, chose the more 
dangerous course. The General Election of 1886, fought on 

m-mediabferfT ^ the.8?Jitin the Uhe^Part7 ^ irremediable. The Conservatives and Liberal Unionists were 188f 

ycir$n°m ant WGre m P°Wer witb °ne brief intervaI for twenty 

An ,that dec/s‘vc election, all that energy and eloquence 
could do was done by Gladstone, despite his seventw-seven 
years, l ie kindled an enthusiasm for his new cause which 
docs credit at east to the imagination and generosity of many 
of the Liberals, who, only seven months before, had been 
attacked at Parnell s orders in an embittered electoral battle 
by these same Irish, for whom they were now asked to post¬ 
pone everything that directly interested themselves. 

But the forces arrayed against Home Rule proved the 
stronger. Majuba, Khartoum, the Phcenix Park, the agrarian 
outrages, made the average Englishman distrustful of accept¬ 
ing Gladstone's account of the Irish and the way to deal with 

It w;i$ more natural for Protestants to sympathise with 
IJbiter, whose determination to resist the decrees of an Irish 
Parliament was now beginning to make itself powerfully heard. 
I he intellectual movement of the Victorian era, hitherto mainly 

on the Liberal side in politics, now for the most part broke off 
sharp from Gladstone and began to regard him as a dema¬ 
gogue. Unionism prevailed among the leaders of literature 
anil thought, men like Robert Browning, Leslie Stephen, 
Lee ky ami many more, us also in that part of the professional 
and scientific world which had not previously become Conser¬ 
vative. The almost complete loss of upper and middle class 
support forced ‘ Gladstonianism ’ to become more democratic 
than even the old Liberalism had been. Yet it made no special 
appeal to the new labour movement, and it was helping to 
create by revulsion the dominant political creed of the coming 
era, the belief in Great Britain's Imperial destiny. 
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vSorv W s!"“thdr '***« viaury ot 1875, the various trades had no common Dolicv to 
pursue. It was an era of ‘ sectionalism/ and the Labour move¬ 
ment as a whole was scarcely self-conscious. There were a few 
miners representatives^ in Parliament, but no Labour par^ 

, J.n fpff/ eighties Trade Union policy was still very 
pacific. I he big Unions had won most of what they had set 
out^ to win, and were more interested in the management of 
their sick and old age benefits than in new worlds to conquer, 
i ado Unionists took little account of the Labour movement, 

s?wLlriLw^noT,¥d h3sot-This attitude °f mind ™ attacked in 1886-/ by lorn Mann and John Burns, coming 
orward as leaders of the ‘New Unionism/ and roundly accusing 

L . labour/ such as their own Amalgamated 
.Society oi Engineers, of selfish and snobbish desertion ’ of 
their less fortunate fellow-workmen. 

I he main object of the New Unionism was to assist and to 
oroanwe trades where unionism was weak—unsldlled labour, 
trades which were sweated/ and those in which women’s 
and childrens labour competed with that of men. The new 
feature of the time was that these efforts received a good deal 
of sympathy from other classes. It was recognised by many that 
the immense improvement in the general lot effected since the 

hungry ’forties ’ had not brought equal benefits to all, and 
that housing in the slum districts was a problem which society 
had still to hue. i he old laissez faire doctrine that the State 
had hardly any function save to keep order, had quite passed 

ft m'• 1 ‘‘I theory by Carlyle, Ruskin and even 
Mill in his later days, it had proved inadequate in practice. 

'I‘he old Socialist Engels, a friend and compatriot of Karl 
Mars, but well acquainted with English conditions for nearly 
half a century, wrote in 1885, admitting that organised trades 
and dulled workmen were very much better off than before, 
‘ mu an to the great mans of the working people, the state of 
nii’.rry ami inset, urity in which they live now is as low as ever, 
it not lower. The East haul of London is an ever-spreading 
poof of stagnant misery ami desolation, of starvation when out 
of work, anti degradation physical and moral when in work. 
And so in all other large towns,—exception made of the 
privileged minority of' the workers/ 

Engels was overstating the case, but there was a big case 
1 I1, 369, &hova» 
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to state. Not only Socialists hut society as a whole was hecom 
interested in the nujuiry into the state of the * submen^r 

From 1884 onwards, Commissions on Sweated Trades and n 
Housing, sometimes with the Prince of Wales as Chairman 
examined depths hitherto unplumhed. Investigation wis the 

It ms the era of Canon Barnett and * Settlements,' whn 
University men of good will came to live where they Jo! 
see for themselves how their fdiow<it«ctw throve. bnrU 

l’i3o» °.0t 13 ®cientlhc stlulF ot' London poor, poured our in 
- volume after volume over a series of years, did much to enlioltten 

the world and to form opinion, f f is analysis, ha sed on a wilier 
and more detailed collection of facts than’had ever hrforr been 
macle, showed in liitji that some thirty per cent., or over 

million and a quarter out of the four million three bundled 
thousand Londoners, fell habitually below the * poverty line ' 
with disastrous results to health and imlu-trul*rtlh 'ierny% 
wdl as to human happiness, t hailn Booth put the desuaml 
for old-age pensions on a scientific basin. 

I he fight against swearing, h;ul housing, negUt of rhT 
dren and aged persons, and all the problem-, ,,f poverty had to 
wait for some of its most signal victories till the new i rnturv 
but the ground was chosen.ami the battle was joined with 
success in the last decades of Victoria's reion. 

I he first skirmish of the NewUnioni ,m was the succe^ 
ul strike in t888 of the London girl, rmVUrlZ uki,t 

‘LT i>ri|,i„; ,wi 
r ■ .I'tpr 
cause in the newspapers, and subscriptions t'rJm the public 

tSZfzirzt ‘tk !'™ ,!,r" r ^ ** sdsr wi .t, 
«tiir *,*^4 di £ 

pence an hour. .So widely had the spirit of the New f ?uh nb n, 

Twerful t ^ If* "f ‘ «nkr ' of t‘he 
kirt of Lt d lai*rrl ihcy, hr‘ki “p ,llr ff.ule- of the 

leadership of)t^u ^ W,,,, ^ Wnirr flle 

Neither the doi kers nor the match-girls would have h,d 
a chance, if public opmkrn had not been largely t?*>£ 
ready «,a„ » »ul«iS,c ft.. fo'*^** 
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successes, so consonant with the spirit of the new ace wa* 
to™',on of many more Trade Unl„s moagnZSdZnt 

l he great County Council Act of T«fi« u 1 

*T«z^t:capons vhe ‘ Tnidpai soS- ’ -S 
secon i M n Sv 4niPT- the Condltions of Salisbury’s 
dencndcnt on rS 10U,^TIt:! P^sonnel was Conservative, was 1886- 
tkpuKknt on Liberal Unionist support. As that was still 1892 

nhen!ism inTh/^r morc ,1.ieedfuJt0 make concessions to 
14 KraliMji in the Cabinet policy. Coercion in Ireland was 
yoked with democratic reform in Britain. Although the ‘ Torv 
democrat, Lord Randolph Churchill, committedpolitical °uL 
ude by resigning office on grounds that the public considered Dec. 
inadequate, he had hud a great effect in continuing the ‘ edu- 188s 
umon ot the Conservative party towards broader views and 
more democratic methods And the loss to Radicalism in the 
Cabinet occasioned by his fall, was for a time balanced by the 
udluenee which Chamberlain exerted from outside on the plans 
of the Government. With the highly organised Birmingham 
democracy moving under his direction, he seemed almost to 
hold the balance of power between parties in the State. 

Mr. Ritchie's great measure of 1888 established rural 
self-government by County Councils/ and enlarged the exist¬ 
ing machinery of urban democracy by turning all towns of 
over £0,000 inhabitants into county boroughs. 

I he administrative problem of London outside the old 
t tty boundaries, which had been shirked by the legislators of 
/JUG was dealt with in a Radical spirit by the Act of 1888. 
I he new London County Council, to the chagrin of some who 
had hail a hand In creating* it, at once became the representative 
anil agent of millions of Londoners who aspired after better 
conditions of daily life. fihe popularity and energy of John 
Burns of Battersea gave him success as the first apostle of a 
London patriotism distinct from pride in the old 4 City/ while 
the intellectual leadership of the Fabian publicists, and the 
organisation of the 4 Progressive * party formed ad hoc, helped 
4 4 union/o take her place beside the foremost cities of the 
Kmfiirc in municipal progress, while she remained Conserva¬ 
tive in Imperial polities. 

All over the island, the last two decades of the century 
^ * ‘IV * Hound Tahiti Conference 1 of 1887 was a conference of Liberal 

ritt#di, < tlailntmiian and Unionist, including Chamberlain, to find a basis of 
Lftm.it tmnum* iti failed, after a successful opening, 

t hrr }t, above. 

2 D 
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spaces, allotments, lodgSig-houstTfS’ S?8’ gardens> °Pen 

ways ga\ W 
palised. The self-governing toJI/ r - "7 Places munici- 
ployers of labour and producers nn °f England becai»e em- 
largely owing to bee“ 
death-rate and the figuresnf inS t tthlf kmd tha t the 
that some real progrS^l^Lln<irtat1y W fal1^ and 

Sir William Harcourf the amenities of life, 
old school, startled the HnJ Wbl£ and a Iawyer of the 
all socialists now/ The^okeMd‘ ™ are 
which made the saying pioverbfal A °f real meaid»g 
court himself, as ChSarnU v afew 7ears later Har- 

cerns. Lly a smah bm S^TV11 .“*“"7 Non¬ 
union world was blinnIt , J^7 ,in tbe Trade 
Karl Marx.1 S g to adoPt dle ful1 programme of 

by Robet^Ow^and some °0f his" kf” “Vented in EngJa»d 
it had declined for many years in ?hl M C°nt^mPoraries. But 
revival of British Socialism was rSt °^-S 0rigin- The 
prepared by the vogue of a ,;£ edef and 111 some sense 
American henry olrL in ^ d°C?“> tha of 4e 
which dealt with ren/in m» wF"" W (1879), 
dealt with private profit T„ ^ tbe same wa7 that Marx 
founded tfe SociS DH‘ M. Hyndman 

»pMring2lnU"SeU?ad'= 
winch had already achieved so^S £ 

Socialism.'aTgriS mik^fxaiTf “d the doctrines oi 
vague idealism of Robert Owen and SainTl-V6ry di£ferent fr® the rather 

all countries. 

as an inevitable historicelectiontaK?*00 -f a11 meaas of production 
to a scientific ' interpretaiSn^t^ CapitaUstic «*a. He appealed 
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«t™etovl!f„r-Jndeed- £ G"r° lcad- - both 
X~W,?o„SUCCeSSW rm,S » “S Vulativc 

Meanwhile the idealism which was abhorrent to the 

nu. smirch. It is a rebellion hardly more against nnihl^m 
than against the ugliness of modern city life. ?t looks as much 

politi«.rdS M f°rWardS) as much t0 art and beauty as to 

• third cu"cnt fin de stick Socialism, and the most 
•input tant, was the Fabian doctrine, specially connected with 
Mr a,,a M Sidney Webb. The Fabfan So^ffldS 

I". £*1* nanie recalls a Roman general whose motto was 
JV f r r4 ,Ks?hcwi,nS revolution, and intent on the 

.utuahfies of England at the end of the nineteenth century 
ubuns rxonerated Socialists from the heavy obligation of 

reading Rar Marx. Without dogmatising as to theultimate 
future of industrial organisation, they preached practical pos¬ 
sibilities, here and now—-municipal Socialism and State con¬ 
trol of conditions of labour. Equally far from Marx and Morris, 
f ity Ic ft the New Jerusalem alone, and sought to impregnate 
the existing forces of society with collectivist ideals. 

I he Fabians became experts in bringing electoral, jour¬ 
nalistic and personal pressure to bear on local bodies and on 
the Liberal or Conservative government of the hour,—some¬ 
what after the methods of action of Francis Place, but with 
the added power of the democratic franchise. By the end of 
the <, entury it is in babianism that we find the nearest approach 
to a body of doctrine directly affecting the laws and adminis- 
tration of the time, like the doctrines of Bentham and Mill in 
the past. The Fabians were intelligence officers without an 
army—there was no Fabian party in Parliament—but they 
influenced the strategy and even the direction of the great 
hosts moving under other banners. 

The social movement of the time had its effect upon the 
religious bodies. Cardinal Manning, in his old age, helped to 
negotiate the terms of the London dockers’ victory. General 
William Booth’s Salvation Army preached the Gospel to the 
‘ submerged ’ of Darkest England. Like the Wesleyans of the 
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eighteenth century, the Salvationists sought „„«■ ,}. , 
and le?st Pinking members of societv Itut ^ ncJ?lcJtetl 
evangelists, though by no means ash- n, < , m.°dern 
developed also an earthly paraphernalia of sht'lr. cnf*msmsiV 
and emigration o * * L * * In I fens, workshop# 

originally formulated* by ,h Hrif RT “Of' »I™»» 
envirenmene makes chamoter! R"bwt °"™' '»'« 

directed' r** on'rimaSn^KeT T'l— more 
the great cities. • Environment ’ gave a kCS ‘ "'nm ,of 
opinions of many of the dernv Tn «llf, th*lnut.*>r fo fhe 
learnt to think very differentfv Inn t! .sumn“u|mg» they 
Miss Austen's time, who had wXtwe™ °f 
the manor-house. Many of the . rcffory and 

developed socialistic sympathies ^ in thc t«w>s 

«*«* and „,e 

by religion in the life of the up^’3 Z?IH 'Y l’1^1 
the better-to-do working class, las less rclirfc >1?*™' ,;,ml uf 
of the century than it had been when <)ueen Vi ) ° ‘ * ml 
the throne. The decline of . c ^ufcn ' u t<*na came to 
symptom. KvemiacV^ !h^ Wils II,jr *«■ <udy 
tone! This w^V'ffY W“lar 
Darwinian theory and B blie-il , rb' ^ ‘ "‘"wment*, to the 

to the number of other inters* r? * , !f lt WAn lllnt) due 
with religion. Where the Mjuu?. ! ,1 t: Wmi* n,tw competed 
for many households, there was nowIT™}’1*/1'tiu‘ °,d)' »<»k 
magazine and novelette and for the ** * U the cheap 
such things, the bwt litiir, f m.,nw,rr wh<> «red hi 
cheap editions. Formerly cntertabm, m th<* Wt,rfd in 
meats had been rare * hut now IS am <)r^nhvd excite- 
with it, denucra k > ‘‘T -^-h 

“,,p'Scls T • t,“™* 

b'fl the means to nSkct’a”.^^ Vh W * P««l rt.i»K, 
*>»gs might be heard in any nr/.L IY " Y" aml 
pmno. Football and cricket7 ‘I thrrc M;W a ‘ heap 
as spectacles to K, both f to be played and as spectacles to be watched spread fr " rf'H *"» 

p^^jssA1^ c 
w Swit2'r,Md *h**s~ 
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hicycle ,i,h pJmaticZ^boUs^ ZT "* ‘ ' 
comforts of the hiBh-whLuV k- i ?', da”gera and dis- 
Hcfore n,ot«r-cnrs t„ tS k. b ^ °f tie former d“ade. 

•pusl,4,to",,ff“oCl “d fT7kampt th.e 
of popular cnj.jynicM had odoIh™ ‘ prn>fP*1 means 

ti.;' t Thom'1 hnsre ?„:;f s pa?r'rly f 
-■mod the symbol of the LnginAI pi |oodT„d 
fu bad, the standards of Victorian ^respectability ’ were beein- 

. ° tTUm 1 -I he balance maintained between tradition 
* ^omfHTacy, which had been the essence of the Victorian 
J‘«I> was «'™R way- Literature was retreating before Sur- 
naiism, ur was being absorbed in it. S 1 

h<j Jt‘lVfr,Uncnt aI1 this while might be called Conser- 
atn<, but change was never more rapid, nor the advance of 

olirh1,1! 1!U1 Sh,Intlmorc observable. It was due, not to 
< htaai propaganda, but to environment and conditions of 
l«. A profound transmutation was in process towards a more 

meUumcU and a more democratic world, the world of the 
great city instead of the country village, a world expressing 

nmre through science and journalism, and less through 
re ligion, poetry and literature. In a hundred years’ time it 
will be possible to speculate as to whether the change has been 
mostly for good, or mostly for evil. But in so far as men 
have any rail knowledge and understanding of the past, it 
i« probable that opinions on that subject will be neither 
unanimous nor confident 

^ ^ epoch of Lord Salisbury's two Ministries and the two 1887 
Jubilees of <dueen Victoria was above all else an age of pros- 1897 
tmmy at home and peace abroad. But it failed to solve the 
Irish question* 

If our own generation, taught by much unhappy experi¬ 
ences had had the Ireland of Gladstone and Salisbury to deal 
with, it would perhaps have found the solution. But the 
Mwah of that day would not reckon with Ulster, nor the 
l nionhts with the rest of Ireland, The British had had no 
rnrnt experience of race hatreds and historic feuds in their 
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szassssass; s-£?iS;: 
could not understand why thf Irish Snff? ’ °Ur I'wf>Ie 
unlike the British tenant farmer/™!? * * tarm,erfi Were so 
houghed cattle; and why thePr WtmW"oflr%landWds or 
unl*c the comforubte M 

ihe only real hone wnnli u*>*»** i * * **«Li4nci* 
statesmen to settle Ireland ns* Um 111 an Chance of British 
objectively considered apart from^mrf^ I,ro{*lem, 

as £ 
Wsh cue*,on i„ it’s nature 

krgeVy°^S^'r^tSm“!,“' 'h? r1'' "’"n "f ,8*IS Phomix Pa* mPurdc„ 5,, J ^ ^ tlK 
which Englishmen particularlv Wbil.'t. on animals 
sought to destroy the pSS ^ 1 , ’ a,Hl1 ,'lc tm"ri™ '*>« 
barbarous work mdeetf hit?;t f 4,1 ,ndcpemient :u‘f*on. It was 

f* Conserva^^^™"ral 
driven step by 8ter> to abolish the evil ? ! were 

During tieir 2^5 °f th« f * Irish land 
moved as fast in that diwtion as f 1, ^P°T* th<: .*'“‘Wits 
he had begun the retreat. liut\he,UnV,nist!U,MNri*’ a/rl.muh'h 
the character of the pressure M Hmisfs resented deeply 

.^ 
Me crimes of «£?tj?T'™ “* 
;88r countenanced the bXt dm a1 /I ’ H u,.l8Bo «'d 
Eogue as the only possible me ins t \ -rm*,n.m (ii the Land 
the British Legi daturc mow on \ uf'making 
tenantry. Unionist opinion never /C ^ °P!,r<wd 
sought to bring it home « Xn tT** *'* '«• *«»1 
Gladstone proposed to make him in Jff^T«‘nv th.it 

aftcr mi he was £Jtifhr\lhc «'*«■ ^ If Hand, 

than m Home Rule, and he knew d'X •*'nVr*‘ri'Ul 

,creforc “ *• :isrrd 
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^riTphnJTf^ ^ he could ** prevent the 
The Vtn «f Srf kUnChed in Dec^berPi886. 

Crimes Act, and a protracted bird * by ,the Conservative 1887- 
peasants and Mr AtehS Rdf., u6gan between the Irish 1889 
rank «f politick cSSwS tLTrC ? ^ front 
without gloves on both sides S' IriS ?a .confllct> t 
was necessarily drawn^ 

wake. Irish members spent much of thei^ W • PU? “ 

pul il dt?U of the res^ on Liberal platforms in Great lEin’ 
•fif ' ^ !frt WaS n0W *he c^tious statesman while Mr' 

’ ‘ A/an a!rly 

published in 4um>Ie a letter, purportLftot^arSn? £8/ 

kil r?I :rkRl|rdCrS* Th«IctterfifgcSuin^SSSShi^f 
1 It!r h 1 ‘ Kulc niovement in Britain. Nearly two years Feb 
I 1 thy d<H*ument was proved to have been forged by a needy 1889 

M o rnahst named ligott, and to have been accepted with- 

t!ClS i It8 °f?,n; Th-e Royal Commission of three 
Judges before whom this damning revelation was made, had 

itVwmllitenir ""'it rci)ort.°? general connection of 
,> !• it • 5>aify w»th crime m Ireland, an inquiry in which . 

organ to look bright. 

No one can ever tell what chance there was of a solution 
!’*. t.fn‘rnsh qfsifn by that generation of men, nor whether 
C ivil War or belt lenient would have resulted from a decisive 
majority for Home Rule at the polls. The question was never 
put to the test, owing to the downfall of the Irish Chief. 

In i8yo I arnell had been fifteen years in public life. In 
that short time, himself starting from nothing and with no 
extraneous aid, he had created a party known by his name, 
united the Irish nation on his policy, held up the British Par- 

nuide und unmade Ministries and won the greatest 
British statesman of the age to devote his whole energies to 
carrvmg out his plan. The goal seemed already in sight, 
huducnly the bolt fell, the prospect was eclipsed and the 
Ktrtn Jure was shattered* 
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!& ™/**te* Ztno 

£S^m4 

ejection which would rum the Home Rule c-.me Y'l, V ^ 
now over eighty, knew that his tin n“j ,r f’ f|'X 

3^s9ES3S3S 
the win: r« & izs srJrL1f#frUT Yrdl 
out in wild destruction. I (<• had altlVililked and '' '".1 
he English, perhaps, through some atavistic * c<umV|t*v * Til 

the more because he had Kmdish hWJ t . I , *, ' , 

English character mixed with other elements hiV!*><U ‘ ni- ° 
being What business had thh , , vT^'u 
would not take off'his h-if m • * ”u ‘fc hU • J1« 

iTh!ni^rt2.m:i'ldsaw,i“s:;‘- 

joinoi the fay against the : bkrt " Writ*■""i!".i 1U|,Ur‘’1,1 
the Nationalist party were ir i f, I Iflaml and 

f^ offtrmillijMd m,ASmJ:^ZtlT rl' 
but his death could not at once hml the },«••, i, ' »\ c 1 !r! • 

nut restore in England thepres/ige tlu* jTrl'Ih Vt t*f v ^ 1! * * -v 
. S>» at the General Elect on f/ruL i •1 • y* 

Unionists of Liberals .and Irish Honm li,Tl ”liy“r,t?*.ovr.r fhr 
too small to do the work ri, i ,m c “nnhtnrd «.,« 

Ministry ; but when hL^om‘ ft™ '^ }""* 
passed the lower House hv *i„v* yutm KiUr having 

1803 the Lords, it was thrown oof .» li.>Ur up to 
indifferent. ’ 4M^ country felt relieved nr 

mi 

tfMl l,'"n ,Uit ”< »**• *« 
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lonty^'entrw^mm^K116 ?°m public life’ which had 80 1894 % centred round him. He had taught Englishmen to think 
nobly, and foreigners to think nobly of England. He had kept 

Xuoh^I 7^ i,nStitUti0nuS in the of all men^s 
! • r t 1 C -d done> P?rhaPs> more than any one man to 
.u„i{ t the machinery of btate to modern and democratic 
conditions. IIis achievements lay thickly scattered over 
ttunv pages of our history, and if his failures were great too 
the last and greatest of them has added immensely to his 
ame. I he comparison with the all-successful Bismarck is one 

trout which his memory has less to fear now than in the first 
vrarn after ^ his death, when Bismarck’s structure seemed 
roumlcd safely on the rock of force. 
% At the next General Klection the Liberals were overwhelm- 1895 
mgly defeated. 1 he chiefs of Gladstone’s succession quarrelled 
with each other over the defeat, and Lord Rosebery soon 
resigned the leadership. For the remainder of the century 
Salisbury ruled the country without serious challenge. 

Salisbury’s third Ministry, in which the Liberal Unionists 1895- 
took their share as Ministers of the Crown, lasted until his 1902 
retirement upon the eve of his death. It was marked in Ireland 
by <*tn attempt at conciliation. Home Rule was below the 
horizon and the Unionists hoped to prevent its rising again 
by settling the agrarian question. Mr. Gerald Balfour, who 
now held his brother’s former place as Chief Secretary, 1895- 
aspired to^4 kill I Ionic Rule by kindness,’ a policy continued 1900 
by Mr, George Wyndham after him. The Irish landlords 
were bought out on a great scale. Democratic local govern¬ 
ment was extended to Ireland and was worked with success. 
With the help of Mr. Horace Plunkett and his co-operative 
schemes in which men of all parties lent a hand, a new era 
of prosperity set in. The agrarian problem was being solved. 
The ‘kindness’ was real and practical. Whether it had 
‘hilled 1 lorne Rule,’ the next century would reveal. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

rdigbus a„dtSi J?„t “'k;"t' * «“» <’f mtelieotnai, 

ate rss: 
conditions of political nnww ,i.l $\ f fiu‘..m‘w democratic 
nut *>n th» 1UKa P HHr» although in curlier rears hr h id 

Xit"'”f:uir.t0. 11111 «* 4hI 
ami a more than roya inditierrnrr m ‘T'dium, 
that fell from hi HoV T ,, h ' the ril.v, „f., 

Practical, anda,, 5i„‘'’K* STtll ‘? TT "M 

motives, he staid for character nriminle ■, ,'d ""l'-"" “1T;'1 
Juried public life on a hinh 1,1* f , traditmn, »um- 

tkinalisin „f the temlj*and rl.t-Vrk-fc" c,f tTi-’p-IitiaH,/"'' 

»*» all «heMt!!''LX r 
fartherniuJ W« ^ nuwin f>yninr*in iikul 

leader of Hn/.’lish KmncJimriml'^ar1"1 ‘!'M' ,t,<' 
■n some democratic sections?7 l; SlV™ r 
for an alliance on terras with fh,. mm n,t>Hie Was prepared 

Lord SalisburyTrmT > . “ ‘*7 T1™™*? 1,1 ,l!* **«•. 
interest is peace' hehi th . f ^‘bef that Britain’s j^rraf^nf 

best security ag.-dnst Tl l“‘ 
He well knew that the imnreW J tv * e dk 
prosperity was so artificial is ildenf^ 

He wts f oreign Minister in his own Cabinet. P V™e‘ 

Colonial” fw hitWrlf t!ic “dice of 

the propaganda of a^elf-eomcious *Imnerhl' “ri Um,irlf,mk 
suited the spirit of the ml To' * P IM?'. 1 hc 4,11 trine 
an impetus from Sir John Serlev'I*TJt i;u* received 
Expansion of ( L*J!, ? ? T* ot Starrs on the 
beyond the readers of Seeley.’ S,ncc JiP!r'"1 tu ‘ it tlr * 
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The two parts of the new doctrine were, first the need to 
attach the white democracies oversea more closely to the idea 
of Imperial unity; and secondly the need for the Empire to 
secure its share of new lands, in the scramble then going on 
for the rest of the world’s unappropriated surface. These two 
aspects of Imperialism had perhaps no logical connection, but 
they were connected by the men and by the events of that time. 
Disraeli’s continental and pro-Turkish Imperialism was not 
revived, but the new creed might lead to complications with 
foreign Powers over colonial questions,—though not, indeed, 
f Lord Salisbury could help it. 

Salisbury was inclined to favour the Triple Alliance of 
:he Central Powers, more than the Dual Alliance of France 
md Russia, chiefly because of the hostile attitude of France on 
Egyptian and Colonial questions. But he kept England free 
rom commitments in Europe, where the balance of power 
:ould still adjust itself without the help of our weight in either 
icale. 

Lord Salisbury’s great work was the dividing up of Africa 
vith Germany, France and other countries, without a resort to 
irms. This he had largely accomplished during his second 
Vlinistry (1886—92). It was a great triumph for the principles 
>f peace and negotiation as contrasted with the endless wars of 
>revious epochs over the sharing up of America and Southern 
isia. In 1890 the boundaries of German and British posses¬ 
ions in South and Central Africa were defined, in connection 
nth the work of British pioneers in Nyassaland and the terri- 
ories of Rhodes’ Chartered Company. The fact that Salis- 
iury bargained away Heligoland against Zanzibar showed 
ow much more our statesmen were then thinking of colonial 
xpansion than of any danger to our fundamental security in 
Europe or in the British seas. Such danger did not then exist. 

The interior of ‘ Darkest Africa ’ opened out by Living- 
Hone, H. M. Stanley and other explorers, had become ripe 
jr white control and in places for white settlement, because 
lilways, tinned foods, modern weapons and tropical hygiene 
t length enabled Europeans to penetrate and to inhabit regions 
'here their fathers had perished. It was fortunate that the 
ay of the white man’s unlimited power over the black had not 
ome earlier, whilst his only idea of a relation with the aborig- 
les had been the profits of slavery and the slave trade. That 
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man’s"!!™ fowl/to su N‘S‘'r‘1,a"'i, elsewhere of the'wh 
massacra P ,U|’Pra“ thc »'™-trailP ami imertril 

the IX-“wt IITfor ZtT ‘““i" I'n'!'i™’S ' 
be caplUi by thl"‘i 

custom' lTdu£ °f °f r-rti"g Wi,h «*•» land ; ml "ri 
often™- !Lap,S,,ro°m ,hrUmK 
settlors, chiefs ?mi tribesmen H’tWt,fn In*^»f«n'es ar 

Britain had the i "IT? ^ TT* "* F'uroP 
spunsibility in these matters On thl™? fui.th<? #*■<»«•« r 
fortunate toe the African. ’ ° thC W C **ut Pr',v«*d vei 

ronta^Tc SvetTtur^fw'X>'!h' >•" lull c 
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Nuith Africa's sphere of influence into the far northern interior 

At' V' \'Ur% . r.lf.:un s P°wer anc^ ke progressive part of the 

Su!L w1; I, ! int<1 f!rhuuis that Livingstone had explored. 
, ,u:1' us.. His nightmare was lest the Germans 

s nuki he before him, and should extend their sphere of in¬ 
fluence across Africa from the western sea to the Portuguese 
territory on the eastern coast. If the Germans could once make 
hat step across the continent they would shut in South Africa 

from all chance of future expansion, and would incidentally get 
into touch with flu- more reactionary elements among the 
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Transvaal Boers. These elements, represented by President 
Kruger, had already been much encouraged by the episode of 
the Majuba war, 

_ Rhodes, ever the most practical of visionaries and the most 
visionary of men of business, dreamed of a Cape-to-Cairo 
railway through British territory. And so, in 1889, he secured 
from the home government a Charter conferring political 
powers north of the Limpopo River on the British South 
Afrit a Company. Armed with the Charter, he proceeded to 
develop not only Mafabclcland and Mashonaland, but to push 
the future ‘ Rhodesia ’ far north of the Zambesi, to join up 
with other British pioneering work in Nyassaland, along that 
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doubtful southern border of German East Africa which Lord 
Salisbury was engaged in defining by negotiation.1 

In 1890 Rhodes had become Prime Minister of the Cane 

wd the" worlf" MUth AfHca ?nd h,’s 'in England and the world at large was unique. He was almost as much 
talkedaboutas Parnell. The two men differed from each other 
but tney differed still more strongly from anyone else. Some 
modern I lutarch should draw a parallel between them. Rhodes 

i'isirF “11 Rvfc «•«■•>« «. importance to Imperial Federation ; he described the Irish 
chief as the most reasonable and sensible man I ever met ’ 

At the new year of x895.fi came the fall of Rhodes 'it 
iws less complete than that of Parnell, hut the Jameson Raid 
dealt, to his life s work of uniting the liritish and Dutch on a 
progressive platform, a blow from which the policy never 

lffunc\rV ?! f,hr M ^bn-stmas of ntlV fS the Orange River C ohmv and the Cape had 
mam of them believed in Rhodes and were nut in .ivum.uhv 

thc T“ «-! ^ 

I he Situation in South Africa had for ten years p.j .f been 
compheated by a new element. The discovery of ,Li 

RivcT u"Arilitl'cot fht‘ Witwitenirand I {ills north (,f the V.tal 
River, Jed to the growth of Johannesburg as a cmmutM,j;t 
centre in the heart of the little republic of Bible readme fir men 
I he seventeenth century and the late nineteenth mm, v ul,’* 

'““d1 s'(hr’-lHl>' rUi™ r T*rt' ,hr »• 
A «‘ the other 

withhto.oSd^rt ff'f'T *«"> "f <lu..,,,rr, witti ufta,> minted to those of the farmer lutriardis whom he 

Director of the British South Africa Company whose RlldT 

cnmtmttcd an act which „mn! j„..,itv ,‘il ti" 
1 Se«ji, 4tt, itU,v*. 
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1’"'su,™t'8 N>r<-l»odinps and jealousies. He secretly 
otlrml the aid „t the armed forces of the British South Africa 

™«K *#' Uitlanders. In other words 

T>am* “ the orders °f ^ 

amt lih. 4 Jr moollcd tmflMc'his'ordcra fc^iS^SS 
the mmd nt.sh section of the Uitlanders objected to the Union 
J,u k, .uni aimed at an international republic. Unfortunately 
1. i« J.itnrniiii^ uilmmistnitor of Rhodesia, contrary to his chiefs 
Litt*-if anima tions, began the invasion of the Transvaal with 
•«x hundred troopers, who were surrounded and captured by 
the IWni taiurc ever they reached Johannesburg. They were 
handed over to the British (mvernment and imprisoned. 

I in*; weak and foolish outrage united the Dutch race 
a;;.un.t the British all over South Africa. Rhodes, who was 

atni up to the hilt, resigned the Premiership of the Cape. 
llr appeared before a Parliamentary committee of inquiry 
in 1 .•mdojt, winr.r proceedings did not succeed in removing 
fn >m 1 htn h mind*; their suspicions of the attitude of the British 
government. Words used by Chamberlain in Parliament 
sward to them too favourable to Rhodes, while Rhodes’ 
public utterances left them with the impression that the 
l-.iiglidi only regretted the affair because it had failed. 

' I found all the ’busmen smiling at me when I came to 
London,' saill Rhodes, 'and then I knew I was all right 1 ’ 
The r*n u*.e for the attitude of a great part of the British public 
toward*; the Raid was the telegram of the Kaiser offering his 
sympathy to Kruger. Three years later Rhodes met the Kaiser 
and ‘.aii! to him about these events,* You see, I was a naughty 
boy, and you tried to whip me. Now my people were quite 
ready to whip me for being a naughty boy, but directly you 
did it, they said, " No, if this is anybody's business, it is ours” 

1 hr ir ttilt wan that Your Majesty got yourself very much 
dhlikrd by the English people, and I never got whipped at all 1 ’ 

The reactionary party among the Transvaal Boers now 
had the game in their hands. They began to arm on <|uite a 
m*w m ah* for a war which they henceforth regarded as inevit¬ 
able. Wui'.t of all, Dutch sympathy in the Orange Free State 
a ml the Cape was now more with them than against them. 

1 hr ntage was set for the great Boer War with which the 
century dosed. 

Dec- 
1895 
to Jan 
1896 
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In 1896 Sir Herbert Kitchener, Sirdar uf the Fsjvpthn 
army, began operations southwards against the Soudlm. h 
seemed an answer from the far north to' Rh-odrC C.mr m~e;tiro 
scheme, but in tact it was only the htiftlmrni ufVnunrr% \,um. 
chertshed purpose, possible at last now that hr had given 
Lgypt sound finances anil a reliable armvd 

. *;°n£ preparation arui f.'.retJiou-:ht, h\,al knowledge, mr*h- 
anicai perfection, and withal economy of expenditure! marked 
kitchener s two and a half years’ campaign, I* ended in the 
conquest of all the obstacles of the desert, and the annihilation 
with machine-gun and magaeine-rifie of the fanatical Mahdist 

1898 horde* at Omdurman outside Khartoum. The Soudan under 
Mahuism had been the focus of revived Mohammedan Have- 
trade in the interior of Africa. The tomiurst and government 
of the Soudan by a civilised Power was «-■ .rnti.il to the w el fire 
of the continent, as well as to the saferv of FT* *,t. 

Unlike Egypt, the Soudan fell* um-mduioiuilv under 
British and hgyptian rule, free from intmiWr by 4nv other 
country. But there was first a slurp disT-abe W.i.vir with 
France, at one moment threatening war. >>!nr French m- 

1898 plorers under Major Matvhaml had reached Fashoda, higher 
up the river even than Khartoum, at the time of Kitchener’s 
conquest. But their claim on behalf of France was disallowed. 

he svm, ITf t\hcnm- rrr wffwthn uy 
I )revaftii111 h °f lC lkTt ll"hh- .Wfh fltr WT*'m"' of (,‘aptain 
hil ‘rlrri ./ ! Viti ry f thc r«*v**aum Ifn/ who had demanded 
tus retrial, shortly afterwards made the wav easier for a 
rapprochement with Knglami. ? 4 

ovlAfcW }'rar:! a(tvr thc ^‘^‘*'*la imidriit, Frame realised 
that it was too late to renew her amhitimis on the Nile, and 

1«H her i hum in Morocco, afj 
1904 annul tut hmtmty to our presence m Fb-vot. ‘I he diffi. ulties 

o our administration in the newt enturv were to .nur nut funn 
hr Ca,,m,l«ti„,„, ,,r iV, „„ |M,;1IV iw“ 

JS r‘">- «>» '“S 

tout',-m-d itch 1,1 mu ...iiniii! inii.in 
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afnxm as well as Canadians had begun to be keenly conscious of 
tiu-u-position in the Empire and their relation to powers out- 
sivie it, lalk about secession and ‘ parting friends ’ died away 
as the century drew near its close. The first Imperial Confer- 
ences had been held, in connection with the Queen’s two 
Jubilees, the pageantry and sentiment of which took on an 1887 
Irnpcml even more than a national aspect in appealing to the 1897 
popular imagination* 

There was, however, a set-back to the first plans of British 
statesmen, who had hoped to create a formal constitution and 
parliament for a federated Empire, That idea was coldly 
i eeciycd in the self-governing Dominions. Each was now a 
t;r» iwing nation, proud of its own distinctive ideals, and more 
anxious to obtain security by association with kindred nations 
than tt> merge its individuality and rights of independent 
action in a larger whole. What great things voluntary co¬ 
operation could do for the Empire was shortly to be shown 
in the action of Canada and Australasia in the Boer War, as 
it has since been shown on a vaster scale and in a time of yet 
mure tragic peril. 

Blood-relationship, affection and common traditions were 
potent, and so too was the desire for a mutual guarantee of 
:ic\ urity against outside aggression. In the ’eighties and 
‘nineties Australia began to be uneasily conscious of the 
' P.u die problem,’ of the Germans in New Guinea and Samoa, 
and of' the rising power of ' Westernised ’ Japan, with her 
critical eyes turned on the vast spaces denied to Oriental 
immigrants by the ‘ White Australia ’ policy. That policy, 
originating in the Trade Unions, has in our day become a 
national resolve.1 But a national resolve of so serious a char¬ 
acter demands a nation to enforce it. Not only a sense of the 
value of the Imperial connection and of the British fleet, but 
the desire for internal unity was quickened among the Aus¬ 
tralian colonies in the last years of the old century. In 1900, 
after a decade of discussion and postponement, the terms of 
the Federal Union were agreed upon, the several colonies be¬ 
coming States of the Australian Commonwealth,2 Three weeks 

* V< iti.Ui.i. even more 'sodalisttailly' inclined than the mother country, 
t-n v.l mu.- about the distribution and less about the accumula¬ 
tion .4 wedth. mom about, the average quality of the citizen, and very 
but- .ib-nit, Urn m.-reuse in population. 

* 11 | | I above, Railway construction had rendered the Union 

% E 
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Jan. before the death of Queen Victoria, the birth of the new nation 
1901 was proclaimed on the first day of the new century. 

The Dominion of Canada had achieved Federal Union a 
generation before under the leadership of Sir John Macdonald.1 
His death in 1891 was soon followed by the end of the long 
supremacy of the Canadian Conservative party, to whom the 
Imperial connection had owed most. But the new Liberal 
party, when it came to power, although it was largely depen¬ 
dent on the votes of the French Catholic element, learned to 

1896- set a high value on the Empire, during the Premiership of Sir 
1911 Wilfred Laurier. His striking figure was the observed of all 

observers in London at the Jubilee of 1897, and his govern¬ 
ment gave to the mother country a preference of over thirty 
per cent, in the Canadian tariff. 

In the 'eighties and ’nineties the revived protectionism of 
Canada and the United States helped to cause friction between 
them. Dangerous disputes about fishing rights and the Alas¬ 
kan boundary2 at Klondyke were continually postponed and 
eventually settled by a series of agreements and arbitrations. 

But the most serious danger of war with the United States 
arose on a question that did not concern Canada. Periodic 
disputes as to the boundary between the South American 
Republic of Venezuela and British Guiana had been in process 
for generations. It was a diplomatic ‘ case in Chancery,’ with¬ 
out a beginning anyone remembered or an end anyone expected. 
At length in the summer of 1895 United States began 
seriously to put forward claims to a decisive voice in the matter, 
under an extended modern interpretation of the Monroe Doc¬ 
trine.3 ‘ To-day the United States,’ wrote Secretary Olney, 
‘ is practically sovereign on this Continent, and its fiat is law 
upon the subjects to which it confines its interposition.’ Lord 
Salisbury did not admit the claim. Suddenly, in December 
1895, President Cleveland, hitherto noted for a generally 
pacific policy, sent a message to Congress asserting the claim 
of the United States to be a party in the dispute, at the cost, 
if necessary, of war. 

On both sides of the Atlantic men were taken completely 
by surprise. But while America rose up with a shout to support 
the President, England gave an instinctive cry of horror at 

1 See pp. 263, 337, above. 
’ In 1867 the United States had purchased Alaska from Russia 
* See pp. 211-212, above. 
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the idea of war with the United States. It was the Christmas 
of the * Jameson Raid,’ and when the Kaiser telegraphed his 
sympathies to Kruger, England was far more angry with his 
interference than with that of President Cleveland. Lord 
Salisbury, aroused to the seriousness of the situation, took the 
Venezuela question in hand in his best manner, and consented 
to submit the boundary to arbitration on certain conditions. 
The ‘ suit in Chancery ’ was soon settled, not unfavourably to 
Britain, whose claims had not been immoderate, though her 
objection to submit the question to an arbitrator had been 
carried on too long. 

The outcome of President Cleveland’s message was an 
improvement in the relations of the two countries. They now 
understood each other better. A new and extended interpreta¬ 
tion of the Monroe Doctrine was in essence accepted by British 
public opinion, even though some of Secretary Olney’s phrases 
about ‘ sovereignty ’ are to be regarded as rhetorical. The 
Americans on their part discovered that England was no 
longer the England of Palmerston, and was very much more 
friendly and anxious to avoid offence than in the days of 
Lincoln and the Civil War. A sincere desire to prevent all 
danger to peace was soon dominant in both countries. An 
impetus was given to the movement for arbitration in general, 
and in particular for arbitration between Great Britain and the 
United States in all future cases of dispute. 

In 1898 the United States went to war with Spain about 
Cuba. Again the instinctive friendliness of Great Britain 
formed a contrast to the past and a pledge for the future. 
While continental Europe took the side of Spain, British 
public opinion was equally strongly for America. From that 
date a better era in British-American relations began, based 
on mutual goodwill, felt by practically all the British on one 
side, and by very large sections of the inhabitants of the 
United States on the other, especially among those of British 
origin. The Boer War of the following year would have aroused 
a much more formidable anti-British movement in America, 
if it had come before instead of after the Venezuela incident 
and the Spanish-American War. 

During the three years that bridged the old century and Oct. 

the new, South Africa passed through a fiery ordeal towards 
ultimate reconciliation and union. 1902 
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In 1899 the Uitla-nders of Johannesburg began to petition 
Queen Victoria as to their wrongs. Chamberlain took up the 
franchise question with President Kruger, and a conference 
was held in June between the British High Commissioner, 
Sir Alfred^ Milner, and the Boer President. A franchise after 
five years’ residence was demanded, and the old claim to 
* suzerainty ’ over the Transvaal was raised once more.1 

Unfortunately the events of three years back had 
strengthened Kruger’s position among the Dutch of the 
Transvaal. Had it not been for the Raid, the growing de¬ 
sire among the younger men for a settlement would probably 
have overborne his obstinacy. Even now it was a question for 
British statesmen to decide, whether they should not wait for his 
death, and for the work of time to overlay the suspicion aroused 
by the Jameson adventure. But they were alarmed at the 
military preparation in the Transvaal, and they felt that they 
could not permit it to go forward. In one sense, indeed, they 
were not frightened enough by the military preparation, for they 
despised their enemy. They neglected all warnings, even when 
officially given, that in case of war the Orange Free State 
would join the Transvaal, and that mounted men in great 
numbers would be required to contend on equal terms with 
the Boers, all of whom were riders and marksmen, knowing 
the open veldt as sailors know the sea. On neither side were 
the negotiations carried on with a very earnest desire for peace. 

Jn October 1899 war broke out, while our forces in South 
Africa were still quite inadequate. The Boers invaded our 
territory on three sides at once, and laid siege to Mafeking, 
Kimberley and Ladysmith.2 The gallant defence of these 
places saved. Cape Colony from serious invasion, which 
political conditions would have rendered a terrible danger. 

1899 In one black week ’ of December the relieving forces destined 
for Ladysmith and Kimberley, and the force making head 
against the invasion of Cape Colony, were all three defeated. 
The most serious of these defeats was the check to Sir Redvers 
Buller in Natal in his attempt to cross the Tugela River at 
Colenso on the way to Ladysmith. 

The week of disaster roused Britain and roused the 
Dominions, who voluntarily came forward in the hour of need. 
The Imperial idea, coupled with the individual nationhood of 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand, received an impetus such 

1 See p. 385, above. * See Map, p. 413, above. 
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M tin speeches or conferences could have given. France, Ger¬ 
many and Europe were hostile to our side of the quarrel, but 
the supremacy of die British fleet was unchallenged. Vast 

lines of British* Canadians and Australasians were hastily 
levied and poured into South Africa. The veteran Lord 
Koberts, of Afghan fame, was put in command, and Lord 
Kitchener of Khartoum was his Chief of Staff. The general 
direction of their march was from the neighbourhood of Kim- 
wrley through Bloemfontein to Pretoria. On the wav they Feb. 

captured a Boer army under Cronje at Paardeberg—the woo 
turning point of the war. Their advance relieved the pressure 
on the besieged garrisons, and when the capitals of the two 
Republics were in his hands, Lord Roberts thought very June 

excusably that he had brought the war to an end. woo 
The relief of remote Mafeking, defended by Baden Powell, 

the destined founder of the Boy Scouts, was a welcome and 
romantic event, though not of great military importance. It 
aroused m the streets of English towns an orgy of relieved 
feelings ami relaxed dignity. The scenes of' Mafeking ’ night 
gave token, alarming to many, that the city dweller of the new 
England war. very different from the rural John Bull who had 
Ht his quiet bonfire after Waterloo. But it is remarkable that no 
such menes of ‘ mafficking ’ were witnessed during the Great 
War of our own day until the news arrived of its termination. 

In Lord Roberts’ campaign far more men had perished of 
typhoid than of wounds in battle. In the relatively greater 
destructive power of disease, the Boer War repeated the experi¬ 
ence of many previous wars, but affords a striking contrast 
to the statistics 1914-18, when typhoid and cholera inocu¬ 
lation reserved the greatest hecatombs of victims for Mars in 
person. In the Boer War artillery played only a minor part, 
and after tiie first sharp lessons in December the fighting was 
in very open order, a magnified and ubiquitous skirmish over 
the veldt. We lost a0,000 lives in the three years of the war, 
the greater number by illness. 

Rhodes had been in Kimberley during the siege, broken 
in health but with energy enough left to embarrass the military 
authorities. After the capture of Pretoria he, like others, 
thought for a while that the war was over. While still under 
this impression he made at Cape Town a prophetic speech, 
whi< h may be taken a*, his last political will and testament. Qct 
* You think you have beaten the Dutch! ’ he said to the over- 1900 
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eager Loyalists who had come to hear him. ‘ It is not so. The 
Dutch are not beaten. "What is beaten is Krugerism, a corrupt 
and evil government, no more Dutch in essence than English. 
No! The Dutch are as vigorous and unconquered to-day as 
they have ever been; the country is still as much theirs as 
yours, and you will have to live and work with them hereafter 
as in the past.’ Two years later he was dead. His errors have 
been repaired and his higher hopes fulfilled by other men, not 
least by two great leaders of those Dutchmen whom he pro¬ 
nounced unconquered and designated as our future friends. 

But while Rhodes on that October day was prophesying 
over the heads of the Loyalists at Cape Town, Louis Botha and 
Jan Christian Smuts, no less than De "Wet and De la Rey, were 
girding up their loins to fight to the last for their country’s 
freedom. The astonishing resistance of the Boer farmers 
proved able, under great leadership, to keep the whole force 

1900- of the Empire busy for two more years. 
1902 It was a guerrilla war, but of a unique grandeur. The far¬ 

mers were not in uniform; we accepted that irregularity and, 
instead of treating them as francs-tireurs, gave them all the 
rights of regular combatants. We had to employ whole armies 
to guard the long lines of railway which fed our troops, and 
the block-houses ’ with which Kitchener occupied and con¬ 
trolled the country. * Drives ’ over whole districts brought us 
in prisoners and material, while the nomad Boer ‘ Commandos’ 
often attacked and captured our men, and let them go again 
disarmed, having no means of keeping them. Finally, to catch 
the farmers in these vast spaces where the scattered population 
was on their side, it was found that no method would answer 
but to destroy their farms and concentrate their families in 
camps. Unfortunately, many of the children died there. In 
the end the material means of further resistance were exhausted. 

A war fought under such conditions to the utmost limit 
of exhaustion might be expected to leave bitter memories that 
would prevent all hope of reconciliation. But there had been 
very little intentional cruelty on either side. And after the 
war, statesmanship and good feeling triumphed over fear and 
revenge. 

1902 "Peace Vereeniging the Boers became British 
subjects. They were promised money to rebuild their farms, 
self-government as soon as possible, and the Dutch and 
English languages in schools and law-courts. These terms 
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.T,!'!1!!' Thc 9’"servali''' Ministry that made the Peace 

leadership boldlv *«,<.* i ^ear7 Campbell-Bannerman’s 

t.lisIW tV"L'frcet9^ ol^he cS]oSot““erS aCC°m" 

Britain n,,77h“V0n-SeqU,enCe8 *hat the Boer War had for 
Bnt,un and the Empire do not belong to the History of the 

iVoueen* V ^f‘nt-Ury’ WThich may well be closed with the death 
ut V«wn \ H’tona on January 22, 1901. 

Queers \ ictoria had put an end to the Republican move- 
nrnt m (.rear Britain and in the Dominions, not by what she 

had dour, but by what she had been, and by what she had 
retrained fro,,, doing. She had won back public respect for 
he monarchy m her person. And she had disarmed political 

hostility to the throne by effacing its occupant as a governing 
power. It was her habit to express to her advisers, often with 
linnetesnary emphasis, her views on all public questions, but 
dir had m.t insisted on having her way. She had been content 
with a purely consultative function in relation to Ministers 
Who were in effect chosen for her by Parliament, sometimes 
unit h against her own ideas of their fitness. 

Mu* had made the: monarchy welcome everywhere, as the 
representative of the public life of the nation in its non-political 
a .pn h. All through her reign, but most of all during its last 
twenty years, she had appealed to the common human heart 
of plain people, as a woman who was herself decidedly a « plain 
person,* mure apt than the clever, the cultured or the aristo¬ 
cratic of soul to sympathise with the elementary joys and 
sorrow*! of her subjects. When she said that she was grieved 
by ;< line public or private calamity, people knew that her sorrow 
w as sim ere, and of the same nature as their own. There was 
nothing superfine about Queen Victoria in her widowhood. 
N me the less, she made the world recognise in her the symbol 
of all that was mighty and lasting in the life of England and 
of the rates associated with England in Empire. Because she 
thus combined the very human and the very high, sentiment 
about her person became, at the end, akin to the religious. 
And for an Empire which desired to hold together in brother- 
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hood, .but refused to be federated into a single parliamentary 
Constitution, the only possible unit, in symbolism or in law, 
was found at last to be the historic Crown of Britain. 

The middle and later years of the nineteenth century, 
the most progressively prosperous and, in the sum of genius 
and achievement, perhaps the most solidly great in our annals, 
have been called the Victorian era. Victoria did not, like 
Elizabeth or Louis XIV, decide by her personal choice the 
trend and policy of the age that bears her name. And yet, 
when her Jubilee came to be celebrated, the people did not 
dissociate her from their deep gratitude for what had happened 
to them and to their fathers, since the day when first she had 
stepped from the schoolroom to take the headship of a divided 
and impoverished nation. 

Though all was not well in 1897, yet, in those sixty years 
past, millions had come out of the house of bondage and misery 
into which the unregulated advent of the Industrial Revolution 
had plunged its victims. In the same years our people bar) 
spread far over the face of the globe, carrying with them, on 
the whole, justice, civilisation and prosperity where they went. 
Great men of genius in literature, science and thought had 
adorned an age when civilisation seemed for awhile to be 
strong both in quantity and in quality, and had helped to make 
common during her reign certain standards of intellectual 
seriousness and freedom. As the little grey figure passed in 
her open carriage through the shouting streets, there was a 
sense that we had come into port after a long voyage. But in 
human affairs there is no permanent haven, and we are for 
ever setting out afresh across new and stormy seas. 



APPENDIX 
ENCLOSURES OF LAND 

(Referring to Chapters I and IX) 

k* I^ A held oJ antiquarian research and speculation is opened up 
by Ih«r pr-.Mrtii.. ih.- aiuwnt history of enclosure. In some parts, e.g. in some 
birr'll itulrii U mthv nouth, and m some of the disturbed borderlands to west and 
miith, it is jt.n;ul>lr that the communal village agriculture of the ‘open-field’ 
sywm had never taken root, but that the original method of settlement had 
fee,, the ruiifrd arm ,tend with a compact holding. It is possible also that, in 
the U e it, t eh..- Ltni tenure affrind early methods of farming and enclosure. 

It » im; urtant to remember, in trying to visualise the England of 1760, 
that >lt» «)*•» Itrld system, described on p. 6, above, was the normal type 

tar In,.-: r.c.r imdSand belt of fine corn-land, stretching from Yorkshire 
mat!'., an 1 bom .Vut-dk east, to Wiltshire south and west 

! .*:■ The ti lowing wide gives the figures of the last great period of enclosure, 
*»’ -it -.Urna we know far more than about the many preceding periods of 

Kttrtmmm nr Act o* (Pjutat* Bius) 

V»n Cotit moil field and Waste only 
•ome Wista 

17 r-» 176a ... 337,845 acre* 74,518 acres 
*y*t ,1 1,418,711 n 752,150 „ 

f^H ... 1,610,303 „ as* 939,043 „ 

Uni fir .uituiiiii of land enclosed between 1700 and 1760 was greater than 
fin Mt V mdh 4fti, Wi, m.r emhmirc by Private Jet of Parliament only came in 

rim i'a\u tr *4 flir nghtmtth century, and we cannot gauge the amount of 
cm kwr* iv the miuiifirf »l Am with any safety before 1760. Mr. Gonner has 

flui ru* was prormlini' on a large sale without Act of Parliament 
fir irmttrrtttfi and early d|htcenth centuries. But many of the 

«i» !♦ nutn 1*4-1 mi been accompanied by a redistribution of land so de- 
fivr numdl f 41 turn and to flic old order of society as the later enclosures nor- 

tiuSi/ wrrr, Tim we read In Mr, Bfahton’i Report on Shropshire to the Board 
of Afjk nlmm (1: * Tim county doa not contain much common field lands, 
m*4 rico** bmi formerly endosed, and before Acts of Parliament for 
flat putf < 4r* ttrip in onr, Hut the inconvenience of the property being detached 
amt futrMoifrd in mmll parcels ii severely felt, as is also the inconvenience of 
I. ihe wA\ farm tmritkfjff k village, the lands occupied therewith of course 
h • < ,♦ I lr k*w 1 %m to complain of the smallness of the farms. 
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Portland Minittiy (Tory), 
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LivmKwl Ministry (Tory), lemming m,.| - hbm4| in 
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Canning Ministry (LibeiaJ Tonb 
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